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Grade 3 Grade 4

Number

System

Meaning, reading, writing 1-, 2-, and 3-place numbers

Money numbers to $9.99; meaning of 0

Ordinals through "twentieth”; Roman numerals through XII

Meaning, reading, writing 4-, 5-, and 6-place numbers

0, a number and a place-holder; rounding to nearest 10

Ordinals through "thirtieth”; Roman numerals through L

Addition

of Whole

Numbers

Meaning and maintenance (facts with sums to 18)

Ways to express addition; order of addends; adding 0

A. of 2- and 3-place numbers without and with carrying

Column A.; check; table of 81 A. facts

Relation of sum to addend; term "sum"

Reteaching meaning of addition (sums to 18)

Maintenance through oral and written practice

Meaning of, and practice in, addition of 4-place numbers

Recognizing and using term "addend"

Estimating sums

Subtraction

of Whole

Numbers

Meanings and maintenance (facts with minuends to 18)

Ways to express subtraction; subtracting 0; 0 as remainder

S. of 2- and 3-place numbers without and with borrowing

S. when 0 is in ten’s and one's places; term "remainder”

Relation of remainder to minuend; check; table of 81 S. facts

Reteaching meanings of subtraction (minuends to 18)

Maintenance through oral and written practice

Meaning of, and practice in, subtraction of 4-place numbers

Terms: "minuend,” "subtrahend,” "remainder,” "difference”

Estimating remainders

Multiplication

of Whole

Numbers

Meaning of multiplication; relation with addition

Ways to express multiplication; term "product"

Facts for 2’s and 2; 3’s and 3; 4’s and 4; M. by 1 or 0

Pairs of M. facts; whole stories (M. and D.)

M. of 2- and 3-place by 1-place number with carrying

Money numbers; check

Reteaching meaning of multiplication; maintenance

Multiplication facts involving 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9

Terms: "multiplicand,” "multiplier,” "partial product”

Relation of product to multiplicand; estimating products

M. of 2-place by 2-place number; of 4-place by 1-place

Shortening partial products; check; table of 81 M. facts

Division

of Whole

Numbers

Meanings of division; relation with subtraction

Ways to express division; term "quotient”

Facts with divisor or quotient 2, 3, 4, 1; check

Pairs of D. facts; whole stories (M. and D.)

D. of 2- and 3-place by 1-place number; money numbers

Reteaching meanings of division; maintenance

Division facts with divisor or quotient 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

D. with remainder; use of R; table numbers for even D.

D. of 2-, 3-, and 4-place numbers by 1-place; 0's in division

Terms: "divisor,” "dividend”; table of 81 D. facts

Relation of quotient to dividend; estimating quotients

Fractions

and Mixed

Numbers

Meaning, recognition, reproduction of one equal part of object,

group, or number

Definition of a fraction as a number

Fractions used with measures (^ in. and \ in. only)

Meaning of number below fraction line

Relative sizes of fractions

Reteaching meanings of unit fraction

Meaning and use of multiple fractions

Terms: "numerator” and "denominator" ^
Comparing by using a fraction

Comparing sizes of fractions

Equivalents; meaning only of A. and S. of fractions

Geometry
Recognizing and reproducing simple geomelric forms: line,

circle, rectangle, square

Maintenance of ability to recognize and reproduce simple

geometric forms

Use of Literal

Numbers

Use of letter n to stand for missing sum, addend, remainder,

minuend, or subtrahend

Maintenance; use of letter n to stand for missing product, mul-

tiplier, multiplicand, quotient, dividend, or divisor

Measures

Meaning of measures: linear, time, weight, dozen, calendar,

liquid

Reference measures: finger inch, arm foot, arm yard or body

yard, local mile, book pound

Reteaching kinds of measure and tables; maintenance

Extending reference measures: ton, ounce

Dry measure; temperature

Changing one unit of measure to another

Problem-

Solving

Meanings of A., S., M., D.; likeness of groups

Use of dots, number line, and pictures

Differentiating processes; drawing pictures for helpers

Telling why problems are a certain kind

Making problems: from pictures; from a story; for a process

Recognizing tricky words; telling story in own words

Detecting absurdities; problems with missing data

Testing answers; relation of answer to numbers given

Problems without numbers; using measures; oral problems

Maintenance of techniques already taught

Estimating sums, remainders, products, quotients

Summary of helps in problem-solving

Meaning and use of average; two-step problems

Detecting mistakes in problem-solving

Problems with extra numbers; checking answers

Using a sales slip; using a diagram

Using simple charted material



Placement of Topics in Arithmetic We Need

Grade 5 Grade 6

Number

System

Meaning, reading, writing numbers through millions

Rounding whole numbers to tens, hundreds, thousands

Extending meaning of number system to right of one's place

Meaning, reading, writing tenths and hundredths

Counting by tenths; by hundredths

Roman numerals through M

Meaning, reading, writing numbers through billions

Extending meaning of decimals through millionths

Counting by tenths; by hundredths; by thousandths

Rounding large whole numbers

Rounding mixed numbers and decimals

Roman numerals through thousands

Addition

of Whole

Numbers

Reteaching meaning of addition

Maintenance through oral and written practice

Addition of 5-place numbers

Reteaching meaning of addition

Maintenance; more addends in column addition

Oral and written practice

Subtraction

of Whole

Numbers

Reteaching meanings of subtraction; oral and written practice

Subtraction of 5-place numbers

Reteaching meanings of subtraction

Maintenance through oral and written practice

Multiplication

of Whole

Numbers

Reteaching meaning of multiplication; maintenance

M. of 3-place and 4-place by 2-place number

M. of 3-place by 3-place number

Multiplicand-multiplier-product relationship

Reteaening meaning of multiplication; maintenance

Larger products

Division

of Whole

Numbers

Reteaching meanings of division; maintenance

D. of 5-place by 1-place number, 4- or 5-place quotient

D. by 2-place divisor, 1-, 2-, 3-place quotient

Steps in division

Use of term "partial dividend”; relation between M. and D.

Reteaching meanings of division; maintenance

D. by 3-place divisor getting 3-place quotient

Short division

Fractions

and Mixed

Numbers

Reteaching meanings of fractions; maintenance

Fractional unit; proper, improper fractions; mixed numbers

Equivalents: halves, fourths, eighths, sixteenths; halves,

thirds, sixths, twelfths; halves, fifths, tenths

A. and S. of like- and unlike-fractions; estimating answers

Remainder in D. shown in fraction; 3 meanings of a fraction

Reteaching meanings of fractions; maintenance

M. with fractions and mixed numbers; cancellation

Relation of product to multiplier and multiplicand

D. with fractions and mixed numbers

Relation of dividend to divisor: how many times; what part of

Three relationships in M. and D. with fractions

Decimals

and

Per Cents

Meaning, reading, writing tenths and hundredths

Equivalent common and decimal fractions

A. and S. of tenths; of hundredths

Decimals on a number line

Reteaching meaning of decimals; maintenance

Meaning, reading, writing smaller decimals; rounding

A. and S. of thousandths and ten-thousandths

M. of decimals

D. with decimals; short division with decimals

Three relationships in M. and D. with decimals

Graphs

and Scale

Drawing

Meaning of scale drawing; use to find perimeter and area

Meaning of graph: pictograph; bar graph; line graph

Reading graphs; scale; terms

Reteaching meaning of scale drawing; of graph

Reading and making picture, bar, line graphs

Use of scale on maps

Geometry
Maintenance and use of simple geometric forms

Finding perimeter and area of rectangle; of square

Maintenance and use of simple geometric forms

Maintenance of finding perimeter and area

Use of

Literal

Numbers

Maintenance and use of letter n to stand for missing term in

processes with whole numbers

Use of n to stand for missing sum or minuend with fractions

Maintenance and use of letter n to stand for missing term

Use of n to stand for missing divisor or quotient with fractions

or decimals

Measures

Reteaching kinds of measures and tables; maintenance

Extending reference measures: 30 inches; 7 feet; 30 feet

Extending measures of time to century

Perimeter and area of rectangle; of square

Reteaching kinds of measures and tables; maintenance

Extending reference measures: 5 lb.; 10 lb.; 100 lb.

Exact and measuring numbers; cooking measures

A., S., M., D. with denominate numbers

Problem-

Solving

Maintenance of techniques already taught

Using fractions and decimals in problems; using a table

Using well-known relationships

Telling which answer must be wrong

Maintenance of techniques already taught

Checking decimal problems by common fractions

Three relationships in M. and D. for problems with fractions;

with decimals



Placement of Topics in Arithmetic We Need

Grade 7 Grade 8

Number

System

Maintenance of previous number meanings and practices for

whole numbers, fractions, decimals

Meaning of per cents

Maintenance of Roman numerals

Maintenance of previous number meanings and practices

Notation systems: Egyptian; Greek; Roman; Hindu-Arabic

Decimal system and others; positive and negative numbers

introduced by use of thermometer and number line

Some laws of our system: Order; Grouping

Addition of

Whole Numbers

Reteaching meaning of addition

Maintenance; longer and wider columns

Reteaching meaning of addition

Maintenance through oral and written practice

Subtraction of

Whole Numbers

Reteaching meanings of subtraction

Maintenance; subtraction of larger numbers

Reteaching meanings of subtraction

Maintenance through oral and written practice

Multiplication

of Whole

Numbers

Reteaching meaning of multiplication

Maintenance through oral and written practice

Reteaching meaning of multiplication

Maintenance through oral and written practice

Division of

Whole Numbers

Reteaching meanings of division

Maintenance through oral and written practice

Reteaching meanings of division

Maintenance through oral and written practice

Fractions

and Mixed

Numbers

Reteaching meanings and processes with fractions

Maintenance through oral and written practice

Reteaching meanings and processes with fractions

Maintenance through oral and written practice

Decimals

and

Per Cents

Reteaching decimal meanings and processes; maintenance

Meaning, reading, writing per cents

Equivalent common fractions, decimals, per cents

Three types of per-cent examples and applications in dis-

count, commission, interest, increase, decrease

Rounding and estimating; three relationships in M. and D.

Reteaching decimal meanings and processes; maintenance

Reteaching meanings, types of examples, and applications in

per cents

Maintenance of per cents through practice

Graphs

and Scale

Drawing

Reteaching meaning of scale drawing; of graph

Reteaching reading and making graphs (picture, bar, line)

Harder graphs (fraction symbols); map graph

Divided-bar graph; circie graph

More than one graph on same axes; per cents and graphs

Reteaching meaning of scale drawing; of graph

Maintenance through practice

Geometry

Recognizing, reproducing, and measuring lines, angles, and

geometric forms: circle, triangle, quadrilaterals, pentagon,

hexagon, octagon

Measuring with instruments: ruler, compass, protractor

Developing relationships; developing formulas

Reteaching work with lines, angles, circles, polygons; for-

mulas and relationships for plane figures

Constructions; similar and congruent figures

Solids and formulas for finding: volume of prism, cylinder, pyr-

amid, cone; surface area of rectangular prism, cylinder

Business

Usage

Buying through mail-order catalogue; budgets

Quantity and quality buying; cash or delayed payment

Checking account; interest on savings; safe-deposit box

Savings bonds; sending money by mail

Operating a business; terms used in business

Money and its uses; business ownership

Investments: banks; stocks and bonds

Borrowing money: promissory notes; mortgages

Insurance; social security

Taxes

Use of

Literal

Numbers

Maintenance and use of letter n to stand for missing number

Use of letters in formulas

Maintenance and use of letter n to stand for missing number
Making equations

Solving formulas; solving equations

Measures

Reteaching kinds of measures and tables; maintenance

Extending reference measures: time for riding one mile

Finding area: parallelogram; rectangle; square; triangle

Measuring electrical energy; gas; energy value of food

Meaning of volume; time zones; tolerance

Reteaching kinds of measures and tables; maintenance

Extending reference measures: 100 ft.; 1 sec.; 1 min.

Majority, median, frequency, mean, plurality

Metric system: length; liquid, dry, square, weight

Ratio and proportion; hypotenuse and square root

Problem-

Solving

Maintenance of techniques already taught

Using tabulated material and maps
Illustrations of errors in figuring

Three relationships in M. and D. for per-cent problems

Maintenance of techniques already taught; 3-step problems

Problems using ratios; using relationships

Solving problems by using formulas; by using equations

Problems involving business usage
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With pocket charts and symbols these children

show the meanings on which their ability to

subtract with figures is based.
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PART I • YOUR MANUAL

PAGE
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Using the Manual 5

Introduction

You have never before seen an arithmetic

manual like this one. Leaf quickly through the

Manual and see if this statement is not true. Note

the large amount of help and the variety in the

forms of help you are given. But note this also:

the Manual is no mere book of recipes for teach-

ing arithmetic. It offers practical suggestions, yes,

but it goes beyond these suggestions to explain

the reasons for them.

There was no need for a manual of this kind

twenty years ago. At that time arithmetic was

generally viewed as a tool subject or as a drill

subject, and the teaching process was not very

complicated. The children’s books carried the

burden of instruction. These books told the chil-

dren what to do, showed them how to do it, and

gave them plenty of abstract examples as practice

to develop their skills. Teachers had only to make

sure that their pupils could follow directions, and

then assign textbook lessons and correct papers.

Perhaps this description oversimplifies what went

on in the typical arithmetic class, but not by very

much. Be that as it may, the description is quite

unacceptable as an account of what is to be done

with arithmetic at the present time.

Arithmetic is no longer regarded as a textbook

subject, as something to be taught intensively for

thirty or forty-five minutes a day and then aban-

doned for some other unrelated subject. Instead,

arithmetic is thought of as something which per-

vades the whole curriculum, as something that

influences thought and activity throughout the

day, both in school and out of school. As a con-

sequence, arithmetic is too extensive a subject to

be put within the covers of a book, no matter how

good the book is—and the demands upon the

teacher have expanded accordingly.

Most teachers recognize that they need help in

dealing effectively with the new arithmetic pro-

gram. This is so because theory has advanced so

rapidly. This Manual then provides a means for

bringing to you the newer knowledge that has be-

come available concerning learning and instruction.

Helps Provided in the Manual

Organization of the Manual

Suppose we begin by noting how the Manual
is set up.

Part II, which follows, is intended to give you

an overview of the program for your grade. It tells

you how to get started as well as what to teach in

the year’s work. It lists the learning outcomes to

be achieved, but the listing is no mere catalogue of

items arranged in some logical or chronological se-

quence. The Manual does much more than this.

3



It attempts to elaborate upon the modern concep-

tion of arithmetic, the conception according to

which Arithmetic We Need has been written and

according to which it may be taught. Even on the

first reading, however, you will see many chances to

enrich the program from your own experiences.

A good deal of attention is paid in the Manual

to the nature of the learning process in arithmetic.

Through numerous illustrations of what is in-

volved as children learn specific ideas, skills, and

•attitudes, the Manual helps you see how to utilize

the best psychological procedures in guiding

their learning.

Part III consists of eight sections, one for each

chapter of the pupil’s book, which provide the spe-

cifics of instruction. Each of these eight sections

has a brief introduction summarizing the learning

outcomes of the chapter and, where necessary, ex-

plaining in some detail what they mean. The in-

troduction each time is followed by subsections

written to help you teach the separate lessons as

you come to them. Here you will find specific sug-

gestions for activities to be engaged in before, dur-

ing, and after each lesson in the pupil’s book. In-

cluded are ideas for enriching and individualizing

instruction which may be adapted to your arith-

metic program, or which will suggest to you ideas

of your own.

Late in the Manual is Part IV. Here you will

find: (a) a series of eight computation tests to be

used as alternate chapter tests, if you choose to ad-

minister the corresponding tests in the pupil’s

book for pre-testing or practice purposes
; (b) two

batteries of achievement tests for use following

Chapters 4 and 8, to evaluate rather thoroughly

the learning over each term or semester
;

(c) a sec-

tion devoted to instructional aids which includes

many suggestions for constructing or obtaining

devices, games, and equipment useful in the teach-

ing of arithmetic, as well as a list of commercial

aids covering films, filmstrips, charts and flash

cards, devices, and games; (d) a bibliography of

books and pamphlets for teachers and pupils
; (e) a

vocabulary list containing all the new words as

they occur page by page in the Grade 4 pupil’s

book; (/ ) a table of measures. You will notice also

that further convenience is offered by the complete

index provided for the Manual.

Types of Help in the Manual

In addition to the helps already mentioned

(listing of outcomes chapter by chapter, supple-

mentary tests, and so on), the Manual gives you

other helps. A very important one is that every

page in the pupil’s book is reproduced in the Man-
ual in reduced size. Consequently as you read the

Manual you have before you the content of each

lesson and suggestions for teaching that lesson. As

a matter of fact, you may teach the lesson from the

Manual, if you so desire, and thus eliminate the

bothersome necessity of referring to both a manual

and a pupil’s book.

In order to understand and to appreciate more

fully the advantages of having the reproduced

pages of the pupil’s book in the Manual, turn now
to pages 30, 31, and 32 in the Manual and study the

matter relating to text pages 2 and 3.

1. Since the reproduction contains everything on

the corresponding page of the pupil’s book, you can

make full use of various symbols.

a. The clue caption, "Meaning of numbers” in the

upper right corner of reproduced page 2 tells you

the arithmetical purpose of the lesson. (Sometimes the

title of the lesson performs this function.)

b. The symbol [O] at the top right of page 2 means

that the first part of the lesson is to be taught orally.

(Note that this oral development represents another

way in which the authors help you in guiding the class-

room instruction.) The symbol [WJ at the right near

the bottom of page 3 means that the rest of the lesson

is to be assigned for written work.

4



2. In order further to aid classroom instruction,

answers for examples and problems are printed in

red on the reproduced page. (A red star will be

found beside each question for which there is not

enough room on the reproduced page to show the

answer. Another red star near the bottom of the

Manual page will refer you to the section in which

the overflow of answers will be found.)

3. The teaching suggestions accompanying the re-

produced page are usually organized for convenient

reference under these headings:

Pupil’s Objectives Pre-book Lesson

Background New Words
Teacher's Preparation Book Lesson

Differentiations and Extensions

What is written under these headings amounts to a

complete lesson plan. To help in your orientation to

the lesson, the Manual indicates objectives from the

pupil’s point of view, and also provides essential back-

ground and preparation activities. Then, through the

Pre-book Lesson, provision is made for the new idea or

skill to appear first in natural or prearranged class-

room situations quite apart from the pupil’s book.

When these situations have been explored and when

as much as possible about the idea or skill has been

gained from the exploration, a shift is made to the

pupil’s book in order to profit from the systematic

development provided there. So that you may fore-

stall reading difficulties, the new vocabulary for each

page is listed under the heading "New Words.”

The needs, both of the slower learner and of the

more capable child, are recognized and are served

through use of the materials furnished in the Manual.

Because it is often desirable to carry the idea or skill

beyond the limits of the lesson in the pupil’s book, spe-

cific suggestions are also provided for this purpose.

Every effort has been made to provide you with

effective and efficient help, but in the end it is the

use you make of the Manual that counts. If your

approach to a particular lesson is better than any

you find mentioned, jot it down in one of the

spaces left blank for your notes. The Manual was

designed for you, now make it work for you.

Using the Manual

Our sole motive in preparing this Manual has

been to give you all the help we can. As authors,

we cannot talk to you in the confines of the pupil’s

book, but in the Manual we have the chance to tell

you about the arithmetic program you will teach

and to suggest ways of teaching it.

Please regard the detailed lesson plans merely

as models. They show you how particular ideas or

skills may be taught, not how they must be taught.

Conceivably, some of our lesson plans may be just

what you want, and in these cases you will adopt

them. Just as likely, special conditions in your

situation or in your experience may make our plans

inappropriate. In such cases you will want to

modify our plans or to reject them entirely, sub-

stituting your own. Any system of teaching that

enables children to learn arithmetic economically,

intelligently, and happily is a good one.

All teaching, whether of arithmetic or of any-

thing else, should be stimulating, imaginative,

creative, and artistic. It can be so only when teach-

ers understand clearly what they are about. In

the Manual we have tried to help you gain this per-

spective. This is the reason for the sections where

we explain rather fully what is involved in an arith-

metical idea or skill and in learning it for functional

mastery. These discussions have a serious purpose,

and merit careful study.

A good place to commence this careful study

is with Part II, which follows immediately. Read

it slowly and thoughtfully. The more you know
about the over-all picture of the subject, the better

you can teach arithmetic.

5



PART II • OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM FOR GRADE 4
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IV. The Evaluation Program 20

Provisions for Individual Differences 21

Making Arithmetic Function 22

The Conception of Arithmetic Basic

to This Series

Why do we teach arithmetic at all? We teach

arithmetic because it contributes directly to effi-

cient, intelligent, and enriched living. Our culture

is a quantitative one, as no other culture has been

previously, and it is becoming steadily and rapidly

even more quantitative.

Consider the growing need for careful schedul-

ing and programing and how this must inevitably

involve quantitative relationships, and arithmetic.

Consider also the increasing practice in science and

industry of identifying things by number (we now
have a tin can for food numbered 303), of using

more precise measures (the fraction 0.0005 inch

has some significance today), and of employing

larger and larger numbers for sizes and dimensions

that must be understood (astronomical distances,

for example), and how these practices demand of

your pupils arithmetic competency never before

necessary. True, the invention and use of cal-

culating machines may save us from more or less

routine computations, but only at times, and even

then there must be someone to do the crucial

quantitative thinking first or to interpret and to

apply the results of the machine computation.

The basic reason that arithmetic is given an

important place in the curriculum is a social reason.

It is expected that the arithmetic we teach will

make real differences in the kinds of lives we lead,

and not merely as adults either. The arithmetic we
teach must function in the life of every child as he

learns it. Arithmetic programs which do not meet

this test are entirely without justification. The
arithmetic program represented in Arithmetic We
Need does meet this test.

Arithmetic, then, has a dominating social pur-

pose; but so do geography, history, and reading.

Although arithmetic is related to these as well as

other school subjects, it has its differences. These

differences may be summed up by saying that

arithmetic is a phase of mathematics. Arithmetic

has to do with numbers and with their various re-

lationships; so arithmetic comes to have a second

purpose or aim, namely, a mathematical purpose.

It is designed to make children and adults compe-

tent in the mathematical aspect of the subject.

6



This is far from saying that we teach arithmetic in

order to develop mathematicians, for the mathe-

matical competence we seek is limited by the social

purpose of the subject. We strive to establish the

mathematical ability necessary to deal effectively

with the quantitative situations of practical living.

The social aim and the mathematical aim of

arithmetic complement each other. This rather

simple illustration reveals their mutual relationship.

Asked “How many are 3 and 4?” Johnny says un-

hesitatingly, “Seven.” However, when asked,

“How many birds are there in all if 3 birds fly to a

bush where there are already 4 birds?” Johnny

may be nonplused. The latter “social” (or prac-

tical) number situation is a far different thing to

him from the familiar “How many are 3 and 4?”

the answer to which he has mastered as the “noise”

to make when he hears the question. Johnny has

learned “the fact” by a feat of brute memoriza-

tion. He does not know the fact as an expression

of a mathematical generalization, namely, that two

groups of three and four like-things, whatever they

are, together make a group of seven things of the

same kind. Until he learns the fact in this sense,

his ability to use it is correspondingly limited.

To sum up and to conclude this discussion,

each book in this series is built upon a concep-

tion of arithmetic that involves two aims, the social

aim and the mathematical aim. Adherence to the

latter aim requires that children see sense in what

they learn. Their learning becomes sensible in

direct proportion to their understanding of arith-

metic. They acquire this understanding as they

explore, discover, identify, and organize mathe-

matical ideas and relationships which together

make arithmetic a systematic body of knowledge.

The social aim they achieve partly through the

mathematical aim, partly in other ways. The
social aim requires that children see arithmetic as

useful, and that they make the most productive

use of it.

In other words, children are guided to appre-

ciate the value of what they learn as they learn it.

They encounter arithmetical ideas and skills in-

itially and repeatedly thereafter in the processes

of living both in and out of school—encounter

them and employ them in realizing ends of signifi-

cance to them.

Principal Topics for Grade 4

What will you teach in Grade 4? What can

you assume by way of background for your pupils?

Perhaps the easiest and most direct way to

answer these questions is to direct your attention

to the chart on pages 8 and 9. The first column

in this chart shows, in items 1 to 18, the principal

skills and bodies of knowledge in the program.

The second column shows for each item how far

instruction was carried in Grade 3 ; hence, it dis-

closes, to some extent at least, the “readiness”

your pupils should have for the new instruction

to be offered on that topic in Grade 4. The third

column refers to Grade 4. For each major topic

you can see at a glance the provisions made in

Grade 4 both for a reteaching (a term more appro-

priate than “review”) of what has been taught

thereon and for extensions, chapter by chapter,

in the Grade 4 pupil’s book. For example, the

skills of reading and writing the numbers to 999,

taught in Grade 3, are retaught in Chapter 1 of the

Grade 4 book. These skills are then extended in

Chapter 3 to cover numbers to 9,999, and in Chap-

ter 7, to cover numbers to 999,999.
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One advantage of summarizing the content for

Grades 3 and 4 in the same chart is that it reveals

the thoroughness and the comprehensiveness of

the reteaching program. Let your eye run quickly

down the entries for Grade 4. Do you note that,

so far as the nineteen principal topics are con-

cerned, Chapters 1 and 2 contain very little that is

new? These chapters are designed with one pur-

pose in view—to enable you to locate and remove,

at the outset, learning shortages and deficiencies

left over from the preceding grade. This purpose

makes sense, does it not? What justification could

there be for any other kind of beginning? What
possibly could be gained by plunging children,

already discouraged and frustrated by their failures

and difficulties, into the new and harder content

of the higher grade? Is it not, therefore, far better

to take time at the start of Grade 4 to inventory

knowledge and skill and to reteach what has been

forgotten or was not well learned on the first ex-

posure?

So much for the chart as such ; it needs now to

be pointed out that the program for Grade 4 is

very imperfectly and incompletely pictured so

long as we think only of the eighteen “major

topics” as presented in the chart. In the Grade 4

book and Manual, items 1 and 2 imply more than

facility in reading and writing numbers; they in-

volve also understanding of numbers, of the way

they are constructed, and (especially in the case

of our numbers) of the function of place value.

Items 3, 4, 5, and 11 call for intelligent mastery

of the number combinations and not just parrot-

like responses to the combinations. Items 6-10, 12,

13, and 19, all relating to computational skills, in-

clude, besides proficiency in “figuring,” some ap-

prehension of the rational principles governing our

procedures in computing. Computational skills

learned this way then lead naturally to sensible

methods of estimating answers without recourse

to paper and pencil (item 14). The space allocated

in the pupil’s book to topic 15 is intended to pro-

duce rich concepts of fractions and of related frac-

tion terms, in order to make abstract fractional

computation (reserved for Grade 5) as sensible as

is computation with whole numbers. Item 16 re-

quires more than glib recitation of the tables of

measurement. The children must, of course,

“know” the tables, but they should also have

meaningful and functional ideas of the units them-

selves. Topic 17, in our view, is not really taught

unless the children understand what averages are,

what they mean, and why we find them as we do.

Topic 18, problem-solving, is not a matter of blind

guesswork or, on the other hand, of slavishly fol-

lowing through a series of meaningless tricks. It

should be a matter of clear thinking based upon

understood relationships.

As you read the foregoing paragraph, in which

we explained what we believe instruction amounts

to in connection with topics 1 to 19, did you note

the frequent occurrence of such words as “under-

standing,” “intelligent,” “apprehension,” “ra-

tional,” “relationships,” “sensible,” “meaning-

ful,” “functional ideas”? Such words must be

used if the mathematical aim of the subject (to

say nothing of the social aim) is to be taken seri-

ously. To use arithmetic effectively and intelli-

gently in the course of daily life, the individual

must possess clear, rich, and precise mathematical

concepts and must have a real grasp of basic

mathematical relationships. Moreover, he must

also be disposed to make use of them. He must be

sensitive to the quantitative aspects of life’s situa-

tions, must want to do something about them, and

must feel confident of his ability to achieve these

ends.

The program for Grade 4 can, then, be described

more broadly as contributing to the development of

1. Meaningful concepts and technical terms and

symbols (e.g., "fifteen,” "foot,” "like-numbers,”

"place-holder,” "multiply”).

2. Intelligent grasp of important relationships

and generalizations (e.g., the relationship between

7X 6 = 42, 6 X 7 = 42, 42 -f- 6 = 7, and

42 -T- 7 = 6, or, the generalization that we can mul-

tiply only when we are to combine equal groups

or numbers).

3. Rational computational skills (e.g., understand-

ing why we write figures where we do in partial prod-

ucts in multiplication, and in quotients in division).

4. Desirable attitudes, appreciations, and values

(e.g., the attitude of expecting to understand).

In the next two sections we shall see how
children acquire these types of learning and how
we can assist their learning them.
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Meaningless drill must give way to varied practice that results in understanding.
stt&svS

Special Features of the Text

I. The Promotion of Understanding

Teaching Concepts and Technical Terms and

Symbols

We commonly confuse words with ideas, think-

ing that if we know words we also know the ideas

they symbolize. It is an easy matter to demonstrate

this type of error. Pronounce this word: goletis

(gO-le'-tis). Say it again. Say it three times more.

Now what does it mean? Which, if any, of these

sentences is correct? “The goletis is worn out”;

“Her coat is goletis”; “I watched a mechanic

goletis an automobile.” You cannot be sure, can

you? Why not? You have learned the word, have

you not? But do you have the idea? At all costs

we must avoid this kind of “goletis business” in

teaching arithmetic, and Arithmetic We Need will

give you real help at this point.

To return again to our example above, where

you “learned” goletis by saying it to yourself five

times: you could also have written it fifty times

with no gain in meaning. Repetitive practice like

this, doing the same thing over and over again,

yields no increase in meaning. It simply makes us

more proficient in doing what we have been doing

all along.* To advance meaning we must engage

in varied practice. That is, while we work on a

thing we want to learn (an idea or concept or

*ObviousIy, when we strive to increase proficiency, then,

and then alone, do we need to provide repetitive practice.

technical term), we must do so in different ways

and in different settings.

Let us see what all this implies for arithmetic.

The fact that after repetitive practice a child can

recite the number words in their correct order in

counting (“five” following “four,” “six” following

“five,” and so on) does not guarantee that he has

a real understanding of the process of counting nor

of the rich concepts for the words he utters. The
fact that a child combines numbers when he sees

+, as in 4 + 5 + 7, does not guarantee that he un-

derstands the real nature of addition. This lack

of understanding he often reveals in his failure to

add in verbal problems when he should do so. The
fact that a child, after sufficient repetition, can say

that there are three feet in a yard does not guaran-

tee that he has a true conception either of a foot or

of a yard. Moreover, continued repetitive practice

in counting or in adding abstract numbers or in

saying the table of linear measures increases not a

whit the meanings of the words used. It is varied

rather than repetitive practice that is needed.

The purpose basic to this series is to provide the

kinds of experience that develop truly meaningful

and functional concepts. In Arithmetic We Need

you find experiences such as these:

1. Manipulative experiences with real or natural

objects (the children themselves, chairs, pencils)

2. Manipulative experiences with representative

objects (smaller objects, such as pegs or buttons or

marks on paper, that are intrinsically less distracting

and at the same time more readily manageable)
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3. Experiences in identifying the idea in pictures

of real or natural objects, and/or in reproducing the

idea in the same medium

4. Experiences in identifying the idea in semi-

concrete pictures (regular patterns of dots or crosses),

and/or in reproducing the idea in the same ways

5. Experiences in identifying the idea in abstract

form (in examples with numbers) or in verbally de-

scribed situations (word problems), and/or in re-

producing the idea in these same ways

In each type of activity your pupils will en-

counter the idea in a variety of forms—different

objects, different words, different abstract num-
bers. The purpose is to carry the child by easy

stages from the concrete to the abstract, and back

again. Also, the purpose is to encourage the child

himself to explore and to discover, to identify the

idea in question, and to construct a meaning for it

that can function in true quantitative thinking.

Not every concept and technical term and sym-

bol is so completely developed, in the sense that

all five types of learning activity listed above are

requisite. But in such cases there is still insistence

upon concrete experience and real situations.

For examples of lesson units planned to include

some of the learning activities described in the

list of experiences above, turn in this Manual to

pages 29 to 34, where six pages (including 6 repro-

duced pupil’s book pages) are taken to develop just

the meanings of 2-place numbers and of place value,

and to pages 84 to 86, where three pages are taken

to develop the idea of multiplication, with no

thought at this point of urging mastery of the M.
facts discovered, and to pages 1 12 to 114, where in

three pages the fractional-part idea in division is

taught in a comparable series of lessons.

Teaching Relationships and Generalizations

When we use the words “relationships” and

“generalizations,” we are referring to ideas that in-

volve two or more concepts. “Three,” when it means

a group of 3 items, is a concept, whereas “three and

two are five” is a generalization. The stating of a

relationship might be illustrated in this way: “The
whole story in addition and subtraction for 3, 2, and

5 is: 3 + 2=5; 2 + 3=5; 5-3 = 2; 5-2=3.”
The program for teaching relationships and

generalizations is a special feature of this series.

Let us illustrate for Grade 4 by referring to the

teaching of the simple number facts, the teaching

of “strands of meaning,” and the development of

problem-solving ability.

Teaching the simple number facts

The simple number facts in addition and sub-

traction which were taught in Grade 3 are retaught

in Chapter 1. The M. and D. facts taught in the

latter part of Grade 3 are dealt with thoroughly

in Chapter 2, along with the fundamental mean-

ings of the processes of multiplication and division.

Then, in the same chapter the M. facts for 4’s and

for 4 and the D. facts with divisor or quotient 4 are

made the object of systematic instruction as a group,

so that if your pupils did not study these tables

in Grade 3, or if they did not learn them well,

they will have a chance to do so.

The program of instruction on these facts and

the new M. and D. facts presented in Grade 4

occupies, in space, about two thirds of the pupil’s

book. The pace is unhurried, in order to give op-

portunity for meaningful mastery. Interspersed

with these lessons on the number facts is instruc-

tion on other important topics, such as computa-

tional skills which involve facts already learned.

Children must be able instantly, accurately, and

confidently to think sums, remainders, products,

and quotients without using roundabout procedures
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such as counting. We believe that this degree of

mastery is the result of a long period of learning

and that to the term “mastery” there must be pre-

fixed the important word “intelligent.” In this

view, to “know” 7 X 8 = 56 involves, besides the

ability to give the correct product promptly:

a. Meaningful concepts for the numbers 7, 8, 56

b. Understanding of X as the symbol for a par-

ticular way of combining numbers or groups

c. Understanding of = as an expression _ of

equivalence

d. Understanding of a number fact as repre-

senting activities which can be performed, not only

with numbers, but with groups of natural or repre-

sentative objects

e. Ability to see and use the fact in situations

described verbally (problems) when no direct cues

such as “multiply” or “product” are present

/. Functional comprehension of the relationship

between the fact itself (7X8= 56) and allied facts

(8 X 7 = 56, 56 7 = 8, and 56 -s- 8 = 7)

Once meaning has been assured for facts through

a variety of experiences, then it is time enough to

institute drill (repetitive practice), with a view to

producing complete mastery of the facts.

In the program for reteaching and reviewing in

Grade 4, the ideas for addition and subtraction are

separately explored and developed. Then these

ideas are given deeper meaning by the study of

number facts, at first those in addition being kept

apart from those in subtraction. Later, the cor-

responding facts in the two processes are taught

together around a given sum or remainder. For

example, all the facts with 9 as sum or remainder

are studied together as a group, and related facts

are assembled through the device of “the whole

story.” (The four facts, 9+6 = 15, 6+9 = 15,

15 — 6 = 9, and 15—9=6, make up the whole

story in addition and subtraction about 6, 9,

and 15.)

The story for the M. and D. facts is like that

for the A. and S. facts. The idea of multiplication

is reviewed and retaught; then it is studied in

relation to the M. facts. There follows a similar

series of lessons on the meaning of division, and a

review of the D. facts. With the study of the M.
facts for 4’s and for 4, and the D. facts with divisor

or quotient 4, the two sets of corresponding num-
ber facts are brought together in “whole stories.”

Thus, 4 X 5 = 20, 5 X 4 = 20, 20 -r- 4 = 5, and
20 5 = 4 compose the whole story in multi-

plication and division about 4, 5, and 20. Then,
and then only, the children themselves assemble

the facts into M. and D. tables, which they study

for new relationships to increase meaning and to

facilitate learning.

A word needs to be said about uneven D. facts,

such as 4)27. Turn to page 84 in the pupil’s book.

See how carefully the rationale of uneven division

is developed, and how on succeeding pages the use

of “table numbers” puts system and sense into

uneven D. facts. Note, too, that new uneven D.

facts and new table numbers are taught as part of

the lesson unit for all new D. facts (e.g., for divisor

or quotient 5 see pages 130-131 in the pupil’s book;

for divisor or quotient 6 see page 164).

The sequence of learning activities described

earlier for concepts is also held to in the case of

number facts, for only by progressing from the

concrete to the abstract can the goal of “intelligent

mastery” become a reality.

Teaching "strands of meaning ”

You may remember that the first part of this

section emphasized the fact that arithmetic is a

system. This means that arithmetic is tied and
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bound together by various logical relationships.

Some of these relationships we call “strands of

meaning” and these strands are laced through each

grade level of instruction from Grade 3 to Grade 8.

Some examples of this pattern in Arithmetic We
Need are given below.

a. The order of addends does not affect the sum.

h. To find the difference between two numbers,

subtract.

c. Only like-numbers can be added (or sub-

tracted).

d . If you know the product of two factors and

one of the factors, you can then find the other by

dividing.

Note that these “strands of meaning” operate

not alone in arithmetic, but throughout the whole

range of mathematics. (This fact is one reason

why arithmetic is mathematics and why the study

of arithmetic is fundamental to a comprehension of

the mathematics studied in later grades.)

Example a results, in arithmetic, in the same

sum for 3+2+5 as for 5+3+2 and for

2 + 5 + 3 ; in algebra, for6a+2a+3a and for

2 a + 3 a+ 6 a (or for any other order of the three

addends).

Example b appears in arithmetic in such guises

as, “How much larger is 45 than 9?” and in alge-

bra as, “What is the difference between 46 xyz and

15 xyz?”

Example c tells us that we cannot directly add

3 girls and 6 cabbages. Instead, we must first

change “girls” and “cabbages” to make them some-

how alike, perhaps as “objects.” Likewise, we can-

not add and § until we make them like-fractions

by changing them to equivalent fractions with 8

as the denominator, f, f, So, in algebra we
can add the a terms in 4 a + 3 c + 5 a, but we can-

not combine 3 c directly with 9 a because the terms

are unlike.

Example d occurs in arithmetic as, “If 6 apples

cost 30^, how much does each apple cost?” In

c
algebra, “If c = ab, then a = y

There are many such strands of meaning in

arithmetic. They are not new discoveries, for

their existence has long been known. Indeed, they

are implicit in arithmetic, whether we identify

them or not. Certain of these “strands” have been

identified and have been taught in arithmetic ; but,

in our opinion, not enough of them. As a conse-

quence, arithmetic has been less a system than it

might be. Hence, we have increased the usual

number of strands of meaning in the program in

Arithmetic We Need.

Strands of meaning might be justified as learn-

ing outcomes in arithmetic because of their useful-

ness in later mathematical study; but no such

remote reason need be cited. These broadly appli-

cable relationships contribute in a major sense to

understanding, to flexibility in quantitative think-

ing, and, perhaps more practically, to the quick and

resourceful solution of many kinds of common
problems in daily living.

As they are introduced in the pupil’s book,

strands of meaning are not difficult to learn. They
appear first in the simplest of situations where

they seem to be almost self-evident truths. They
appear later in the grade and in subsequent grades,

each time in new situations and in forms a bit more

complicated, but always within the grasp of children.

The development of problem-solving ability

A comparison of a problem with its correspond-

ing abstract example is enlightening. Problem: If

each automobile carries 4 children, how many chil-

dren can 3 automobiles carry? Example: 3 X 4 = ?

In the example, the sign “X” tells the children

to multiply; it is one of a few direct cues for this

process, others being “product” and “multiply.”
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None of these cues occur in the problem, however.

Somehow children must find in the problem the

need for multiplication if they are to solve it cor-

rectly and economically. But how does one do

this? If we can answer this question, we shall be

successful in teaching children to solve problems.

The answer to the question has two facets:

one relates to the meanings of the basic opera-

tions ; the other, to the translation of the language

in problems into these meanings. Let us start

with the second facet. Consider the problem:

There are 20 marbles in this bag and 10 marbles

in this box. How many marbles are there? Many
other language patterns such as How many marbles

are in both places? or Tell the total of my marbles,

or How many marbles are there in all (or altogether)?

can be devised to show that the size of the com-

bined groups is wanted. These differ in the lan-

guage used, but they are alike in the fact that none

of them contains a direct cue to addition (such as

“add,” “sum,” or “+”).

Because hundreds of language patterns are pos-

sible, it would be an impossible task to teach all

of them in an effort to help pupils interpret the

problem requirements. The thing to do is to con-

front children with a great variety of language forms

(to teach them only a few is merely to provide a

few more cues of restricted and doubtful useful-

ness) and to give them practice in recognizing in

these language forms the need for this or that

operation. This recognition cannot, however, be

achieved through a study of the language forms

alone; there must also be competence in the first-

mentioned facet—that is, in understanding the

meaning of the operations.

Competence in the first-mentioned facet is at-

tained by teaching pupils the basic meanings, or

the purposes, or the roles of the four fundamental

operations. Actually, addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, and division may be thought of as math-

ematical ways of answering a relatively few

quantitative questions, as illustrated below.

Addition is what we do with numbers when we
want an answer to the basic question, What is the

total? To answer the question, we combine like-groups

or numbers.

Multiplication is what we do to answer the same

question as we answer by addition, namely, What is

the total? The difference is that in multiplication we
combine only equal groups or numbers. (So, multipli-

cation is a special case of addition.)

Subtraction is what we do when we answer any

of the four questions: (a) How many are gone? (h) How
many are left? (c) What is the difference? (d) What is

the other part of the number? To answer questions (a),

(b), and (d), we separate a group or number into two

parts (one part being already known); and to answer

question (c), we match one group or number against

another.

Division is what we do to answer two questions:

(a) How many times does the larger number contain the

smaller? (b) How many are in each equal part of a

number? Question (a) represents what we call the

measurement idea in division. The answer may be

found by repeated subtraction, but division is a quicker

way to arrive at the answer. Question (b) involves the

fractional-part idea in division. The examples are

often written in the fractional form, as 5 of 20, etc.

From the above, it becomes obvious that a care-

ful teaching of the meanings of the A., S., M., and

D. processes is fundamental to the problem-solving

program. You can quickly discern how well the

Grade 4 pupil’s book and this Manual provide for

this by glancing at the development of the meaning

of addition on pages 34 to 36; of subtraction on

pages 52 and 53; of multiplication on pages 84

and 85; and of division on pages 105, 106, and

pages 112 to 116.

Note also the many different kinds of problem-

solving activities provided in the pupil’s book. So

that children will have experience in dealing with

those parts of the language which carry the key

to the process to be used in solving problems, they

are asked to select processes without solving prob-

lems, and to defend their choices ; they are directed

to write questions to complete unfinished problems

in the different operations; they draw pictures,

and tell the story in their own words; and they

write original problems for this or that operation

by using given facts.

Also note that great care has been taken to pre-

sent a variety of language forms for each set of

problems so that pupils will have wide interpretive

experience. The program of problem-solving as a

whole has a well-defined purpose; it is designed

to make children independent in their approach to

quantitative situations.
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II SUCCESS
ARITHMETIC!

Teaching the logic of computation while avoiding mechanical rules accelerates progress.

Developing Rational Computational Skills

There is no reason in the world why computa-

tion and computational forms (algorisms) cannot be

taught so that they make sense to children, and

there is every reason why they should be so taught.

In their initial experiences with new skills and

sub-skills in each book in this series, children are

led to see the logic of what they are learning. Ex-

planations that really explain are employed in place

of mechanical rules. Where helpful in making a

record of what is being done, crutches are used

without apology. At the outset, understanding is

the first consideration. When this understanding

is achieved, the proper time has been reached for

eliminating uneconomical thought patterns (the

full explanations) and written devices, such as

crutches.

We cannot at this point outline the program

of instruction for every computational skill, so

suppose we select one of the most difficult of the

Grade 4 skills and see what is done and why.

Example A may be interpreted in two ways. As

measurement division it may be read, “How many
3’s in 69?” As fractional-part division

it may be read, “How many are there in

| of 69?” It is difficult to begin in-

struction on this particular skill through

measurement D. This is so because the

first question is, “How many 3’s in 6 tens?” (not

“How many 3’s in 6?”), and the answer is, “2 tens

of 3’s.” This answer cannot easily be understood

by children.

A simpler approach is to use the fractional-part

idea. Then our first question is, “How many are

there in J of 6 tens?” The an-

swer, “2 tens,” is compre-

hended easily. Invoking the

idea of place value, we write the

2 in ten’s place above the 6 tens

of the dividend, where it means

2 tens. The next step is to write the whole product

of 2 tens X 3, or 60, as in example B, because the

product is 6 tens, or 60, and not 6. Moreover, the

practice of writing the whole product has the ad-

vantages (a) of postponing the unintelligible (if

useful) trick of “bringing down” figures from the

dividend; (b) of enabling children to keep their

columns straight for subtraction.

This one illustration of rational computational

skill developmentmay beused tomake several points:

1. Care is exercised to use language expressions

that carry appropriate meanings in an immediately

sensible way. (Here, the language of fractional-part

division is preferred to that of measurement division.)

2. The reasons for placing figures where we write

them in computation are fully explained, and these

reasons are found in the meanings of numbers and in

the logic of place value. (Here, note the explanation

for the placement of 2 in the quotient.)

3. Crutches are employed when they help children

to see the nature of computational procedures. (Here,

0 is written to show the full product, 60.)

4. The pace of instruction is unhurried; under-

standing is established first, and then steps are taken

to assure both accuracy and speed in performance.

(After several complete solutions with full explanations,

children are encouraged to shorten their thought pat-

terns and work. For example, they later omit the

crutch and "bring down” figures from the dividend.)

A

3)69

B
2

3)69

60(20 X 3)
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As a matter of fact, in this explanation of the

rationale of abstract computation in the example

3)69, we have plunged you into the middle of the

program. Actually your pupils will have had

preliminary experiences to establish readiness for

the abstract computation. They will first en-

counter need for the skill in some natural or pre-

arranged classroom situation, and they will be

encouraged to find the answer for ^ of 69 (or for

some similar example) in any way they can.

a. They may count out 69 separate real or rep-

resentative objects, and then divide them into three

equal piles, finding 23 in each pile.

b. Under encouragement they may set up the 60

by bundling real or representative objects into six

groups of 10 each, with 9 ones over. Now, if they

find ^ of the 6 tens by manipulating the groups,

and then ^ of the 9 ones in the same way, they will

arrive at the answer of 2 tens and 3 ones, or 23.

They will have done more than this—they will have

discovered with objects just what we do with num-
bers, and they will move into the new abstract

skill without serious difficulty.

What has been said about the development of

rational computation in the case of 3)69 holds for

other skills as well. In addition, your pupils will

not “carry 1” or “carry 2”; they will “carry a

ten” or “carry 2 tens,” and they will move forward

in the process under the control of number mean-

ings and of understanding of place value.*

In subtraction, they will not “borrow 1”;

they will “borrow 1 ten,” change the ten to 10

ones, and go on from there with understanding. In

multiplication, they will not “carry 1” or “carry 2”;

they will “carry so-many tens,” and they will see

why they add the carried number after (and not

before) obtaining their next product.

Only through such a program is it possible for

children to attain the mathematical aim of arith-

metic. Indeed, only in this way can they get very

far with the social aim. Our ability to use skills

intelligently is dependent upon the degree to which

we have employed intelligence in learning the

processes which precede the skill development.

*The language “carry a ten” or “carry two tens” is of

course restricted in use to the explanation of the process. In

actual computation they will shorten the process as they

think out the work.

II. The Cultivation of Desirable Attitudes,

Appreciations, and Values

About the only time one hears about attitudes

in relation to arithmetic is when the attitudes men-
tioned are bad, that is, when children are found

to be indifferent or hostile to the subject. One
might almost get the impression that, emotionally,

arithmetic must necessarily be harmful rather than

helpful. Such, of course, is not at all the case.

Properly taught—and thus, properly “learned”

—

arithmetic makes a positive contribution to the

personality and to wholesome, happy adjustment

to life situations.

The chief reason why children may react

negatively to arithmetic is that they do not under-

stand it and so do not know how and when to use

it. The program in each book in this series is

planned to remove adverse reactions by preventing

their occurrence. Desirable attitudes, apprecia-

tions, and values are just as important outcomes of

arithmetic instruction as are any others; and they,

are just as attainable. Specifically we believe that

1. Children should attach value to order, precision,

and accuracy in quantitative matters.

2. Children should appreciate the logic of arith-

metic and of arithmetical procedures.

3. Children should approach each successive learn-

ing task with the intent and the will to understand.

4. Children should acquire the disposition to use

arithmetic and the habit of using it in their lives.
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There is nothing mysterious about the manner

in which we acquire desirable attitudes, apprecia-

tions, and values. Emotional ways of reacting

are, like all other learning outcomes, the results

of our total experience. If we want children to

expect to understand arithmetic, we guide them

so that they can understand and we help them see

the worth—the practical benefits—of understand-

ing. If we want them to appreciate order and pre-

cision, we encourage them to be orderly and

precise in quantitative situations, and we reward

them when they so behave—or, better, we let

them find the reward for themselves in the con-

sequences of their behavior. True, some of our

attitudes and values emerge more or less acci-

dentally and incidentally; but when those values

and attitudes are truly important we are wise to

cultivate them as goals of planned instruction.

Other Features of the Text

I. Teachability

Extra pains have been taken to make each book

in this series a teachable text. We have already

alluded to the clue captions placed inconspicuously

on the pages of the pupil’s book to tell you at a

glance the purpose of each lesson.

As a further aid, chiefly to the problem-solving

program, crucial words and phrases are under-

scored in red to help you and your pupils realize

quickly the important points that are being intro-

duced, and whenever emphasis will aid learning,

or relationships need to be brought out, red print

is used. Moreover, as you teach you will increas-

ingly appreciate the careful organization of the

pages in the pupil’s book, with their sequential

order of learning activities to promote learning and

facilitate teaching in the best possible way.

Another feature that makes the pupil’s book

teachable is that it is unusually readable. The
assumed vocabulary for Grade 4 is exactly 1,698

words, all of which occur in the reading and arith-

metic programs for Grades 1, 2, and 3. The total

number of new vocabulary words in Grade 4 is

124, exclusive of abbreviations and proper names.

The introduction of each new word has been care-

fully controlled so that no page of the pupil’s book

has more than two new words and each new word

is used at least twice on the page. Under a separate

heading in the Manual, teachers are made aware

of the new words pupils will meet as they appear

in each lesson. Moreover, on page 352 of this

Manual you will find the complete list of new
words arranged according to appearance page by

page.

Simplicity and clarity of presentation which

further aid the teaching of the concepts outlined

above have been achieved through the use of short,

uncomplicated sentences. Few paragraphs com-

prise more than three sentences and take more than

four lines of print. Such a clear, concise presen-

tation aids inestimably in achieving a facile and

ready understanding Df the point at hand.

Reading interest has been assured primarily by

the choice of subjects and topics from situations

common in child life: pets, school happenings,

parties, hobbies, shopping, visits and excursions,

and the like. The interest inherent in these situa-

tions is enhanced by the lively and attractive illus-

trations and pictures with which Arithmetic We
Need is replete.

Notice, also, the functional use of these illus-

trations. In some cases, the practical, social use

of arithmetic is emphasized. In other cases, groups

of real objects representing actual arithmetic com-

putations are shown. At a more advanced learning

level, symbols such as dots, crosses, or the like

appear. Whatever the case, the illustrations and

the use of color are designed to produce a maxi-

mum amount of learning.
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You will be impressed by the large amount of

oral work provided in Arithmetic We Need, one of

the features of the pupil’s book which might have

been included under “teachability” above, but

which is given a separate heading and special

discussion here. New ideas and skills are regularly

introduced orally (e.g., pages 1, 2, and 3 in the

pupil’s book) ; much abstract practice is oral

(e.g., pages 12 and 30 in the pupil’s book); and a

good many verbal problems are discussed orally and

then solved (see pages 18 and 33 in the pupil’s book).

One purpose of the oral work is, of course, to

provide you with as much help as possible in the

guidance of class discussion. Another, and prob-

ably even more important purpose, is to provide

material that will enable you to keep track of the

thought procedures your pupils are using. Paper-

and-pencil assignments are inferior to oral reports

as means of revealing children’s mental processes.

When you have only the written record before you,

you know the results of thinking, the product of

thinking; but with this record alone you cannot

with much confidence get behind the product to the

process used.

There has been a tendency to neglect the mat-

ter of thought processes used by pupils as they

learn arithmetic. You well know that correct an-

swers may be arrived at by faulty methods, even by

juggling numbers, and that incorrect answers may
result from good thinking which has gone astray

at some minor point. Both happenstances, perhaps

not evident in written work, become unmistakably

clear when children “think out loud”—hence, the

prominence given oral work in the pupil’s book.

If faulty mental processes can be checked early,

much future trouble will be avoided. Most

teachers have had the experience of discovering

some slight misconception that has acted as a

barrier to further learning. If these barriers are not

removed, the learning process is impeded, confu-

sion sets in, and the child despairs. Often proper

use of oral work will rectify the misconception and

set the child free to learn.

Early use of oral methods pays off far beyond

the arithmetic lesson. It is of untold value in all

phases of learning, especially on the elementary

level. Oral work promotes interest to a far greater

extent than a mere explanation followed by written

practice alone. Ability to think orally is requisite

for confident understanding.

III. Practice Material

Reteaching and practice are vital to instruction.

Once children understand what they are learn-

ing, they need practice to become more proficient

in their skills and to fix those skills for long-time

retention. Immediately following the initial devel-

opment in the pupil’s book, and mixed practice in

exercises appearing thereafter, you will find ample

practice material for each new skill. Further prac-

tice is provided at the end of the pupil’s book,
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where there is a reservoir of “Extra Practice.” This

extra practice is to be drawn upon whenever the

amount of practice in the pupil’s book is less than

enough to develop the desired degree of compe-

tence. References on the proper pupil’s book pages

serve as a guide to use of appropriate Extra Practice

Sets. When so mentioned in the pupil’s book,

the corresponding teaching pages in the Manual

will show the reproduced sets (with answers in

red). As a further aid, the Manual index lists prac-

tice sets by number and refers to the Manual page

where the answers may be found in case you wish

to adopt your own procedure for assigning the sets.

The Extra Practice material is also intended for

use in providing for individual differences. Slower

learners need extra practice, and on occasion so do

the more capable children. This work offers the

means for practice that will give the slower learners

further impetus and the more capable learners

greater facility as well.

IV. The Evaluation Program

The unusually complete program for evalua-

tion comprises seven types of test:

1. Pre-tests to inventory retention of Grade 3 skills

(see pupil’s book, pages 8, 9, 23, 26, 57, 81)

2. Informal tests of understanding and computa-

tional skills scattered throughout the text (see pupil's

book, pages 14, 35, 47, 73, etc.)

3. Chapter achievement tests in computation (see

pupil’s book, page 47)

4. Chapter diagnostic tests in computation (see pu-

pil’s book, page 46)

5. Chapter tests of information and meanings (see

pupil’s book, page 44)

6. Chapter tests in problem-solving (see pupil’s

book, page 45)

7. Term tests (see Manual, pages 330-334)

The inventory tests, item 1, will help you to de-

termine your pupils’ backgrounds and readiness

for learning.

The informal tests, item 2, enable all children

to measure their own progress from time to time,

with respect to number facts, skills, and ideas.

The challenge is to self-improvement ; hence,

there are no standards for time or accuracy.

Chapter tests, items 3 to 6 above, are intended to

measure achievement and to diagnose shortages

over fairly extensive periods of time. If you wish

to use the computation tests in the pupil’s book for

practice purposes, you will find alternate tests in

this Manual, pages 328-329.

Two optional term tests are provided in the

Manual, one set for each term, on pages 330-334.

With this array of tests you will be able to de-

termine, at any time, both the strengths and weak-

nesses of your pupils in most of the essential areas

of arithmetical learning. More than that, your

pupils will have corresponding information for

their own enlightenment, stimulation, and help.

Another value of such a battery of tests is that

the pupil develops a certain self-reliance. Infor-

mal tests in the number presented in this series

tend to carry the pupil beyond his first fright

into a more casual frame of mind in approaching

tests; he then attacks the work with more objec-

tivity. Also, the teacher gains a better knowledge

of the areas of doubtful understanding. Situations

which otherwise might go untouched for some

time to the detriment of the pupil are readily

located, analyzed, and corrected with frequent

testing. Repeated practice on newly learned and

previously mastered skills is provided. By dint

of such a testing program capability is kept at a

uniform level and no one phase slips behind the

other. Moreover, both pupil and teacher become

aware of the growth in arithmetical competence.
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Provisions for Individual Differences

That children differ both in capacity and in

achievement—and that they differ over a wide

range—is by now a trite observation. Just what is

to be done about these differences is, however,

another matter. Certainly the common practice of

using symbols in arithmetic texts, some to desig-

nate exercises for slow learners, others for more

capable children, does not meet the need. The
designated activities are far too few and are too

unevenly scattered throughout the books to de-

serve being called “a program to meet individual

differences”; and the space devoted thereto may
be much better employed for other purposes.

In Arithmetic We Need each teaching lesson of

the pupil’s book is used for a full, complete develop-

ment of arithmetical content, and a very complete

program for differentiating instruction is pro-

vided in the accompanying Manual and Workbook.

This does not mean that the pupil’s book serves

no purpose in the matter of individual differences.

The tests provided are of value in locating children

in difficulty and, when supplemented by interviews,

in diagnosing the sources of their difficulty. Men-
tion, too, has been made of the reservoir of prac-

tice material in the pupil’s book as offering one

kind of help in dealing with individual differences,

but the Manual affords a better and a more com-

prehensive way of offering suggestions. Moreover,

these suggestions can be made more effective

through presenting them in the Manual, since they

can be related directly to the teaching program,

lesson by lesson.

A word should be added about the Workbook.
The Workbook is not a duplicate of the pupil’s

book, nor is it a drill book. Instead, it has been

designed with special attention to individual dif-

ferences. Where understanding needs reinforce-

ment, the Workbook enables the pupil to study out

the idea again. Where skills seem to be unusually

difficult, the Workbook provides extra practice.

The presentation in the Workbook does not

repeat that in the pupil’s book. Development

proceeds along parallel lines, serving the pupil as

a check to see whether he has understood the point

at hand in the text. Each Workbook section con-

tains only the vital points from the text with a few

selected examples. Functional illustrations also

aid in clarifying less easily learned concepts.

The combination (a) of a teacher well prepared

in the mathematics of arithmetic and sensitive to

the social uses of arithmetic and to the way chil-

dren learn
; (b) of a good textbook

;
(c) of a manual

full of helpful ideas; (d) of a workbook written

with the deviating child in mind—this combina-

tion is hard to equal in working out a real program

for meeting learning differences among children.
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Making Arithmetic Function

Up to this point we have dealt with topics re-

lating chiefly to the mathematical aim of arithme-

tic. This fact, however, will not be construed to

mean that we are indifferent to the social aim.

We have mentioned the latter aim too often to

warrant this idea, and we repeat once again our

belief that arithmetic must be taught so that it

functions in the lives of children as they learn it.

Nevertheless, it remains true that the ultimate

achievement of the social aim is uniquely the re-

sponsibility of the teacher. As authors, we have

gone as far as we can go. We have consistently

pictured arithmetic as a normal, natural phase of

life by showing the many situations in which it

occurs and the many ways in which it is helpful.

But after all, what we have had to say is arithmetic

in a hook and, while much of the program must

come from books, there must also be provision for

arithmetic in life.

In the next column we are suggesting ways to get

part of the arithmetic program away from the book

and away from the special arithmetic period and

into the daily activities of your pupils because only

by so doing will they really comprehend its value.

After all, this is the fundamental reason for study-

ing arithmetic, and is certainly deserving of more

than mere lip service.

1. Have your pupils cite real occurrences matching

those described in the various problems of the pupil’s

book, thus relating what they read to their own
experiences.

2. Encourage your pupils to extend sets of prob-

lems to include related experiences in their lives.

3. Take advantage of the opportunities available

for using familiar arithmetic and for motivating new
learning in the activity units organized in your

grade or class.

4. Consider what can be done with arithmetic as

you teach other subjects. Even the simple "history”

and "geography” of Grade 4 contain much quantita-

tive matter and many quantitative expressions.

5. Do not overlook the arithmetic that is part of

many routine activities in the classroom (e.g., passing

papers and estimating needed supplies) and in the

direction of special projects (e.g., the holding of

sales, the collecting of rummage and other things).

6. Look for arithmetic in the incidental happenings

in the school and call it to the attention of your pupils.

Children must come to school and be at other places

at stated hours. How can they do these things without

using numbers? How else than through arithmetic can

they keep score in games, and, in some cases, play

them?

7. Hold children to precision in the quantitative

aspects of the reports they make.

8. Encourage children to keep arithmetic note-

books and to make arithmetic collections which will

contain illustrations of arithmetical usages found in

newspapers and magazines, advertisements, and the

like.

9. In introducing a new arithmetical skill, relate it

to some natural or contrived situation in the classroom

to impress children with the usefulness of the thing

they are about to learn.

The catalogue of nine items above does not ex-

haust the possibilities. Perhaps the most valuable

and practical hint that can be given is this: Become

steadily more sensitive yourself to the ways in

which arithmetic contributes to the ease and rich-

ness of your living. You will then be in a better

position to interpret these values to those you teach.
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In a small group with a pupil leader, each

child discovers for himself how the "doubles"

help with the "near doubles" in addition.
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Teaching Chapter 1 of Grade 4

A separate subdivision with a heading similar to that above is provided in this

Manual to accompany each chapter of the pupil's book. The general pattern for

each subdivision is to provide first an overview of the chapter by presenting the

learning outcomes expected and a discussion of certain of these outcomes. The

remainder of each subdivision is devoted to a detailed discussion of the teaching

of each lesson.

Introduction

The principal purpose of Chapter 1 is to re-

teach what was taught about addition and subtrac-

tion in Grade 3. “What was taught” obviously

includes number facts and computational skills,

but it includes much more than these. It includes

the meaning and uses of essential terms and symbols

(like + and =), understanding of the operations

of addition and subtraction and of the rational

principles which govern our procedures in adding

and subtracting, clear and functional ideas about

our numbers and about our number system, and

so on. All this extra content is involved in the re-

teaching program for the reason that we want chil-

dren to see sense in what they do in arithmetic, and

so to be able to act intelligently in quantitative

situations both in and out of school.

In Section I following, the basic learning out-

comes retaught in Chapter 1 are classified. In

Section II some of these outcomes are discussed

and an outline of instruction planned for their at-

tainment is proposed. Following this discussion,

specific suggestions are provided for page by page

teaching of the pupil’s book lessons.

I. Learning Outcomes in Chapter 1

The most convenient way to summarize the

content of Chapter 1 is by means of the following

list (similar lists preface each Teaching Chapter to

focus your planning):

1 . Ability to read and write numbers to 999

2. Knowledge of the simple number facts in

addition and in subtraction

3. Ability to read and write addition and sub-

traction examples

4. Ability to work addition examples of the

types taught in Grade 3, with and without carrying:

(a) A digit and a 2-place number

(.b) Two 2-place numbers

(c) Two 3-place numbers

(d) A 3-place number and a 2-place number or

a digit
'

(e) Columns of five digits or mixed 2-place

numbers and digits, of four 2-place numbers (or

mixed 2-place numbers and digits), and of three

3-place numbers (or mixed 3-place and 2-place

numbers and digits)

5. Ability to check work in addition
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6. Ability to work subtraction examples of the

types taught in Grade 3, with and without bor-

rowing:

(a) A digit from a 2-place number

(b) A 2-place from a 2-place number

(c) A 3-place from a 3-place number

(,d) A digit or a 2-place number from a 3-place

number

7. Ability to check work in subtraction

8. Ability to add and subtract money-numbers

in the kinds of computation listed in items 4 to 7

9. Ability to solve verbal problems involving

the skills listed in items 4 to 8

10. Understanding of various specific concepts,

generalizations, relationships, and skills

1 1 . Desirable emotionalized responses (attitudes,

appreciations, values)

II. The Nature of the Major Outcomes

Ability to Read and Write Numbers to 999

Children must, of course, know how to read

such numbers as 8, 65, 139, and 806, and they must

know how to write in figures the words for such

numbers. Exercises are provided on pages 1-5

in the pupil’s book to revive these skills or to re-

teach them as may be necessary. But instruction

relating to our numbers cannot stop with mechan-

ical proficiency in reading and writing them—not

if children are to see in arithmetic sensible and

logical ways of dealing with number relationships.

Understanding of our computational procedures is

possible only when it is based upon understanding

of number meanings. Literally everything we do

in adding and subtracting numbers we do because

of rational principles that are implicit in our num-
ber system, including place value. This point has

been made before in the Manual, so that little

more need be said here. How, save by drawing

upon the rationale of number meanings and of

place value, can one explain

—

really explain—the

carrying in Ex. a and the borrowing in Ex. b?

a. 138 b. 530

+ 493 - 247

For these reasons the emphasis in pages 1 to 5

of the pupil’s book is upon understanding of the

way we write our numbers, upon the meanings of

figures in terms of their place value. Instruction

on these understandings creates readiness for the

computational skills which follow almost at once

in the pupil’s book.

Knowledge of the Simple Number Facts in

Addition and in Subtraction

On pages 1 2 and 1 3 of the Manual, we discussed

with you what it means to say that a child knows

number facts such as 3 + 8 = 1 1 and 14—9=5.
If you do not remember any too well what was said

there, you had best read the section again. Briefly,

a child knows the fact 3 + 8 = 11 only when he

can give the correct answer quickly, invariably,

and confidently, his confidence being based upon a

real understanding of the numbers and of the re-

lationships involved. This kind of knowledge is a

long-time achievement. Hastening the process of

learning is to encourage children to guess, or to

memorize blindly, or to count, or to adopt some

other roundabout procedure. In the course of

learning, guessing and memorizing should certainly

be avoided. Counting and other sensible rounda-

bout procedures are legitimate for a period but

should be abandoned shortly for more direct and

economical thought procedures.

After taking an inventory test in addition skills

(page 8), your pupils take a test {page 9) on the

simple A. facts (the 63 that occasion most diffi-

culty). The purpose of this latter test is to enable

your pupils to identify for themselves the com-

binations that are hard for them. To make the

point in a different way, the purpose is not to

secure “scores” or “marks,” and the value of the

experience is lost if the test is so presented. Once

they have listed the “hard” facts (not just those

they missed), your pupils are told on page 10 va-

rious ways of finding sums for A. facts they have

not mastered. By using the suggested “helpers”

those who need them are led away from counting,

guessing, and memorizing and toward mean-

ingful knowledge ofthe A. facts (the kind of “knowl-

edge” described in the foregoing paragraph). By

the end of the term practically all your pupils

should be well acquainted with all the simple A.

facts, and it is part of your responsibility to urge

them in this direction.
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Page 26 contains the subtraction inventory test

and page 27 the test for the simple S. facts, 77 of

them, and pages 28 and 29 supply “helpers” for

hard S. facts. What has just been said respecting

the program for reviewing and reteaching the A.

facts applies here in the case of S. facts.

Ability to Read and Write Addition and Sub-

traction Examples

This outcome obviously involves understanding

of, and skill in, the procedures we employ in setting

down numbers for computation. To be reviewed

and retaught as needed are: the meanings and

uses of the technical symbols, +, — , and = ; the

writing of numbers so that columns are “straight”

(ones under ones, tens under tens, etc.); knowl-

edge of where and how to write answers ; the prac-

tice of writing the larger number in subtraction at

the top (vertical form) or at the left (horizontal

form); various ways of reading examples once the

numbers have been properly arranged. These rel-

atively simple and familiar items of knowledge and

skill iare retaught incidentally throughout Chap-

ter 1 (e.g., Ex. 4, page 6, shows how to write a

simple addition example).

Ability to Work Addition Examples of the

Types Taught in Grade 3

Note the way in which the program relating to

addition skills is organized in the pupil’s book.

After a review of the meaning of the process of

addition on pages 6 and 7 (more about this below),

your pupils take a test on page 8, a test which in-

cludes most of the addition skills taught in Grade

3. The idea is for you to get an over-all view of

proficiency in addition skills and to see, in a pre-

liminary way, your pupils’ strengths and their

shortages. Such are the values of the pre-test to

you. As for your pupils, they get the chance to

assess their own status and to discover for them-

selves the points where they are weak. The state-

ments at the bottom of page 8 should help them

to analyze their deficiencies, and the lessons that

follow are keyed to the needs disclosed in the test.

Pages 9 and 10, already discussed, concentrate

on imperfect control over the simple A. facts.

Pages 11 and 12 organize higher-decade examples

into “families” around the simple facts—e.g.,

24 + 2, 34 + 2, etc. are organized around 4+2
and 35+ 8, 45+ 8, etc. are organized around

5+8. A review of the addition skills taught from

page 13 on is concluded with Addition Test 2 on

these same skills. Here, as well as later on, com-
putational procedures are related to the number
meanings and place value, and the children are

encouraged to discover for themselves the sources

of their difficulties.

Carrying in addition, with rational explanations

of the procedure, is introduced in examples where

only a ten is carried {page 75), then is extended to

carrying a hundred (page 16 provides practice and

a test covering both skills), and to carrying both a

ten and a hundred {page 17). Two tests enable

your pupils to assess their progress and to analyze

reasons for error.

After a page of problems involving addition

{page 75), your pupils re-study, and are then tested

on, familiar kinds ofcolumn addition (pages 19-21).

Finally, on page 23, they are tested on the full

range of addition skills taught the previous year.

Thus, step by step, and sub-skill by sub-skill, your

pupils retrace the Grade 3 program in addition.

Proficiency is restored and enhanced by easy stages,

and understandings are renewed and intensified.

Ability to Check Work in Addition

When one initially adds downward in the

column, the best test of the accuracy of the work

is then to add the numbers upward. This is the

check for addition taught in Arithmetic We Need

{pages 8 and 13). It is worth noting, however, that

your children do not learn this skill as a mechanical

trick which owes its usefulness to some unknown
cause or authority. See on page 20 the provision

made for children to prove to themselves the valid-

ity of the procedure and to discover and verify for

themselves a general principle (a “strand of mean-

ing”) of wide applicability.

Ability to Work Subtraction Examples of the

Types Taught in Grade 3

The program for reviewing and reteaching

subtraction skills follows the same pattern as that

for addition skills. Pages 24 and 25 have to do

with the meaning of the process of subtraction,
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commented upon further under the heading “Abil-

ity to Solve Verbal Problems,” below. Then, on

page 26 pupils take a pre-test on most of the S.

skills taught the preceding year, with a view to

inventorying class and individual shortcomings so

that instruction may be organized as needed and

subsequent study may be properly motivated. As

noted before, attention is then given {pages 27-29

)

to the simple S. facts and to their extension {page

30) to cover higher-decade subtraction of the types

69—5 and 71 — 4, with the “family” idea being

stressed. Subtraction from 2- and 3-place minu-

ends without borrowing is then reviewed as a ra-

tional operation (explanations being given in terms

of place value) and, after study, is tested on page 31.

After two pages of problems {pages 32 and 33),

none with borrowing, comes subtraction with bor-

rowing—borrowing a ten only {pages 34 and 35),

borrowing a hundred only {page 36), borrowing

both a ten and a hundred {page 37), and borrowing

when 0 occurs one or more times in the minuend

{pages 39 and 40). Each forward step is rational-

ized by reference to number meanings and to place

value, and success in learning is evaluated by a test

in that skill alone. The learning unit on subtrac-

tion ends with Subtraction Test 7 on page 40,

where all kinds of subtraction examples are brought

together in mixed order.

Ability to Check Work in Subtraction

The subtraction check reviewed in Chapter 1 on

page 37 is the usual one: the answer is added to

the subtrahend (number subtracted); if the sum
of these two numbers is the same as the minuend,

the work is probably correct. No attempt is made
at this point to rationalize the check, primarily be-

cause of the difficulty of expressing the idea in

intelligible form.

Ability to Add and Subtract Money-Numbers

Computation with money numbers of the types

$0.87 and $5.69 is carefully avoided until page 41,

because explanations of addition and subtraction

ought first to be developed in terms of ones, tens,

and hundreds. Such money numbers can then be

reconciled with methods of writing whole num-
bers, but they represent special cases that, intro-

duced too soon, can only cause trouble. With all

addition and subtraction skills completely covered,

it is safe to turn to money numbers.

Ability to Solve Verbal Problems

The theory underlying the program for teaching

children to solve verbal problems is fully outlined

on pages 14 and 15. In a few words, that theory is

that children who know what they are about will

find their own ways to solve problems. It is futile

to waste time on teaching them fixed patterns of

thinking (frequently done in the name of “formal

analysis” or “steps”). It is far more effective to

make sure that they have the necessary under-

standings and to give them guidance only when
needed. Chief among the required understandings

is that of knowing the meanings and functions of

the basic operations—addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, and division. That is to say, in order to

solve a given problem, the child must be able to

determine from the language in the problem

whether to add, or subtract, or multiply, or divide.

This he can do only if he understands fully what

the operations do and when to use them.

With this background, let us see what is to be

done in Chapter 1 . The essential meaning of addi-

tion is taught on pages 6 and 7 and is summarized

at the bottom of the latter page. Experience with

number situations involving addition, expressed in

various language forms, occurs in connection with

page 18. Page 22 has a similar purpose—to ac-

quaint children with the idea that addition may be

called for in different ways. In this instance they

themselves complete problems by asking appro-

priate addition questions.

Pages 24 and 25, similar in purpose to pages 6

and 7 for addition, review the meaning of subtrac-

tion, showing that we employ this operation when
a problem situation is any one of four types

—

finding how many left, or how many gone, or the

other part of a number, or the difference between

two numbers. Page 25 concludes with a summary
of the relationships which have been discovered.

On page 32, similar to page 22 for addition, chil-

dren complete subtraction problems and note the

variety of language forms that may be used. They
get further experience with this variety on page 33.

Page 38 requires your pupils to discriminate

between the need for addition and the need for
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subtraction in verbal problems. They do not at

first solve the problems, but merely indicate which

process they should use. Their work provides you

an excellent basis for checking on their under-

standing of process meanings.

Understanding of Various Specific Concepts,

Generalizations, Relationships, and Skills

Merely to list the content of the chapter under

the nine categories above may be somewhat mis-

leading, for actually each category is complex and

requires the learning of much that is concealed.

For this reason it is well now to “spell out” more

of the specifics of instruction.

1. Concepts and essential technical terms and

symbols:

add, addition, (A.)

borrow
carry

check

compare
cup (c.)

difference

dozen

facts

families

foot (ft.)

gallon

hundreds

inch (in.)

like-numbers

/ (to show ones)

0 (to show tens)

I, X, L (Roman numbers)

2. Important relationships andgeneralizations. All

relationships and generalizations developed in the

pupil’s book appear in heavy type on the text pages.

Each relates to a logical principle that helps tie

arithmetic together into a rational system. Each

is reviewed and retaught in an appropriate con-

text in Chapter 1, to give it meaning. Each state-

ment is withheld until it can serve to summarize

ideas and relationships already developed. Do not

miss the implication of this last sentence. Each

statement is the verbal formulation of an impor-

tant meaning—but note that word “meaning.”

Make sure first of meaning ; then teach the verbal

formulation. Nothing is gained by having children

memorize verbalizations that have no meaning.

The generalizations appearing in Chapter 1 will

be found on the following pages in the pupil’s book

(and on the corresponding reproduced pages in this

Manual): pages 3, 4, 6, 7, 15, 17, 25, 28, 34, 36,

and 37.

3.

Skills beyond those already listed. The four

skills listed below require no comment here. Each
is subordinate to a larger purpose, and each will

be reviewed in attaining that purpose.

a. Ability to find sums and remainders for hard

A. and S. facts by using known abstract relation-

ships (use of the whole story, use of doubles, etc.)

b. Ability to add and subtract quickly and

mentally by using endings (higher-decade addi-

tion and subtraction)

c. Ability to represent numbers pictorially, as

with dots, with /, and with 0
d. Ability to read and write Roman numbers to

L (50)

Desirable Emotionalized Responses (Atti-

tudes, Appreciations, Values)

As children learn arithmetic, they should:

1. Attach value to order, precision, and accu-

racy in quantitative matters.

2. Appreciate the logic of arithmetic and of

arithmetical procedures.

3. Approach each successive learning task with

the intent and the will to understand.

4. Acquire the disposition to use arithmetic and

the habit of using it in practical ways in their lives.

We are here talking about the social aim of arith-

metic (see Manual, pages 17 and 18).

These emotionalized responses are not out-

comes set for attainment in Chapter 1, nor, for

that matter, in Grade 4 alone. Rather, they are

goals for arithmetic instruction from kindergarten

into high school. But it is important to list these

outcomes for Grade 4, and for each chapter in the

Grade 4 pupil’s book, because every experience

with number can make its contribution toward

these desired ends. As objectives of instruction

these particular attitudes, appreciations, and values

deserve your attention as fully as do the more com-

monly mentioned objectives of skills and meanings.

ones

ounces

pair

pint (pt.)

place (e.g., one’s place)

place-holder

plus

pound
quart (qt.)

remainder

subtract, subtraction, (S.)

tens

whole story

yard (yd.)

+ i

$
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Numbers Long Ago
Numbers for groups [O]

Nobo and Teto were cave boys of long ago. They

had no number names, as we have, to tell how many.

1. To find how many in the small group of sheep in

the path, Teto put up a finger for each sheep. Nobo made

marks on a rock instead. Show on the board how we can

write the number.^Why is this better?

2. Teto knew he did not have enough

fingers to count the larger group of sheep,

so he put down one stick for each sheep.

Look at Teto’s pile of sticks in picture A
and guess how many sheep Teto counted

in all. 23,

3. Nobo saw a way to use fingers and

pebbles instead of marks on the rock.

Each time as soon as all his fingers were

up, he put a pebble on a rock to stand for

the number of fingers on both hands.

What number is Nobo showing in

picture BP^Why is the finger-and-pebble

plan better than the stick plan

4. In picture C is a way to write the

number for Nobo’s pebbles and fingers.

What does each mark mean? O/m&cvnA 10
//m&a/nd 1

1

Teaching Page 1 and the Page

Opposite

tion and how he found a need for some standard

unit other than 1 (in our system, 10) to make

larger groups of objects sensible.

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To discover how earlier

people dealt with quantities; (b) to see how ex-

periences with large groups led to the development

of standard units such as the 10-group.

Background. In order to see sense in our nota-

tional system and to appreciate its usefulness,

children should see how early man kept track of

groups of objects by using one-to-one representa-

Pre-book Lesson

1. Let all children leaf through their new books.

Ask what in particular they like, such as lively

illustrations, use of color for emphasis, and the like

2. Have pupils answer questions such as:

a. People long ago had no numbers. How do you
suppose they showed that they had caught three foxes,

or had speared nine fish?
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b. Suppose we were an early tribe. How could we
tell another tribe how many were in our group? Re-

member, we have no figures or words to show numbers.

New Words: page 1, ago, pebbles. Intro-

duce as you would new vocabulary the new words

that occur in this lesson. (A complete list of all

new words in the Grade 4 text will be found on

page 352 in this Manual. As these new words

are introduced, you will also find them listed, page

by page, under this heading in your Manual.)

Book Lesson. The purpose of this lesson is

shown in a clue caption at the top right-hand side

of the page. The [O] in the upper right-hand cor-

ner of the pupil’s book shows that this is an oral

lesson.

1. Direct the children to study the full-page pic-

ture to see if they can guess what Nobo and Teto

are doing.

2. Have someone read the first paragraph and

Ex. 1 orally. (Note that answers are printed in red

on the Manual reproduction of the pupil’s book

page.) Let someone show on the board how we

write the number 6. See if the children realize

that our figure 6 is easier to write and that “6” has

a name, while 11111/ has no name, thereby making

it difficult to communicate the idea of size.

3. For Ex. 2, children may try to guess how
many sticks appear in picture A. Write some of the

guesses on the board for future use.

4. See if the children can read the number in

picture B. Have someone demonstrate Nobo’s fin-

ger-pebble system by counting to 12, using chalk

for pebbles.

5. See if the children know that the round marks

in picture C stand for tens; the lines for ones;

and that altogether the number shown is 23.

Differentiations and Extensions

Materials needed: 30 to 40 dowels or sticks

(strips of oak tag will do) and 9 pebbles.

1. All children. Continue demonstrating 2-place

numbers with the materials. After several exam-

ples, have the children draw the numbers using the

symbols from picture C in the pupil’s book.

2. More capable children may:

a. Try adding and subtracting, using the dowels

and pebbles.

b. Discover a way to show very large groups

such as 129 sheep, 157 trees, or 100 fish.

c. Make a list of other uses Nobo and Teto may
have had for numbers.

Teaching Pages 2 and 3

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To discover that the

place of a figure in a number determines its value

;

( b) to relearn and use the terms “ones,” “tens,”

and “hundreds”; (c) to use the symbols / and

(j) which stand for “one” and “ten” respectively;

(d) to see that all our lumbers can be made by

using only the ten digits 0 through 9.

Background. Computational addition, sub-

traction, multiplication, and division depend upon

our notational system. The more thoroughly chil-

dren understand place value, the more easily they

will see sense in our computational processes.

Pre-book Lesson. Ask your pupils to write on

the board various ways to show a number like 36.

The picture at the top of page 2 in the pupil’s book

shows four ways of writing the number 23. Point

out the superiorities of our system (conciseness,

computational ease).

New Words: page 3, chart, whether

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-8: Oral work. Begin with page 2 in the

pupil’s book and then work through the exercises,

pausing long enough on each to make sure that

your pupils get the point. For Ex. 8, draw on the

board a chart like the one for Ex. 9. (See the head-

ing “Answers Not on Reproduced Page 3” on the

page of the Manual that follows.) Let the children

tell the meaning of each figure in a through d while

another child places each figure in its proper place

on the chart.

Ex. 9: Written work. The symbol [W] at the

right near the middle of page 3 means that written

work follows.

Since Ex. 9 will probably be your pupils’ first

written work in arithmetic for the year, help them

set up their papers properly and give close super-

vision as they do the work independently.

(<Continued on page 32)
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Tlol^- 00 IN
Mary (J) 0 III

Jock 2 3 (yn£4-
2 3

Learning about Numbers
Meaning of numbers [O]

Miss King wrote Nobo’s number for the large group

of sheep. She asked for other ways to write the number.
23

1.

Mary made a bundle number. Read Mary’s number

.

A

How is it like Nobo’s ? /,?.

2. Jack wrote “2 tens and 3 ones.” How does Jack’s

way show the meaning of this number?

3. Ralph wrote “23.” Why is Ralph’s way best of all?

Miss King wrote on the board:

4, 5, 6, 78, 9O, I, 2, 3,‘

oasn- -vSUsfe avisy. 'yistsomjfet

cJLn, -*z 777 V1 H- H-

us€ 'tJLe

Miss King then said, “In 77, the 7’s look alike. How
do we know what each 7 means?”

Joan said, “When we write two figures, one tells how

many ones. The other tells how many tens.”

Miss King then said, “Let’s see whether

Joan is right.” She wrote Ex. A on the

board and said, “I wrote two figures. Is

this seventy-seven?”

4. Peter said, “You wrote two 7’s all

right, but they don’t mean seventy-seven

because . . Can you tell why?^^-«^
/ri0£sao6Ce/s&y--^Ce£e/.

5. When Miss King wrote Ex. B, Peter said, “That’s

better. The 7’s mean different things now.” Why?
What does each 7 in 77 mean?* 7 cmzo/

6. In 52, the 2 is in the first, or one’s, place so it means

two What does 5 in 25 mean?

7. In 52, the figure 2 written in one’s place holds the

5 in the second place, or in place. So, the 5 in 52

really means five4^, or 50.

8. Tell the meaning of each figure in the numbers

below:

a. 61 b. 39 c. 55 d. 70
[W]

9. Make a chart like the one at

the right. Put the number 277 in

the chart as shown. Then put in

your chart the numbers below:

a. 88 b. 222 c. 999

d. 346 e. 4 f. 27

Whether a figure means ones or tens or

hundreds, and so on, is shown by the place of

that figure in a number.

2 3

—-———

—

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 3

Note: A red star on the reproduced page refers to

this heading where will be found answers and explana- 9.

tions too lengthy to fit on the reproduced page. When
answers are obvious, they will not be given.

8. a. In 61, the 1 means “1 one”; the 6 means
“6 tens.”

b. In 39, the 9 means “9 ones”; the 3 means
“3 tens.”

c. In 55, the second 5 means “5 ones”; the

first 5 means “5 tens.”

d. In 70, the 0 means “no ones”; the 7 means
“7 tens.”

a

a?

"5
c

09

JJ

EC

u
3 V C
= H o
2 7 7

a. 8 8

b. 2 2 2

c. 9 9 9

d. 3 4 6

e. 4

f. 2 7
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Differentiations and Extensions

1. More capable children may proceed directly

with the written work.

2. Slower learners will need to continue the oral

work with the chart. Use the materials suggested

for teaching page 1 . Let some children show con-

cretely several numbers. Have others try to place

these on the chart in abstract form.

3. All children may review by reading numbers

placed on blackboard chart by the teacher or by

members of the group. Encourage a response pat-

terned after this form: “5 tens and 4 ones, or

fifty-four.”

Teaching Page 4

Pupil’s Objectives: To review the meaning of

(a) the word “place-holder”; (b) 0 as a place-

holder; (c) 0 as a number indicating “not any.”

Pre-book Lesson

1. As you call out “6 tens and 4 ones” and so

on, let a child write the numbers on the board.

After a few such examples, call out, “6 hundreds

and 4 ones.” If the number is written correctly,

write it incorrectly as 640, and ask the class to ex-

plain why your number is wrong. Repeat with an-

other number. In the discussion, introduce the

word “place-holder” to describe this function of 0.

2. As preparation for the meaning of 0 as a num-
ber (“not any”), have someone write figures in a

column to show the number of girls in each of four

or five rows of seats, first making sure that at least

one row contains no girls.

Book Lesson. Oral work. For Ex. 6, put the

example in box B on the board with the proper

form beside it. Your pupils will get the point. Note

how in Ex. 8 the two uses of 0 are brought to-

gether in one example.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 .All children. On the board draw a chart like

the one at the right. Have pupils rewrite the num-
bers beside the chart. By questioning, bring out

the idea that when the numbers were in the chart,

places were held without the use of zero but that

The Wonderful Wonders of "Nothing"
0 as a place-holder and a number [O]

1. Our figure 0 is very useful. For one thing, 0 is a

place-holder. Tell the places 0 holds in box X.u, oruw
Jt>£cLC£/;Jk ; o.

2. What would happen to 350 if the 0 were not there?
3SI

3. How could you write 305 without 0?

cund/5o-nbd'
4. Did you ever see a number hke 035 5V

Where ?v Why isn’t this 0 needed

5. What happens if the place of 0 is

changed in numbers a to c in box A
a/ie/

6. As a place-holder, 0 helps us in working with

numbers, too. What might happen if we had to add

numbers written without 0’s, as in box B ?

a/n^ a^Ut/ etc
‘

Jjl^oe,-/rML*nzeA'. *

When 0 keeps other figures of

a number in their places, it is

called a place-holder.

7.

But 0 is a number also. It means

“not any.” To have 0 pennies is to have

not any. Tell the meaning of 0 in Tom’s

score and in Bob’s in a ring game.^^^^
crV/yurdecries

When 0 means “not any,” it is

called a number.

2 3

32 6

+2 3

Tom Bob

4 0

0 0

4 7

0 0

0 5

r /2-

8.

In box A, the zeros are place-holders and numbers,

too. 0 means “no ones” in 350,'^^'in 30^T^Trn^5.

0 can be both a place-holder and a number.

4

zeros were needed as place-holders when numbers

were not placed in the chart. Then reverse the

j
Hundreds

Tens Ones

7 2

9

4 2

6

1 3

5
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procedure, allowing the children to write these

numbers in the chart: 850, 60, 400, 606, and so on.

2. Slower learners may pair off and continue this

kind of work at their seats.

3. More capable children may:

a. Find how early man computed without 0’s.

b. Try to add numbers where 0’s have been re-

placed by spaces.

c. Write a story about the “Wonderful Wonders

of Nothing.”

Teaching Page 5

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To strengthen and ex-

tend understanding of 3-place numbers; (b) to

learn the symbol for 100.

Background. As well as understanding that

342 means 3 hundreds and 4 tens and 2 ones, it is

important that children also understand that 342

means 34 tens and 2 ones. Among the reasons why
this is so are:

a. In division examples such as 6)342, the first

partial dividend is 34 tens.

b. Numbers are often read in many other forms

—e.g., for the year 1492 we say “fourteen hundred

ninety-two,” not “one thousand four hundred

ninety-two.”

Pre-book Lesson

Taking Numbers Apart
[O]

We have been using i to stand for 1 and ffl for 10.

Now let |ff| stand for 100. ^

1. Explain why picture A can

stand for (mean) 123. /XwW
2. What number is shown by »

picture Depicture C^%hy?
A A

3. On the board, write “123”

using only 10-bundles and ones.

<1>

l<I

irtl?e
$nWer4> &3[ l

the 1

stands for lA^^It also stands

for 10 tens. Why?

5. In 123, how many tens m
all are there, 2 or 12? /2Txplain.

/ofyyzfr (/ooj 2 J2-
. , oji

6. In the number 245, how many tens in all are there?
A

7. In the number 407, what figure is in ten’s place?

Why ?vHow many tens in all are there in 407?^Explain*

Explam the work in Ex. 8 am
= 4-X/OlemA = VOJknd

8. 543 = 5 hundreds and 4 tens and 3 ones (500 +40+3)
or 54 tens and 3 ones (540 + 3)

9. 706 = 7 hundreds and 0 tens and 6 ones (700 +00+6)
or 70 tens and 6 ones (700+ 6)

[W]

For each example below, take the number apart and

write its meaning, as in Ex. 8 and 9:

10. 451 11. 609 12. 728 13. 304 14. 940

Materials needed: A large assortment of pennies,

milk-bottle caps, buttons, pegs, match sticks, strips

of oak tag, or whatever (see Manual, page 345, for

a list of other such items); a pocket chart similar

to the one shown on page 15 in the pupil’s book

(see Manual, page 339, for construction details).

1. Take time to give many experiences with

numbers. Start from the concrete and work to the

abstract, following this plan:

a. Objects. Count out 42 pennies and stack

them in 4 piles of ten with 2 left over.

b. Representative objects. Count out 42 pegs,

straws, sticks, or the like and stack them in 4 piles

of ten with 2 left over.

c. Pictures. Draw 42 pennies and circle groups

of tens.

d. Semi-concrete pictures. Use dots and follow

the procedure for c.

e. Abstract form.

(1) Symbols. Use the symbols / and 0 ,

to show the number 42 as 0000//
(2) Words. Write as “4 tens and 2 ones.”

(3) Figures. Finally, write the number as “42.”

2. There is also value in working from the ab-

stract back to the concrete by reversing the pro-

cedure given in 1 under this heading.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-9: Oral work.

1. Proceed slowly and carefully through Ex. 5,

taking all the time necessary to reteach the use of
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symbols to stand for ones, tens, and hundreds.

Let pupils analyze the pictures in boxes A to C,

and give extra experiences with similar representa-

tions you have prepared on the board for numbers

such as 208, 325, and 460. For 208, show that

the number could be written with twenty
(f)

’s,

but that it is more convenient to have and use a

special symbol for hundreds.

2. Before taking up Ex. 6, represent several

3-place numbers by means of a pocket chart and

bundled tickets (see Manual, page 339). For

instance, set up the number 268 in two ways:

(a) with two 100-bundles (each made up of ten 10-

bundles) in the hundred’s pocket, six bundles of

ten tickets each in the ten’s pocket, and eight ones

in the one’s pocket; (b) with twenty-six bundles

of ten tickets each in the ten’s pocket, and eight

ones in the one’s pocket. Bring out the fact that

the two representations stand for exactly the same

amount. Repeat, or have the children repeat, with

another 3-place number.

3. Next, discuss Ex. 6-9 with the class, using

extra examples if they are needed.

Ex. 10-14: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. More capable children may write Ex. 10 to

14 without further help. The answers could be

written in a form similar to that for Ex. 8 and 9,

or you could design a chart for each pupil to use.

2. Slower learners may repeat examples con-

cretely as suggested under the Book Lesson section.

3. All children will profit from many experiences

in setting up numbers with objects, pictures, dots,

symbols, pocket charts, and the like. Groups may
work together to see how many different ways a

given number can be shown.

Teaching Page 6

Pupil’s Objectives: To review (a) the meaning

of “group”; ( b) the idea that numbers provide an

excellent way of indicating the size of a group;

(c) the idea of putting groups (numbers) together

to make a larger group (number); {d) the function

of addition as the process by which groups or

numbers are combined.

The Meaning of Addition (A.)

Ways of adding [O]

1. We can say, “There are a few hats” or “There are

fivp hate.”. Why is it better,to use the number? ^cey
sdfuri/ta/ ams ytsft&ri/soves oayrts.

2. We can say, “There were seventy cowboys” or

“Thpre .were a lot of cowboys.” Which way is better?

Numbers stand for groups. To show how
many there are in a group we use a number.

3. We can show a put-together story with pictures

(see A and B). The story in words is:

Three children plus five children are eight children.

Which way is easier, pictures or words

4. The put-together story can also be told with figures:

3+5=8. Why is this way best?

When you put groups together to find how
many in all, you are adding.

6

Pre-book Lesson. Have your slower learners

see how many groups of objects they can find in

the classroom; then dramatize the process of ad-

dition by moving some of the sub-groups together

to make totals. The movement illustrates what

addition is, and the single larger group which

results shows its effect.

Book Lesson. Oral work. Have pupils work

through the exercises on the page in the order

given, supplementing with similar activities when
necessary. In describing quantitative situations,

most children are prone to use language forms such

as “lot,” “many,” and the like. Use these actual

occurrences to point out the preciseness ofnumbers.
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Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners will need to make many put-

together stories with real objects. If an arithmetic

table is available, with all the many pegs, tags,

buttons and the like, slower learners may work there

making the stories and giving the results with

words and signs.

2. More capable children may be given a list of

five or six numbers and asked to discover how
many different put-together stories they can make

from them.

Teaching Page 7

Pupil’s Objectives: To review (a) the idea of

like-groups and numbers; (b) the idea that only

like-groups and numbers can be added; (c) the

idea that the sum is larger than any number added

except when two numbers are added and one of

them is 0.

Background. The idea that only like-numbers

can be added is one of the important “strands of

meaning” that is basic to most mathematical ex-

periences. Make sure pupils understand that

(a) only /z'Ae-numbers can be added; (b) changing

labels will sometimes turn unlike-mimbtrs into

/z&e-numbers.

Teacher’s Preparation. List as many groups as

can be found in the room. Make sure there are

some like-groups, some unlike-groups that can be

changed to like-groups with specific labels, and

some unlike-groups that can be changed to like-

groups with the general label “things.”

Pre-book Lesson

1. Give many experiences in labeling groups.

For example, point to erasers and ask, “Does any-

body know how many erasers are here?” The
answer might well be, “Three.” Say immediately,

“Three what”? and obtain the answer, “Three

erasers.” Continue doing this for all groups.

2. Say, “I have 4 pencils in this hand and 3 in

this one. How many have I altogether?” Obtain

the answer, “4 pencils and 3 pencils are 7 pencils”

and continue with other similar groups.

3. Pick up two unlike-groups, like 5 paper clips

and 3 blotters, and proceed with the same process.

Can You Always Add Like-Groups?
Like-numbers [O]

1. At our picnic there were 9 girls and 8 boys. That

was a total of how many c4^?W/ -
?

Think,
“9 children and 8 children are 17 What

was done to make like-groups?
“

”

2. In one bag we had 15 apples. In another we had

10 apples. 15 l^and lO^are 25^
The names of these groups do not have to be changed

before adding them. WhylMey aA&JJzes

3. We had 12 pears and 20 plums. (Are they all pears

01

When numbers stand for groups of things

alike in some way, they are like-numbers.

Things to Know About Addition

To find the sum (total number), you add.

Only like-numbers can be added.

The sum is larger than any number added

except when two numbers are added and one

of them is 0.

7

obtaining the answer, “5 things and 3 things are

8 things.”

Book Lesson. Oral work.

1 . Read problem 1 and pause for your pupils to

suggest the missing word (“children”). Ask why
the missing word could not be “girls” or “boys,”

and why “children” is the best word. Then have

the next sentence read, pointing out that the names,

“girls” and “boys,” have been changed to the one

label “children.” You are then ready to deal with

the question, “Why must we have like-groups?” a

condition required of groups (and numbers) if

they are to be combined as in addition.
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2.

Proceed then through Ex. 2 and 3 and through

the generalization. Write the work for Ex. 1-3 on

the board, and then have the children study the

three statements in “Things To Know About

Addition” in connection with the problems and

the work. For example, with Ex. 1, ask questions

such as, “Did we add? Were the groups (numbers)

alike? How do you know? Was the sum larger

than any number added?” Repeat for Ex. 2 and 3.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Slower children can obtain further practice by

working with the teacher on these exercises:

a. In Mr. Brown’s barn are 6 horses and 4 cows,

or 10 _?_ in all. (animals)

h. Ann has 2 red dresses, 3 white dresses, and

3 brown dresses. She has 8 _?_ in all. (dresses)

c. Bob has 3 pennies and 2 nickels. He has a

total of 5 _?_. (coins)

d. Two potatoes, 3 carrots, and 2 onions make

a total of 7 _? _. (vegetables)

2. More capable children may try to think what

labels must be used to add these groups of objects:

a. 2 quarters and 1 dime (3 coins)

b. 3 hundreds and 4 tens (34 tens)

c. 6 boys and 5 girls ( 1 1 children)

d. 1 cart and 3 tops (4 toys)

e. 6 roses and 8 violets (14 flowers)

/. 9 pine trees and 7 oak trees (16 trees)

g. 3 dictionaries and 1 atlas (4 books)

h. 8 women and 9 men (17 people)

i. 1 blotter and 8 hats (9 things)

Teaching Page 8

Pupil’s Objective: To discover how well ad-

dition skills have been retained in order to find out

what phases of addition need to be relearned.

Book Lesson. Written work.

1. Explain to the pupils that it will be fun and

helpful to discover how much they remember about

addition.

2. If your pupils do not know how to take tests

with folded paper, have them practice this before

they start the test.

3.

Have each pupil correct his own paper and

try to analyze his difficulties according to the

sources of error suggested at the bottom of the page

in the pupil’s book. Each may make a chart like

the sample shown below and fill out his own record.

4.

Finally, have pupils glance through pages 9

to 21, to see that the book is really organized to

furnish the assistance required.

Differentiations and Extensions. From this

point on, it is wise to divide your class into three

or four groups, according to their learning needs.

The slower learners will, at their own rate, work

steadily through pages 9 to 21, omitting nothing.

More capable children should concentrate study at

the places where they are weak.

Since the more capable children will finish more

quickly than others the section which reviews ad-

dition, you will need other enriching activities for

them. Here are some suggestions:

1. They may help construct materials for ob-

jectifying work with numbers.

a. Pages 335 and 339 of the Manual describe an

abacus and a pocket chart which are useful in ob-

jectifying arithmetic meanings and processes.

b. Page 10 in the pupil’s book describes study

cards which can be made for use with the A. and

S. facts. Other such cards will be needed for the

games listed in item 2 on the next page, and for

other games which may be devised by the teacher.

c. A play store may be planned and built to aid

in the study of arithmetic. Use empty cans, or
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How Well Do You Remember How to Add?
Inventory [W]

Do you remember how to add? Try these examples

just for fun.

Lay a sheet of paper under the examples in row 1.

Write just the sums. Fold the paper and do the same

for row 2. Fold again for row 3.

a b C d e f g

1. 30 47 3 51 38 9 46

+6 + 22 + 36 + 9 + 16 + 88 + 75
36 69 ~39 60 59 97 m

2. 321 463 14 529 348 89 207

+ 57 + 307 + 285 + 67 + 370 + 265 + 398
31? no 199 596 7/

?

359 60S

3. 46 7 24 48 9 328 145

32 9 8 35 73 46 279

+ 10 + 80 + 56 + 47 + 28 + 108 +276
?? 96 ?? /SO //O 9?l 700

If you made mistakes in rows 1 to 3, read the helps

below to find out why you made the mistakes:

To add numbers quickly and correcdy you must

a. know the addition facts (A. facts) very well.

b. add figures downward.

c. start to add at the right. Add first the ones, then the

tens and then the hundreds.

d. write figures in their correct places.

e. know when and how to carry.

f. check your work by adding upward.

g. be careful in all your work.

The next pages will help you to add better.

8

pictures of foodstuffs for articles on sale. Prices of

these items may be cut from newspaper advertise-

ments and pasted on price lists. Posters of “bar-

gains” may be made. (1 can 10^, 3 cans for 27^).

A toy cash register will aid your pupils in making

change, adding, subtracting, and so on.

2. They may play games as a form of practice.

It is important, however, that pupils first possess

an adequate understanding of the meanings behind

the skills practiced.

A few games are suggested below, but see Man-
ual, pages 341-345, for a longer list.

a. Variations of the game “Fetch-a-Fish” (see

Manual, page 343) may be devised. Pairs of cards

such as those shown in the adjacent column can be

i

made. Cards are shuffled and 5 each dealt to 2

(or more) players. The remainder are spread in

25 + n = 29 25 + 4 = 29

the “fish pond.” The dealer calls first. Suppose

he has a card with 25 + n — 29. He must figure

out what n equals and say, “I need 25 + 4 = 29.”

The opponent must give up the card if he holds

it and the caller has another turn; otherwise the

caller must “fish.” If a player is fortunate enough

to draw from the “fish pond” the card he requested,

he has another turn. Two matching cards make a

book and these are discarded face up right away.

If the caller has made a mistake and said, “I need

25 + 3 = 29,” he must then add the two cards to

his hand. The winner is the one who disposes of

all his cards first.

Many such games may be devised by changing

the cards used.

b. Dominoes (see Manual, page 338) may be

spread out face down on a table. Each player

draws 5 or 6 dominoes and adds the total of his

hand. Highest score wins. Or, 5 dominoes may
be selected, and added. One more is drawn and

subtracted from the sum. Lowest score wins.

c. Variations of “Zooks” (see Manual, page 343)

may also be devised. Make out cards with 2-place

numbers and pass ten or so cards to each of two or

more players. Each turns over a card to begin.

Playing starts with one player turning over a second

card. If the two cards equal a pre-planned number,

the first one to say “Zooks!” receives the cards.

For example, it may be decided that any two

cards which produce a remainder less than 20 will

allow for saying “Zooks!” The first player has

turned over a 19. A player who has card 32 may
say “Zooks!” and place the two cards in a pile. He
then turns over another base card, and the next

player proceeds. The winner is the player who
holds the most cards. Again, variations are formed

by changing the cards and the pre-planned criterion

for calling “Zooks!”

3. They may dramatize certain aspects of arith-

metic and the use of numbers.

a. Early uses of numbers may be discovered

through research and put into play form. For
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example, counting on fingers, using marks in the

sand which eventually led to the abacus and, later,

the discovery of zero.

b. Early uses of barter may be compared with

the ease of our present-day money system.

c. A “World Without Numbers” may be drama-

tized to emphasize the worth of numbers.

4. They may write reports about numbers and

their uses.

a. What numbers were like during the time of

Columbus.

b. How some of our units of measure came

about (foot, pound, rod, acre, etc.).

c. Why it is important to study arithmetic.

5. They may help collect materials for the arith-

metic corner.

a. Pictures of all the machines requiring or aid-

ing the use ofnumbers may be cut out ofmagazines,

papers, etc., and made into a poster. Some good

examples are adding machines, cash registers, yard-

goods measuring devices, weighing scales, speed-

ometers, and so on.

b. Children’s experiences with number may be

listed or pictured and kept in an arithmetic note-

book as each phase is studied—meaning of num-
ber, addition, subtraction, etc.

c. Every use of number in a children’s weekly

newspaper, in a written report, on a bulletin board,

etc., may be circled in red or in some other way

brought to attention. The results may be displayed

as an example of the usefulness of number.

d. Pegs, dowels, match sticks, paste sticks, pop-

sicle sticks, toothpicks, etc., will be needed in the

arithmetic corner for use by the teacher and pupils

in objectifying number processes. See Manual,

page 345, for other kinds of objects that may be

collected.

6. They may engage in many other types of

activities such as:

a. Designing and executing a mural showing the

people who have most affected the history and the

development of numbers.

b. Discovering how an odometer works and ex-

plaining it to the class.

c. Testing certain units of measurement. A
gallon jug, quart jar, pint jar, and cup may be used.

Addition Test I

[W]

7

Number stories, like 3+5=8 and +4 are called

addition facts (or A. facts). 1

1

To be good in adding, you must be able to look at

examples like 3 + 5 = ? and write sums quickly without

counting or using help.

Write just the sums on folded paper.

a b c d e f g h i

1. 9 7 6 5 7 3 9 2 8

+ 6 + 8 + 8 +6 + 9 + 8 +4 +6 +7
/s is 19 // // 13 is

2. 3 5 7 3 6 4 6 8 2

+6 +2. +3 + 5 + 4 + 5 + 3 +2 + 7

9 7 /o /o 9 9 /

0

9
3. 4 2 3 5 2 5 8 4 6

+3 ±4 + 2 + 0 + 5 +3 +4 + 9 +5
7 (o s .5 7 9 n 13 //

4. 5 2 1 3 0 6 3 4 7

+4 ±8 + 7 +4 ±8 +2 ±7 + 6 +2
? /O J 7 10 10 9

5. 9 8 7 9 7 8 4 8 7

+3 + 9 + 4 + 8 +6 +3 ±7 + 8 + 5

/2 /7 // /7 13 // 1/ 1C, 11
6. 6 9 6 6 5 2 7 8 3

+ 7 + 5 + 9 + 0 + 8 + 9 + 7 + 6 + 9

13 19 is (

0

/3 // 19 /¥ /z
7. 5 9 8 9 4 5 6 5 9

+ 9 ±1 + 5 + 9 ±8 + 7 + 6 + 5 +2
/+ 16, 13 /<P 11 /2 /Z 10 1/

Study your work. Make a list of the examples that

were hard for you. Study page 10, and then say over

and over the facts that were hard.

9

Water should be put in the cup to see how many
cupfuls are needed to fill the pint jar, quart jar, and

so on.

d. Bringing balancing scales to school and showT-

ing the class how they are used.

e. Helping other children; correcting papers;

leading games; and so on.

Teaching Page 9

Pupil’s Objective: To identity A. facts in need

of mastery.

Background. Obtaining correct answers is no

certain criterion that pupils know the facts. From
research, we now realize that pupils must “think
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aloud” as they get answers so that the mental pro-

cedures can be discovered.

Book Lesson. Addition Test 1. Written work.

1. Remind the children that this test is to help

them, and that it will be enjoyable. Let them take

the test twice, the first time writing all the sums as

directed. The second time have them write sums

which they know at once, without hesitation and

without using roundabout procedures. Instruct

them to omit examples which are hard for them,

leaving blank the spaces on their papers for these

and going on immediately to the next examples.

2. The “list of examples” for study referred to

in the last sentence on the page comprises combina-

tions that have been either omitted or incorrectly

completed.

3. Use selected facts as a basis for gaining infor-

mation about pupils’ thought procedures. Have in-

dividual pupils “think aloud” as they work each

example so you can find what needs to be done to

guide them to more efficient thought procedures.

Teaching Page 10

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn ways to find

sums for hard addition combinations
; (b) to learn

how to make study cards for hard A. facts.

Helpers for Addition Facts

A. 3 8 0 0

+0 ±0 ±6 ±5
3 t <o S

B. 4 7 1 1

±! +1 ±3 +8

C. 4 7 2 2

+2 ±2 ±5 ±8
6 9 7 10

D. 4 5 6 7

+3 +4 +7 +8
7 9 13 /S

or think,
“3 + 3 =

[O]

1. Row A. Make a rule for

adding 0 and another number.^

2. Row B. Make a rule for

adding 1 and another number.
3. Row C. Make a rule for

adding 2 and another number

4. Row D. Use a double to

find each sum. For 4+3, think,

“4+4=8, so 4 + 3 = 7”

6, so 4 + 3 = 7.”

5.

Make a rule for using doubles as in row D.-jk

E. 8 5 9 8 6. Rows E and F. Make a ten

+ 5 +7 +4 +6 to find each of these sums. For

F /^_
/2 /J /+ 8 + 5 = ? use this dot picture:

+ 9 +6 +8 +5 C* •••••••+••)• • •
14 13 11 //

-

Think, “Make a 10. 10 + 3 = 13, so 8 + 5 = 13.”

7. Make a rule for using a 10 as in rows E and F.^

To Keep in Practice

Study cards [W]

On page 313, cover the answers and say the addition

facts, using helpers if you need to.

For each fact you find hard, make

.

a study card with front and back as

at the right.

Front Back

8 8

±9 +9
17

Background. It is not unusual to hear teachers

say, “Why, when my pupils come to me, they

don’t know any of their combinations.” Taken

literally, this would mean that no child knows

any combination and, of course, this is not true.

Some beginning fourth-graders know all except a

very few of the A. facts, and all know some of

them. The problem is to help each child identify

10

the particular combinations that cause him trouble

—to do this and then to assist him to master them.

Such is the plan for page 10.

Several ways to find sums without guessing or

blind memorization are suggested. By using one

or another of these helpers, your pupils can find

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 10

1. When you add two numbers and one of them

is 0, the sum is the other number.

2. When you add 1 to another number, the an-

swer is 1 more than that number.

3. When you add 2 to another number, the

answer is 2 more than the number.

5. When the two numbers are almost a double,

first think the double, then add or subtract 1

.

7. When one of the two numbers is almost 10

(say, 7 or 8 or 9) make 10 first by taking away

enough from the other number; then add the rest

of that number to 10.
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most sums; for others they may need to devise

extra helpers based upon different relationships.

The helpers derived from Ex. 1-7 can and should

be varied to suit juvenile language forms. Any
statement that conveys the idea is acceptable.

“Helpers” are temporary aids. Encourage your

children toward immediate responses for these hard

facts so that helpers may be quickly discarded.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-7: Oral work. By studying rows A to F
in the pupil’s book, children are to make up a

“helper” for the different kinds of A. facts shown in

each row. If a child originates a “helper” that is in-

correct, be sure he understands why it will not work.

Say, “Tell me the answers for the examples in

Row A. Now who can make a rule for adding 0

and another number?” Continue in similar fashion

for Ex. 2-7. If Ex. 4 through 6 cause difficulty,

work out the given examples with concrete materials

or symbols.

Slower learners may tell the helpers that can

be used with the following combinations, and ex-

plain how they are to be used:

8 0 5 l 6

±1 + 9 + 6 + 7 + 0

1 5 8 5 6

+ 9 + 2 + 6 + 7 +J

More capable children may turn back to page 9

and relocate the examples that gave them difficulty.

Let them write a useful helper beside each of the

examples that are hard for them.

Bottom of the page

:

Written work. Show chil-

dren how to make the study cards. These are best

made from oak tag (about 4" X 3"), and should be

placed in envelopes so that they may be safe in the

child’s desk when not in use.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. More capable children may help others to

make and use study cards.

2. All children who need help may work with

study cards, either in groups or in pairs.

a. In groups, allow a leader to flash the cards

for others. They may be asked for the answer or

for the “helper.”

b. In pairs, the children may flash cards for

each other, or a kind of game may be played. For

example, each child hands his set of study cards to

his partner. The partner flashes the cards, giving

back those correctly answered. When a response

is incorrect, the card is retained. The child hold-

ing the most cards in his hands at the end is the

winner. The losing player must then give a suit-

able “helper” for each card in his partner’s hand.

Be sure to set aside a special time during the day

when children may study their cards individually.

Teaching Pages 11 and 12

Pupil’s Objective: To learn how to use

“families” of simple A. facts as an aid in recogniz-

ing higher-decade addition sums quickly.

Background. By now the pupil has reviewed

all the simple addition facts. These familiar facts

will be used as a basis for finding sums of higher-

decade examples quickly and easily.

Higher-decade examples are organized around

the basic addition combinations (e.g., 32 + 4,

52+ 4, 92+ 4, 12+ 4, and so on are organized

as a “family” around the combination 2+4).
“Adding by endings” is a necessary arithmetic

skill if pupils are to be competent in column addi-

tion and in multiplication with carrying.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Write these combinations on the board:

23 43 13 73

+ 4 +4 +4 +4

2. As the children discover things about these

examples that are the same, write them down.

When they mention that the sums all end in 7, ask

why; then identify the 3+4 “family.”

3. With the sums written in, ask pupils to make

up a rule for adding numbers in the same “family.”

4. Repeat the procedure for examples involving

bridging (an answer in the next higher decade),

like these from the 6+5 “family”:

16 56 26 76

+ 5 +5 +5 +5
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B
13 52 60

+ 6 + 5 + 9

19 S7 if

Addition Families

Adding by endings [O]

1. Why can we say that

the examples in picture A
are in the 4+2 addition

liavA&Tfrt each oai/VhvuCZ-.
family? Ten why the one s

figure in the sum for each

example is the same^Xvw^
JUacoici aAl'jrA&Juivn&An Ji&chz,£amp/7

2. 4+2 is less than 10.

How does this help you to know
what the ten’s figure in each sum
will b
cawu&d' -Jo'Jzwt ja£ace/.

3. Tell a quick way to add a 2-place and a 1 -place

number if the sum of the one’s figures is less than 10.
Odd/ frnZd aynd/^3^r^d^>t^ri^d3uyXe/yUi degu/Jb.

4. Give the sums for the examples in box B.

5. What is the addition family

in box^ ^mce^ 5+8 is more

than -10, what change must this

make in the ten’s figure in each

sum in box C
A^VdlCaAd/ &U. <rn£/ (£e ru).

6. Tell a good way to think the

sum of a 2-place and a 1-place

number when the addition fact has

a sum equal to or larger than 10.

Cidd* oyieA- awcOX'T'cAzaA&xAe/Xe/ri})

7. Say the sums for the example!

C
35 45 25

+ 8 + 8 + 8

43 53 33

D
52 77 19

±9 +6 + 5

6/ ?3 24

/dmj.

in box D.

8. Tell just the sums for the examples below:

35 52 33 44 65 81 72 40

+ 7 + 6 +5 + 9 + 8 + 5 + 8 + 7

n Sf 39 S3 73 £6 go ¥7

11-

Adding by Using Families

Adding by endings [O]

What part of the sum has been found for you in row 1

below^ What part do you need to find

What part of the sum has been found in row Ttiima

TT**
Say all these sums as fast as you can talk:

a b c d e f g h i

1. 47 56 23 95 61 78 19 80 37

+ 6 + 8 + 7 + 4 + 8 + 5 + 3 + 7 +2
53 64 50 79 69 83 22 81 39

2. 61 48 57 32 28 74 45 39 16

+ 5 + 9 + 8 + 7 +2 + 7 + 9 +2 + 9

66 57 65 37 30 8/ 57 4/ 25

3. 54 36 43 28 17 92 39 85 67

+ 9 + 8 + 9 + 7 + 5 + 6 + 9 +4 + 5

63 44 52 35 22 78 78 8 9 72

4. 17 48 29 56 33 39 87 54 75

+ 3 + 7 + 4 + 9 + 5 + 5 + 9 + 4 + 8

2 0 55 33 65 3g 4y 96 58 83

[W]

Write only the sums.abed
5. 19 + 5 27 69 plus 6 75 25 and 8 33 73 +

6. 58 + 76537 plus 3y/?36 and 9yy65 +

7. 49 + 453 32 plus 9 y/ 89 and 3 <71 63 +

8. 27+5 31 44 plus 650 84 and 5 y? 58 +

9. 76 + 4 go 23 plus 3 26 64 and 9 73 85 +

10. 17 + 9 26 19 plus 8 27 27 and 8 3576 +

1go 28 + 836

9 7714 + 2/6

2 6536+ 57/

46713 + 82/

7?2 36+ 3 3?

9 £540 + 9 ¥9

12

Book Lesson (page 11). Oral work. For row

8, encourage the children to do the work “in their

heads” and to use “families” and endings.

Book Lesson (page 12). Rows 1-4: Oral work;

Rows 5-10

:

Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Give slower learners plenty of oral practice

before going on to the written work at the bottom

of page 12.

2. More capable children may:

a. Try to do rows 5 to 10 (page 12) orally.

b. Try to make up groups of “family” examples,

in horizontal and vertical form, with and without

bridging, which could be used for oral review work

for the next lesson.

c. Make up a rule for adding two 2-place num-
bers, with and without carrying, as illustrated below.

23 Think the sum of the tens and then the sum

+ 45 of the ones.

57 Think the sum of the ones and remember

+ 36 the ending; think the sum of the tens and

add one more ten.
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Using Addition Facts and Families

Column A.; A. without carrying; checking [O]

1. At the pet show there were 6 dogs, 8

kittens, and 3 rabbits, or how many pets in all ?

In box A, add downward. Look at 6 and

8; think “Jdi” Look at 3; say “_ZZ.”

2. To add the column in box B, look at 9

and 6; think “JJi” Look at 8; say

3. To add in box C, look at 16 and 2; think

Then look at 7 and say “_2£”

4. Add upward to check. For box A, look

at 3 and 8; think “11.” Look at 6; say “_/Z.”

J>. Say the check for box B; for box C.
o> y

/ V, 2-3
j o, 2*5”

6. To work Ex. A to C, what addition facts

must you know? What addition families?

7. Box D. Ones: Look at 3 and 4 and say

“--7.” Tens: Look at 2 and 1; say

8. Box E. Ones: Look at 3 and 5 and say

Tens: Look at 2 and 3; say

Hundreds: Look at 4 and 2 and say “.A”

9. Say the check for box D; for box E.
CLsAn GjC. 7and ?\ Jhc£> add/^au/aAd/.

6

8

+3

9

6

+ 8
~T3

16

2

+ 7

H 'O

2:3

+ 1
i
4—

±2
6

2:3

3:5~5<
~8

Practice in Adding

Copy the numbers and add. Check your work.

[W]

1. 15+2/7 5. 64 + 32 76 9. 6+5 +

2. 7 + 23 30 6. 533 + 203 13(o 10. 9+7 +

3. 63+5 a 7. 164 + 124 m 11. 7+7 +

4. 52 4- 30 n 8. 26 + 13 39 12. 8+5 +

Addition Test 2
[W]

Write just the sums on folded paper.

a b c d e f g h

1. 37 6 50 6 26 67 44 35

+2 + 43 + 4 + 32 + 20 + 12 + 40 + 23
39 99 39 3? 96 79 89 58

2. 59 38 538 465 633 409 455 567

+ 10 + 11 + 220 + 311 +30 + 100 + 102 + 30
69 99 75? 776 663 507 557 597

3. 12 3 8 6 24 5 0 9

8 6 9 7 3 8 8 4

+ 5 + 7 + 5 + 9 + 4 + 6 + 7 + 7

25 76 22 22 3! 79 75 ,20

Study your work. Did you make mistakes?

1. Did you miss addition facts? Use your study cards.

2. Did you forget to use addition families?

3. Did you forget to start at the right, adding first

ones, then tens, then hundreds ?

© Extra Practice Sets are given on pages 317-326 to

help you. Find your mistakes in Addition Test 2 and

work Sets 1, 3, and 5. Then take the test again.

-13 -14

Teaching Pages 13 and 14

Pupil’s Objectives: To review skills in (a) col-

umn addition; (b) addition without carrying;

(c) checking work in such computation.

Background (page 13). Box A. In adding down-

ward, the pupil has to deal with a higher-decade

fact when he adds 14 and 3. In checking by add-

ing upward, another higher-decade fact is encoun-

tered. These do not require bridging.

Box B. When adding downward, or in checking

upward, the pupil encounters higher-decade facts

which involve bridging.

Box C. This example is like the one in Box B
in that bridging occurs only at the last step; it

differs by containing a 2-figure addend.

Boxes D and E. Simple 2- and 3-place addition

examples without carrying. Here the child needs

to know basic facts and to remember that ones are

added first, then tens, and then hundreds.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Review adding by endings, using the ex-

amples worked out by the more capable children for

pages 11 and 12, or using some of the examples in

rows 5 to 10 on page 12.
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2. Contrive a classroom situation in which col-

umn addition, like that found in boxes A-C, will

arise. If there is a classroom store, 3 items may be

purchased. Perhaps a child may be asked to pass

paper to 3 rows, or groups, where he must add 3

single figures to find how many to obtain.

3. Ask the children how the addition in 2 above

should be solved. Have the work put on the board

and explained.

4. Let slower learners try grouping pennies or

papers by tens if they are confused about adding

by endings. To add 6+8+3, pupils should show

3 groups of 6, 8, and 3 pennies each. The 6- and

8-groups should be combined and represented as

a 10-group and a 4-group. The combining of the

3 ones with the 4 ones demonstrates adding by

endings with no bridging.

Book Lesson (page 13). Oral work.

Book Lesson (page 14)

Ex. 1-12: Written work. After checking each

pupil orally for ability to add by endings, assign

the written work at the top of the page. Discover

whether pupils are checking their work.

Rows 1-3

:

Addition Test 2. Give the test to

those who have shown some competence in the

work at the top of the page. Others may need

further oral work with many more examples using

concrete materials.

Make full use of the suggestions below the test

to teach your pupils to evaluate their work. They

may recheck the evaluation cards constructed while

studying page 8 (see Manual, page 36).

Differentiations and Extensions. Extra Prac-

tice Sets 1, 3, and 5 mentioned at the bottom of

page 14 should be drawn to the attention of your

pupils. Have them leafthrough pages 317-326, dis-

cussing the use ofthe material and showing how one

can recognize what sets to use for what difficulties.

Children who have the habit of helping them-

selves have healthy school attitudes and usually

learn easily. Encourage your children to work

Extra Practice sets whenever they feel they need

them. Slower learners may need to work most prac-

tice sets, while some more capable children may never

need to use this material.

For your convenience, Extra Practice Sets 1,

3, and 5 (pupil’s book, pages 3 1 7-3 1 8) with answers

in red, are reproduced below. Subsequent sets

will be reproduced as they are called for in the

pupil’s book. In case you want to assign sets inde-

pendently, the reproduced sets, with answers, may
be located by referring to the Manual Index under

the heading Practice.

Set 1. Addition facts

a b c d e f g h i

1. 1 3 2 4 1 3 8 4 6

+ 2 + 1 + 3 +2 + 1 + 0 + 1 + 5 + 3

3 4 5 6 2 3 9 9 9

2. 0 0 4 2 2 4 5 6 9

+ 0 + 6 + 3 +7 +2 +4 +0 + 1 + 0

® 6 7 9 4 8 5 7 9

Set 3. Adding by endings>, no carrying

a b c d e f 8 h

1. 14 12 15 19 18 11 13 10

+ 2 + 7 + 4 + 0 + 0 + 2 + 2 + 5

16 19 19 19 18 13 15 15

2. 2 12 16 4 14 3 2 12

+ 13 + 4 + 3 + 15 + 4 + 15 + 16 + 2

15 16 19 19 18 18 18 14

3. 12 17 10 2 15 14 17 11

+ 5 + 2 + 8 + 10 + 2 + 3 + 0 + 5

17 19 18 12 17 17 17 16

4. 1 13 16 15 13 10 1 13

+ 14 + 6 + 2 + 3 + 3 + 7 + 13 + 4

15 19 18 18 16 17 14 17

Set 5. Column A

,

• 2- and 3-place addends, no carrying

1. 2 3 1 3 4 5 4 6

1 4 5 3 2 0 2 0

+ 6 + 2 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 4 + 3 + 3

9 9 7 8 8 9 9 9

2. 23 24 73 23 54 20 33 18

+ 30 + 13 + 10 + 72 + 14 + 29 + 45 + 40

53 37 83 95 68 49 78 58

3. 407 543 253 201 302 322 651 500

+ 322 + 346 + 743 + 503 + 566 + 243 + 132 + 259

729 889 996 704 868 565 783 759
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Addition with Carrying
Carrying a ten or a hundred [O]

1. To find the number of children in two

rooms, Tom added as in box A. Why did he

put the 1 above the 3? vWhat does it mean?y
JcfMvour Gl/ CGlMa&cO&vv

2. To prove his answer, what two numbers

did Tom show in a pocket chart (picture B)?

jj
3Samd/ 2 7

HUNDREDS TENS ONES HUNDREDS TENS ONES

RFU=LJmJllUL

fur_ju™ml
TOTAL TOTAL

RFLRJTflil nJL

1

35

+27
62

3. In picture C, Tom has found the total. Tell how
Tom carried a ten. Did he prove his answer?^
JhiAtAvna, /O one/ do'/moJce/ a/Mm

tn addition, you carry when the sum of the

ones is 10 or more.

4. In box D, add the ones, then the tens.

14 tens = hundred and tens. What

does the 1 above the 5 mean?

It is quicker not to show the carrying.

Explain the additions in Ex. 5 to 9.

35 6. 221 7. 153 8. 340 9. 425

+ 37 + 259 + 408 + 87 + 192

72 480 561 427 617

584

+ 263

847

You carry hundreds like tens.

Practice in Adding
[W]

Copy in columns and add. Check your work.

1. 36+ 47 83 6. 248 + 37 185 11. 340 + 293 (,33

2. 23+ 9 31 7. 46 + 229 2 15 12. 83 + 365 778

3. 64+ 26 90 8. 507 + 2047// 13. 412 + 396808

4. 74+ 19 93 9. 305 + 128V33 14. 524+ 82606

5. 82 + 67177 10. 78 + 209 187 15. 357 + 2606/7

Prove your answer for Ex. 1 by using ones and bundles

of tens in a pocket chart.

Addition Test 3

Write just the sums on folded paper. Check.

[W]

a b C d e f g

. 36 59 52 64 46 73 45

+ 90 + 35 + 62 + 26 +29 + 16 +49
/U, n H7 70 75 87 77

. 128 347 248 248 353 824 25

+ 37 + 409 +436 + 509 + 317 + 19 + 438

/as 15(d m 157 (ol0 m 7(o3

. 365 563 451 65 518 33 260

+ 162 + 85 + 181 + 170 + 250 + 491 +479
521 (,78 632 735 7U 527 737

© Extra Practice. Study your work to find out why

you made mistakes. If you made mistakes in row 1, work

Sets 2 and 4. If you made mistakes in rows 2 and 3,

work Set 6. Then take Addition Test 3 again.

15 16

Teaching Pages 15 and 16

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To relearn how to add

numbers when a ten or a hundred is to be carried;

(b) to take Addition Test 3.

Background. In this lesson you will draw large

dividends on the time you have spent in teaching

number meanings and place value, for your children

will need this foundation in order to understand

carrying.

Teacher’s Preparation. Very often materials

needed for arithmetic can be brought in by the

children. If not, they can be constructed by the

children during art periods, or during the spare

time of the more capable children. Construction is

often a stimulus to greater understanding of the

devices and to greater interest in number study.

For instance, pupils can construct a pocket chart

out of oak tag similar to the one shown on page 1

5

in the pupil’s book. See Manual pages 335-341

for other devices and suggestions concerning the

construction of them.

Pre-book Lesson. Children who need help in

understanding the carrying principle should start

with concrete examples and work to the abstract in

a manner similar to that described below.

a. Use objects about the room, such as pens,

chairs, etc., and group by tens. If the example is
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12 chairs and 19 chairs, show a group of ten chairs

and 2 left over, and a group of ten chairs and 9

left over. When combining all the chairs, show

how 3 groups of ten chairs may be made by making

the 9 chairs and 2 chairs into a group of ten chairs

with 1 left over.

b. Use a pocket chart and splints or tickets (see

Manual, page 339). For the example shown in the

pupil’s book, 35 + 27, represent the addends with

bundles of ten tickets or splints, with extras for

ones. Since the sums of the one’s tickets is larger

than 9, make a new ten-bundle and combine it with

the other ten-bundles.

c. Use / and 0 symbols, as shown in the

illustration below.

(p (p (j)
[UUil 35

imnihii +27

(6/e/n<!)cmdl(7mi) £2

d. Now try using numbers. Make sure the chil-

dren understand that they are carrying a ten, not

a one.

New Word: page 15, prove

Book Lesson (page 15). Oral work. Proceed

through Ex. 3 with the children; then stop to give

more practice, if needed, as in the procedure de-

scribed above. Then have pupils close their books.

At this point, see if you can help them to form, in

their own words, a generalization similar to the one

in dark print near the middle of the page in the

pupil’s book. This may be written on the board

and then compared with the one in the pupil’s

book. Should the children prefer their own ver-

sion, and it is correct, it probably ought to be sub-

stituted for the one in the book.

If enough tickets are available, show the carry-

ing of hundreds (Ex. 4) in the same manner as

carrying tens was demonstrated.

Book Lesson (page 16)

Ex. 1-15

:

Written work. See if you can ar-

range the lesson in such a way that every pupil will

have an opportunity to prove Ex. 1 by using ones

and bundles of tens in a pocket chart, as suggested

in the pupil’s book.

Rows 1-3

:

Written work. Addition Test 3.

Note that, as usual, pupils should write just the

answers on folded paper. Then they should study

their work to find mistakes, do appropriate Extra

Practice sets, and take the test once again to evalu-

ate their progress.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Let the slower learners work with concrete and

semi-concrete materials as much as seems necessary.

2. More capable children will enjoy working out

some of the projects described on pages 36 to 38 of

the Manual (Teaching page 8 in the pupil’s book).

3. Extra Practice Sets 2, 4, and 6 may be as-

signed as needed. When mentioned in the pupil’s

book, Extra Practice sets will be reproduced with

answers as below.

Set 2. Harder A. facts

a b c d e f g h i

1. 9 8 7 7 3 5 9 6 6

+ 1 + 3 +5 + 3 + 9 + 5 + 8 + 9 + 6

10 11 12 10 12 10 17 15 12

2. 4 5 7 7 9 9 4 7 9

+ 6 + 8 +8 + 7 + 9 + 7 + 8 + 6 + 5

10 13 15 14 18 16 12 13 14

Set 4. Higher-decade A.; carrying a 10 in A.

a b c d e f g h

1. 59 8 8 17 24 64 5 6

+ 3 + 47 + 35 + 9 +9 + 7 + 19 + 25

62 55 43 26 33 71 24 31

2. 49 38 28 36 53 67 37 29

+ 26 + 12 + 38 + 48 + 28 + 13 + 34 + 61

75 50 66 84 81 80 71 90

Set 6. 3-place addends, carrying a ten

a b c d e f

l. 602 205 409 457 255 308

+ 279 + 676 + 486 + 504 + 725 + 486

881 881 895 961 980 794

!. 536 239 553 248 375 409

+ 325 + 673 + 256 + 704 + 409 + 581

861 912 809 952 784 990
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Carrying both Tens and Hundreds
[O]

We may carry both tens and hundreds, as in box A.

Ones: Look at 6 and 8; think,
“14.”

Write “4” in one’s place in the sum and carry

1 (ten). How is that 1 (ten) shown
/OWl/tfa/ 7 svn/jfryu> ybPcuce/

Tens: Look at 1, 7, and 9; think,
“8, 17.”

The 17 tens (170) are equal to 1 hundred

and 7 tens. Write “7” in ten’s place in the

sum and carry 1 (hundred). How is the

carried 1 (hundred) shown in box A?
/ov&i/XAe/3 +n/ Ausrufaedi *>£ac£/

Hundreds: Look at 1, 3, and 2; think, “4, 6.” Write

“6” in hundred’s place in the sum. WhytuMurbUndud*

si I

3:7

2
:

9

6
i

7 • 4

In boxes B and C the adding

is done without showing carried

figures. Explain the work.

A, aJeve/)

B c
436 78

+ 284 +453
720 531

Sometimes you carry both tens and hundreds.

Addition Test 4
[wi

Write the sums on folded paper. Check your work.

a b c d e f g

1. 563 635 641 447 463 32 368

+ 77 + 106 + 279 + 169 + 388 + 299 +440
(,9-0 74/ 930 6/ (o PS/ 33/ m

2. 174 88 489 179 577 266 345

+405 + 543 + 272 + 658 +43 + 698 +396
379 (3/ 7t>

/

P37 610 9(9 19!

© Extra Practice. Work Set 7 and take Test 4 again.

17

Teaching Page 17

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To relearn how to

carry both tens and hundreds in addition;
(
b) to

take Addition Test 4.

Book Lesson

Top of page: Oral work.

Rows 1 and 2: Written work. Addition Test 4.

Page 17 enlarges upon the ideas presented on

pages 13-16. Continue the outlined plan of teach-

ing as for those pages, using whichever of the

concrete or semi-concrete aids previously de-

scribed appears to be most promising.

Further help is offered in Extra Practice Set 7.

Set 7. Carrying tens and hundreds

a b c d e f

1. 568 289 377 185 375 279

+ 257 + 482 + 444 + 535 + 367 + 621

825 771 821 720 742 900

2. 358 179 486 249 227 537

+ 472 + 755 + 169 + 289 + 398 + 165

830 934 655 538 625 702

Teaching Page 18

Pupil’s Objective: To practice solving verbal

problems in addition.

Pre-book Lesson

1 . Contrive a classroom situation in which add-

ing of the type shown on page 18 is involved. Per-

haps yesterday’s and today’s attendance records will

provide a problem. Ask, “Why must you add to

answer the question?”

2. See if pupils understand that adding is the

best process for finding the total when two or more
unequal groups are to be brought together or

thought together.

New Word: shelves

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-4: Oral work.

Bottom of the page: Written work. This work

will reveal whether your pupils know how to set

down numbers correctly in addition and will pro-

vide further practice in addition skills already

reviewed.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. All children have difficulty on occasion with

problem-solving because of poor reading ability.

If in Ex. 1 the child reads “in morning” as “on

Monday,” he may add horizontally, obtaining an

incorrect answer by a correct procedure. Make
sure all children understand every word in every

problem.

2. More capable children will enjoy dramatizing

the problems for the rest of the class, or they may
be able to write a short play showing the correct

and the careless approach to problem-solving.
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@

The School Library

s&UHepd/mustjfo f>u£ a-Jota£. Problem-solving [OJ

Just tell why you must add in each problem belowA

1. How many children came to the library each day?

Monday Tuesday Wednesday

In morning 28 35 28

In afternoon 33 31 -21
bd- 72 S3

2. How many books were taken out each day?

Monday Tuesday Wednesday

By girls 15 39 69

By boys 33 32 36
n 7/ 705

3. How many books were on each group of 3 shelves?

a. Shelf A 4 b. Shelf D 7 c. Shelf G 12 work; in boxes A to D, you can do all of these examples.

Shelf B 6 Shelf E 6 Shelf H 6 a b c

Shelf C 9 Shelf F __9 Shelf I _7L 5. 24, 39, 67, 54+V 79, 408, 213100 25, 500, 139^
/? 22 2S

39, 7, 8, 6,4. Find the total paid for fines each two months. 6. 41, 78, 69, 61255 808, 135, 38^

a. Sept. 49<t b. Nov. 33<t c. Jan. 524
7. 120, 406, 62^ 26, 373, 255^+ 6j 7j 3> 5j $30

Oct. 361
&5t

Dec. 574
lot

Feb. 3E4
<10t [W]

8. 8, 49, 5, 16, 35/1-3 9, 3, 8, 7, 43/ 24, 38, 47, 57^
Now copy the numbers in Ex. 1 to 4 and do the adding. 9. 5, 8, 7, 2, 93/ 14, 97, 65, 892^ 200, 143, 400^

For Ex. 4, write <t beside each sum.

•18

Can You Add Harder Columns of Numbers?
[O]

Do you remember how to add four and five numbers

in a column? Study boxes A to D for help.

1. Box A. Look at 8 and 5 and

think

,

“13.” Remember 13, add 6

and think, “19.” Remember 19,

add 9 and say “ 2/_.”

2. Box B. Think, “15, 20, 27,

30^ Explain the work.^AW

3. Box C.Ones: Think,

carry 3 tens. How is the carried 3 (tens) shown\
_ Next add tens. Think, “6, lo/f/f.” The sum is (30.

2 ~j?ocbC£/amd/

4. Box D. What is new here?-.

In adding, think, “10, 19, 25.”

Write “5” and carry 2 tens. Then
think, “7, 14.” Explain the work.
(OoMivOts.

In examples like C and D it is

quicker not to show the carrying.

A B
8 6

5 9

6 5

+ 9 7

28 +3
30

C D
3 2

38 52
46 8

29 9

+ 17 + 76

130 145

Copy in columns, and add. If you understood the

19 -

Teaching Pages 19 and 20

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To review more diffi-

cult kinds of column addition; (b) to take Addition

Test 5; (c) to learn the arithmetic principle that is

used in the check for addition.

Background. There are no new ideas involved

in adding longer columns of numbers or in adding

“ragged” columns (examples in which all addends

do not have the same number of places) ; these ex-

amples are only harder because:

a. More information must be carried in the

mind.

b. Larger figures are carried to the ten’s and

hundred’s columns.

c. Care must be taken to write the numbers

down correctly.

Pre-book Lesson. Using the examples in

Extra Practice Set 8, or those from rows 1-3 on

page 20, give oral practice in adding columns con-

taining 4 digits. At first allow the children to put

down either on the board or on scrap paper the

numbers they “think,” as explained in Ex. 1 on

page 19. Then see if they can hold these figures

“in their heads” while adding. Slower learners will

probably take longer to achieve this transition.
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Write the sums

a b

; on folded paper

c d e f

[W]

g

1. 2 4 8 7 6 9 9<t

3 0 5 7 5 8 7*

4 5 7 6 6 5 M
+ 7 + 9 + 7 7 9 7 5 <t

~7T 77 + 6 + 8 + 5 + 6<f

2. 47 19 59

~3T

12

~JW
55

+3+

9

SUV

36<t

56 8 54 48 5 46 20 <t

+ 82 + 7 76 5 9 6 M
/&5 34 + 68 + 49 + 35 + 14 + 8 <t

3. 312 507

“237

222

~
77+

678

/<?v

426

75
204

(o74

38

245 68 356 74 83 103 239

+ 107 + 100 + 87 + 7 + 24 + 498 + 56
Uf- <c75 US 154 -JJJ 765 ~J33

© Extra Practice. Study your work. If you need help,

work Set 8. Then take Addition Test 5 again.

Getting the Same Sum
Changing the order [W]

1. Copy and finish Ex. a and b in the box. Are the

sums the same in both examplesP^Why ?

2. Write each of these sets of

numbers in three different orders

and add each time:

a. 9, 6, 8, 5 18 b. 23, 34, 45, 67 v
/if

3. Does changing the order change the sum?%r

20

Book Lesson (page 19). Proceed through page

19 as directed. There should be few complications

and these can be met by utilizing suggestions given

for teaching earlier pages in the unit on addition.

Ex. 1-4: Oral work.

Rows 5-9

:

Written work. Do not assign the

written work until you are sure all children under-

stand the oral work. Allow more capable children

to proceed while the slozver learners are receiving

further oral work and, if needed, further work

with materials. Check on all children to see if they:

a. Know how to write the examples correctly.

b. Add down and from right to left.

c. Use carrying “crutches” only if necessary.

d. Check their work.

Book Lesson (page 20)

Rows 1-3: Written work. Addition Test 5.

Since the children are to write only the sums on

folded paper, those who must write the carried fig-

ure at the top of the column may need instruction

as to where to place it in the sum instead, as shown
for Ex. 3g below.

38

239

+ 56

1 2

333

Ex. 1-3. Written work. The bottom half of

page 20 gives your children an opportunity to dis-

cover why the check rule for addition is valid.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . All children enjoy oral arithmetic. Either the

teacher or the pupils may give out numbers that

are to be added mentally. The leader must speak

slowly giving time for all to do the work mentally.

Give all pupils a chance to participate. Practice in

retaining numbers in the mind, which is a necessary

skill for column addition, is the goal—not rapid

response. This exercise is often a pleasant change,

for a few minutes, from the regular work of the

school day.

2. Let some of the more capable children try to

show pictorially, or with objects, the rule brought

out at the bottom of page 20. Let these be dis-

played on bulletin boards, or in the arithmetic

corner.

3. According to the results of Addition Test 5,

assign Extra Practice Set 8.

% ' Set 8. Harder column addition

a b c d e f e

1. 5* H 3 8 9 4 6

H 8 5 8 7 9

6* H 6 4 7 4 6

+ 8* + 9* + 8 + 7 + 8 + 8 + 5

26* 28* 25 24 32 23 26

2. 24 30 14 10* 23* 406 113

14 11 48 19* 16* 183 227

36 19 15 22* 45* 38 16

+ 15 + 27 + 20 + 48* + 15* + 67 + 23

89 87 97 99* 99* 694 379

a. 32 b. 39

46 32

+ 39 +46
// 7 Hi
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Teaching Page 21

Pupil’s Objectives: {a) To review in mixed

order all the types of addition that have been

studied; (b) to review various understandings and

important facts and relationships.

Background. You may remember that pupils

took an inventory test in addition back on page 8

in the pupil’s book. From that page forward to

page 21 they have been engaged in work designed

to reteach the addition skills they acquired, or

should have acquired, in Grade 3. Except for

page 22, which deals with helps in solving prob-

lems, and the final test in addition, page 23, the

program of reteaching is now complete. This is,

therefore, a good time for pupils to compare the

results of the written work at the top of page 21

with the results of the inventory test on page 8.

Probably every pupil, including the slower learner,

will have made progress. This is, of course, en-

couraging. But other advantages accrue also, for

the comparison will pinpoint the few areas in addi-

tion which require further study. This procedure

will also help assure you that your pupils are ready

for the new work in addition they will meet in

Grade 4.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-20 (top): Written work. Check your

pupils’ success by observing what they do as they

copy the numbers, add them, and check them,

especially your slower learners.

Ex. 1-8 (bottom): Oral work. The value of the

oral lesson lies in the chance it gives to see how

Practice in Adding5
[W]

You have now had all the kinds of addition you learned

last year. Copy the numbers below in columns, and add.

Check your work.

1 . 59 + 238 297 5. 227+ 689 9!(o 9. 547 + 276*23

2 . 28 + 71 99 6 . 709 + 185m 10 . 76 + 769*5*5"

3. 290 + 599**7 7. 48 + 85 /J3 11 . 546 + 394^5*0

4. 318 + 65 383 8 . 469 + 5219% 12 . 158 + 479^37

13. 65+ 32+ 57 /SV

14. 38 + 8 + 5 + 96,0

15. 5+4+4+9+527
16. 40 + 9 + 6 + 56,0

17. 543 + 24 + 185*5
-

18. 83 + 613 + 108*05*

19. 302 + 260 + 237777

20. 16 + 37 + 55 + 89/?;

Right or Wrong? Why?
Review of meanings [O]

1. The total number of tens in 569 is 6.*

2. 35+9 belongs to the 5+9 addition family*

3. The time between 3 o’clock and 7 o’clock is not

the same as that between 7 o’clock and 3 o’clock.*

4. 682 is the largest number that can be written using

the three figures 2, 6, and 8 .*-

5. The number 703 can be thought of as meaning

69 tens and 13 ones.*

6 . The example 3 + 4 + 5 = ? has the same sum
as the example 4 + 5 + 3 = ?*

7. You add only numbers standing for like-groups*

8 . 642 is read, “Six hundred forty-two.’^-

21

well your pupils can think through the reasons that

make the statements true or false.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 21

1. Wrong. 5 hundreds are the same as 50 tens.

50 tens and 6 tens are 56 tens.

2. Right. 35 and 9 have 5 and 9 in the one’s

place.

3. Right. 3:00 to 7:00 is 4 hours. 7:00 to 3:00

is 8 hours.

4. Wrong. 862 is the largest number that can

be written using the numbers 2, 6, and 8.

5. Right. 13 ones are the same as 1 ten and 3

ones. 69 tens and 1 ten and 3 ones are the same

as 70 tens and 3 ones or 703.

6 . Right. If the numbers added are the same,

the sum is the same.

7. Right. The group made by putting things

together must be like the smaller groups.

8. Right.
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How can you use this story to make up an addition

problem? A good question for an addition problem

would be, “How many pairs of shoes were collected in

all?”v Can you ask the question another way?^
(H-5) [\v]

Write addition problem questions for Ex. 2 to 6. Do
not work the problems.

2. Ralph’s mother let him collect old clothes for

45 minutes on Monday and 30 minutes on Tuesday

3. To get old clothes, Tom called at 12 houses and

Bob called at 19-^(3/)

4. One day 3 green hats, 4 gray hats, and 7 hats of

other colors were collected.^-
g|j|

5. George counted 15 coats and 9 dresses.^.

6. The boys sent 5 bundles to one town, 7 bundles

to another town, and 14 to still another^,

22

Teaching Page 22

PupU’s Objective: To discover more about the

meaning and use of addition as a process in prob-

lem-solving.

Background. Typically, in textbooks, children

are given complete addition problems to solve.

The task here is quite different, for your pupils

are to use the described situations to suggest ques-

tions involving addition. In framing these ques-

tions they come better to understand what addition

is and does, and they also see once again that ad-

dition may be called for in numerous ways, even

in the same problem situation.

New Word: collecting

Book Lesson. Ex. 1: Oral work. Ex. 2-6:

Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. After the oral work, slower learners may need

more help before continuing the rest of the page

independently. Use these extra incomplete addi-

tion situations:

a. Jane gave 6 of her old dresses, and her sister.

Belle, gave 4 of hers.

b. At the beginning of last week we had 12 old over-

coats. Then 6 more overcoats were brought in.

c. Paul and Rita collected clothes from 8 houses in

one block, and 15 houses in another block.

d. To pick up the clothes, the truck drove 3 miles

one day, 9 miles the next day, and 14 miles the last day.

2. More capable children should be able to pro-

ceed with the written work on their own. Some
will enjoy reversing the procedure by supplying

described situations for the following questions:

a. How many glasses of lemonade in all did the

girls sell?

b. How many lemons were used?

c. What was the total cost of the lemonade?

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 22

1. An addition question might be asked in many
ways, as, “How many pairs of shoes were brought

in?” or, “Can you tell how many pairs of shoes the

boys collected?”

2. How many minutes did Ralph collect old

clothes on Monday and Tuesday together?

3. At how many houses did Tom and Bob call?

4. How many hats in all were collected?

5. How many coats and dresses did George

count?

6. How many bundles did the boys send to the

three towns together?
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Addition Test 6

Copy these numbers in columns and add. Check.

[W]

1. 91 + 138 227 4. 215 + 497 7/2 7. 262+ 627 999

2. 77 + 65 m 5. 245 + 286 53/ g. 444 + 165 iO!

3. 43 + 26 6. 952 + 47 777 9. 70 + 868 939

10. 46 + 4 + 5 + 6 lot 14. 105 + 212 + 386 103

11. 39+ 98 + 25 + 87 277 15. 4+9+8+7+937
12. 5+0+9+8+93/ 16. 606+ 27+ 8W
13. 39 + 753 + 58 950 17. 275 + 316 + 208 777

How Much? How Many? How Heavy?
Inventory [W]

Write on your paper the missing words or numbers.

1. It takes -LI oranges to make a dozen.

2. When a pound of butter is cut into 16 equal pieces,

each piece weighs 1

3. In counting, after “twenty-ninth” we say%4^C

4. A gallon of oil fills _ quart jars.

5. One yard is as long as .3 1 -foot rulers placed

end to end.

6. If you have a quart of milk, you have pints.

7 . Eight plums and _ 7_ more make a dozen.

8. A short way to write “ounce” is

9.

4 cups = 1 11. .2. pints = 1 quart

10.

JJz inches = 1 foot 12. 1 yard = 3

23—
Teaching Page 23

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To take the final test

on all the A. skills that have been reviewed to date;

(b) to review quickly a number of terms and abbre-

viations used in measurement.

Background. Addition Test 6 should be for

your pupils a culmination of their efforts to regain

and to improve their A. skills. Without making

them overwrought, let them see that this is a real

chance to find out how much they have learned.

The bottom half of the page is intended to in-

ventory your pupils’ recollection of several differ-

ent items respecting measurement that were taught

in Grade 3. You may uncover deficiencies which

you could help remove immediately instead of wait-

ing for the review that will come later.

Book Lesson. Ex. 1-17: Addition Test 6.

Ex. 1-12: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. If you do not prefer to correct Addition

Test 6, let each child correct his own paper.

2. Encourage all children to find their addition

errors and to check off on their evaluation cards

(see Manual, page 36) the skills in which they need

more practice. Some of the slower learners may
profit from redoing corresponding Extra Practice

Sets.

3. If children discover that they fail to recall

many of the measurement terms, discuss with

them where such information can be found. Show
how tables of measurement are read. Help chil-

dren learn that many times information must be

searched for and that they ought to develop the

research habit.

4. Let more capable children make up a table of

measurement in pictures. They can cut these from

magazines, newspapers, etc., and paste them on

heavy paper for the arithmetic corner (see illustra-

tion below), or they can simply draw the pictures as

an art lesson.

000000
000000

Is the same as
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The Meaning of Subtraction (S.)

Reasons for subtracting ; ways of subtracting [O]

1.

At Mr. Brown’s shop,

Mary bought 3 of the 12 tennis

balls in a box. How many of

the tennis balls were left?

You can find how many were left

a. by using the picture; or

b. by making dots. • I Hi
The dots stand for the 12 balls. The dots crossed out

show the 3 balls Mary bought. How can you find the

number left (the remainder)?
(Hot.

Finish the number stories in these three ways:

3 balls from 12 balls is balls.

12 minus 3=9 12 - 3 = ?

2.

Mr. Brown opened a new box of 12 baseballs. Two
days later, only 4 were left. How many

baseballs had he sold?

You are to find how many gone. You

can find how many are gone

a. by using the picture; or

b. by making dots. • o>
The 4 dots in the ring stand for the 4 balls Mr. Brown

has now. How can you find the number of balls gone?

Fimsh the number story in these three ways:

4 balls from 12 balls is -
(
p_ balls.

12 minus 4 = y 12 - 4 = y

3.

Tom had 7<f to buy a 15<£

game. His mother gave him the

rest of the money. How much
did she give him?

Here you subtract to find the

other part of a number. The
number is 15. One part is 7.

You can find the other part

a. by using the picture; or

b. by making dots. J
Finish the number story in these three ways:

7 pennies from 15 pennies is _<?_ pennies.

15tf minus 7 <t = H I5<t - 7tf = H

4.

How much longer is a 7-foot ,°
1 , , T

fish pole than a 5-foot fish pole? o , 2 3 *

In this problem you compare
l*rol

t)

' ' 1

two numbers. You subtract to find the difference.

Compare lines and finish these number stories:

7 feet is _ I. feet more than 5 feet. 7-5=2
5 feet is .1. feet less than 7 feet. 7-5=2

In Ex. 1 to 4, did you subtract like-numbers
?^

You can subtract like-numbers to find

a. how many left; c. the other part;

b. how many gone; d. the difference.

The answer is smaller than the number you
subtract from, except when you take away 0.

J J

24 25

Teaching Pages 24 and 25

Pupil’s Objectives: To review (a) the meaning

of subtraction as the process to use with like-num-

bers in finding how many gone, how many left,

the other part of a number, and the difference be-

tween numbers; (ib) ways of reading and writing

subtraction examples; (c) the fact that except in

subtracting 0, the remainder is always smaller than

the number subtracted from.

Teacher’s Preparation

1

.

Study the pages in the pupil’s book carefully

so that you yourself understand very clearly the

four situations identified as requiring the process of

subtraction.

2. Supply yourself with objects that may be used

for demonstrating the four types of subtraction.

Locate chairs, buttons, blocks, pencils, tickets,

dowels, and the like, which can be used by both

you and the pupils.

3. Think of classroom problems that will illus-

trate the four different types of subtraction.

Pre-book Lesson

1 . Using a natural or a contrived classroom prob-

lem of the “number left” type, such as “Tom had

1 1 crayons. He lost 3. How many did he have
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left?” ask children what they should do to get the

answer. Record their responses and relate them to

the need for finding the “number left.” Let the

children solve the problem in as many ways as pos-

sible—with the actual objects, representative ob-

jects, pictures, dots, or / and
(J)

symbols, and,

finally, if they are able, with abstract numbers in

the three different forms shown in the book.

2. Proceed in the same manner for the remaining

three kinds of subtraction.

3. In each case, draw attention to the fact that

the answer is less than, or equal to, the number

subtracted from.

4. Review vocabulary such as: remainder; dif-

ference; subtraction.

New Word: page 24, tennis

Book Lesson. Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Read subtraction problems to the slower learn-

ers and ask why subtraction must be used to get

the answer in each one. The following problems

are illustrative:

a. (Number left) A big dog scared away 6 of the

8 ducks on the pond. How many were left?

b. (Number gone) Ruth can find only 5 of her 7 hair

ribbons. How many are lost?

c. (Other part) There are 7 lights in this room. We
have bulbs for only 4. How many bulbs do we need?

d. (Comparison) In our flower box are 8 red flowers

and 2 blue. How many more red flowers are there?

2. Ask more capable children to make up two of

their own problems for each subtraction type.

Urge them to write the problems so cleverly that

the clue words for each type do not appear.

Teaching Page 26

Pupil’s Objective: To discover how well sub-

traction skills have been retained in order to find

out what phases of subtraction need to be relearned.

Book Lesson. Written work.

1 . Explain to your pupils that it will be fun and

helpful to discover how much they remember about

subtraction. Stress the fact that this is not a test

which will be used in grading.

How Well Do You Remember How to Subtract?
Inventory [W]

Do you remember how to subtract? Just for fun try

these examples.

Copy rows 1 to 3 and find the remainders.

a b c d e f g
1 . 38 79 57 68 973 944 886

-5 -8 -37 -46 -350 -630 -281
33 7/ 20 21 <ol3 3/4 (o05

2. 40 63 72 51 361 490 649

-7 -9 -38 -18 -146 -438 -569
33 54 3V 33 2/S SI to

3. 632 709 728 885 431 205 613

-472 -65 -570 -97 -395 -148 -298

/(>0 ion /St m 3(„ SI 3/S

If you made mistakes in the examples above, read the

helps below to find why you made the mistakes.

To subtract quickly and correctly, you must

a. know all the subtraction facts (S. facts).

b. begin to subtract at the right, first the ones, then

the tens, then the hundreds.

c. write figures in answers in their correct places.

d. know when and how to borrow.

e. check by adding the answer to the number you

subtracted.

f. be careful in all your work.

The next pages will help you to subtract better.

26

2. Let each pupil correct his own paper and ana-

lyze his difficulties according to the sources of

errors suggested at the bottom of the page in the

pupil’s book. The children may use a chart similar

to the one shown for the corresponding addition

lesson on page 36 of the Manual.

Differentiations and Extensions. As with the

review unit for addition, group your children ac-

cording to their learning needs.

a. Slower learners should work through all of

pages 27-39.

b. More capable children will finish the review

of subtraction quickly. They may work on the

enriching activities listed under Teaching Page 8.
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Differentiations and ExtensionsSubtraction Test I

[W]

To be good in subtracting, you must know all the

subtraction facts. That is, you must

be able to look at examples like

those in the box and write their

remainders quickly,without counting

or using help.

Write just the remainders on folded paper.

a b c d e f g h i j k

1 . 7 6 9 10 8 9 8 7 9 8 7

- 2 — 4 -9 -2 -5 -2 -0 -5 -8 -2 -4
S 2 0 9 3 7 9 2 / (o 3

2 . 6 5 7 5 8 6 8 10 5 6 6

^0 -3 -6 -5 -6 -2 -7 -1 -2 -3 -5
(d 2 / 0 2 ¥ / 9 3 3 /

3 . 8 7 9 5 7 9 7 9 10 9 8

-3 -1 -7 -0 -3 -6 -7 -3 -6 -4 -1
S 6 2 5 V 3 0 (o ¥ s 7

4 . 10 8 10 12 10 14 9 16 11 13 10

-4 -4 -5 -6 -7 -9 -5 -8 -7 -7 -3
<0 ¥ S 6 3 s ¥ 9 ¥ (o 7

5 . 14 12 11 13 15 14 11 10 16 10 11

-5 -9 -4 -6 -9 -6 -9 -9 -9 -8 -2
9 3 7 7 6 9 2 / 7 2 9

6 . 11 13 15 12 16 17 12 11 12 15 18

^8 -4 -7 -5 -7 -9 -3 -5 -7 -8 -9
3 9 / 7 9 9 6 S 7 9

7. 13 14 11 13 17 12 11 14 15 13 12

-8 -7 -3 -9 -8 -8 -6 -8 -6 -5 -4
S 7 <P y 9 ¥ S (

0

9 9 9

Study your work. Copy examples that were hard and

make study cards. Turn to pages 28 and 29 for help.

27

Teaching Page 27

Pupil’s Objective: To identify S. facts in need

of mastery by taking Subtraction Test 1.

Book Lesson. Written work. Subtraction

Test 1. Following the procedure outlined for

teaching the addition lesson on page 9 in the pu-

pil’s book, remind your pupils that this test is to

help them. Give the test twice. The first time let

pupils write all the remainders as directed. The
second time, have them write remainders which

they know at once, without hesitation and without

using roundabout procedures, omitting all others.

Those omitted will be the facts needing study.

1. All children should make study cards for the

examples they missed or omitted.

2. Let the slower learners analyze their difficulties

on the chart made while studying page 26. Then
they should study with a partner the facts with

which they have difficulty.

3. More capable children may help others make
study cards and learn hard facts.

Teaching Pages 28 and 29

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To review the idea of

the whole story in addition and subtraction
; (b) to

learn how to use “helpers” to find answers for diffi-

cult subtraction combinations.

Background. Another of the “strands of mean-
ing” with which children should be familiar is that

addition and subtraction are opposites. Addition

is the process of putting together; subtraction is

the process of taking apart. This close relationship

accounts for the four parts to the “whole story” of

all pairs of numbers but the doubles.

Learning the whole story of numbers has the

advantage of emphasizing the relationship between

addition and subtraction, and of providing helpers

for finding A. and S. facts.

On pages 28 (bottom) and 29 your pupils will

learn to find and use “helpers” for use with S.

facts. Like addition helpers, subtraction helpers

are temporary aids. Encourage your children

to master hard S. facts so that helpers may be

quickly discarded.

Expressed as “rules,” the particular helpers de-

veloped are:

Row A. You can use any part of a whole story

to find the answer for any other part.

Row B. Subtracting 0 from a number does not

change the number and subtracting all of a number

from an equal number leaves 0.

Rows C and D. When a subtraction combina-

tion is near a double, use the double to get its

answer.

Rows E and F. To subtract from a teen num-
ber, think of the number as a ten and some ones.

Subtract first from the ten and add the remainder

to the ones.
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Be sure to let each pupil “discover” his own rule.

Accept any rule (helper) that shows recognition of

correct relationships.

Teacher’s Preparation

1. Obtain groups of manipulable materials, like

books, hats, pens, etc.

2. Make large domino cards like those below.

• •

•

• •

•

•

•

• •

• •

•

•

*
„• •

•

•

•

Pre-book Lesson (page 28, top). Use 7 books.

Place 4 in one pile and 3 in another and ask how
many there are in each group and how many alto-

gether. See if the children can discover the two

A. facts 4+3 = 7 and 3 + 4 = 7. Now hide 4

books temporarily and ask, “How many are left?

. . . What kind of fact have we shown? . . . Who
can write it on the board? (7 — 4 = 3).” Then
replace the 4 books and hide 3 books, repeating

the same questions. Conclude by asking how many
facts there are in all, how many are A. facts, and

how many are S. facts.

Book Lesson (page 28, top). Oral work.

1. For Ex. 1, use the pictures at the top of the

page in place of the books and repeat the sequence

outlined in the Pre-book Lesson.

{Continued on page 56, second column)

The Whole Story in A. and S.

1. Use the picture for these four facts. For each

subtraction fact, you cover one of the groups.

3+4=7 4+3=7 7-3=4 7-4=3
The four facts in Ex. 1 make up the whole story in

addition and subtraction about 3, 4, and 7.

Say the whole story in A. and S. about

2. 3, 5, and 8. 3. 4, 6, and 10. 4. 7, 6, and 13.*

5. How many parts has the whole story in A. and S.

about 3, 3, and 6? 2 about 7, 7, and 14? 2 Why? v
TAe/douI''

The whole story for a double has two facts.

Every S. fact (or A. fact) not a double goes

with three other facts to make a whole story.

Helpers for Subtraction Facts

Row A. What whole stories

help in finding these remainders?
, 9 11 14 15

-3 _4 _5 _7~ ~7 ~7
Row B. Give the answers. Then make a rule for

5 g
a. subtracting 0 from a number.

5 _g b. subtracting a number from an

~0 0 equal number.

B. 3 6

-0 ^0
3 6,

28

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 28-

2. 3 + 5 = 8

5+3=8
8-3=5
8-5=3

3.4+6= 10

6+4= 10

10 - 4 = 6

10 - 6 = 4

4.7+6= 13

6+ 7= 13

13 - 7 = 6

13- 6= 7

Row A (cont .) 14 — 5 = 9

14 - 9 = 5

9+ 5= 14

5+ 9= 14

15- 7=8
15- 8=7
8+7= 15

7+ 8= 15

Row A. 9 — 3 = 6

9-6=3
3+6=9
6+3 = 9

11- 4= 7

11- 7 = 4

7+4=11
4+7= 11

Row B. a. Subtracting 0 from a number does

not change the number.

b. Subtracting all of a number from an equal

number leaves 0.
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Row C. You can use doubles for these examples. In

the first example think,

-6 —5 —5 —8
» 11-6-5.”

s 3 <+ 7 Tell what doubles you can use

for the other examples in row C. Explain.

D. 13 16 12 14 Row D. Use doubles to get

-6 -7 -5 -6 remainders for these examples.

7 ? 7 8
Row E. In subtracting from a teen number, think

of the teen number as 10 and
E. 13 17 15 17 some ones. Subtract first from

-9 ^8 ^ the 10. Then add the ones to

7 y 8
remainder.

F. 15 13 16 14 For 13—9 think, “10- 9=1.

§7 -511 9 -5 Then 1+3 = 4, so 13-9=4.”
8 8 7 7

Tell how to find the other answers in row E.^r

Row F. By subtracting first from 10, tell how to find

the answers in row F.'fc

Row G. Say 2 helper examples

G. 13 12 14 11 you could use with each example.

zlL il6 Tell how to use them.
7 5 X (o

[W]

Copy and work Ex. 1 to 12. After each example write

two helper examples you could use.

1. 13 2. 15 3. 12 4. n 5. 17 6. 14

-7 -6 -5 -6 -9 -6
6 ? 7 S 8 8

7. 13 8. 14 9. 16 10. 13 11. 11 12. 15

-4 -8 -9 -5 -3 -8
9 6 7

29

8 8 7

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 29—

—

Row C. 8— 4=4, so 8— 5=3; 10—5=5,
so 9 - 5 = 4; 16 - 8 = 8, so 15 - 8 = 7

RowD. 12- 6= 6, so 13- 6= 7; 16-8=8,
so 16-7=9; 12-6=6, so 12-5=7;
14 — 7 — 7, so 14 — 6 = 8

Row E. 10 - 8 = 2, 2 + 7 = 9, so 17 - 8 = 9;

10 - 6 = 4,4+ 5 = 9, so 15 - 6= 9; 10 - 9= 1,

1+7= 8, so 17 - 9= 8.

RowF. 10- 7 = 3, 3+ 5 = 8, so 15- 7 = 8;

10- 5= 5,5+ 3= 8, so 13- 5= 8; 10-9=1,
1 + 6= 7, so 16- 9= 7; 10-5=5,5+4=9,
so 14 - 5 = 9.

2. For Ex. 2, use an 8-domino to show the same
process with dots. Place the 5 end up. Ask, “How
many dots are there in all? . . . What fact do you

see? (5 + 3 = 8)” Turn the card upside down
and repeat the same questions, but the children,

adding downward, should see the fact 3+5=8.
Cover the 5 and ask what fact they see. Cover the

3 and repeat. Have someone write the four facts

on the board. Ask, “What name have we for the

four facts together?” Repeat for Ex. 3 and 4. For

Ex. 5 use the double domino, 3+3, showing the

whole story to be 3 + 3 = 6 and 6—3=3.

Differentiations and Extensions (page 28, top)

1 . Put on the board, or on cards, pictures (dots

or real objects in groups) to show three or four

whole stories. Have the slower learners find and

write the parts of the whole story in each picture.

2. Write a series of number facts on the board

(e.g., 4+5=9; 10—

3

= 7) and have the slower

learners write the other three parts to the whole

stories.

3. Let more capable children pick out whole

stories from mixed facts written on the board.

Pre-book Lesson (pages 28, bottom, and 29).

Remind pupils that they used helpers for hard A.

facts and that addition and subtraction are closely

related. Have them recall a few of the helpers for

addition and then ask them if they can think what

a helper for a hard S. fact might be like.

Book Lesson (pages 28, bottom, and 29)

Rows A-G: Oral work. If children have diffi-

culty understanding what they are to “think,”

show with materials, pictures, or dots what the

thought process should be. For the first example

in Row C (11 — 6) show the diagram below and

say, “We are supposed to take away 6. We know
6 and 6 are 12, so we pretend we have 12 dots, then
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when we cover 6 dots, we know 6 will be left, but

now we must get rid of the one dot that we added

so we know 1 1 less 6 is 5.”

Ex. 1-12: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions (pages 28,

bottom, and 29)

1 . Slower learners may need help with the written

work. Objectify the helpers whenever possible.

2. Let slower learners pair off and exchange

their packs of study cards in order to play some of

the games described on pages 341-345 of this

Manual.

3. More capable children may play the same

kinds of games, except that variations may be em-

ployed so as to make the games more challenging.

4. Another “10-helper” that is particularly use-

ful for subtracting 8 or 9 from a teen number may
be introduced. To subtract 9 from a teen number,

first subtract 10 and then add 1 to the remainder.

Of course, in subtracting 8, it is necessary to add 2

to the remainder. Pupils may use dots, or build a

chart like the one started below to show relationships.

11 11 11 12 12 12

- 10 - 9 - 8 - 10 - 9 - 812 ? 23 ?

Teaching Page 30

Pupil’s Objective: To learn how to use

“families” as a means of recognizing higher-decade

subtraction remainders quickly.

Background. For examples like 42 — 7, the

skilled pupil does not “borrow” and then subtract.

Instead, he recognizes immediately that the ten’s

Subtraction Families
[O]

1. The examples in picture A
at the left l^q^g to what

subtraction family ?A Why?JWz<^
zfavrnplk, 8-b = 2- Xm, ondi

2. In all the answers, 2 is in

one’s place. WhyPA"

3. In examples like 18-6,

48 - 6, and 78 - 6, you can

subtract without borrowing a

ten. So, how can you tell quickly

the ten’s figure in the answers:
4. Say the remainders for the

examples in box B.

5. To what subtraction family do all the examples in

box C belong?/S -6> = 9

6. The one’s figure in all the

answers in box C is 9. WhyPA’

7. To change the ones 5-6
to 15-6, you use a ten. What

does this do to the ten’s figure

in the remainder?
8. To what subtraction family does each example in

box D belong? Give the remainders.
9. Tell just the remainders for the examples below.

31 49 51 72 63 27 90 80

-9 -6 -8 -5 -7 -4 -7 -6
n ¥3 ¥3 47 5<o 23 IT ~W

30

C
45 95 25

-6 -6 -6
39 89 19

D
62 30 47

-9 -8 -5
S3 22 ¥2

B
59 19 89
-5 -5 -5

7¥ w

figure in the answer will be 3. He has thus bridged

into the next lower decade, so we call this “higher-

decade subtraction with bridging.” Such bridging

is not needed in 47 — 4.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 30

2. 2 is in one’s place in all the answers because

all the one’s figures in the examples are the same

(8 - 6 = 2).

3. The ten’s figure in the answer will be the

same as the ten’s figure in the example.

6

.

As in 2 above, the one’s figures are all the

same (15 — 6 = 9).

7. Because a ten has been borrowed to change

5 — 6 to 1 5 — 6, the ten’s figure in the answer will

be one less than the ten’s figure in the example.

8. Box D.

62—9 belongs to the 12—9 subtraction family.

30—8 belongs to the 10—8 subtraction family.

47—5 belongs to the 7—5 subtraction family.
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Pre-book Lesson

1. Write these combinations on the board:

49 69 19 39

-6 -6 -6 -6

2. Ask the children to discover things about

the examples above that are the same. Write them

down. If they say that the remainders all end in

3, ask why; then identify the 9-6 “family.”

3. With the remainders written in, ask pupils

to make up a rule for subtracting higher-decade

numbers in the same “family.”

4. Repeat the procedure for examples like these

from the 11 — 4 “family”:

51 61 41 71

-4 -4 -4 -4

Book Lesson. Oral work.

1 . After Ex. 4, ask a pupil to write on the board

a simple S. fact with the top number 9 or smaller

and then have another pupil write four other

examples in the same “family.”

2. Repeat the procedure in 1 above with other

such subtraction facts and families. When the

children give the answers to these examples orally,

listen to make sure they mention the ten’s place

number first and that they then say the family

“ending.”

3. After Ex. 8, repeat the above procedure using

S. facts in which the top numbers in one’s place

after borrowing are any of those from 10 to 18.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. More capable children should try to make up

rules for subtracting by endings for the two cases

shown below. Rules that imply the following are

acceptable:

a. No bridging (as in 78-6.) Think the ten’s

figure and the remainder of the one’s figures.

b. Bridging (as in 72-9.) Think one less than

the ten’s figure, and the “family” remainder for the

one’s place.

2. Slower learners may be asked to make two

new examples of each example in row 9 by in-

creasing and decreasing each minuend by 10.

They should solve these new examples while the

teacher checks to see that “families” and “endings”

are being used.

Teaching Page 31

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To review subtraction

without borrowing; (b) to take Subtraction Test 2.

Teacher’s Preparation. Supply yourself with

34 books or an equal number of splints, tickets,

and the like.

Pre-book Lesson

1 . Since the explanation of the subtraction pro-

cedure is based on place value, make a quick check

to see if your children know what 2- and 3- place

numbers are, and if they know which columns

contain the ones, tens, and so on.

2. Use objects, representative objects, and pic-

tures of objects to show the solution for a problem

like, “There were 34 books on a shelf. When 12

were removed, how many were left?” Progress

then to the use of symbols, words, and numbers to

solve the same problem. With symbols, show “34

books — 12 books = 22 books” as

3.

To objectify the subtraction check, show how
22 books (the remainder) combined with 12 books

(subtrahend) gives 34 books (minuend).

Book Lesson

Top of page: Oral work. Since subtraction

without borrowing is generally quite easy for more

capable children , they may be asked to try Sub-

traction Test 2 without benefit of this oral de-

velopment.

Rows 1-3: Written work. Subtraction Test 2.

This work contains examples without borrowing,

like those just studied at the top of the page in the

pupil’s book, as well as examples involving subtrac-

tion families. Observe slower learners carefully,

for the mixture of these two types may very well be

confusing to them. Try having these children

identify the examples according to type before the

written work begins.
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Subtraction without Borrowing

In subtracting with 2- and 3-place numbers

subtract first ones, then tens, then hundreds.

Box A. Ones: For 2 from 6 think,
“4.”

Write “4” in one’s place in the answer.

Tens: For 5 from 8 think,
“3.” Write

“3” in ten’s place in the remainder.

Check by adding the remainder (34) to

the number you subtracted (52). This time

add upward. For 4 and 2 think, “6.”

For 3 and 5 think, “8.”

Box B. Tell what to think

and write for one’s, ten’s, and

hundred’s places. Say the check.

Explain the work in C and D.

[O]

you

86

749

206

543

c D
175 476

-82 -403

93 73

Subtraction Test 2
[W]

Write remainders on folded paper. Check your work.

a b c d e f g

1 . 57 68 70 56 95 33 21

-3 -8 -4 -7 -3 -6 -6
sv To~ 66 ¥? 72 TT /s

2. 93 57 186 99 148 676 117

-63 -50 -52 -27 -80 -15 -34
30 7 I3¥ 72 68 (o6l 83

3. 876 249 754 890 535 437 809

-360 -208 -42 -350 -21 -117 -401
S/6 ¥/ 7/2 S¥0 S/¥ 310 ¥08

© Extra Practice. If you made mistakes, find out why.

Work Sets 9 to 11. Then take Subtraction Test 2 again.

-31

Differentiations and Extensions

1.

Continue objectifying subtraction examples

for slower learners. Do not let them take the sub-

traction test until you feel sure they understand

what they are doing. If these children are familiar

with the pocket chart and its use, they may take

turns using it to work examples having 2- and

3-place numbers, but which require no borrowing.

For the example, 749 — 206, they would show 7

hundred bundles, 4 ten bundles, and 9 ones.

Working according to place-value columns, they

would then subtract 6 ones, no ten bundles, and

2 hundred bundles, obtaining the answer 543.

After working with bundle numbers, pupils may
use abstract numbers and a place-value chart.

2. Have all children analyze their errors by

using the chart of subtraction skills made out in

conjunction with the work on page 26 in the

pupil’s book.

3. Ask the more capable children if they will make
a list of all the different occasions they have had

to use subtraction. They will enjoy depicting some

of the scenes.

4. Again, encourage pupils to help themselves

by doing Extra Practice Sets 9, 10, and 11 and

then retaking Subtraction Test 2.

Set 9. S. facts

a b c d e f g h

l. 2 4 4 3 5 7 9 6

- 1 - 2 - 1 - 0 - 2 - 4 - 7 - 3

1 2 3 3 3 3 2 3

5. 9 3 9 8 7 4 8 8

- 5 - 1 - 3 - 0 - 6 - 3 - 5 - 4

4 2 6 8 1 1 3 4

Set 10. Harder S. facts

l. 10 16 14 18 11 13 10 14

- 1 - 7 - 7 - 9 - 2 - 7 - 7 - 5

9 9 7 9 9 6 3 9

5. 13 17 17 14 13 11 10 13

- 4 - 8 - 9 - 6 - 5 - 5 - 5 - 9

9 9 8 8 8 6 5 4

Set 11. Subtracting by endings

;

5. without borrowing

;. 15 16 19 16 17 19 15 18

- 1 - 2 - 7 - 3 - 6 - 4 - 2 - 6

14 14 12 13 11 15 13 12

!. 18 14 19 17 14 16 17 15

- 2 - 2 - 0 - 4 - 0 - 6 - 3 - 3

16 12 19 13 14 10 14 12

25 29 13 33 48 38 46 35

- 14 - 14 - 11 - 22 - 16 - 21 - 25 - 24

11 15 2 11 32 17 21 11

l. 264 276 598 478 187 335 264 455

- 23 - 34 - 35 - 37 - 44 -- 214 - Ill - 323

241 242 563 441 143 121 153 132
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Teaching Page 32

Pupil’s Objective: To discover more about

the meaning and use of subtraction as a process in

problem-solving.

Teacher’s Preparation. Think of a simple sub-

traction situation that has occurred in the room,

or that you could make occur, like, “13 papers were

collected, but 4 were not finished.”

Pre-book Lesson

1 . Give to the class the subtraction situation you

have prepared and ask if anybody can make the

story into a subtraction problem. Then ask whether

anyone can state the problem in a different way.

2. Let the children try to make up stories for

the class to make into subtraction problems.

3. Write down some of the many ways the

children ask subtraction questions. Draw attention

to the different meanings of subtraction as they

occur (number left, number gone, other part,

difference).

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-8: Written work. Slower learners may
need help on the first one or two problems before

working independently.

Bottom of page: Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners may objectify some of the

problems, showing others the solutions with pic-

tures and symbols.

2. More capable children may pair off and play

a game where one player gives to his partner either

a story or a subtraction question. The partner

must respond with the remaining part of the prob-

Help in problem-solving; completing S. problems [W]

Write subtraction problems of your own, using the

following. Do not work the problems.

1. Of the 15 girls in the class, 9 are on the playground.)^)

2. Jane threw the basketball 12 times and made
baskets 6 times.

3. Helen said she would throw the basketball 12 times,

too. She has only 3 throws left.^ (</)

4. Mary made 18 baskets. Ruth made 6 baskets.)^
(/£)

5. One team of boys made 12 points while another

team made 8 points.

6. Three of the 10 boys on the teams kept on playing

with the ball after the game.^ (7)

7. Five of the 29 girls on the playground went back

early into the school building.^ ^if)

8. Fourteen of the 45 boys stayed on the playground

to clean up. #(3 /)

[O]

Read your problems to the class. See if they think

your questions make subtraction problems.

32

lem and the correct answer. Each time a player

fails to give a correct answer, he should solve one of

the problems given on page 32 in the pupil’s book.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 32-

1. How many girls from the class are not on the

playground?

2. Jane missed how many baskets?

3. How many times has Helen thrown the

basketball already?

4. Mary made how many more baskets than

Ruth?

5. By how many points did one team win?

6. How many boys stopped playing with the

ball after the game?

7. How many girls did not go back into the

school building early?

8. How many boys did not stay on the play-

ground?
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Subtraction Problems
Reasons for subtracting; S. without borrowing [O]

Tell why you should subtract in each problem.

1. How much money would Dick have after spending

35$ of his MOlli-'

63 <t of his 68

14$ of his 57*?Vi* i^ w®©0
2. How much money must Betsy^arn if she has

24$ and wants 46$}22$i

>. 33<£ and wants 59tf

\6<t and wants 86$?70't
\otJwo -paAt ”p'ur&l&rru} •CO

3.

Ruth is 10 years old. How much older or younger is

Ann who is

b. Tom wno is

2i>yu. 'o£dM/

. Her aunt who is 36?

4.

How many pencils did Bob sell if at first he had

L 42 and now has

50 and now has

75 and now has

5.

What is the other part of

. 65tf if one part is 15$%/?$ c. 91$ if one part is 33$\yi

. 78tf if one part is 42<£r^ d. 89tf if one part is 35$?sV^
’htAeA/ -jxzAt

”
[w]

Copy the numbers and do the subtracting. Draw

ictures of coins or use 41 -pictures if you need to.

33

Teaching Page 33

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To continue the study

of the meaning of subtraction; (b) to gain ex-

perience in solving subtraction problems.

Teacher’s Preparation. Obtain 9 dimes, 10

pennies, and 42 splints or tickets.

Pre-book Lesson

1.

Ask, “Who can tell how much money is

shown in the box for example la (470)? . . . Why are

some coins crossed out (to show subtraction)?”

Be sure children understand that the first picture

on the page illustrates question la and that subse-

quent pictures illustrate the first part of Ex. 2 to 4.

2.

Some children may need to be shown why
Ex. 1 is really three separate problems. Show
how parts a, b, and c must be attached, each in

turn, to the question at the head of the paragraph

to make three complete but different sentences.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-5: Oral work. Objectify part a for each

of exercises 1 to 4, using splints to represent years

in Ex. 3 and to represent pencils in Ex. 4.

Bottom ofpage: Written work. Let more capable

children proceed to do the written work on their

own. Show slower learners how to use pictures and

0 and / symbols to help them solve each

problem.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Have the slower learners go to the board, or to

an arithmetic table supplied with manipulable ma-

terials, to work out any problem with which they

have difficulty.

2. More capable children may pair off. Let one

child use pictures, dots, or symbols to show sub-

traction. The other child should make up a prob-

lem that goes with the illustration and then solve

it. Here are two examples.

Joan went to bed at 6. Her big brother

went to bed at 9 o’clock. How much longer

did Joan’s brother stay up?

3 hrs.

John had 45 building blocks. He used 23

of them to build a garage for his toy trucks.

How many blocks did he have left to build

a house?
22 blocks

3.

More capable children may want to try to

solve orally the three parts of each of Ex. 1 to 5 in

the pupil’s book. Allow them plenty of time, em-

phasizing accuracy rather than speed at this time.
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*a
Subtracting with Borrowing

Borrowing a ten [O]

Jane and Ruth cut out 28 of the 42

paper pumpkins for the party. Jane asked

how many more they needed.

1. To find out, Ruth wrote the numbers

and subtracted as at the left. What does

the little 3 mean?v the circled 12 ?v
/T.cmeA'

2. Was her work correct?v Check.

TENS ONES

p RF
F F

[IF

TENS ONES

aa

TENS ONES

3. Jane proved the work by

using the pocket chart. What

number is shown in picture A?¥l

Explain. ¥fonA and ItmM = ¥l

4. To take 28 from 42, Jane

first had to subtract ones. She

could not take 8 from 2, so she

changed, or borrowed, a ten.

Explain picture B. an&dzru
J¥xndfa/>nadjZ/dnt(f /O <me4

5. Could Jane then subtract

the ones ?^the tens ?f^What wasA
ILL

her answer (picture C)?A How
was her work with the pocket

chart like Ruth’s work?
Mnaed/ o/Jjm, dorr.

In subtraction you borrow a ten when you

cannot subtract the ones.

34

Tell the mistakes you find in Ex. 6 to 10.

6 . 73 7. 50 8. 190 9. 984 10. 621

-35 -46 -36 -75 -215T 4 154 9/9
n

406

[W]

Copy and subtract. When you need to borrow, try to

do it quickly by not writing the changed numbers.

11. 87 - 295/ 15. 336 - 305J/ 19. 948 minus 907?

12. 152 - 33//? 16. 455 - 49m 20. 208 from 811^

13. 68 - 45 23 17. 780 - 1636/7 21. 205 from 553^J

14. 137 - 18//? 18. 582 - 345?/ 22. 666 minus 1495

Draw pictures for Ex. 1 1 like pictures A to C, page 34.

Subtraction Test 3

Write remainders on folded paper. Check your work.

a b c d e f g h
1. 81 73 87 46 94 91 765 162

29 24 27 28 48 85 59 47
51 W (oO // ¥(, (o 10(o //5

2. 694 714 466 742 292 489 574 681

237 205 406 218 279 39 347 163
¥51 509 (o0 57? /J ¥50 227 5//

© Extra Practice. If you had trouble with

study page 34 again and work Set 12.

Subtraction Test 3 again.

borrowing,

Then take

So you won’t forget how to add, take Test 3 above as

an addition test. Use folded paper.

-35

Teaching Pages 34 and 35

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To review the process of

subtraction when a ten must be borrowed; (b) to

take Subtraction Test 3; (c) to maintain skill in

addition.

Background. In the example given in the upper

left-hand corner of the pupil’s book, notice how the

borrowed ten is written with a 2 and circled to

show that the 12 is in one’s column. Of course,

the 3 tens (left after the borrowing) do not need to

be circled for they are in ten’s column as they

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 35-

At the bottom of page 35 pupils are asked to

take Subtraction Test 3 as an addition test to main-

tain their skill in adding. Answers for this work

are given in the next column.

abcdef gh
1.110 97 114 74 142 176 824 209

2. 931 919 872 960 571 528 921 844
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should be. When written in this way, the 3 and

the circled 12 indicate that 42 can be thought of as

3 tens and 12 ones. Allow pupils to use these

“crutches” so long as there is increased under-

standing and skill in doing computational subtrac-

tion, but encourage all pupils to learn to do without

them if possible.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Devise a classroom problem similar to the

one at the top of page 34 in the pupil’s book. A
suitable problem might be “Kathy collected milk-

money from 19 children in the class. How many
children did not give milk-money that day.” Let

pupils attempt to set up the problem on a pocket

chart, following a procedure similar to that shown

in boxes A to C in the pupil’s book. The 32 should

first be shown as 3 ten-bundles and 2 ones. In

subtracting ones first, pupils will soon realize that

they cannot take 9 ones from 2 ones. Ask them to

suggest ways to overcome the difficulty. Someone

should see that one of the three ten-bundles could

be separated and put with the 2 ones to make 12

ones. Then 9 ones should be taken from 12 ones,

leaving 3 ones. Finally, one ten-bundle should be

taken from the two ten-bundles left, leaving one

ten-bundle and 3 ones, or 13.

2. Next, have pupils attempt to show the sub-

traction in abstract form (using numbers). Sug-

gest the method of showing the “borrowing” used

by Ruth in the pupil’s book. See if children can

relate this procedure to the work with the pocket

chart.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-10: Oral work. Have the first three lines

read and then have books closed. Ask for kinds of

solutions and show them on the board. Discuss

their merits. Lead them to Ruth’s suggestion

!

(Ex. 1) and proceed in the book.

Ex. 11-22: Written work. Notice that these

examples are written in horizontal form, and that

some of them use the words “from” and “minus”

to indicate subtraction. This is not new to your

pupils, but some, having developed the skill of

subtracting horizontally when no borrowing oc-

curs, may be confused with this new work unless

they realize the examples are to be written in ver-

tical form. Before assigning the written work, you

probably ought to make certain that slower learners

can identify the minuend and subtrahend in

Ex. 19 to 22.

Rows 1 and 2: Written work. Subtraction

Test 3. Since the directions provide the only way
children will know these are all subtraction ex-

amples, be sure all pupils have read and under-

stood them.

Bottom of page 35: Written work. This is a

supplementary addition test.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Let slower learners continue to manipulate

materials and draw pictures to find answers. Con-

tinued work with the pocket chart as suggested in

the Pre-book Lesson will also be of value. Be

sure, however, that pupils eventually become able

to work with abstract numbers.

2. All children should analyze their subtraction

test errors on the chart showing subtraction skills

made in conjunction with their study of page 26

(see Manual, page 53).

3. Let more capable children try to work out

examples from Subtraction Test 3 on an abacus.

See Manual, page 335, for an explanation of the

use of the abacus in subtraction.

4. After Subtraction Test 3, Extra Practice

Set 12 may be assigned for further help.

Set 12. Borrowing a ten in S.

a b c d e f g h

1. 21 35 20 24 33 55 91 50
- 8 - 9 - 4 - 9 - 8 - 6 - 9 - 8

13 26 16 15 25 49 82 42

2. 60 70 57 42 73 41 32 22

- 9 - 2 - 9 - 3 - 6 - 7 - 6 - 7

51 68 48 39 67 34 26 15

3. 56 62 20 35 47 36 41 62

- 19 - 24 - 16 - 18 - 29 - 18 - 24 - 19

37 38 4 17 18 18 17 43

4. 345 422 482 790 450 544 431 551

- 27 - 15 - 28 - 33 - 41 - 328 - 223 - 332

318 407 454 757 409 216 208 219
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Teaching Page 36 Borrowing a Hundred in Subtraction

Pupil’s Objectives: {a) To review subtraction

when a hundred must be borrowed; (b) to take

Subtraction Test 4.

Background. In box B in the pupil’s book,

the borrowed hundred is thought of as 10 tens

and is combined with the 2 tens already in ten’s

place to make 12 tens. The 12 over the 2 in ten’s

place is circled to show that it is in ten’s place.

Here, too, pupils should be encouraged to work

without the aid of such “crutches” if there seems

to be no need of them.

Teacher’s Preparation

[O]

1. In Ex. A, is it ones or tens that cannot be subtracted

without borrowing?

To subtract the tens, borrow 1 hundred

(10 tens). Why?*Then add the borrowed

10 tens to the 2 tens of 527 and subtract.

527 = 5 hundreds and 2 tens and 7 ones, or

4 hundreds and 12 tens and 7 ones.

2. Explain box B. Say the check.

Tell the mistakes you see in Ex. 3 to 6.

3.

418 4. 825 5. 446

-32 -355 -382

386 ?70 ^64

1 . Group your children according to those who
will need extra help on page 36 in the pupil’s book

and those who can do it easily alone.

2. Decide which of the children needing extra

attention will profit from concrete demonstrations,

and which can start from a more advanced point

with a pictured pocket chart, or semi-concrete pic-

tures (dots, lines, etc.).

Pre-book Lesson

1. Let more capable children help one group of

children with semi-concrete pictured representa-

tions of a few examples from Extra Practice Set 13.

Eor Ex. la, 325 would be changed to show 2 hun-

dreds, 12 tens, and 5 ones before subtracting.

2. Work with the group of children needing

more concrete help. Demonstrate the use of the

pocket chart to show the borrowing of 100’s. Pro-

ceed to pictures, dots, and numbers.

Book Lesson. Ex. 1-6: Oral work. Rows 1

and 2: Written work. Subtraction Test 4.

When you cannot subtract the tens, you must
borrow a hundred.

Subtraction Test 4
[W]

Write remainders on folded paper. Check your work.

a b c d e f e
1 . 439 379 764 618 546 158 869

-106 -195 -184 -65 -175 -76 -78

2.
333
489

189
627

580
148

553
649

37/
368

81
624

7 9/
958

-99 -587 - 56 -197 -265 -280 -398
390 90 91 951 /03 399 5(o0

© Extra Practice. For more help, study Ex. 1 to 6

above and work Set 13. Take Subtraction Test 4 again.

36

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . All children should analyze their errors in the

subtraction test using the subtraction analysis chart

mentioned on page 53 of this Manual.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 36-

1. In Ex. A, tens cannot be subtracted, so a hun-

dred (10 tens) must be borrowed to make enough

tens.

2. Box B. Ones: Subtracting according to

place value, first see 2 from 7. Think,
“5.” Write

“5” in one’s place in the remainder.

Tens: 6 cannot be subtracted from 2. Borrow

a hundred (10 tens), making 12 tens altogether. See

6 from 12. Think,
“6.” Write “6” in ten’s place

in the remainder.

Hundreds: See 4. Write “4” in hundred’s

place in the remainder.
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2. More capable children may be asked to use the

abacus to solve some of the examples at the bottom

of page 36 in the pupil’s book. Others may be able

to find out something about the history of the

abacus which may be reported to the class.

3. Slower learners may need to restudy the work

at the top of page 36 in the pupil’s book and do

Extra Practice Set 13. Let them retake the test

to discover whether errors have been minimized.

Set 13. Borrowing a ten or a hundred

a b c d e f

1. 325 256 749 971 654 840

- 44 - 85 - 59 - 57 -- 46 - 27

281 171 690 914 608 813

2. 713 427 891 849 419 719
— 651 - 392 - 272 - 678 - 277 - 319

62 35 619 171 142 400

3. 826 539 992 966 738 449
— 375 - 184 - 483 - 474 - 597 - 155

451 355 509 492 141 294

Teaching Page 37

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To review subtraction

when both a ten and a hundred must be borrowed;

(b) to take Subtraction Test 5.

Background. Notice in Ex. 2 to 4 on the pupil’s

book page the explanation of the sequence shown

in boxes B and C. First a ten is borrowed and writ-

ten with a 3 and the number circled to show 13 ones

in one’s place (box B). After the subtraction in

one’s place, it becomes necessary to borrow a hun-

dred (10 tens) so that the subtraction in ten’s place

will be possible. The 4 tens may be shown as

14 tens by writing a 1 in front of the 4 and circling

it (box C).

Pre-book Lesson

1. Have the example 452— 76 written on the

board in figures and with words (4 hundreds

and 5 tens and 2 ones, etc.). Ask someone to use

tickets to set up the number 452 in a pocket chart

using 4 bundles, each with 10 tens, 5 bundles of

10 tickets each, and 2 separate tickets.

2. See if the children realize that a ten-bundle

must be borrowed and made into ones if the 6 one’s

Borrowing both a Ten and a Hundred

1. In Ex. A can you subtract the ones^

Whyr t!aV you Subtract the tens^WhyPv
taJie- 8

S

2. Explain what has been done in box B.

753 = 7 hundreds and 4 tens and 13 ones.
/My (/O(rnM)JkflAowed: 'OorM cone/ScmM = A3 Cm£A

3. In box B can you subtract the tens IV
rur

4. Explain what has been done in box C.

753 = 6 hundreds and 14 tens and 13 ones.
: /Ofoni one/ V/bnA = /‘/Jb'ni

Explain the subtractions in Ex. 5 to 8.

5. 351 6. 532 7. 721 8. 247

-97 -488 -279 -148

254 44 442 99

[W]

Copy in columns and subtract. Check your work.

9. 348 - 1926? 11. 721 - 6534P 13. 423 minus 185239

10. 856 - 35907 12. 832 - 68 76V- 14. 237 from 63139V

Sometimes you borrow a ten and a hundred.

Subtraction Test 5
[W]

Write remainders on folded paper. Check your work.

a b c d e f S

1. 929 721 630 519 436 530 157

-86 -146 -232 -279 -49 -378 -68
9V3 S75 mk UWp 397 J52 ~J9

2. 825 446 918 324 875 437 653

-265 -377 -358 -65 -273 -79 -274
S60 i>9 S(o0 259 i>02 359 379

© Extra Practice. Work Set 14 and take Test 5 again.

37

tickets are to be withdrawn. Do they realize that

now a hundred-bundle must be made into 10 ten’s-

bundles if the 7 tens are to be withdrawn?

3.

Show on the board the relation of the work

with the bundle-numbers to the work with abstract

numbers.

Book Lesson. Ex. 1-8: Oral work. Ex. 9-14:

Written work. Rows 1 and 2: Written work.

Subtraction Test 5.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Objectify all work pupils do not understand.

2. All children should analyze their subtraction

difficulties.
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3. Slower learners may need to do Extra Prac-

tice Set 14 and then take the subtraction test

again.

Set 14. Borrowing both tens and hundreds

a b c d e f

1 . 792 757 826 432 973 535

— 275 - 389 - 759 - 84 - 396 - 296

517 368 67 348 577 239

2. 783 622 521 944 837 958
— 295 - 343 - 62 - 579 - 668 199

488 279 459 365 169 759

3. 762 981 453 756 944 456
— 177 - 853 204 - 678 - 86 - 57

585 128 249 78 858 399

Teaching Page 38

Pupil’s Objective: To increase skill in recog-

nizing the need for addition or for subtraction in

solving problems.

Background. In problem-solving, the only

sound basis for deciding what computational

process must be used is to study the groups in the

problem and to decide, through a knowledge of

the meaning of addition and subtraction, whether

groups are to be brought together or separated.

For each of the problems in this set, have pupils

decide whether unequal groups are to be brought

together, meaning that they should add, or whether

a smaller group is separated from a larger group,

or compared with a larger group, meaning they

should subtract. Here is an excellent illustration

of how knowing the basic meanings of the funda-

mental operations leads to competence in problem-

solving.

Pre-book Lesson. Quickly review with the

children the reasons for adding (pupil’s book,

page 7) and subtracting (pupil’s book, pages 24

and 25) in problems. Have pupils give a few

examples of addition and subtraction in problems.

Book Lesson. Written work. If children have

difficulty with Ex. 2, they may refer to the picture

in the pupil’s book.

Billy and His Chicks
Differentiating A. and S. [W]

Write the numbers 1 to 8 on your

paper. Write “A.” after numbers

of problems in which you should

add. Write “S .” if you subtract.

1.

It takes about 21 days for a

hen’s eggs to hatch. After 9 days,

how many more days did the hen

have to sit on the eggs? 5. ,
/Z

2. Ten chicks hatched out of a nest of 12 eggs. How
many eggs did not hatch? 5 . %

3. Billy put 15 chicks in a box with 35 others. The

box then held how many chicks?
f\ % £q

4. Out of 32 chicks hatched one day, 14 were yellow.

The rest were black. How many were black? 5.,/<?

5. Billy sold 26 chicks on Monday and 28 chicks on

Tuesday. How many more chicks did Billy sell on

Tuesday than on Monday? 5. 2-

6. On the two days, how many chicks did Billy sell in

all? (Use the numbers in Ex. 5.) /\ 5L
f.

7. Billy broke 4 of the 18 eggs he had collected one

morning. How many of the 18 eggs were still good? S.,/V

8. Nine of the 36 chicks in a pen hopped out. How
many chicks did that leave in the pen? 5 . 2.7

Now go back and work each problem. Draw pictures

of ones and tens if you need help.

—38

Differentiations and Extensions

1. After the papers are corrected, go back over

the most difficult problems with the class, illustrat-

ing with objects, pictures, / and $ symbols, or

a pocket chart. For example, if you discover that

Ex. 5 was difficult for the children, you might

illustrate it on the board using marbles, blocks,

discs, splints, or the like, and then using symbols,

as shown below.

Monday 00 lllll 'I

Tuesday 00/1111*111
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O's in SubtractionAsk, “On which day did Billy sell the most

chicks? Can you see how many more from the

picture on the board?”

Establish the fact that the problem involves sub-

traction and then let pupils use numbers to find

the answer.

2. For each problem have slower learners tell

why they used addition or subtraction.

3. Let more capable children draw pictures to

illustrate one or two of the problems. They may
also help slower learners.

Teaching Page 39

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To increase skill when
subtraction is made difficult by the presence of one

or more O’s in the minuend; (b) to take Subtrac-

tion Test 6.

Background. Zeros in the minuend (whether

there originally as in boxes A and C, or put there

by borrowing as in box D) are a source of trouble

to many children. In box B, your pupils are not

told to borrow a hundred from the 8 hundreds, to

write the equivalent 10 tens in ten’s place, and then

to borrow a ten. Instead, they think of 800 as 80

tens and immediately borrow 1 ten which changes

the minuend to 79 tens and 10 ones or 7 hundreds

and 9 tens and 10 ones.

The 7 and the 9 do not need to be circled be-

cause they are in the proper place-value columns.

The 10 must be circled to show that it means 10

ones and is in one’s place.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Show 800 in a pocket chart as 8 hundreds.

Ask a child to write the number on the board.

Remind your children that O’s are useful for show-

ing no tens and no ones and to keep the 8 in

hundred’s place.

2. See if the children can show 800 with the

tickets in another way. Lead them to accept these

two ways: (a) 80 tens and no ones; (b) 79 tens and

10 ones.

Book Lesson. Ex. 1-4: Oral work. Ex. 5-10:

Written work. Ex. 1-15 (bottom): Written work.

Subtraction Test 6.

1. In J)ox A, can you subtract

the ones?A

2. Box B. Think of 800 as 80

tens. From 80 tens borrow 1 ten,

and change it to 10 ones. Then

800= 7 hundreds and 9 tens and 10 ones. Explain Ex. B.

3. In box C, we change 503 to

49 tens and 13 ones, or 4 hundreds

and 9 tens and 13 ones. Explain

and check the work.

4. Explain the work for box D.

!w;

Copy in columns and subtract. Try to think the

borrowing without writing it. Check your work.

5. 705 - 67926 7. 806 - 577¥9 9. 900 minus 222^7?

6. 500 - 321/7? 8. 704 - 14655f 10. 87 from 813726

C 4 9 ®

-257

D 3 ®@MM
-389

246 25

[O]

A B 7 9 ®
800 JMTjt

-3 1 6 -3 1 6

484

Subtraction Test 6

Copy in columns and subtract. Check your work.

[W]

1. 508 - 26923?

2. 604 - 315W
3. 813 - 476337

4. 507 - 4386?

5. 700 - 76624^

6. 305 - 28277

7. 814 - 379?^

8. 900 - 87426

9. 105 - 36 6?

10.

300 - 172/2?

11. 504 - 308^76

12. 800 - 7937

13. 711 - 292W
14. 400 - 316?^

15. 914 - 88?26

© Extra Practice. Study boxes A to D above and work

Set 15. Then take Test 6 again.

30

Differentiations and Extensions

1. If the written work in Ex. 5-10 near the

middle of the page shows slower learners to be

confused, repeat the oral work at the top of the

page showing each example in as many forms as

your materials will allow.

2. Place these examples on the board for slower

learners to solve with tickets and a class pocket

chart or an individual pocket chart:

. 700 b. 200 c. 540

- 329 - 67 - 183

. 602 e. 303 /. 814

- 294 - 18 - 786
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3. All children should analyze their errors on

Subtraction Test 6 and do Extra Practice Set 15

if they feel they need extra help.

Set 15. Zeros in S.

a b c d e f

. 800 600 500 700 300 600

- 296 - 269 - 189 - 648 - 254 - 63

504 331 311 52 46 537

. 800 600 400 300 905 800

- 498 - 531 - 85 - 78 - 239 - 357

302 69 315 222 666 443

. 404 700 706 600 906 805

- 319 - 421 - 48 - 332 - 667 - 197

85 279 658 268 239 608

Teaching Page 40

Practice in Subtracting

[W]

You have now had all the kinds of subtraction you

learned last year. Write on folded paper the remainders

for the examples in rows 1 to 3. Check your work.

a b c d e f g
608 81 963 400 136 89 624

-244 -69 -853 -72 -40 -9 -135
369 7| no 32

9

96 80 989
87 587 510 648 811 72 159

-24 -259 -483 -87 -118 -8 -92
63 328 27 sc/ 693 69 67

555 378 900 678 916 52 236

-475 -175 -815 -89 -267 -46 -194
80 103 85 599 699 l

o

92

Copy these numbers in columns and subtract.

4. 88 - 30 st 7. 732 - 85 697 10. 579 minus 433/%

5. 152 - 73 79 8. 800 - 736 ^11. 290 from 465 ns

6. 623 - 415 208^. 214 - 29 /ts 12. 652 minus 82sio

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To obtain practice on

all types of subtraction that have been reviewed;

(b) to take Subtraction Test 7.

Book Lesson. Ex. 1-12: Written work. Rows

1-3 (bottom): Written work. Subtraction Test 7.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Make sure all children can do and check all

examples at the top of page 40 before taking the

last subtraction test.

2. Let the more capable children pair off with the

slower learners in order to help them find and cor-

rect their errors.

3. All children should analyze their work after

taking Subtraction Test 7. Let them do practice

sets and work with materials in whatever area they

think they need help.

4. More capable children may take Subtraction

Test 7 as an oral addition test.

Teaching Page 41

Pupil’s Objective: To review subtraction with

money 'numbers in the types of example already

studied.

Subtraction Test 7

Cdpy and write remainders. Check your work.

[W]

a b c d e f g
1 . 209 546 701 619 823 930 854

-109 -294 -263 -45 -285 -366 -67
too 757 938 579 538 569 787

2. 930 638 731 730 767 799 723

-587 -368 -687 -49 -358 -730 -326
393 no 99 68! 909 69 397

3. 648 401 445 656 576 941 832

-57 -374 -280 -480 -395 -675 -79
59/ 27 165 176 78/ 266 753

40

Pre-book Lesson

1. Place a dollar bill on a table. Say, “If I re-

ceived 17^ in change, how much did I spend? . . .

What kind of a problem is this? . . . Who can

show with money how to find the answer?” Pupils

should see that a dollar can be thought of as 9

dimes and 10 pennies and the subtraction carried

through as explained on page 39 in their book.

2. Ask someone to work 100 — 17 on the board.

3. Compare the two examples, leading them to

see some of the ideas mentioned in the middle of

page 41 in the pupil’s book.

Teacher’s Preparation. Obtain, in real or toy

money, a dollar bill, 9 dimes, and 10 pennies.

Book Lesson. Ex. 1-3: Oral work. Ex. 4-9:

Written work.
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Roman Numbers

Adding and Subtracting Money Numbers

1. If Sue buys the book at the sale,

iiow much will she save/*v Explain box A.
AM/AHtpA

.

2. How much can Tom save by buying

jhe skates ?v Explain the work in box B.
Uisb.

3. How much must Mary pay for the

loll and the game?v Explain box C.

With money numbers, use $ to show

lollars and write the cent point at the left

»f the two figures for cents. Keep the cent

ioints in a straight fine in your work.

[W]

Copy in columns, and add or subtract.

a b c

.. $6.09 - $4.72^7 $5.00 - $0.87'W3 $6.28 + $0.79*W
\. $8.12 - $4.89*3.23 $2.12 + $6.48**60 $7.11 - $4.67*2.4+

|
$6.64 + $3.26**W $3.53 - $2.67*0*6 $2.13 - $0.89^24'

. $7.07 - $3.85*3.22 $4.06 - $0.85*3.2/ $9.79 - $7.93&*6

8. 8 dollars and 2 cents - 4 dollars and 5 cents. *3- ?7

9. 4 dollars and 26 cents + 3 dollars and 74 cents.**00

I
41—— 1

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners will benefit from verbalizing

the examples they missed.

2. Let more capable children list experiences they

have had with money.

3. Help all pupils formulate generalizations that

may be used when working with money numbers.

They should contain the ideas given below.

a. A dollar sign ($) and a cent point are used in

money numbers to show dollars and cents.

b. Use a cent point to show two places for cents

in money numbers that have dollars and cents.

c. Keep cent points in a straight line.

[O]

1.

The numbers on the tower clock

are called Roman numbers. Tell how

they are different from our numbers.

The Romans, who lived many years

ago, used letters for numbers.

1=1 V = 5 X = 10 L = 50

Romans wrote their number-letters side by side to

make other numbers. Most Roman numbers are made

by adding. Study the adding numbers below.

XVI = 10 + 5 + 1 = 16 XXX = 10 + 10 + 10 = 30

2. XII means 10+ _-/_+ or 12.

3. Tell what these adding numbers mean to us:

II l XIII 13 XVI K VIII 2 XXI 2/

Romans made other numbers by subtracting. The

three numbers below are the only subtracting numbers

between 1 and 50. Study them until you know them.

IV=1 from 5 = 4 IX=1 from 10 = 9 XL = 10 from 50 = 40

The pairs of letters for 4 or 9 or 40 are often used

with other letters to make adding numbers.

4. Tell what the Roman numbers below mean to us.

For XLIV, first see the XL, which means “40”, and the

IV, which means “4.” XLIV means “40+4 or 44.”

XLIVW XXIX 27 XIV /¥ XLVII47 XXXIX 3?

-—— 42

Teaching Pages 42 and 43

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To review ability to

write Roman numbers to 12 (XII); (b) to extend

the skill to cover Roman numbers to 50 (L).

Background. The study of Roman numbers

serves two functions. First, these numbers are

used frequently enough in modern times to warrant

your pupil’s familiarity with them. Second,

Roman numbers are not based on place-value nota-

tion, as are our own Hindu-Arabic numbers, and,

therefore, a comparison increases appreciation and

understanding of our decimal system.

The Roman symbol for 5 (V) very likely origi-

$3.00

-1.98

$ 1.02

$9.50

-7.75

$1.75

$2.75

+ 0.89

$3.64
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5. In the Roman
number II, each I

means “1.” That

is, the value of the

Roman I does not

change when its

place in a number

is different. What

i is the value of each

!
I in III? /oru/

6. In ournumber

I 111, what does the

j

1 at the left mean?A

|

the 1 in the middle

?

A the 1 at the right

?

A Explain.'/
= /// ^

7. Copy the table above. Take plenty of room. The

first column shows the Roman numbers I to IX.

Finish the next column for the teen numbers in your

table. Then fill in the other columns.

If you can do this, you can write all the Roman
numbers from 1 to 50.

X XX XXX XL

I XI XXI XXX/ XLI

II XII XXII XXXII XLII

III XIII XXIII XXXIII XLI II

IV XIV XXIV XXXIV XLIV

V XV XXV XXXV XLV

VI XVI XXVI XXXVI XLVI

VII XVII XXVII XXXVII XLVII

VIII XVIII XXVIII XXXVIII XLVIII

IX XIX XXIX XXXIX XLIX

/out/

ing whether to think of “XIV” as “XI + V” or

“X+ IV.” Without exception, whenever “I”

comes before “V” or “X,” it is to be thought of as

meaning one less than the number it precedes.

Similarly, without exception, whenever “X” comes

before “L,” it is to be thought of as meaning ten

less than fifty.

Pre-book Lesson. Lead your pupils to ap-

preciate the value of studying Roman numbers by

pointing out the use of such numbers in making

outlines ; signifying dates on buildings and bridges

and in books and motion pictures (copyright date)

;

representing clock or watch dial numbers; desig-

nating chapters or volumes in books. Have pupils

tell of their contacts with Roman numbers. If the

children remember the Roman symbols “I,” “V,”

and “X,” write them on the board with the proper

equivalents.

New Word: page 43, value

Write these numbers our way:

8. XXII 22 10. XLIII^i 12. XIX /? 14. XXXI^/

9. XIV/? 11. VII 7 13. XXIV7? 15. XLVIII^

Write these numbers the Roman way:

16. 33 XXX/// 18. 6 W 20. 42 XL// 22. 34 XXX//

17. 18X7/// 19. 11 X/ 21. 28 XXV/// 23. ®XUX

43

nated because of its similarity to the space be-

tween the thumb and first finger when the 5 digits

of the hand were held forth to signify 5. The
Roman 10 (X) represents two V’s, one inverted

and under the other. Your children may enjoy

this bit of historical background.

In the Grade 3 pupil’s book provision is made
for teaching the Roman numbers to XII. In this

lesson, note especially the following points:

a. Pupils learn only one new symbol, L for 50.

b. The Roman number for 49 is XLIX, not IL.

The symbol “I” may be placed only before the

symbol “V” or “X” to mean “one less.”

c. When working with numbers such as in

Ex. 4, some children become confused, not know-

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-6: Oral work. If there seems to be con-

fusion about Ex. 4, explain the principles used for

separating Roman numbers (see the Background

Section).

For Ex. 5 and 6, help stress the importance of

place value in our number system. Your pupils

should see that the figure “1” in our notational

system may mean one, ten, one hundred, etc.,

according to the place it holds in the number.

Ex. 7-23: Written work. Help all pupils de-

sign a table large enough to accommodate all

answers for Ex. 7.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners may have difficulty in doing

Ex. 16-23. If so, provide individual help, and, if

necessary, do each exercise orally. It is probably

more important for children to recognize the

Hindu-Arabic equivalents of Roman numbers, for

they will be met as in Ex. 8-15 more often than as

in Ex. 16-23. Help pupils rectify and understand

any errors made in the table for Ex. 7.

2. More capable children:

a. These pupils should be able to do Ex. 16-23

with little extra help.
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b. Have pairs of children work together, posing

various exercises like those in Ex. 8-23.

c. Some children may be prompted to experi-

ment in adding Roman numbers, although it is

not easy. Here are a few examples:

(a) XXV (25) (b) XXIII (23) (c) XXXVII (37)

+ XII (12) + HI (3) +X(10)
XXXVII (37) XXVI (26) XLVII (47)

(d) XIV (14)

+ IX (9)

XXIII (23)

d. Perhaps a few children could discover and

report the origin of our own number system, or, as

a variation, tell about the origin of the Roman
system.

3. Write pairs of numbers such as the following,

and have all pupils discuss the relative advantages

of the Roman method and our method of writing

numbers:

28 . . . XXVIII 19 . . . XIX
33 . . . XXXIII 46 . . . XLVI

Teaching Pages 44, 45, 46, and 47

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To evaluate under-

standing of certain facts, meanings, and relation-

ships; (b) to evaluate problem-solving ability;

(c) to analyze computation in order to identify

and remove sources of difficulty; (d) to test com-

putational ability in the skills learned or relearned

in Chapter 1.

Background. These four pages constitute a

simple but well-rounded testing program. It would

be helpful at this time for the teacher to re-read the

learning outcomes given at the beginning of the

teaching lessons for this chapter. It will be seen

that most of the goals listed there can be evaluated

through use of the tests for meaning, computation,

and problem-solving. The proper appraisal of

the child’s total arithmetic ability must be based

on the results of all three of these tests. In addi-

tion, an effort must be made to observe what de-

sirable arithmetic attitudes, appreciations, and val-

ues the child possesses.

Do You Understand?
Test of Information and Meaning i

Write “Yes” or “No” to answer questions 1 to 11.

1. Can you add $2.75 and 346 children?

2. Do you need 6 yards of rope for your jump rope? %r

3. Do doubles have 4 parts in their whole stories?^

4. Do you have to borrow 1 hundred when you can

not subtract the ones? %r

5. Are there 14 eggs in 1 dozen? Tlo-

6. Does 22 + 38 + 46 = 106 have a different sum
from 46 + 22 + 38 =} 71*

7. Are there 85 tens in all in the number 856? ^
8. To find how many are gone, must you subtract?^

9. Is this a way to write 2 cents? $0.2 %r

10. To add 437 and 390, must you carry a ten?

11. Does the Roman number XIX mean “21”? "ft*'

Write in figures the numbers for

12.6 hundreds and 3 tens. C>30 14. 13 tens and 7 ones. W
13. 3 hundreds and 9 ones. 307 15. 6 tens and 0 ones. hO

16. Write the largest number you can with 4, 2, and 7.

17. Write 3 examples in the 6+7 family. stouJvaA-.

18. Write a subtraction problem about 15<£ and 9+

Make it a finding-the-difference problem.
cu /Sf asruOcis 9* oomS' ? ( (,*)

19. Write a 3-place number with 0 in ten’s places

—44

Pre-book Lesson

1. Let the children quickly scan the four pages

of tests, reading directions and noticing content.

Have all books closed.

2. Set the stage for the evaluation program by

discussing with the children what they learned and

what they think they should retain from Chapter 1

.

Make a note of what they emphasize and omit in

order to evaluate your teaching program. Promote

a healthy attitude toward tests, indicating the value

to the individual of the diagnostic test and Test

Yourself 1.

Book Lesson (page 44). Test of Information

and Meaning 1.
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Can You Solve Problems?
Problem Test 1

This is a test. Work these problems carefully.

1. Bob paid $3.00 for a model airplane. Tom bought

one for $2.69, or $ 04/ lessJaJUor31 1)

2. Tom paid for his $2.69 plane with $5.00. How
much money should he get back? $2.3/

3. Sam bought two little planes, one for $1.75 and

one for $2.29. How much did they cost together ?$9.0¥

4. For hangars for the planes, the boys spent 57<t, 46<£,

35tf, and 35<£. How much was this in all for hangars?

Write your answer with dollar sign and cent point. $/j3

5. Bob’s plane flew 107 feet. Tom’s flew 85 feet.

Find the difference between the two distances,
lift,.

6. A plane costs $7.50. Joe has saved $2.85 for the

plane. How much more does he need? $9.6,5

7. Joe wants to sell three old planes, one for 75<£, one

for 651, and one for 35 How much will he get?#/ 75

Check your work so as to have no mistakes.

_— 45

Do You Make Mistakes?
Diagnostic Test 1

Copy the numbers. Find and check all answers.

1 .

a b c

6 128 $3.09

+ 69 +59 +5.47
IS /? 7 $ ?.S6

Study

Pages
Practice

Sets

11, 15, 41 1 to 6

2. 134 242 $1.52

+ 75 +467 +7.86
209 109 *9.3?

15, 41 1 to 6

3. 47 352 $2.63

+256 +249 +4.48
303 6,0/ $ 7. //

17, 41 7

4. 78 469 $5.98

-5 -63 -2.67
73 906, $3 3/

30, 31, 41 9, 11

5. 93 527 $3.47

^7 -419 -0.19
?(n /O? $3.1?

30, 34, 41 10, 12

6. 134 256 $8.43

-80 -199 -0.67
S9 SI $7.76,

36, 37, 41 13, 14

7. 500 611 $8.00

-369 -548 -3.78

131 $9.1%

37, 39, 41 15

If you made mistakes in row 1, study pages 11, 15,

and 41. Then work examples from Sets 1 to 6.

In the same way, the numbers after the other rows

tell you what to do for mistakes in those rows.

46

New Word: page 45, hangars

Book Lesson (page 45). Problem Test 1.

Book Lesson (page 46). Diagnostic Test 1.

Explain the function of a diagnostic test and the

use of “Study Pages” and “Practice Sets.”

New Word: page 47, yourself

Book Lesson (page 47). Test Yourself 1 and

Computation Test 1. Explain the purpose of the

self-test and help pupils analyze their work.

Computation Test 1 may be used for practice as

there is an alternate test on Manual page 328.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . All five tests may be used for teaching as well

as evaluation purposes. Tabulate errors item by

item and discuss with pupils their errors and rea-

sons for them. Some areas may need reteaching.

2. Allow time for Extra Practice Sets for those

who need them. More capable children may help

slower learners with these and the study pages listed

on page 46.

3. Make a check list of desirable arithmetic atti-

tudes, appreciations, and values. Discover how
many of your pupils seem to possess them in their

daily contact with the use of numbers, both in and

out of school.
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Test Yourself I

IW]

With this work you can test yourself to find out if you

are ready for the test at the bottom of this page.

Copy and work Ex. 1 to 16. Don’t work too fast. Try

for correct answers the first time.

1 . 970 2. 67 3. 850 4. 561 5. 82

759 + 898 -298 -479 + 349
~5TT 551 ¥3/

6. 817 7. 700 8. $2.53 9. $5.46 10. 831

_ 675 -206 + 5.87 -3.89 -297
/¥Z ¥9¥ $8.¥0 $/.57 S3¥

11. 3 + 8+7+9 + 6 33 14. 18 + 49 + 67 + 762/5

12. 93 + 302 + 470 U5 15. 87 + 69 + 557 7/3

13. 385 + 84 + 395^ 16. 7+9+5+6+ 835

17. Write in a column all the addition facts for 10.

In another column, write the subtraction facts for 10.

How Well Can You Figure?

Computation Test 1

Copy, and add or subtract. Check your work.

1. 247 2. 803 3. $9.04 4. 822 5. $2.62

+ 486 -755 -2.38 -634 + 5.56
733 ¥9 $(,.U 198 $8./

8

6. $8.02 7. $6.21 8. 265 9. 800 10. 520

-5.83 -5.64 + 676 -587 -489
$7. 19 $0.57 9¥/ 2/3 3/

11. 386 -V 347 + 25 759 14. 7 + 8 + 6 + 4 + m
12. 5+i683 + 59 7¥7 15. 5 + 9 + 6+8+432

13. 89 + 10 + 57 + 4525/ 16. 37+ 48 + 82 + 6423/

47

4. Discuss your arithmetic program with the

class. They may have valuable suggestions for

changes or improvements.

—Answers Not on Reproduced Page 47

17. 9 + 1 = 10 10- 9= 1

8+ 2= 10 10- 8 = 2

7+3= 10 10- 7=3
6+ 4= 10 10 - 6 = 4

5+ 5= 10 10 - 5 = 5

4+ 6= 10 10- 4=6
3 + 7= 10 10- 3=7
2+ 8= 10 10- 2= 8

1+ 9= 10 10- 1 = 9

5. The teacher may keep problem-solving and

computation test scores, or “marks,” for each

child on a 3" X 5" card similar to the one shown

below. The per cents to be entered for this chapter

may be obtained from the table of per cents below

the test record card. For example, a score of 4

correct on Problem Test 1 would give, in per cent,

a score of 57 to be entered on the individual test

record card. If you use the alternate computation

test for this chapter, the same table may be used

for obtaining per cent scores. This holds true also

for the per cent tables and alternate computation

tests in the remaining seven chapters.

Name Grade Date

Chapter
Per Cent Right

Problem-Solving Test

Per Cent Right

Computation Test

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

TABLE OF PER CENTS FOR CHAPTER 1 SCORES

Score
Per Cents for

Computation Test

1 6

2 13

3 19

4 25

5 31

6 38

7 44

8 50

9 56

10 63

11 69

12 75

13 81

14 88

15 94

16 100

Score
Per Cents for

Problem Test

1 14

2 29

3 43

4 57

5 71

6 86

7 100
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Teaching Chapter 2 of Grade 4

Introduction

The larger part of Chapter 1 of the pupil’s book

reviewed the facts and skills in addition and sub-

traction that were taught in Grade 3. Just so, the

larger part of Chapter 2 is devoted to the corre-

sponding content for multiplication and division,

but some new concepts, especially in division, are

introduced.

I. Learning Outcomes in Chapter 2

The principal items of knowledge and skill re-

viewed and retaught in Chapter 2 are:

1. Ability to use unit fractions to to as such

fractions are applied to single objects, and to use

the fractions §-, and y as applied to groups

2. Knowledge of the M. facts through the ta-

bles for 4’s and for 4

3. Ability to multiply without and with carry-

ing, products to 999, multipliers as indicated in 2

above

4. Ability to check work in multiplication

5. Knowledge of the two kinds of division,

measurement division and fractional-part division

6. Knowledge of the D. facts with quotients

and divisors 1, 2, 3, and 4

7. Knowledge of the uneven D. facts with quo-

tients or divisors 1, 2, 3, and 4

8. Ability to divide, without and with remain-

ders, quotients to three places and divisors within

the limits of the D. facts known
9. Ability to check work in division

10. Ability to multiply and divide money num-
bers

1 1 . Ability to solve verbal problems involving

computations of the kinds listed above

12. Understanding of various specific concepts,

generalizations, relationships, and skills

13. Desirable emotionalized responses (attitudes,

appreciations, values)

II. The Nature of the Major Outcomes

Ability to Use Unit Fractions

If your pupils studied the Grade 3 text in this

series, the exercises on pages 52 and 53 will offer

little that is new. If they did not, the exercises will

provide you an outline for developing these ideas

about the meaning and use of unit fractions to yV
when applied to single objects: {a) fractions are

numbers that stand for equal parts of a whole;

(b) the fraction names the part by telling how large

it is; (c) fractions like \ and J (or y and y) are

equal only when they refer to wholes that are equal

in size.

Use of the fractions J, and y as applied to

groups in even division (pages 77-79) is treated

below in connection with the discussion of frac-

tional-part division.

Knowledge of M. Facts through the Tables

for 4’s and for 4

In the Grade 3 pupil’s book, the M. facts in the

tables for 0’s, for l’s, for 2, for 2’s, for 3, for 3’s,

for 4, and for 4’s were thoroughly taught. This

does not mean that all these facts were thoroughly

mastered. Learning was certainly incomplete in

the case of various facts, with a wide range of in-

dividual differences among the children in this

respect.

In this chapter of the pupil’s book your children

will first review the meaning of multiplication

{pages 54 and 55, discussed below), and in so

doing will probably regain their knowledge of at

least some of the M. facts themselves. After taking

a pretest on multiplication computational skills

{page 57), which should disclose to them their

deficiencies with regard to M. facts, they take a

test {page 58) on the M. facts alone. Note that in

this test, only facts in the tables through those for

3 and for 3’s are included. The tables of M. facts

for 4’s and for 4 are made the objects of specific

instruction on pages 60 and 61. Hence, if your

pupils’ experiences with M. facts in Grade 3 did

not include the last-named facts, you will find in

the pupil’s book what you need to teach them.

When we speak of a child’s “knowing” a simple

number fact, such as one of the M. facts in this

chapter, we mean that he will be able to give the

correct product quickly, confidently, and without

recourse to roundabout procedures (such as “count-
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ing up” in the tables). We mean, also, that he will

understand the relationships involved, as shown,

for example, by his being able to prove the correct-

ness of each product. Such complete knowledge

we regard as the result of long-time learning, not as

something which can be produced by having chil-

dren memorize M. facts from the outset. For this

reason we advise against hastening the rate of learn-

ing, and we suggest allowing children for a time to

find products for hard facts by using intermediate

procedures, such as those on pages 58 and 59. In

the end, however, they must have intelligent mas-

tery of all the M. facts, and you will, of course, aid

them to attain this mastery by urging them and

encouraging them in that direction.

Ability to Multiply without and with Carrying

The particular multiplication skills reviewed

and retaught in this chapter are perhaps best sum-

marized by referring you to page 72, where you

will find the test which concludes the unit of pages

devoted to multiplication computation. The pat-

tern of instruction resembles that for addition and

subtraction in Chapter 1: first, on page 57 a pre-

test on multiplication skills (to inventory abilities

and to motivate learning); then {pages 58-61
) a

review of M. facts, a section to reinstate skill in

multiplying 2-place numbers and 3-place numbers

without carrying {pages 62-65), ending with a test;

next, a section on carrying tens {page 67) with its

test (and practice, page 68), and one on carrying

hundreds and both tens and hundreds {pages 69-

70), with its test. At each step the rational prin-

ciples governing the operations are first established,

skill in the operation then being promoted by ap-

propriate practice. The rule here is, as always,

understanding before drill.

Ability to Check Work in Multiplication

The usual check for multiplication is to reverse

the numbers for multiplier and multiplicand, and

multiply again, but it cannot be taught at this time

because multipliers must be restricted to digits.

Hence, to check their work your children are ad-

vised to multiply a second time {page 65). This

procedure is valid as a check and is the one used

most often by adults.

Knowledge of the Two Kinds of Division,

Measurement Division and Fractional-part

Division

As a process, division serves two purposes: we
use it to find the number of equal groups in a

larger group (measurement division, page 74) and
to find how many are in each equal part or share

of a larger group (fractional-part division, pages

77-79). These ideas children need to understand

thoroughly if they are to see any sense in the D.
facts or in the use of division in solving problems.

Hence the pupil’s book provides many experiences

to invest the D. facts and the process with meaning.

Knowledge of D. Facts with Quotients and
Divisors 1, 2, 3, and 4

The Grade 3 text in this series introduced the

D. facts with quotients or divisors 1, 2, 3, and 4.

In this chapter special attention is given {pages 75

and 76) to the facts with quotient or divisor 4, so

that if your pupils did not learn them in Grade 3,

you will have materials with which to teach them.

Because of the difficulty division commonly
makes for children, the program for reviewing and

reteaching the D. facts is organized differently

from that for A., S., and M. facts. For instance,

the test on the D. facts occurs on page 82, after

eight pages of study, rather than at the beginning

of the unit.

As aids to learning the facts, the relationship be-

tween pairs, such as 8 -f- 4 = 2 and 8 h- 2 = 4, is

brought out and stressed {page 76), the relation-

ships between M. facts and their corresponding D.

facts is discovered and used (“whole stories,”

pages 80 and 81), and, following Division Test 1

{page 82), two helpers, besides use of whole stories,

are provided. By now you will appreciate the

significance of these intermediate aids, as well as

the importance of assisting your pupils to move,

as rapidly as they may safely do so, toward complete

mastery of the D. facts.

Knowledge of the Uneven D. Facts with Quo-
tients or Divisors 1, 2, 3, and 4

Uneven D. facts (such as 5)16, 4)17, 2)9) are

given a unit of three pages {pages 84-86) with
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answers to be found through the use of “table

numbers” (15 is the table number for 5jl6). Table

numbers are then used as an aid when the first

division is uneven in larger dividends {page 89).

Ability to Divide, without and with Re-
mainders

By glancing at Division Test 4 on page 96 you

will be able to see the particular division skills

which are reviewed and retaught in this chapter.

Each sub-skill is treated at length to give plenty of

opportunity to make good on deficiencies, one type

at a time. Division of 2-place numbers, first with

both divisions even {page 88), is followed by divi-

sion of 2-place numbers when the first division is

uneven {page 89). Next comes even division and

uneven division with 3-place numbers {pages 90

and 91). Division of money numbers is then intro-

duced {page 92), thus affording more practice on

the skills already reviewed. At the same time the

meaning and use of final remainders (expressed

with R) is explained.

Up to this point 0’s have been carried in partial

products, in order to avoid errors in “bringing

down” dividend figures and to make the rational

explanations of the other processes more under-

standable. Beginning with page 93 these unneces-

sary 0’s are discarded. Page 94 gives practice on

all division skills in the unit, preparatory to Divi-

sion Test 4 on page 96. Throughout the unit care

is taken to see that children understand what they

are to do in division before they are expected to

gain or regain proficiency in division computation.

Ability to Check Work in Division

The usual check for division is introduced on

page 89 and is practiced thereafter. This check is

to multiply the quotient by the divisor (or, in

the children’s language, “by the number you

divided by”).

Ability to Multiply and Divide Money Num-
bers

No comment is needed with respect to this out-

come {pages 65 and 92), for no new elements in

computation are introduced except the need always

to give two places to cents, and to write 0 in dollar’s

place when there are no figures designating dollars.

Ability to Solve Verbal Problems

Seven pages are devoted to problem-solving.

These pages have a more serious purpose than that

of affording children a chance to solve problems,

valuable as is this experience, for in each instance

attention is given to a more particular purpose, as

will be clear from the discussion below. Actually,

and with complete propriety, several other pages

in the chapter might be included with the seven.

Note, for example, pages 77 and 78, where by

solving problems children learn better to under-

stand the use of unit fractions with groups and

the meaning of the fractional-part idea in division.

It could just as well be said that these pages (and

others) are part of the problem-solving program

in the chapter. Ability to solve problems is closely

related to a complete understanding of the total

program, not just to a few pages of problems.

Page 56, ostensibly intended to teach the mean-

ing of multiplication, calls for the reason for using

the process in each of six problems. Page 66

applies M. facts and simple multiplication skills

already reviewed, thus affording opportunity both

for practice on these skills and for the study of

language forms in which the need for multiplica-

tion may be expressed. On page 71 addition, sub-

traction, and multiplication all occur (or may be

made to occur), and the framing of appropriate

questions to complete problems is required, the

correct operations then being identified later on.

On page 72, multiplication has been added to addi-

tion and subtraction as operations to use in solving

problems, and your pupils will have to show

whether they can differentiate among them. Page

80 brings together the two meanings of division

(the measurement and fractional-part ideas) in a

way which, through problem situations, makes

these meanings clearer. Page 83 has a unique pur-

pose—by labeling the quotient in each problem

your pupils concentrate on the differences in

meaning between the two division ideas. Finally,

with division added to addition, subtraction, and

multiplication as operations for use in solving

problems, experience is given on page 95 in differ-

entiating among them. All in all, Chapter 2 con-

tributes importantly to skill

—

intelligent skill—in

problem-solving.
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Understanding of Various Specific Concepts,

Generalization, Relationships, and Skills1.

Concepts and essential technical terms and

symbols:

“arm foot” noon
“arm yard” product

day (da.) quotient

divide, division (D.) second (sec.)

divisor table number
eighths tenths

“finger inch” week (wk.)

fraction year (yr.)

hour (hr.) M. (noon)

leap year A.M.

minute (min.) P.M.

month (mo.) R (remainder)

multiply, multiplication (M.) unit fractions 1

2.

Important relationships and generalizations.

The generalizations appearing in Chapter 2 will

be found on the following pages of the pupil’s book

(and on the corresponding reproduced pages in this

Manual): pages 53, 55, 56, 61, 62, 64, 67, 69, 70,

74, 76, 78, 80, 81, 88, 89, 90, 92.
3.

Skills beyond those already listed:

a. Ability to tell time with the clock and the

calendar (including knowledge of the tables of

needed facts regarding time)

b. Ability to find products and quotients for

hard multiplication and division combinations by

using “helpers”

c. Some skill in linear measurement including

ability in using reference measures

Desirable Emotionalized Responses (Atti-

tudes, Appreciations, Values)

Read again the corresponding section in the pre-

ceding chapter, page 28. This particular outcome

is one of extreme importance, and its fulfillment is

almost entirely in the hands of you, the teacher.
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Telling Time
To exact minute [O]

The clock on the table shows 15 minutes past 4, or

quarter past 4. We write the time this way, “4:15.”

The clock on the wall, above the boy’s head, shows

30 minutes past 9, or half past 9. We write this, “9:30.”

The big clock on the shelf shows 10 minutes before 3,

or 50 minutes past 2. We write this, “2:50.”

1. The clock in the man’s hands shows 27 minutes

past 1. Why

?

v We write this, “1:27.”

STJrt, . AuU pcme/ 7 7/rrUnootM /•'OO.

2. Tell the time shown on each clock below. Then

write the time on the board.

12:00 m. means twelve o’clock noon.

4:00 a.m. means four o’clock before noon, or four

o’clock in the morning.

4:00 p.m. means four o’clock after noon, or four o’clock

in the afternoon.
[W]

Draw clocks for the time in Ex. 3 and 4. Then for

Ex. 5 to 7, write figures. For Ex. 5, write “2:44 a.m.”

3.

Quarter before 6 o’clock in the morning. 0^ |

4. Half past 2 in the afternoon,

5. Sixteen minutes before three in the morning.2:¥¥a.m.

6. Forty-six minutes past 1 in the afternoon. /-.‘At, p.m.

7. Eleven minutes before 4 in the morning.3:47a.m.

48 49

Teaching Pages 48, 49, 50, and 51

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To review the skill of

telling time by watch or clock as well as some ideas

relating to time
; (b) to study a table of time units

and a table of months.

Background. The fast pace of our world cre-

ates demands for more and more accuracy in time-

pieces and, also, in reading and communicating

time information. Some children may now be

aware of some of the changes made to this end, and

may be curious about them.

a. In some localities accurate time may be dis-

covered by calling, or dialing, a telephone number.

A recorded voice gives the time at 10-second inter-

vals, repeating the hour first, minutes next, and

seconds last, rather than according to the more

traditional custom of reading time as before or after

the hour.

b. Children wonder about the many clocks they

see on some television news programs. These

clocks make it possible for the news analyst to

know exactly what time it is in each part of the

world as the sun moves across the earth’s face



Questions about Time
Table of time [O]

This watch shows the time in hours,

minutes, and seconds. It takes the tiny

second hand one minute, or 60 seconds,

to go around its circle. See how many

seconds it takes you to walk across the

front of your classroom.

Write answers for Ex. 1 to 7.

[W]

f:OOp.m.

1.

Would you go to bed at 9:00 a.m. or at 9:00 p.m.?a

2.

Would the evening plane from Central City leave

at 7:30 a.m. or at 7:30 p.m.? 7:3op.m.

3.

What letters do you write after 11:30 to show that

it is night, not morning? P-M -

Months of year [O]

Do you know this jingle about the days in a month?

Thirty days have September,

April, June, and November,

February has twenty-eight alone.

All the rest have thirty-one,

Except in leap year. That’s the time

When February’s days are twenty-nine.

4.

Are there more minutes than hours in a day? ^ See if you can say and spell the names of the months.

5. Does any month have as many as 6 weeks?

6. Are there 60 or 100 seconds in a minute?

7. Does any year have more than 365 days? ^
Do you know the facts in this table of time?

60 seconds (sec.) = 1 minute (min.)

60 min. = 1 hour (hr.)

24 hr. = 1 day (da.)

7 da. = 1 week (wk.)

12 months (mo.) = 1 year (yr.)

365 da. = 1 year

366 da. = 1 leap year

50

From the table or the jingle find these answers:

8. What is the ninth

month in the year?*46^^/

9. Name the months

with 30, davs.
vlxntemOeb

10. Does any month

have more than 31 days|^

11. “Oct.” stands for

what month? Octv&w

12. How do you write

September the short ^a^? v

13. Which month has

more days, May or July?

Number of Days

in the Month

January (Jan.) 31

February (Feb.) 28 or 29

March (Mar.) 31

April (Apr.) 30

May 31

June 30

July 31

August (Aug.) 31

September (Sept.) 30

October (Oct.) 31

November (Nov.) 30

December (Dec.) 31

51

from east to west. Where we are so often con-

cerned with events that originate outside our local

time zone, we must expand our concept of time to

include these differences.

c. The military and naval authorities have

adopted a 24-hour clock to assure positive iden-

tification of every hour. Perhaps someday the use

of M. (meridian) for noon, a.m. (ante meridian) for

the forenoon, and p.m. (post meridian) for after-

noon will be replaced by the 24-hour clock. This

system is associated with the traditional system

according to the pattern shown at the top of the

next column. Note that basically it is simply a

matter of numbering the hours from 1 to 24.

Traditional

9 A.M.

10 A.M.

11 A.M.

12 M.

1 P.M.

2 P.M.

3 P.M.

24-hour clock

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

d. During the summer when the days are longer,

Daylight Saving Time is imposed to provide more

daylight during the evening hours. To accomplish

this, the clock is set ahead one hour. Thus, where

it might ordinarily become dark at eight o’clock,

it becomes dark at nine o’clock.
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Teacher’s Preparation. Obtain or make a

large replica of a clock. Provide a stop watch, or

a watch with a second hand.

Pre-book Lesson

1 . In planning your daily activities with the class

hold a child reponsible for whatever time notices

are needed.

a. Choose someone who can tell time. Have

him discuss with the class the problem of where

the hands will be on the clock at the times which

enter into the daily planning.

b. Assign a pupil to take charge of the calendar,

marking off each day and week and removing the

page when the new month arrives.

2. Ask your children why ability to tell time is

necessary. Find out when they require ability to

tell time and to what degree of accuracy (hours,

minutes, seconds.) Repeat this line of question-

ing as it applies to days, weeks, and months.

3. Let some children show, with the clock

replica, where the hands are when they arise, leave

for school, listen to a favorite program, retire, etc.

Summarize the two ways of reading time: before

and after the hour, and minutes after the hour.

Show where the terms “half past,” “quarter after,”

and “quarter of” for 0:30, 0:15, 0:45 came from.

Do this by dividing the clock into quarters and

helping pupils discover the number of minutes in

a quarter hour and a half hour.

4. Discuss the use of a second hand. Let

them discover the number of seconds in a minute

after showing them that the second hand must go

around once for each minute. See if they can tell

how many minutes are in an hour.

5. When the children are proficient in reading

time by the clock replica and the second-hand

watch, ask how many can write the time. Discuss

the one acceptable way (6:45, 8:03, etc.) and em-

phasize its brevity as a reason for its use. See if

your pupils know how to write the abbreviations

for second, minute, and hour.

6. Discover whether your children can write

dates correctly. Can they abbreviate day, week,

month, and year?

New Word: page 49, noon

Book Lesson (pages 48 and 49). Ex. 1 and 2:

Oral work. Ex. 3-7: Written work.

Book Lesson (pages 50 and 51)

Top of page 50: Oral work. Supplement the

experience of walking across the front of the room
with other experiences timed in seconds, such as

going to the board, writing one’s name, and re-

turning to one’s seat.

Place a second hand on the clock replica and

demonstrate that it must revolve one full turn for

each minute.

Ex. 1-7: Written work.

Ex. 8-13: Oral work. Discover whether the

children know that the months vary as to number of

days. Ask how they remember the number of days

for each month. If they are familiar with the rhyme

given, use it for the lesson; if they seem more

familiar with another rhyme, adopt and teach it.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners.

a. Write the names of the months in order and

put abbreviations after them. Then, using the

rhyme, have pupils write the number of days in

each month after its name.

b. Make out a program of the day’s events with

the approximate time of each event being listed.

c. Work with the clock replica, the watch, and

the calendar.

2. More capable children.

a. Read to discover how the day, hour, and

minute units originated.

b. Report to the class on some ways of telling

time many years ago.

c. Use the stop watch to practice guessing 5

seconds, 10 seconds, etc.

d. Find a way of counting seconds that would

help in estimating the elapsed time (counting “one

thousand one, one thousand two,” etc.).

e. Find out why the year has 365 days; why
we have leap years ; and how many different kinds

of calendars there are (Georgian, Hebrew, World).

/. Use a globe to discover what time it is in

Tokyo when it is 10:00 a.m. in school.

g. Explain why there are different time units

around the world.
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Equal Parts of Wholes
Naming parts with fractions [OJ

Each cake at the left is cut into equal

pieces. Since the parts of each whole are

equal in size, we can name them. We name

the parts with fractions.

1. Cake A is divided into _i/_ equal pieces.

What fraction name can you give each part?T

2. Each equal part of cake B is £ of the

whole. What does the 6 under the line tell

US?

3. What fraction can you use as a name

for each ofthe equal pieces of cake C?A
5 Whv?v

ECVli/ CCWe£/Ad cCrAHfdej&sOTitfr's jya/Ud.

4. Does square D, below, show sevenths?vWhy or

why not? J/fw faaAtd a/u//netj^coaJl.

1U6

5. Is square E divided into eighths ?A Is square F

divided into eighths ? Explain. EEi S

6. Tell the fraction name for each part of square G.i

How can square G be changed to show ninths ?v Show

this on the board. ^ W'
Od Anoten/ Ukcete'

7. If a whole is divided into 10 equal parts, what

fraction name can you give to each part? To

8.

If you have £ of something, how many other parts

of the same size can there be? ^

Writing fractions; drawing to show fractions; relative sizes of fractions [W]

Write in figures these fraction names:9.

one eighth j 11. one fifth ? 13. one sixthi10.

one tenth 12. one seventh? 14. one ninth?

15. Write in words the name for each part of these:

H I J K

a. five equal parts;i b. eight equal parts.?

17.

Draw two squares. Divide them in different ways

to show halves. ^uxLad B
18. Draw a rectangle. Divide it into fifths. [J

19. Draw a rectangle. Divide it into tenths. ITT

To tell about one of the equal parts of a

whole, we use a number called a fraction. The

fraction names the part and tells how large it is.

N O

20. Circles L and M both show fourths. Is \ of the

circle L equal to i of the circle M? A Why? oa&
/net’ J>&£/ Ae/me/Avye/.

21. Is j of square N equal to £ of square 0? A Why?
£7&j2/Afrua-t£A a/tts£&&Aavn£sAEf&

22. Is 2 of a peanut the same size as \ of a pear? 71#

Two fractions, such as \
and are equal only

if the wholes are equal.

52 53

Teaching Pages 52 and 53

Pupil’s Objective: To review the use of unit

fractions to as they are applied to single objects.

Background. Fractions in this lesson are num-
bers used in naming parts of equal size (here, equal

parts of a single object; later, equal parts of

groups). Your pupils will need to know (a) the

names for unit fractions to one tenth; (b) the

symbols for these fractions; (c) that fractions are

used to designate equal parts only; (d) that identi-

cal fraction symbols (as £ and mean the same

amounts only when they refer to whole units that

are equal.

Pre-book Lesson

Materials Needed: {a) Circles and rectangles

divided by lines into fractional parts for fourths,

fifths, eighths, and tenths, with the parts some-

times labeled and sometimes unlabeled (so that

children may identify the fractional parts shown);

(b) cut-out fractional parts which can be placed

over diagrams or in frames correspondingly divided

(pie pans, for example); (c) squares or rectangles

of paper for pupils to cut into fractional parts ac-

cording to directions.

1. Display an apple or some other object that

can be separated into two parts. Ask, “What am I

holding? How many pieces are there? (1)”
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Divide the object into two equal pieces and hold

one piece before the group, asking, “What am I

holding now?”

Repeat the performance with an object identical

to the first one used, but separated into unequal

and irregular parts. Now the children should

realize that neither of the pieces held is a half be-

cause the two parts are not equal in size.

2. Fold a piece of paper to show 3rds and 4ths

and compare with pieces folded irregularly 2 and

3 times. Lead to the conclusion that fractions

must show equal parts.

1

3. Using discs, or pieces of paper of equal size,

show an object divided into two parts. Say,

“There are 2 pieces (holding the two halves for

all to see) and so we will put a 2 on the board.

Now, we will put a 1 on the board to show that we
just want to think about 1 part.” Form some of

the other unit fractions in this manner, placing the

written symbols on the board each time. Help pu-

pils discover that when the whole is separated into

more and more parts, the parts are smaller in size.

Book Lesson. Ex. 1-8: Oral work; Ex. 9-22:

Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners.

a. These children will need to see many ex-

amples of wholes cut into fractional parts. The
fact that the denominator tells the number of

pieces the whole is divided into must be con-

stantly emphasized. Let them cut, fold, and color

paper to show all of the unit fractions. Each piece

should be labeled.

b. A game called “Frack” may be played with

halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, eighths and tenths

cut from equal whole units. Scramble all 32 frac-

tional pieces and place them in a box. Each of the

2 (or 4) players draws a piece in turn from the box

until the hand of 16 (or 8) pieces is complete.

The first player must place a half on the board

if he has it, or otherwise say “Frack” and pass.

The object is to get rid of as many fractional pieces

as possible by building first the whole unit of

halves; then the whole unit of thirds, etc. Each

person has one opportunity each turn to place a

fractional piece on the board, or pass.

The game may be varied by introducing two

whole sets of halves, thirds, etc. and requiring

that 2 whole units for each be built, or by starting

to build tenths first, or in whatever other way
seems to lend variety and interest to the game.

The winner, of course, is the one whose hand is

depleted first.

2. More capable children.

a. Search for examples of uses of unit fractions

in newspapers, books, magazines.

b. Discover the origin of the word “fraction.”

c. Use fractional pieces to try to add and sub-

tract simple unit fractions with like denominators,

such as

? and \ are J; and yo are tu-

NOTES
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Understanding Multiplication (M.)
Meaning [O]

1. How many flowers has Jane painted on 3 cards? £

a. You can count the flowers in the picture.

b. You can count pairs of dots. • • • • • •

c. You can add two ways:

2 + 2 + 2 = 6 or *

d. Or, you can multiply three ways:

Three 2’s = 6, or 3x2=6 or *

The sign X tells us to multiply. For all

three ways we say, “Three 2’s are 6.”

2. Use the picture to help you tell how many leaves

Jane has painted on the 6 flowers. II

Find out as in a, b, and c above.

On the board, write the multiplication example in

three ways. Jfr 23 =/; ; 6X2 =12 ;_xl
/z

3. Jane has to make 4 cards for each of 2 tables. How
many cards must she make? $

Which dot picture is the one for the problem?
•• •• or • • • •
®« 00 » • • • •

On the board, write the addition example two ways

and the multiplication example three ways. t>+

ZUv", = 2/.¥=S‘:jlL ?

1 54

4. How many cherries in all are shown

in box C? On the board show how to

a. make a dot picture; .v -
+.._ |

b. write the A. example 2 ways;
A <r

c. write the M. example 3 ways.^
= (0 1 3X2. = J (o

5. How many are four 2’s??

Which box, D or E, shows the dot

picture for four 2’s?fWhy?^jX2T
On the board, write the addition and

multiplication examples for Ex. 5. |
9otOvl'j=2] *X2=?;A ;

2+2+2+l=Z)
-f-

On the board/ write the addition and

multiplication examples shown in

7 . boxcar^ 3+3+3 = ^ 3
t£ 6- box F« j 7. box

i.4
D •
• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• •
• • • •

• •

S
:

1

10) S+5=!0; /0

To find a total, you can add or

multiply. Multiply instead of adding,

if the groups or numbers are equal.

[W]

8. Make a dot picture to show 3 + 3 + 3 + 3. Write

in 3 ways the multiplication example it showsJf •• •°-

S+ttUu3li=l2', ¥K3=/2; 11

9. Make a dot picture for 2x4. Write in 2 ways

the addition example it shows.

Write tne A. and M. examples for

10. box H. t 11. box I.

2X?=/6;|

Write as A. examples (2 ways). "/£

12. 5 x 3 | 13. five 2’s !
3+3+3+3+3=13;^ 2+2+2+2+1=10

Write as M. examples (3 ways).

15. 2+2+2+2+2 + 23 16.
Ji&2’j=/2; 6X2 =/2; “7?

•••
*.V ••i•••

14. three 4’s +
+++++- = /2;

lv». 6 + 6 + 6 + 6Ja
=2V; ¥X(,=-2¥;

55

Teaching Pages 54 and 55

Pupil’s Objective: To review the meaning of

multiplication as the process we use to find totals

when the groups or numbers involved are equal.

Background. The degree to which your chil-

dren are successful with multiplication computa-

tion or in recalling the simple M. facts somewhat

depends upon their complete understanding of the

multiplication process. Multiplication is a special

case of addition and it may be employed instead of

addition under special conditions, namely, when
the groups or numbers to be combined in finding

a total are equal in size. It is possible either to add

or to multiply in finding the total represented in

three equal groups of four jacks each (addition,

4+4+4; multiplication, 3X4). If the groups

are unequal, as two, six, and eight jacks, then only

addition should be employed.

The pupil’s book provides background develop-

ment for the meaning of multiplication in many
ways. Notice how in Ex. 1, the problem is solved

in three ways before multiplication is suggested.

There are also other ways of attaching meaning to

multiplication. For example, in Ex. 1, the six

flowers may be represented by pairs of movable

markers, such as checkers, and the total obtained
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by counting by l’s or by combining pairs while at

the same time moving objects into a single group

to indicate the mounting total.

The pupil’s book also reviews the meaning of

“X,” the methods of writing, reading, and thinking

of multiplication examples (here, the combina-

tions), and the relationship between multiplication

examples and addition examples.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Select natural or contrived problems that

stress the use and meaning of multiplication. Most

helpful are problems such as the following, which

can be solved by manipulating real or representa-

tive objects:

a. There were 6 children on each relay team. We
had four teams. How many children ran in the relay

races?

b. For our trip to the museum, we made 5 groups

with 3 children in each. How many children went to

the museum?
c. Timothy collected 2j from 4 boys. How much

did he collect altogether?

d. Emily put 5 dolls apiece in 2 boxes to take to the

exhibit. How many dolls did Emily exhibit?

2. Help pupils solve a problem by counting

and adding actual objects. For problem a above,

they may count by l’s, count by 6’s, and add

orally by saying, “6 and 6 = 12, 6 more =18, and

6 more added to that = 24.” Suggest that since

there are 4 equal groups with 6 in each group,

multiplication would be possible. Elicit the oral

multiplication form, “four 6’s = 24.” Write it on

the board with the two other multiplication forms,

“4X6= 24, and 6”; also write on the board

X 4

24

the addition example “6+ 6 + 6 + 6.”

3. Repeat the whole procedure for another prob-

lem, such as c above. Pennies may be used to

dramatize and solve the problem in this case. A
child could actually collect two cents from each of

four boys. Then the collected group of pennies

could be counted by l’s or by 2’s, added (2+2+2
+ 2) or multiplied (4 X 2j£ = 8^). Be sure always

to emphasize the bringing together of equal groups

into one large group or “total.”

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-7: Oral work. These exercises offer you

an opportunity to check understanding so you will

know which areas need reteaching.

Ex. 8-16: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Use the written work to determine if slower

learners need further practice with objects. If these

children seem inclined to use counting or addition

without progressing to multiplication, use such

simple M. facts in the concrete work that they can-

not fail to know them. Help them to understand

that you do not care right now about M. facts, but

that you are only interested in whether they under-

stand multiplication as a process.

2. More capable children.

a. List the addition and multiplication problems

that they or their parents have met in the last day

or week.

b. Calculate the number of seats in the class-

room (if they are in rows).

c. Find out how many meals they have eaten in

a week.

3. Be sure to make all pupils cognizant of the

many uses of multiplication that arise during the

school day. Occasionally, for a short break, stop

whatever study is progressing and ask children to

think and tell about places where multiplication

was used, or might have been used.

NOTES
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Should You Add or Multiply?
Problem-solving; meaning of M. [O]

To find the total, you can add or multiply.

Multiply instead of adding only when the

groups or numbers are equal.

For these problems, tell when to add and when to

multiply . Do not do the work.

1. An Indian put 4 eagle feathers in one

of his headbands, 6 in another, and 8 in another.

That was how many eagle feathers in all? A,/<P

2. Three other headbands had 6 feathers

each, or how many in all three headbands? Wjt

3. The Indian made some belts. He used 3

red beads on one belt, 4 on another, and 5 on

another. How many red beads did he use? Kjl

4.

Next, he put 4 blue beads on each of the 3 belts.

How many blue beads did he use? M.,IZ

tinction lies in the answer to the question, “Are

the groups that are to be combined unequal (ad-

dition), or equal (multiplication)?”

Pre-book Lesson. Use objects to depict addi-

tion and multiplication problems similar to those

on page 56. See if the children can use this work

to arrive at their own formulation of the generaliza-

tions given at the top of the page.

New Word: target

Book Lesson. Oral work. Go through the

lesson twice. The first time, have children tell

whether to add or multiply. If there is doubt

about a problem, objectify it. The second time

through, have slower learners tell answers while

more capable children write answers.

Differentiations and Extensions

5. Two Indian boys shot 3 arrows each at a target.

That was how many arrows in all? M.,^

6. Four targets had 3, 2, 6, and 4 arrows stuck in them.

How many arrows were there in al

Now go back and say the answers for problems 1 to 6.

56

Teaching Page 56

Pupil’s Objective: To study, in terms of prob-

lem situations, the relationship and differences be-

tween addition and multiplication.

1. Slower learners will need frequent work with

objects. Let each work individually at his desk

with his own box of materials. The teacher may
suggest an addition or multiplication problem while

the child tries to show it with markers, buttons,

checkers, or the like. At this time, do not be con-

cerned about answers. Strive instead to provide

a meaningful understanding of the multiplication

process.

2. More capable children may write simple addi-

tion or multiplication problems on separate cards,

with “A.” or “M.” placed on the back to signify

the method used to solve the problem. Have

two teams formed. Children from both teams may
take turns reading problems and the opposition

must tell the process used in solving the problem.

Scores for the two teams may be kept if desired.

Collect and save for future use the problems writ-

ten by the children.

Teaching Page 57
Background. On page 38 your pupils had to

distinguish between putting together small groups

to make one large group (addition), and separating

a large group into two smaller groups (subtraction).

Because addition and multiplication both involve

putting groups together to make one large group,

a finer distinction must now be made. This dis-

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To take an inventory

test on multiplication computation; (b) to practice

addition and subtraction of 3-place numbers.

Pre-book Lesson. As a prelude to the addition

and subtraction practice at the bottom of the page,

write on the board the row of numbers given in the
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How Well Do You Remember How to Multiply?
Inventory [W]

Just for fun try these multiplication examples.

Copy and write the answers.

a b c d e f g

1. 43 20 22 101 24 303 $0.10

x2 x3 X4 X7 X2 x3 X4
~JY TOT ~9¥ W $0.90

2. 31 72 31 82 31 183 $1.21

X8 X2 x6 x3 x5 x3 x6
79? 799 /X(o 797 755 599 tT.U

3. 24 97 22 123 87 238 $1.32

x5 X3 X7 x5 X2 x3 x5
777 W~ 159 (a/5 779 779 $(o.(o0

If you made mistakes in the examples above, read the

helps below to find why you made the mistakes.

To multiply quickly and correctly, you must

a. know all the multiplication facts (M. facts).

b. multiply first ones, then tens, then hundreds.

c. know when and how to carry.

d. write figures in answers in the correct places.

e. be able to check (by multiplying again).

f. be careful in all your work.

4' To Keep in Practice

1 to 6. Add 289 to each number below.

643 579 701 498
931 S(o? 990 7? 7

7 to 12. Subtract 97 from each number above.
59<o 9SI m 90! 519

7J.3
to 18.^ Subtract_368 from^each numbej above

91a

591

1327

57-

pupil’s book. Place “289” under each to demon-

strate how six addition examples could be formed.

Show also how these could be numbered 1 through

6. See if the children can explain how six subtrac-

tion examples could be written using the same row

of numbers, but using 97 as the minuend for each

exercise, now numbered 7-12.

Book Lesson

Rows 1-3

:

Written work. Allow sufficient

time for the inventory test. Do not encourage

hasty, poorly considered answers.

Ex. 1-18: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Have all pupils correct their own papers and

analyze their difficulties according to the sources of

errors suggested at the end of the test. A chart

similar to the one shown for the corresponding

addition lesson on page 36 of the Manual may be

used. It should be filed in the pupil’s arithmetic

notebook for future reference and as an aid later on
in indicating progress made in multiplication skills.

2. Group your children according to the learning

needs suggested by the results of the test. Slower

learners may need to work through the whole of the

following multiplication section (pages 58 to 72),

while more capable children may only need occa-

sional review.

3. For the work at the bottom of the page, ask

that more capable children try to guess, before doing

the written work, whether the sums and remainders

will be a number in the one hundreds, two hun-

dreds, three hundreds, or whatever. These esti-

mates should be recorded on paper and saved for

verification after the written work is completed.

This should be an experimental kind of activity

where incorrect guesses are just as useful as correct

answers in leading to independent discovery of

useful estimation procedures.

NOTES
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Multiplication Test I

M. facts [W]

To multiply well, you must know the

multiplication facts. You should think ^ x 5 = ?

“15” quickly when you look at > 5
°r X3

Write answers (products) for rows 1 to 5 ?

on folded paper.

a b c d e f g h i j

1. 2 1 4 1 9 1 9 3 6 1

X2 X6 X2 X3 X2 X2 Xl X3 X2 X4—
z,
—p 3 ~rp —z —

7

—
? —n

2. 4 3 3 l 5 0 1 9 0 8

X3 X2 X6 X9 X3 X7 X8 X3 x3 X3
~~n

—
s ~7g —? ~73 ~o —

?
—
Z7
—

V TV
3. 2 0 8 2 3 2 8 0 4 3

X4 X4 Xl X7 X5 X9 X2 X8 Xl X9~T —

V

~S 73 ~7S ~7Z,
—

V Z7
4. 3 5 2 7 2 0 6 6 3 0

X7 Xl X3 Xl x6 x6 X3 Xl X8 x5
V —

z 7 ~~n —

0

77 (o

—
V

5. 1 7 3 7 2 1 0 5 3 2

x5 X2 Xl X3 X8 X7 X9 X2 X4 X5
s ~7¥ 3 ~n> 7

~0 ~70 ~7J ~w
The following work will help you to multiply better.

Helpers for Multiplication Facts

[O]

1. Tell the answers in Ex. a to c below.

a b c

0+0=0 0+0+0+0=0 0+0+0=0
two 0’s = 0 four 0’s = 0 three 0’s = 0

2. Finish this rule: Any number times 0 = .0..

3. Say the products: a. 7 X 0;<2b. 9 X 0;(7c.6x 0.0

58

Teaching Pages 58 and 59

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To take Multiplication

Test 1 to discover how well the simple M. facts in

the table for 0’s, for 1 and for l’s, for 2 and for 2’s,

and for 3 and for 3’s, have been retained; (b) to

relearn the meaning of the word “product”; (c) to

learn ways to find products for hard M. facts.

Background. The M. facts are named according

to whether the multiplier or the multiplicand re-

mains constant. When the multiplier is always 1,

and the multiplicand is each of the digits from 1

to 9, the M. facts for 1 are formed (1 two, 1 three,

and so on). These facts are given in the multipli-

cation table on page 315 (page 325 in the Manual)

4. Give the answers in Ex. a to c below.

a b c

1+1+ 1-3 1+1=2 1+1+1+1=4
three l’s = ^ two l’s = ^ four l’s = ^

5. Finish this rule: When you multiply 1 by a

number, the product is that
/!^f™

6. Say the products: a. 7 X l;?b. 5 X l;^c. 8 X l/

7. Give the answers: a. lx 3;^b. 1 x 6/c. 1 x 4.^

8. Finish this rule: When you multiply a number by

1, the product is that _Tl
y

.

^

9. Say the products: a. 1 x 8/b. 1 X 5;^c. 1 X 9.^

10. Give the answers in Ex. a to c below.

a be
2+2=4 4+4=8 7+7 = 14

two 2’s = ^ two 4’s = ^ two 7’s = ^

11. Finish this rule: When you multiply a number

by 2, the product is the same as the ^f^when you add

two equal numbers.
10 It, n

12. Say the products: a. 2 X 5;Ab. 2 X 8;ac. 2 X 6.

[W]

Now take Multiplication Test 1 on page 58 again.

This time make a list of the multiplication facts that

are hard for you. Make study cards for these facts and

study them.

The multiplication facts, except those with 0, are on

page 315.

—

-

59

in the first row. When the multiplicand is always 1,

and the multiplier is each of the digits from 1 to 9,

the M. facts for l’s are formed (two l’s, three l’s,

and so on). These facts may be found in the same

table in the first column.

When children learn M. facts or multiplication

tables by rote, they fail to see the relationships

among the multiplication facts. The helpers on

these two pages are designed to give them more

complete understanding of the relationship be-

tween addition of like-groups and multiplication.

Moreover, the helpers provide a method for re-

calling M. facts when memory fails and thus dis-

courage wild, harmful guessing.

The particular multiplication helpers taught

here relate to: (a) multiplication of 0; (b) multi-
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plication of 1 ;
(c) multiplication by 1 ;

(d) multi-

plication by 2. The “rule” governing the examples

in each of the four groups is not given to the chil-

dren, but is developed by them through appropriate

experiences. (Later on, they will be assisted with

other multiplication helpers.)

Helpers should be temporary aids only. En-

courage immediate, meaningful recognition of all

M. facts so that the helpers may be quickly

discarded.

Pre-book Lesson. Work with materials that

will help objectify the four helpers given in the

pupil’s book.

a. For M. facts with multiplicand 0, hold up

3 empty boxes and establish the fact that there are

no apples in any of the boxes, then say, “How
many apples are there in the 3 boxes together?”

Ask if the experiment proves that three 0’s are 0.

(Care must be taken in objectifying the 0’s facts.

Be sure the children realize that the question is,

“How many apples are there altogether?” not,

“How many empty boxes are there?”)

b. For M. facts with multiplicand 1, say, “There

is one flower vase on the window ledge, one on the

shelf, and one on my desk. How many is that al-

together?” Ask if this shows that three l’s are 3.

Do this many times, for 2 single objects, 4 single

objects, and so on.

c. For M. facts with multiplier 1, say, “Here are

some piles of books. Each pile has 6 books. If I

ask for one pile, how many books would you bring

me?” Repeat with many suitable illustrations.

d. For M. facts with multiplier 2, say, “Here

are 2 rows of lights. There are 4 lights in each row.

How many are there altogether?”

Book Lesson

Rows 1-5: Written work. Multiplication Test

1.

Have the first paragraph read. Emphasize the

fact that children should think of M. facts as “old

friends” that they recognize immediately, almost

;

without thinking at all. Review the vocabulary

word “product.” Direct attention to the rest of

page 58 and all of page 59 so that those who need

help with facts will see that the pupil’s book is

organized to help them.

Ex. 1-12: Oral work. As the children complete

the rules in Ex. 2, 5, 8, and 1 1, write them on the

board so they will be visible to all in summarized

form.

Bottom of page 59: Repeat the multiplication

test on page 58. Emphasize the fact that there will

only be enough time to write products that are rec-

ognized immediately.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Show all children how to make study cards

for the facts they missed. Provide sturdy paper or

oak tag so that the cards may be saved for future use.

2. Slower learners.

a. Some may need to see all the facts objectified

with discs, or slips of paper.

b. Others may write on the board a table of M.
facts for 1 and l’s, 2 and 2’s, and 3 and 3’s. Vary

this by having some show the X patterns for these

facts.

3. More capable children may enjoy trying to

make a table similar to the one on page 315 but

including only the 6 sets of facts so far studied,

plus the facts for 0’s. When completed, have them
draw lines connecting the facts that give the same

answer. Others may want to discover which of

these facts are not included in Multiplication Test 1

on page 58 in the pupil’s book.

NOTES
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Multiplication Facts for 4's
[O]

1. Picture A: How many spoons are shown?/2

There are three rows of spoons, to a row.

Tell the addition example with the sumMtH-tH-- 17,

Tell the multiplication example with the product.

2. Picture B has Jh>, bells. What fact is shown

3. Picture C has 2-}L footballs. Tell

the multiplication example with the

product. =

Cover rows of dots in D and count

by 4’s to find products for Ex. 4 to 8.

For Ex. 4, cover rows (8) and (9).

4. 4 5. 4 6. 4 7. 4 8. 4

X7 j<5 ><9x6x8
IS 70 3(o W 37

Do you know the facts in the table below?

4 4

Multiplication Facts for 4’s

4 4 4 4 4 4 4

xl X2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 X8 X9
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36

60

Teaching Page 60

Pupil’s Objective: To relearn or learn the M.
facts for 4’s.

Background. The Grade 3 text in this series

teaches the M. facts for 4’s. Nevertheless—and

also because your pupils may not have studied these

combinations in Grade 3—they are made the ob-

ject of a special lesson here. Regardless of the ex-

tent of their background, many children have

trouble with the facts with products of 20 and more.

Teacher’s Preparation. Study the plan accord-

ing to which the pupil’s book lesson is set up. No-
tice the relating of multiplication to addition; the

solution of multiplication examples by counting by
units larger than 1 ; the use of semi-concrete pic-

tures and of dot pictures. If you think your pupils

need more direct experiences than those provided

on page 60 in the pupil’s book, look about the

room for objects grouped by fours, such as window
panes, desks, piles of books, and shelves. Also,

provide yourself with discs, blocks, sticks, or such

other semi-concrete objects as are available.

Pre-book Lesson. Draw attention to objects in

the room grouped by fours. Ask the children to

give as many ways as they can for finding how many
objects there are in all. Lead them to mention

counting by l’s; adding; counting by 4’s; and

multiplying. Do the same with semi-concrete ob-

jects. Slower learners may need to work out all the

facts for 4’s with concrete or semi-concrete mate-

rials. More capable children probably can go di-

rectly to semi-concrete figures, working out on the

board with X’s all the facts for 4’s.

Book Lesson. Oral work. After Ex. 8 has been

completed, have the books closed. Help the class

assemble and organize on the board the nine facts

in the table for 4’s. Stress the idea (a) that the 4

in each fact refers to the group (number) that is

combined repeatedly
; (b) that, therefore, the totals

increase progressively by 4; (c) that all products

are even numbers
; (d) that the multipliers increase

progressively by 1. In other words, let the table

provide extra helpers in learning the facts for 4’s.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Allow all children to pair off and ask one an-

other the facts for 4’s. Facts missed should be re-

corded and study cards made for each. These

should be filed with the multiplication cards made

after studying page 59 in the pupil’s book. En-

courage children to study the facts that are dif-

ficult for them whenever possible until all the M.
facts up to and including the 4’s can be recognized

instantly. See Manual, pages 341-345, for games

that may help stimulate practice.

2. More capable children.

a. List all the occasions they have had to use

the facts for 4’s.

b. Search through magazines and newspapers to

(i)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)
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find uses of a few of the 4’s facts, or pictures of

objects grouped by 4’s. These may be put on the

bulletin board under the title, “The M. Facts for

4’s Are Important.”

Teaching Page 61

Pupil’s Objectives: To relearn or learn (a) the

M. facts for 4; (b) the generalization that M. facts

occur in pairs.

Background. In the table ofM. facts for 4 (also

presented in the Grade 3 pupil’s book) 4 is the

multiplier and tells each time that 4 equal groups

are to be combined. In addition to the four types

of relationships taught in connection with the M.
facts for 4’s on page 60 in the pupil’s book, one

other is introduced here—the relationship between

the M. facts for 4’s and the M. facts for 4.

Teacher’s Preparation

1. As you did for preparing to teach page 60,

notice the plan of introduction for this page.

2. Look about the room for situations involving

four groups of like-objects, such as the number of

arms possessed by the first 4 children in a row, or

the number of drawers in four similar tables or

chests. Also, supply yourself with semi-concrete

objects such as milk-bottle caps, blocks, or coins.

Multiplication Facts for 4
Pairs of M. facts [O]

1. How many hats are shown in picture A?/^

columns, -J.- hats in

each column.

3+ 3+ 3+ 3 =U
Four 3’s =/l

2. Find the pair of facts in box B. Use the X’s.

Four 8’s =31 Eight 4’s =31 4x8 =31 8 X 4 =31

Every multiplication fact goes

with another to make a pair,

except when equal numbers are

multiplied (as 4x4= 16).

3. Tell the M. fact to go with

a. 3 X 4 = 12.
¥ X 3 = II

b. 7 X 2 = 14.

2X7= /¥
c. 4 X 5 = 20.

SX ¥= 20

d. 2 X 6 = 12.

6X2-= 12-

e. 7 X 3 = 21.

3X7 = 21
f. 8 x 4 = 32.

¥X8 =32

B
X X X X 4

X X X X 4

X X X X 4

X X X X 4

X X X X 4

X X X X 4

X X X X 4

X X X X ±
8 + 8 + 8 + 8 = 32

[W]

Draw X’s for Ex. 4 to 7. Under each group of X’s,

write its multiplication fact and the one that goes with it.

4. 4x6= 5. 4 x 1=2? 6. 5x4=^ 7. 4 x
(oX¥=2¥ 7 X¥=l? ¥ X 5=20 9*¥=3(>

Multiplication Facts for 4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

X4 X4 X4 X4 x4 X4 X4 X4 X4
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36

Pre-book Lesson

1. Pose a question such as: “Four children wish

to contribute 5^ apiece to a collection. How much
would be contributed altogether?” Let pupils put

j

on the board their suggestions for ways to find the

answer. Obtain these responses at least: (a) count

;

(b) draw a picture and count
;

(c) add
; (d) multiply

;

t

ie) count by 4’s. Follow this procedure for many
problems using real objects and representative

objects such as milk-bottle caps or blocks.

2. Arrange 2 rows of 4 children each and ask a

pupil to put the corresponding M. fact on the

I

board. Rearrange the children into 4 rows of 2

each and ask that the corresponding M. fact also

be put on the board. Show that both facts give the

same product. See if the children can discover

other facts to go with the facts for 4 they have

already discovered.

61

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-3: Oral work. After Ex. 2, write on the

board the generalization that follows. Have pupils

place examples of the rule below it.

Ex. 4-7: Written work. After Ex. 3f, help the

children organize the facts for 4 on the board. Be

sure these relationships are recognized: (a) the 4

in each fact is the multiplier and tells that 4 groups

of numbers or objects are being considered each

time; (b) the number multiplied increases progres-

sively by 1; (c) the products, therefore, increase

progressively by 4’s
; (d) the products are all even

numbers. These will come easily to the children if

they understand the relationship of the facts for 4

and the facts for 4’s.
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Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners may continue working with

semi-concrete objects.

a. Let all the M. facts for 4 be demonstrated.

In each case, ask what other fact (the 4’s fact) is

also demonstrated, and have both facts written on

the board in 2 ways; as four 5’s = 20, 4 X 5 = 20,

five 4’s — 20, 5 X 4 = 20. In this way rebuild the

table for 4 and for 4’s. Direct the children to

page 315 and ask them to find these facts. See if

they can find which fact is given but once and why
(4x4= 16 is a “double”).

b. If necessary, build concretely the tables for 1

and l’s, 2 and 2’s, and 3 and 3’s. If the children

are sure of these facts, they may build the tables in

abstract form, but be sure they realize that these

facts, too, go in pairs, except for the doubles.

2. More capable children.

a. Let them make from memory tables for all

the facts learned to date. These may be organized

on separate but durable charts which may be placed

on the arithmetic bulletin board for all to see.

b. Have pupils construct devices that may help

in studying multiplication facts. See Manual,

page 337, for suggestions concerning the construc-

tion and use of a Bead Board.

Practice on Multiplication Facts

[W]

Write the products on folded paper.

a b c d e

1. 5x3 IS 7 x 3 2/ 5 x 4 20 3x9 27 4x3/2
2. 6x42# 9x3 27 4x7 19 7x42? 4x 4 U>

3. 4x2? 4 x 5 20 4x6 2# 9x4 36 6x3'-?
4. 4x9 36 8 x 4 32 2 x 4 ? 8x3 2# 4x832

© Extra Practice. Work Set 18.

Multiplying Two-Place Numbers
Multiplying tens [O]

1. Here are 3 boxes of candy with 10

^ pieces in each box! How many pieces are

there in all?

You can add. 10 + 10 + 10 = JO

But since you -would have to add three

equal numbers (tens), you can multiply.

3x1 ten = 3 tens, or .30. 3 X 10 = 30

2. How many are 4 x 10?#<? 9 X 10? 70 7 X 10 ?10

Can you say this table of tens?

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Xl X2 x3 x4 x5 X6 X7 x8 X9
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

3. Multiply more than 1 ten the same way:

a. 3x2 tens = U) 3x20 = (oO b. 2x4 tens =?0 2x40 =?0

3.

Let all children pair off and ask one another

the facts for 4. Study cards should be made for

those facts found to be difficult. Have the cards

placed in the desks with those already accumulated.

Allow time during the day when these may be

studied.

Teaching Pages 62 and 63

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To practice the M. facts

for 4’s and for 4; (Jb) to review the multiplication

of 2-place numbers without carrying.

Pre-book Lesson. Both as a review of our deci-

mal notational system, and as an aid in rationaliz-

ing multiplication of ten’s numbers, have children

work with a multiplication pocket chart (see Man-
ual, page 340).

You multiply tens like ones.

62

on the board. Make the point that in writing three

10’s, or seven 10’s, the 0 is a place holder to show

that there are no 1 ’s. With other facts, follow a like

procedure and show the relationship between ex-

amples such as 4 X 2 and 4 X 20.

Book Lesson (page 62, top). Written work.

Use this practice on M. facts for written work, as

directed, but use it also for individualized oral

work.

New Word: page 63, gumdrops

Book Lesson (pages 62, bottom, and 63)

Ask that three l’s be shown, three 10’s, seven

l’s, seven 10’s. Each time have the answer written

Ex. 1-20: Oral work. Ex. 19 may be more ef-

fective if dramatized. Obtain 3 paper bags. Using
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Cover the word “tens” in Ex. 4 to 6. Say the products.

Then uncover the word “tens” and say the products.

4. 4x3 tens. 5. 3x5 tens. 6. 4x8 tens.
/I; /7-&yu) IS; /5&nA 32-

}
32te^id

Cover each 0 in Ex. 7 to 18 and say the product. Then
uncover the 0 and say the product.

7. 3x80 8. 4x70
28-, 2-80

11. 7x40 12. 5x30
l8: 280 IS; ISO

15. 2x40 16. 9x20
i; 80 /8; 280

9. 5x40 10. 7x30
20 ; 200 21; 210

13. 3x40 14. 5x20
/2; HO /0 ; /oo

17. 8x40 18. 9x30
32:320 27; 210

Multi’.plying ones and tens

19. Each bag of candy has 12 gumdrops. How many
gumdrops would there be in 3 bags? 3 X 12 =J£

12 = 1 ten and 2 ones. Multiply ones,

then tens. Study the work in the box.

Ones: Look and think, “6” (3 X 2).

Write “6” in one’s place in the product.

Tens: Look and think, “3” (3 X 1).

Write “3” in ten’s place in the product.

.
&3 -orv Cp./Q a/>v7/€/.

20. Explain Ex. a to d.
A
Then say the products for

Ex. e and f.

ill
1:2

X |3

3:6

a. 24 b. 32 c. 21* d. $0.52 e. 21

x2 X4 X3 X3 x4
48 128 63* $1.56 8¥

Copy and multiply, as in the box above.

21. 2 X 43 $(o

22. 3 x 32%

b c

5 X 31 155 3 X 43/2?

2 X 34 m 6 x 31/<%

f. 62c

x2
/2¥i

o4$/.2¥
[W]

d

5 X 21105

4 x 6124*/

23. 2 X 62/24* 4 X 813l¥ 4 x 923M 3 X 52/56

63

oak tag tickets from the pocket chart, place 12 in

j

each bag. Be sure to separate each group of 12 into

tens by placing an elastic band around ten tickets,

leaving two free. Empty the bags ; collect the ones

and ten’s bundles into one pile and have the result

j

placed on the board in figures. When studying the

ji

accompanying work in the box, be sure the chil-

dren realize that they must think “6” as soon as

i
they see 3X2. Guide children away from re-

peating the whole fact before giving the product.

Rows 21-23: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Attempt to discover what difficulties the

slower learners encounter with the written examples.

a. Ask them individually to explain how they ob-

tained their answers. If lack of facility with the M.
facts through 4 and 4’s seems to be prevalent, do

not fail to take time to provide more practice with

these facts.

b. Allow these children to do many examples on

the board so you may be sure the written form of

the multiplication work is clear to all.

2, More capable children.

a. Make up a multiplication table for 10’s, 20’s,

30’s, and 40’s. This may be displayed on the arith-

metic bulletin board.

b. Do rows 21-23 at the bottom of pupil’s book

page 63 without first changing to the vertical al-

gorism. See if others can do these same examples,

using 0 for ten and / for 1 . The written form

may be placed beside each example and these also

displayed. Example la might look like this:

0000 /// 0000 /// (8Jjm6amd; &crn&d)

2 X 43 = 86

3. Extra Practice Set 18 may be used for writ-

ten or oral work.

a b c d e

Set 18. M. facts

f g h

1. 2 6 4 4 8 3 3 4

X 1 X 4 X 4 X 9 X 4 X 3 X 4 X 5

2 24 16 36 32 9 12 20

2. 4 9 0 1 4 2 7 3

X o X 4 X 2 X 4 X 8 X 4 X 4 xo
0 36 0 4 32 8 28 0

NOTES
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Multiplying Three-Place Numbers

1. Each bag of oats weighs 100 lb. How much do the

4 bags of oats weigh?

4x1 hundred = 4 hundreds, or JiOG 4 X 100 = 900

2. How many are 6 X 100?^% x 100? POO

Can you say this table of hundreds?

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Xl X2 X3 x4 x5 X6 Xl x8 X9
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

You multiply hundreds like ones.

3 . How many are 2 X 300 ? 600 3 X 200 ? 600 4 x 200 ?/00

In Ex. 4 to 6, cover “hundreds.” Say the products.

Uncover “hundreds” and say the products.

4. 3x2 hundreds 5. 2x3 hundreds 6. 4x2 hundreds
6Jwmc/azoO) 6; faJvurid/i&dA P', ?

i

Do the same with the zeros in Ex. 7 to 10.

7. 2x300 8. 3x200 9. 2x200 10. 2x400
(,-,600 6 ; GOO ¥-, wo P; Poo

Say the products for rows 11 to 14.

11. 2x4 tens

12. 3x2 tens

13. 2x2 tens

, . . M-tema
14. 4x2 tens

Rtwid

2 X 40 f}o 2x4 hundreds

3 X 20 (oO 3x2 hundreds
coJtAMid/iedd

2 X 20 w 2x2 hundreds

4 x 20 po 4x2 \

d

2 X 400 Poo

3 X 200 too

2x200m
4x200 POO

15. To find the product of 2 x 431, as

in the box, multiply ones, then tens, then

hundreds. Explain each part,

Oiftrts&jl/. /S
16. Explain the work in Ex. a, below,

a. 420 b. $2.03 c. $1.22 d. $3.02

x2 x3 x4 x3
840 $6.09 $4.88 $9.05'6

17. We multiply money numbers like other numbers,

making cents have two places. Explain Ex. b and c, above.

18. To check multiplication, do an example twice.

Check the work in Ex. d, above, for mistakes.

[WJ

c

4 x $2.21m
3 X $2.13 *6.3

3 X $1.21*3.6

4 x $1.12*4^

[W]

Copy and multiply. Do each example twice.

a b c d

1. 2 x 43 St 2 X 54 top 3 X 102 306 2 X $0.94 Ufi

2. 4 X 20 P0 6 X 31 IP6 8 x lio no 5 X $1.01*8|

3. 3x32% 9 X 40 36,0 4 X 122m 9 X $0.40*3.6

4. 2 X 34 U 3 X 132/9 2 X 31402/ 6 X $1.10*6.6

5. 3 X 21 £3 5x41 205 3 X 2326% 4 X $0.82*3.2

C Extra Practice. Work Sets 19 and 20.

Copy and multiply as in the box above.

a b

19. 2 X 343 tft 3 X %3.23 $9.09

20. 4 x 212 P¥P 4 x $2A1$P.¥¥

21. 3 x 322 %0 2 x $2.32

22. 2 X 324 0¥P 3 X $1.31$3.93

Multiplication Test 2

slS !o

4:3:1

\x\2

8 : 6:2

64 65

Teaching Pages 64 and 65

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn how to mul-

tiply 3-place numbers, including money numbers,

without carrying; (b) to learn a way to check mul-

tiplication examples; (c) to take Multiplication

Test 2.

Background. If the children are well grounded

in multiplication of 10’s, there should be little

difficulty with these two pages since they are but

an extension of the concepts formulated on pages

62 and 63. This is an example of the economy

that results when the teaching of meanings, rather

than rote drill, is emphasized.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 65-

15. To multiply, think of 431 as 4 hundreds

and 3 tens and 1 one.

Ones: Two l’s are 2. Write “2” in one’s place

in the product.

Tens: Two 3’s are 6. Write “6” in ten’s place

in the product.

Hundreds: Two 4’s are 8. Write
Ck8” in hun-

dred’s place in the product.
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Pre-book Lesson. If there is need for it, the

concrete experiences used to prepare your pupils

for pages 62 and 63 may be extended to include

hundreds and applied to the preparatory work for

pages 64 and 65. Review of both the number

system and the multiplication of 10’s will thereby

be afforded.

New Words: page 64, oats

;

page 65, twice

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-18: Oral work. Teach through Ex. 2 at

the board with books closed. See whether your

pupils can provide the generalization that hundreds

are multiplied like ones. Be sure children see the

similarity between the horizontal form in Ex. 15

and the vertical form in the box.

Rows 19-22: Written work. As usual, do not

assign the written practice until your pupils are

ready for independent work; then observe them

to note possible weaknesses in their attack.

Rows 1-5: Written work. Multiplication Test

2.

This may be treated as a self-test, but be sure

your children realize that they are to do each

example twice as a check. Foster a habit of pre-

ciseness in your children that will prompt them

always to check work done. See, too, whether they

remember that a zero is always placed in the

dollar’s place if there are no dollars to be recorded.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . All children should search through their work

to discover errors on Multiplication Test 2. Pupils

may help one another. A list of common errors

may be placed on the board or put on oak tag and

pinned to the bulletin board. This list may be re-

ferred to in the future to see if the same errors are

causing difficulty, or to show what progress has

been made toward overcoming them.

2. Slower learners.

a. These children may be able to tell you their

difficulties. Discuss these as a group and reteach

when necessary.

b. Allow each child to work several examples

at the board so you may observe sources of diffi-

culty. Emphasize the importance of knowing the

M. facts, knowing how to write the proper multi-

plication form, understanding the generalizations

so far introduced, and knowing how to check

products.

c. If it seems desirable, continue the work with

semi-concrete objects and dot pictures.

3. More capable children.

a. Make a multiplication table for hundreds

similar to the one made for tens. This should in-

clude only M. facts already learned.

b. Do oral work on their own. Have one child

give a multiplication example like one of those in

Ex. 11-14. The pupil who responds with the cor-

rect product may ask another example of the next

child. Frequently, harder examples with figures

in all three places may be used successfully. This

may be done by teams with a leader in charge.

c. Attempt on an abacus to multiply 3-place

numbers when no carrying is involved. Pages

335-336 in this Manual explain the construction

of an abacus and illustrate the method of adding

and subtracting with it. Multiplying 3 X 104 on

an abacus amounts to the same thing as adding

104+ 104+ 104.

4. Assign Extra Practice Sets 19 and 20 on

the basis of the results of Multiplication Test 2.

Set 19. Multiplying 2-place numbers, no carrying

a b c d e f

1. 92 $0.62 $0.72 82 53 $0.81

X 4 X 4 X 3 X 3 X 3 X 2

368 $2.48 $2.16 246 159 $1.62

2. 72 82 $0.94 $0.51 $0.53 $0.61

X 2 X 4 X 2 X 4 X 2 X 3

144 328 $1.88 $2.04 $1.06 $1.83

Set 20. Multiplying 3-place numbers, no carrying

a b c d e f g

1. 102 324 103 303 221 102 105

X 2 X 2 X 3 X 3 X 4 X 3 X 1

204 648 309 909 884 306 105

2. 101 203 $1.02 $1.33 101 $2.21 $3.20

X 9 X 3 X 4 X 3 X 8 X 2 X 3

909 609 :$4.08 $3.99 808 $4.42 $9.60
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Multiplication Problems
[W]

Write just the answers for problems 1 to 14.

1. In order to give 4 cookies to each of her 3 friends,

how many cookies must Ruth bake? #

2. Each time she rolls out the dough, Ruth cuts out

8 cookies. In 4 times, how many cookies can she cut out?#

3. For sweeping the walk, Sam gets 5<t. One week

he did it 4 times. How much did he earn?

4. It takes Sam 9 min. to sweep the walk. To sweep

it 4 times, how many minutes did it take? 36

5. It is 12 blocks around the park. To ride around

3 times, how many blocks would you have to ride? 36

How many pieces of candy are there in 3 bags if each

bag has

6. 4 pieces? # 7. 7 pieces? 2/ 8. 11 pieces?#

Teacher’s Preparation. Study the problems

given in the pupil’s book and prepare similar

problems that apply to your class and that can be

solved using objects. An example of a problem
corresponding to Ex. 1 would be, “In order to

give 2 crackers to each of the 4 children in her

group, how many crackers should Mary ask for?”

Pre-book Lesson. Let the children dramatize

the problems prepared for them. For the example

given above, confront a pupil with the pleasure of

passing out 2 crackers to each of 4 children. Say,

“How many would you need for 1 child? for 2

children? What would be a quick way of finding

how many you need altogether?” Let the child

pass out the crackers two at a time to verify the

answer obtained by multiplying.

How much money must you spend in order to buy

9. three Si candy bars?^ 12. two li oranges?

10. six 3i pencils? ^ 13. two 12i balloons?

11. eight 2i stamps? ^ 14. five 4i toys? 20i

m
Teaching Page 66

Pupil’s Objective: To experience solving prob-

lems involving multiplication.

Background. Two important factors in a

child’s problem-solving ability are his experience

in using concrete objects to solve real problems in

and out of school, and his understanding of the

function of the various arithmetic processes.

By presenting realistic problems, by encourag-

ing work with concrete objects, and by stressing

the meaning behind processes, the pupil’s book

attempts to meet these needs.

New Word: sweeping

Book Lesson. Written work. Make certain

the children realize that only answers need be

recorded since the facts are so easy they may be

done mentally. Observe the children as they work

to determine their method of attack and their

degree of success. Encourage those who need it

to draw pictures as a guide. Help others to drama-

tize in their mind the situation in each problem.

Be alert to any misunderstanding or difficulty re-

garding vocabulary.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Once all children have written their solutions

for the problems, use these one at a time for an

oral lesson to bring out the reason for multiplying

in each. Pay particular attention to the variety of

ways in which the process is called for.

2. Slower learners may need continued ex-

periences in dramatizing problems and in using

objects to aid in obtaining solutions. If reading

seems to be the chief reason for difficulty in solving

problems, (a) ask the problems in oral form;

(b) have each problem put on the board and read

by a member of the group
;

(c) let each child make

up and try to write his own simple multiplication

problem. If this difficulty persists, do not fail to

give the children in question a great many verbal

problems which will give the practice needed to

become adept in problem-solving.
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3. More capable children.

a. Draw illustrations of problems. These may

be a part of the art program and used to enhance

the arithmetic corner and arithmetic bulletin board.

b. Try to change the problems in the pupil’s

book into addition or subtraction problems. Some

of these problems may be saved and used later for

review work.

c. Start a store from which real items, simu-

lated items, or pictured items are purchased in

quantity, as 4 pencils at 4^ each, or 2 cans of soup

at 17^ each.

Teaching Page 67

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To review the process

of carrying tens in multiplication
; (b) to take Multi-

plication Test 3 on recently reviewed multiplica-

tion skills.

Teacher’s Preparation. Make up problems

that apply to your class or its studies and that

demand carrying in multiplication as do Ex. 2 to 6

in the pupil’s book. Some of these should be

solvable through the use of actual objects.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Select one of the prepared problems to

present to the children. It might be, “For our

Halloween Party we have bought five dozen nap-

kins. How many is that in all?” Show the napkins,

one dozen in each of five piles. Let the children

remember that they could be counted, added, or

multiplied. See if they realize that the multiplica-

tion example would be 5 X 12. Write it on the

board.

2. Ask how many tens and ones there are in

one pile. See if your pupils can than tell how
many tens there would be in all five piles. Write

the answer under the multiplication example pre-

viously placed on the board.

3. Choose another problem and solve it on the

board either with a pocket chart or with / ’s and

0 ’s. The illustration below shows 2 X 48 = 96

depicted through the latter method.

%%%%S)-W 6

4. Have the multiplication example for another

problem put on the board in vertical form. Ask

Halloween Masks for Sale
Carrying tens in multiplication [O]

1. Here are 14 masks in each pile, or -?/- masks in all.

14 = 10 + 4. You can multiply the parts and add the

products. 7x4= 28; 7 X 10 = 70; 28 + 70 = 98.

The box below shows the short way to multiply.

Ones: Think,
“28” (7 X 4). Write “8” in

one’s place in the product and carry the 2 tens.

Tens: Think, “7” (7 X 1),
“9” (7 tens

plus the 2 tens carried). Write “9” in ten’s place.

Gp./, aJhnse'

Explain the work in Ex. 2 and 3.^ Check Ex. 4 to 6.

36 3. $1.25 4. 14 5. $0.47 6. $1.03

X2 x3 X6 X2 X9
72 $3.75 84 $0.04 $9.07

? l

In multiplying, you carry when the product

of the ones is 10 or more.

Multiplication Test 3

Copy and multiply. Check your work,

a b c

1. 7x14?/ 5x 104510 7 X $0.13#?.?/

2. 4 x 2\% 2 x 438/76 4 x $1.05H70

3. 8 X 12 ?<£ 3x319?i7 2 X $0.49*?.?/

67

someone to explain how it should be done. When
completed, and understood by all, ask for a possible

method of checking. Accept answers such as “Add
it,” “Use dots,” “Try it in the pocket chart,” etc.,

but elicit the answer that it ought to be done over

again in a search for possible errors.

New Word: masks

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-6: Oral work. Use the masks in the il-

lustration to bring out the fact that all the groups

are equal. If necessary, show on the board that

each group of 14 masks could also be thought of as

having one group with 10 in it and another with

14

X7
98

[W]

d

5 X $1.13&&f

6 x $0.03#?.//

4 X $0.21$m
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four l’s in it. Stress the point that M. facts should

be so well known that products come automatically

to mind.

Rows 1-3: Written work. Multiplication Test

3. Assign the test only when most of your pupils

are proficient enough to make it useful. As the

children work, observe them to see if they are

writing the examples and answers in correct form.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. All children.

a. If further practice is needed, use the following

examples either as board work or as oral work:

104 17 112 29 $0.14 $1.25 $0.46

X 9 X 4 X 8 X 3 X 6 X 3 X 2

You may wish to add a few examples which do

not require carrying. In that case, before the actual

work is done on any example, discuss it in the light

of the generalization in the pupil’s book and ask

if the rule applies.

b. Have them locate their errors on Multiplica-

tion Test 3 by redoing the examples for a third time.

If a record was kept of the kinds of mistakes made

on the inventory test on page 57, have them

compare it with the test just finished to see whether

they are improving.

2. Slower learners may need work similar to that

described in the Pre-book Lesson. Continue with

it as long as necessary. Do not proceed with

further new work until all children seem proficient

in multiplication with carrying.

3. More capable children may supply the class

store with items whose purchase in quantity would

produce multiplication examples in the new range

of work.

Teaching Page 68

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To practice, orally and

in writing, the skills involved in carrying in multi-

plication; (b) to test ability to detect and explain

absurd quantitative statements.

Background. Although well acquainted with

the basic concepts, and well versed in the M.
facts, some children still fail to master multiplica-

tion with carrying. This may sometimes be at-

tributed to inability to retain mentally the carried

figures, or an inability to mix multiplication with

addition as is required in this kind of example.

The examples given at the top of page 68 in

the pupil’s book are to be considered samples of

multiplication examples involving carrying. The
multiplication part simulates the multiplying of

the ten’s figure and the addition part is the adding

of the carried figure.

Pre-book Lesson. An introduction to rows 1 to

8 that would also serve as a review of the previous

day’s work might be a discussion of a multiplication

example like 57. Write it on the board and beside

X 3

it place the two headings “What We Think” and

“What We Write” as shown below.

What We Think

1. Three sevens are 21

(3X7=21)
2. Three fives are 15

and 2 (carried) is 17

(3x5+2= 17)

What We Write

l. 1 in l’s column

2.7 in 10’s c

and 1 in 1(

Book Lesson

Rows 1 and 2: Oral work.

Rows 3-8

:

Written work.

Ex. 1-5: Oral work. Motivate pupils by telling

them they are to become “Arithmetic Detectives”

for the work on the rest of the page. See if they can

cite examples where it is important to have the

right answer to arithmetic work, as in buying items

at a store, building bridges, measuring cloth, or

the like.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. With the slower learners, go over rows 3 to 8

as oral work. For Ex. 3a, their response should be

“12 and 1 are 13.” Do not let them repeat the M.
fact out loud for they are to think M. facts. As a

variation, let one child give the product and an-

other finish the example by adding the last figure to

it. Without emphasizing speed, see if this can be

made to move along fairly rapidly. Another varia-

tion is to have the same amount added to each of
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Practice for Carrying in Multiplication

[O]

To get practice for carrying in multiplication, say

answers for the examples in rows 1 and 2. For Ex. la

think, “Three 5’s are 15, and 2 are 17.”abed
1. 3x5+2/7 2x4+1? 4x5+2 22 8 x 4+ 335

2. 6x3+1/? 5x4+2 U 9x3 + 330 7x4+ 1 2?

Write just the answers for these:

rwj

3. 2 X 6+ 1/3 7 X 3 + 223 2 X 9+ 1/9 3 X 7 + 223

4. 5x3+2/7 2x7 + 1/S 4x7 + 33/ 6x2+2/?
5. 3x4+1/39x2+32/2x5+1// 4x9+33?
6. 3x6+1/? 4x8+ 23? 7x2+ 1/3 4x6+2 U
7. 8x2 + 1/7 3x8+2 26 6x4 + 2 2£ 5x2+2 /2

8. 9x4+ 33? 8x 3 + 226 3 x 9+22? 2x 8 + 1/7

Right or Wrong? Why?
[O]

Is there anything wrong in Ex. 1 to 5 below? Explain.

1. Jane’s product for 3 x 203 was 69.

2. From 7 p.m. to 12 M. is 5 hours. if

3. Ruth cut a long ribbon into fourths and used the

largest fourth to make a hair ribbon. if

4. Instead of adding to get the total in the example

3+4+5, Ann multiplied 4 by 3

5. Sam’s answer for 3x4+2 was 18

68

several verbally given M. facts. Let one child give

several facts, and another add 2 to the product each

time. If the child giving the facts detects an error,

he may give facts to another child. If someone else

in the group detects an error, he may give facts.

2.
More capable children.

a. Have them make up four or five examples

similar to the ones given at the bottom of the page

in the pupil’s book. They may test one another

with the completed problems.

b. Show them how multiplication examples may
be made up which will utilize the computations re-

quired in row 1 at the top of the page. The follow-

ing are examples that could be used:abed
1. 58 47 56 44

X 3 X 2 X 4 X 8

Now let these children attempt to make up sim-

ilar examples for rows 2 to 5. The samples given

below for these rows only indicate one possibility

for each exercise. Thus, for 2a, an example other

than the one given below might be 6 X 33. Re-

member, however, your pupils have learned only

the M. facts through to those for 4 and for 4’s.

2. 32 44 34 42

X_6 X5 X? X7

3. 69 33 96 78

X 2 X 7 X 2 X3

4. 34 75 79 24

X 5 X_2 X 4 X 6

5. 45 24 58 98

X 3 X 9 X 2 X 4

c. Let these pupils also try to make up multi-

plication problems based on the examples they

wrote for b above.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 68-

1. 3 X 203 = 609. Jane failed to write a zero in

the product to show there were no tens.

2. 7 p.m. to midnight = 5 hr.

Midnight to noon = 12 hr.

17 hr.

12 m. means 12:00 noon, not 12:00 midnight.

3. The fourths would have to be the same size.

4. Ann should multiply only when the several

groups are equal. There are not three 4’s.

5. 3 X 4 = 12; 12+ 2 = 14. Sam added first

and then multiplied, but he should have multiplied

first and then added.
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Teaching Page 69

Pupil’s Objectives: To review (a) the carrying

of hundreds in multiplication ; (b) the carrying of

both hundreds and tens in the same example.

Pre-book Lesson

1 . Use a pocket chart and let children show sev-

eral numbers in it. Use examples such as the

following:

a. 1 /. 5 hundreds, 1 ten

b. 8 ones g. 23 ones

c. 193 h. 4 hundreds, 9 ones

d. 19 tens i. 856

e. 4 hundreds, 2 tens, 6 ones j. 658

If possible, have each child work at his seat dem-

onstrating some of the smaller numbers above with

grouped dowels, pegs, toothpicks, broken match

sticks, or other suitable materials.

2. After the preliminary work use a multiplica-

tion pocket chart and tickets to work a problem

such as 4 X 240. Suggestions for the construction

and use of a multiplication pocket chart are given

on page 340 of this Manual. Essentially it is a

series of standard pocket charts connected one

under the other. This has the advantage of allow-

ing the child to see how multiplication is related to

addition. For example, in multiplying 4X 240,

the 240 would be set up with bundle numbers as

usual. This procedure would be repeated three

more times in pockets beneath the first set of

pockets. The pupils see, therefore, for each place-

value column, 4 groups of equal size.

Try several other examples, but gradually place

more emphasis on the written form and the ease of

operation it offers. Bring out the fact that early

man was hampered in his calculation because he

had always to use objects. Modern man is lucky

that the written algorism so lightens his calcula-

tion labors.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-6: Oral work. When Ex. 1 has been

read, discussed, and understood, see if the children

still remember the check for multiplication (re-

doing the example) and its importance.

Ex. 7-17: Written work.

Carrying Hundreds in Multiplication

[O]

1. Joe delivers 130 papers a day. In a 6-day week, how

many does he deliver? Study box A.

The product in ten’s column is 18. But

18 tens is 1 hundred and 8 tens. We write

“8” in ten’s place and carry the 1 (hundred).

Explain the product figure 7. if

Check the work in Ex. 2 to 6 for mistakes.

2. 240 3. $1.51 4. 232 5. $1.40 6. $2.83

X4 x3 X 4 x7 x3
960 $3.53 928 $9.80 $7.49

4 8
When the product in the ten’s column means

10 tens or more, you carry hundreds.

130

X6
780

In box B, you must carry both tens and hundreds.

Ones: 6 X 4 = 24. Write “_44_” and

carry (tens).

Tens: 6x3= 18, and 2 (the carried

tens) are 20. Write “0” and carry 2London

Hundreds: Explain the 8 in the product.

Check Ex. 7 to 11. Copy and multiply Ex. 7 to 17.

7. 193 8. $2.41 9. $0.43 10. 265 11. $1.14

x2 X4 x9 x3 x8
386 $9.64 $3.67 795 $^.$2

8 9J
12. 3 x 283/4 14. 4 x 218 gn 16. 7 X $1.32

13. 6 x 141 /4^ 15. 8 x $0.43fxw 17. 2 x $4.79Hsf

Sometimes you carry both tens and hundreds.

134

X6
804

69

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners. Assign the examples below.

Study papers and question the children to identify

the sources of their difficulty.

5X 124 6X 43 4X 229 8 X $1.21 4 X $1.97

3X 275 7X 24 2 X 473
.

4 X $2.40 9 X $0.43

2. Have more capable children work Ex. 12 to 17

with a multiplication pocket chart.

Answer Not on Reproduced Page 69

1. Box A. Multiply hundreds: Think,
“6”

(six Ps), “7” (6 hundreds plus a hundred carried).
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Multiplication Test 4

Copy and multiply. Check by multiplying again.

2. 2 X 63 jit,
5. 96 x 4 8. 296 X 3m

u 3 X 33 cfcj 6. 5 x 142 no 9. 4 X $0.89*256

j

4. 112 X 6 611 7. 114 x 8 m 10. 123 X 7/6/

a b c d e f g

1. 474 131 120 121 183 $0.40 $3.92

x2 X4 x5 X6 X3 X8 X2

2. m w m m ffi tm m
X3 X4 X3 X2 X8 X7 X9

3. m ffi ffl m ffi m
X2 X4 X7 X3 X9 X2 X3
190 9S6> 565 $1J97t>2, ?J6 $ 9.79-

© Extra Practice. For help in row 1, study page 69.

Then work Sets 21 and 22. For rows 2 and 3, use pages 67

and 69 and Set 23. Then take the test again.

Turning Numbers Around
[O]

1. How many balloons are needed

to give 2 to each of 85 children?

The work for finding eighty-five 2’s is in box A.

It is easier to multiply by 2 than

by 85. We can turn the numbers

around and find two 85 ’s (box B).

Are both products the same? ^

A B
2 85

X85 X2
170 170

Multiply each time by the smaller number.

We may multiply by the smaller number.

70

Teaching Page 70

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To take Multiplication

Test 4; (b) to learn to multiply regularly by the

smaller number.

Background. All examples in Multiplication

Test 4 require carrying; hence, the papers will

show whether there are still weak spots in need of

attention. The items are arranged in a way such

that this may be considered a diagnostic test.

Directions for study are given below the test.

It is generally easier to multiply by the smaller

of two factors. At this time the rule amounts to a

necessity, since your pupils can multiply by 1 -place

numbers only.

Pre-book Lesson. Use objects to show that

3 X 2 = 2 X 3. Show 2 books in 3 piles and then

3 books in 2 piles.

Book Lesson

Rows 1-3: Written work. Multiplication Test

4. Stress accuracy and allow time for all to finish.

Ex. 1: Oral work.

Ex. 2-10: Written work. Walk around the

room to see that all children are rewriting the ex-

amples in the correct form with the single digit as

the multiplier. At the conclusion of this work,

write the generalization on the board.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. More capable children may attempt to use

Ex. 2 to 10 as the basis for making up problems.

These problems may be illustrated and exchanged

between pairs of children for solving.

2. Slower learners may receive the specific prac-

tice needed by doing the work prescribed at the end

of the test, Extra Practice Sets 21, 22, and 23.

Set 21. Carrying tens in M.

a b c d e f s

1. 209 118 32 12 16 43 309

X 4 X 4 X 7 X 6 X 3 X 8 X 3

836 472 224 72 48 344 927

2. 30 102 448 75 39 14 37

X 6 X 8 X 2 X 2 X 2 X 7 X 3

180 816 896 150 78 98 111

Set 22. Carrying hundreds in M.

1. 384 350 292 141 283 130 242

X 2 X 2 X 3 X 6 X 3 X 6 X 4

768 700 876 846 849 780 968

2. 120 493 140 462 231 140 170

X 8 X 2 X 5 X 2 X 4 X 7 X 3

960 986 700 924 924 980 510

Set 23. Carrying both tens and hundreds in M.

1. 132 142 186 238 256 357 124

X 7 X 6 X 2 X 4 X 3 X 2 X 8

924 852 372 952 768 714 992

2. 390 267 143 478 149 134 259

X 2 X 3 X 5 X 2 X 4 X 7 X 3

780 801 715 956 596 938 777

I

i
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Teaching Page 71

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To see how asking a

question about a given number situation estab-

lishes the need for addition or subtraction or mul-

tiplication; (b) to tell how to solve problems thus

formulated.

Background. Experiences with incomplete sit-

uations 1 to 6 will reveal the fact that the addition,

subtraction, and multiplication operations are just

mathematical ways of finding answers for quanti-

tative questions. Look ahead to the Pre-book

Lesson for teaching page 72 to find in outline form

the uses, with typical problems, of addition, sub-

traction, and multiplication.

New Words: grade, members

Book Lesson. Oral work.

1. Read Ex. 1 with the accompanying comment,

and secure a good question. Give help as needed

with Ex. 1. Then ask how the problem is to be

solved, and insist that the process suggested be

justified, whether it is correct or incorrect. At-

tempts to justify incorrect choices provide excellent

opportunities for constructive teaching. Do the

same for Ex. 2 to 6.

2. As several possible questions may be given

for each number situation, let the class choose the

one liked best and have it written on the board for

future use.

3. Using the number situations in the book as

one part of each problem situation, and the ques-

tions chosen by the class and written on the board

as the completion of each problem, assign Ex. 1 to 6

as problems to be solved as written or oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1.

Slower learners may profit from the use of

semi-concrete pictures to make more vivid each

Our Grade Club Meets
Completing A., S., M. problems [O]

Finish each problem by asking a good question . Tell

how you would solve your problem.

1. The room in which our club meets has 4 rows of

seats with 8 seats in each row. 4X£=J2

What might you want to know? What would be a

good question to ask in order to find out?

2. This year our club has 30 members. At the first

meeting 4 members were not there. 30~H- = J(,

3. One time 12 of the members came in together.

Later, a group of 3 came in and then a group of 4.v
/2-h3l-4 = /?

4. Betty asked members to bring 2 books each for the

library. Nine members said they would. 7X2 = //

5. The treasurer said that our grade club had $9.25;

but that there were bills for $2.65.jM?-23'
_
&2.65'=£6.<£0

6. At each of the 6 meetings a year we have a program.

Four children take part in each program, if 6X7=2^

71

number situation, as shown in the box below for

Ex. 1 on page 7 1 in the pupil’s book.

Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 71

1. How many seats are there? 4. How many library books would that be?

2. How many members were present? 5. How much will there be after paying the bills?

3. How many members had come in by then? 6. How many take part in the 6 programs?
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Ask, “What number question do you think of

when you see this picture?” Lead them to realize

that one tends to wonder how many there are in

all when eight columns of four 0’s each are repre-

sented. Write this question in good form on the

board.

2. More capable children will enjoy playing a

game that gives further problem-solving practice.

Each child makes up five number situations

similar to the ones on page 7 1 in the pupil’s book.

These he writes, one on each of five small cards or

pieces of paper, along with the initial (A., S., or M.)

of the process needed to solve the problem were it

completed. If the game is played with teams, all

the cards from one team are put in box A, and those

from the other in box B. A child from team A goes

forward, chooses a card from box B and hands it,

without looking at it, to the leader who reads the

number situation. The child must tell what process

to use to solve the problem. If correct, his team

receives a point. A member from team B steps

forward and the process continues until all the

cards are gone. This game may be modified so

that it can be played by pairs of children.

Teaching Page 72
(

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To obtain practice in

differentiating between addition, subtraction, and

multiplication in solving problems; (b) to take

Multiplication Test 5.

Airplane Problems
Differentiating A., S„ and M. [W]

Write your work for problems 1 to 5. Check .

1.

Mr. Smith’s plane ticket cost $9.75. How much

more than $5.00 did he pay?£*/. 75

2. The morning plane carried 4 children, 18 men, and

16 women. How many people was that in all?3g

3. The plane flies 240 miles between Carson and

Weems. How many miles would it fly in 4 trips between

those cities? 9GO

4. One plane made a trip in 158 minutes. The trip by

train takes 715 minutes, or SS7 minutes longer.

5. Mr. Field makes a 180-mile trip 4 times a month.

How far does he fly each month? 710

Multiplication Test 5

Copy and find the products. Check your work.

[W]

a b c d e f

1. 34 83 31 180 $1.01 $0.24

X2 X3 X8 X4 X9 X7
G? 299 292 120 $9.09 $/.G2

2. 209 123 230 134 $2.75 $2.09

X3 X6 x3 X5 X2 x4
on 732 G90 l'10 $S.£0 M.3&

3. 78 89 43 164 $0.43 $0.61

X4 X2 X9 X3 x8 x2
3J2 /7«f 321 992 $3.99 S/.22

© Extra Practice. If you need help, work Sets 19 to 23.

72

Background. Multiplication Test 5 contains

all the multiplication computational skills and abili-

ties normally introduced at the third-grade level.

All have been reviewed by now, and the test offers

you and your pupils a means of evaluating the level

of proficiency obtained.

Pre-book Lesson. If possible, draw from pupils

the differences that distinguish the three basic

processes. Write them on the board somewhat as

follows:

Subtraction is used:

a. To find how many left.

7 of Robert’s 32 newspapers blew away. How many
were left?

b. To find how many gone.

After Mark lent his 50 marbles to his brother, he
only had 14 left. How many were gone?

c. To find the other part of a number.
Karen had saved 74^ toward a 91^ doll. How much

more did she need?

d. To find the difference.

Lester had 29 horse chestnuts, and Katherine had
37. How many more did Katherine have?

Addition is used to find how many there are alto-

gether when the groups are not the same size.

Mary received $0.75 for her allowance, and $0.25

from her grandfather. How much did she have in all?

Multiplication is used to find how many there are

altogether when the groups are the same size.

To cover his 4 bedroom walls, Glenn needed 15

maps for each wall. How many did he need in all?
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Book Lesson Written Practice

Ex. 1-5: Written work. Following the written

solution of Ex. 1-5, organize an oral lesson having

as its point the reason why one or another of the

three operations is called for in each problem.

Rows 1-3: Written work. Multiplication Test

5.

Assign the test as an achievement test, covering

everything reviewed so far in multiplication.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners. Assign Extra Practice Sets

19-23 according to the need. If, even after this

extra help, errors persist, assign appropriate pages

in the pupil’s book. (The Manual Index will help

you locate the Extra Practice Sets with answers.)

2. More capable children.

a. If there are some children who experience no

difficulty whatsoever with the multiplication skills

and abilities reviewed, let them copy from the

board the information used in the Pre-book Lesson

for distinguishing between the addition, subtrac-

tion, and multiplication processes. Perhaps they

may further illustrate the examples given by making

a dot representation for each. A small group may
make a separate copy on oak tag for the arithmetic

corner. Room should be left at the bottom so that

the division process with a suitable problem and

dot-picture may be added.

b. These children may exhibit interest in the

famous “men of mathematics.” Let them enrich

their background by writing reports on this topic.

Most of the good children’s encyclopedias contain

the necessary information for this topic. Also,

suggest some of the references given on Manual

pages 350 and 351.

c. If feasible, have this group write to, or other-

wise invite, some local personality to the class to

explain how he depends on arithmetic in his work.

Almost any occupation may be represented, so uni-

versal is the use of arithmetic.

Teaching Page 73

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To obtain written prac-

tice in working examples mixed as to operation;

(b) to take Test Yourself 2.

A., S., M.

Copy, work, and check. Watch. the signs!

1. 501 2. 89 3. 800 4. $5.98

-89 X3 -73 +2.67
V/2 267 727 P8.(o5

5. 562 6. 132 7. 198 8. $7.07

-108 X5 X4 -4.69
959 uo 191 $2.38

9. 460 10. 278 11. 611 12. $0.42

+ 290 -98 -327 x6
150 180 289 $2.51

13. 409 14. 649 15. 157 16. $6.11

x2 + 178 X4 -2.37

g/g 811 628 $3.19

17. 558 + :343 + 68 767 20. 24 + 37 + 46 + 38m
18. 348+ :532 + 16 m 21. 53 + 657 -f 29 + 206 995

19. 87 + 289 + 316 672 22. 7+6+9 + 8 + 131

Test Yourself 2
[W]

Copy, work, and check. Work carefully!

1. 209x 3 627 9. 43x8j#yl7. 2 times 489 77/

2. 601 - 258 M3 10. 4x 189 756 18. 102 X 9 q/g

3. 8x104/32- 11. 7X124&/19. 3x $2.79 ft>.37

4. 379+ 571 qS0 12. 200- 53 /y^0. 685+ 98 713

5. 708- 602 /^6 13. 34x6 20V 21. $6.66 from $8.33

6. $2.28- $1.39^4. 23 X 5 //+ 22. $7.94 plus $0.38 mi
7. 465+ 398 /63 15. 3 X $0.78

2 *3
$3. 135 minus 96 39

$5.01
8. $4.62+ $0.39 a

16. 243 X 2 m24. 7x $1.34 *9.3/

73

Pre-book Lesson

1 . If it seems desirable to focus the attention of

your pupils on the fact that process signs must

be observed carefully, ask them to discover all the

different ways addition is shown on page 73. Under

the heading “Addition,” give a typical example in

each of the forms. Do the same for subtraction and

multiplication. Under each heading, indicate the

kind of check used for that process.

2. Some children may need to be reminded that

money-number examples result in answers that

show 2 places for cents and have dollar signs pre-

fixed to them, and that, also, when whole dollars

do not occur in an answer, the fact must be shown

through the use of a 0 in dollar’s place.
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Book Lesson. Ex. 1-22 (top): Written work.

Ex. 1-24 (bottom): Written work. Test Your-

self 2.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. As with Test Yourself 1, the scores for Test

Yourself 2 should be recorded and filed.

2. Slower learners. All wrong examples in the

written practice work should be written in each

pupil’s arithmetic notebook under the heading,

“Hard Examples.” The proper solution should

accompany each. At a later date these examples

may be tried again to test for evidence of growth in

arithmetic skills.

3. More capable children may choose three

examples from Test Yourself 2 and write the form

of the check. These should be exchanged with

partners and the original example recreated. For

example, if a pupil chose Ex. 1, 2, 4, he would write

209 (S.) 258 (A.) 571

X 3 + 343 + 379

His partner would return these to the form in the

book.

Teaching Page 74

Pupil’s Objective: To review the meaning of

division as the process to use in finding how many

equal groups are in a larger group (measurement

division).

Background. Here your pupils begin a unit on

division—its meaning and uses, as well as the D.

facts and skills previously taught. The unit starts

with measurement division, which bears a rela-

tionship to subtraction. Measurement division

shows a short way of repeatedly subtracting equal

groups from a larger group. The quotient shows

the number of subtractions or the number of times

the smaller group is contained in the larger group.

Thus, 12 -4-3 = 4 is equivalent to subtracting 3

four times.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Have pupils solve a number of measurement

division problems by removing equal groups of

some indicated size. For example, ask how many

Understanding Division (D.)
Measurement D. [O]

1. How many 2’s are there in 6?

Use the picture to find out.

We can subtract 2’s from 6:

6-2=4, 4-2=2, 2-2=0.
Finding how many 2’s in 6 is dividing.

Ways to write the division facts are:

i

3

6 -s- 2 = 3 and 2')6

The sign 4- means “divided by.”

For both ways we say, “2’s in 6 = 3” or “6 divided

by 2 is 3.” 2 is called the divisor and 3, the quotient.

2. If 3 prizes are given for each race, 12 prizes will do

for _?: races.

Find out by using the rows of

X’s in box A. How many 3’s in 12?^

On the board, write in two ways

the division example and its quotient.^ /2 +3 * V
iJ/Zj’rove the answer by showing all

the work, as in box B. Explain.

3. 10 -r 5 = ? On the board

make 10 X’s with 5 in a row. Do

rTtq ,

4 <— quotiei

f)12

12 (4 X 3)

0— divisor

the things you did in Ex. 2. ___

srfr; /o -7-s= 2 ; (zxs)
Make X’s to find quotients for Ex. 4 to 9. Prove your

work as in box B.

4.

3)9 5. 4)8 6. 4)12 7. 3^15 8. 2)lf 9. 3)l8

To find how many equal groups, you divide.

-74

children 18 straws would serve if each child re-

ceived 2 straws for milk. Dramatize the situation.

Start with 18 straws and let children each take 2

until the 18 are gone. Then let them count to

find how many children got straws.

—“Answer Not on Reproduced Page 74

2. Box B. Multiply the quotient times the divisor.

4X3= 12. Write, “12” under the 12 that was

divided. Subtract. Since there is no remainder,

all the groups of 3 in 12 are represented by the

quotient 4. The division is correct.
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2. Use counters, blocks, slips of paper or the

like to solve another similar problem.

New Word: divisor

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-3: Oral work. For Ex. 1, have pupils

find out how many times they can cover 2 different

pins at a time by placing their pencil over the ob-

jects in the picture.

In Ex. 2, make sure the children recognize that

the X’s in box A are written by rows by having

them cover 3 rows with their hands or with a piece

of paper. Walk around the room to see that every-

body has left one row only exposed. Ask how many
such groups of 3 there are in the whole group of 12.

Ex. 4-9: Written work. Help the children see

how X’s can be used to aid them in finding quo-

tients. Work Ex. 4 all the way through the proof

and remind them that proof is to be given for each

of the remaining examples. When the work is fin-

ished, write the generalization on the board and

assure yourself that it is understood by all.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners who do not see the “sense” to

Ex. 4-9 should continue working with manipulate

objects. Provide each with 25 to 30 sticks, buttons,

or slips of oak tag. Solve several easy D. fact ex-

amples with these pupils. When the majority seem

to do this easily, progress to the use of semi-

concrete symbols on the board. If some are still

confused, let them work in pairs with the objects.

After considerable board practice, work the first

two of the following examples in a manner similar

to that in the pupil’s book and assign the rest for

written practice:

5jf5 2)l2 3)H 4]l6 2jl0 3)6 4)20

2. More capable children.

a. Have these children count by 2’s to 18, 3’s to

27, and 4’s to 36, each time writing the numbers in

horizontal rows. Now let them divide each num-

ber in the first row by 2, the second row by 3, and

the third row by 4. Have them tell what they no-

tice about the quotients. Direct them to write the

M. facts that would be used to prove each example.

See if this reminds them of M. facts they al-

ready know.

b. Do not fail to allow these children to work

with manipulate objects at the arithmetic table

if they feel inclined to do so.

c. Ask each child to make out three “X pic-

tures” to be exchanged with a partner. Each

should discover and write in both division forms

the division example represented by the “X
pictures.”

\

Teaching Page 75

Pupil’s Objective: To review or to learn the

D. facts with divisor 4.

Background. The D. facts up to and including

facts with divisor or quotient 4 were introduced in

Grade 3. The review in this chapter reteaches the

D. facts with divisor or quotient 4. If your pupils

also need systematic reteaching of division facts in-

volving 1, 2, and 3, you can follow a procedure like

that used in reteaching the facts involving 4.

The inventory test for division will be found on

page 8 1 in the pupil’s book.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Present the D. facts with divisor 4 by placing

3" by 5" cards in groups of 4 along the chalk tray.

This arrangement produces a “number line”

which gives your pupils another way of thinking

about these facts and about number meanings in

general. Place the cards as shown in the diagram.

Notice that you may go beyond 36 cards if you

wish to hint to your pupils that the number line

actually does continue. As shown, write on the

board the number that signifies the number of the

last card in each group.

2. Have a pupil indicate 24 cards by standing

in such a way as to block the cards from 25 on.

Have him tell how many groups of 4 are in 24. He
should point to, or mark off with his hands, each

group. Write the abstract example with the quo-

tient on the board in the form 24 -r- 4 = 6.
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Division Facts with the Divisor 4
[O]

The first row in the picture shows a set of 4 tools. The
picture shows 9 sets of tools, or

tools in all.

1. How many sets of 4 tools

are there in 28 tools ?

28 -T- 4 = 7

In the picture, cover all rows

below 28 and count the other sets.

Are there seven 4’s in 28?^

2. How many sets of 4 tools

will 12 tools make? Cover all but

the first 12 tools and count rows.

12 -4- 4=3

Use the rows in the picture to

find the quotients.

a be
3. 4)8~ 4)24 4)32

4. 4)20 4)16

the systematic character of the table: (a) 4’s are

taken out each time
; (b) the quotients increase by

1 ;
(c) the totals (“dividends,” but you cannot use

the word) get 4 larger; (<d) the totals are all even

numbers. Conclude with oral practice on the D.

facts with divisor 4. Have the children identify the

harder facts for further study.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . All children.

a. Demonstrate in several different ways the

truth of the D. facts when the divisor is 4. Devise

a problem which may be dramatized in the class-

room. For example: “In making our notebooks

we will need 4 pieces of paper for each child. A
pile of 32 sheets will do for how many children?”

Have 4 sheets passed to several children until the

pile is depleted. Help children relate this process

to continued subtraction of 4. They should then

discover the quotient and write the fact on the

board.
Say all the division facts that have 4 as divisor. Use

the table below and say, “4’s in 4 = 1, 4’s in 8 = 2,”

and so on.

Division Facts, Divisor 412345 678 9

4)4 4)8 4)12 4)16 4)20 4)24 4)28 4)32 4)36

75

3. Emphasize that division can be a matter of

continually subtracting an equal group from a

larger group by having a child pick up groups of

four cards each until 24 cards have been used,

counting consecutively while so doing.

4. Let pupils remind you how to prove the ab-

stract work. They should realize that the example

has first to be in the form 4J24. Continue this for

all possible D. facts with divisor 4 if necessary.

Book Lesson. Oral work. While doing the les-

son, stress the repeated subtraction meaning of divi-

sion. After row 4 has been completed, have pupils

close their books and try to organize on the board

the division table for facts with divisor 4. Let

pupils study the relationships made manifest by

b. Place buttons or discs, or the like, in 9 boxes

so as to represent the dividend in each of the 9 D.

facts with divisor 4. Have 4 objects in the first

box, 8 in the second, and so on to 36 in the ninth

box. Tell the children that they may test the

quotients given in the table in the pupil’s book.

Invite various children to discover how many
groups of 4 objects are in each box. As each fact

is verified, write it on the board with figures, thus

recreating a table of D. facts.

c. Use semi-concrete pictures, such as dots or

crosses, to find the facts. For the fact 36 -f- 4,

make 36 dots on the board and then group by 4’s

as in the diagram. The 9 groups will give the

quotient.

d. Give your pupils oral practice on D. facts

with quotient or divisor 1, 2, 3, or 4. They might

put the whole fact on the board, with the quotient,

as you call it out. They should mark facts they do

not know, reverify them with objects, and work

with partners in an effort to learn all these D. facts

so well that they can respond to them in oral or

written form quickly, correctly, and with complete

confidence.
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2. For complete mastery slower learners will

need continued work with the pattern of develop-

ment given above for all children. Do not insist

on recognition of the abstract facts until a sufficient

background of understanding has been built

through the use of objects, representative objects,

pictured objects, and semi-concrete pictures.

3. More capable children who learn the facts

easily and quickly may help in preparing material

to be used with other groups or for class display.

Have each of the D. facts, divisor 4, illustrated in a

manner similar to that shown in the picture below.

UUMU
1

(xxxx)

2

(xxxx)

4’s in 8 = 2

8^4=2

4)8

Drawings by the children, or pictures of ob-

jects cut from magazines or old workbooks, may
be used to show each fact in the semi-concrete-

picture form. These nine charts should be placed

about the room so that children may refer to them

at any time. Also, have made for display the table

in the pupil’s book, and, perhaps, two others

showing the table in the form 4’s in 4 are 1, and

4 -r- 4 = 1 . Desirable, too, is a table in the form

shown in the box at the top of the next column.

Notice that in this chart, the number of groups of

4 in each row indicates the quotient. It is always

true of measurement division that the quotient is

an abstract number that tells the number of groups.

The divisor, of course, tells the size of each group,

which in the case of this chart is always 4. A chart

similar to this one, on page 110 in the Manual,

depicts the situation for the facts with quotient 4.

There the number of groups remains the same, 4,

while the size of the groups becomes 1 larger.

1

xxxx 4)4

2

xxxx xxxx 4)8

3

xxxx xxxx xxxx 4JT2

4

xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 4716

5

xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 4)20

6

xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 4)24

7

xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 4)28

8

xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx XXXX XXXX 4J32

xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx XXXX xxxx xxxx .

Teaching Page 76

Pupil’s Objectives: To review or to learn

(a) the D. facts with quotient 4; (b) the idea that

most D. facts go in pairs.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Give oral work designed to test your chil-

dren’s familiarity with the D. facts having quo-

tients 1, 2, and 3. If reteaching seems necessary,

proceed according to the plan shown for quotients

of 4 in the pupil’s book, page 76.

2. Be sure your pupils can distinguish “rows”

and “columns.” It may be helpful to relate rows

to the rows in the school auditorium and columns

to newspaper columns.

3. For the problem in Ex. 1, use a flannel board

(see Manual, page 338) and construct on it with

small square pieces the pattern shown in box A
in the pupil’s book. Make sure your children

understand that these pieces represent the boards

mentioned in Ex. 1 . Have them count the number

of pieces in a column. To re-emphasize measure-

ment division, have 4 different children take away

a column of pieces to use in “building” a box. This

is the same as repeated subtraction of 6 from 24.
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XXXXXX

<M<M<H<I<M

5. 12 -
5- 3 =//.

/I -r 4=3
6. 12 4- 2=6

/2 +(>=2

Division Facts with the Quotient 4
Pairs of D. jacls [O]

1. It takes 6 boards to make a box, so

24 boards will make _ ?_ boxes.

Use the columns of X’s in box A.

Subtract 6’s from 24. 24 -5- 6 =V

2. Box A shows another D. example.

Use the rows of crosses. 24 -s- 4 =6

3. Use columns, then rows, to find

the two D. facts in boxes B and C.

5.32+4=?; 32 +?=4; C.3t+4-=?;36*<?=4
4. What other D. fact goes with

a. 12 h- 3? b. 20 - 5? c. 8 j- 2?

/2±y-=3 20+4=S ?-t‘+=2

Every D. fact but one like 16 * 4 = 4

goes with another to make a pair. If

you know one fact, you know the other.

Copy Ex. 5 to 12. Write each quotient

and the other D. fact that goes with it.

7. 36-9=^ 9. 4)24^11. 4)123^2

8. 20^5=4 10. 4)28 Z/lf 12. 5)20^
20 + 4=5

© Extra Practice. Work Set 24.

Say, "Ps in 4 = 4, 2’s in 8 = 4,” and so on.

Division Facts, Quotient 4444444444
1)4 2)8 3)l2 4)16 £)20 6)24 7)28 8)32 9)36

7G-

4. Reconstruct the pattern on the flannel

board and say, “Suppose we decided that we did

not want tops or bottoms on our boxes, so that

only 4 boards would be needed for each box.

With the same 24 boards, how many boxes could

we build?” Have the children count the number

of pieces in a row. Then have them count rows to

find how many boxes could be made.

Write on the board the two D. facts discovered

by using columns and then rows. Ask which of

the two was studied on page 75 (24 -=-4=6).

5. Using semi-concrete pictures on the board,

continue finding pairs of D. facts until the children

realize and can state the idea that all D. facts in-

volving 4 occur in pairs, except 16 -=- 4 = 4.

6.
Review the meanings of the words “divisor”

and “quotient,” which were introduced earlier. See

if your pupils can identify divisors and quotients

in examples such as these and other similar ex-

amples that you make up:

4

2)8 16 -5-4=4 3’s in 15 = 5.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-4: Oral work. After Ex. 4c, have the

children try to formulate in their own words the

generalization shown in dark print.

Ex. 5-12: Written work. At the conclusion of

the written work, have your pupils close their

books and attempt to organize on the board the

table of D. facts with quotient 4. Study with

them the relationships that occur: (a) divisors in-

crease by 1 ; (6) quotients are always 4 ;
(c) totals

(“dividends,” but, again, you cannot use the word)

get 4 larger; (d) totals are even numbers. Con-

clude by oral practice on the D. facts with quotient

4. Use the form shown above the table in the

pupil’s book as well as the form, “4 divided by 1

is 4, 8 divided by 2 is 4,” and so on. Harder facts

should be identified for further study and study

cards made for each.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners may benefit from discovering

the D. facts, quotient 4, without reference to the

D. facts already known. Use 9 boxes, as was sug-

gested for teaching page 75. Invite children to

take objects one at a time from the first box to

find how many ones are contained in 4. Two
objects must be taken each time from the second

box, three from the third box, and so on, up to

nine objects from the ninth box. Each time the

quotient will be found to be 4. Have pupils iden-

tify both the divisor and the quotient using the

representative objects. See if you can lead them

to see that the quotient each time refers to the

number of groups, while the divisor refers to the

size of the group.

2. More capable children may make chart mate-

rial similar to that made for the D. facts with

divisor 4. Since the nature of this activity is not

new, little difficulty should be encountered.
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The parallel illustrations for D. facts, quotient

4, which will complete the set include:

a. An illustration for each of the 9 D. facts, quo-

tient 4, like the one shown below.

b. Tables for facts with quotient 4, as shown

below:

4 4 4

l]4 2)8 . . . 9)36 (shown in the pupil’s book)

l’s in 4 = 4, 2’s in 8 = 4 . . . 9’s in 36 = 4

4 t- 1 = 4, 8-2=4, ...36

-

9 = 4

c. A table using X’s or small pictures:

xxx x l)4

XX XX XX XX 2)8

4

xxx xxx xxx xxx 3)l2

xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 4J16

xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx 5)20

4

xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 6)24

4

XXXXXXX XXXXXXX XXXXXXX XXXXXXX 7)28

4

xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx 8)32

4

XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX 9J3

6

d. The patterns used for discovering the 9 pairs

of D. facts may be made on separate cards and

placed about the room for incidental use. The two

facts shown by each pattern should be placed above

each illustration as shown below.

4-1=4 8-2=4
4-4=1 8-4=2

12- 3 = 4

12- 4=3 etc.

3. All children.

a. To complete mastery of the D. facts, give

quick oral reviews during the day as a change of

pace from other work.

b. Adapt some of the games suggested in this

Manual, pages 341-345, so that practice on D.

facts will be varied and interesting.

c. Children who need further help should do

Extra Practice Set 24.

Set 24. D. facts, divisor or quotient 1, 2, 3, or 4

a b c d e f g h

7 4 1 5 3 4 4 4

1.4)28 6524 4)4 4)20 4)12 9)36 3)12 5)20

9 8 4 6 4 4 4 2

2.4)36 4532 8)32 4)24 4)16 2)8 7)28 4)8

6 3 8 2 6 3 7 2

3. 2)12 5)15 3)24 6)12 3)18 276 2)14 5)T0

3 5 1 7 1 9 3 1

4. 7)21 2710 7)7 3)21 3)3 2718 8)24 878

Teaching Page 77

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn the use of the

unit fractions §, and \ as applied to groups;

(b) at the same time, to apprehend the fractional-

part idea in division.

Background. Turn to Manual page 112 and

read the Background material presented there for

teaching page 78. Page 77 in the pupil’s book is

preparation for the work with fractional-part divi-

sion that is to come.
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Equal Parts of a Croup
Naming'with fractions [O]

In the pictures the parts of each big group are equal,

so we can name each part and tell its size with a fraction.

1. The flowers in picture A are in equal groups.

What fraction names each group anc^tdls its size? 3

2. How many are £ of 12 flowers ?A £ of 12 = ^

3. What fraction names each of the equal parts of

the 16 candies in picture B? ?

4. How many are i of the 16 candies ?A i of 16 = ^

In Ex. 5 to 10, tell the fraction name for each equal

part. Then say the number story. For Ex. 5 say, “Each

equal part is £. i of 8 pencils = 2 pencils.”

Pre-book Lesson

1. Review the work on fractions covered earlier

in the year. Fold a piece of paper twice to divide

it into quarters. Say, “Are all these sections equal?

Then we can name each with a fraction. What can

we call each piece?” Have somebody write the

fraction \ on the board and establish the fact that

the 1 in 5 shows that only one of the four parts is

being considered, while the 4 shows that the whole

was divided into 4 equal parts.

2. Announce that after dividing whole objects

into equal parts the next step is to divide groups

of objects into equal groups. To move from parts

of an object to parts of a group, select a problem

that can be illustrated in the room. Say, “Let’s

divide this group of 8 books into 4 equal parts.

Can anybody tell me how many books would be

in each group?” Help them discover that in order

for each group to be equal, there must be 2 books

in each group.

Point out that the groups are all equal in size

and that, therefore, a fraction could be used to name
each part. Since there are 4 equal parts, the frac-

tion used to name one part would be J. Write this

fraction on the board, then see if the children can

tell you that there are 2 books in each equal part.

Write on the board the number story “£ of 8 = 2.”

Book Lesson. Oral work. For Ex. 5-10, write

the number stories on the board as they are given

to you so pupils will be accustomed to the written

form.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. All children should experience working with

objects to find fractional parts of groups. Each

child may select items from his box of objects to

represent the pictures in the pupil’s book for

Ex. 5-10. The teacher should then suggest ex-

amples that depart from those in the book. It may
be suggested that for more difficult examples like

^ of 36, one way to break the larger group into 9

equal groups would be to space 9 of the 36 objects

across the desk to mark the 9 parts. Then con-

tinue to put one object in each pile until the 36

are exhausted. It will be found that each group

has 4 objects.

2. Slower learners should work as a group with

the teacher. Any D. fact so far studied may be

used as the basis for posing such tasks as, “Let’s

separate a group of 32 objects into 4 equal groups.”

Each time the discovered number story should be

written on the board.

3. More capable children should be able to work

from the abstract number story to a semi-concrete

representation. Write on the board number stories

such as the following and ask that dots, or X’s be

used to show how each would be represented:

i of 27 =3 i of 18 =9
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Teaching Pages 78 and 79

Pupil’s Objective: To continue study of

fractional-part division with the fractions

and 5 .

Background. Page 78 confronts the pupil

with a new meaning for division. The chart at the

bottom of this page and the Pre-book Lesson which

follows will suggest to you how you can demon-

strate with materials the differences between the

measurement meaning and the fractional-part

meaning of division.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Remind your pupils that they learned that

one method for finding D. fact quotients was to

keep subtracting the divisor from the total number

(“dividend”). Inform them that now they are to

learn another kind of division.

2. Present a concrete problem, such as “28

children want to divide into 4 teams in order to

run relay races. How many children would be on

each team?” Solicit suggestions as to a method for

solving the problem. Of all the suggestions pro-

posed, emphasize the natural one, i.e., the choosing

of leaders who select, in turn, one team member at

a time. Draw circles for teams on the board, and

show how it would look if X’s were used to repre-

sent team members. The top half of the diagram

on the next page shows the four leaders and the

other 24 pupils. The 4 separated leaders help to

show that in the end there will be 4 equal groups.

In the computation work, 4 is the divisor. The
bottom half of the diagram shows the results of

the completed division (after repeatedly placing

Measurement Division Fractional-part Division

Clyde has 8ff. How many 2<f pencils can he buy? Clyde has 8^. How much will he give away if he

gives | of it to his brother?

Differerences in object manipulation

To find the number of 2’s in 8, count the number
of times groups of 2 objects may be separated from
the 8 objects.

To find \ of 8, separate the 8 objects into 2\equal

groups by the continual process of placing I unit at

a time in each of 2 piles until all 8 objects are used.

Differences in semi-concrete picturization

(XX) (XX)(XX) (XX)

(4 groups)

(xxxx) CxxxjD

(4 objects in each group)

Differences in definition

In measurement division you find the number of

equal groups in a large group of objects when the

size of the smaller groups is known.

In fractional-part division, you find the size ofthe

equal groups when a large group is separated into a

specified number of equal groups.

Differences in writing and reading the algorism forms

Writing Reading Writing Reading

2’s in 8 = 4 } two’s in 8 = 4

8 X'Z = 4
]

4
[
8 divided by 2 is 4

2)8 1

\ of 8 = 41 one half of 8 is 4

' 4 1 8 divided by 2 is 4

1

Differences in relating the “labels
”

4

2$8ff

T T

Ni,
ciol

£»

TT
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Another Kind of Division

Fractional-part D. [O]

1. Mary gave Ann \ of her 6 dolls. Use the pictures

to explain how Mary found 5 of 6 dolls.^

To find i of 6
, you may

write the D. fact in any of

the three ways in the box.

For a say, “One half of six is three.” Read b and c.

i> cUwict&d'Jly, 2- so) 3

2. Mary tied together 3 of her 12 doll dresses with a

j

ribbon. How many dresses were in the bundle?

|

Find 3 of 12 by making marks on the board until you

|

have divided 12 into 3 equal groups. CH7l^(TiTP) CHTT)

Write the division fact three ways. Read them.
/2+3*V; £ 3Tt£

3. Mary put 16 doll hats in 4 equal piles. How many

I

doU hats did she put in each pdehE><m><!is><m>
Find i of 16 by dividing 16 markson the board.A
Write the division fact three ways. Read them.

|

/6±t/.=J+;
1j:of/6, =y; vYlt

To find how many in each equal part or equal

share of a group, you divide. The quotient tells

how many there are in each equal part.

a. 3 of 6 = 3 3

b. 6^2 = 3 c. 2)6

[W]

Copy and write quotients for Ex. 4 to 11. If you need

to, find quotients by using buttons or by making marks.

4. i of 8 books =

5. 3 of 9 birds =

6 . i of 8 cakes =

7. 3 of 6 dogs =

8 . 3 of 14 pencils

9. 3 of 10 marbles =W^
10. 3 of 15 flowers =5$#^

11 . i of 12 candles

l°]

Picture A shows 12 Christmas balls divided into 4

equal rows of 3 balls each. Each i of 12 = 3.

12 and 13. Give sentences like the ones above for

picture A to tell what is shown in B; in C.Jt

14 to 17. Give sentences of the same kind for dot

pictures D to G.ttdfa/fy./2a*u0/3

F,— G

For Ex. 18 to 21, draw on the board dot pictures like

D to G above. For each, give sentences like those for A.

####

i of m
l 1

; ;

: :

78 79

X’s one to each circle until the remaining 24 were

used up). Unlike measurement division, where the

answer would be the number of equal groups, the

answer in fractional-part division is the number of

items in each of the equal groups. Be sure pupils

identify the quotient, 7, for the problem just

illustrated.

Answer Not on Reproduced Page 78

1. Mary found \ of 6 dolls by placing 1 doll in

one box and another doll in another box, con-

tinuing this process until all the dolls were used.

She then had 2 equal groups of 3 dolls. J of 6 = 3.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 79

12. Box B shows 9 stars divided into 3 equal

rows of 3 stars each. Each ^ of 9 = 3.

13. Box C shows 8 angels divided into 2 groups

of 4 each. Each | of 8 = 4.



New Word: page 79, sentences

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-3: Oral work. With the class, read through

the explanatory material in the pupil’s book. It is

important for the children to see that the division

example may be written three ways, as in the box.

Methods b and c have been associated already with

measurement division, but they are usable also for

the fractional-part division idea. On the other

hand, method a is a new way to indicate a division

example, and it may be employed only with the

fractional-part idea.

In connection with the solution of Ex. 1, and

subsequently of Ex. 2 and 3, have the class identify

the meaning of the quotient. For Ex. 1, say, “One
half of six is three. Three what?” Then lead the

children to see and perhaps state the idea that the

quotient tells how many are in each equal part or

share of the larger group, as pointed out in the

generalization at the bottom of page 78.

Ex. 4-21: Written work. In assigning the

written work starting with Ex. 4, illustrate how
the answers may be found with buttons or marks,

but instruct the children to try to think the quo-

tients without these aids.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. More than likely, your slower learners will

need to use buttons or marks to find the quotients

for examples 4-11. Help them to do this by making

dot pictures on the board for each exercise. Have
them, then, repeat the exercises orally, using

only the diagrams previously drawn as aids in dis-

covering the quotients. On the third repetition of

the examples, ask them to try to think quotients

directly.

2. All children. Put on the board several dot

pictures like those in boxes D to G. Use them to

check understanding of the generalization at the

bottom of page 78 in the pupil’s book.

Teaching Pages 80 and 81

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To obtain practice in

identifying the two kinds of division in verbal

problems;
(b) to see and use the whole-story idea

in multiplication and division; (c) to discover how

Problems about Skating

Two types of division [OJ

You divide when you want to know
a. how many equal groups there are.

b. how many there are in each equal part

or equal share of a group.

1. Eight children were skating in 2 equal groups.

How many children were in each group

Is the division question, “How many
are there in each i of 8?”^

2. In another place, 15 children were skating, 5 in

each group. How many groups did that make?j
Is the division question, “How many 5’s are in 15?”j^

What is the division question in Ex. 3 and 4?

3. Sam found 12 sticks for making a fire. He started

the fire with only of them. How many of the sticks did

Sam use to start the fire?
of/2 ?(v)

4. After getting warm, 10 children went out to skate,

2 to a group. How many groups did that make?
%w/rncuny-

cf 2
asie/ /O ? (sJ

The Whole Story irs M. and D.

1. Find these four facts in the box:

4x5 = 20 20 = 5= 4

5x4 = 20 20 = 4= 5

These four facts make the whole

story in M. and D. about 4, 5, and 20.

2. Say three other facts that go with each of these:

a. 3 X 9 = 27 b. 12 = 2 = 6 c. 28 = 7 = 4

80—
well division skills have been retained in order to

find out what phases of division need to be re-

learned.

Background. The work at the top of page 80

will demonstrate that ability to distinguish between

the two kinds of division pays off immediately in

problem-solving. Children must know what the

quotient means. This is a primary requisite in dif-

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 80

2a. 9X 3= 27; 27 3=9; 27-9= 3

b. 12 -f- 6 = 2; 2X6= 12; 6x2= 12

c. 28-4=7; 7X4=28; 4X7=28

(Ol

X X X X X
X X X X X

X X X X X

X X X X X
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ferentiating mixed problems involving the four

basic arithmetic processes.

Because the study of division came late in the

Grade 3 program, there is a possibility that some

of this work was not covered. For this reason con-

siderable review has been given prior to the division

inventory test at the bottom of page 81, contrary to

the pattern of inventory tests for the other basic

processes.

Book Lesson (page 80, top). Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions (page 80, top)

1. From the oral work, appraise your slower

learners' requirements for concrete work. If

needed, allow them to solve the problems in the

pupil’s book using objects from the boxes possessed

by each individual. Progress to board work and

then as a later check use the extra problems given

under 2 below.

2. If the four problems do not give your more

capable children enough experience to achieve the

purpose of the lesson, use other problems such as:

a. Farmer Smith said that the cold weather last

winter killed \ of his 18 peach trees, (fractional-part

division ; (XXXXXXXXX) (XXXXXXXXXp

b. Mrs. Smith has 16 eggs on hand. She is going

to use 4 of them in a cake, (measurement division;

(XXXX) ( XXXX) (xxxx) (xxxxD

When these are completed, have pupils use X’s

in groups to show that they understand the mean-

ing of each problem. Finally, let these children

try to make up three problems of each kind.

Partners may exchange problems and solve.

Pre-book Lesson (pages 80, bottom, and 81,

top)

1. Pose a natural or contrived number situation

such as, “When Betty made fudge, she cut it like

this:

Every M. or D. fact, except one like 4 X 4 = 16

or 9 -r- 3 = 3, goes with three other facts to make
a whole story in multiplication and division.

[W]

Write the whole stories in M. and D. about

3. 3, 4, and 12. 5. 3, 6, and 18. 7. 4, 9, and 36.

4. 6, 4, and 24. 6. 4, 8, and 32. 8. 3, 8, and 24.

( fy. /, ?o)

How Well Do You Remember How to Divide?
Inventory [W]

You haven’t had some of these division examples since

last year, but try them just for fun.

1. 18 ^-3 (o 8. i of \2(o 15. 8)32 22. 2)48

2. 16 + 22 9. 3)27 16. 23. 3)155

3. 15 3^ 10. 2'5Io 17. 2# 24. 2)1^8

4. 18 -f- 29 11. 3)24 18. 4$ 25. 4)128

5. iof 147 12. 7)2f 19. 3$ 26. 67186

6. ± of 123 13. 4)20 20. 2)64 27. 37^9

7. & of 217 14. 6)24 21. fjk 28. 87248

If you made mistakes in the examples above, read the

helps below to find why you made the mistakes.

To divide quickly and correctly, you must

a. know all the division facts (D. facts).

b. start to divide at the left.

c. write quotient figures in their correct places.

d. know how to check (by multiplying the quotient by
the divisor).

81

How many rows were there and how many pieces

in each row?” Obtain and write the M. fact used

to find the answer (three 4’s = 12 or 3 X 4 = 12).

Do the same for the columns (four 3’s = 12 or

4X3= 12).

2. Say, “We now know that Betty had 12 pieces

of fudge. If she wanted to wrap it all in packages

of 4 each, how many packages would she have?”

Have a pupil point out that each row has 4 pieces.

Since there are 3 rows, she would have 3 packages.

Write this fact, 12 -r- 4 = 3, on the board. Change

the question so that Betty wraps packages of 3

pieces each. Write the resultant fact, 12 -s- 3 = 4,

on the board. Explain that the four facts dis-

covered give the whole story for 3, 4, and 12.
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3. Have the children use “X” patterns to find

the whole story for several groups of numbers,

such as Ex. 3-8 in the pupil’s book, page 81. Be

sure to include a “double” such as 4, 4, 16 so the

pupils will see that only 2 facts can be given in its

whole story.

Book Lesson (pages 80, bottom, and 81, top)

Ex. 1 and 2: Oral work. While children are

giving answers to Ex. 2, others may verify them

at the board with semi-concrete patterns.

Ex. 3-8: Written work. Indicate what is to be

done by helping pupils with Ex. 3.

Differentiations and Extensions (pages 80,

bottom, and 81, top)

1. Slower learners may need to draw “X” pic-

tures as an aid in doing Ex. 3-8. They may also

need help in discovering that for Ex. 3 the number

12 gives the total number of X’s to be drawn, while

the other two numbers tell the number of rows

and columns to draw. It will not matter which of

the two numbers is used to tell the number of

rows or which of the two is used to tell the number

of columns.

2. Have more capable children find as many as

possible of the whole stories for D. facts studied

but not given in the pupil’s book. You may or

may not want them to show the patterns from

which the stories are derived as is done below for

3, 5, and 15.

Division Test I

Write just the quotients on folded paper.

W a b C d e f g

1. 2$ Ilf 3)27 4)20 4 ^Io 2)12

2. 4l2t 9)18 4 3)15 4)4 4)8

3. 4 61# 5)20 4 8124 3}I2 8^32

4. 5515 $4 8ll£ 4)32 2)10 7)14 9)36

5. 4)ii 6)18 3)18 7)28 3^4 4
6. 3-pf 4)28 6l2f 4)3§ 4)16 2)lf 7)21

Were some of the division facts hard for you? Study

the helpers below and then take Division Test 1 again.

Helpers for Division Facts

[O]

1. Sometimes you can think quotients for

hard division facts by using whole stories.

Say three facts of a whole story in M. and

D. to help you with each example in box A.#

2. Tell the quotients for box B.

Then finish this rule: When you divide by

an equal number, the quotient is always -7-.

3. Tell the quotients for box C.

Then finish this rule: When you divide a

number by 1, the quotient is always

Make study cards for hard division facts.

82

A

27^ 3

24 ^ 6

18^-2
_

4 4=/

3 - 3--/

C

2 1-2

3 + 1 -3

Teaching Page 82

Book Lesson (page 81, bottom). Written work.

Inventory test. Allow sufficient time for the test.

Do not encourage hasty, poorly considered answers.

Pupils may record their errors on a chart similar

to the one shown on page 36 of the Manual.

Pupil’s Objectives: {a) To take Division Test

1 to identify D. facts (with divisors 2, 3, and 4, and

quotients 2, 3, and 4) that are in need of mastery;

(b) to learn helpers to use in finding quotients for

hard D. facts.

Differentiations and Extensions (page 81,

bottom). As with the review units for addition,

subtraction, and multiplication, group your chil-

dren according to their learning needs. Slower

learners will need to do the work on page 82 with

great diligence, while there may be some more

capable children who can skip page 82 entirely.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 82

1. Box A
27 4- 3 = 9

27 4- 9 = 3

9 X 3 = 27

3 X 9 = 27

24 4- 6 = 4

24 4- 4 = 6

4 X 6 = 24

6 X 4 = 24

18-=- 2= 9

184- 9 = 2

9X 2= 18

2X 9= 18
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Book Lesson

Rows 1-6: Written work. Division Test 1.

Administer the test on the D. facts twice, as you

have been advised to do with the corresponding

tests for the other processes. The first time the

children take the test, let them concentrate on

getting correct quotients for as many facts as pos-

sible. The second time have them identify for

themselves their hard facts, including those they

omit, those for which they give incorrect quotients,

and those they have to puzzle out.

Ex. 1-3: Oral work. Remind pupils that they

used helpers for hard M. facts. Draw from them

the idea that a M. fact may sometimes help them

remember a hard D. fact. This should lead to the

whole-story helper. Objectify the examples given

in boxes B and C in an effort to help the children

formulate helpers 2 and 3. Request that Division

Test 1 be taken once again to verify the aid offered

by the use of the helpers.

Helping You Understand Division Answers
[O]

In these problems, the dividing has been done. You

are to decide what the quotient tells.

1. Tom read a story about 20 planes, 4 in each group.

When he divided to find how many 4’s in 20, his quotient

was 5. This means 5 what?

Was Tom finding how many groups of 4 planes each?Jfe

If so, his answer would be “5 groups.”

Was Tom finding how many planes in each of 4

groups ?A If so, his answer would be “5 planes.”

Which answer is correct? SyfoufJ

2. Another story told about 15 planes in 3 equal

groups. When you find i of 15, the quotient is 5.

(5 planes or 5 groups ?) SjtMmd

3. Five girls shared equally 20 paper dolls.

i of 20 = 4. (4 paper dolls or 4 groups ?)

Differentiations and Extensions

4.

Betty gave paper dolls to each of her 4 friends. She

gave away 36 paper dolls. So each one had

1. Show all children how to make study cards

for the facts they missed. Provide sturdy paper or

oak tag so that the cards may be saved for future

use.

2. Work orally with the slower learners. Let

them state one or two of the hard D. facts in Divi-

sion Test 1 and, as a group, decide which helper

would be of use in finding the quotient. Children

may then pair off and study their hard facts by

using the study cards. Help them to overcome the

need for helpers as soon as possible.

3. More capable children should analyze their

errors by using the chart made for page 8 1 . After

each hard fact they should write the pertinent

helper.

Teaching Page 83

Pupil’s Objective: To learn how to name or

label quotients in verbal problems.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Have pupils use representative objects or

semi-concrete pictures to solve both a measure-

5.

Sixteen cars were put in rows, with 4 cars in each

row. There must have been 4AezM.

6.

Mary read 4 pages a day. Her book

had 32 pages. It took Mary 8 to finish.

Write in two ways the division example

for each problem above. (

83'

ment division and a fractional-part division prob-

lem. A suitable measurement division problem

might be “Charles lost 15 marbles one day. If he

lost 3 in each game he played, how many games

did he play that day?” The same situation may
be changed to give a fractional-part division prob-

lem, as, “Another day, Charles won 28 marbles.

In each of 4 games he won an equal number of

marbles. How many marbles did he win in each

game?”

2. As children solve these problems, and others

like them if more development work is needed,
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have them write the D. facts on the board in the

two ways shown below, omitting the two headings

in italics.

Measurement division

5 (games)

3’s in 15 = 5 3 marbles) 15 marbles

Fractional-part division

7 marbles

! of 28 = 7 4)28 marbles

3. The semi-concrete pictures for each prob-

lem should also be placed on the board so that the

5 groups of 3 marbles each may be emphasized in

the first problem, and the 7 marbles that make up

each J of the total 28 emphasized in the second

problem, as follows:

(xxx) OodO OddO OddO Good)

1 2 3 4 5

(xxxxxxx )
|

(xxxxxxx)
|

(xxxxxxx)
|

(xxxxxxx)

I 1 JL 1
4 4 4 4

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-6: Oral work. While doing the oral

work, have pupils tell whether the quotient should

be labeled to indicate groups or objects. This

understanding helps differentiate the two kinds of

division.

Bottom of page: Written work. Show how the

division example for Ex. 1 and 2 could be written

in two different ways. Since each of Ex. 2-6 may
be written in three ways, encourage children to use

at least one form that will identify the problem as

a measurement division problem (4’s in 20 = 5) or

a fractional-part division problem (J of 20 = 5).

Children may then proceed independently.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. If you learn from the oral work that slower

learners will need to have each problem objectified,

do so before the written work is undertaken.

Children may work at their desks with their boxes

of representative objects, or, as a group, work at

the board drawing semi-concrete pictures.

2. Let more capable children make up problems

to fit D. facts written on the board. Facts such as

those at the top of the next column may be used.

a. 2’s in 18 d. \ of 14

b. J of 27 e. 3’s in 24

c. 9’sin27 /. iof24

Teaching Pages 84 and 85

Pupil’s Objective: To learn about uneven

division with 2, 3, and 4 as divisors.

Background. Pages 85 and 86 introduce new
work in the Grade 4 division program—the study

of uneven division.

Uneven division is often troublesome for many
children, partly because they expect no remainders,

partly because they do not know how to identify

the even D. fact to use (here called the “table

number,” as 15, for 3jU7).

“Table numbers” themselves are simply the

dividends taken from the division fact tables.

They are introduced to your pupils because their

use conforms with the best thinking process em-

ployed in division. Through this approach, the

pupil is expected to look at 4jl5 and think, “15

can’t be divided evenly by 4. What is the next

smaller number that can be divided by 4 evenly?”

If the D. facts are well known, it will be seen im-

mediately that such a number is 12.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Choose, or contrive, a problem such as, “We
have 9 little trees to put in 4 different spots around

the school building. How many can be planted

at each spot?” Use a flannel board if possible.

Show 9 tree cut-outs. Use the 4 corners of the

flannel board as the 4 planting spots. Have the

children keep placing one cut-out in each corner

until all but 1 is left. Help them see that the 1

remaining will have to be considered “left over.”

Substitute representative objects for the same

problem and, finally, use semi-concrete pictures

on the board to solve the same problem. Repeat

this with two or three other similar problems.

2. To give your pupils a feeling for the idea of

table numbers, write all the numbers from 1 to 36

in a horizontal line on the board. Space them as

evenly as possible. Ask children to come to the

board and circle all the numbers they know that

can be divided by 4 exactly. They should circle
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Division with a Remainder
Using table numbers [O]

1. Ann had 13 pancakes. She has put 4 on each plate.

How many plates has she filled? How many pancakes

are left over?

Explain how to find the answer by

a. using the picture.

b. using dots (box A).
c. subtracting (13 - 4 = 9, 9-4 = 5, 5 - 4 = ?).

13 = three 4’s and - J- left over.

d. using a division fact you know. Study the table on

I page 75. 4)13 is not in this table but

14)12 is, so, for 13-^4, the number

in the table that helps you is 12. We
can call 12 our table number.

Explain box B.^The Ri beside the

quotient means “remainder, 1.”

2. Can Ann put i of 11 cents into

each of 4 banks ? ^ of 11= ?

Use marks. Then explain box C.

Give the table number for

I 3. 18 -T- 4./£ 4. 17 -s- 4./£ 5. 15-4-4./?

B
3, Ri

4)13

12 (3 X 4)

1

C
2, R3

4)TT
8 (2X4)

3

Table numbers for 2, 3, and 4 [O]

4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36

Dividing 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37

by 4 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38

7 11 15 19 23 27 31 35 39

6. We call the numbers, in the top row above, the

table numbers for 4.

7. For 30 + 4, find 30 in the numbers at the top of

the page. Tell the table number that helps you divided

8. Tell the table number for 5 4^26 + 4^19 4;^
32 H 9 ^ A A

34 -4- 4;a 15 4- 4;A 10 + 4;^ 23 + O0
[W]

9. Copy and finish the list of table numbers and the

numbers that go with them for dividing by 2 and by 3.

Dividing I

2 4 6 t "> H /V M 18

b, 2
I
3 5 1 9 II 13 IS n 19

Dividing

by 3

3

4

5

6 9 n /S W 2/ W 17

7 10 /i /ef 22 25 27

8 // /¥ n 20 23 U 21

Copy and work as in boxes B and C, page 84. For

Ex. 10a, the table number that helps you to divide is 6.

Think, “2’s in 7 = 3, and 1 left over.”

a b c d e f g
Art 7./?/ (d.rz 3,n In 5,n 7,n

10. 277 2)l5 4)26 4)14 3)29 4)23 4)31
3jn ?.n Tjn Lri 7rn C>,r/ (>,m

11. 3)11 4)34 3)23 2^17 4)35 2)13 4)25

84- 85-

the table numbers used for dividing by 4. Point

to the number 26 and ask if it can be divided by 4.

Be sure to elicit an affirmative response. Ask if it

can be divided exactly and, finally, whether the

quotient will be 6 or 7. Help them to see that the

answer will have to be 6 with 2 left over.

-Answers Not on Reproduced Page 84-

la. The picture shows 3 pancakes on each plate

with 1 left over.

lb. The dots in box A show three 4’s in 13, with

1 left over.

1 c. 3 subtractions are possible, with 1 (pancake)

left over.

Id. 4’s in 13 is not an even D. fact. The table

number that helps is 12. 4’s in 12 = 3. Write

the quotient 3 and check the work. 3X4= 12.

Write 12 under 13 and subtract. Show the re-

mainder by writing 1 beside “R” in the quotient.

2. Box C. 1 1 4- 4 is not an even D. fact. The
table number that helps is 8. 8 -4- 4 = 2. Write

the quotient 2 and check the work. 2 X 4 = 8.

Write 8 under 1 1 and subtract. Show the remain-

der by writing 3 beside “R” in the quotient.
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Book Lesson More Table Numbers

Ex. 1-8: Oral work. After Ex. 2, refer to the

problems solved with objects during the Pre-

book Lesson. Write the example for these on the

board and let the children try to work each, ex-

plaining every process in the complete algorism,

as in boxes B and C on page 84 of the pupil’s book.

Emphasize the use of table numbers and of “R”
to show a remainder.

Ex. 9-13: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. For slower learners, construct the table for

dividing by 2 using representative objects. Take

2 objects and ask to have them divided into 2

groups. Since the division is even, write 2 on the

board with colored chalk. Try 3. The division is

not even, so write 3 under the 2 (in white chalk).

4 divides evenly into 2 groups and should be written

in colored chalk beside the 2. Continue with all

numbers to 19. Have the pupils attempt to con-

struct the tables for dividing by 3 without objects.

2. More capable children.

a. Rearrange some of the examples at the bottom

of page 85 and let this group try giving only the

quotients and the remainders orally.

b. The three tables involving division of 2, 3,

and 4 may be constructed and exhibited beside the

corresponding table of division facts in the arith-

metic comer.

[W]

1. For dividing by 5, you already know the first table

numbers 5, 10, 15, and 20.

Copy and finish the work at

the right.

2. For dividing by 6 you

know the first table numbers

6, 12, 18, 24. Write these

table numbers and the numbers to go with them to 29.

3. Do the same for dividing by 7 through 34. (You

know table numbers 7, 14, 21, 28.)

4. Do the same for dividing by 8 through the numbers

to 39. (You know table numbers 8, 16, 24, 32.)

5. Do the same for dividing by 9 through the numbers

to 44. (You know table numbers 9, 18, 27, 36.)

On folded paper write the quotients with remainders.

Use the tables you made in Ex. 1 to 5 only if you have to.

a b c d e f

6. 6)20 9)30
2,ft 3

8)l9 8)26 g@t”

7. 7)lo" 8)10
r—3,m
7)23

^

—

U,R3

9)39 7jL7’*
3

7)29'
*'

8.
^—2.R3
9^21

. 3,m
8)2o W" ^3,ft/

9^28
-c 4,*/

9)37

9.
x—2,m
6)14

i

9^29 6)19'"
^ U./ti

8)34
r-3,R3
5)l8

10.
^

—

2,/n

8)l8
^ l,m
9)20

*t.*/

6)25
^

—

3.R3
8^27

„

—

y./n
7)30

^ /,ft3

9)l2
[O]

Turn to page 85. Say the quotients and the remainders

for the examples in rows 10 to 13.

S6

5 10 15 20
Dividing

6 11 16 21
by

7 12 n 22
5 8 13 /t 23

9 /V /? 24

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 86-

2. Dividing by 6

3.

Dividing by 7

4.

Dividing by 8

5.

Dividing by 9

6 12 18 24

7 13 19 25

8 14 20 26

9 15 21 27

10 16 22 28

11 17 23 29

7 14 21 28

8 15 22 29

9 16 23 30

10 17 24 31

11 18 25 32

12 19 26 33

13 20 27 34

8 16
/

24 32

9 17 25 33

10 18 26 34

11 19 27 35

12 20 28 36

13 21 29 37

14 22 30 38

15 23 31 39

9 18 27 36

10 19 28 37

11 20 29 38

12 21 30 39

13 22 31 40

14 23 32 41

15 24 33 42

16 25 34 43

17 26 35 44
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Teaching Page 86

Pupil’s Objective: To continue study of un-

even division with divisors 5 to 9.

Background. The work on page 86 continues

the use of the skills introduced on pages 84 and 85

so as to include the uneven division tables for

dividing by 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. These tables will not,

of course, be complete because up to this time the

largest quotient pupils have dealt with when

dividing by 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9, is 4; therefore, the

tables must not contain numbers which would

give quotients larger than 4.

Pre-book Lesson. This might well take the

form of a review of the work for the previous lesson.

See if the children can construct on the board from

memory the three tables studied on pages 84 and 85.

Circle five or six numbers in each table and let

pupils respond with the proper table number to

use in finding the quotient and remainder. Do
one or two examples in the complete written form.

Slower learners may attempt to write out the work

for the circled examples while more capable chil-

dren give oral answers to others.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-10: Written work. Give whatever help

slower learners need in organizing the requested

|

tables. Again, emphasize to all children the im-

portance of giving the correct and complete written

form for Ex. 6-10.

Bottom of page: Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners may need help in doing the

oral work. Do the exercises several times. The
first time through have just the table number

given; the second time just the quotient without

the remainder, and the third time the complete

quotient with remainder.

2. More capable children.

a. Use rows 6 -10 for oral work. They may work

with partners or as a group.

b. Draw for the arithmetic corner the tables

introduced in this lesson, leaving space for their

completion when all D. facts have been studied.

!
I

'

How Long? How Wide? How Tall?

Inventory [W]

Have you ever measured with a finger inch? an arm
foot? an arm yard?

Measure as Tom is doing above so you will know how
long your finger inch, arm foot, and arm yard are.

Think of these measures as you write the missing words.

1. The circus elephant was 8 tall.
inches

2. My puppy is 13 _ A_ tall.

3. Our ladder at home is 2 ?^long.

4. My bedroom is 12 wide.

5. My big pencil is 9 _A_ long.

6. Our front door is about 1 wide.

7. A dress takes 3 ^t^of cloth.
A.*/

8. Our little apple tree is 10

9. Most tables are more than

10. Our book shelf is about 3

11. i inch is one of equal parts of an inch.

12. 1 yd. = 36 14. 12 in. = \fpot.

13. 1 ft. = \yaAd 15. 3 ft. = 1 yaid/.

— 87

Teaching Page 87

Pupil’s Objective: To take an inventory test

on linear measurement.

Background. In the Grade 3 pupil’s book an

attempt was made to give real content to some of

the more common linear units. Too often children

learn that there are 12 inches in a foot and 3 feet

in a yard, without having very much of an idea

about any of the units. Hence, certain “reference

measures” were taught
—

“the finger inch,” “the

arm foot,” and “the arm yard.” All three of these

measures are shown in the picture in the pupil’s

book, page 87.

high.

JS-a- hl§h -

long.
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Historically, people felt a need for describing

objects quantitatively and they quite naturally

compared parts of the body with these objects so

as to communicate more clearly an idea of size.

Your children may be interested to know that

reference measures similar to the ones shown in

the pictures on page 87 were the most accurate

known to man for many thousands of years. But

as man’s scope and use of materials increased, so

did his need for greater accuracy. Yet even in our

present world of precision, measurements are only

approximations. The standard of measurement

may have transplanted itself from an outstretched

arm to a carefully prepared and preserved alloy-

metal bar, but, in the end, that standard must be

compared with the measured object much in the

way the ancient Egyptian laid his forearm across

his pyramid stones.

Pre-book Lesson

1. If your children are unfamiliar with the

reference measures shown in the book, have each

one (a) identify his own finger segment that is

nearest an inch in length; (b) note how far down
his arm a foot ruler extends from the tip of a

finger; (c) note how far across his body from his

outstretched arm a yardstick extends. Then pro-

vide experiences in using these reference measures.

Have heights, lengths, or widths estimated ap-

proximately and then measured, first, with the

reference units ; then with rules and yardsticks for

verification.

2. To simulate the exercises in the book and to

assure yourself that all children realize what is to

be done, write on the board, “The teacher’s desk

is 3 _?_ high.” Suggest that pupils try to think

how high each of the possible answers, 3 inches,

3 feet, and 3 yards, would be.

Book Lesson. Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . If slower learners seem to have difficulty, have

them estimate, then measure with reference, meas-

ures, and finally measure with foot rulers and

yardsticks many different items about the room.

The results should be recorded. Help them, also,

to visualize various lengths, widths, and heights

by expanding upon the activities suggested in the

Pre-book Lesson.

2. More capable children will enjoy studying a

little bit about the history of linear measures.

Reports may be made orally, or written and placed

on the bulletin board. Good encyclopedias for

children have interesting articles on this subject.

For example, look up “foot,” “yard,” etc. Also,

see the reference to “How Long Is a Rod?” on

Manual page 351 for a pamphlet with many fine

pictures that may give your children ideas for

illustrations to place about the room.

Teaching Page 88

Pupil’s Objective: To review even division

with 2- and 3-place dividends.

Pre-book Lesson

1. “A class of 20 children went on a trip, \ of

them in each bus. How many children rode in each

bus?” Solve such a problem with bundle numbers.

First show the number 20 as 2 bundles of ten each,

then ask a pupil to find one half of the 2 bundles.

Elicit from the class the response that the one

bundle of ten gives the answer to the problem and

means “10.” Write the algorism with the quotient

on the board in these three ways: of 20 = 10;

10

20 -r- 2= 10; 2)20.”

2. Continuing the use of bundle numbers, solve

Ex. 3, or one like it. Using Ex. 3, ^ of 96, show

the number 96 as 9 ten bundles and 6 ones. Find

a third of 9 tens by dividing it into 3 groups of 3

tens each; then find a third of 6 in the same way.

Demonstrate that now the 3 tens and 2 ones may
be put together as 32. After each step with the

materials, place the relevant written expression on

the board as shown in box C.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-4: Oral work. In Ex. 3, when children

are telling how to divide ones, be sure they see

that the 6 is in one’s column and that the division

2

is no harder than if it were written 3)6.
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Differentiations and ExtensionsDivision with Two-Place Quotients
Even D.; 2- and 3-place dividends [O]

1. Jack’s share of 30 baby chicks was a third. How
jnany did he get? ^ of 30 = 30 3 (box A), a /O

30 = 3 tens. 3 tens v 3 = 1 ten, or 10. 3)30
20 70

J

2. How many are £ of 40?/d of 80?As of 60?W
%

*

%
You divide tens like ones.

V-Jp*-

3. There were 96 baby ducks. What would Jack’s

hare be if he got one third? g of 96 = 96 -s- 3.

96 = 90 6, so we can divide

each part by 3 (box B).
30 2

3)90 3)6

30 + 2 = 32

i of 96 = 32

3_

3)9

9

s

5

2

6

0 (30X3)

6

6 (2X3)

0

5 3

3)l5t9
15 0 (50 X 3)

! 9

!_9 (3X3)

:
0

Copy and divide Ex. 5 to 12.

23

3jm

J of 287^/

iof 168 2/

9.

10 .

11 .

12 .

Box C shows a better way.

Divide tens: Think,
“9 + 3= 3.”

Write “3” in ten’s place in the

quotient. Multiply 3 tens X 3 and

write “90” under 96. Subtract

(96 - 90 = 6).

Divide ones. Tell how.

4. Explain Ex. D. Do you first

divide tens or hundreds? Why?

^l

4)84,

8)248

£ of 72*

i of 252^

•88 -

In Ex. 4, box D, although the dividend has 3

figures, the children should think of 159 as 15 tens

and 9 ones and divide 15 tens like ones.

Ex. 5-12: Written work.

1. Work through Ex. 7 as a group with the

slower learners, using materials and at the same

time writing the work as shown in box D. Be sure

when you assign the remaining exercises for in-

dividual work that all children know how to write

Ex. 8-12 in proper form for doing the written

division.

2. You may wish to assign Ex. 5-12 to more

capable children without any more oral work than

a discussion of Ex. 3 and 4. If they cope with the

written work successfully, assign the extra written

practice below.

8)328 2)186 4)88 2)484 3)69

7)287 5)155 3)219 6)246 4)208

NOTES

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 88

3. Box C.

Divide ones. Think, “3’s in 6 are 2.” Write
“2” in one’s place in the quotient. Multiply 2x3
and write “6” under 6. Subtract (6 — 6 = 0).

4. Box D. Since there are not as many as 3 one

hundreds in 159, think of the number as 15 tens

and 9 ones. Divide as in Ex. 3.
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Teaching Page 89

Pupil’s Objectives: To study (a) uneven divi-

sion with 2- and 3-place dividends (when there is

no final remainder)
; (b) the check for division.

Background. In this lesson, the uneven divi-

sion occurs during the division of the first partial

dividend (10’s) and the completion of the work

(dividing the ones) creates a quotient showing no

remainder. Therefore, the skills learned in dividing

with a remainder (including the table-numbers aid)

and those learned in the review work with 2-place

quotients provide the background pupils should

bring to this lesson.

Farmer Brown's Sheep
First D. uneven; check by M. [O]

1. Farmer Brown has 72 sheep. When he puts the

same number of sheep in each of 3 pens, how many sheep

are in each pen? 72 -f- 3 = ?

72 = 7 tens and 2 ones (see box).

Divide the tens: 7^-3= ? The

table number is 6. 6 -f- 3 = 2. Where

do we write the 2?

Multiply and subtract.

Divide the ones, and finish.

2. The quotient means that there

are 24 sheep in each of 3 pens. We
can check the quotient by finding if

three 24’s equal 72. Explain.

2:4

3)7:2

6
;

0 (20 X 3)

1 \2

1 j
2 (4 X 3)

!0

Check

24

X 3

72

Pre-book Lesson

1. “Matthew put an equal number of cows from

a herd of 92 cows in 4 different pastures. How
many cows were in each pasture?” As with the

previous lesson, solve such a problem with bundle-

numbers. Show 92 as 9 tens and 2 ones. Remind
your pupils that 92 may be thought of as 9 ten-

bundles and 2 ones.

Let pupils try to separate the 9 ten-bundles into

4 groups by progressively placing one bundle at a

time in each of 4 positions. After placing 2 bundles

in each pile, they will find that 1 bundle remains.

Lead them to see that this 1 ten-bundle may be

thought of as ten ones and put with the 4 ones,

making 12 ones altogether. Have the 12 ones

separated into 4 piles in a similar fashion to show

the resultant quotient, 3 ones. Be sure they know
that 2 tens and 3 ones may be written as “23.”

2. To demonstrate the check for division say,

“Now, we know that Matthew put 23 cows in each

of the 4 pastures. Suppose we didn’t know how
many cows there were to start, how could we find

out?” Elicit the answer, “By multiplying 23 cows

by 4.” Lead pupils to see that the product will

be the same as the number they divided for the

first problem, and that, therefore, they have dis-

covered a good way to check their division work.

Write on the board the checking generalization

formulated by the children. Then let pupils open

their books to see if the rule they formulated agrees

in principle with the one in the book.

(Continued on page 1 25)

To check division that has no remainder,

you multiply the quotient by the divisor. The

product should be the number you divided.

Explain why these quotient figures are in ten’s place:

2 4I 1 1

3.

3^84 4. 2^92 5. 5)70 6. 8)96

fy 3 6 4

7. 3)207 8. 4)436 9. 2')l32 10. 6^252

[W1

Copy and divide. Check your work by multiplying.

S3
11. 2)98 12. 4)212 13. 3)252 14. 4)72

^L9 Ln 23 9S>

15. 3)87 16. 3)264 17. 2)58 18. 3^288

© Extra Practice. Work Set 27.

S9

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 89

2. If the division work correctly separated the

72 sheep into 3 equal groups, then putting the

groups back together again by multiplication

should give the original 72.

3-6. In each case the ten’s figure in the number

divided can be divided by the quotient, thus giving

a figure in ten’s place in the quotient.

7-10. In each case the hundred’s figure in the

number divided cannot be divided. The hundreds

and tens must then be combined and thought of

as tens only.
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Book Lesson

Ex. 1-10. Oral work. If pupils are confused

by all the figures in the box work, have them place

their rulers along the dotted line in the box for

Ex. 1 so that only the ten’s division shows. Point

out again that tens are divided like ones and that,

hence, the work is really very easy. They may
need help in seeing that when dividing the second

partial dividend, 12 3, the 1 ten is thought of

as 10 ones and the 12 is divided accordingly.

Ex. 11-18: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. More capable children.

a. See ifsome can finish and show all the written

work for Ex. 3-10 without any oral discussion.

Let them try this, and if no difficulties develop,

i
they may proceed with the written work. Remind
them to check their work as in the box.

b. Have these pupils study Ex. 11 to 18 and the

Extra Practice to find examples that can be easily

solved mentally. For example, in Ex. 15 they may
discover that 87—3 could be thought of as

90 -r- 3 = 30, but since 90 has one more 3 than

87, 87- 3 - 29.

2. Slower learners may need to work through

one or two of the examples with objects. It would

be ideal if they could be provided with bundles so

that they could work independently at their seats

while the teacher acted as guide and at the same

time placed the written work on the board.

3. Extra Practice Set 27, which follows, should

be assigned as needed.

Set 27. Even D., 2-place quotients and 3-place dividends

a b c d e f

87 69 97 57 46 68

t| 27138 27194 45228 47184 27136

84 69 75 57 98 58

2.45336 37207 33225 27114 35294 37X74

79 56 56 59 87 65

3. 35237 37168 27TI2 25118 35261 37195

39 75 68 88 97 59

4.45156 47300 35204 27176 45388 45236

Three-Place Quotients
3-place dividends [O]

1. Each of these bags holds the same

amount of chick feed. How many pounds

are in a bag?

i of 400 =/qq 400 -f- 4 =ioo

4 hundreds ^4=1 hundred, or 100.

2. 600 2 =300 3. i of 800 =200

You divide hundreds like ones.

4. How many are \ of 846

children? ^ of 846 = ?

846 = 800 + 40 + 6

Divide each part (box A).

Box B shows a better way

to work.

Divide hundreds: Think,

“8-s- 2 = 4.” Write “4”

in hundred’s place in the

quotient.

Multiply (4 hundreds x 2)

and write “800” under 846.

Subtract (846 - 800 = 46).

Divide the tens: Think,

“4 2 = 2.” Write “2” in

ten’s place in the quotient.

Multiply (2 tens X 2) and write “40” under 46.

Subtract (46 - 40 = 6).

Divide the ones: Think, “6 + 2 = 3” and finish.

Check by multiplying 423 by 2.

90

Teaching Pages 90 and 91

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To review even division

with 3-place quotients; (b) to work uneven divi-

sion with 3-place quotients (no final remainders);

(c) to obtain practice in division having 3-place

quotients; (d) to take Division Test 2.

Pre-book Lesson

1. As on page 88, lead your children to the

generalization that hundreds are divided like tens

or ones by solving Ex. 1, or by solving a classroom

problem like it, using bundle-numbers.

2. Work Ex. 4 in a manner similar to the bundle-

number solution for division examples with 2-place

A
400 20 3

23800 2340 256

400 + 20 + 3 = 423

i of 846 = 423

B
1
| ill
X h :o

4 2 ! 3

25T 4 6

8 0
i
0 (400 X 2)

4 6

4 : 0 (20X2)

;
6

i 6 (3X2)

0

i 125



Explain the work in Ex. 5 to 8.(fo

212 132 219 144
5. 4)848 6. 3)396 7. 2)438 8. 3)432

800 300 400 300
48 96 38 132

40 90 20 120

8 6 18 12

6 18 12

0 0 0 0

Copy, divide, and check by multiplying.
[W]

321
9. 2)644

m
11. 4)496

/EL
13. 6)684 15. 8)968

3/2
10. 3)936

/3/
12. 5)655

472
14. 2)944 16.

/S6,

4)624

Division Test 2

Copy, and divide. To
example twice.

31
1 . 3)96 5. 4)64

2.

//

7)77 6. 2')134

3.

324
3)972 7. 3)168

4.

SE
2)108 8. 2)758

[W]

check your work, do each

9.

136.

4)944 13. 8)356

10. 2')56 14. 3)75

11. 6^364 15.
2M

2)572

12. 9^378 16. 7)294

© Extra Practice. If you made mistakes in the test,

study pages 88 to 90 and work Sets 24 to 27. Then take

this test again.

91

dividends. Lay more stress, however, on the

written form of the work as shown in box A, for

your pupils should by now have reached the point

where they can work with abstract figures. If you

deem it advisable, once again objectify the division

check, but continue to stress the written form of

the work.

3. Have pupils solve an uneven division example

similar to Ex. 7 at the top of page 91 by using it in

a problem such as, “Half of a school’s enrollment

of 438 was scheduled to see a program in the morn-

ing, and half to see it in the afternoon. How many
children were in the auditorium for each per-

formance?”

Show 438 as 4 hundred-bundles, 3 ten-bundles,

and 8 ones. Let the children find a half of the 4

hundred-bundles (2 hundred-bundles). When
they try to separate the 3 ten-bundles into 2 groups

by placing one in one place and the other in an-

other place, they will find 1 ten-bundle remaining.

Lead them to think of this as 10 ones which may be

combined with the 8 ones to make 18 ones. Now
the 18 ones can be divided in half and 9 ones

obtained as the quotient. Elicit the response that

2 hundreds, 1 ten, and 9 ones may be written as

“219.” If you feel it necessary, solve Ex. 8, where

the first division is uneven, in the same way.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-8: Oral work. For Ex. 7 and 8, most

children should be able to do the simple uneven

division portions called for without direct reference

to table numbers. Make no mention of table num-
bers unless your pupils seem stymied by that por-

tion of the work. It might be well to have one or

two of Ex. 5-8 checked on the board so as to em-

phasize the importance of the check, as well as the

method.

Ex. 9-16: Written work. Use these examples

to assure yourself that the work is well understood

before assigning Division Test 2. If slower learners

exhibit misunderstandings, take the time necessary

to reteach those areas.

Ex. 1-16 (bottom of page 91): Written work.

Division Test 2. Notice that each example is to

be done twice, both for re-enforcement of skills

just learned and as a check on the division work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners should study the pages sug-

gested at the bottom of page 9 1 ; work the extra

practice sets suggested ; then retake Division Test 2.

If errors still exist, reteach the oral work, giving

plenty of preliminary work with objects. Then
rearrange the Division Test 2 exercises and, after

working a few of them through with the group as

a whole, assign the work for written practice once

again.

2. More capable children should try to find ways

to do the Extra Practice and Division Test 2

examples mentally. For example, for Ex. 6 at the

bottom of page 91, the pupil might think, “134 is
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almost 140; 140 + 2 = 70; 140 is 6 too many;

so the quotient should be 3 less, or 67.” Work of

this kind leads to discoveries which are the basis

for more complete and mature understanding and

as such is invaluable.

3. Extra Practice Sets 25 and 26 appear

below. Sets 24 and 27, which have already been

called for in the pupil’s book, appear on Manual

pages 110 and 125, respectively.

Set 25. Even D., 2-place quotients and dividends

a b c d e f g h

21 11 31 33 21 11 32 44

1. 2)42 4544 2)62 3)99 4)84 5)55 3)96
loo

00

14 43 23 11 34 12 13 21

2. 2)28 2)86 3)69 2)22 2)68 4)48 2)26 3)63

33 13 21 42 41 22 11 32

3. 2)66 3)39 4)84
1^

00 2)82 3)66 8)88 2)64

11 12 22 12 23 31 11 24

4. 9)99 2524 2)44 3)36 2)46 3)93 3)33 2)48

Set 26. Even D . , 3-place quotients and dividends

a b c d e f

113 134 211 41 31 312

1 2)226 2)268 4)844 7)287 6)T86 3)936

112 111 222 231 31 223

2. 4)448 5)555 4)888 3)693 7)2T7 3)669

143 212 21 124 213 214

3.2)286 4)848 '7)147 2)248 3)639 2)428

Teaching Page 92

Pupil’s Objectives: To study (a) division with

3-place dividends and final remainders as well as

the check for such work; (b) division with money
numbers.

Pre-book Lesson

Materials needed: Real or play money (see

Manual, page 348, for a possible source of play

money) in quantities large enough to work the

solutions suggested below.

Use any of the money-number examples in

Dividing Dollars and Cents
[O]

1. Ralph found that he could not divide $ 1 .6

money into 3 equal groups. Use the picture to explainA

Box A shows how to divide money numbers. Cents

always take 2 places. Why is “0” written to the left of

the cent point in the quotient

Explain box A. Hoy^do

you show the remainder,

This remainder, 2, really

means “2 cents.”

Study box B and tell what

you do with the remainder

in the division checb2*<z+&

[W]

M#f,/r/ JpMB3
10. 6)$2 47 14. $$2.08

11. 8)$2i49 15. 5)$eT58

f0.9-5.rn fJUlsi
12. 3)$1.37 16. 3)$5j06

&L2LSI fJ..S9R3
13. 8j$L69 17. 4)$739

© Extra Practice. Work Sets 28 and 33.

You often show the remainder beside the

quotient when the last division is not even.

92

Ex. 2-17, or in the Extra Practice work, to derive a

problem like that in Ex. 1. Use real or play money
to objectify the solution. For Ex. 2, show 2 one-

dollar bills, 6 dimes, and 3 cents. Have the chil-

dren try to place a dollar bill in each of 3 boxes.

When they discover the impossibility of such a

move, prompt them to suggest that the 2 one-dollar

bills be changed to 20 dimes and combined with

the six dimes to make 26 dimes. By continually

placing 1 dime in each of the boxes, they will find

that there will be 8 dimes in each of the boxes,

with 2 remaining. Suggest that these two dimes

be changed into 20 cents and combined with the

3 cents to make 23 cents. These can then be

separated in much the same way the dimes were.

A B
$0.53, R2 Check

3)$L6i $0.53

1 50 x3
11 $1.59

9 + 0.02

2 $1.61

Copy, divide, and check.

fo.PZn fa it./?/

2. 3)$T63 6. 7)$L48
fO. 2I,R3 $0.j>7.fU

3. 6)$L29 7. 4)$Z69
*0.79 $0.52. ft/

4. 3)$2.37 8. 2)$ 1.05

fo.¥/,n fo.v/.Ri

5. 7)$Z89 9. 8)$3^29
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Book Lesson

Ex. 1: Oral work. Direct the pupil’s attention

to the pictures so that practice in visualizing

problems may be had.

Ex. 2-1 7: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. All children. Assign Ex. 2-5 and observe

each child’s work to determine who needs more

help.

2. More capable children may do research and

report on the origin and use of money. If you have

no play money for work of this kind, this is a good

time to have these children make it.

3. Slower learners may need to do one or two

more concrete solutions, individually or as a group,

and, perhaps, most of examples 2-17 on the board.

When the necessary degree of proficiency for in-

dependent work is obtained, assign Extra Practice

Sets 28 and 33.

Teaching Page 93

Pupil’s Objective: To learn how to shorten

division by omitting unnecessary 0’s.

Pre-book Lesson. Write an example on the

board, and have pupils work it in the usual manner.

Ask why the 0 is written (in the partial product,

though you cannot use the term), and point out

that it can be omitted if “figures are brought down
as they are needed.” If children want justification

for omitting 0’s, point out that the figures in the

dividend mark the one’s position, the ten’s posi-

tion, and so on, so that the value of the places in

the products and the remainders can be identified

without keeping the zeros as place-holders.

Book Lesson

Top of page: Oral work. When reading the last

paragraph, be sure children understand that the

word “remainder” can refer to more than just the

Set 28. Uneven D. of 3-place money numbers, without and with final remainder

a b c d e f

$3.97 $4.88 $2.32 $2.93 $1.64 $1.84

1. 2)$7.94 2)$9?76 4)$9.28 3)$8J9 3)K92 4)$736

$0.74, R2 $0.84, R1 $0.76, R1 $0.69, R1 $0.32, R5 $0.31, R1
2. 4)$2^8 4)$337 4)$3.05 4)12/77 7)$2^9 7)$2d8

$0.21 $0.74 $0.31 $0.58, R2 $0.44 $0.33

3. 5T$L05 3) $2.22 9)$2/79 3)$L76 5)$2/20 6)$L98

$0.68, R2 $0.68, R1 $0.93 $0.41 $0.87, R1 $0.79

4. 4)$2T74 3) $2.05 4)$3/72 9)$169 4]|l49 2)$L58

$0.45 $0.99, R2 $0.42, R3 $0.54 $0.75 $0.41, R3
5. 3)$L35 3)$l99 8)$3T39 3)$L62 3)$2^5 6)$249

Set 33. Uneven D. of 3-place numbers, without and with final remainder

112, R2 143, R2 117, R2 225, R1 214, R1 225

1. 5)562 5)574 3)353 2)451 4)857 3)675

164 144, R1 419, R1
2)839

284 164, R3
4)659

189, R1
2. 3)492 5)721 3)852 3)568

287, R2 123, R1 138, R1 134, R4 183, R1 143, R2
3. 3)863 4)493 2)277 5)674 4)733 5)717

149, R1 122, R4 145, R2 143, R1 289, R1 132

4. 2)299 8)980 4)582 6)859 3)868 7)924
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A Shorter Way to Divide
Omitting zeros [O]

You have been dividing as in box A. Box B shows a

shorter way. You bring down figures as you need them.

Box B. Multiply: think, “16” and write “16,” not

“160,” under 18 (tens). Subtract: 6 from 8=2 (tens).

Then bring down the 4 (ones) beside the 2 (tens).

Think of this as 24 ones, and finish the work.

A B C D
46 46 185, R2

3)557

$0.41, R2

4JI84 4)184 6)$2.48

160 16 3 24

24 24 25 8

24 24 24
6

0 17
2

15

2

Practice in Uneven Division

For boxes A and B, copy and finish the examples.

[wi

Divide, and check each

example^by multiplying

1 . 61% 9. 032
34.R!

2. *w 10. 5)171
23

3. m 11. 8)184
2(>3,r%

4. 12. 3)791
41

5. 5i« 13. 8)336
/%,Rl

6. 14. 9)TTo
H3,r$

7. 6)87
/3,R!

15. 5)617
41.ri

8. 16. 9)371

A
/3

B
42, Rl

7)9T SW
7 31

21 n
21 16

"7

17.

I3.RJ

$68, 22.
. I42,ri

5)711

18.

/2

9)108 23. f$4

19.

14

9W 24.
s Hn
9)308

20.

I3.RI

005 25.
!5Sja

3)476

21.

//4.RI

7)800 26. 75224

Explain the division in box C; in box D.

Be sure to compare each remainder with the divisor.

If a remainder can be divided by the divisor, you should

have had a larger quotient figure. When the last

remainder is 0, do not write it (see box B).

m
Copy, divide the short way, and check.

S4.R
3

p.R! 23. R2

1. 4)219 5. 2T95 9. 8)186
9S.R! 33M !!4,Rl

2. 3)295 6. 5)167 10. 7)800
99.R2 4/.R3 34,R

2

3. 4)398 7. 6)249 11. 9)308
S4. R2 IS?, R! 4!,R3

4. 4)338 8. 2)377 12. 031

$0. 23

13. 9)$Z07
$0.34

14. 6)$T04
$0.23,n

15. 7)$T63
$/. 24, R!

16. 001
On page 92, divide Ex. 2 to 17 without showing zeros.

Division Test 3
D. with final remainder [W]

Copy and divide the short way.

© Extra Practice. For more help, study pages 84 to 86,

and pages 92 to 93. Then work Sets 28, 31, and 33.

93 94

figure placed beside the “R” in the quotient. The
word is one they have used before with subtraction,

and it should be pointed out that it continues to

apply wherever there is a subtraction answer.

Point to these places in box C and show how the

last remainder is carried to the quotient. The use

of the term “remainder” in division results from

the fact that it represents the remainder for the

final subtraction.

Ex. 1-16: Written work. Notice that the

pupils are requested to check their work. This

applies to the work on page 93 and the work chil-

dren are to do on page 92 (referred to at the bottom

of page 93) and offers multiplication practice as

well as a means of checking the division.

Teaching Page 94

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To practice the division

skills reviewed; (b) to take Division Test 3.

Background. The practice exercises at the top

of the page include the three division skills intro-

duced in Grade 4. They are: (a) uneven division,

both when only the partial dividend causes uneven

division and when the whole quotient is uneven

(table numbers were also introduced as an aid in

uneven division); (b) division in hundred’s place;

(c) elimination of zeros in partial dividends.

Pre-book Lesson. Use this time to summarize

the new grade 4 division skills. Motivate the class
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by a discussion of the worth of self-evaluation.

Refer to the list of important division skills shown

on page 81, or to the pupil-made charts containing

the list. Lead the group to the discovery of the

new skills learned in Grade 4 (see Background

section). List these on the board and discuss them

with your children.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-26: Written work. Make sure you em-

phasize the fact that zeros in the partial dividends

have been eliminated in boxes A and B. Try, also,

to lead your pupils to the use of a rather small

capital R so that the importance of the remainder

itself will not be diminished. There should be no

special need now to refer to table numbers.

Rows 1-5: Written work. Division Test 3.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Give whatever individual work slower learners

need to understand and work the practice exercises

at the top of the page. This group may be asked

to do only Ex. 1-16. Before assigning Division

Test 3, have these pupils turn to page 86 and do

rows 6-10 orally. Remind them that the work

they might ordinarily write on paper may some-

times be done mentally. Do not encourage speedy,

thus careless, responses. If advisable, do not assign

all of Division Test 3, but instead, work rows 1

and 2 with them orally and then have rows 3-6

completed independently.

2. More capable children should be able to do

all of the practice and Division Test 3 with very

little supervision.

3. As needed, assign Extra Practice Set 31.

Sets 28 and 33 called for in this lesson appear with

answers on page 128 in this Manual.

Teaching Page 95

Pupil’s Objective: To differentiate between

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division

in solving verbal problems.

Background. In addition to the problem-

solving aids which occur because of the careful

and meaningful development of each process, your

pupils have had practice in differentiating addi-

tion, subtraction, and multiplication problems.

As in subtraction your pupils received practice in

distinguishing the four types of subtraction prob-

lems (page 33), so in division they have also had

practice in recognizing the two types of division

problems (page 80) and help in understanding the

meaning of division answers (page 83).

Instead of progressing immediately to the dif-

ferentiation of addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tion, and division problems, distinction is now
made at an easier level—between addition and

subtraction, and between multiplication and di-

vision. In the first case, like-objects are either put

together (addition) or separated (subtraction). In

the second case, equal groups of like-objects are put

together (multiplication) or separated (division).

Later on, all four processes will occur in a group

to be differentiated.

New Words: cafeteria, served

Book Lesson. Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. After all children have written A., S., M., or

D. after each problem, convene as a group. Correct

and discuss the work.

2. Slower learners who have demonstrated diffi-

culty in identifying the various processes should

Set 31. Using table numbers

a b c d e f

7, R1 4, R1 9, R1 3, R1 2, R2 4, R1

1. 4)29~ 6)25" Tj\9 3)10" 5)12 7729

4, R3 4, R3 5, R1 3, R1 4, R2 3, R1

2. 6)27" 5)23 3)T6" 5716 8^34 6719

2, R1 3, R1 3, R2 3, R1 4, R3 3, R2
3. 7)l5~ 9)28 6)20 7)22 7)3l 8726
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Add or Subtract, Multiply or Divide—Which?
Problem-solving, differentiating processes [W]

On your paper write “A.” or “S .” after the numbers

1 to 4, to tell when to add and when to subtract. Then

go back and work each problem.

1 . Of the 550 children in our school, 383 eat lunch in

the cafeteria. The other /^./children bring lunches. S.

2. Out of 400 sandwiches all but 36 were sold today.

How many sandwiches were sold? S.,

3. In three days the cafeteria sold 298, 307, and 316

bottles of milk, or 92/ bottles in all.
A.

4. Anne’s lunches last month cost $4.68. This month

they cost 75$ more, or A.

On your paper, write “M.” or “D .” after the numbers

5 to 9 to tell when to multiply and when to divide.

5. Three children can be served in a minute. How
many minutes does it take to serve 27 children? D.» 9

6. Last Friday 9 doz., or 1M, plums were sold at noon. M.

7. Tom bought 4 lunch tickets which cost $0.25 each.

How much did he pay for them? $1,00

8. The 96 children in line were served in 3 equal

groups. How many children were in each group? 0^32

9. If bricks of ice cream are cut into 8 pieces, how

many bricks are needed for 32 pieces? D., 9-

95

Practice in Dividing

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8 .

Copy and divide. Watch for uneven division!

44 48,ri S7,k/

2)98
2/

9. 4)193
$3

17. 4)229
9S

25.

7)147
32

10. 3)195
2/

18. 2)190
13,R2

26.

3)96
62

11. 9)189
67

19. 8)106
44,ri

27.

4)248
21

12. 2)134
13,ft!

20. 5^222 28.

5)105
41

13. 4)93
23

21. 3)235
34,RI

29.

3)123
34

14. 9)207
98,ri

22. 5)172
41

30.

6)204
13

15. 3)295
34,Rt

23. 6)328
43,R!

31.

6)184 16. 7)239 24. 9)388 32.

[W]

!32

3)

396
/2Vt3

7)857m
4)

688
/4,ri

9)128
324,ri

2)649M
6)804

187,ri

3)563
nija

6)979

Division Test 4
[W]

Copy and divide, using the short way. In this set of

examples are the kinds of division you have studied in

this chapter. See how well you can do. Work carefully!

1.

97

4)388
24

CO

23,r

i

15. 6)139
124

22.

3/

7)217
24,R!

2. 4)96U 9. 6)337
H,Rl

16. 2)248
4I.RI

23. 6)193
43,ri

3. 3)189
21

10. 5)107
32,R!

17. 9)370
3/.RI

24. 5')2l7

42ri

4. 7)154
143

11. 6)193
24, ft!

18. 5)157
23, R!

25. 9^379
226

5. 2)486
3/,r/

12. 9)217
84.R!

19. 8)185
87

26. 4)904
33,r

/

6. 6)249
4/

13. 4)337
J2.R3

20. 3)261
23,RI

27. 9^298
12

7. 6)246 14. 6)259 21. 7)162 28. 6)72

96

work as a group with their boxes of concrete ob-

jects in solving simple addition and subtraction

problems.

3. More capable children should be able to com-

plete all the written work independently. When
completed, let them correct their papers and

rectify their errors. Then ask each child to illus-

trate four different problems—one for each process

—in such a way that the putting-together or

separating mechanics of each type of problem is

demonstrated. This may be thought of as “writing

comic strips,” because sequence pictures will be

necessary.

Teaching Page 96

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To practice division

skills recently studied or relearned; (b) to take

Division Test 4.

Background. This page of division practice

and evaluation should help your pupils bring their

newly acquired division skills and understandings

to a degree of proficiency that will allow them to

face the end-of-chapter tests with confidence and

assurance of attaining satisfactory results. Division

Test 4 is the last of the division tests. It covers all

the division work so far studied.
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Book Lesson

Ex. 1-32 (top): Written work. Limit the

assignment for your slower learners to a degree that

will allow them to achieve good results without

overly-prolonged, tedious effort. You may wish

to require all children to check their work.

Ex. 1-28 (bottom): Written work. Division

Test 4. Insist on careful work, but do not demand

that the whole written algorism be shown, for your

more capable children may have developed satis-

factory techniques which by-pass what they may
consider boring procedure.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Observe slower learners carefully to make sure

they have grasped important division under-

standings and skills.

2. Have all children analyze any errors in

Division Test 4 by using the chart made out in

connection with the study of page 8 1

.

3. More capable children may assist in correcting

papers, helping others to analyze their errors, and

in working with slower learners to overcome sources

of difficulty.

Teaching Pages 97, 98, 99, 100, 101

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To evaluate under-

standing of certain facts, meanings, and relation-

ships; (b) to evaluate problem-solving ability;

(c) to diagnose ability in the skills reviewed and

learned in Chapter 2 in order to identify and re-

move sources of difficulty; (d) to gain practice in

and to evaluate mixed computational skills;
(e) to

take the chapter test in computation.

Background. The next five pages contain the

four regular end-of-chapter tests, as well as evalua-

tion and some mixed practice for the four computa-

tional processes as reviewed and taught in Chapters

1 and 2. Also, on page 100 is practice that will

keep in your pupils’ minds the 3 ways of writing

division.

Remember, proper appraisal of the child’s total

arithmetic ability must be based on the Information

and Meaning, Problem-Solving, and Computation

tests as a group. In addition, an effort should be

Do You Understand?
Test of Information and Meaning 2

1. Copy and then work the example below in which

you could find the total by multiplying.
vX/9~ 76

. 6 + 7 + 18 + 83 b. 19 + 19 + 19 + 19a

Copy the example from box A
in which you

2. borrow a ten. -VJg

3. carry a hundred. 13s*

Write in figures the number that has

34/
-^75"

4. 3 hundreds and 41 ones. A 5. 57 tens and 5 ones.A

Copy the example from box B in
41 4

. carry a ten in multiplying. -A1

7. write “6” in the quotient in

dividing. 4)14

8. have a remainder after you

divide. 4WST

Copy and finish Ex. 9 and 10.

9.

To find { of a group, you must divide the group

into . equal parts.

10. You borrow a hundred in subtraction when you

cannot subtract in the column.

Write these examples in two other ways with answer
6 2 2J/0V

11. 3)18 tof18=6, 12. 8 -f- 4 =2; 4W 13. 4 of 104
/?-K3=6 /04^1=SX

97

which you

A
268 539

+ 351 -499—
642 714

+ 229 -608
87/ 70%

made to observe what desirable arithmetic atti-

tudes, appreciations, and values the child possesses.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Let the children quickly scan the four pages

of tests, reading directions and noticing content.

2. Have all books closed. Set the stage for the

evaluation program by discussing with the children

what they learned and what they think they should

retain from Chapter 2. Make a note of what they

emphasize and omit in order to evaluate your

teaching program. Do your best to promote

healthy attitudes about tests.

Book Lesson (page 97). Test of Information

and Meaning 2.
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Can You Solve Problems?
Problem Test 2

1. Tom saved $4.48 to buy a camera. His father said

he would need $3.64 more. What was the price of the

camera ?-££/2

2. Tom saved the $3.64 in 4 weeks. He saved the same

amount each week. How much did he save each week?&?/

3. After buying his camera, Tom joined a camera club.

It cost 75 <t a month. In 4 months Tom paid how much?**#

4. Films for Tom’s camera cost 48tf each. How much

did Tom pay for 4 films ?9/.92

5. A bus trip to the zoo cost $0.75 for each boy. That

was how much in all for 3 boys?#.#-

6. On the trip, club members took 104 pictures. If a

roll of film makes 8 pictures, how many rolls of film did

they use?/?

7. Of the 104 pictures, 84 were of animals. How many

pictures were not of animals ?/#

8. Tom counted and found he had 175 pictures in his

book. After he put in 43 new pictures, how many were

in his book?2/<P

98

Written Practice

Copy and work. Be careful! Watch the signs!

1. 557 -f- 9. 8 X 124^ 17. 3 x $2.98**^

2. 2 x 480^ 10. 971 ^ $/U*3 18> 887 - 699^

3. 114 x 5*7° ll. 178 x 4 7>2 19. $9.24 - $8.98^26

4. 200 - 63W 12. 756 + 84^20. 926 - 859^7

5. 200 - 6^13. 313 - 7623721. 7 x $1.34*7.3*

6. 875 + 98V3 14. 143 X 5 7/3" 22. $8.06 + $0.97*203

7. 104 x 9 936 15. 96 -f- 4 2^ 23. $3.47 - $2.58*#*?

8. 00 On + Sv 9s 4 x $0.43^7224. 835 - 257 578

25. 356 + 99 + 57372 26. 53 + 79 + 39 + 237 90?

27. Write the addition facts for 10.

Test Yourself 3
[W]

Copy and work Ex. 1 to 22. Watch the signs!

1. 3 x 289 8C? 7. 169 - iHm 13. 693 -s- 3 23/

2. 914 -. 649 H>5 8. 23 4- 1%I0I 14. 476 - 67 909

3. 789 4- 67 9. 102 X 8M 15. 156 X 4 619

4. 469 >< 2 932 10. 199 9 22,*/'16. 900 - 872 2*

5. 185 -;- 2 91,M 11. 216 5 93,fn 17. 637 + 98 935

6. 934 -- 795 *39 12. 6 X 104 <oW 18. 306 -s- 9 39

19. 828 4-56+57 ?¥/ 21 . 379 + 70+ 52 377/

20. 79 + 34 + 45 + 68 216 22. 66 + 133 + 91 790

99

New Words: page 98, camera, films

Book Lesson (page 98). Problem Test 2.

Book Lesson (page 99)

Ex. 1-27 (top): Written work. Limit the as-

signment so that the needs and abilities of all

children will be met. Slower learners will probably

need to be warned to watch process signs (+, —

,

X, -5-) carefully since this is mixed practice.

Ex. 1-22 (bottom): Written work. Test Your-

self 3. Before letting slower learners attempt this

test, give a quick review to overcome the weak-

ness demonstrated in the mixed practice. All

children should analyze their errors using their in-

dividually-made charts of skills for the four

processes. As for Test Yourself 1 and 2, enter the

scores of Test Yourself 3 on the test record cards.

If progress is shown by any record, point it out.

Answer Not on Reproduced Page 99

27.1 + 9 = 10 4+ 6 = 10 7+ 3 = 10

2+ 8 = 10 5+ 5 = 10 8+ 2 = 10

3+ 7 = 10 6+ 4= 10 9+ 1 = 10
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Do You Make Mistakes?
Diagnostic Test 2

Copy the numbers. Find and check all answers.

1 .

a b c

32 41 302
X3 x5 x3

3U5 W6

Study
Pages

Practice

Sets

62-65 18 to 20

2.
34 372 167

x5 x2 x4
7777 79*7 Z6$

67-69 21, 22, 23

3.
// 3/ 37 /

8)88 5)155 3)963 88, 90 25, 26

4.
8)33 7)30 9)38 84-86 24, 31

5. 2/ /&*! 3z
3)84 4)73 6)192 89, 90-91 27

6. *0313 *0.97*3 *A7T2,*<
5)$2d5 8)$331 7)$9T95 92, 93 28, 33

Practice in D. [W]

Remember: Division examples may be written three

ways. Write each of these examples two other ways:

21 /73.

1. 4)84 4. 217 -5- 13/ 7. £ of 268/^10. 2)346

2. i of 48/2 5. 256 h- 4^ 8 . 288 ^ 932 11 . £ of 933/

3. 5 of 39/? 6 . 3)291 9. 348 +2/7^12. 7)1 4^7

Now work Ex. 1 to 12. Check your division.

100

Written Practice

Copy and work the examples. Watch the signs!

1. 869 2. 104 3. 98 4. $2.75

-707 x6 X2 x3
~7i

J

62

9

796 WYTTS

5. 124 6. 411 7. 788 8. 4)$2J3

x8 -68 + 89
772 -393^ 777

9. 607 10. 6)258 11. 168 12. $3.00

+ 193 x4 -1.98
~Wd/lil

577 $/. 02

13. 8)9lf^ 14. fpk*
2

15. 9)369 16. 5)$2j05

17. 311 + 17 + 69092

f

18. 27 + 40 + 69 + 97 + 46777

19. Write in a column the subtraction facts for 10.

(ylu/Jhrffam Oo&mnw,
fp.

/33)

How Well Can You Figure?
Computation Test 2

Copy and work the examples. Check your work.

1. 197 2. 801 3. 134 4. 457

X4 -794 X7 X2m 7 93? 9/9 „

5. 800 6. 43 7. 752 8. 8>a9§
-776 X5 + 148

29 2/S 900

9. 34 10. 578 11. 4)38f
R/

12. $1.03

X9 -396 X6
306 /ft

7)$2^87

$6. /»

13. 14. 351#’” 15. 16.
.20.32,1
9)$2.91

17. 384 + 61 + 315 760 19. 895 + 78 + 27 7,000

18. 308 + 418 + 2975.5 20. 88 + 77 + 99 + 66 + 5539S

101

Book Lesson (page 100)

Top of page: Diagnostic Test 2. Explain the

function of the test and show how it should be

taken. Demonstrate the use of “Study Pages” and

“Practice Tests.”

Ex. 1-12: Written work. If difficulty with

items 1 1-13 of the test of information and meaning

indicated more practice in writing and solving

division examples in 3 ways, use these exercises.

This work also provides more division practice as

preparation for the computation test. You may
need to point out to slower learners that although

they have written each example in three ways,

only one way is useful for doing the actual compu-
tation. That is the form using the division frame.

Book Lesson (page 101)

Ex. 1-19 (top): Written work. This practice

may serve as a check on the study and analysis of

difficulties made after Test Yourself 3.

Bottom of page: Computation Test 2. If neces-

sary, this test may be used for still further practice

as there is an alternate computation test on page

328 of this Manual.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. All tests may be used for teaching as well as

evaluation purposes. Tabulate errors item by item

and discuss with pupils their errors and reasons

for them. In using the problems for teaching pur-

poses try to make the problem situations as real as
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possible by using objects or by dramatizing the

situations. Do not proceed to Chapter 3 until all

children have attained a degree of mastery of this

chapter’s content that is commensurate with their

ability. Children who have perfect control of the

material may engage in some of the activities listed

under Teaching Page 8.

2. Allow time for Extra Practice Sets for those

who need them. More capable children may help

slower learners with these and the study pages

listed on page 100.

3. Discuss your arithmetic program with the

class. They may have valuable suggestions for

changes or improvements. Make certain that the

everyday real arithmetic problems of your children

are recognized and solved. Be sure, too, that your

arithmetic program is integrated with your whole

teaching program.

4.

Use the table below to determine per cents

for entry on the test record cards mentioned on

page 73 of the Manual. Scores, of course, should

be a matter for the individual pupil only.

TABLE OF PER CENTS FOR CHAPTER 2 SCORES

Score

Per Cents for

Problem

Test

Score

Per Cents for

Computation

Test

Score

Per Cents for

Computation

Test

1 13 1 5 11 55

2 25 2 10 12 60

3 38 3 15 13 65

4 50 4 20 14 70

5 63 5 25 15 75

6 75 6 30 16 80

7 88 7 35 17 85

8 100 8 40 18 90

9 45 19 95

10 50 20 100

(
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Teaching Chapter 3 of Grade 4

Introduction

Chapters 1 and 2 have laid a firm foundation in

information, understanding, and skills for the rest

of the work in Grade 4. Chapter 3 introduces a

few new skills, and further helps to consolidate

and extend what is already known.

I. Learning Outcomes in Chapter 3

1 . Ability to estimate sums and differences with

two 2-place numbers

2. Ability to read and write 4-place numbers,

with understanding of place value

3. Ability to add and subtract 4-place numbers,

sums and minuends to 9,999

4. Knowledge of the M. facts for 5’s and for 5

5. Knowledge of the D. facts with quotients

and divisors of 5 and the related fraction-facts and

uneven D. facts

6. Understanding and use of proper fractions

other than unit fractions as applied to single

objects

7. Ability to solve problems

8. Understanding of various specific concepts,

generalizations, relationships, and skills

9. Desirable emotionalized responses (attitudes,

appreciations, values)

II. The Nature of the Major Outcomes

Ability to Estimate Sums and Differences

with Two 2-place Numbers

Have you observed the unhappy behavior of

many adults when for some practical reason they

need to know the approximate sum of two such

numbers as 47 and 32 (or to know their approxi-

mate difference)? Many of them resort to the use

of pencil and paper or they guess, or trust to luck,

or undertake some painful method of mental

computation, such as setting up the example “in

their heads” and trying to solve by means of mental

imagery. All this is unnecessary, for there are

simple and efficient ways of estimating. The esti-

mated sums and differences may not be exact, but

for many purposes they are good enough.

Rounded numbers, that is, numbers rounded to

the nearest tens-numbers, are used in estimating

(as on pages 104 to 106). Thus, in 47+ 32, 47

becomes 50 (or 5 tens), and 32 becomes 30 (or 3

tens), and the estimated sum is 80 (or 8 tens),

just 1 off from the accurate sum. In the same way,

47 — 32 becomes 50 (5 tens) — 30 (3 tens), and
the estimated difference is 20 (2 tens)—not exact,

but close enough many times.

Ability to Read and Write 4-place Numbers
with Understanding of Place Value

For obvious practical reasons, children should

have facility in reading and writing 4-place num-
bers. Since in the pupil’s book {pages 108-111)

the new skills are based upon understanding of

place value they are easily learned and require

only slight extensions of the corresponding skills

with 3-place numbers. In this chapter addition

and subtraction (and in later chapters multiplica-

tion and division) with 4-place numbers is carefully

developed.

Ability to Add and Subtract 4-place Num-
bers, Sums and Minuends to 9,999

In addition {pages 112 and 113), your pupils

will learn how to deal with addends and sums one

figure longer than they are used to and how to

carry thousands. The first phase introduces diffi-

culty only by making heavier demands upon span

of attention, but even so, this constitutes a suffi-

cient reason for postponing addition with 4-place

numbers from Grade 3 (where it was formerly

placed) to Grade 4. The second phase (carrying

thousands) introduces a difficulty of understand-

ing. The amount of difficulty experienced at this

point will depend upon the degree to which there

is comprehension of number meanings and place

value, as well as of the rational principles involved

in carrying hundreds and tens.

Statements of much the same nature could be

made with respect to the extension of subtraction

skills in this chapter to include 4-place numbers,

without and with borrowing {pages 114-116).
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Knowledge of the M. Facts for 5’s and for 5

You already know the kind of outcome expected

for these M. facts as described in the phrase

“meaningful mastery.” The M. facts are first

explored and discovered in random order (pages

118, 120, and 121). Products obtained by round-

about procedures are acceptable for a time. After

study, the facts are assembled by the children into

tables and are then examined for new relationships

(pages 122-124). Eventually your pupils are to

know all the M. facts for 5’s and for 5, and to know
them in such a way that they can furnish answers

correctly, immediately, and confidently. Though
several pages are taken for their development in

the chapter, not many new M. facts have to be

learned. Eight of the seventeen facts have occurred

in tables mastered earlier. Only those with prod-

ucts of 25 or more can be considered new.

Knowledge of the D. Facts with Quotients and

Divisors of 5 and the Related Fraction

Facts and Uneven D. Facts

The points which applied in the discussion

above for the M. facts for 5’s and for 5 also apply

for the D. facts with quotients and divisors of 5

(pages 119-121, 128, 131, and 132). Knowledge

of the fraction facts (such as ^ of 25 = 5 and y of

35 = 5, page 129) functions immediately in simple

problem-solving {page 130) and provides a good

way of thinking of fractional relationships.

Your pupils already know the table numbers 5,

15, and 20 for the uneven D. facts with quotients

and divisors 5. Now they will learn the new table

numbers 25, 30, 35, 40, and 45 (pages 134 and 135).

In view of the frequent uses of these uneven D.

facts, by themselves and in more complicated

division, the learning of them is important.

Understanding and Use of Proper Fractions

Other than Unit Fractions

Up to this point only unit fractions (fractions

with numerators of 1) have been taught. Now
your pupils will learn fractions like f, f , f, f, and

{pages 140-143). These new fractions are ap-

plied to single objects only and only denominators

of 10 or less are used.

Ability to Solve Problems

A large number of pages {pages 103, 107, 117

,

122, 130, 131, 138, 144) is set aside to help

children acquire intelligent skills in solving prob-

lems. We shall not describe these pages now,

though you may want to leaf through the chapter

to see what they contribute. Each lesson will be

discussed and its purpose will be explained in con-

junction with the teaching suggestions for the

appropriate pages.

Understanding of Various Specific Concepts,

Generalizations, Relationships, and Skills

1. Concepts and essential technical terms and

symbols:

addend multiplier

denominator numerator
dividend seventh

estimate subtrahend

factor symbols for proper fractions

length (such as fj f, etc.)

minuend thousands

multiplicand n (missing number)

2. Important relationships and generalizations.

The generalizations appearing in Chapter 3 will

be found on the following pages of the pupil’s book

(and on the corresponding reproduced pages in this

Manual): pages 103, 112, 113, 114, 124, 128, 130,

136, 142.

3. Skills beyond those listed: a. Ability to read

large numbers as used for telephone numbers, on

automobile license plates, and as house numbers.

b. Ability to find an unknown addend, knowing

the sum and one of the two addends

c. Ability to find a missing factor, being given

the product and the other factor

d. Extension of ability to use the calendar

Desirable Emotionalized Responses (Atti-

tudes, Appreciations, Values)

Turn to pages 17 and 18 to bring to mind some

of the particular attitudes, appreciations, and values

that should be outcomes of a good arithmetic

program. If you have not done so before, perhaps

this is the time to attempt an evaluation of your

success in fostering good arithmetic attitudes.
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The Boy Scout Camp
Completing problems [W]

Write addition problems where you see A., subtraction

problems where you see S., and so on.

1. 10 of 18 Scouts went on an overnight hike. S.
(9)

2. A two-day hike of 30 miles. The first day the

hikers went 16 miles. S.

day. ?(/¥)

3. 18 Scouts, £ of them in one tent. D.
JwisO&i -

7
(9)

4. 18 Scouts, 6 Scouts on each ball team. D.
&4b7n4sUfewX&eMi/ ? (3

)

5. 36 pieces of firewood in 3 equal piles. D. %^/rrwny
(/2j

6. Tom took $2.50 for spending money. His uncle

sent him $1.75 more. A.
oiut/ Zfrm; stJi&ru ? ( 25)

7. Mike spent 2 hours a day fishing on each of the

first 8 days. M.
urv a££. ? (/(,)

103-

You add or multiply to find how many or

how much in all.

If the groups are not equal, you add.

If the groups are equal, you can multiply.

You subtract or divide to break up groups.

You subtract to find

1. how many left. 3. the difference.

2. how many gone. 4. the other part.

You divide to find

1. how many equal groups there are.

2. how many there are in each equal part

or equal share of a group.

Teaching Pages 102 and 103

Pupil’s Objective: To make problems from

described number situations as a way to learn

more about process meanings.

Background

Assembled at the top of page 103 in outline

form are all the process generalizations so far

learned or reviewed in Grade 4. They form a

complete summary of the meanings of the basic

arithmetic operations and provide the most useful

basis there is for sensibly deciding what process

should be used. All children should be able to use

concrete materials to demonstrate their complete

understanding of each point in the outline.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Use the following problems, or similar ones

derived from classroom situations, to demonstrate

the various meanings of the processes:

a. Bert found 5 pieces of quartz and 7 pieces of

shale. How many pieces of rock did Bert find

altogether? (A.)
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b. Each day Carol ate 2 sandwiches for lunch.

In 5 days how many sandwiches did she eat for

lunch? (M.)

c. Bert used 8 of his 1 3 nails in making a shelf.

How many nails were left? (S., how many left)

d. Of the 23 girls in Carol’s group of Brownies,

6 did not go to the picnic. How many Brownies

went to the picnic? (S., how many gone)

e. Bert is 9 years old, and his father is 37. What
is the difference in their age? (S., difference)

/. Carol wants to sell 15 tickets to the Brownie

puppet show. She has already sold 6 tickets. How
many more must she sell? (S., other part)

g. Bert had 27 matchbook covers in his collec-

tion. He wanted to put 9 covers on each page of

his scrap book. How many pages would he use?

(measurement division)

h. Carol had 18 balls of yarn to divide equally

among 6 classrooms. How many balls of yarn

should each classroom get? (fractional-part di-

vision)

2. If possible, use a flannel board to emphasize

the two major operations—putting together and

separating. When these have been clarified,

further differentiate the processes by showing that

either unequal or equal groups may be assembled or

separated.

3. See if the children can, without referring to

the book, summarize the process meanings in a

form somewhat similar to that given at the top of

page 103 in the pupil’s book.

New Words: page 103, hike, scout

Book Lesson. Written work. Assign the first

three number situations to be completed inde-

pendently. Observe to discover which children

need further help. Assemble papers and, if neces-

sary, complete all the problems orally. More ca-

pable children ought to be able to proceed on an

individual basis. Pupils may refer to the picture

(page 102) for further ideas in writing problems.

Remind pupils that in phrasing the questions to

complete each problem, they should ask for exactly

what they want, e.g., Scouts, teams, miles. For

example, in completing Ex. 1, the problem question

should be something like “How many Scouts

stayed at camp?”

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Follow the written lesson by an oral lesson for

all children using the completed problems. The
purpose of the oral lesson is to find out why problem

1 is written as a subtraction problem; why problem 2

is also written as a subtraction problem; and so on.

2. If slower learners have difficulty in telling why
each problem is written as an addition, subtrac-

tion, multiplication, or division problem, use semi-

concrete pictures to help them relate the problems

to the Pre-book Lesson work. If these children

worked Ex. 1-7 orally, use the problems given in

the Pre-book Lesson as a written lesson, but write

just the number situations on the board and have

each completed as in the pupil’s book.

3. More capable children.

a. Solve the problems they have completed.

b. Make up original problems for each of the

process meanings. This is much more difficult

than completing problems from given situations as

in the lesson in the pupil’s book.

Teaching Pages 104 and 105

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn how to esti-

mate sums in the case of two 2-place numbers;

( b) to practice estimating sums
;

(c) to obtain prac-

tice in column addition.

Background. Estimating in examples like 32 +
43 only rarely gives an exact sum, but in many
life situations inexact sums satisfy our needs—they

are “close enough.” (Of course, we have to know
when they are good enough and when, on the other

hand, we must have accurate sums.) Up to now,

your pupils have always copied their addends on

paper and added by columns. Now they will learn

how they can approximate sums for two 2-place

numbers “in their heads” by rounding (although

pupils will not call it by this name, nor use the

term “rounding” until Grade 5). In the work

on these pages, all numbers are to be rounded to

tens. Then pupils proceed to estimate sums by

adding tens like ones.

Pre-book Lesson (pages 104 and 105, top)

1. Children have many uses for the new skill

of estimating. Perhaps they need to decide, for
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example, if the third and fourth grades can be

accommodated at once in the visual-aids room.

They know there are 28 children in Grade 3 and

31 in Grade 4. The room accommodates 65.

Without using pencil and paper, how can they find

out if there are seats enough for both classes in the

room? Record on the board each suggested method

of solving. Some pupils may suggest rounding off

the two numbers. If not, lead the children to this

procedure by demonstrating that “28 is almost 3

tens, or 30, and that 31 is also about 3 tens, or 30.”

2. Use bundle-numbers to show 28 as 2 ten-

bundles with 8 ones, and 31 as 3 tens with 1 one.

Remind the children that they have already learned

that tens can be added like ones and, therefore,

if they could discover a way to make 28 and 31

into tens only, with as little change as possible,

they could add as easily as they can add 3 and 3.

3. Write on the board the numbers from 0 to

40 (or more) in the form of a number line. En-

large, or color, the decade numbers (0, 10, 20, 30,

40) for emphasis. Have a child point to the num-
ber 28. Ask whether it is closer to 2 tens (point

to 20) or 3 tens (point to 30). They should see

immediately that 28 is closer to 3 tens than 2 tens.

Continue this process for many other numbers,

such as 14, 37, 22, 13, 26. If more capable children

ask about numbers that are exactly between dec-

ades, such as 15, 25, 35, merely say that it has been

decided that these numbers should be thought of

as the next higher ten.

4. A chart may be put on the board showing

the number of boys, girls, and pupils in each grade

(or room). From this chart many suitable esti-

mation problems, of the kind suggested below,

may be developed.

Estimating Sums
2-place numbers [O]

Bob was helping his father set out pear trees.

104

4. To estimate the sum of 31 and 42,

think of 31 as about _=?_ tens and of 42 as

about -l/- tens. Then the sum is a little more

than 70.

1. Bob said,
“About how many trees are we planting,

40 or 60 or 100? There are 19 trees of one kind and 32

trees of another, but I have no paper and pencil.”

Do you know a way to find out?

Bob’s father said, “You can get about the right answer

by thinking of 19 as 2 tens and of 32 as 3 tens.”

2. About how many trees were Bob and his father going

to plant? 2 tens + 3 tens = <yi*50

The answer, 50, is not right, but it is almost right.

Sometimes “almost-right” sums are good enough for

what we want.

When we find almost-right sums, we say that we

estimate the sums.

3. To estimate the sum of 39 and 37,

think of 39 as about tens and of 37 as

about -9. tens. Then the sum is a little less

tll3.Il
^

not accurate, but, for the purpose at hand, is

adequate.

a. The mothers of the children in Grades 2 and
3 are coming to the assembly program. About how
many additional chairs need to be set up in the hall?

b. Grades 5 and 6 are going on a field trip together.

For the purpose of ordering buses, decide about how
many will be going.

Be sure to indicate approximation in these

answers. It can be done by use of the word

“about,” or “approximately.” Each example

should be checked by addition to show that the

estimated answer, while close to the actual sum, is

New Word: page 104, estimating

Book Lesson (pages 104 and 105, top)

Ex. 1-7: Oral work. For Ex. 3 and 4, pupils

may wish to check estimates with actual sums.

This will show how close estimations can be to

the actual sum. See if they realize how useful

estimating is when exactness is not necessary in

using the answers.

Following Ex. 7 on page 105, children are

directed to make a rule for estimating sums. One
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5. In estimating sums, how should you think of these

numbers (that is, as how many tens) ?
(ojttmd tg/nd 3>M/n6 Sfynd

a. 62 b. 29 c. 41 d. 37 e. 53 f. 48

6. Estimate the sums you should get by adding 21 to

each of the numbers in Ex. 5.
a. 80 2:so c.eo cC.ibO 4.70 £.70

7. Estimate the sums you should get by adding 38 to

each of the numbers in Ex. 5.

cl. /oo 2.70 c.90 d.80 4.90 £.90

Make a rule about estimating sums of 2-place numbers.
<
97laJe£/ Jim arncOtzdcOdtrui 2<2z£/ o-n£4.

[W]

Write estimates for Ex. 8 to 23. For Ex. 8, you write

“4 tens + 3 tens = 7 tens, or 70.”

8. 42+29 70 12. 38+480? 16. 77+11%? 20. 22+3760

9. 51+ 22 70 13. 27+2350 17. 21+ 63#? 21. 41+51%?

10. 63+ 18#? 14. 49+38%? 18. 32+42 70 22. 19+3760

11. 47+21 70 15. 18+62#? 19. 48+49/00 23. 51+4290

Practice in Column Addition

1 to 3. Add the columns in

Ex. a, b, and c. Use 68 for the

missing number. ; 9/0; 7/5

4 to 6. Use 193 in Ex. a to c.

7 to 9. Add in Ex. d, e, and f

missing number. 39; 76; 2//

10 to 15. Now for Ex. d, e,

and f use 7.Then use 8.A

16 to 21. Now for Ex. d, e,

and f use 69.*Then use 97.

[W]

a. 748 b. 695 c. J33

46 J$3 579

J93 47 68
-5 991 935 m
. This time use 9 for the

d. 8 e. 47 f.

6 56

4 9 47

6 99

5

105

formulation is, When you want to add two 2-place

numbers “in your head” change each number to the

nearest ten, and then add tens. Any statement,

offered by the children, even if it is lengthy, is

acceptable provided that it covers the procedure

adequately. The important thing is that the

children understand what they are doing. Be sure

to stress the fact that when sums must be accurate,

they must be obtained by actually doing the com-

putational work.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 105

10. 32 11. 74 12. 209 13. 33 14. 75 15. 210

16. 94 17. 136 18. 271 19. 122 20. 164 21. 299

Ex. 8-23: Written work. All children should

notice the requested written form indicated in the

directions.

Differentiations and Extensions (pages 104

and 105, top)

1. As slower learners do the written assignment,

observe their work to discover sources of error. If

you note an inability to round numbers, work
with them as a group, using bundle-numbers or

a number line, much as was suggested in the Pre-

book Lesson.

2. More capable children.

a. They may do Ex. 8-23 orally. For Ex. 8,

the response should be “40 and 30 are 70.”

b. They may give the exact answers to Ex. 8-15

after comparing with the estimated answers in

an effort to decide whether the estimated sum will

be larger than, or smaller than, the exact answer.

Book Lesson (page 105, bottom). Written

work. Write the numbers 1 through 3 on the board

and beside each copy from the book the appropriate

incomplete example (a, b, or c). Have a pupil

erase the question mark in each exercise and put

“68” in its place. All pupils should work these

exercises at their seats. Write the numbers 4

through 6 on the board; erase each “68” and this

time have a pupil insert “193” in the empty

spaces. Be sure children keep the one’s column

even and that they understand how the rest of the

examples are to be set up and numbered.

Differentiations and Extensions (page 105,

bottom)

1. More capable children. If the sums of the

higher-decade facts are not completely automatic,

provide practice through an adaptation of the

game Yay (see Manual, pages 343-344). Make
sets of about ten 4" by 5" cards (one for each

player), similar to the one shown in the diagram.

11 20 31 43

14 24 32 45

17 26 35 47

19 27 39 48
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Distribute the numbers 11-19 in the first columns

of the several cards, 20-29 in the second, 30-39

in the third, and 40-49 in the last. To enable the

child to locate the numbers efficiently, be sure

numbers are written in the correct numerical order.

2. Slower learners may need further directed

oral practice in higher-decade facts without bridg-

ing, as in:

4 4 4

+ 12 +22 + 32

or with bridging, as in:

6 6 6

+ 15 +25 +35

Teaching Page 106

4

+ 42

6

+ 45

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn how to estimate

the difference between two 2-place numbers

;

(b) to practice estimating this difference; (c) to

maintain computation skills with written practice.

Pre-book Lesson. Tell pupils that it is often

possible to use approximate answers in subtrac-

tion too. See if they can tell some times when this

would be true. If they have trouble, suggest

situations such as:

a. Grade 4 pupils have collected 82 cents for pur-

chasing paper and ribbon to be used in wrapping Red
Cross gift boxes. If paper costs 29 cents a package and
one package is needed, how much money will be left

for the purchase of ribbon?

b. 72 Christmas carol booklets were given to Jane
to be used in her room. If each of the 37 children are

,

given one book, how many extra books are there?

!

New Word: true

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-5 (top): Oral work. Have Ex. 2-5 done

on the board using the form “9 tens—4 tens are

5 tens, or 50.” If pupils seem hesitant about this

work, develop and solve further examples using a

number line. Following Ex. 5, the pupils are

given an opportunity to formulate their own rule

for estimating in subtraction.

Ex. 6-21 (top): Written work.

Ex. 1-18 (bottom): Written work. Call on
several pupils to suggest reasons why the directions

Estimating Remainders
[O]

You can estimate answers in subtraction, too.

1. 98 - 49 = ? 98 is about JO- tens. 49 is about

-5. tens. 10 tens minus 5 tens = S tens. The true

remainder is about S- tens.

In this way, estimate the remainders in Ex. 2 to 5.
90-V0=50 6,0-30=30 6,0-90=20 /OOSO=SO

2. 89-41^ 3. 61 - 32A 4. 58- 39A 5. 97 - 48A

Tell how to estimate in subtracting 2-place numbers.^

[W]

Before finding the true remainders, write estimates.

For Ex. 6, write “7 tens - 3 tens = 4 tens, or 40.”

6. 68- 32 ¥0;3aO. 83-3250/5714. 97-2870/^18. 63-23 90;90

7. 52- 23 30;29-11. 99- 42 (,0;5% 5. 57-2W& 19. 91 - lV0;/9

8. 87- 49 40/5/12. 61-39/0/216. 43- 18247520. 48-32 20;/i

9. 71-385tf;Jl3. 42- 28/4/447. 82-39^/^21. 88-5830/50

Written Practice

Copy and work. Do each example a second time.

1 . 3 X 259 777 7. 387 4 96,R

3

13. 199 % 2 9%Ri

2. 111 - 48 6,3 8. 453 X 2 m 14. 124 times 8 992

3. 217 5 H-3.RI 9. 770 - 683 tf 15. 4 X 248 992

4. 5 X 134 tfo 10. 3 X 245 755 16. 659 plus 99 75/

5. 489 + 507 flsll. 401 - 48 353 17. 300 minus 56 799

6. 231 - 3 77 12. 381 4 95,,

m

18. 9 X 104 m

106

call for each example to be done twice. While the

example is being worked the second time, the

pupil should not be permitted to look at his first

solution of it. For this reason it is suggested that

once the heading is written, the paper be folded

lengthwise through the center. The first example

should be worked on the left side of the paper, the

folded paper turned and the same example worked

on the right side. The paper may then be opened

for comparison.

—

—

Answer Not on Reproduced Page 106

2. To estimate in subtracting 2-place numbers,

round each number to tens and subtract tens.
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Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners.

a. As these children work Ex. 6-21 at the top

of the page in the pupil’s book, notice their diffi-

culties. If errors occur in rounding numbers to

the nearest tens, give oral practice with the num-
ber line or, if necessary, with bundle-numbers.

Give sufficient practice so that the process is truly

understood.

b. As soon as there is facility in rounding to tens,

give practice on Ex. 6-21 at the board, and then

on paper. Should errors occur in subtraction, re-

teach and then plan individual drill with flash

cards and games.

2. More capable children.

a. Allow these pupils to do Ex. 6-21 orally with

books closed. A pupil leader may read each ex-

ample. When the group has demonstrated its

ability to work under the leadership of the pupil

leader, the teacher should leave the group. After

all the estimated answers have been given and

placed on the board, have all examples worked.

b. See whether pupils can discover that a greater

error in the estimated remainder usually occurs

when both the subtrahend and minuend are in-

creased or both decreased in rounding.

Teaching Page 107

Pupil’s Objective: To obtain practice in esti-

mating sums and differences in problems.

Background. The ability to estimate sums and

differences becomes important when put to use in

real life situations. For this reason, practice is

given pupils in using these newly acquired skills.

Even when problem situations, real or fictional,

demand an accurate answer, estimates made before

computation serve as a check.

Pre-book Lesson. For the following problems,

first have the answers estimated orally and then

have the accurate answers found on the board.

a. Two busloads of children arrived at an empty pic-

nic area at the same time. One bus had 27 passengers;

the other 38. How many people arrived at the picnic

area in buses?

Estimating Answers for Problems

Write an estimated answer for each problem.

1

.

The swimming pool at Hill

School is 68 ft. long and 42 ft.

wide. How many feet longer is

it than it is wide? 30; 2(,

S. [W]

2. Joe can swim the length of

the pool 12 times. Jack can swim

the length of the pool 47 times, or

how many more times than Joe?v
Vo;3S

3. When 21 children left the pool, 38 others came in.

The two groups made a total of how many? GO; 59

How much should you pay for
W;7fi

4. a 49tf book and a 29tf package of paper?,

5. cookies costing 22<£ and fruit, 32tf?v
SO*;SV*

What is the difference in cost between aM
vo*; vo* 4?

6. Savings Stamps costing lOtf and 50^
7. hard candy at 28tf and at 49<£? 20*;H*

How many in all are there in groups
/oo ; vs

8. of 38 and of 57 toy soldiers?

9. of 49 and of 43 cows? 90; 92

How many would be left if

10. 18 of the 42 sheep in a pen jumped the fence? 20;2V

Now find the true answers for Ex. 1 to 10.

-107

b. Of the 79 fourth graders 36 are going to a hobby
show. How many will remain at school?

c. The Blue Flyers defeated the Range Scouters in

a swimming meet by a score of 89 to 37. How much
larger was the Blue Flyers’ score?

New Word: length

Book Lesson. Written work. Explain that the

problems in the pupil’s book are similar to the ones

completed as part of the Pre-book Lesson. Pupils

should write estimated answers for each problem

and then find the true answers. After the work

has been completed, check pupils orally, discussing

each problem to decide under what circumstance

an estimated answer would suffice and when a true

answer would be necessary.
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Teaching Pages 108 and 109

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn how to read

4-place numbers according to place value; (b) to

learn how to read “naming numbers” involving

three and four figures; (c) to gain skill in addition

and subtraction computation.

Background. A common (and, therefore, per-

haps admissible) error in the reading of large

numbers is in the use of the word “and.” 4,762

is read “four thousand seven hundred sixty-two,”

not “four thousand seven hundred and sixty-two.”

The word “and” is reserved for reading mixed

decimals (342.36 is read “three hundred forty-two

and 36 hundredths”).

The number in the address 4620 Bird Street

carries no specific quantitative significance as does

the number 4620 by itself. The purpose of the

number in the address is to give the house in

question a place in a series of houses, and it is

therefore called a “naming number.”

Pre-book Lesson

1. Place on the chalkboard or bulletin board

statements which contain 4-place numbers. The
following may be adapted to your own community.

a. Our school uses approximately 3,920 gallons of

water each week.

b. If you sleep ten hours each night, you sleep 3,650

hours in a regular year.

Let pupils try to read the statements. If they

are read correctly, call to the attention of the class

the fact that each number contains four figures and

that the fourth figure, counting from right to left,

is in thousand’s place.

2. Draw a place-value chart on the board and

have pupils fill in the words “ones, tens” etc., as

shown below.

Thousands i Hundreds Tens Ones

CO 6 0

List in the chart numbers such as the following

for pupils to read:

2,360 8,200 5,105

1,972 9,370 2,030

Reading Four-Place Numbers
[O]

You have seen many 4-place numbers. The place at

the left is for thousands. These numbers are read:

3,652 Three thousand six hundred fifty-two

8,220 Eight thousand two hundred twenty

4,086 Four thousand eighty-six

6,500 Six thousand five hundred

Now read the numbers in rows 1 and 2.abed e f

1. 2,517 1,605 8,739 3,900 4,120 6,719

2. 5,800 9,614 4,015 7,202 8,096 6,347

Tell why a comma is often put in 4-place numbers, v

Other Ways to Read Large Numbers
House numbers [O]

Sometimes we use numbers to mark things or put them

in order, not to tell how many. We
may read such numbers without

saying “hundreds” or “thousands.”

This house number is read “nine

seventy-two.”

When 0 is in the middle of a

number, it is read as “oh.”

Use no comma in writing a house number. Ex. 1 is

read “forty-six twenty”; Ex. 2, “twenty-two oh-four.”

Read the house numbers in Ex. 3 toj^

1. 4620 Bird Street 4. 54X8 Lee

2. 2204 May Avenue

3. 7906 James Road

»f f^M- 1

'.Si ! §1;
;-g~

"

ritg. 1% p ;

|

1

; j i

108

3. Ifpupils do not ask about the comma in 4-place

numbers, call it to their attention. Ask why they

think it is used. Accept such answers as, “To make

it easier to read” or “To break up the number for

easier reading.”

4. Have pupils cut from magazines and news-

papers any 4-place numbers they can find. Paste

these clippings, and others of your own, on sheets

of paper headed; Addresses, Telephone Numbers,

Dates.

5. Point out how different types of “naming

numbers” may be read in different ways.

Continue practice of this kind using the mounted

clippings. Ask what other kinds of “naming num-
bers” (such as license-plate numbers) can be seen
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Telephone numbers

This telephone number is read “six,

four-one-three.” The one in Ex. 7 is read

“five-nine-oh.” Ex. 8 is read “Lester, two,

oh-oh-nine.”

Read telephone numbers in Ex. 9 to 12.

7. 590 9. 9-504 A .11. CRoss 2-457A
Cl, -/ru*W-jeu*, JL

8. Lester 2-009 10. L-2094, 12. PERson 4-007.

George Washington was born in the year 1732. No
comma is used in a date. We read this date, “seventeen

thirty-two.” We read 1955 as “nineteen fifty-five.”

Read the following dates:
„ . „ . ,

13. 1492a
'
14. 1776 v 15. 1908A 16. 1606 v 17. 1861 A

The number of this automobile license

License numbers

is read “two-A one-six eight-oh.”

Numbers are used in many ways on

automobile licenses. Find license numbers from other

parts of the country and bring them to read to the class.

[W]

To Keep in Practice

Copy the examples and find answers. Check your work,

a b c

1. 800 - 573^27 $0.78 + $4.63&w36 + 25 + 9 + 48///

2. 543 + 986W $9.07 - $1.65^317 + 212 + 217M
3. 612 — 79533 $4.00 — $0.87$5./5 8-)- 5 + 8-1- 6-f- 330

4. 389 - 299ft? $4.25 + $3.64^72 + 9 + 7 +

109 -

on the way to school. Have children write some

of these on the board and then read them.

New Words: page 108, thousands, comma ; page

109, automobile, license

Book Lesson. Rows 1 and 2: Oral work.

Ex. 1-17: Oral work. Rows 1-4: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Have all children help in collecting and

making a class list of 4-place numbers. These may
be used from time to time for oral practice in

reading different types of numbers.

2. Slower learners may need to use a pocket

chart to get further practice in reading numbers.

As shown below, insert one card containing a

single figure (0-9) in the pocket under each head-

ing. Have the numbers read.

Thousands Hundreds Tens Ones

r

4tV
1 r* r*

Let a pupil leader take charge as soon as the

group is proceeding accurately. Eliminate the

pocket chart as soon as possible and give further

practice in the reading of 4-place numbers.

3.

More capable children.

a. A group may become interested in making a

phone directory of the class. This would be an

excellent language project utilizing alphabetizing,

spelling, and a knowledge of the use of a directory.

b. Another group may become interested in

collecting copies of license plates. This could

stimulate an interest in the location of various

states, and thereby form the basis for a social-

studies project utilizing map making, art, and

geography.

Teaching Pages 110 and 111

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn the meaning

of 4-place numbers;
(
b) to learn to write 4-place

numbers.

Background. In addition to the skill of reading

4-place numbers, pupils need to understand why
we write 4-place numbers as we do.

The Hindu-Arabic system, based as it is upon

position, or place value, lends itself to easy visuali-

zation.

10 is first seen as ten ones—then 1 ten

83 is seen as 8 tens and 3 ones

236 is seen as 23 tens and 6 ones then as

2 hundreds 3 tens and 6 ones.

Now pupils may be brought to realize that

1,000 is first seen as 100 tens; then 10 hundreds;

and finally as 1 thousand.

{Continued on page 148)
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Understanding Four-Place Numbers
Meaning of thousand [O]

Mr. Hardy at his machine turns out thousands of

boxes of cookies every day.

It is hard to think of a thousand things. If you were

to count every letter and figure on page 109, you would

have only about 700.

It is even hard to think of 1,000 as 100 tens.

Just try to think about 100 of these: |

It is easier to think of 1,000 as the total of

10 hundreds. See the picture at the left.

1. 10 hundreds = 1 thousand (1,000), so
jUoudevnd/

a. 12 hundreds = 1 __A and hundreds.

b. 37 hundreds = -A thousands and 7
thouAcvndd

c. 61 hundreds = 6 and 1

d. 94 hundreds = 9 sPlAelMdAj&cO}

2.

In 6,843, the 6 is in thousand’s place. It means

“6 thousands.” Tell about the place and meaning of each

of the other figures.^Do the same for Ex. a to e below.*
a. 7,248 b. 2,064 c. 8,007 d. 5,420 e. 2,836

110

3.

We can break up four-place numbers in several

ways to show what they mean. This has been done for

5,629 in boxes A to C. Explain the work.

5,629 = 5 thousands and 6 hundreds and 2 tens and 9 ones

or 5,000 + 600 + 20 +9

5,629 = 56 hundreds and 2 tens and 9 ones

or 5,600 + 20 +9

5,629 562 tens and 9 ones

5,620 + 9

4.

Finish Ex. a and b. Tell the missing words.
_ i&vu&epetdJ JuAMct/Mda _ tern „ <rned

a. 7,085 = 7-TT+ 0 ___ + 8 + 5

or g Jzni
^

A

or 708 + 5

b. 8,902 = + 2

or 894*:^ 0*^+2 VOi;

or 890^ + 2 °T±L.

[W]

Write these numbers to show their meanings as was

done in Ex. 4a and 4b.

5.

3,624* 6 . 5,089* 7. 9,207 8 . 4,350 9. 7,060

Write the number in figures for

10 .

11.

78 hundreds and 4 tens and 9 ones. 7^7

2 thousands and 3 hundreds and 8 tens and 0 ones.

12. 20 hundreds + 13.2,0/3 15. 8 thousands + 1 .2,001

13. 2 thousands + 50 tefis^ 16. 17 hundreds + 25.,/ 7/5
-

14. 10 hundreds + 9./ooi 17. 276 tens +

111-

-Answers Not on Reproduced Page 110-

2. 6,843

6 in thousand’s place means “6 thousands.’

8 in hundred’s place means “8 hundreds.”

4 in ten’s place means “4 tens.”

3 in one’s place means “3 ones.”

Ex. a-e should be done in the same way as

Ex. 2 at the left. For Ex. b to d, be sure pupils

realize that the zero is used as a number to mean
“no ones,” “no tens,” or whatever, and that it also

is used as a place holder.

-Answers Not on Reproduced Page 111-

5. 3,624 = 3 thousands and 6 hundreds and 2

tens and 4 ones

or 36 hundreds and 2 tens and 4 ones

or 362 tens and 4 ones

r

6 . 5,089 = 5 thousands and 0 hundreds and 8

tens and 9 ones

or 50 hundreds and 8 tens and 9 ones

or 508 tens and 9 ones
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Pre-book Lesson

1. Ask, “Did you ever see a thousand people

together at one time? Where? How can you tell

us how many are a thousand people?” Try to

elicit attempts to explain a thousand, but point

out the difficulty of understanding numbers so

large, apart from thinking of them in terms of

other units (tens and hundreds). Break the num-
ber 1,000 into familiar units; first, into 1,000 ones,

which has little meaning, then into 100 tens, and

then into 10 hundreds, which is more meaningful.

2. Ask pupils to think of a group of 100 (perhaps

3 classes) and then ten groups of this size.

3. Have pupils pair off. One child may count by

1000’s as his partner writes the numbers thus given.

4. If necessary with slower learners, use a por-

tion of a number line, indicating ones, tens, and

hundreds each with a different color. You may
also use bundle numbers. Once the feeling of one

thousand is established, let pupils proceed to break

up larger numbers as illustrated below.

5,286 = 5 thousands and 2 hundreds and 8 tens

and 6 ones

9,207 = 9 thousands and 2 hundreds and 0 tens

and 7 ones

2,853 = 2 thousands and 8 hundreds and 5 tens

and 3 ones

5. Have the numbers in 3, above, broken into

groups in the various ways shown below:

2,853 = 2 thousands and 8 hundreds and 5 tens

and 3 ones

28 hundreds and 5 tens and 3 ones

285 tens and 3 ones

9,207 = 9 thousands and 2 hundreds and 0 tens

and 7 ones

92 hundreds and 7 ones

920 tens and 7 ones

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-4: Oral work.

Ex. 5-17: Written work. Observe pupils as

they work, giving assistance as needed. Check
papers carefully and note which pupils will need

further help in understanding the meaning of

thousands. Be sure this meaning is clear to each

pupil before proceeding with page 1 1 2.

Adding Four-Place Numbers6
[O]

1. Watching the circus parade, there were 1,623 men

and 4,256 women and children, or -?. people altogether.

In box A, 1,623 and 4,256 are the

addends (numbers to be added). How

was the sum of these addends found?
(i^CcCvna. 'fistAC <rrut/>, £emd,

2. At the circus, there were about

5,500 men and women and also about

3,700 children. That was about how

many people in all (box B)?

The sum of the hundreds is 12.

But 12 hundreds (1,200) = 1 thousand

and 2 hundreds. Carry the 1 thousand.

When the sum in the hundred’s column is 10

or more, you carry.

You add thousands just as you add ones.

Explain the additions in Ex. 3 to 6.

3. 4,625 4. 697 5. $23.98 6. 2,487

+ 2,036 +4,934 +46.15 959

6,661 5,631 $70.13 +3,264

6,710

112——
Teaching Pages 112 and 113

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn how to add

4-place numbers without and with carrying;

(b) to learn how to find a missing addend, desig-

nated by w, when one of two addends and the sum
of both addends are known.

Pre-book Lesson (pages 112 and 113, top)

1. Copy Ex. a and b from the next column on

the board and have them solved. See if pupils

“just naturally” move into the new skill, as an

extension of familiar skills. Point out that in this

example they have done something for the first

A

Thousands
Hundreds

Tens
Ones

1, :
6 : 2 : 3

+_ 4, 2 5 6

5, 8 7 9

B
5,5 0 0

+ 3,7 0 0

9, 2 0 0
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[W]

7 to 13. Add 4,609 to each number below.

3,468ion 4875,0% 3,759$Jtf 4,676?tf+3,893*502 5915,10k 2,08%(,W

Copy in columns and add. Check your work.

14. 2,625+429+3643,<w 16. 1,008+ 2,365+ 4,892$
*/(,M

|15. $10.00+ $0.58+ $5.85
a 17. $0.98+ $4.68+ $9.59*A2f

© Extra Practice. Work Set 16.

Finding II, the Missing Number

1. In box A, tell the addends and the sum.v
axCdilvMfo, 3¥<iMd'51 ijiwrn', ?/

2. Boxes B and C have the same numbers as

box A. In boxes B and C, what is the

remainder when one addend is taken from the

|
,sum ?xht; asict&mci'

Adding two numbers gives a third

number called the sum.

If you know the sum of two addends

and one addend used to make the sum,
you subtract to find the other addend.

For each of these addition and subtraction examples,

ind n. For Ex. 3a, write, “47 - 23 = n, so n = 24.”

?or Ex. 5a, write, “22 - 18 = n, so n = 4.”

a b c

47 = 23 + vl%4 n = 19 + 36++ 91 = 99 - n*

1. 39 = n + 152V 18 + n = 37/? n = 263 + \31m

|. 22 - n = 18 v n = 50 + 247? 235 - n = 80/++

113- —
! time (namely, added thousands). Try to get the

pupils to identify the “something,” and then to

make a rule for adding thousands similar to the

one given on page 112 of the pupil’s book, but in

their own terms.

. 4,503 b. 6,728

+ 3,726 + 2,153

. 2,436 d. 4,058

+ 5,347 + 4,560

. 5,624 /. 1,735

+ 3,771 489

+ 4,208

j

I

I

34

+ 57

91

91

-34
57

91

-57
34

2. If your pupils do not understand that thou-

sands are added like ones—that is, if the lesson

at the board does not make this point clear—resort

to the wall pocket chart and use it to solve two or

three examples.

Next, ask for solutions of examples such as c and

d (previous column) in which a ten and a hundred

are carried, respectively. Then have pupils try

Ex. e and /, at the board, a thousand being carried

in Ex. e for the first time. Discuss this operation

and let the children develop a rule for carrying

thousands similar to the one in the pupil’s book.

New Word: page 112, addend

Book Lesson (pages 112 and 113, top)

Ex. 1-6: Oral work.

Ex. 7-17: Written work. Show pupils how
Ex. 7-13 are to be written and numbered.

Pre-book Lesson (page 113, bottom)

1. For pupils to whom the ideas and skills in

this lesson are new, it is best to start the explana-

tion with a classroom problem containing a simple

number fact as, “Joan needs 9^ for club dues.

She now has 5 ft. How much more does she need?”

Write the example on the board as “5 + n — 9.”

All pupils should draw a 9-inch line and mark off

5 inches on it. Lead them to see that subtraction

is the process used in solving for n. Similar prob-

lems with larger numbers may be solved using a

number line drawn on the board.

2. At the board, let pupils try to work the

following examples which involve 2-place addends:

a. 79 = 53+ n

b. 83 = n -f- 58

c. 95 = n -J- 43

d. 81 = 53+ n

79 - 53 = 26 n = 26

83 - 58 = 25 n — 25

95 - 43 = 52 n = 52

81 - 53 = 28 « = 28

Book Lesson (page 113, bottom)

Ex. 1 and 2: Oral work. Having actually

worked examples of this type, the explanation on

this page will serve as a review to help clinch the

ideas presented.

Rows 3-6: Written work. Observe and check

children as they work.
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Differentiations and Extensions

1 . More capable children may have examples from

Extra Practice Set 16 dictated to them by a pupil

leader. After each child has worked the examples,

they may be checked orally, giving further op-

portunity for seeing and reading 4-place numbers.

2. Notice if the errors made by slower learners

in the work at the bottom of page 113 are errors

of subtraction or errors of method. Give appro-

priate practice under careful supervision. For sub-

traction errors, choose some exercises from Extra

Practice Set 12. If errors of method are evident,

begin with simple examples such as:

15 = w+8 (7) 25 = « + 20 (5)

12= 7+ n (5) 36 = 31 + n (5)

13 = 4+n (9) 84= 72+ n (12)

15 = n+ 6 (9) 76 = 31 + n (45)

Have these children work together, alternately

doing one example on the board and the next on

paper, until it is certain that they understand the

process and can use it correctly.

3. Pupils should be assigned Extra Practice Set

16 as needed. If errors occurred in Ex. 7-13 at the

top of page 113, row 1 should be used; if errors

occurred in Ex. 14 and 15, row 2 should be used.

Set 16. 4-place sums without carrying and with carrying

a b c d e f

1. 6,423 2,562 6,134 2,734 5,875 $45.34

+ 1,376 + 6,324 + 3,524 + 5,142 + 1,122 + 54.51

7,799 8,886 9,658 7,876 6,997 $99.85

2. 827 1,468 896 8,747 3,568 $9.06

149 3,708 406 46 3,074 36.49

+ 7,863 + 4,294 + 4,963 + 587 + 675 + 48.57

8,839 9,470 6,265 9,380 7,317 $94.12

Teaching Pages 114 and 115

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn how to sub-

tract 4-place numbers, without and with borrow-

ing; (b) to obtain oral practice in giving sums and

remainders in higher-decade addition and subtrac-

tion; (c) to find missing numbers in simple num-
ber fact examples.

(Continued on page 151)

Subtracting Four-Place Numbers
to']

1.

Our small truck can carry

3,500 pounds. If it now has

a load of 2,200 pounds, how

much more can it carry?

See Ex. A below. Subtract,

starting at the right. Is there

anything new in subtracting

four-place numbers? v

2.

When the truck is carrying 1,800 lb., how many

pounds can be put in it?

Study the work in Ex. B.

Why must you borrow?

What figure do you see which shows

that a thousand was borrowed?

What figures show that 1 borrowed

thousand was changed to 10 hundreds

and added to 5 hundreds?

What was done to the 15 to show

that it means “15 hundreds”?

A

H

3,

2, to

Ol

Hundreds

O

O

Tens

©
O

Ones

1, 300
B

2 ©: ;

/ 0 0
-

1, 8:0:0

1, 7 :
0

: 0

When you cannot subtract hundreds, borrow

a thousand and change it to 10 hundreds.

You subtract thousands as you subtract ones.

Explain the subtractions in Ex. 3 to 6.

3.

4,462 4. 5,189 5. 8,248 6. $90.80

-938 -4,827 -1,795 -38.76

3,524 362 6,453 $52.04

114

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 114

2. Box B.

In the example 3,500— 1,800 borrowing is

necessary because 8 hundreds cannot be subtracted

from 5 hundreds.

The “3” in thousand’s place has been changed

to a “2.” This indicates that a thousand was bor-

rowed from 3 thousands leaving 2 thousands.

The circled 15 in hundred’s place shows that

the borrowed thousand was changed to 10 hun-

dreds and combined with the 5 hundreds already

in hundred’s place.

The 15 was circled to show that it means
“15 hundreds.”
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[W]

7 to 12. Subtract 809 from each number below.

3,541 7,731 5,4314,628 4,6533.8991,6256M 8,674^ 3,1402,93/

13 to 18. Subtract 1,767 from each number above.

<779 4670 2,886 -5,858 (o,907 1,973

19 to 24. Subtract 5,378 from each number below.

8,2672,889 9,1269,3981,6121,199 5,821 993 8,8 123,9398,490 3, 111

25 to 30. Subtract 4,987 from each number above.
3,180 9,739 2,(.85 839 3,825 3,503

© Extra Practice. Work Set 17.

No Pencil! No Paper!

A. and Si [O]

Think and say just the sum or the remainder.abed e

1. 63 + no 72 - 8 <o9 33 - 627 29 + 847 62 - 859

2. 32 + 139 53 + 86/ 47 - 8 39 54 - 995 28 + 639

3. 79 - 111 34 - 9 15 64 + 872 49 - 6 93 61 - 5 5U

4. 56 + 460 86 - 9 77 35 - 926 83 - 7 76 72 + 6 78

5. 51 - 992 45 + 151 45 + 4 99 63 + 6 6 9 44 - 638

6. 32 - 9 13 68 - 564 64 - 8+6 57 - 998 36+ 5 9/

|7. 64+ 7 7/ 38 + 5 93 56 + 764 32 - 32? 57 - 359

8. 55 - 6 99 61 - 8+4 22 - 5/7 22 + 62f 73 + 88/

What is n in rows 9 to 12?abed

9.

n+ 8= 168 n+ 7= 11? 8- n= 54 n=2+8/0
10. 5 + n = 13^ n=8+6/4* 17 = 8 + n ? 13 - n = 6 7

11. n= 15 - 18 n = 10 - 8 2 15-n=6?n+8=14 6

12. 12 - n = 3? 9 - n = 72 13= n+ 8+ 16= n+ 19

115

Book Lesson (pages 114 and 115, top). Ex. 1-

6: Oral work. Ex. 7-30: Written work.

Book Lesson (page 115, bottom). Oral work.

If you have divided your class into regular groups

based upon learning needs, use these groups for

the oral practice on the page. If not, make up

special groups for the occasion, in order to indi-

vidualize the practice as much as possible. In

either case, be sure that in each group there is a

“leader” who is capable of noting and correcting

mistakes.

Differentiations and Extensions. Extra Prac-

tice Set 17 will provide helps for those who
need it.

Set 1 7. 4-place remainders, without and with borrowing

a b c d e f

l. 8,453 9,826 2,465 5,982 $35.49 $61.53

- 5,021 - 7,614 - 342 - 3,741 - 12.26 - 1.42

3,432 2,212 2,123 2,241 $23.23 $60.11

!. 8,280 1,740 5,318 8,909 $47.60 $32.10

- 4,069 - 625 - 3,036 - 2,087 - 42.18 - 10.09

4,211 1,115 2,282 6,822 $5.42 $22.01

NOTES

Pre-book Lesson (pages 114 and 115, top)

1. As in teaching addition with 4-place numbers,

put some examples on the board and let different

pupils attempt them. Use exercises such as:
1

7,295 9,287 7,936

- 6,043 - 8,135 - 5,210

Ask, “What is new in these exercises? How do we
subtract thousands?” Elicit the generalization given

in the pupil’s book.

2. Have pupils work the examples below. Then
elicit the rule for borrowing in subtraction.

7,243 4,281 9,360 8,076

- 5,826 - 3,679 - 5,892 - 3,985

|
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Teaching Page 116

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn how to per-

form harder subtraction with 4-place numbers

when there are several 0’s in the minuend; (b) to

learn the terms “minuend” and “subtrahend.”

Background. This lesson is set up to explain

the borrowing in an example such as:

5,000

- 3,675

The analyses of 4-place numbers on pages 110

and 111 established the fact that 5,000 means

(among other things) 500 tens ; hence, one of these

500 tens can be borrowed at once, leaving 499 tens,

as shown below.

7 9 ? ®
5, 0 0#
3, 6 7 5

This procedure avoids the complications of the

older form of repeated borrowing and is more read-

ily rationalized.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Construct a problem such as, “There have

been 2,963 stamps sold this month. How many
more stamps will need to be sold to bring the

number sold to 4,000?” Have a pupil write the

example on the board. Discuss with the class the

proper procedure for doing the computations.

Use these examples for more practice:

7,000 6,000 6,200 5,000

- 1,832 - 5,291 - 724 - 796

2. Say, “Today we are going to add some new
words to our arithmetic vocabulary. We have

already learned the word “addend,” which means,

“the number to be added” Just so, “subtrahend”

means “the number to be subtracted,” and “min-

uend” means “the number to be lessened (‘minus’

means ‘less’).” These words are hard for children

to remember and use correctly if they do not have

some such device to give them at least a degree of

meaning. Keep a subtraction example, with parts

labeled, on the chalkboard or bulletin board.

(Continued on page 153)

Harder Subtraction
O’s in the minuend [O]

1.

As Dick went into the ball

park, the counter showed 3,675.

How many more people must go

into the park before the counter

shows the number 5,000?

W®^subtractik
*'^

2.

In box A, 5,000 is the minuend (the number to be
subtracted from). What do we call 3,675 (the number to

be subtracted) ?

To subtract ones,^we need to

borrow a. ten.. Whv>«

5,000 minuend

-3,675 subtrahend

4 9 9@
Sf6d0 minuend

— 3,675 subtrahend

1,325 remainder

Remember that 5,000 equals

500 tens. So we borrow one of

the 500 tens, leaving 499 tens, or

4 thousands and 9 hundreds and

9 tens. Explain box B.*
o ), jAiai* a/Lts/rufXAouMwuid

Is Ex. 3 like the example in box B?a Explain it.
v

3. 4. -3s01O The last borrowing in Ex. 4
- 829 — 2,648 has been done for you. Explain

all the borrowing.5,171 362

I.Olto

Write your work for these subtractions:
Ml S07

5. From 5,000, subtract a. 739; a b. 4,493;
a c . 3,97^

6. From 8,000, subtract a. 867;), b. 7,586; a c . 1,658 *,
SI?/ T-ftf

X’lfb

7. From 6,010, subtract a. 812;A b. 5,721; a c. 3,294.a
b,S30 UPH

8. From 7,199, subtract a. 369; A b. 4,258; k c. 6,267.*

116

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 116—

—

2. Box B. After borrowing ten from 500 tens,

the subtracting is similar to other subtraction with

4-place numbers.

Subtract ones: 10 — 5 = 5. Write “5” in one’s

place.

Subtract tens: 9—7=2. Write “2” in ten’s

place.

Subtract hundreds: 9—6=3. Write “3” in

hundred’s place.

Subtract thousands: 4— 3= 1. Write “1” in

thousand’s place.
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New Words: minuend, subtrahend

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-4: Oral work.

Rows 5-8: Written work. In case some pupils

are still not ready for independent work, solve

5b, 6a, 7c, 8b, on the board. Erase work before

children begin their written practice.

Teaching Page 117

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To get practice in solv-

ing mixed addition and subtraction problems ; (b) to

take Test Yourself 4.

New Word: witches

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-6: Written work. After your pupils have

completed their work in solving the six problems

at the top of the page in the pupil’s book, use the

problems for an oral lesson by asking pupils why
they added or subtracted in each problem.

If you have no time for the oral lesson, examine

the pupils’ papers, not simply to see whether the

answers are correct, but also to note difficulties in

differentiating between the two processes of addi-

tion and subtraction.

Rows 1-3: Written work. Test Yourself 4-

i

This work is intended for self-evaluation. Hence,

give directions like this: “We have learned how to

work some new kinds of examples in addition and

subtraction. Would you like to see how well you

can do on them? Work carefully and try not to

make mistakes. Then we’ll look at the papers to

see where help is needed.”

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Slower learners.

a. Since the problems lend themselves rather

easily to the use of a number line, see if these

pupils will suggest its use as an aid. For problem

1, put 11 or 12 evenly-spaced marks across the

board, numbering them 0, 10, 20, 30, etc. Pupils

should locate 58 on the line as being just a little

before the mark numbered 60. From there they

I

can count by 10’s to 40 and then count 6 more to

a point almost exactly between the marks for 100

The Halloween Party at School
Differentiating A. and S. [W]

Write your work for problems 1 to 6.

1. Betty cut out one string of 58 witches and

another of 46. This was how many witches in all?vm
2. One string of witches was 140 inches long.

The other was 108 inches. How much longer was

one string than the other? 32"

3. Joan needed 80 pumpkins of orange paper.

After cutting out 36, how many did she still need?v
¥¥

4. Later Joan needed only 15 more pumpkins to

make the 80. How many had she cut out then ?65

5. We have 70 cupcakes, 48 of them white. The

rest are dark. How many are dark?22

6. We also have sandwiches, 48 ham and 30 egg. V_T
How many sandwiches in all do we have? 18 l||p

Test Yourself 4
A.andS. [W]

Write answers on folded paper. Work carefully.

a b c d e

930 3,987 488 1,300 811

-852 + 657 + 789 -748 -69
72 ¥,(,¥¥ 7,277

285
sst 7¥2

567 700 243 901

+ 886 -653 -66 -147 -697
7,¥53

29
¥7 %!¥ %
233 70 978 2,549

407 2,748 377 53 479

+ 979 + 459 + 935 + 696 + 2,284
/,¥/S 3t ¥¥0 7,382

11 n

1,717 S,3/2

and 110. (Note that Ex. 2 is a comparison problem

which is better solved using two number lines.)

b. These children may also solve problems 1 to

6 using symbols to stand for hundreds, tens, and

ones. The computation needed is not difficult,

but this kind of approach has the value of empha-

sizing the need for a particular process in problem-

solving.

2. All children should attempt to estimate in

finding answers for all the work on the page. The
problems about the Halloween Party should pre-

sent no difficulty. For Test Yourself 4, however,

slower learners may need fairly concrete work that

will reteach the basic principles of estimating.
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Indian Day at School
M. facts for 5’s and for 5 [O]

1. Count by 5’s to find how many Indians Jane has

drawn. 5, 10, Three 5’s = /5

2. With 5 Indians in each canoe, find how many Jane

will put in 5 canoes. Cover all but 5 canoes. Count by

5’s as you touch the canoes. Five 5’s = 25

Count by 5’s to tell how many Indians for

3. 6 canoes. 30 5. 2 canoes. /O 7. 7 canoes. 35

4. 4 canoes. 20 6. 8 canoes. ¥0 8. 9 canoes. Vi
-

9.

Mike wants to make 5 headbands. With 9 feathers

feathers will he need? Five 9’s = 55

Add in Ex. a. Say the M. fact.v
'ffd oAis v5,;

10.

But he has only 7 feathers

for each of the 5 headbands. How
many feathers does he have?

Five 7’s =35 Tell which of the

examples to use (b, c, or d).^Say the M. fact. v
lid aA&35.

11. For 5 necklaces with 8 stones each you need _?_

stones. Five 8’s = i+q Use Ex. c. and say the M. fact. v

85 aA& 4-0.

12. ror 5 necklaces with 6 stones each you need .?.

stones. Use Ex. d and say the M. fact. vFive 6’s = 30
C,5 oa£/30.

to a band how many

a b c d
9 7 8 6

9 7 8 6

9 7 8 6

9 7 8 6

+9 +7 +8 +6
2ZL 55 -W

118-

Teaching Page 118

Pupil’s Objective: To identify the M. facts for

5’s and for 5, with their products.

Background. Ex. 1-8 have to do with the M.
facts for 5’s; that is, groups of 5 are combined.

Stated differently, 5 is the multiplicand in each ex-

ample, as in

6X5 and 5

X 6

Beginning with Ex. 9, five groups of 9, of 7, etc.,

are combined ; or, 5 is the multiplier, as in

5X6 and 6

X 5

The difference between the two kinds of M. facts

involving 5 is at once clear if one reads them thus:

six 5’s are 30 (M. fact for 5’s) and five 6’s are 30

(M. fact for 5).

Book Lesson. Oral work. Teach this page

through as it is written. If at the end of Ex. 8 you

feel that your pupils do not understand how to

secure the products for all M. facts for 5’s, let them

use concrete objects. Start first by using nickels

and counting them by 5’s. If this does not clarify

the process, use groups of 5 pencils, 5 books, 5

pieces of chalk, etc.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. For slower learners who still do not under-

stand the M. facts for 5’s and 5, continue using

concrete objects to discover the facts. Several

boxes each containing objects such as erasers, slips

of paper, feathers, or pebbles may be handled and

counted in computing the facts.

2. More capable children may wish to list the

facts which they have identified. These may be

listed in numerical order much as in a multiplica-

tion table. If a list is placed on the bulletin board,

some of the slower learners may derive benefit from

seeing it in this logical form.

Teaching Page 119

Pupil’s Objective: To identify, by using meas-

urement division, the D. facts with divisor or quo-

tient 5.

Background. This lesson on the D. facts in-

volving 5 presents division exclusively in the sense

of measurement division. (Page 129 in the pupil’s

book has to do with fractional-part division.) In

Ex. 1, 30 post cards are “measured” by 5’s. In

other words, when we want to know how many

5’s in 30, 5 is the divisor, and the quotient, 6, tells

us the number of 5’s in 30. The idea of measure-

ment by 5’s is illustrated by separating out groups

of 5 marks and by subtracting 5’s from 30 six

times.

At this time be satisfied when your pupils can

find quotients for these D. facts. If you need to
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Working in the School Store

I). fads with divisor 5 and quotient 5 [O]

1. In the school store, Jane

sells picture post cards in sets

of 5. How many sets can Jane

make from 30 cards ?

You can divide 30 marks into groups of 5.

77777) (77777) (7777?) (7777?) (77777) (7777?)

Count how many groups you have) Say the.D. fact.v

Or you can subtract 5’s from 30. Copy

the work at the right on the board and finish

it. 5’s in 30 = 6

30

-_5 0)

25

^5 (2)

20

-J_ (3)

15

^5 (4)

5

Or find the division fact for 5’s in 30 by

using the multiplication fact, 6 x 5 = 30.

2. With 40 cards, how many sets of 8 cards

!
each can Jane make? 40 -v 8 =S 8’s in 40 = ^

|

Find out by making marks on the board.

8’s in 40 =^ Why is this not the best way?^
nr long.

Find how many 8’s in 40 by subtracting 8’s_at the

:

board. Is this way better than counting marks ?(Whv?v
cvncO/n*?t fyaiJjbMr

What multiplication fact can you use to find the

division fact, 8’s in 40 = v Tell how.

Count or subtract or use a M. fact to find how many
9Id |

3. sets of 9 in 45 cards.5Say the D. fact . a
yvn;35~ 7

4. sets of 5 in 35 cards. 7 Say the D. fact.A
Vi) Xmo~5

5. sets of 4 in 20 cards. 5 Say the D. fact

119

supplement the exercises in the pupil’s book to es-

tablish this understanding, be careful always to use

situations involving measurement division. Inclu-

sion of situations involving the fractional-part idea

can only confuse your pupils. These latter are al-

ways recognizable because they can be turned into

fraction questions like “How many are 5 of 20?”

30 picture post cards or some substitute into sets

of 5. They may also find how many sets of 5

cards each can be made up from 35 cards, 25

cards, and 45 cards. Follow the process through

using objects and marks if necessary. Lead to the

subtraction and multiplication aids given in

Ex. 1 and 2.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. All pupils may continue identifying D. facts

involving 5 by separating sets of cards, by counting

marks, and by using S. and M. facts. Facts not

used in the pupil’s book are given below.

Divisor 5 Quotient 5

104- 5 = 2 104- 2=5
154- 5= 3 154- 3= 5

20 4- 5 = 4 30 4- 6 = 5

25 4- 5 = 5 35 4- 7 = 5

00II•I*O

45 4- 5 = 9

2. Slower learners may identify the facts sug-

gested in the above paragraph by using concrete

objects.

NOTES

Book Lesson. Oral work. Teach Ex. 1 and 2

as in the book. If your slower learners do not seem

to understand the process, let them actually put
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Can You Find Whole Stories?

[W]5.

Copy and finish the whole story

in M. and D. about 5, 3, and 15. Use

the picture of 15 clown shoes for help.

There are 5 rows of 3 shoes each or

3 columns of 5 shoes each.

5x3=75 15 = 3 = S

3x5 =/S 15=5 = 3

M. and D. facts [O]

1. Using the 20 pears, you can make four examples

which give the whole story in M. and D. for 4, 5, and 20.

Five 4’s = 20 (Using rows, count by 4’s.)

Four 5’s = 20 (Using columns, count by 5’s.)

4’s in 20 = S (How many rows of 4 pears?)

5’s in 20 = ¥ (How many columns of 5 pears?)

2. Finish the whole story in M. and D. for 5, 7, and

35 below. Use the picture of the 35 cherries.

5 X 1 =35 (Rows, count by . J.’s.)

7 X 5 =35 (Columns, count by _31’s.) ^
35 = 7 = 5 (How many rows of 7 cherries^

35 = 5 = 7 (How many columns of 5 cherries^)

3. Use the rows and columns of apples to finish the

whole story in M. and D. for 5, 6, and 30.

5x6 =30 6 x 5 =30 30 = 6 =S 30 = 5 =to

• • • • 4. In the picture with 40 dots there

9 ^ ^ 0 are equal rows of .£- dots, and .5.

• • • • equal columns of dots.

f f 0 £ Use the rows and columns of dots to

• • • • tell the whole story in M. and D.
XX5=W; 5X?=¥0; vo+f=S; 0-0 ±5=2

6. Copy and finish the whole story in M. and D. about

2, 5, and 10. Use the picture

of 10 clown hats for help.

2x5 =/0 10 = 5 = 2

5 X 2 =10 10=2 = 3-

7. Draw a picture of 45 clown whips, in 5 equal

columns of 9 whips each. Then write and finish the

whole story in M. and D. about 5, 9, and 45.

5x9 =¥£ 9x5 =¥£ 45 = 9 =s 45 = 5 =?

8.

Draw a picture of 25 circles in 5 equal rows. Write

the whole story in M. and D. vHow many parts has this

whole story?v
sxs-*s; *s*s-s

Copy Ex. 9 to 14. Write the three other multiplication

and division facts that go with each fact to make its whole

story. * ,

9. 40 = 8 = 5

10. 5x4 = 20

11. 7x5 = 35

12. 2x5=10

13. 5 14. 5^30

xl
15

120 121

Teaching Pages 120 and 121

Pupil’s Objective: To facilitate learning by

bringing together into whole stories the related M.
facts for 5’s and for 5 and the D. facts with divisor

or quotient 5.

Background. Instead ofmemorizing 5 X 6 = 30,

6 X 5 = 30, 30 -4- 5 = 6, and 30 -f 6 = 5 as four

separate, independent facts, your pupils see them

in this lesson as four ways of expressing a single

truth. Knowing any one of the four parts of a

typical whole story helps with the other three.

{Continued on page 157)

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 121-

o oo II
c* 11. 7X 5= 35 13. 5 3

40 - 5 = 8 5X 7= 35 X 3 X 5

5 X 8 = 40 35 7- 7 = 5 15 15

8 X 5 = 40 35- 5 = 7 15 — 3 = 5

15- 5 = 3

5 X 4 = 20 12. 2X 5= 10 14. 6 5

4 X 5 = 20 5X 2= 10 5)30 6)30

20 7- 4 = 5 10- 2= 5 5 X 6 = 30

20 -i- 5 = 4 10- 5 = 2 6 X 5 = 30
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Pre-book Lesson

1. Work through the whole-story idea and the

principles according to which whole stories are

built. Use semi-concrete pictures. Draw on the

board 3 rows of balls, 5 balls to each row. Ask

for the multiplication examples found in the draw-

ings. Before it is written on the board, have pupils

show or point out the story 3X5= 15. Three

5’s, or 3X5, is shown by pointing to the three

rows each containing 5 balls ; five 3’s, or 5 X 3, is

shown by pointing to the 5 columns with 3 balls

in each.

2. Ask for division stories. Three’s in 15, or

15 -f- 3, is shown by pointing to the entire group

divided into five columns of 3 balls each. Five’s

in 15, or 15 -5- 5, is shown by pointing to the

whole group divided into 3 rows of 5 balls each.

Continue, in the same way, using semi-concrete

pictures of objects, such as bells, X’s, triangles, or

squares.

New Word: page 121, whips

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-4: Oral work. Go through Ex. 1-4 with

pupils as indicated. It would be well to have

pupils follow along by doing the work on the board

or on paper.

Ex. 5-14: Written work. Assign these exer-

cises only after you have made sure that pupils

thoroughly understand what they are doing.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. If slower learners do not successfully com-

plete page 121, group them for more oral work of

the type used in the Pre-book Lesson for these

pages. Use concrete and semi-concrete objects as

well as the subtraction and multiplication facts.

2. More capable children should have begun to

associate the three numbers that are involved in

each whole story. These associations can be

strengthened by means of the game Whole Story.

A leader thinks of three numbers which belong

together, one of which is 5 (i.e., 3, 5, 15, or 40, 8,

5). He gives any two of the numbers and the pupils

try to give the third along with the whole story for

the three numbers. He who gives the correct

response becomes the leader.

Multiplication Problems about Camp
Facls for 5’s and for 5 [W]

Write answers. For help, count by 3’s, 5’s, and so on.

1. Tom filled 3 bags with food for the “cook-out” and

Sam filled 5 times as many. Sam filled J£. bags.

2. The boys put 5 different things into each picnic

bag. How many things did 9 bags hold? 1^5

3. Each big boat on the lake carries 6 children. How
many children in all can 5 of those boats carry? 30

4. A small boat on the lake carries only 5 children.

How many in all can 8 of the small boats carry

Making Multiplication Tables
Facts for 5’s and for 5

|
W

I

1. Copy the facts in

the boxes and finish the

tables for 5’s and for 5.v
(Me-XoMj, /2 Jeifc)

2. Circle those facts

you have had in other

multiplication tables.v

3.

Copy the facts you have notiwdllfeartier't^les^
*tJu>de//K0£ooic&nf'

122

Teaching Page 122

Pupil’s Objectives: (a ) To study the M. facts

for 5’s and for 5 in problem situations; (b) to

organize these M. facts into tables.

Background. In solving the problems, your

pupils are advised to find products if they do not

already know them and to do so by counting in

appropriate units. At this point it is assumed that

pupils are approaching the point of being able to

give products immediately, but some still must find

answers by counting and by using other aids.

M. facts for 5’s

1X5 = 5

2 X 5 = 10

3 X 5 = ?

and so on to

9 X 5 = ?

M. facts for 5

5X1 = 5

5 X 2 = 10

5 X 3 = ?

and so on to

5 X 9 = ?
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As has been explained before, it is better for

children to construct their own tables of M. facts

than to have them given. The activities associated

with building the tables almost necessarily lead

them to see, and make use of, new relationships.

Pre-book Lesson

1. This lesson may be eliminated for the more

capable children if it seems unnecessary. However,

slower learners should have the benefit of further

experience with the M. facts for 5’s and 5 before

working problems on their own.

a. In John’s coin folder each row holds five pennies.

How many pennies are held by a card that has 4 rows?

3 rows? 5 rows? 7 rows? 2 rows? (If necessary, have

pupils draw these cards to obtain answers.)

b. Philip is collecting dimes. There are places for

5 dimes in each row of his coin folder. How many
coins can be contained on a card with 5 rows? 4 rows?

3 rows? 1 row? 2 rows?

2. Choose pupils to go to the board to write any

of the facts for 5’s that can be remembered. Select

other children to arrange these facts in table form.

New Word: lake

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-4 (top): Written work. Check answers

for the four problems, and ask how the products

were obtained. Make use of the opportunity to

stress once more the meaning of multiplication

and to encourage children, ready to do so, to

master the new M. facts.

Ex. 1-3 (bottom): Written work. Once the

tables of M. facts have been made, study them

with your pupils. Call attention to whatever re-

lationships can be found in the tables, such as the

fact that all products end in 0 or 5, or that products

increase by 5.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 .All pupils should have access to the multipli-

cation tables. Have these tables reproduced on

small cards which can be used for reference, or on

a large chart, which can be hung at the back of the

room so pupils may turn to look at it as needed.

Thus the teacher can easily see any pupil who refers

to the card at his desk or the chart at the back of

the room.

2. Slower learners may play “Head Down” for

further review of the M. facts for 5 and for 5’s.

Move the chart (see 1 above) to the front of the

room. Pupils should put their heads down on

their desks while the pupil who is “It” gives a fact

without the answer (e.g., three 5’s) and tiptoes

around the room looking for someone to tap. When
someone is tapped, the correct answer must be

given. In case the answer is not known, the chart

may be used, which, of course, requires raising the

head.

3. More capable children may play “Head Down”
(see 2 above) without referring to the chart, but

with the requirement that before the count of

three the answer must be given. If the child misses,

he must tell how he can figure out the correct

answer.

4. Use flash cards to develop speed only after

the facts have been learned.

Teaching Page 123

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To practice new and

familiar M. facts;
(
b) to get mixed practice in

computational skills.

Book Lesson

Rows 1-4: Oral work. These may be used in

small groups, as a quick oral drill, or taken as a

written test to enable pupils to discover which

facts need study. Be sure pupils realize that you

do not expect them to know all these facts but only

that you wish to discover which ones need further

study.

Allow time for the making of individual study

cards. Practice time when they may be used

should also be provided.

Ex. 1-26: Written work. Before the pupils

compute, you may want them to show the two

forms used in the pupil’s book to indicate addition,

multiplication, and division and the three forms

used to indicate subtraction. If because of these

various forms pupils indicate confusion (such as
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Practice on Multiplication Factsr
[O]

Say the products by rows and by columns. Make

tudy cards for hard facts.

a b c d e f g h i j

5 3 9 6 4 9 5 3 4 7

x4 X9 X4 x3 X8 x3 x5 X6 X5 X2
zo 27 36 // 32 27 2S // 20 /V

2 9 5 4 8 6 7 2 5 4

X9 x5 X7 X9 x2 x5 x3 X8 X3 X3
n vs 35 36 /6 30 2/ /6 /s /2

4 8 3 4 5 8 7 3 6 2

x6 X4 X5 X4 X9 X3 x4 X8 X4 x6
2V 31 /s /6> vs IV 28 IV 2V n
3 5 9 3 7 4 5 2 8 2

X7 X8 X2 X4 x5 X7 X6 X7 x5 X4
2/ VO // !2 3S 2/ 30 /V VO /

) Extra Practice. Work Set 29.

To Keep in Practice

Copy and work. Watch the signs!

6 X 143/57 9. 711 - 364347 17.

316 + 976/,292 10. 996 4247 18.

800 - 679n/ 11. 5 X 134670 19.

403 X 72/2/ 12. 224 -f- 731 20.

103-^42£,*3 13. 9’s in 388^/21.

79 times 3237 14. 123 X 8m 22.

98 x 4392 15. 807 - 697/ 23.

669 - 3223 16. 260 -f- 64 24.

[wi

375 plus 478?53

184 823

347 minus 239/0/

9 X 104936,

889 + 216,1,105

874 from 90026

1,467 + 7892,256

155 - 53/

5. 98 + 89 + 88 + 353/0 26. 245 + 150 + 7081,103

Multiplication Facts for 5’s555555555
Xl
5

X2
10

x3
15

X4
20

x5
25

X6
30

X7
35

X8
40

X9
45

Multiplication Facts for 5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

x5 X5 x5 x5 x5 X5 X5 x5 X5
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

1. In boxes A and B, what do

you call the number that you

multiply £ the number that you
m

r J

multiply by£ the answer l^niuct

2. Which table above has 5 as

multiplicand^as multiplieri^w

3. The M. facts in color are the

only ones you may have to learn.

You had the others in earlier tables.

4. For both tables, how much larger is each product

than the one before itr*T

4 X 5 = 20

5 multiplicand

X 4 multiplier

20 product

5.

In multiplication tables for 5’s and for 5, each

product ends in or 0__.

6. 3 X 5 = 15 means 5 + 5 + 5 = 15. How does

this help show why products are almost always larger

than multiphcands?(5i^w<<^^iz«<22^^^i^^^^^/}

In multiplication, the product is almost

always larger than the multiplicand.

123 124

making 874 the minuend in the example 874 from

900) have them write each example in Ex. 1 to 26

in at least one other form.

Differentiations and Extensions. As needed,

assign Extra Practice Set 29.

Set 29. M. facts for 5’s and 5abcdefgh i

1. 155525485
X 5 X 5 X 7 X 9 X 5 X 1 X5 X5 X3

5 25 35 45 10 5 20 40 15

2. 9 6 5 7 5 5 3 5 5

j
X_5 X_5 X_8 X_5 X_6 X_4 X 5 X 2 X 0

45 30 40 35 30 20 15 10 0

Teaching Page 124

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To study the tables of

M. facts for 5’s and for 5; (b) to learn the term

“multiplicand” and to see assembled all the terms

for a multiplication example; (c) to discover the

principle that the product is almost always larger

than the multiplicand.

Pre-book Lesson

1. The multiplication facts for 5’s and 5 should,

by this time, be quite well known by the pupils.

Have the tables, without answers, written on the

board, following the form at the top of page 124.

Select pupils to come to the board to fill in the an-

swers consecutively.
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2. Substituting another figure for 4, perhaps 7,

and putting in the correct answer (7 X 5 = 35),

reproduce on the board boxes A and B from page

124 in the pupil’s book. Read these. Call on chil-

dren to tell the multiplier and multiplicand and

review the word “product.” Let several children

go to the board and write examples as dictated by

you. Say, “If 6 is the multiplier and 5 the multipli-

cand, what is the product? If 5 is the multiplier

and 9 the multiplicand, what is the product?”

After five or six exercises of this kind, ask which

number is usually larger, the product or the mul-

tiplicand. See if pupils can tell that the product is

almost always larger when the multiplier is a whole

number, because the product usually shows several

groups the size of the multiplicand. When the

multiplicand is zero, the product, of course, is also

zero.

New Word: multiplicand

Book Lesson. Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Slower learners should, by this time, be ready

for flash-card drill in giving the product when
shown the multiplicand and multiplier. A pupil

leader may be used if cards which give the fact

with its product on the reverse side are provided.

2. More capable children who are certain of the

M. facts may review multiplication and prepare for

division by drill such that when they are shown a

product they respond with the multiplicand and

multiplier. This may be done with flash cards. A
clock or circle made of oak tag with a spinner in-

dicator to point to the products written around the

rim provides an interesting variation. Each pupil

spins the indicator to find his product after which

he says the fact that goes with it.

Teaching Page 125

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To take Test Yourself 5

which contains the M. facts for 5’s and 5 as well

as previously learned M. facts
; (b) to engage in oral

practice for carrying in multiplication, using the

newly learned M. facts; (c) to put the new M.
facts to work in computation.

Test Yourself 5

Turn to page 123. On folded paper write products for

the examples in rows 1 to 4 at the top of the pagey

(PFoi, amMvMA, sites yts/23 iw tPte-

Multiplication Practice

Say answers by rows, then by columns. For Ex. la

think.
,

“15, 17” (3x5= 15, 15 + 2 = 17).

a b c d

1. 3 X 5+2/7 7x 4+ 63¥ 9 X 5 + 65/ 9x2+62¥

2. 4 X 9+33¥ 8 X 5 + 5V+ 8x3+ 52V 5x6+333

3. 7 X 5+ 439 7x3+ 526 5X5+227 4x8+33S

4. 5 X 9 + 3¥8 5x7+237 9x4+7¥3 2x8+ 1/7

5. 3 X 8 + 226 4x5+323 9x3 +532 5x3 + 4/?

6. 6 X 5+ 43if 2x9+1/? 6x3+422 3x9+22?

7. 8 x 4+ 63g 5x8+ 2¥2 CO+X 5x4+2 22

8. 6 X 4+ 52? 2x7+ 1/S 8x2+5 21 4x6+2 2(o

[W]

To check each example below, multiply again.abed
msw 246 z,230 7134565- 509^9. Multiply by 5:

10. Multiply by 4:

11. Multiply by 9:

12. Multiply by 8:

13. Multiply by 6:

14. Multiply by 7:

9613,m 1375¥t 8724V# 283 1,131

205 /
t
m 354 4/W 542OT 432 ffl

55 ¥¥0 435 3,¥80 504 ¥,031 254 1,03

250 1}500 531 4/« 415 2,¥?OM5 2,01

5013,507 45 3/S 352 2,¥(>¥255 Of-

125-

Background. Study of the M. facts for 5’s and

5 began on page 118. Intervening experiences

should have “nudged” your pupils closer to mas-

tery of these facts. It is time now for a test on

them. Have each child work with his study cards

on facts that are hard for him. The oral practice

at the middle of the page and the written practice

at the bottom should impress all your pupils with

the advantage of really knowing the new (as well

as old) M. facts.

Book Lesson

Top of page: Written work. Test Yourself 5.

These exercises are on page 123 in the pupil’s book.

Rows 1-8 (middle): Oral work.
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Rows 9-14 (bottom): Written work. Be sure to

give instructions to insure that each of these mul-

tiplication examples is worked twice (not worked

once and then copied).

Differentiations and Extensions. If it seems

advisable, slower learners may be assigned only ex-

amples a and b for each of rows 9-14 on the lower

half of the page.

Teaching Page 126

Pupil’s Objective: To increase facility in using

the calendar.

Book Lesson. Written work. Some children

may need help in setting up their papers for com-

pleting the two calendars at the top of the page in

the pupil’s book. Notice, also, that for Ex. 8

children are to construct another calendar to

follow February. This provides a good oppor-

tunity for pointing out how calendar makers save

space when only 1 or 2 dates are left for the last

line. See in the calendar for March, in the next

column, how 31 is written in the same box with

24 as

24y
/ 3 \

JANUARY
s M T w T F s

1 2 3 4 5

!

6 7 ? 7 fO // 12

/3 w 15 Ko n /? 19

to ;/ n 13 14 25 26,

11 19 30 3/

Using the Calendar
[W]

Copy and finish the two calendars that are started for

you. Give February 28 days.

FEBRUARY
s M T w i f s

] 2

3 y (o 1 ft 9
/o // 12 13 /4 15 16

n /g /9 20 ;/ 22 23

24 25 26 21 2g

Write the missing words or numbers for Ex. 1 to 7.

Use the calendars you have made to help you.

1. January has y.- weeks and .j. days over.

2. January has Mondays and Saturdays.

3. In February, each week day comes u/.. times.

4. From Jan. 2 to Jan. 23 is s- weeks.

5. From Jan. 12 to Feb. 16 is weeks.

6. If you start a trip on Jan. 28 and are gone 2 weeks,

you will get back on Feb.

7. If you start a 3-week trip on Feb. 22, you will get

back in the month of
A

8. Make a calendar for the month of March that will

follow your calendar for February^On your calendar

a. circle the date for the second Tuesday;^

b. put a cross on the date for the fourth Friday.^-

Use a current calendar and let children find other

examples of this practice.

7 days (da.) = 1 week (wk.)

4 wk. = 1 month (mo.)

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Examine papers of allpupils for learning short-

ages and select those pupils who need further

calendar practice. Use a large calendar for the

current month as a basis for asking questions

similar to those in the pupil’s book.

2. More capable children may answer questions

like the following, using the current calendar:

a. How many Sundays in this month?

b. What is the date two weeks from today?

c. Find on what day the following holidays will

occur this year: Lincoln’s Birthday (Feb. 12);

Washington’s Birthday (Feb. 22); Fourth of July;

Labor Day (first Monday in September).

d. Tell how many school days are left in this

month.

e. On what day does your birthday fall this

year? How long before it occurs?

126

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 126

8 .

MARCH

S M T w T F S

1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11 © 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 X 23

24/3i 25 26 27 28 29 30
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Written Practice Differentiations and Extensions

Copy and work. Check all answers.

1 . 91 -s- 4 22,R3 9. 203 -4- 6 33,85 17. $9.12 -4- 8*//f

2. 5 x 24 no 10. 848 -4- 4 2/2 18. 9 x $0.45W
3. 98 -s- 8 n,Ri 11. 215 X 4 8<o0 19. $1.95 h- 3ML5

4. 99+2W
t
Ri 12. 3 X 287*6/ 20. 2 x $3.87*7.74

5. 15 X 6 % 13. 195 - 4 Y2,83 21. $1.54-4- 740.11

6. 95-4- 3 31, R2 14. 111 -4- 9/2,83 22. 4 x $2. 16**64

7. 35 x 7 ms 15. 5 x 413^065 23. 8 x $0.54*432

8. 95 -4- 3 3/, HZ 16. 7 X 142m 24. $2.58 -4- 6 *0.V3

What Is Wrong?

Something is wrong in each exercise.

I'-'J

Can you find it?

1 . Mr. Rogers drives the car to his office in 4 minutes.

It takes him 20 minutes when he has 5 people in the car.

2. Joe is 9 years old. He weighs 70 pounds. When he

is 36 years old, he will weigh 4 times as much. Tk&f&t
ctoed/rurtamMjzoaa'aSjJu' cu> a^f&.

3. Dick walks to school in 35 minutes. Joe makes it in

28 minutes. It takes Dick and Joe 63 minutes when they

go together.

"
Each leg of a table 2 feet high is 30 inches long.

(Z£&a. -Ji&LaZbt o£-jJa/XaZZ*''•

5/Jane got on the bus at 8:30 A.lvt. At 9:00 a.m. that

day she had finished her trip of 160 miles. tZMcd MuhZ/not
/6>Q/p7yc£&6 y(/rv sftAs*

6. Tom gave the clerk a half dollar to pay for a 37tf

kite. His change was 3 cents. so^--J7^ = /J^

127

Teaching Page 127

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To improve computa-

tional skills through written mixed practice; (b) to

obtain practice in detecting absurdities in quanti-

tative statements.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-24 (top): Written work. Since pupils are

to check all answers, review the checking procedure

for multiplication and division.

Ex. 1-6 (bottom): Oral work. These exercises

should be fun for your pupils. Allow them to dis-

cuss each problem recognizing the humor as well

as finding the errors in thinking.

1. At the teacher’s discretion, slower learners

may be required to do only part of Ex. 1-24 at the

top of the page.

2. See if more capable children can restate Ex. 1-6

at the bottom of the page so that the problems will

make sense.

Teaching Page 128

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn the term “div-

idend”; (b) to make tables for D. facts, divisor or

quotient 5 ;
(c) to discover the principle that quo-

tients are usually smaller than dividends.

Background. Here the familiar terms “divi-

sor” and “quotient” are reviewed and the new term

“dividend,” the number to be divided, is taught.

Pre-book Lesson

1 . Start with a problem related to the children’s

activity such as: “Betty is going to make some

candy favors for a party. For each favor she will

need five sticks of candy. How many of these fa-

vors can Betty make using 5 sticks of candy? Ten
sticks? 15 sticks?”

Select pupils to demonstrate at the board the

various ways of determining the answer (pictured

objects, subtraction, multiplication, division) and

ask which process is best.

2. Write in table form the 3 facts from the prob-

lem given previously (5 -f- 5 = ?, 10^5 = ?,

1 5 — 5 = ?) and have the answers filled in by your

pupils. If you have slower learners who feel the

need for visual aids, have them find the answers

using semi-concrete drawings of the candy sticks.

Continue in like manner building the table through

the fact 45 -v- 5 = 9. Using the table of D. facts

formed on the board, review the terms divisor and

quotient.

3. Formulate with your pupils the division facts

with quotient 5. As an aid in forming this new

table leave on the board the table of D. facts with

divisor 5.

Start the table of D. facts with quotient 5 by

writing 5 -f- 1 = 5. Then for 10-^2=?, choose

pupils to go to the board to show the three ways of

finding the answer given in a to c on the next page.
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Division Facts with Divisor or Quotient 5
Vocabulary; making tables [O]

1. What do we call the number, we divide?v the
cUvtA&U cliA^iJsyvcL'

number we divide by?A the answer ?A (See box A.)

A B C
5 3— quotient 3

9)45 -*— dividend

t divisor

12+ 4= 3 4)12

/2 4 . 3 .

2. Name the dividend,Athe divisor,Athe quotientAm
box B; in box C.

[W]

3. Copy and finish the division tables

started in the boxes, at the left. (AetstaMd,

^ELPERrUse the multiplication facts.

For 15 + 5 = ? think
,, “3x5= 15,

so 15 -f- 5 = 3.”

4. In the table when 5 is the divisor,

what do you notice about the quotient?v

5. In the table with 5 as the divisor,

is the quotient each time larger or smaller

than the dividend?

6. In the table with 5 as the quotient,

is the quotient usually larger or is it

smaller than the dividend

7. For what divisor is the quotient

the same as the dividend ^ d^ieU^Jy/

When a divisor is larger than 1, the quotient

is usually smaller than the dividend.

128

10

a. Subtraction. ~ 2 (1)

8

Z_2 (2)

6

(3)

4

zl2l (4)

2

=_2(5)
0

b. Multiplication. 5X2
c. Division fact reversed.

10- 2=5.

10, so 10- 2= 5.

10 - 5 = 2, so

New Words: dividend, usually

Book Lesson. Ex. 1 and 2: Oral work. Ex. 3-7:

Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners need much practice with the

tables before automatic response is assured. Al-

low time for this extra practice. Meaningful drill

tends toward better learning. Thus, the child who
is still hesitant about his facts can gain from a les-

son which uses semi-concrete pictures. Duplicate

sheets containing dots in groups of 30, 45, 20, 15,

and so on, as shown for 30 in the sample below.

Pupils should divide these dots into groups of 6.

Have other sheets with dots representing various

dividends such that practice will be obtained for

the other D. facts with quotient 5.

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o 0

o o o o o

o o o o o

Divide into groups of

six; then fill in the div-

idend and quotient.

6 =

2. All pupils.

a. Construct a “ladder” similar to the one shown

below. Each child should try to “climb” the ladder

by dividing each number by 5.

-30-

=45-

-25-

—5- Divide the number

„ 2Q- on each rung by 5.

-45-

-35-

-40-

-40-
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b. As you flash division practice cards rapidly

have team members in turn give correct answers.

Keep a record of the time required for each team

to respond to the facts. For errors, add 4 sec-

onds to the team time providing they are detected

by a team member and corrected. If errors are not

discovered, the teacher must point them out, in

which case 8 seconds should be added to the team

time. The team with lowest time score wins the

round.

3. More capable children.

a. Use work sheets patterned after the material

below.

30

What is the name of the number that is the

same in each example in Set 1? in Set 2? What
is the largest number in each example called?

b. These children should be able to master the

tables easily as a result of the understanding devel-

oped in preceding lessons. They should be ready

for some of the games suggested on Manual pages

341-345.

Teaching Page 129

Pupil’s Objective: To find the fraction facts

which accompany the D. facts with quotient or

divisor 5 (fractional-part division).

Background. Until now work with D. facts

has been restricted to measurement division.

Beginning with page 129 pupils deal with frac-

tional-part division. Here the questions become:

How many are £ of 30? y of 35? ^ of 40? or the

like. Note Ex. 1 in the pupil’s book. Five boys

How Many for Each?
Fractional-part D. [O]

1. Five boys went fishing.

They divided 15 fishhooks

equally. How many hooks did

each boy get?

The question is.

How many are there in each

of the 5 equal parts of 15? That

is, each £ of 15 =3

Find the answer by putting

marks in 5 circles.

3
For £ of 15, find 15 -5- 5 =3 or

2. On the board, show what you write to find £ of 30;

v of 35; £ of 40; £ of 45. 7JW; tJW; 9/W
[W]

3. Copy and finish. If you work across the rows, the

D. facts will help you with the fraction facts.

D. Facts

Divisor 5
Fraction Facts

D. Facts

Quotient 5
Fraction Facts

5-5=1
10- 5 = 2

£ of 5=1
£ of 10 = 2

5-1 = 5

10 - 2 = 5 £ of 10 = 5

15- 5=3 £ of 15 = 3 15 - 3 = 5 £ of 15 = 5
20 - 5 = ¥ £ of 20 = 4 20-4 = 5 i of 20 = 5
25 - 5 = S £ of 25 = 5 25 - 5 = 5 £ of 25 = 5
30 - 5 = 6 £ of 30 = 6 30-6 = 5 £ of 30 = 5
35 - 5 = 7 £ of 35 = 7 35 - 7 = 5 £ of 35 =5
40 — 5 = 8 £ of 40 = 8 40 - 8 = S £ of 40 = 5
45 — 5 = 1 £ of 45 = ? 45-9 =5 £ of 45 = 5

129

divide 15 hooks equally; therefore, each boy will

get a fifth of 15 hooks. We do not want to know
how many groups of 5 there are in 15, but how
many there are in each of five equal groups, or how
many are J of 15.

Book Lesson. Ex. 1 and 2: Oral work. Ex. 3:

Written work.

Answer Not on Reproduced Page 129

1. Start by placing single marks in each of the

five circles. Apportion the rest of the marks one

at a time to each circle until all are gone.
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Differentiations and Extensions

1. All pupils will benefit from practice with

fractional-part division. Here are some problems

which may be used. These should suggest others

if your pupils need further practice.

a. Five girls have been gathering wild flowers in the

field. They have 45 black-eyed Susans. If they divide

them equally, how many will each girl have?

b. Seven boys went into the orchard to pick apples.

When they had picked for an hour, the farmer gave

them a bag of apples for their efforts. The bag con-

tained 35 apples. If these were divided equally, how
many did each boy receive?

2. More capable children may be able to make up

problems of their own.

Teaching Pages 130 and 131

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn how to detect

absurdly large or small answers for problems;

(b) to see and study the tables of D. facts, divisor

or quotient 5.

Background. The two principles cited at the

top of page 130 in the pupil’s book have already

been taught. Here their usefulness as rough checks

for answers in problem situations is illustrated.

This is a part of the program designed to encourage

children to notice their answers and mentally

check for accuracy.

Pre-book Lessons (pages 130 and 131, top)

1. Write on the board the example shown below

and direct attention to the answer.

63

X3
36

See if pupils realize the product is incorrect. Lead

them to state that the product is usually larger

than the multiplicand.

2. In each of the following examples, have

pupils tell which answers are not correct and ex-

plain why they know they are incorrect:

23 85 50 62

X 2 X 5 X 3 X 3

46 40 150 21

Testing Answers in M. and D.
Problem-solving [O]

Remember: When the multiplier is larger

than 1, the product is almost always larger

than the multiplicand.

If a divisor is larger than 1, the quotient

is usually smaller than the dividend.

Without doing the work for problems 1 to 10, find the

answer you know is wrong . Tell why you know.

1. I have finished £ of my 15 examples. How many

examples have I worked?-^ I
ff

5 9

2. I did my work in 20 min. Joe took 3 times as long,

oi ._?_ min. 6>0 60 15^ 30 J^ r̂rudl

3. Sue bought 4 Savings Stamps at 25 <t each. How
much did she have to pay ?^^$0.05 $ 1 .00 ^$L25^

4. Each of Sue’s 4 books has 85 pages. In all, how

many pages are in the 4 books?iW34^ 270 3jj?

5. One fourth of Mike’s 76 hens laid no eggs today.

How many laid no eggs? 19 9 19 88 «

—

-dmrJeAye,— — 130 — —

b. 72-- 3 = 216 33 -- 8 = 34

| of 57 = 255 } of 28 = 4

3.

Since life-like situations have more meaning

than isolated number facts, give practice in dis-

criminating obviously incorrect answers in mean-

ingful problems, such as:

a. Jane has 96 cards in her postcard collection. She

can fit 4 cards on each page of her loose-leaf album.

How many pages will she need? 100, 7, 24.

b. Peter has \ of his 35 planes in the hobby show.

How many planes does he have in the show? 27,

7, 48.

New Words: page 130, laid
;
page \?>\, foreign,

badges
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6 . One third of my 75 stamps are foreign. How many
foreign stamps have I? 15 80 9 25

7. A set of 6 doll chairs costs $ 1.44. Then how much
does each chair cost? #> 2$2.50 $0.88 $0.24

8 . How many badges, each 4 inches long, can you

make from 68 inches of ribbon? 77 17 24 73

9. To make 15 badges, each 4 inches long, how many

inches of ribbon do you need? ^ 12 60 84

10. Each day Jack sells 45 papers. In 4 days how many

newspapers does he sell? /#?36 120 180
t 1 [w]

Now solve the problems. Write your work.

Studying Tables of Division Facts

D. facls with divisor or quotient 5 [O]

Division Facts, Divisor 5

2 3 4(5 6 7 8 9

5)5 5)l0 5)15 5)20 5)25 5)30 5)35 5)40 5)45

Division Facts, ( Quotient 5

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

1)5 2)10 3)15 4)20 5)25 6)30 7)35 8)40 9)45

1. Which fact is the same in both tables? vWhy? v

2. In the tables there are only nin^few facts IxTfearn.

Which are they? ^ee if you know these new facts.

3. For each cofore^3n?ision fact in the box, show at the

board how to check the quotient figure by multiplying.

4. Try to say the facts with divisor 5; with quotient 5.

131—

Book Lesson (pages 130 and 131, top). Ex. 1-

10: Oral work. Middle of page 131: Written

work.

Book Lesson (page 131, bottom). Ex. 1-4:

Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. If you have already divided your class into

groups for learning needs, use these groups for

oral flash-card drill on the division facts. Be sure

there is a capable “leader” in each group.

2. If pupils seem ready, let them play “Old

Hat” or “Single Search” (see pages 341 and 342 in

this Manual).

Teaching Page 132

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To practice giving

quotients for D. facts and some of the correspond-

ing fraction facts; (b) to practice computational

skills in mixed order.

Book Lesson

Rows 1-8: Oral work. Divide your class into

groups for oral drill. Have a pupil leader note

facts on which individuals fail. These facts will

indicate the tables on which the individual needs

further drill. Some rows may be used as written

work for more capable children.

Ex. 1-21: Written work. In addition to cor-

recting this work and having pupils remedy their

errors, be sure to look carefully for process errors.

If you discover any, reteach the process as it was

taught in the pupil’s book, but on an individual

basis. Do simple examples using semi-concrete or

concrete objects and then advance to more difficult

exercises using pocket charts, if possible. In any

case make sure that every pupil has good under-

standing, and is given more practice with the same

type of example. These can be selected from

extra practice sets.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. From the Manual, pages 341-345, select

appropriate games for the skills in which children

need further practice.

2. Slower learners may enjoy playing the follow-

ing simple number game:

Cut 9 cards 2" by 3". On each card write a

dividend from the table of 5 (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30,

35, 40, 45). The first player draws one card from

the shuffled pack and gives the D. facts for which

this number is a dividend. For example, if he

draws 30, he says “5’s in 30 = 6, | of 30 = 6,

6’s in 30 = 5, ^ of 30 = 5.” He may continue

drawing cards and giving facts until he makes an

error.

One point is received for each correct response.

Before the next pupil starts, all cards should be

returned to the deck and shuffled. The game can

be enlarged to include dividends from other tables

studied earlier.
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Oral Work

Say quotients by rows and then by columns.

a b C d e f

1. 3)15

7

s-m 45 -s- 95 20-- 45 i of 32* i of 205

2. sk 4)28 28 + 7* 35 -- 75 i of 35 7 i of 279

3. 3)27 5)40 24 + 44 24-- 3* i of 255 iof 45 9

4. 6)18 9)45 25 + 55 40-- 85 i of 155 i of 153

5. 5)^5 2)l0 24+ 83 30-- 5 4 iof 204 iof 24*

6. 4136 3)21 15 + 53 21 -- 73 i of 40* i of 304

7. 6)30 5)^0 18 + 3 4 32-- 8V iof 244 i of 10 2

8. 5)25 4)32 24+ 6V 36 -- 9¥ i of 184 iof 217

© Extra Practice. Work Set 30.

To Keep in Practice

Copy and work. Be careful! Watch the signs!

I

!• 5,000 2. 289 3. 1,347 4. 4,658

-768 x4 -879 + 979
4,232 l,/5<e 4 (eg 5, (,31

5. 879 6. 427 7. 435 8. 504

x5 -398 x8 x7
4,39S 29 3,480 3jli

9. 3)20?** 10. 4)260 11. 12. 4)348

13. 3)294 14. 2 15. 4)38(j

/f2

16. 4#”
17. 5+684- 7 + 39 II

9

18. 857 + 249 + £ 3
19. 348 + 4,509 + 1,364422/ 20. 4,321 + 579 + 38i(«f

21. Write in a column all the addition facts for 10.

132 -

So You Won't Forget!
Review of Meanings [O]

Try to tell all the answers.

1. What is the smallest four-place number you can

write, using each of the figures 7, 1, 3, 4 only once? /,3V7

2. How many facts are there in the whole story in

multiplication and division about 4, 4, and 16? 2

3. To find the total of several equal numbers you

can either _A _ or -A _.

ZSuAAia/ijbcU

4. In 5,246 what does 2 mean^
%r

B
|

5. Does rectangle A show fourths^

6. Does rectangle B show fifths ?%r

7. A third of one orange is not equal to a third of

another orange unless the oranges

8<o~7(o-IO

8. In the example 86=n+76, why does n = 10^

9. You can find how many 5’s there are in 35, either

by subtracting 5’s or by^fTSy 5.

10. For dividing by 4, what are the table numbers ?v
f, H, /<,, 10, 24, Jt, 32.3L, , 000

11. What is the number that means 10 hundreds?

12. Clock C in the picture

shows LI. minutes later than

clock D.

13. How many nickels can

you get for a quarter ?f

14. What month follows Junejj^

15. Since 107 + 213 = 320, then

L'cPiillr

320 - 213 =/01

133 -

3. More practice is given in Extra Practice

Set 30. Notice that some facts are given in the form

used for fractional-part division. Slower learners

may identify these before doing the work.

Set 30. D. facts, divisor or quotient 5

a b c d e f

1 5 8 5 9 2

1* i of 5 |of 10 5)40 9)45 5)45 5)l0

5 6 5 5 5 7

2. iof 20 i of 30 7)35 3)15 5)25 iof 35

4 3 5 1 3 5

3. \ of 20 iof 15 1)5 5)5 5)15 iof 15

Teaching Page 133

Pupil’s Objective: To review important items

of information, understanding, and skill.

Background. This inventory, like others of its

kind, brings together a variety of ideas, principles,

and skills that have been taught over a considerable

span of time. It is just as important to keep these

ideas, principles, and skills alive and functioning

as it is to insure the retention and usefulness of

forms of computation that have been taught.

Book Lesson. Oral work. The temptation is

to accept a correct answer and to pass on to the

next item; or, if an incorrect answer has been
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given, to turn to another pupil for an answer. This

practice gets a class through the inventory in rapid

time, but it accomplishes little. Instead, require

that answers, correct or incorrect, be defended so

that the discussions which ensue will really educate.

Teaching Pages 134 and 135

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To take Test Yourself

6 which tests knowledge of the new D. facts, quo-

tient or divisor 5, and other familiar D. facts;

(b) to learn new table numbers and uneven D.

facts when the quotient or divisor is 5.

Test Yourself 6

Write just the quotients on folded paper,

a b c d e f

1. f)To 3)16 $25 9^18 5)35 6)24

2. 2)18 3)30 07 8)24 6)18 4^20

3. 7)35 0$ 4)36 9)4ff 7l28 3)20

4. $4? 08 4)24 8)32 5)10 6)30

5. 4)32 7)21 05 3)24 5)40 0$

[W]

g

Division with a Remainder
Using table numbers [O]

1. Jane changed 37 pennies into how many nickels?

Book Lesson (page 134, top). Written work.

Test Yourself 6. If you find pupils who are still

unsure of facts, help them rebuild the tables con-

taining their hard facts.

Book Lesson (pages 134, bottom, and 135)

Ex. 1: Oral work. Let pupils use pennies and

nickels in doing the work in the first paragraph

under 1. Next, have the same problem solved by

subtraction. Finally, let pupils work at the board

with oral help from the class in solving the problems

using division.

Ex. 2-30: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Have allpupils go over the written work orally,

discussing reasons for answers.

2. Using dots, slower learners may illustrate var-

ious uneven division facts, as shown below.

37 -r 5 = ?

You can use the picture to

find how many nickels Jane

got. Were any pennies left

over? yea.

You can count marks or

subtract 5’s. How many 5’s

are there in 37?^How many

l’s left over? 2

You can write the work as

in the box. Explain.What
table number do you use?<

What is the answer?

Which of these ways do

you think is quickest?Why ?^

134

7, R 2

3)37

35

2

3, R2
5)17

(OOOOO)

2
(OOOOO)

3

00

2 R Answers Not on Reproduced Page 134

3.

Let all pupils join in playing “Guess Again.”

One pupil starts the game by thinking of a division

example (33 -4- 5, for example). He says, “I am
thinking of a division example whose table number

is 30.” In trying to guess the division example

someone might ask if he were thinking of 32 4- 5.

The first pupil would answer, “No, it is not 32 -f- 5.

Guess again.” This continues until the correct ex-

ample is given. The pupil who gives the correct

example may think of another example to give to

the class.

1. Explaining the box work:

The table number that helps is 35. 35--=- 5= 7-

Write “7” in one’s place in the quotient.

Multiply: 7 X 5 = 35. Write “35” under 37.

Subtract: 37 — 35 = 2. Write “2” in one’s

place and then show it as a remainder in the

quotient by writing “R” before it.

The division way (in the box in the pupil’s book)

is the quickest because no counting is involved.
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[W]

5 10 15 20 45

Dividing

by 5

6

7

11

12

16

17

21

22
46
?

8 13 18 ? ?

9 14 ? ? ?

2.

Copy and finish

the work in this boxA

The table numbers

for 5 are 5, 10, 15,

20 and so on to 45.

Using table numbers, write the work for dividing by 5

in Ex. 3 to 14, as done in the box on page 134.
(o,fn 8. rz &>,R3

3. 5)3^ 6. 9. m 12.

4 ' 7 ' 53« 10
' %* 13

' Ha
5. 5)43 8. 5)48 11. 3)49 14. 5)47

H,

The table of division facts with quotient 5, page 131,

shows you the table numbers for dividing by 6, 7, 8, and

9. Copy and finish Ex. 15 to 18.

15. Dividing by 6. The table number for dividing

31, 32, 33, 34, and 35 is 3Q-. The quotient is -4*..

16. Dividing by 7. The table number for dividing

36, 37, 38, 39, 40, and 41 is ?f.. The quotient is

17. Dividing by 8. The table number for dividing

41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, and 47 is 9P-. The quotient is _T_.

18. Dividing by 9. The table number for dividing 46,

47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, and 53 is The quotient is --4..

Using table numbers, write the work as on page 134.

S.R4

28. 3)34

29. 5)46
S.ff3

30. 9)48

lK3 4*4 6,, R4
19. 5738 22. 9740 25. 5734

20.

5,R1m 23.

4.R4

8736 26.

5,R2

8742

21.
(p,m

571! 24.
5, ft3

7738 27.

S,ftl

9746

-135-

Practice in Division With a Remainder
First D. uneven; 2-place quotients [W]

Work Ex. 1 to 12. Ex. 1 is started for you in the box.
34R4 35

->-> 1. 57196 5. 97310 9. 77245

5)196* dividend 2 . 97407 6. 574M 10. 27159
15 34 ft3 W. fn

JZ 3. 87275 7. 37296 11. 5)47746 iJl 67 ' 43M
??

—divisor

4. 4)356 8. 57335 12. 77305

© Extra Practice. Work Set 32.

a. 4 x 5 = 20

b. 4 x 5 = n
c. n = 4 x 5

d. 4 x n = 20

e. n X 5 = 20

f. 20 = n x 5

g. 20 = 4 X n

Finding II
Missing factor or product [O]

is the ™j2Eler>

5 is the and 20 is the

2. Multiplicands and multipliers

are called factors. Name the factors

in Ex. a to g.
***

° cvnd-J!,, t) a^nd/5
3. To find n in Ex. b, what must

you do to the factors?/ m Ex. cjV .

/nuMofcJAL />nut£Cf>W

Factors multiplied together give the product.

cC cund/ a.,5
4. In Ex. d to g, what does n stand for? 4

5. In Ex. d, divide the product, 20, by the given

factor 4. Do you get the other factor?^ (s)

cUvufo 20, &u.X&&
6. In Ex. e to g, tell how to find n.

If you know the product and one factor,

you can find the other factor. You divide the

product by the factor that is given.

136-

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 135— Teaching Pages 136 and 137

2. If possible, provide a way for your pupils to

differentiate the numbers in dark print in the table

below. One solution is to use color.

Dividing by 5

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46

7 12 17 22 27 32 37 42 47

8 13 18 23 28 33 38 43 48

9 14 19 24 29 34 39 44 49

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To apply in computa-

tion the newly learned even and uneven D. facts,

quotient or divisor 5; (b) to learn the term “fac-

tor”; (c) to learn how to find a missing factor, n,

in a multiplication example, knowing the product

and the other factor; (d) to extend to more compli-

cated examples the skill of finding a missing factor.

Background. Consider the problem: “If I

have 30 apples and put 6 apples in each box, how
many boxes will I need?” The example, using n,

could be set up in many various ways, among
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Tell the number for n in Ex. 7 to 12.

7. 18 = n X 9Z 9. 45= nx 5? 11. n X 8 = 243

8. n x 4 = 246 10. 6 x n = 305 12. 5 x n = 459
[W]

Copy Ex. 13 to 32, putting a number in place of n.

13. 4 X n = 328 18. nx 3 = 248 23. 5 X n = 30 £

14. 25= 11 X 55 19. 20 == 5 >< nV 24. 24 == 6 X n4

15. 9 X n = 213 20. 5 X n = 153 25. nx 9= 455

16. 8 Xn = 32^ 21. nx 7 = 289 26. 32 == nx4y

17. 30= (5 X n5 22. 4x n = 36 9 27. 35 == nx IS

28. 9 29. 8 30. nj 31 . 8 32. n6
xn j~

45

Xnj-

40

X_7

21

Xnj
24

x4
24

Finding II When Products Are Larger
[W]

n x 4 = 72, 72 = n X 4, 72 = 4 X n. What is n?

Here, too, you are given the product and one

factor. Why does n equal 18? 72 +9=/8

Find n in Ex. 1 to 14. Write your work as

in the box.

18

4)72

4_
32

32
1. 96=4Xn2V 6. 98=nx7/#

2. 3 X n = 72 2^ 7. 9xn= 29733 11. nx. 4 = 344 ft

3. nx 2= 86^J 8. 324= 6xn54l2. 890= 5xn/7<P

4. 5 X n = 80 /& 9. 288= 3xn^l3. 248= 8xnj/

5. n x 9 = 126 /if 10. 8 x n = 336 14. nx 5= 675 135

137

them: 30 = 6 X n and 6 X n = 30. Here is a pro-

duct (30) and one factor (6), and the task of find-

ing the other factor («). Divide the product by

the given factor (30 -f- 6) to find n.

Situations of this kind, where a product and one

factor are known, could be illustrated indefinitely,

not only in Grade 4 arithmetic, but in Grade 8

arithmetic (e.g., in the use of formulas), and in al-

gebra. The principle—to find the missing factor,

divide the product by the given factor—is one of

wide applicability; it is one of the “strands of

meaning” referred to in Part II of this Manual.

It is introduced here in a simple way, in connec-

tion with M. facts. Its use will be extended at

once to include more complicated examples, and

will be called upon many times later on in the

pupil’s book. Skill in employing the principle is

one way of increasing flexibility in thinking about

multiplication and division number situations

found in problem-solving.

New Word: factors

Book Lesson (page 136, top). Written work.

Book Lesson (pages 136, bottom, and 137)

Ex. 1-12: Oral work. Teach the lesson using

the book or write the fact “7 X 5 = 35” on the

board and follow the plan of approach used in the

pupil’s book.

Ex. 13-32: Written work.

Ex. 1-14: (page 137, bottom). Written work.

If your pupils succeeded in learning and applying

the principle used for finding n in M. facts, they

should encounter little trouble here. Conversely,

if they have difficulty with these examples, it

probably means that you should reteach finding

n in simple M. facts.

Differentiations and Extensions. For children

needing more help, Extra Practice Set 32 may be

used.

Set 32. First D. uneven, 2-place quotients with remainders

37, R2
1. 5)187

36, R3
2. 4)147

42, R1
3. 7)295

b

35, R3
6)213

59, R1
5)296

45, R2
4)182

c

68, R1
4)273

97, R3
4)39T

78, R2
3)236

d

51, R4
9)463

23, R1

7)

162

45, R2

8)

362

e

62, R2
5)312

42, R3
9)381

31, R2
9)281

f

48, R3

5)

243

42, R1

6)

253

58, R2
3)176
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At the Football Game
Problem-solving: differentiating A., S., M., D. [W]

For Ex. 1 to 7, find answers about the game.

1. Only 175 grown people bought tickets before the

game. Of the 270 tickets, how many were not sold?

2. All but 29 of the 175 grown people who bought

tickets came to the game. How many grown people who

j

bought tickets earlier were at the game?^
I

3. Three men came together. One of them bought all

3 tickets at 45<t each. How much did he pay? ^/-55

4. Of all the children in Jack’s school, 28 girls came.

Three times as many boys came. How many boys came?/^

5. Jack counted the people at the game. He counted

108 boys, 39 girls, and 206 grown people. This made a

total of how many people?353

6 . Fourteen different boys played on Bill’s team and

18 boys played on the other team. In all, how many boys

took part in the game ?-*2

7. The game lasted 60 min. Bill played all but \ of

this time. How many minutes was he out of the game?/-5
’

!38——

Written Practice

Copy and work Ex. 1 to 15.

1. 4 x 9213,708 6 . 8 x 245 l,U0 11. 384 = 4 X n%
2. 482 h- 5 7. 228 3 76 12. 5 x n = 435 f7

3. 4 x 315/,300 8 . 970 - 390 13. 48 + 379 + 15502

4. 227 + 925,™ 9 . 8,215 + 864?077L4. 624+ 1,14*2,372

5. 809 x 32,^710. 415 x 52,375 15. 1,400 - 876 524^

Copy Ex. 16 to 27 and write the estimated answers .

For Ex. 16 think,
“23 is about 2 tens, 68 is about 7 tens,

so the sum is about 9 tens.” Write “23 + 68 is about 90.”

16. 23 + 68W 20. 81 - 5920,22 24. 52 minus 41/0,//

17. 98 - 4950,

W

21. 23 + 4870,7/ 25. 37 from 8340,06

18. 62 - 3120,25 22. 38 + 2 U0,5<? 26. 28 plus 47/0,75

19. 19+ 52 70,7/ 23. 63 + 19/0,
22 27. 37 plus 4190,M

Copy Ex. 16 to 27 again and find the true answers .

Copy in columns. Add and check your work.

28. 5, 6, 9, 7, 5 32 31. 897, 952, 5082,557

29. 28, 49, 53, 72202 32. 470, 813, 299/5/2

30. 249, 398, 407 /,05V 33. 345, 424, 907/676

139 _____

Teaching Page 138

Pupil’s Objective. To obtain practice in solv-

ing verbal problems requiring addition, subtrac-

tion, multiplication, or division.

New Word: grown
'

Book Lesson. Written work. Assign the writ-

ten work as directed. When the papers have been

handed in, organize an oral lesson around the prob-

lems, asking pupils to tell what process they used.

I

Require pupils to justify the operations they choose,

whether they be correct or incorrect.

I

Teaching Page 139

Pupil’s Objectives: To obtain practice in:

(a) mixed computation
; (b) estimating sums and re-

mainders, and checking them
;

(c) column addition.

Book Lesson. Written work. Your pupils have

an opportunity here to discover how well they have

retained several different computational skills. In

Ex. 16 to 27 the recently learned skill of estimating

is put to work. Pupils are also to find exact an-

swers, and these should be compared with estimated

answers. Be sure slower learners know how to set

up Ex. 28 to 33.
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More than I of the Equal Parts
Multiple fractions [O]

Jack took one fourth (i) of pie A for his lunch.

1. Find how much pie is left. Cut out a piece of paper

the size of Jack’s part and use it as a measure.

2. The part of pie A which Jack took is °vp fourth.

The part left is e fourths, or three fourths.

To find the length of this page, you could use as

a unit of measure a piece of paper one inch long. To
find how much of pie A is left, you used as a unit of

measure one of the equal parts of the whole pie.

Meaning of numerator and denominator

7. Tell the size of one of the equal parts of circles F

to I. For each circle, tell what part is white. For each

circle, tell what part is shaded (gray).^kf-f ;
G.w;

F,y; G,«; H,?
; I, f

We say that 2 sevenths of circle I are shaded and 5

sevenths are white. We write 2 sevenths as f and

5 sevenths as f.

8. What does the 7 below the fraction line in f tell us?*

What does the 2 above the fraction line in f tell us ?*What

does the 5 in f mean?*
1

9. Which fraction below names the white part of

circle J ?fWhy ? of circle K? 3

3. For a measure of the white part and the pink part

of circle B, first think about one of the equal parts of

circle B, one eighth (g). Then say, “J&y'One eighths, or

two eighths, of circle B are white and ^iKtfpink.”

4. Circle C is divided into equal parts, so one of

the equal parts is one pph Three equal parts, or 3

of C are gray and 2 equal parts, or 2 of C are white.

5-6. Tell for circles D and E what you told for C. *

10. In which of circles J to M is f pink ? M

11. In which circle is i pink? K

12. Name with fractions the pink parts of circles J to

M.v Tell how to write the fractions.

13.

^Xlakea rule\6 explain the meaning of the numbers

above and below the fraction fine.*:

140 141

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 140-

5. Circle D is divided into 6 equal parts, so one

of the equal parts is one sixth. Three equal parts,

or 3 sixths of D are gray and 3 equal parts, or 3

sixths of D are white.

6 . Circle E is divided into 9 equal parts, so one

of the equal parts is one ninth. Five equal parts, or

5 ninths of E are gray and 4 equal parts, or 4

ninths of E are white.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 141-

8. In f, the 7 tells the number of equal parts

that are gray. In f or y, the 2 or the 5 tells the

number of equal parts that are white.

9. f names the white part of circle J. It means
5 of the 9 equal parts are white.

13. The number above the line in a fraction

tells the number of equal parts taken. The number

below the line in a fraction tells the number of equal

parts in the whole and thus indicates the size of

each equal part.
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Teaching Pages 140 and 141

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To develop an under-

standing of proper fractions, other than unit frac-

tions, as applied to single objects
;

(b) to learn how

to read and write multiple fractions.

Background. It takes many experiences with

real objects before children become adept at judg-

ing lengths in linear units ; similarly, children need

many experiences with parts of real objects of all

sizes before they become adept at judging the sizes

of parts of objects.

Teacher’s Preparation. Cut from colored pa-

per ten circles approximately 5 inches in diameter.

Either color the reverse side white or cut duplicate

circles from white paper and paste them on the

reverse side. The circles may then be marked and

cut into halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, sixths, sev-

enths, eighths, ninths, and tenths. Manipulation

by the pupils will help them become familiar with

various-sized parts. Since the pieces all come from

wholes of like size, they may be easily compared.

Similar objects may be cut in the shape of an ob-

long. This will prevent your pupils from thinking

of fractions as being parts of a circle only.

Pre-book Lesson. Take the circle which is cut

!

into 5 parts. Clip f of the circle to an uncut circle,

colored side up. Ask, “What fraction of the whole

circle is each part? Count the parts (one fifth, two

fifths, etc.).” Turn the circle over and clip § of the

circle, with the white side showing. Say, “Now,
tell how much of the circle is white.” Similarly,

use the other circles showing different fractional

parts.

New Words: page 140, unit; page 141, shaded

Book Lesson. Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions. All children

should have an opportunity to handle circles cut

into fractional parts. Divide the class into small

groups so that they may have this opportunity.

Allow them to show fractional parts in different

colors (i.e., f white, what part is colored? j colored,

what part is white? etc.).

Working with the New Kind of Fraction

Wriling in figures and words; drawing to show fractions [W]

Write these fractions in figures:

1. two thirds T 3. two ninths T 5. three tenths to

2. five sixths & 4. four fifths ^ 6. two fourths %

, Write these fractions in words:

B C D

13. For each of rectangles A to D, write the fraction

which names the white part of the rectangle.
A, B.f; C,f; D, io

14. For each fraction you wrote, circle the number

showing how many equal parts in the whole rectangle.v
ythv dwjrmsWM&A/

15. Which fraction you wrote shows the largest-sized

equal parts ?-|Which number helped you to tell?v
/Jut/ 4L

In a fraction, the number below the line tells

how many equal parts there are in the whole.

16. In each fraction you wrote for Ex. 13, cross out

the number which shows how many equal parts of the

rectangle are in the white part. ^
The number above the fraction line tells how

many equal parts there are in the fraction.

Draw four squares. Divide and color them to show

17. three fifths. 18. f. 19. two thirds. 20. f

.

-142

Teaching Page 142

Pupil’s Objective: To obtain experience

through written activities in identifying and re-

producing fractional parts of objects.

Background. Your pupils should now be ready

for this written work in which they will learn how
to write fractions using figures and words. Note

that no hyphens are inserted in the written form of

fractions (two thirds, not two-thirds). Some writers

contend that fractions should be hyphenated, but

this tends to obscure the meaning. That is, if the

child is to think about the unit “third,” then the

form “two thirds” more clearly expresses the idea

of two units of that size than does “two-thirds.”
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Book Lesson. Written work. Tell the children

that now they have a chance to show what they

have learned about this new kind of fraction.

Assign Ex. 1 to 20 for written work. Later on,

read with the class the generalizations and check

the statements against diagrams A to D to assure

understanding. For rectangle A, proceed about as

follows: “What fractional part is shaded? Who
can write the fraction on the board? What is the

number above the line? What is this number

supposed to tell us? What is the number below

the line? What does it tell us?” Repeat with dia-

grams B to D.

Differentiations and Extensions. Slower learn-

ers may show by means of diagrams or cut rec-

tangles and circles the fraction used in Ex. 1-12.

Teaching Page 143

Pupil’s Objective: To obtain a functional grasp

of the meaning of the terms “denominator” and

“numerator.”

Background. Study the page from beginning

to end. Note the unusual care taken to give the

new technical terms real meaning by “coming at

them” over and over again in a variety of ways.

Contrast this program with the more common
practice of merely defining the terms abstractly

and of relying upon memory thereafter for correct

usage.

New Words: denominator, numerator

Book Lesson. Oral work. When you are

through with the oral development, put a drawing

like that shown below on the board. Ask what

number of equal parts has been shaded. Of course.

no easily discernible fractional part has been

shaded; but see whether some of your pupils are

not caught in the trap. If they say, “Three

sevenths,” don't say, “No! you are wrong!”

Instead, discuss the answer to see if some child

Naming the Figures in a Fraction

Terms of a fraction [O]

In A, | of the square is red.

The 8 in | is called the denominator of

the fraction.

The word, “denominator”, means

“something which names.” What name

do you think of when you see the 8 in |?f

The 3 in f is the numerator of the fraction and tells

the number of equal parts in the fraction. The word,

“numerator”, means “something which numbers.”

1. In A, f is not red. Tell about the denominator

and the numerator of this fraction.

2. In B, what part is red?fWhat is the

numerator of this fraction ?y What is the

denominator ?<f

#
(i&yiovnt/rujJjo'l'

3. In the fraction f, 4 is the _ A _ and 3 is the

4. In f, the numerator is

5. In f, the means that a thing is divided into S.
equal parts. One of the equal parts is

6. Write on the board the fraction which has the
7

numerator 7 and denominator 8. g

7. What is the numerator of

the fraction that names the

shaded part in C?2in D?J"

8. What is the denominator

of the fraction that names the

shaded part in E?£in ¥?9

143-

(best of all, the child who volunteered the wrong

answer) can correct the mistake.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. If more practice is needed, use Ex. 3-8 as

models, substituting different fractions and dia-

grams and mimeographing or writing on the board

another dozen or so exercises.

2. All children should discover that while each

of the 8 equal pieces of a given circle may be the

same size, an eighth may vary greatly in size de-

pending upon the size of the divided object.

3. More capable children may try to identify

equal parts of a given circle. f, 5, and £ are easily

identified, but £ and £ are more difficult.
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Sliding on the Hill

Problem-solving, differentiating processes [W]

After each number on your paper, write “A.”,

M.”, or “D .” to show what to do to solve

each problem. Do not solve the problems.

1. From the top of the hill to a tree at the

bottom is just 382 feet. On one ride, Tom’s sled

carried him 35 feet past the tree: How many
feet long was his ride? A. (VI7)

2. Jim fell off his sled half way down the 382-

foot hill. About how many feet did he ride?
D. (/?/, tyi/aMmot /90 )

3. How far did Mary ride? Her sled upset

when she had gone 75 feet less than the 382 feet.v

5.007;
4. Mary pulled her sled 5 times from the tree

to the top of the hill (382 feet). How many feet

did she have to walk for her 5 rides? M. ( /, wo)

5. The picture shows Jack’s big bobsled going

down the hill. For 40 children each to have a

ride on it, how many trips would the sled make?/
DAi)

6 . Tom counted 75 people on the hill one day

and found that 5 of them were grownups. How

144-

Oral Practice

Say these answers by rows and by columns:

a b c d

1. 5 X 8 + 4 w 8 X 4 + 6 39 33-*- 5^3 29-*- 94*2

2. 9 X 3 + 73V 5 X 9 + 4 7? 43 -* 00 +1 u 30 -*- 4 7,/fz-

3. 6 X 5 + 4 3V 7 X 4 + 3 3/ 37 -*- 4 7,tf/ 33 -;- 6S.R3

4. 7 X 3 + 3 27 5 X 5 + 3 2.P 30 -*- 77*2 21 -*- 9 l,R3

5. 8 X 5 + 6 VI, 4 X 8 + 23V 28-*- 6 7,/?v 29-*. 5 ^/?¥

6. 5 X 6 + 3 33 9 X 4 + 6 VI 26-*- 4 6,/?2 38-*- 7-5]R3

7. 5 X 4 + 4 IV 6 X 3 + 3 2/ 39 -*- 9 V, R3 28-*- 3 7,/?/

8. 6 X 4 + 4 If 5 X 7 + 4 39 30 * 00 20 47 h- 9 5,Rl

9 . 3 X 8 + 2U> 8 X 3 + 5 29 38-*- 5 7,*J 20 h- 63.RI

10. 7 X 5 + 4 37 9 X 5 + 65/ 24-*- 7 3,R3 36-*- 84£/w

Written Practice

Copy, work, and check. Watch the signs!

1. 111+ 865 7. 202-9 22,/?V 13. $4.70 - 5*0.9¥

2. 114-*-

8

f¥,/n 8. 684- 574 HO 14. 4x $2.26*7.07

3. 4x 183/2- 9. 156x 4 624 15. $8.75+ $38.96#Z7/

4. 407- 396// 10. $9.45- 1U35 16. $7.68- 2WV
5. 475 x 3 /,V15 11. 489- 9 5V,R3 17. $30.00- %\6A1M.53

6. 155+ 607 12. 3 x 289W 7 18. 378+ 459+ 68 90S

19. Write all the subtraction facts for 12.

145

Teaching Page 144 Teaching Page 145

Pupil’s Objective: To obtain practice in dif-

ferentiating among the four fundamental opera-

tions needed to solve verbal problems.

Book Lesson. Written work. Follow the

|

written lesson by an oral lesson in which pupils

justify their choice of process for each problem.

Differentiations and Extensions. More capable

pupils may make illustrations to go with any of these

problems.

Pupil’s Objective: To obtain further practice

in both oral and written computation.

—

—

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 145—

—

19 . 12-3 = 9 12 - 7=5
12 - 4=8 12-8 = 4

12 - 5=7 12 - 9=3
12 - 6=6
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Do You Understand?
Test of Information and Meaning 3

1. Write the table number to use in Ex. a to d.

A.mKa. 4)39-^ b. 7537^ e.m 30

2. In Ex. a to d below, copy the dividend figures

which you use for the first division. For a, write “21.”

a, $216 V b. 5)937? c. 5)762 ? d. $379J7

3. Show what should be written to check Ex. a to d

below. Do not work the examples.

a. 39 b. 87 81 32 13

x5 JL£ x2 — c. 3)96 d. 5)65

195 174
^

4. Name one of the equal parts in A; ^ in B.T

5. Write in figures the f^tioi^A I I I
B l

that tells the pink part in A;<fin B.7

Circle the numerators you wrote.

6. Write in words the fraction

that tells the white part in A; in B.
A, fa/if

7. You have not learned the product for 6 x 7. Make

X’s in rows and columns to fyelp you find the product. \
( (eAtfUrt of 7 XA /rrvaJkonf' asjAyta& Of'

8. 48 -s- 6 = 8. Check the answer by subtracting, v
if - te — il J i2 -&> ~3(o°, J/to. CS

9. What two M. facts go with the D. fact in Ex. 8?v
fX6> = ¥f;

10. To find the factor n in 3 x n = 81 do you use

Ex. a or b or c below?

3x 81

11. Estimate these answers: a. 31 +48 b. 58 - 31
'ti

b. 81 3 c. nx 81

48 b. 51
30 iSO^0 M'30=30

On your paper write the missing words or

figures to make each exercise correct.

12. One half of an apple is smaller than

one half of a

13. In 7 x 23 = 161, the factors are _ 7_ and _??.

14. To find the answer for the example £ of 35, you
divide 33 by _ 7_.

15. Joe ate 3 of 5 equal pieces of an orange. The
fraction for the part of the orange Joe ate is

16. In the example, 164 4 = 41, Ji. is the divisor

and Hi is the quotient.

17. When you cut f of a cake, the

name of one of the equal parts is ..ft...

Test Yourself 7
m

Copy and work carefully. Do not check.

1. 274 2. 4,020 3. 45 4. 248

X3 -946 X6 + 753
fTT 3,07V 370 ~7fOOI

5.

228
4)912 6.

332,/r/

3)997 7. 8)424
Tim

8. §157

9. 513 10. 124 11. 239 12. 869

-419 X7 X4 -367w fzr sot

13.
/S.83

7)l08 14.
^ 32, R!

6)313
/VV

15. 3)745
+Vt3

16. 9)381

17. 72 + 69 + 148 + 11% 19. 552 + 389 + 874tM
18. 491 + 375 + 999 !,?L5 20. 207 + 453 + 538W

146 147

Book Lesson

Rows 1-10: Oral work.

Ex. 1-19: Written work. Limit the number of

examples for slower learners.

Differentiations and Extensions. More capa-

ble children may make up multiplication examples

in which some of rows 1-10 (a and b) at the top of

the page would be used. Notice in the sample

examples for Ex. la and lb below that a fact not

yet studied is used (8 X 8). Such facts may be ob-

tained from the multiplication table.

\a. 88 lb. 48

X 5 X 8

Teaching Pages 146, 147, 148, and 149

Pupil’s Objective: To take the four regular

end-of-chapter tests and Test Yourself 7.

Background. In addition to the regular end-

of-chapter testing, you should broaden your evalu-

ation program by observing each child to decide

what desirable arithmetic attitudes, appreciations,

habits, and values he possesses. Moreover, you

may also profit from an oral evaluation of your

pupils’ progress. /Let them tell you in an indi-

vidual interview how they would go about working

specific examples, such as some of those in Test

Yourself 7.
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Do You Make Mistakes?
Diagnostic Test 3

Copy the examples and solve.

a b C
Study
Pages

Practice

Sets

1. 4,899

+ 758
S.i.57

839

+ 3,643

9,981

2,406

+ 3,708
67777

112 16

2. 1,716

-908
SOX’

3,542

-2,596
99(

6,000

-487
5,513

114, 116 17

3. 5 of 40 * of 35S b of 45S 129 30

4.
. 79,53

44^5£/?y 5)98
. /S3

t /t¥

6)922
134-136 32

5. Check these answers:

a. 5x79 = 3$5 b. 6x54 = 324

63, 67,

124
29

6. Check these answers:

a. 425 + 5 = 85 b. 325 -^6 = 54, Ri

88-93,

131
30

Can You Solve Problems?
Problem Test 3

Write your work for Ex. 1 to 8. Check all answers.

1. This month. May’s school lunches cost $3.15. Last

month she spent $0.63 less, or $ -2^7

2. May spent b of her $3.15 for milk. How much

did she pay for the milk she drank? $o.(*3

3. Jean paid $4.23 for lunches last month. This month

she paid $0.69 more. What was the cost of her lunches

this month? $17.91

148 —

—
4. The lunchroom has places for 112 children at one

time, seated 8 at a table. How many tables are there?+

5. On her birthday, Betty took some friends to lunch.

The lunches cost 25tf, 33$, 58$, and 34$. How much did

Betty pay for the lunches }$/. 30

6. Joe works in the lunchroom 45 minutes a day. In a

school week of 5 days, how many minutes does he work ?_Z2i"

7. Joe saved $3.96 in 4 weeks to buy a big cowboy

hat. Each week he saved the same amount. How much
money was that a week }$o.99

8. Joe saved 15$ each month for Savings Stamps. In

5 months, how much money did he save ?43.15

How Well Can You Figure?

Computation Test 3

Copy. Find and check your answers.

. 75,R

3

5)378
... 97,r3
4)191

$/.UG
1. 2. 3. 5>8t25 4. 0lM
5. $3.49 6. $3.25 7. 630 8. $9.65

X4 x3 -531 +8.38
£/3. ?(, *9-75 99 $/$. 03

9. 135 10. $1.13 11. 4,117 12. 5,019

X5 x7 -3,668 + 3,990
(,75 '£7.9/ 999 9,009

13. 9138$" 14. 3)29^' 15. 4l9i" 16.

17. Two dollars and forty-eight cents -j- 4 =$0.(oloi>C>2{

18. 31$ + 68$ + 19$ + 85$ =

19. 5 X one dollar and twenty-three cents =$(,./5

149

Book Lesson. Administer these tests in the

usual way. Examine papers to discover what areas

seem to be causing the most difficulty. If the study

pages and practice sets suggested for the Diagnostic

Test do not overcome troublesome spots, develop a

reteaching program of your own that may be even

more efficient.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. If you wish to use Computational Test 3 for

practice, an alternate computational test will be

found on page 328 in the Manual.

2. Use the table in the next column as an aid in

entering computation and problem-solving test

scores on the test record cards.

TABLE OF PER CENTS FOR CHAPTER 3 SCORES

Score

Per Cents for

Problem

Test

Score

Per Cents for

Computation

Test

Score

Per Cents for

Computation

Test

1 13 1 5 11 58

2 25 2 11 12 63

3 38 3 16 13 68

4 50 4 21 14 74

5 63 5 26 15 79

6 75 6 32 16 84

7 88 7 37 17 89

8 100 8 42 18 95

9 47 19 100

10 53
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A carpenter’s rule makes an excellent number

line for use in studying the 6’s in multiplication

and division.



Teaching Chapter 4 of Grade 4

Introduction

I. Learning Outcomes in Chapter 4

1. Knowledge of the M. facts for 6’s and for 6

2. Knowledge of the D. facts with quotients and

divisors of 6, as well as the related fraction facts

and uneven D. facts

3. Ability to deal with 0 as a quotient figure

4. Ability to multiply 4-place numbers, includ-

ing ability to carry thousands

5. Ability to divide 4-place numbers (3-place

quotients only)

6. Ability to solve problems

7. Understanding of various specific concepts,

generalizations, relationships, and skills

8. Desirable emotionalized responses (attitudes,

appreciations, values)

II. The Nature of the Major Outcomes

You will have noted in the foregoing list of

chapter outcomes few that require much by way
of explanation. In the list of major outcomes

above, those labeled 1 and 2 call for you to do for

M. and D. facts involving 6 what you have done,

for example, for M. and D. facts involving 5.

Outcomes 4 and 5 call for the extension of familiar

multiplication and division skills to cover longer

computations. Outcomes 6 to 8 are regular mem-
bers of the list. Outcome 3 is new.

Knowledge of the M. Facts for 6’s and for 6

Only seven new facts are involved in the mul-

tiplication tables for 6’s and for 6, yet, despite the

small amount of new learning, about a half dozen

pages are devoted to this learning.

The M. facts for 6’s and for 6 are first presented

as whole stories in connection with their related

D. facts. The first work is oral and is based upon
pictured groups (page 152). A transition is then

made (page 153) to abstract numbers and new M.
facts are found by adding 6’s (or some other

number).

On page 154 the new M. facts appear in problem

settings, the products (if not known) being found

by adding or counting in appropriate units. Sug-

gested products for the M. facts are checked on

page 155 by adding, and then the new facts are

organized into tables and learning is evaluated on

page 156. The tables are printed on page 157,

where practice is also given on the facts as they are

used with carrying in multiplication computa-

tion. The unit on the M. facts is concluded by
a test on page 158.

Knowledge of the D. Facts with Quotients and
Divisors of 6, as well as the Related Frac-

tion Facts and Uneven D. Facts

Study of the D. facts with quotients and divi-

sors of 6 (apart from experiences therewith as parts

of M. and D. whole stories, pages 152-153) begins

on page 158. The facts are found by measure-

ment division with pictures and through the use

of related M. facts, ending (page 159) with the

checking of given quotients by using M. facts

again or by repeated subtraction. (Remember that

measurement division is a short form of repeated

subtraction.) On page 161 your pupils organize

the two division tables for themselves and practice

the facts. The tables are printed on page 162, and

some of the facts are used in mixed problems on

the same page.

The fraction facts are derived through their

relationships to M. facts and to D. facts. (Thus,

the answer for ^ of 24 is found by using 6 X 4 or

24 4- 6.) The necessary foundations for the work

on page 160 have, therefore, been built in the pre-

ceding eight pages. The fraction facts are then

assembled into tables and practiced on page 161.

Four new table numbers have to be learned

—

36, 42, 48, and 54. These table numbers are used

in uneven division when the quotient or divisor is

6. The methods of teaching that proved effective

in the corresponding lesson on uneven division

when the quotient or divisor was 5 will serve here.

Ability to Deal with 0 as a Quotient Figure

Involved here is knowledge of D. facts, even

and uneven, with 0 as the quotient, as well as

ability to use such knowledge in computation.
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The facts have not been taught before now simply

because they were not needed. They take on use-

fulness only when 0 occurs as a quotient figure in

the solution of division examples.

First, on page 169 the simple D. facts for 0 are

found and organized around the generalization,

0 divided by any number equals 0. Actually, there

is little sense in the number situation, 4)0 or

0^6=? Children intuitively know that you

must have something (and 0 is not “something” in

their meaning) before you can divide it. So, on

page 169, you move quickly to the uneven D. facts

for 0, which do make a little more sense. Ob-

viously, in the examples 4)3 and 5 6 there is now
“something” to divide, but the “something” is

not sufficiently large to make a whole thing in

each indicated part. Hence, we get the generaliza-

tion, When you cannot divide, write 0 in the quotient

and show the remainder with R.

Knowledge of the 0-facts is put to work at once

(page 170) in computations of the types 6)60 and

6)63, in which, respectively, “10” and “10, R3”
are the quotients, then (page 171 ) in computations

of the types shown below.

190, R2 $1.40

4)762 and 6) $8.40

Ability to Multiply 4-place Numbers, Includ-

ing Ability to Carry Thousands

The statement of the outcome by itself tells you

pretty well what is taught in this chapter. Your

pupils will now have (pages 174 and 175) multi-

plication examples with products in four places,

many of which will call for carrying thousands.

The basic rational principles in the extended skill

are already familiar since they have been learned

in connection with multiplying ones, tens, and

hundreds and in carrying tens and hundreds. Fur-

ther practice and, thus, emphasis, will increase the

pupil’s ability to work with larger numbers. Skill

in carrying tens and hundreds will prove itself

later in division work with 4-place dividends.

Ability to Divide 4-place Numbers

There is little here that is new. Your pupils

have already had experiences with 3-place quotients

in examples like 7)849 and 3)645, that is, when the

dividends have been 3-place numbers. Now they

deal with 4-place dividends (page 176), as in

725, R1 431, R1

3)2,176 and 8)3,449

Ability to Solve Problems

Comment on this outcome is reserved to the

teaching section of the Manual, where the purpose

of each of pages 151 , 154, 162, 166, and 167 is

explained.

Understanding of Various Specific Concepts,

Generalizations, Relationships, and Skills

1. Essential technical terms: linear, width

2. Important relationships and generalizations.

The generalizations appearing in Chapter 4 will

be found on the following pages in the pupil’s

book (and corresponding reproduced pages in the

Manual): pages 169, 170, 175

3. Skills beyond those listed:

a. Ability to find n in simple division examples

b. Ability to use memorized measurement facts

from the table of linear measures

Desirable Emotionalized Responses (Atti-

tudes, Appreciations, Values)

Are you giving heed to the social aim of arith-

metic? Are you calling your pupils’ attention to

the many practical uses of arithmetical skills in

number situations both in and out of school?

More important, are they calling your attention to

such uses? Are your pupils anxious to understand

each new thing they learn? Are they developing

some appreciation of the logic and order that are

part of arithmetic? Do they see enough values in

what they learn so that they want to learn more?

Your answers to these questions will help you

decide how successfully your program satisfies

this outcome.

To arouse questions on the part of your children

is what is important. By dint of application they

can and do frequently survive a year of arithmetic

classes. It should be the aim and intention of

the arithmetic program to evoke an awareness of

the uses of arithmetic and an interest in it.
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Teaching Pages 150 and 151

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To become sensitive to

quantitative relationships implicit in number situa-

tions; (b) to gain experience in abstracting and

studying these relationships.

Background. It is normal in reading to en-

counter numbers regardless of the subject matter.

Frequently, relationships between the numbers are

I

not worked out and stated; so, in order to get

more insight into what is being said, these must

be formulated and the necessary computations

made. The story on page 151 in the pupil’s book

gives your pupils opportunity to do just this. Thus,

the problem-solving program advances beyond the

completion of problems from number situations,

labeled to tell the process, to the completion of

problems inherent in the content of a story. To

:

provide means for successfully handling everyday

I

quantitative experiences is, of course, one of the

primary goals of the arithmetic curriculum.

Pre-book Lesson. In order to comprehend the

problem question existing in a number situation,

children must be able to imagine the story action.

Give practice in this ability by dramatizing the

first paragraph of the story in the pupil’s book,

i The questions will then come alive automatically.

As the scene is prepared, suggest that the

j
ticket booth should have a card telling the price

per ticket. More than likely your children will

quite naturally reply, “That’s a good idea. How
much will the 3 tickets cost?” Write this question

on the board and lead the class to see that all the

information needed to solve the problem is in the

story. As the dramatization proceeds, pupils should

state the problems in their own terms.

Book Lesson. Written work. Be sure to read

through with the class the whole story about the

girls going to the movies, thus, no child will be

severely handicapped by a reading disability.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners.

a. These children may be advised that each para-

graph provides two problems. If there is still

difficulty, draw them into one group and help

them imagine each situation. For the second

paragraph, ask how many rows of seats the girls

saw on entering the theater. Ask how many seats

were in the first 6 rows altogether (84), and how
many were in each of the first 6 rows. Continue

this line of questioning with the rest of the para-

graph information and for the rest of the page.

b. Be alert for natural number situations which

occur during the day. For example, if Gloria is

collecting milk money, stop to ask her how much
{Continued on page 182, second column)
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At the Movies
Problem-solving; making problems fWJ

First, read all the way through the story on this page

about going to the movies. Then see if you can do what

you are asked to do.

(/JLast summer Sue, Joan, and Mary earned $2.25 one

week. In the picture, Mary is giving the ticket seller

$1.50 of their money to pay for 3 tickets.

(£.)The building has 600 seats. Of the 600 seats, 84 are

in the first 6 rows, with the same number of seats in each

row. The next 8 rows have 24 seats in each row.

(dJThe girls were early. When they went in, Joan

counted only 35 people in the 600 seats. Toward the

end of the show, Joan counted only 18 empty seats.

(41)The two short pictures lasted 26 min. altogether. The
long picture lasted 4 times as long.

See if you can make 8 problems using the story.For
example, you can make 2 problems about Mary buying

the tickets.

Solving problems [W]

Turn to page 144. Write the work for problems 1 to 6.

Check all your answers. (

151

money she should have when through collecting

from the specified number of children. Watch for

such problem-provoking activities whenever chil-

dren are buying, collecting money or objects,

passing out materials, forming into groups and

teams, or the like.

2. More capable children.

a. These pupils should have little difficulty dis-

covering the eight problems. Challenge them to

find other problems in the story and to try solving

each problem.

b. They may be able to devise and produce for

the class a short dramatized scene containing num-
ber problems.

c. Some may enjoy searching through magazines

and other illustrated publications for a picture that

might serve as a basis for other problem stories.

These pictures should be mounted (with problems

written below them) and displayed in the arith-

metic corner.

Teaching Pages 152 and 153

Pupil’s Objective: To find the M. facts for

6’s and for 6 and the D. facts with quotients and

divisors of 6, by working with whole stories in

multiplication and division.

Background. Your children have had enough

experience in finding whole stories for multiplica-

tion and division by using semi-concrete picture

and dot patterns so that they should experience

" i

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 151-

la. How much did the 3 tickets cost? (3 X 35^

= $1.05)

b. How much money did the girls have after

buying the tickets? ($2.25 — $1.05 = $1.20)

2 a. How many seats in each of the first 6 rows?

(84 -f 6 = 14)

b. How many seats in all in the next 8 rows?

(8 X 24 = 192)

3 a. How many seats were empty when the girls

first went in? (600 — 35 = 565)

b. How many seats were filled at the end of the

show? (600— 18 = 582)

4a. How many minutes did the long picture

last? (4X 26= 104)

b. How long did the 3 pictures last altogether?

(26+ 104= 130)
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Finding Parts of Whole Stories

M. and D. fads [Ol

1 . This table in Mr. Hill’s store has how many glasses

in each row? £how many rows of glasses? 7how many
glasses in all?

Count glasses by rows of 6 .

6 , 12, 18, 24, 30, .36, -HZ

Say the multiplication fact for

seven 6’s.

2. The glasses are in

columns, with .SJ. glasses in

each column. Say the M. fact

for six 7’s. 6X3=41

3. Use your work in Ex. 1 and 2 to tell answers for

a. 6 ’s in 42 (42 - 6); 7 b. 7’s in 42 (42 ^ 7). 6

• • • • • 4. The dot picture stands for 54 glasses,

» • • • • 9 rows of -_4 each or 6 columns of

J
T J * J each. This makes the whole story in

(••••• multiplication and division.

* * ? J ? 5. Finish and say the facts.

6x9 =54 9x6 =54 54 -f- 9 =6 54 * 6 =9

6 . Another table has 48 glasses in 6 rows of 8 glasses

each. On the board make rows of dots. ^2^8’s = 48.

Finish and say the facts.

6 X 8 8 x 6 =^ 48+- 6 =8 48+8=6

[WJ

8. Tom packs 6 peaches in a

box. For 30 peaches, how many

boxes will he need?

30 -f- 6 = Subtract 6’s. v
30-6 =2*; 24 -(o =/$; /8~6 =/2

9. Write the three other facts

that go with the fact in Ex. 8. y
30+5= 6 : 6x5=30; 5x6=30

10. To fill $ boxes with 6 of

the peaches in each, Tom will

need how many peaches ?

8x6= Add 6’s.v

6 +6*6+6+6+6+6+6 = 48
11. Write three other facts that go with the fact you

found in Ex. 10. vThere will be one in M. and two in D.
6X8=48j 48*8=6; 48+6=8
12. For 54 peaches, how many boxes will Tom need

if he puts 6 peaches in each? 54-^6 = Subtract 6’s.v
54-6 =48; 48-6 = 42; 42 -6 =36; Jibs. (IAuM+cu+Uotia)

13. Write three other facts that go with the fact you

found in Ex. 12. There will be one in D. and two in M.
=A', XX6=54: 6X9=54 r , r ^

14. Mrs. Brown bought 7 boxes of peaches from Tom,

6 peaches in a box. In all she got how many peaches?

7x6= Add 6’s. 6+6+636+6+6+6 =42

15. Write three other facts that go with the fact in

Ex. 14.vThere will be one in M. and two in D.
’<7=^2 ; 4.

16. 6 x
6X1=42 ; 42+6 = 3; 41 + 1=6

6 = Add 6 s.v

6+6+6+6+6+6 =36
17. Write the whole story for the fact in Ex. 16. v

7. Still another table has 36 glasses in 6 equal rows.

On the board make 36 dots in rows. 6 -uZ’s = 36.

Finish and say the facts. 36 + 6 =6;6 X 6 =36

152

6X6 =36 J 36 • 6—6
Copy Ex. 18 to 21 and write answers for each. Then

write the other facts in the whole story.

18. 24 h- 4=6 19. 6 x 3=// 20.
24+ 6=4 3X6 = /8/8+3=6

/f* 6 = 3
6 X4=24
4X6=24

12 *- 2=6 21. 5 X 6=30
11*6=2 6X5=30
6X2 =/l 30*5=6
2X6=/2 30*6=5

153-

no difficulty with the technique. If children are

to see the meaning in multiplication and division

facts, they must discover them independently.

Familiarity with the facts will then be a logical and

normal outcome. Do not at this time request the

children to memorize the facts.

Note that this lesson is concentrated on the

facts with 36, 42, 48, and 54 as products and divi-

dends since the facts with smaller products and

dividends have already been studied.

Pre-book Lesson. If your pupils constructed

the pattern charts for the M. and D. facts so far

studied, select those with dots or X’s totaling 6,

[

12, 18, 24, and 30, and use them to review the

whole-story ideas depicted.

New Word: page 153, peaches

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-7: Oral work. For Ex. 1 bring out the

fact that counting by 6’s is the same as adding

6’s. Write the addition problem on the board

showing a column addition example with seven 6’s.

For Ex. 3 lead pupils to realize that the picture

shows 42 glasses in all. Let them then place the

edge of a piece of paper over the bottom row,

saying, “one 6 in 42.” This should be continued
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until on covering the last (top) row, each pupil

says, “seven 6’s in 42.” Relate this process to

repeated subtraction and show the fact on the

board as “6’s in 42 = 7” and “42 6 = 7.” This

procedure may also be adapted to Ex. 4, 6, and 7.

Ex. 8-21: Written work. Advise pupils to

leave room enough for the other three facts in

Ex. 18-21.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. If some of your slower learners experience

difficulty with Ex. 8-17 because of reading diffi-

culty, treat this as an oral lesson. If necessary,

let each child work with his own box of objects

making the patterns for each exercise. Do not

hurry the lesson, for these children will need a

maximum exposure to each pattern. After work

with the objects, the patterns for each example

may be made with X’s or dots and the whole

stories written under each.

2. More capable children may pair off and test

each other to see how many of the facts discovered

are remembered. This should be treated as a

matter of curiosity concerning how many facts

could be remembered, not as a way of stressing the

memorization of all the facts. You will discover

from this activity which children learn quickly

and easily.

Teaching Page 154

Pupil’s Objective: To find and to use the new
M. facts for 6’s and for 6 in problem settings.

Trimming the Christmas Tree
M. problems with facts for 6's and 6 [W| I

Write answers for problems 1 to 7. Find products you,

do not know by drawing pictures or by counting or by s

adding groups (6’s, 7’s, and so on). j

1. Jean and Jack used 6 strings of lights on their
j

Christmas tree. There are 7 lights on a string. How many
j

lights has the tree ? ¥2

2. For their Christmas tree, Jean and Jack bought 3

gold stars at 6<t each. How much did the stars cost?

3. They also bought 6 big silver balls that cost St

apiece. How much did they pay for these?

4. From last year they saved 6 strings of bells, 6 in a

string. How many bells in all were there

5. They also saved 4 boxes of ornaments, with 6

ornaments in each box. How many ornaments were

saved in these boxes? 2^

6. They have strung 5 strings of popcorn, each 6 feet

long. How many feet of popcorn were strung? 30

7. Mother put 6 ornaments on the tree. Jean and

Jack put on 9 times that many, or SJL.

Background. Remember that your pupils have

not yet learned these facts, so they may be obliged

to find the products through the use of the methods

mentioned in the instructions.

lems in the same way, emphasizing semi-concrete

pictures for slower learners and abstract addition

for more capable children.

Pre-book Lesson. If your art program is con-

cerned with the Christmas season, choose a prob-

lem such as the following: “Glenn is making the

paper stars for our border of Christmas trees. He
has cut 6 stars from each of 4 pieces of colored

paper. How many stars has he cut?” Lead pupils

to see that the product can be found by drawing

four rows of six X’s each, by counting the stars,

or by adding four 6’s. Do one or two more prob-

New Words: ornaments, strung

Book Lesson. Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. If slower learners have difficulty in deciding

what pattern to draw for each exercise, do the

first one orally and then assign one problem to

each child for written work. When these have
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been completed, the group should convene to

hear a report, complete with the necessary pictures,

j

on how each problem was solved.

2. More capable children may design or discover

examples of patterns that depict the M. facts given

in the problems. For Ex. 1 six consecutive weeks

from a calendar could be pasted together to show

6X7.

Teaching Page 155

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn how to check

products by adding; (b) to organize the multi-

,

plication tables for 6’s and for 6; (c) to practice

these new M. facts.

Background. If a child forgets a product or

if he habitually gives a wrong product, he is not

being adequately helped by merely being told the

correct product. It is much better to teach him

how to find products for himself, thus correcting

his own errors when they are called to his attention.

Such is the purpose of Ex. 1 to 10.

Pre-book Lesson. Tell your children that the

I

paper boy figured that your bill for six 5^ papers a

week was 24 jt. Ask if he is a good businessman.

Put the example with the wrong answer on the

board (6X5 = 24), and stress the importance of

finding a way to be sure of such facts. See if the

children can suggest addition as one way. If they

cannot, refer them to Ex. 10 on page 153 where

;

they were required to check a product by addition.

Place six 5’s on the board and have them added.

Replace the incorrect answer on the board with

the correct product 30. Ask them to pretend

for Ex. 1—10 that they are businessmen checking

products.

Book Lesson. Written work. Help all pupils

j
set up their papers in such a way that they will

produce papers so neat that they may be filed in

the arithmetic notebooks for future reference.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. All pupils should study the multiplication

tables and then try to write, or repeat to a friend,

the facts from memory.

Finding and Checking Products

M. facts for 6’s andfor 6 [W]

Some of the products in Ex. 1 to 10 are wrong. Check

all the products by adding. Then copy Ex. 1 to 10 and

write the correct products.

6 2. 9 3. 6 4. 6 5. 6

x6 X6 X7 X9 x8
24# 44S¥ 42 45-54* 4644?

6 7. 6 8. 8 9. 7 10. 9

X7 x6 x6 x6 X 6

7&1 36 >544? >94*2 54

Copy the tables below without writing the products.

11. The examples in

black are from M. tables

you have had before.

See if you can write

these products in your

tables without adding.

12. Now write the

products for the colored

examples in the table of

6’s. You can add 6’s.

13. Then write the products for the colored examples

in the table of M. facts for 6. You can use the finished

table of 6’s to help you.

Study the facts in the multiplication tables for 6’s and

for 6 until you know them.

Think, “One 6 = 6, two 6’s = 12,” and so on.

155 —
2. Several games and devices may be adapted

for use in studying the M. facts for 6’s and 6.

a. A bean bag or target game may be set up so

that the board aimed at has holes or bull’s-eye

rings numbered from 1 to 9. A child must each

time multiply his score by six and then total the

results of all throws.

b. The cards for Old Hat and Single Search

(Manual, pages 341-342) may be made out quite

readily with one set having each of the combina-

tions shown in the box in the pupil’s book as 1 X 6,

2 X 6, etc., and the other set having the products.

The games may be varied by having one set show-

ing each of the facts for 6’s, and the other set

showing the facts for 6. If the latter sets are on

M. Facts for 6’s

l X 6 = 6

2 X 6 =/2

3 X 6 =/g

4 X 6 =24*

5 X 6 =30

6 X 6 =3<o

7 X 6 =4*2

8 X 6 =4*<f

9 X 6 =54*

M. Facts for 6

'6X1= 6

6 X 2 =/2

6X3=/j>
6X4 =24*

6 X 5 =3Q

6 X 6 =36

6X7 =4*2

6X8=^
6 X 9 =54*
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blue cards, they can be added to an orange set of

cards with products and used for playing Over

Orange (Manual, page 342).

c. If an acoustical board with 100 pegs inserted

in ten rows of ten each is available (Manual, page

339) it can be used for showing the patterns for

the new M. facts. Use an oak tag “elbow,” as

shown in the illustrations below, to frame the

various facts. Work toward increasing the speed

of response for each child.

3X6 6X8

Teaching Page 156

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To receive oral practice

on M. facts; (b) to take Test Yourself 8.

Book Lesson

Rows 1-4: Oral work. So that you may obtain

a representative response from all pupils, go

through the exercises two or three times. Scramble

the exercises so that your pupils will not learn the

facts by remembering a sequential pattern of

products.

Ex. 1-14: Written work. Test Yourself 8.

Do not require that slower learners do all of this

test if such would seem an impossible task to

them.

Differentiations and Extensions

1.

Ask slower learners to write on folded paper

the answers to the M. facts at the top of the page.

Oral Practice

Without looking at your tables, say the products.

a b c d e f 8 h i j

1. 6 9 3 6 7 6 2 9 7 5

X4 X 5 x6 X5 x4 X8 X6 X4 X6 x5
s? S5 ss so sw ~~W SJ SI Sl ss

Ni 00 7 8 7 2 3 5 6 4 4

x5 x3 X4 X5 x8 X 9 X8 x2 x5 X7
SO 77 ~Sl ss 72 SI SO SI SO "7?

3. 5 4 5 9 5 6 6 3 8 5

x6 x8 X9 x3 X7 x9 X3 X8 X6 X4
SO SI SS “17 SS S¥ S¥ ST Sf 20

4. 9 3 6 3 4 9 8 4 6 2

x6 X7 x6 X5 X6 x2 X3 X9 X7 X9
s? ST SS 2¥ /<? S¥ 3<„ ¥2 SS
Make and use study cards for hard facts.

© Extra Practice. Work Set 34.

Test Yourself 8
[W1

Copy and work. Do not check.

1. 642 2. $1.45 3. 911 4. 184

-393 X7 -867 x5
SS? $/o./s ¥¥ 920

5. $1.26 6. 609 7. $1.24 8. $93.05

X6 + 398 x8 -87.96ss 1,001 P9.92 * S.09
13. 563 14. $5.79

9. 6)261 10.
SJTB3.
5)823 958 0.64

4)394^
. Sl,R3
8)419

4,807 8.52

11. 12. + 1,389

7,7/7

+ 0.57

$/SS2

156

Each will then be able to identify his own hard

facts and make study cards for them. Have pupils

make patterns for their hard facts, both with ob-

jects and with semi-concrete pictures. Later, these

children should work with a partner to see whether

the facts have been learned.

2. More capable children may help in correcting

the written work. They can also lend valuable

assistance to the slower learners by helping the

latter make patterns for hard facts.

3. All pupils should use check lists to locate

sources of errors on the test. These check-lists

were made after taking the inventory test at the

beginning of the review section for each basic

process.
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4. Extra Practice Set 34 may be used as addi-

tional written work for the M. facts for 6’s and 6.

Set 34. M. facts for 6’s and 6abed ef gh i

1. 169673666
X 6 X 5 X 6 X 4 X 6 X 6 X 6 X 8 X 2

6 30 54 24 42 18 36 48 12

2. 664625686
X 7 X 3 X 6 XI X 6 X 6 X9 X6 X0
42 18 24 6 12 30 54 48 0

Teaching Page 157

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To see the multiplica-

tion tables for 6’s and for 6 and to obtain practice

with them;
(
b) to obtain practice in carrying in

multiplication; (c) to get written multiplication

practice.

Background. Notice the continuation of prac-

tice wherein the child must both multiply and

add in the same example. As stated before, such

i practice forces the child to multiply first, thus sug-

gesting the proper procedure for multiplication

with two or more figures. The review of this

principle should aid considerably the written mul-

tiplication practice at the bottom of the page.

Pre-book Lesson

1. As an oral review ask the children to give as

1 many of the M. facts for 6’s and for 6 as they can

remember. Ask, too, for suggestions as to the best

way to write these facts on the board as they are

given so that a table of M. facts for 6’s and 6 can

be organized (as shown at the top of the page in

the pupil’s book). Let your pupils try to decide

which facts they already know from previous work

with multiplication. Identify the new facts with

colored chalk.

2. Demonstrate the manner of setting up the

written work at the bottom of the page. The first

three examples are:

409 785 346

X 6 X 6 X 6

Multiplication Facts for 6’s

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

X 1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X 6 X7 X8 X9
6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54

Multiplication Facts for 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

X6 X6 X6 X6 X6 X6 X6 X6 X6
6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54

Study the facts in the tables until you know them.

Oral and Written Practice

Practice for carrying [O]

Say the answers by rows and by columns.abed
1. 6 x 5 + m 6 x 9 + 55? 6 x 7 + 345 8 X 2 + 1/7

2. 8x6+ 337 3x8+ 216 7x 4+ 230 9x 6+ 55?

3. 6x7+ 6x5+ 535 8x6+ 4+2 6x8+ 451

4. 5x9+ 4V? 6x8+ 553 7 x 6 + 547 5 x 8 + 343

5. 6x6+ 54/ 5x6+ A34 7x3+ 42+ 3x6+2 20

6. 4 x 6 + 327 7 x 6 + 9x5+ 651 7x5+ 4j?

7 . 9 x 4 + 339 4 X 8 + 33+ 6 X 6 + 4w 4 X 5 + 3^3
[W]

Multiply. Do each example a second time.

8. Find 6 times

9. Find 4 times

10. Find 5 times

11. Find 6 times

a. 409 1,454 b. 785^ VO c. 346^^
a. 2561,014 b. 1636+2 c. 640i}5<oO

a. 847^23+ b. 196 wo c. 253^6+
a. 98sff b. 670y

t
oio c. 534%20¥

157

Book Lesson

Top of page: Multiplication tables. The oral

form for the M. facts for 6’s should follow the

pattern “seven 6’s are 42,” and for the M. facts

with 6, “six 7’s are 42.”

Rows 1-7: Oral work.

Rows 8-11: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Carefully check the written work of all pupils

for Ex. 8a, 9c, and lib at the bottom of the page.

Ascertain whether any children are experiencing

difficulty in multiplying when zeros occur in the

multiplicand. If so, review the idea that zero mul-

tiplied by a number is zero. Also, have children
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practice with the following examples: (a) 6 X 0+4;
(ft) 5X0+ 1; (c) 3X0+2; (i)6XO+5.

2. Slower learners should continue study of the

M. facts until quick, easy recall is possible. Study

cards of hard facts should be used as well as the

games and devices suggested for teaching page 155.

3. More capable children.

a. They may construct on sturdy paper a class

multiplication table similar to the one shown at

the top of the page in the pupil’s book.

b. They may be asked to try to form examples

the working of which would use the material in

row a, Ex. 1-7.

Representative examples would be:

la. 58 2a. 64 3a. 77 4a. 98

X 6 X 8 X 6 X 5

5a. 69 6a. 68 7a. 44

X 6 X 4 X 9

Teaching Pages 158 and 159

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To take Test Yourself

9 on the M. facts for 6’s and for 6; (b) to find the

measurement D. facts with divisors 6 and quo-

tients 6; (c) to check quotients for these facts by

subtracting or by using M. facts.

Background. The same reasoning applies to

D. facts as applied to the discovery of the M. facts

on page 155. It is much better for the pupil to

become independent in finding quotients to un-

known D. facts than it is for him to be told each

time his answer is wrong. Pages 152 and 153

provided experience in finding and identifying D.

facts with quotients and divisors 6, so this work is

not entirely new.

Notice that pupils work with measurement

division only, “taking out” (subtracting) 6’s, 4’s,

9’s and so on, to find how many groups of the

given size are contained in a larger group. Frac-

tional-part division comes on page 160 of the

pupil’s book.

Book Lesson (page 158, top). Written work.

Have each child cover the table at the top of page

Test Yourself 9
[WJ

Turn to page 156. Cover the tables on page 157.

Write just the products for the examples in rows 1 to 4

at the top of page 156. Use folded paper. (J^ /s&

Watching the Carpenter
D. facts with divisor 6 and quotient 6 [O]

1. A carpenter wants 54 equal short boards. He can

get 6 of them by sawing up a long board. How many of

the long boards would he need for 54 of the short boards?

158

157 so there will be no temptation to look for prod-

ucts to unknown facts. Re-emphasize the value

and importance of testing for progress.

Differentiations and Extensions (page 158,

top). All pupils should identify hard facts and

compare them with those previously discovered

orally. An attempt should be made also to decide

which group of facts (6’s, or 5’s, etc.) cause the

most difficulty so that individualized practice may

be profitably organized. It is probably best to take

the time for all children to attain the utmost possible

mastery of these facts before introducing the new

work involving the discovery of D. facts.
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Remember, 6 equal short boards can be cut from each

long board. Tell two ways to find how many long boards

the carpenter would need for

2. 36 short boards . (, 4. 30 short boards^"

3. 48 short boards.<f

5.

42 short boards .7

Use this picture of Tom’s nails.
f J J J J

For Ex. 6 and 7, cover all the rows
(1 *)] J J J f J

below 42
- w r r r r 1

6 . 42 nails make _7- rows of 6 Ml III 1 l

nails each. 42 -r 6 = 7 (
30)/ 1 J J l T

, ,, , .
,

, w i r j r t
7. 42 nails make -4- columns of h2)f T T T r T

7 nails each. 42 + 7 = l Ml J 1 J 1 1

Cover the rows of nails you do not
( If f f l l l

need and find answers for these examples:

8 . 30 -i- 6s 10. 54 + 6 9 12. 48+ 6 y 14. 24 + 6¥

9. 30 -s- 56 11. 54+ 9(o 13. 48+ 8 £ 15. 24+ 4£

[W]

Some of these quotients are wrong. Check all quotients

by using multiplication facts or by subtracting. Then

|

copy Ex. 16 to 30 and write the correct quotients.

'

16. 6)24 19. 6)36

6 to U
22. 7)42 25. 6)54 28. 7)42

% 47 ft 7S 6

17. 8)48 20. 6)42 23. 6^54 26. 6)30 29. 8)48

5 &> 6^
18. 6)30 21. 6)48 24. 6^24 27. 6)42 30. 6)48

159»

Pre-book Lesson (pages 158, bottom, and 159)

1. Write Ex. 8-15 on the board and ask all

pupils to try to write the correct quotients. Use

the corrected papers to locate the slower learners

who need to do the whole lesson. These papers

may also be used to indicate to pupils the progress

made as a result of the completion of the lesson.

2. Ask for suggestions as to how the quotients

for Ex. 8-15 could be discovered if they were not

known. If your pupils cannot suggest that the

facts be found by using rows of pictured objects,

or by repeated subtraction, or by referring to re-

I

lated M. facts, start the lesson with experiences

like those in the pupil’s book, but use actual

objects.

Book Lesson (pages 158, bottom, and 159)

Ex. 1-15: Oral work.

Ex. 16-30: Written work. Point out that the

divisor multiplied by the quotient should give

the number divided. More capable children may
see readily that if this product is not large enough,

the quotient is too small. If slower learners cannot

see the point, let them use repeated subtraction

as a means of checking the facts.

Differentiations and Extensions (pages 158,

bottom, and 159)

1 . Make sure all pupils remember the three ways

that D. facts may be written, as in Ex. 7, as in

Ex. 22 and in the form “7’s in 42 are 6.” En-

courage them to use the latter as the oral form for

division of the kind given in the lesson (measure-

ment division).

2. Let more capable children write and illustrate

two stories, one that involves the use of a D. fact

with quotient 6 and another involving a D. fact

with divisor 6.

NOTES
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Teaching Page 160

Pupil’s Objective: To discover the fraction

facts for finding ^ of a group.

Background. Just as page 159 stressed meas-

urement division, so does page 160 emphasize

fractional-part division. The distinction between

these two types of division is basic to the complete

understanding of division and, as such, is a funda-

mental part of the problem-solving program.

The quotients in fractional-part division refer,

not to the number of equal groups in a larger

group, but to the number in each equal group.

Thus, in ^ of 42 = 7, the 7 tells the number in

each of the 6 equal parts of 42.

Pre-book Lesson

Materials needed: 6 boxes large enough to con-

tain 8 cans or 8 representative objects.

1. To see if your children can explain the way

to use objects in finding fractional-part division

quotients, use a classroom problem something

like the following. “We have collected 48 cans of

food to send away. We have 6 boxes in which to

pack the cans. How many cans should we put in

each box?” Write the problem on the board. If

all pupils can explain the method, proceed to the

Book Lesson; otherwise, lead them to the proper

solution through use of real or representative

objects.

2. Place the six boxes on a table and invite a

child to show how the packing could be started.

Lead the class to see that one object should be put

in each box and the process continually repeated

until all the objects are gone. Point to the ques-

tion posed by the problem written on the board

and elicit the answer from the class that 8 cans

should be put in each box.

3. Point out how the process for finding the

number in each equal part of a group is frequently

used by children in forming teams for games. Let

several children try to solve, at the board, frac-

tional-part division problems where it is required

that £ of a large group be found.

4. Return to the problem about the boxes and

ask what M. fact is shown. Since there are 6

boxes of 8 equal groups, the M. fact is 6 X 8 = 48.

I of a group [O]

1. Joan’s mother has 42 apples of about the same size

to use in making 6 big pies for a club supper. How
many apples can she use for each pie?

The question is, How many are in each £ of 42?

A way to find out is to finish the fact fpr
?

42-7-6= 7

What M. fact can you use to get the answer^ Explain.

2. If Joan’s mother had to make 6 pies out of 36

apples, how many apples could she use in each pie ?

Each £ of 36 = ? 36 h- 6 = C,

What M. fact can you use to get the answer ?6X& =3(,

For Ex. 3 to 8, tell the division example you can use.

For Ex. 3 say, “24 divided by 4.”

3. i of 2424^=6 5. &of3030+s=6 7. £ of 282*-

4. g of 484*t-6=* 6. £ of 18/* -5-6 =3 8. £ of 242^

What M. fact can you use with each example above?
3. ¥X(, =2¥ S.SX(,=30 7. 40f7 = 2*

6>Xg=Vg 6>X3 = /g g. 6X^=2^ iw]

Copy Ex. 9 to 17 and write the answers. Use a division

fact or a multiplication fact each time as a helper.

9. £ of 36 L 12. £ of 12 2 15. £ of 54 ?

10. £ of 48 ^ 13. £ of 35 7 16. £ of 24 V

11. £ of 30S 14. £ of 18 J 17. £ of 42 7

© Extra Practice. Work Set 35.

160

Suggest that multiplication must then be a good

check for D. facts.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-8: Oral work. Refer to the picture and

have children explain how the apples were sepa-

rated into piles.

Ex. 9-17: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Ask more capable children to find and illus-

trate in the form of Ex. 9-17 all possible D. fact

examples that have 6 for a quotient. Pupils may
cut out pieces of colored paper and paste them on
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stiff cardboard to make charts similar to the one

below.

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

1

5 5

i

5

l

5

i

5

kk A A AA A A A A

k A A A A A A A A A

A A A A A A

1 of 30 = 6

A A II

It would complete the arithmetic table exhi-

bition if the fraction facts for J were illustrated as

was suggested for the D. facts involving 6.

2. If you feel all pupils know the D. facts well

enough, let them try Extra Practice Set 35*

Set 35. Fraction facts with divisor and quotient 6

a b c d e f

1 6 4 6 6 8

1. 6)6 £of 12 6)24 9)54 £of 36 iof 48

5 1 6 3 6 6

2. 6)30 i of 6 5)30 6)18 iof 24 iof 18

2 7 7 9 3 4

3. 6)12 i of 42 6)42 6)54 iof 18 iof 24

Teaching Page 161

Pupil’s Objective: To organize into tables the

D. facts with divisors and quotients of 6 as well

as the related fraction facts.

Background. Neither here nor on previous

pages have pupils been required to memorize the

D. facts with divisors and quotients of 6. So far

the process of discovery has only been used to

induce familiarization with the facts and the

division meanings behind the facts. Further

progress toward complete mastery is instigated in

this lesson through the device of requiring the

formal organization of the facts into tables. Notice

that the close relationship between multiplication

and division continues to be emphasized by the

helper which is suggested as an aid in constructing

(the tables. Encourage the use of the helper as an

Division Facts with Divisor or Quotient 6
|W]

1 . The tables for the

division facts having 6

as the divisor or as the

quotient are started in

the boxes at the right.

Copy these tables and

finish them.(JuAMuSd^)

helper: You may

use multiplication facts to help you find the quotients.

2 . With a piece of paper, cover the quotients in the

tables you made for Ex. 1 and write the quotients again.

3 . The boxes below show how to make fraction-fact

tables by using division-fact tables. Copy and finish.

Division Facts
Fraction Facts

Quotient 6

6v 1 = 6

12 -f 2 = 6 4 of 12 = 6

18 ^ 3 = 6 4 of 18 = 4

24 -F 4 = (g iof 24 = 4

30 -F 5 = £ 4 of 30 = 4

36 -f 6 = 4 4 of 36 = 4

42 -i- 7 = 4 4 of 42 = 4

48 -f 8=4 4 of 48 = 4

54 -f 9 = 4 4 of 54 = 4

Division Facts

Divisor 6
Fraction Facts

6-s- 6= 1 4 of 6=1
12-5- 6 = 2 4 of 12 = 2

18-5- 6=3 4 of 18=3
24 -f 6 = t+ 4 of 24 = q
30-5-6 =s 4 of 30 = 3

-

36-5- 6=4 4 of 36 = 4

VO1
<N

Tt<

4 of 42 = 7
vo+00

4 of 48 = £

54 -f 6=? 4 of 54 =
<f

[O]

4.

Say the facts for the tables just above, first by
rows and then by columns.

161

understanding of the relationship involved will be

useful for the work on page 163.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-3: Written work. Help pupils plan their

papers for finishing the tables.

Ex. 4: Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions

All pupils.

a. The completed tables may be used in playing

store. All items selling for 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42,

48, or 54 cents in the play store may be considered

as a part of a off” sale. The tables may be used

to find £ of the original selling price. This number

Division Facts Division Facts

Divisor 6 Quotient 6

6=6=1 6 = 1=6
12 -F 6 = 2 12 = 2 = 6

18 -F 6 = ? 18 -F 3 = ?

and so on to and so on to

54 -f 6 = 9 54 -f 9 = 6
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should be subtracted from the original price in

finding the sale price. For example, a can of peas

sells for 180 Since ^ of 18^ = 30 and 18^ — 3^ =

150, the sale price of the peas is 150

b. For Bean Bags, use the numbers 12, 18, . . .

48, 54, as scores which may be obtained by suc-

cessful throws through the various target holes.

Each child should be required to use the tables to

find ^ of the score shown for each successful throw.

The fractional parts may be added to find the total

score. Vary the game by drawing in chalk 16

squares on the floor. In each square place one of

the fraction combinations. The pupil must find

his score by discovering the answer to the fact in

the square on which the bean bag falls for his

throw.

Teaching Page 162

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To see correctly as-

sembled the division tables for facts with divisors

and quotients of 6; (b) to make problems of

specified kinds by asking appropriate questions.

Pre-book Lesson

1. See if pupils can give the 8 new D. facts

learned on pages 158 to 161. Have them placed

on the board in colored chalk. Prompt children to

show, also on the board, the dot patterns for each

fact and, at the same time, the D. facts that are

related, as 42 6 = 7 and 42 -f- 7 = 6.

2. Quickly review the basic meanings of the

four arithmetic processes. If children cannot re-

call them, refer them to the generalizations at the

top of page 103.

3. Discuss the value of helpers—how they help

one to think what to do, and how they help to

lead thinking in the right direction for other

examples of the same kind.

Book Lesson

Top of page: Division tables. Direct children

to study the facts and then to close books and

attempt to repeat new facts. Partners may take

Division Facts, Divisor 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6)6 6)12 <pl8 6)24 6)30 6)36 6)42 & 6)54

Division Facts, Quotient 6

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

1)6 2)12 3)18 4)24 5)30 6)36 7)42 8)48 9)54

In the tables above, the D. facts in color are the only

ones you should have to learn because the others were in

D. tables you had earlier. Make study cards for hard facts.

Making Your Own Problems
[O]

Ex. 1 to 6 tell you things about the Ford family. For

each one, ask a question that would make a good problem

in A., S., M., or D . Do not solve.

1. In all, the Ford family uses 28 quarts of milk a

week. M.

helper: A question might be: How many quarts of

milk do they use in 4 weeks ? (ill

)

2. The Ford family uses 28 quarts of milk a week.

HgL£ER^J.^W^:k
j

=
?
^jlays . D .

quaAti ofsmJlk

3. The Fords use 28 quarts of milk a week. The Reeds

useJ^£U|rt5-ajy^k
;

S. MAt*

4. The Fords use 28 quarts of milk a week, the Reeds

162

turns repeating the facts to one another. Hard
facts should be noted and study cards made for

them.

Ex. 1-6: Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners.

a. These pupils may use some time on working

with study cards. Be sure to relate all of the D.

facts to the corresponding M. facts so that the

work in finding n on the following page will be

more easily executed.

b. Extra Practice Set 35 may be used once again

for those needing help.

c. If these children have difficulty in completing
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problems, they will need continued work in dis-

covering the basic addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, and division meanings. This should be

done with concrete and semi-concrete materials

as has been the procedure throughout the Grade

3 and Grade 4 programs.

d. Sometimes pupils are aided by help in visu-

alizing the number situations through pictures or

diagrams. For Ex. 5, draw five circles on the board

to represent 5 weeks. Under them write “Jane

saved $2.50 during these 5 weeks.” Ask what

problem question naturally comes to mind.

2. More capable learners.

a. They should construct for the whole class

tables similar to those in the pupil’s book. These

will be companions to those made for the M. facts.

b. Let some children try to solve the problems

originated. This may not be possible if the num-
bers used were out of the range of arithmetic

ability to this point.

Teaching Page 163

Pupil’s Objective: To learn how to find miss-

ing terms designated by h in D. facts.

Background. Your pupils are accustomed to

the use of n to designate missing numbers in addi-

tion, subtraction, and multiplication. Here they

learn to find missing terms in D. facts, including

fraction facts. Obviously, n in an incomplete D.

fact may stand for the divisor, the dividend, or

the quotient. The process of finding the missing

term may involve thinking in terms of division, as

in Ex. 3a, or thinking in terms of multiplication,

as in Ex. 3b (3 X 4 = 12; so 12 -s- 4 = 3). There-

fore, the understanding your children have of the

M. and D. fact relationship will be of use in this

i lesson.

Notice that both boxes A and B give the three

kinds of examples that may develop from a D.

fact. The last two examples in each box have the

quotient at the left instead of at the right. Advise

your pupils to have sharp eyes to distinguish be-

tween an equal sign and a division sign.

Finding II in Division Facts

\o)

1. In box A, tell what number each n stands for. Also,

tell how you know what

n stands for.

2. Do the same for

each example in box B.

In rows 3 to 6 below,

tell what n stands for.

Also tell how you know

A B

12 -
5- 2 = 6 15 = 3 = 5

'fa - 2 = 6 /J
fa + 3 = 5

12 + fa = 6 15 -
5
- 41 5

12-s- 2 = fa 15+ 3 = fa

4i = 12 = 2 fa= 15+3
fa = 12+6 fa= 15+5

3.

a

12 -
5- 4= nj

b

n= 4= 3/2

c

n = 14= 27

d

12 = 3 = ny

4. n-s- 9= 2// n = 9 -5- 3j 21 = n = 7'3 n = 24 = 64

5. 18-5- n= 6j 6 + 2 = n3 n= 28= 14 42= n= 7(o

6. n+ 7= 2,+ n + 2= 5/o 18= n= % 5 = n = 630

[W]

On folded paper, write just the numbers for n.

7. 12 = n = 62 42+ n = 6y n=6 = 2/2 15= n = 53

8. n=4 = 5io 24= n = 3£ 7 = n=535 28 = n = 7^

9. 10= 5 = n2 n= 15= 5,3 27= n = 93 n = 40= 85
"

10. 16 = n = 2^ 16 = n = 82 n = 8 = 2 */ n= 6 = 63C,

11. n+5 = 4l0 n=8=42 8 = n=32^ 5 = 45 = ny

12. 32-=-8 = nv n+7 = 32 , n=8 = 64^ n = 24= 4^

13. £ of 48 = n*> s of 30 = n/, £ of 27 = n
(f i of 18 = n<?

14. i of 54 = n£ £ of 45 = nj i of 35 = ns i of 36 = n?

163

Pre-book Lesson. Write on the board the fact

12-f- 4= 3. Use a piece of cardboard with the

letter n written on it to cover the quotient 3. Ask

children how they would know what number was

under the shield. Do the same for the other terms,

making note of which facts may need reteaching.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-6: Oral work. In doing Ex. 1 and 2

together, indicate how only two terms of any D.

fact are needed to make it possible to discover the

whole fact.

Rows 7-14: Written work. Limit slower

learners to four or five rows, but be sure to include

either row 13 or row 14.
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Teaching Page 164

Pupil’s Objective: To learn how to find quo-

tients in uneven division when quotients or

divisors are 6.

Background. The new table numbers to be

learned are 36, 42, 48, and 54. Others have been

learned in connection with the study of other D.

facts. Even though the idea behind table numbers

is easily extended to include newly learned facts,

it is better to teach this as a separate skill, both to

be certain that pupils will make the extension and

to give further practice in uneven division. The
method of teaching, of course, should be the same

as that employed for teaching uneven division

with quotients and divisors of 4 or 5.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Put the numbers 6, 12, 18, 24, and 30 on the

board. Ask children other numbers they know
that can be divided evenly by 6. Add the rest of

the table numbers to those already on the board.

Ask them to think of numbers less than 60 that

cannot be divided evenly by 6. Help them to see

in which column these numbers should be written.

Continue in this manner until the table organized

is similar to the one below.

Dividing by 6

6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54

7 13 19 25 31 37 43 49 55

8 14 20 26 32 38 44 50 56

9 15 21 27 33 39 45 51 57

10 16 22 28 34 40 46 52 58

11 17 23 29 35 41 47 53 59

2. Lead pupils to see that in dividing any of

the numbers in a column the table number at the

top of the column, which should be written in

colored chalk, is the one to use. To help them see

the truth of this, place 46 objects on a table and

ask that groups of 6 be subtracted (measurement

division) to find how many 6’s are in 46. It will

be seen that only 42 (the table number) objects in

all could be used in the subtracting and that the

other 4 had to be considered a remainder. Write

the algorism in its proper form, emphasizing the

use of “R” to show the remainder.

Uneven Division
Using table numbers when divisor or quotient is 6 [O]

Below are the table numbers for dividing by 6.

6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54

Which table numbers should you use in Ex. 1 to 4?

1. 45 — 6 2. 37 -636 3. 57-63*4. 50-6^/

In Ex. 5 to 7, you are to find the table numbers for

dividing by 7, 8, and 9. For help, turn to page 162 and

use the table of D. facts with quotient 6.

5. Dividing by 7. To divide 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, or 48

by 7, what table number do you use? ¥1

6. Dividing by 8. To divide 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, or

55 by 8, what table number do you use? */

7. Dividing by 9. To divide 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61,

or 62 by 9, what table number do you use? -3*

Say answers only in rows 8 to 10.

a b c d e

8. 33 - 64**55 - 9 6,*/ 29-6 4,**45 - 84**32 94*

9. 47 - 74**52 - 6 £**44 - 74*2 39 - 74**32 - 64*

10. 50- 8 4*2 43 - 5 £*3 48 - 94*3 53 - 8 4**40 - 74*

[W]

Copy and divide. Check all answers.

„ 434*3 -£?,*/ , i£,RS $0.(ol.R5
11. 7)955 15. 9)478 19. 6)413 23. 6l$T07

,
25%R! ^ 27,** fO.b/.RS

12. 2)515 16. 4)259 20. 6)166 24. 9')$5.54

/?£,** Sl,R! £*,*3 $

0

. *£*3
13 . 5)983 17. 8)447 21. 7l3U 25. 5)$i43

*7 *4** , 44*/ $0. 24**
14. 6)282 18. 7)319 22. 6)391 26. 7>1.86

© Extra Practice. Work Set 36.

164

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-10: Oral work. For Ex. 1-4 refer to the

specific dividends in the table written on the board.

Point out that the table number is really only the

next smaller number that can be divided evenly

by the divisor. For Ex. 5-7 refer pupils to the

table of D. facts with quotient 6 shown in the

pupil’s book, page 162.

Ex. 1 1-26: Written work. Assign this work in

such a way that slower learners will not be over-

burdened.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Slower learners.

a. These pupils may need to have the table
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numbers for D. facts with quotients and divisors

of 6 developed with some of the same kind of ac-

tivities used in originally introducing table numbers

on pages 84-86 in the pupil’s book.

To begin this work, use materials to solve a

problem similar to the following: “A forester

wished to pack 50 seedlings 6 to a box. How many

boxes would he need, and how many trees would

be left over?” Then work toward elevating these

division skills to a more abstract level.

b. If these pupils experienced difficulty in

doing rows 8-10, have the work done as a written

lesson. The first time through, table numbers

only should be written, while complete quotients

should be written on the second trial.

2. More capable children.

a. They may complete or construct whatever

tables are desired for the arithmetic corner. A
permanent display of tables is enhanced if it is

pupil-made. If attention is drawn to the tables

from time to time, much benefit can be gained.

b. They may write quotient estimates for Ex. 11-

26. These should be checked against the exact

answers.

3. Extra Practice Set 36 is reprinted with an-

swers at the bottom of the page. Do orally an ex-

ample with money numbers to remind pupils how
dollars and cents are shown.

So You Won't Forget!
Review of Meanings [W]

For Ex. 1 to 4, estimate answers. One of the three

underlined numbers is almost correct. Copy it.

1. 47+ 31 80 60 30^ 3. 59 - 18 80 20 40W
2. 72 - 48 60 20 40#? 4. 28+ 39 30 50 1070

5. Show how to find n in 448 = n x 4. n=9¥S+ //-=//2

Write a fraction to tell what

part of the rectangle is

6. dottedT 7. white.? 8. red.!

Write the letter of the clock

that shows

9. 25 min. past 3. B

10. 10 min. before ll.C

11. Draw a clock face to

show 20 min. after the time on

clock C.

12. This dot picture has 7 rows

of 9 dots, and 9 columns of 7 dots, •••••••••
or 63 dots in all. Write the whole •••••••••
story in M. and D. for the dot

•••••••••
picture. 7X9=63; 63 + 7=9 •••••••••

9X7=63; 63 + 9=7
Write an example in which

13. 4 is the divisor.v 14. 6 and 18 are factors*/
<Utc4/ajf+V=Z 6X18=108

15. Draw a circle. Shade § of it.

16. Make 18 X’s. Draw a ring around £ of them.
(xxx)xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

165
Teaching Page 165

Pre-book Lesson. Give all pupils a few minutes

Pupil’s Objective: To review previously learned to read through the page. Help children with

items of information, understanding, and skill. words or directions that are not understood.

24

1. 4)96

17, R4
2 . 5W

32, R2
3 3)98"

67, R1
4. 5)336

b

58

6)348"

17, R1
6)W

48, R1

6)

289"

136, R5

7)

957

Set 36. Uneven D. with 2- and 3-place quotients, without and with remainders

c d e f

16, R3 16, R1 26

5)83" 2)33 3)78"

$0.34, R1

9)$3.07

23, R3 48, R1
4)95 2)97

16, R2 $0.68, R3

6)98 5)$3.43

19, R3 14, R5
4)79" 6)89

24, R1 $0.93, R4
3)73 5)$4.69

28, R2 41

3)86 2)82

11, R1 $0.25, R2
3)34 8)$2.02
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Book Lesson. Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. All pupils. Have papers corrected in order

to locate items most commonly missed. Write

the numbers 1-16 on the board and have children

indicate by raising the hand, each exercise that

caused difficulty. Tally these responses on the

board and give instruction in areas not com-

pletely understood. Also, by the simple expedient

of asking pupils what seemed to cause trouble, you

may be able to go to the core of any existing diffi-

culties.

2. Let more capable children help others on those

items less generally missed.

Teaching Page 166

Pupil’s Objective: To learn to distinguish the

fundamental operations in problem-solving.

Background. Both in developing process

meanings and in problem-solving work, you have

been urged to make use of concrete materials.

Eventually, of course, children must transfer to

abstract thinking. Use this lesson to discover

which children can do the differentiating without

reteaching with objects and pictures. However, do

not hesitate to help slower learners visualize the

problem situations if the need is evident.

Read Problems Carefully

[W]

After each number on your paper write only “A.”,
“
S.”, “M.”, or “D .” to tell how to solve the problem.

1. Mr. Black bought each of his 3 boys a pair of shoes

at $7.35 a pair. What was the total cost of th^sljges?^

2. Tom’s shoes wore out after 200 days. His brother

Bill’s wore out in 189 days. How many more days did

Tom’s shoes wear than Bill’s? S. (//)

3. Tom and his father started out on an automobile

trip of 975 miles. They stopped for gasoline after going

270 miles. How many miles did they still have <ro

4. They drove the 975 miles in 3 days. If they drove

the same number of miles each day, how many miles a

day did they drive? D* (325)

5. Tom told his father that he could read 205 words a

minute. How many words could Tom read in 6 Deputes ?^

6. If Tom learns to read 89 words more a minute, how
many words a minute will he read then? A. (294)

7. Tom spent £ of his $1.65 while on the trip. How
much of his money did he spend? D. ($0.33)

Pre-book Lesson. Have the problems read

through orally to allow children a chance to over-

come reading difficulties. Suggest that sometimes

information needed to solve one example will be

found in a previous example (as in Ex. 6) but that

the information is not needed for simply telling

what process to use.

Book Lesson. Written work.

————

—

166

2. Ask more capable children to try to solve

Ex. 1-7.

Teaching Page 167

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Have all pupils justify responses in an oral

lesson. In so doing, prompt children to tell what

kind of problem each is. The various kinds of

problems are indicated in the generalizations given

at the top of page 103 in the pupil’s book to which

children may be referred.

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To obtain practice in

mixed computation; (b) to find and write problems

about a connected story.

Background. The story at the bottom of the

page gives practice in locating and stating problems

from context. As with the similar lesson on

page 151, the important skills of completing and
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Check each answer after you find it.

1 1 to 6 . Add 5,967 to each number below.

8 ^, 73£ 395 6,362 876 6,^3 258 6,225' 1096,076 6876,65V

7 to 12. Divide each number above by 6 .

2JP /4(o V3 lH.Rt //^K

3

1

13 to 18. Subtract 589 from each number below.

43*5- 857 208 3,578 2,9?? 2, 128/,53? 6,000^// 1,010^2/

19 to 24. Subtract 798 from each number above.
4 3Y 2,780 1.330 5. 202 8-/2

25. Multiply by 8 : a. 6()6qtw b. 143^/vy c. 215 1,120

26. Divide by 7: a. 115/6,/?3 b. 16423,/« c. 315^3"

27. Divide by 9: a. 590 <,5, rs b. 122/3,rz c. 578b¥,/n

Pre-book Lesson

1. Show how the examples at the top of the

page are to be set up and numbered. Help the

children realize that the first row of six numbers

may be written with 5,967 accompanying each,

forming Ex. 1-6, which should be so numbered.

2. Remind children that sometimes there are

many number problems in written stories. If the

class has written stories containing such problems,

cite these as examples.

New Words: health , gain

Our Health Club
Making problems [O]

There are 40 children in our Health Club. Last

ptember, 16 weighed less than they should have.

But in 3 months, 5 of these

children had started to gain.

Jean weighed 58 pounds at

it and gained 9 pounds.

Ralph did weigh 60 pounds.

167

differentiating problems are combined. Notice

i that each paragraph in the story gives information

i sufficient for one problem only.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-27: Written work. If necessary, reteach

the checks used for each process.

Bottom of page: Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. All pupils should use the previously con-

structed check-lists to discover sources of errors.

2. When necessary for slower learners, objectify

the problem situations at the foot of the page. For

the first paragraph, place 40 X’s on the board.

Circle and label 16 to show underweight children.

Lead pupils to see that the number question con-

cerns the uncircled X’s and that since a large group

was separated into two smaller unequal groups, the

operation involves subtraction.

3. More capable children.

a. They may try to form other problems using

the Health Club story. For example, paragraphs

3 and 4 yield the problem question “At first

Ralph weighed how much more than Jean?” All

problems should then be solved.

b. This group may make a display for the arith-

metic table by collecting all pupil-written stories

containing number problems.

-Answers Not on Reproduced Page 167-

1. How many children weighed the right

amount? (40— 16 = 24)

2. How many children started to gain?

(16- 2= 8)

3. How many pounds did Jean weigh after she

gained 9 lb.? (58 + 9 = 67 lb.)

4. How many pounds did Ralph gain?

(72- 60 = 121b.)

5. How much did A1 weigh then?

(83 - 6 = 77 lb.)

6 . How many cups of milk should Jack drink?

(3X2=6 cups)
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Written Practice

Copy and work. Check all answers.

1. 305 2. 810 3. $9.05 4. $48.77

x7 -279 X3 -41.89
2,135 S3! $21J

5

P 6.88

[*,R3 2S,ri ^ PQ.89 PO.H
5. 8)115 6. 6)152 7. 3)$T45 8. 7)$L47

9. 900 10. $8.62 11. $2.60 12. $3.24

-646 -7.59 x8 X9
25* P/.03 $20.80 P29./6

13. 3)261 14.
*5,1v

9)406

17. 348

1,539

18. 437

588

7&R3 *6,R3 + 2,590 379

15. 4)315 16. 5)233 *,*11 + 706
2,no

What is wrong in the exercises below?

1. Dick lives 2 miles from school. It takes him 3

times as long to ride his bicycle as to walk to school.

2. Joe has his breakfast at 7:30 p.m.^

3. Jean is 4 years old. Her father is 6 times as old.

When Jean is 6, her father will be 6 times as old, or 36.^

4. Mike had to saw across a long board 6 times in

order to divide the board into 6 equal piecesA
5. Dick said he could run 100 yards more quickly than

he could run 100 feet.^

168

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 168

1. He can ride faster than walk, so riding should

take less time.

2. p.m. means evening.

3. Jean, 4 yr. old Father, 24 yr. old

Jean, 6 yr. old Father, 26 yr. old

(4+ 2= 6) (24+ 2 = 26)

4. 6 cuts make 7 pieces.

5. 100 yd. = 3 X 100 ft. = 300 ft. The greater

distance should take the longer time.

Teaching Page 168

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To obtain practice in

mixed computation; (b) to find the errors in in-

correct quantitative statements.

Background. Ex. 1-5, under What Is Wrong?,

give quantitative statements of a type that arise

easily when meanings are subordinated, or when
careful thinking does not occur. Your children

will enjoy spotting errors created by somebody
else, and, at the same time, will be led to adopt

correct thinking procedures.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-18 (top): Written work.

Ex. 1-5 (bottom): Oral work. Children should

tell not only what is wrong, but why it is wrong.

In Ex. 1, rather than remarking only that the

statement is wrong because it wouldn’t take Dick

3 times as long to ride as to walk, have children

explain further that riding a bicycle is faster than

walking, so it would take less time to ride than

to walk.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Require all children to use check-lists of

sources of errors for all processes to discover why
mistakes were made in Ex. 1-18 at the top of the

page in the pupil’s book. Each wrong example

should be corrected and rechecked.

2. Select Extra Practice sets from the back of

the book which will help slower learners overcome

difficulties.

NOTES
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0 as a Quotient Figure

0 -=- a number [O]

1.

In a game of ring toss, Jane’s score was the same
each try. Her total score for 4 tries

was 0. What was Jane’s score for

each try?

She must have scored 0 on each

toss, i of 0 = 0, or 0 + 4 = 0.

2 . 0+3=0 4 . 0+8=0
3. 0+6=0 5 . 0+7 = 0

0 divided by any number equals 0.

A small number -r- a larger number

6 . Sue had just 3 cups to divide among her 4 dolls.

Could she give 1 cup to each doll?

i of 3 = 3 + 4

Sue could not divide 3 cups among 4

dolls. As in the box, we show the work by writing the

quotient 0 with an R and the remainder beside it.

_ [W1

Copy Ex. 7 to 31 and write the answers as in the box.

0, R3

4)3

7 -

1

0,RI

%
\r5

0,RS

12 . 7)5

8 . %
0,R3

13. 4)3

9. 2)0 14. 8)0

10 .

OjRS

6)5

0.R4

15. 7)4

11 .

O.RS

8)5

0,Rt

16. 2)1

17.

18.

19.

20 .

21 .

0,R7

%
9)0

O.RR-

5)4
0,Rg

9)8
0

4)0

22 .

23.

24.

25.

26.

0

3)

0 27.
0,RQ-

9)4 28.
0,R7

8Y7 29.
0

2)0 30.
0,R!

4)

1 31.

0,R(,

8)6
0,R7

%
6)0

0,R3

0,RC

1)6

When you cannot divide, write © in the

quotient and show the remainder with R.

169-

Teaching Page 169

Pupil’s Objective: To learn, by principle, the

even and uneven D. facts for 0.

Background. Zero offers special difficulties in

division, as it often does in the other processes.

For example, 0+0 may be given the sum 2, be-
1 cause “there are two of them,” that is, “two 0’s.”

! In division the response to 0 -f- 2 is sometimes in-

i

correctly given as “2.”

Part of the learning trouble in the past has

1

probably come from learning the 0-facts too soon

(before they had any usefulness) and from learning

them by memorizing them as independent and

separate items. In this series the 0-facts are with-

held until they are needed in computation, and

then they are taught around generalizations that

put sense into them. Pupils find that this approach

makes learning the 0-facts very easy. Let them
enjoy the pleasure of a very easy lesson, but stress

the fact that this learning is important and will

be used in the next lesson in harder division

examples.

It is worth while noting that the work with

dividing a smaller number by a larger begins the

development of the idea that a common fraction

means division. Later, when remainders are

written without “R,” but with the divisor as a

denominator, the fraction itself will emerge as

Of
4)3.

New Word: toss

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-6: Oral work. With books closed, have

Ex. 1 read and see if the answer is not given at

once. Continue thus with Ex. 2 to 5, and try to

have the generalization that is given in the pupil’s

book suggested by the pupils themselves in their

own words.

With Ex. 6 stress the idea that if Sue cannot

divide the 3 cups so that each doll receives an

equal amount, then no doll should receive any-

thing and all 3 cups should be considered the re-

mainder. This may be contrary to the child’s

natural inclination to give each of 3 dolls a cup

apiece, the 4th doll receiving nothing, but point

out that this would not be even distribution.

Emphasize that the lesson presents ideas that

will be useful for the work on the next page.

Ex. 7-31: Written work. Do Ex. 7 and 8 on

the board to help all pupils see how the remainder

is written with “R.”

Differentiations and Extensions. Let all chil-

dren play a game of tossing bean bags at a target

sufficiently far away to be difficult, thus obtaining a

poor score. The resulting problem situation is then

akin to the game of ring toss and the examples on

the page. More capable children should have no

difficulty keeping score and will very likely enjoy

the activity.
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0 as the Last Figure in the Quotient
D. of 2-place numbers [O]

1. The skating teacher divided 60 skaters into teams

of 6 skaters each. How many teams did he make?

>
Tens Ones

B

«[=©|
© 10, R3

6)63

6jf
6

\o 3

Explain box A.

helper: In one’s place, 0

is to be divided by 6. We
know that 0 -s- 6 = 0.

The 60 skaters made just

10 teams of 6 skaters each.

Copy Ex. 3 to 6 and finish the divisions.

[W]

190, R2 $1.40> 60, R5 $0.60
3. 47762“ 4. 6)$8A0 5. 8)485 6. 3)$L80

Copy and work. Check your answers.

7. 673o£ 14.
^
i3n,R4

5)654 21.
3/Q

3)930

8. 7)$8.40 15.
*3.10

3)$9.60 22. 023
9. 16.

.*0.6,0

7)$4.20 23.
$/.2Q

6)$7.20

10. 17.
. #Q, R3
4)323 24.

11.
&/.TO

2)$3^40 18. 9l$3^60 25.
$0.^0

7)$Z80

12. i&r 19.
*m,R3

6)243 26.
in,Ru-

87244

13. mn
20.

j-*y. 90
5>930 27.

$/.3Q

© Extra Practice. Work Sets 37 and 38.

Test Yourself 10

Copy and work. Do not check your answers.

2.

If there had been 63 skaters, how many teams of

6 skaters each could there have been?

Study the work in box B. Why is 0 written in one’s

place in the quotient?AWhy is R3 written beside the

quotient?fcWhat does R3 mean?Does the 3 mean “3

skaters” or “3 groups”?
The 63 skaters would have made 10 teams, with 3

skaters left over.

1. 1,406- 8575W 7. 7 X 3462,422 13. 674 minus 398276

2. 6x$1.59H5H- 8. 540-J-9£.0 14. $2.10+ $9.43*//.5J

3. 311- 266 ¥5 9. 746 x 6 15. 4,788+ 3,257t,0VS

4. 400- 3613? 10. 354-r- 574/?? 16. $52.08 plus $3.75*55J

5. $8.45-5- 7*120,k\\. 8 x $6.25?M7. 9’s in $3.07*0.34,/?/

6. 687 + 746/4(?i 12. 101-5-6/^18. 8 times $5.43m V?

19. 846 + 2,697 + 3,575 + 97 1,115

20. 85 + 98 + 70 + 68 + 5737<P

When you cannot make the last division, write

0 as a quotient figure and show the remainder.

170 171

Teaching Pages 170 and 171

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn how to deal

with 0 when it is the last figure in the quotient

without or with a remainder; (b) to take Test

Yourself 10.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 170

2. 0 is written in one’s place in the quotient

because 3 cannot be divided by 6. R3 is written

in the quotient to show that the last division is

not even. R3 means “remainder of 3.” The 3

means 3 skaters.

Background. Typical examples from the lesson

on page 170 may be objectified with concrete

materials. Such work will help review division in

general and at the same time will justify the

answers that are to be obtained later using the

abstract written division algorism. Your pupils

must eventually arrive at the point where the

abstract work can be done easily, so be sure to

lead in that direction.

Test Yourself 10 is designed to help pupils

maintain previously learned skills. The inclusion

of division examples where zero is the quotient

figure for the last division gives the teacher an op-

portunity to see whether this ability has been
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brought to such a level of skill that it can be

recognized and handled successfully when en-

countered in mixed computation.

Pre-book Lesson (pages 170 and 171, top).

Start with a natural or contrived situation like the

following: “We have 40 sheets of paper. How
many can we put on each of 4 tables, giving the

same number to each?” Write the example for it

on the board. If your pupils cannot tell you what

is to be done to find the answer, solve the problem

concretely and place the quotient in the proper

place in the example. Have the work re-examined.

You should be able to lead children to a rational

explanation of the steps to take. Change the prob-

lem so that it involves, say, 45 sheets of paper,

and repeat this procedure. Work two or three

other examples together. Have the children try

to state the generalization at the bottom of page

170 in the pupil’s book.

Book Lesson (pages 170 and 171, top)

Ex. 1-2: Oral work.

Ex. 3-27: Written work. Write Ex. 3 on the

board and have it worked, checked, and explained.

Assign Ex. 4-6 and watch to see that each child is

performing all operations correctly. If all pupils

show understanding of the division work with 3-

place dividends and money numbers, assign the

rest of the written work, but limit the number of

exercises for slower learners.

Book Lesson (page 171, bottom). Written

work. Test Yourself 10.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. See if more capable children can do, as a

group, some of Ex. 7-27 without paper and pencil.

2. All pupils should correct errors and attempt

to locate sources of difficulties for Test Yourself

10. Missed items may be recorded in the arith-

metic notebook and attempted at a later date as a

means of indicating progress, or lack of progress,

in overcoming sources of error.

3. Give each slower learner an opportunity to

say out loud the whole division procedure for

Ex. 7-27 at the top of page 171. Diagnose difficul-

ties in this way and assign extra practice sets or

test pages apropos of the difficulties encountered.

If no basic difficulties appear, pupils may sharpen

the newly learned division skills by doing Extra

Practice Sets 37 and 38

Set 3 7. Dividing a small number by a larger number

a b c d e f g h i

0, R5 0, R3 0, R1 0, R4 0, R2 0, R1 0 0, R2 0, R1
1. 6)5” 4)3 6)4 3)2 6ir 4)0 6)2 iyi

0, R4 0, R2 0 0, R1 0, R3 0, R3 0, R1 0, R2 0

2. 5)4 412 5)0 4ir 51T 613 31T 512 3)0

a b c d

Set 38. Zero in one's place in the quotient

e f

30, R2 60, R5 20, R2 50, R4 130, R4 230, R2

1. 3192" 61365" 4182" 5)254 6)784 41922

60, R4 70, R5 70, R4 20, R2 40, R1 50, R2

2. 51304 6)425 51354 3162 5)201 6)302

60, R3 30, R3 290, R1 60, R1 10, R4 60, R3

3. 4)243 6)183 3)871 8)481 9)94 71423
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Teaching Pages 172 and 173

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To check understand-

ing of the more common units of linear measure-

ment; (b) to make simple computations in linear

measure, using facts from the linear table; (c) to

take Test Yourself 11.

Background. Both in and out of school your

children have had considerable practical experi-

ence with linear measures. The use of the refer-

ence measures (finger inch, arm foot, arm yard)

has accustomed them to the proper understanding

of measuring as nothing more than comparing the

size of an object with some known and accepted

reference or standard in order to convey to an-

other place or person information regarding size.

While children may be familiar with the units

as used in the process of measuring itself, Ex. 1-15

will reveal whether or not they possess a functional

understanding of when each unit should be used.

For example, do they realize that although possible,

it is not very worth while to measure the length of

a river in inches?

Nobody can tell whether a “forstaris” should

be measured in inches, feet, yards, or what, for

they have not had experience with it (there being

no such thing) and cannot, therefore, know its

relative size. Is it big, small, flat, or just what?

In the same way, pupils who demonstrate little

functional understanding of units are usually

demonstrating lack of experience with the objects

calling for measurement. These children will need

many measurement activities with many types of

objects.

Pre-book Lesson (pages 172 and 173, top)

Materials needed: Rulers, yardsticks, and a

large variety of objects to be measured; a 12-inch

demonstration ruler, and a 3-foot demonstration

yardstick (see Manual, page 341).

1. In a sense, Ex. 1-15 can be considered a

pre-book lesson. From this work you can de-

termine what knowledge your children possess

about the practical use of units. You will, there-

fore, know better how much experience with

measuring things is demanded.

2. In preparing for Ex. 16-23, help the children

organize their own table of linear measure.

Linear Measures
[W]

When we want to know how long or how tall or how
wide things are, we use linear measures.

Some units of linear measure are the inch, the foot, and

the yard. For long distances, such as those between

towns, the unit of linear measure is the mile.

After each example number on your paper, write the

unit to use for measuring the distance named.

1. Width of a room 5. Length of a chicken^4,

2. Length of a boy’s jump 6. Length of a booked;

3. Width of a rose^^ 7. Width of a house

4. Width of a large cityw& 8. Length of a river^W^

9.

Length of a football fieldyauo

10. Width of a ribbon

11. Length of a piece of cloth for a dress

12. Length of a child’s wagon

13. Length of string made into a big ballyW^

14. Length of Lake Ontario

15. Distance across a roomjw

172

On the board, draw lines 1 inch, 1 foot, and

1 yard long. Show a one-inch segment on the

demonstration ruler. Compare it with a foot

ruler and ask the children to tell how many of

the inch pieces strung together would be needed

to make a foot. Compare the 12 pieces of the

demonstration ruler with the foot ruler and write

the established fact, 12 inches (in.) = 1 foot (ft.),

on the board. Following the same pattern, es-

tablish that 3 ft. = 1 yard (yd.), and 1 yd. = 36 in.

When finished, the table of linear measure, shown

at the top of page 173 in the pupil’s book, will have

been completed. When these facts have been con-

firmed, compare them with the table on page 173.
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This is a table of linear measure. Use a ruler and a

yardstick to check it. Then write the work for Ex. 16 to 23.

12 inches (in.) = 1 foot (ft.)

3 ft. = 1 yard (yd.) 1 yd. = 36 in.

16. How many feet in 5 yd.? helper: 1 yd. = 3 ft.,

so 5 yd. = 5 X 3 ft., or J5. ft.

17. How many feet in 9 yd.pjfin 2 yd.^ in 4 yd.?/2

18. How many inches in 3 ft. ?^in 4 ft.?^in 6 ft.?72

19. How many inches in 2 yd.?A
2
in 5 yd.?A in 4 yd. ?/4^

20. How many yards in 6 ft.?
2
helper: 3 ft. = 1 yd.,

so in 6 ft. there are as many yards as there are 3’s in 6.

21. How many yards in 9 ft.?A in 15 ft.?3"

22. How many yards in 17 ft.?^ How many feet will

be left over?2 17 ft. = A. yd. and _2_ ft. . .J
/ft. /ft.lOJM.

23. Change to feet and inches: a. 19 in.A b. 22 in.A

Test Yourself II

[W]

Write just the quotients on folded paper.

173

New Words: page 172, linear, width

Book Lesson (pages 172 and 173, top). Written

work.

Differentiations and Extensions (pages 172

and 173, top)

1. Slower learners.

a. If they are hesitant about the proper unit to

be used for Ex. 1-15, let slower learners try to do

the actual measuring for Ex. 1, 2, 6, and 15. Dis-

cuss the choices, being sure to stress why a foot

measure should not be used to measure the length

of a book (Ex. 6). Have them suggest the proper

unit to be used for measuring various objects

about the room.

b. For aid in doing Ex. 16-23, demonstrate.

For Ex. 16 draw in chalk on the floor a line 5

yards long, using a different color for each yard.

Let pupils use a ruler to discover how many feet

would be needed to make 5 yards. Be sure to

lead to the “easy way”—multiplication. Since

they can see that each yard has 3 feet, they should

see that there are 5 groups of 3 feet each, which,

being the typical verbalization for multiplication

should suggest multiplying 5X3 to find the

number of feet altogether.

For Ex. 20, draw a line 6 feet long, indicating

each foot with a mark. Have a yardstick compared

to the whole line. It will be seen that 3 feet are

equaled by one yard. This is, then, a measurement

division situation. By finding the number of equal

groups of 3 in 6, the number of yards in 6 feet

will be discovered.

2. More capable children.

a. Let these children estimate and record the

sizes of various objects about the room. These

should be checked against actual measurements

and an attempt made to increase the accuracy of

judging distances.

b. They may also attempt to construct a table

giving distances to local landmarks. Data may be

obtained from local mileage markers, from drives

with the family, or from bicycle cyclometers. Dis-

cuss these with the class to help give a feeling for

meaning of a mile.

Book Lesson (page 173, bottom). Written

work. Test Yourself 1 1

.

Differentiations and Extensions (page 173,

bottom). Have all pupils exchange papers and

correct. When incorrect quotients appear, these

should be corrected. The tables in the back of the

pupil’s book may be used for this purpose. Hard
facts may be compared against D. fact study cards

to see if progress has been made, or if new study

cards need to be made. Allow time for individual

practice on hard facts. Time spent on this now will

not be lost. After some practice with the study

cards, it would be well to go back again to the exer-

cises missed in the test.
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Teaching Pages 174 and 175 Oral Practice

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To obtain practice in

multiplication with carrying
; (b) to obtain practice

in estimating addition and subtraction answers;

(c) to learn how to multiply 4-place numbers,

products to 9,999, without and with carrying.

Background. Ability to estimate addition and

subtraction answers is useful in everyday ex-

periences. Pupils first encountered work of this

nature in Chapter 3. It has been suggested that

pupils maintain this skill by its constant use

whenever addition and subtraction examples occur.

When, almost by second nature, pupils round

2-place numbers to tens to estimate addition and

subtraction answers, or to check more precise

work, there results renewed understanding of the

nature of our number system and its applications

to computation.

In most cases, objective demonstration of the

process of multiplying 4-place numbers is difficult

to manage and perhaps even more difficult to

follow. But it should not be necessary, for pupils

should by now understand the rationale of 4-place

numbers, and of multiplication with 4-place num-
bers, from their experience with 2- and 3-place

numbers.

Pre-book Lesson (page 174, top). Use a num-
ber line to teach the idea that rough approxima-

tion ofnumbers can be obtained by rounding to the

nearest 10’s figure. Show these rounded numbers

as ten bundles in a pocket chart to stress the idea

that tens can be added like ones. Continue then

with oral practice in adding tens. Give examples

like, “2 tens and 7 tens, 3 tens plus 1 ten, 40 and

50.” Point up the value of an ability to estimate

addition and subtraction answers by mentioning

its use in estimating the approximate cost of pur-

chased articles.

Book Lesson (page 174, top). Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions (page 174,

top)

1. Use Ex. 8-23, middle of page 105, and Ex. 6-

21, middle of page 106, so that all pupils will have

Carrying in M.; estimating

d

1. 6x9+ 4 5S 4 x 9+339 7 x 6 + 6 5 X 6 + 3 33

2. 8x 4 + 63% 7 x 5 + A 39 6x 5 + 4 yy 8 X 3 + 5 19

3. 6 X 7 + 5^7 3 X 8 + 2i(, 4 X 8 + 3359 X 6 + lu

4. 3x 9 + 2 29 9 X 4 + 7 93 6 X 8 + 5 53 8 X 5 + 6

5. 9x5+ 151 8x 6 + 6S¥ 5 X 9 + 4 y? 3 X 7 + 2 23

Estimate these answers:

6 . 13 + 59 10 8 . 8I- 68/0 10. 58+ 22 ?o 12. 79- 41 4?

7. 47- 18 30 9. 39+ 52 90 11. 62- 3120 13. 53+ 2320

Multiplying Four-Place Numbers
[O]

1. The empty trucks in the picture each

weigh 3,000 pounds. How heavy a load

would the 2 empty trucks put on the bridge?

For 3,000 think,
“3 thousands.”

2x3 thousands = 6 thousands, or 2 x 3,000 = 6,000.

Explain the work as shown in box A.

174

an opportunity to estimate addition and subtraction

answers orally.

2. If a store has been set up in the room, let all

pupils demonstrate their ability to estimate by giv-

ing a mental approximation for the cost of any two

items “purchased.” Otherwise, have children

bring in newspaper advertisements which give

grocery store prices. Children may select 2 items

they would like to buy and give an estimate for

the cost.

Pre-book Lesson (pages 174, bottom, and 175).

Review the meaning of 4-place numbers by having

pupils refer to the pupil’s book, page 110. If the

children seem to understand 4-place numbers,

A
3.000

X2
6.000
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Carrying thousands

2, If the trucks were loaded, each would weigh 4,600

pounds. How heavy a load would the 2 loaded trucks put

on the bridge? Study the multiplication (box B).

Multiply ones and tens: We multiply

ones and tens as always.

Multiply the hundreds: 2x6= 12.

But 12 hundreds equal 1 thousand and

2 hundreds. Write “2” in hundred’s

column in the product and carry the

1 thousand.

Multiply thousands: 2x4 = 8 and adding the carried

1 (thousand) = 9. Write “9” in thousand’s column.

Differentiations and Extensions (pages 174,

bottom, and 175). If slower learners have difficulty

in carrying thousands, show Ex. 3, 4, and 12 as

repeated addition examples as shown below.

834 2,653 2,259

+ 834 2,653 2,259

1,668 + 2,653 2,259

7,959 + 2,259

9,036

Relate the carrying of 10 hundreds in addition

to the identical procedure in multiplication.

B
3

!

'

I 1:1: I
S x :#

:

o

4, 60 0

ixi 2

J, 2 i 0 i 0

Explain the work in Ex. 3 to 6.

834 4. 2,653 5. 1,034 6. $24.38

X2 X3 X7 X4
1,668 7,959 7,238 $97.52

NOTES

Multiply thousands as you multiply ones.

When the product in hundred’s column means
10 or more, you carry.

[WJ

Copy and work. Then multiply each example again.

7. 202 8. 587 9. 976 10. $6.87

X8 X3 x2 x4
/,L/<e $rrm

11. 1,432 12. 2,259 13. 1,403 14. $2.34

X5 X4 x6 X9
~TJ tO 7,036 7,7!? $ Ll.Oto

15. 4,534 16. 2,906 17. 1,234 18. $11.43

X2 X3 X7 x8
7,0 t>K TJT7 -fire*

175

begin with page 174, or substitute a board lesson

based upon a series of examples like:

3,000 2,462 1,421

X 3 X 2 X 5

If the second procedure is adopted, have pupils

themselves state the principles governing the multi-

plication of thousands and the carrying of thou-

sands.

Book Lesson (pages 174, bottom, and 175)

Ex. 1-6: Oral work. After Ex. 1 stop and give

oral practice with exercises like: 3 times 3 thou-

sands ; 2 times 4 thousands ; 9 times 1 thousand.

Ex. 7-18: Written work.
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Dividing Four-Place Numbers
3-place quotients [O]

1. Explain the work in box A.

A B C
$1.81 *—quotient 492, R2 $5.81

5)$9.05<—dividend 3)1)478 4)$23.24

5 1 2 20

40 27 32
40 27 32

5 8 4

1 6 4

—divisor 2

jAe/^ki£dim35mjT<i of a, Z-fibw/nAomlei'

2. How is Ex. B different from Ex. A? a How many

places are there in the dividend in B?^in the quotient?-3

3. For Ex. B, if you had to divide 1,478 crayons among

three classrooms, could you give as many as 1 thousand

crayons to each room? No, so how many thousands will

there be in the quotient? %fru/

Think of 1,478 as 14 hundreds and 7 tens and 8 ones.

Then divide as in box A. Explain Ex. B. to

4. Explain the work in box C. CCU

^

to A

)

Copy and divide. Check your work.
43&> 53,R

3

3V2.R2

5. 2)872 9. 71374 13. 4)1,570 17.

6. 3)861 10.

n.Ri
5)492 14. 2 18.

7. 11.
/££/?/

2)379 15.
'
142

7)994 19.

2/4 4-5/ 9(o!.R2

8. 6)1)284 12. 9)4)059 16. 3)2,885 20.

iwl

*0.?3

5)$4T5

8)$20.32
*5A5.n

3)$ 16.37
af./4 /sv

2)$ 16.29

176

Teaching Page 176

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn how to divide

4-place numbers that result in 3-place quotients;

ib) to review the terms used in naming the parts

of a division example.

Background. One of the advantages of empha-
sizing understanding in the teaching of arithmetic

is that there is a carry-over of learning from sim-

ple process examples to slightly more difficult work.

Just as there were no new procedures to learn in

multiplying 4-place numbers, so in dividing 4-place

numbers there are no new procedures, but only ex-

tensions of already learned understandings.

Notice that there is no mention of table numbers

for the uneven division. Children ought to be able

to choose the correct quotient without reference to

this aid. If there is very evident proof of its need

for slower learners, introduce the table number
concept again.

Pre-book Lesson

1 . Children should be able to name all the parts

of a division example. Reintroduce the terms and

point out how all parts of a division example may
be alluded to easily and accurately. Present the

words in the same manner that spelling words

would be given. Give their meanings and show

their syllabications. As shown in the box on page

207, write a division example on the board in the

Answer Not on Reproduced Page 176-

In boxes A and C, disregard the cent point for

purposes of dividing.

1. Box A. Divide hundreds: 5 is the table num-
ber that helps. Think ,

“5 divided by 5 is 1.”

Write “1” in hundred’s place in the quotient.

Multiply: one 5 is 5. Write “5” under the 9 and

subtract. 9 less 5 is 4. Write “4” under the 5 in

hundred’s place. Bring down the 0 in ten’s place.

Since there are not enough hundreds in 4 hun-

dreds to make at least 1 hundred for each of the

5 groups indicated by the divisor, think of 4 hun-

dreds and 0 tens as 40 tens.

Divide tens. Think, “40 divided by 5 is 8.”

Write “8” in ten’s place in the quotient. Multiply:

eight 5’s = 40. Notice that 40 less 40 is 0, so do

not write a remainder as a result of the subtrac-

tion. Bring down the 5 in one’s place.

Divide ones. Multiply and subtract as usual.

Show two places for cents by placing the cent

point in the quotient. Prefix the dollar sign. Note

that the points in the quotient and the dividend

are in line. Stress the need for care in putting

figures directly above or below the proper numbers

in working division examples.
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two correct division forms, and label all the terms

when correctly identified.

1<

9^63 <— Dividend

f
1—Divisor—

- Quotient-^

63 -7 9 = 7

1

2. Let more capable children start with Ex. 5

and 6. If they are able, allow them to continue

with the written work without further development.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-4: Oral work. Allow slower learners, by

working examples at the board, to discover that

little is new in the lesson.

Ex. 5-20: Written work. Reteach the method

of checking division examples if necessary.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners will need to proceed through

the lesson slowly and carefully. Encourage well-

organized written work. If previously learned di-

vision skills have not been retained, take the time

necessary to reteach them.

2. At the conclusion of the written work, more

\

capable children should be prompted to try doing

Ex. 5-20 orally in order to lead them toward the

\

discovery that some steps may be omitted.

3. All pupils should practice recognizing the

terms in division examples and in creating division

examples with specific numbers designated by the

appropriate term and suggested by the teacher.

Teaching Page 177

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To maintain through

practice important ideas and understandings; (b)

to improve computation through mixed practice.

Background. The work on this page will indi-

cate to the teacher what areas of Chapter 4 need to

be reviewed or retaught before the chapter tests

are taken. At the same time, pupils will receive

practice that should help maintain skills and under-

standings already learned.

Review of meanings [W]

So You Won't Forget!

Copy from the box

1 . a dividend. 72 3. a divisor. 7

2. a multiplier. 7 4. a multiplicand

Check these by subtracting:

5. 72 -f- 8 = 77 6 . 63 7 = 8?

Check these by adding:

7. 7x9= 72U 8 . 8 x 8 = 6367 9. 7 X 8 = B156

Write the multiplication fact that can help you find

10. h of 35. 7X5-35 11. £ of 48Mi*49 12. £ of 32M=3l

Write the whole story in M. and D. about

13. 7, 6, and 42.7*6=72; 6X7=72 44 . 6 ,
6, and 36.v

¥2*7-6i¥Z*6=7 6X6 = 36
36 -i-6=6

15. Write the fraction in which the denominator is 6

and the numerator is 5.

16. Write the names of two units of linear measure.v
sone/v, -iovt, /t^aAc^ <yl//rru2&

Written Practice

Copy and work. Check all answers.

1. Multiply by 7: a. 6477? b. 1,153S’, 07/ c. $3.6^23.37

2. Divide by 5: a. 2437^3? b. 1,5533m c. 3,133626,33

3. Add 2,098: a. 9683,0U b. 4,7966,m c. 5,6897,
127

4. Divide by 6 : a. 2507/,w b. 353St, its c. 4,5047ft? R*

5. Subtract 967: a. 1,810£7J b. 6,7065; 737 c. 3,4872,520

6 . Multiply by 9: a. 1 151,035 b. 236 2,/27 c. $4.65mi5

177-

Pre-book Lesson

1. Introduce the practice as a pleasant means

for the child to evaluate his own level of ability.

2. Show pupils how the written practice ex-

amples are formed by-writing Ex. 1 and 2 as below.

la. 64

X 7

2a. 5)243

lb. 1,153

X 7

2b. 5)1,553

lc. $3.62

X 7

2c. 5)3,133

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-16: Written work.

Rows 1-6: Written work. Remind pupils to

check all work.
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Can You Solve Problems?
Problem Test 4

Write your work for problems 1 to 9. Work carefully.

1. Mr. Brooks was born in 1908. Mrs. Brooks was

bom 9 years later, or in what year? /9i?

2. Tom Brooks is 12 years old. Tom is 4 times as old

as his sister, Jane. How old is Jane?^

3. Tom’s Aunt Ruth is 4 times as old as he is. Tom
is 12 years old. How old is his Aunt Ruth? 4%

4. Tom has been in school 6 years. Each school year

lasts 180 days. So in all, how many days has Tom been

in school? /,080

5. The Brooks family car goes 225 miles before the

gasoline tank needs filling. On their trip they used 5

tankfuls of gasoline. How many miles long was the trip?v

6. Meals for the family for three days cost $10.95,

$11.50, and $12.35. How much did the Brooks family

spend on meals for three days?*-^.<?0

7. The price for staying a night in one town was $4.40

for each grownup. For children it was just half as much.

How much did it cost for a child? f2.20

8. Rooms for the family cost $9.50 in one cabin and

$8.75 in another. How much less did rooms at the second

cabin cost than in the first? *0.75

9. One good day the Brooks family drove 465 miles.

Mrs. Brooks drove £ of the distance. How many miles

did Mrs. Brooks drive}/55

Do You Make Mistakes?
Diagnostic Test 4

Copy and work.

1.

abed
6 x 954 8 x 648 6 x 7^2 5x6M

Study
Pages

Practice

Sets

152-153,

155-157
34

2. 31 65,Rt 45 h- 6&»57 6?«50 6S*
158-159,

162, 164
35

3. 0 + 50 4+1Q,R4 6 +W(’ 0-^89 169 37

4.
Check your work for these:

4-0 $0.50,RS /34,RS 40,1

4)160 7)$3^5 6)809 3jU83
170, 176 36, 38

5.

Check your work for these:

2,314 2,124 2,253 1,612

x2 X3 x3 X4
4;cil 0,372 Ip,759 7

174-175

Written Practice

Check each answer after you find it.

1 to 6. Multiply each number below by 6.

216 7,2% 4502,700 162972 8755,250 398 2,388 698^

7 to 12. Multiply each number above by 5.

/,0/0 2,250 8/0 9,315 /,490 3,490

13 to 18. Divide each number below by 7.

4,375 (>25 2,2013/4,R3 2,893 4/3,rz 3,824WU,778 254 985W
19 to 24. Divide each number above by 6.

729,m 3U,/nr 4/7,R! (o31,rz 29C,Rz 0,4, R!

25 to 30. Multiply each number below by 8.

610 5427,33(, 261 2,0// 430 3,440 6535224 i }054W3:

•178 179

Teaching Pages 178, 179, 180, and 181

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To take the four

regular end-of-chapter tests
; (b) to obtain practice

in mixed computation.

New Words: page 178, meals, cabin

Book Lesson. Assign tests in the usual way.

The written practice on pages 179 and 181 will

help provide relief from the testing program.

Differentiations and Extensions

1.

Computation Test 4 may be used for still

further practice, as there is an alternate computa-

tion test for Chapter 4 on page 328 of the Manual.

2. Encourage all pupils to locate their own
errors, to discover their own particular sources of

difficulty, and to correct all mistakes. Children

should appreciate the value of checking answers,

using check lists of difficulties, and working with

partners to obtain the most progress possible.

3. Skim through the beginning of this chapter

of the Manual to receive assurance that the arith-

metic program is well-rounded and that the major

outcomes are being realized. On the basis of this

reading and the results of the chapter tests, re-

teach and augment areas that seem weak. This

must be done before proceeding with new work if

best results are to be obtained.

4. Use the table at the end of this paragraph to
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Do You Understand?
Test of Information and Meaning U

1. What do we call the number to be divided? v.
cU/lrtxl&ruL

2. The fraction fact i of 12 = 3 goes with what

division fact? /z 33=3

3.

In one half of a foot there are -(o- inches.

4. When 0 is divided by any number, what is the

quotient figure? o

5. In the fraction f, the 3 is the

6. How many inches are there in a yard?i<£

7. In a fraction, what do we call the number that tells

how many equal parts there are in the fraction

8.

In a multiplication example the number that is to

be multiplied is called the

Write the fraction that tells what part

of the circle at the left has been

9.

colored.\ 10. dotted.T

Write an example in which

11. 4 is the divisor. v 12. 6 is the multiplier, v
Audi/a* /2 3 V- =3

13. Write the two division facts that go with the

multiplication fact, 7 X 9 = 63. ^j7=9

14. Copy and finish the work in the

box.

15. Write the names of two months

that have 31 days,
00<f.;

Oct.;

330

4jlJ22

Written Practice

Copy and work. Check all your answers.

1. $2.46 2. $5.35 3. $3.36 4. $8.32

x7 -3.83 X9 -8.07
$17.22- $/.sz $30.23 $0.25

5. 3,147 6. 8,100 7., $43.75 8. $34.86

+ 906 -7,095 4.56 5.79

3,053 /, 005 5.17 9.53

/5(e 757 + 9.84

$(,3.32

+ 2.95
$53./39. 811348 10. 6)4,542

11. $4.87 12. $5.62 13., 877 14. 43

X6 X8 743 682
$23.22 $33% 58 1,078

&LR4- 30 + 634

25/2
+4,867

(>,(>70

15. 7)214 16. 8)240

How Well Can You Figure'?

Computation Test U

Copy and work. Check all your answers.

1. $3.87 2. 401 3. $9.70 4. $7.64

X6 -318 x5 +2.39
$23.12 ?3 $08.50 $/0.03

5. $5.26 6. $7.00 7. $2.53 8. 5,007

X9 -5.58 4.89 86
$07.33 $/.3l 4.70 979

9. 4)3^
! (5Q.R3

10. 6)5383
+ 8.65

$20. 77

+ 2,063

8, 135

11. $6.40 12. $8.79 13. 1,356 14. $5.96

X8 X4 X7 X6
$5/. 20 $35./

6

3,032 $35.7

(

, 77Q, ri
, 757 (UOR3 3un

15. 3)812 16. 6)1)722 17. 7)4,483 18. 9)3,060

180 181

determine per cents for entry on the test-record

cards mentioned on page 73 of the Manual.

TABLE OF PER CENTS FOR CHAPTER 4 SCORES

Score

Per Cents for

Problem

Test

Score

Per Cents for

Computation

Test

Score

Per Cents for

Computation

Test

1 11 1 6 10 56

2 22 2 11 11 61

3 33 3 17 12 67

4 44 4 22 13 72

5 56 5 28 14 78

6 67 6 33 15 83

7 78 7 39 16 89

8 89 8 44 17 94

9 100 9 50 18 100

Term Test

The end of Chapter 4 completes the first half of the

year's arithmetic program. Reread Part II of the

Manual to help re-establish goals and techniques that

may have been suppressed.

A three part term test covering chapters 1 to 4

begins on page 330 of the Manual. See this page for

an outline of the tests and for suggestions regarding

their administration.

Spread the test over several days, letting the chil-

dren help schedule the testing.

Each pupil should be informed individually of his

progress from the test results. Use the results of the

three parts of the test to appraise past teaching and in

planning the program for the rest of the year.
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REMAINDER

Activities involving weighing help children dis-

cover the meaning of the ounce and pound units

of measure.

Detroit Public Schools



Teaching Chapter 5 of Grade 4

Introduction

I. Learning Outcomes in Chapter 5

1. Knowledge of the M. facts for 7’s and for 7

2. Knowledge of the D. facts with quotients

and divisors of 7 and the related fraction facts and

uneven D. facts

3. Ability to find missing dividends, desig-

nated by n , in division examples

4. Ability to deal with 0 as a middle quotient

figure

5. Ability to find missing minuends, designated

by n, in subtraction examples

6. Ability to solve problems

7. Understanding of various specific concepts,

generalizations, relationships, and skills

8. Desirable emotionalized responses (attitudes,

appreciations, values)

II. The Nature of the Major Outcomes

Knowledge of the M. Facts for 7’s and for 7

Instruction to teach the new M. facts for 7’s

and for 7 is organized according to the same pattern

used to teach the corresponding M. facts for 6’s

and for 6 in Chapter 4. You start on pages 182

and 183 by establishing relationships in whole

stories. Next, you concentrate (pages 184 to 186)

on the M. facts alone, finding products in problem

situations, organizing tables, practicing the M.
facts for 7’s and for 7, and finally evaluating the

learning.

Although almost 6 pages are devoted solely to

the M. facts for 7’s and for 7, the learning load is

not heavy—a total of only 5 new facts. We have

been liberal in our space allowance for this out-

come because we wanted to provide learning ex-

periences to reinforce fundamental understandings

as well as to insure rich meanings for the facts.

Knowledge of the D. Facts with Quotients and
Divisors of 7 and the Related Fraction

Facts and Uneven D. Facts

After the D. facts are introduced on pages 182

and 183 through the multiplication and division

whole-story idea, they are further developed on

pages 187-191 in a manner similar to that used

in Chapter 4 for the facts involving 6. As with

the M. facts, there are only 5 new D. facts, yet

almost 5 pages are devoted to the teaching of them.

Learning of the related fraction facts involves

just five new facts of the type j of 63 = 9 and

of 56 = 7. By relating these with the simple M.
and D. facts they can be quickly discovered and

mastered.

The new table numbers are 49, 56, and 63

—

just three, which, of course, serve in uneven division

whether 7 is the divisor or the quotient.

Ability to Find Missing Dividends, Desig-

nated by n, in Division Examples

To solve the example n + 8 = 7, and so to

find the value of n, one uses the related M. fact,

8 X 7 = 56. In other words, one finds the missing

dividend
(
[n) by multiplying the quotient, 7, by

the divisor, 8. In this chapter (pages 192-193),

finding dividends is introduced in examples in-

volving M. and D. facts and then is extended to

more complex division examples. As you will

readily appreciate, this use of n supplies a new and

significant kind of practice on number facts.

Ability to Deal with 0 as a Middle Quotient

Figure

In Chapter 4 your pupils learned how to deal

with 0 as a final quotient figure, as in Ex. a below.

130, R4 107, R4

a. 5)654 b. 5)539

Here they learn what to do when 0 occurs in the

middle of a 3-place quotient, as in Ex. b. The
new skill is developed {pages 196-197) in the

pupil’s book in a series of steps that isolate diffi-

culties, one at a time.

Ability to Find Missing Minuends, Desig-

nated by n, in Subtraction Examples

The solution for an example such as n — 6 = 9

consists of adding the remainder (or difference) 9,
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and the subtrahend, 6, in the example 9 + 6 = 15,

which gives the value of n as 15. In this chapter

(pages 210-211 ) the skill also covers more compli-

cated computations, such as n— 51 = 101, and

n — 4,282 = 3,649 ; but the principle is the same

—add the remainder and the subtrahend to get

the minuend, represented by n.

Ability to Solve Problems

Pages 184, 187, and 191 resemble other pages

already presented in the problem-solving program.

These and previously mentioned pages have been

designed to develop meanings and to give help in

skills involved in the ability to solve problems, on

the theory (as already explained) that if children

know what they are about, they will develop their

own methods of attacking problems. Here in this

chapter, beginning with page 202 and extending

to page 208, is a unit devoted exclusively to prob-

lem-solving. Experiences relating to each of the

essential factors in successful problem-solving are

given, and then each of the essential abilities is

identified. The unit provides, therefore, a scheme

for diagnosis of learning needs and for their

correction.

Understanding of Various Specific Concepts,

Generalizations, Relationships, and Skills

1. Concepts and essential technical terms:

acres processes related ton

2. Important relationships and generalizations.

The generalizations appearing in Chapter 5 will

be found on the following pages in the pupil’s

book (and on the corresponding reproduced pages

in this Manual): pages 192 and 210.

3. Skills beyond those listed:

a. Ability to make division easier by subtracting

directly in examples like those below:

25 36 49

- 21 - 36 - 40

b. Ability to use facts in the table of weight,

including knowledge of these facts

Desirable Emotionalized Responses (Atti-

tudes, Appreciations, Values)

You are now quite familiar with this outcome,

but are you doing all you can about it?
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Teaching Pages 182 and 183

Pupil’s Objective: To find the M. facts for 7’s

and for 7 and the D. facts with quotients and divi-

sors of 7 by working with whole stories.

Background. A large part of Chapter 5 is de-

voted to the learning of the ten new M. and D.

facts for 7. This liberal space allowance is a mark

of the importance of learning these facts, not only

well, but with real understanding based on varied

and meaningful experiences.

Pre-book Lesson. Awaken your pupils’ interest

in the lesson by discussing the picture on page 182

and the possibility that it contains number stories.

Try to foster an appreciation of the fact that many
real-life situations contain implicit number stories

and problems, which, after all, is the basis for the

necessity of learning and using numbers correctly.

Book Lesson. Oral work. Provide each pupil

with a piece of paper to use in the activities for

Ex. 11-16.

Differentiations and Extensions

1.

Slower learners.

a. These children will need many experiences

in using and making whole-story patterns if the

meaning of and familiarity with the M. and D.

facts is to emerge. As a group project, have each

child try to duplicate the X pattern shown in the

pupil’s book. Counting will be necessary to get

the right number of X’s in each row. Stress the

repeated addition meaning of multiplication by

saying, as each row is completed, “That makes one

row of seven X’s. One 7 is 7. That makes two

rows. Two 7’s are 14, etc.” Each time write the

fact on the board and have children write it on

paper at their desks.

To obtain the M. facts for 7 and the D. facts

with quotients of 7, repeat the whole procedure, but

this time use columns. For 7 times 1, say, “There

are seven columns with one X in each row. Seven

l’s are 7. There are 7 columns with two X’s in

each row. Seven 2’s are 14, etc.”

b. If additional concrete practice is necessary,

these children may create patterns using objects

from their own number boxes.

182

2. More capable children should be urged to pro-

duce pictures showing the number patterns for the

multiplication and division whole stories just dis-

covered. These could be illustrations of canned

goods packed in a box, people in a grandstand,

children in school, fruit displayed at a fruit stand,

and the like. These should be displayed on the

arithmetic bulletin board.

3. Test all pupils’’ understanding and knowledge

of the whole stories by writing miscellaneous facts

for 7 on the board and calling upon the class to

supply the missing whole story facts.
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Watching the Parade
Whole stories in M. and D. [O]

Don watched the parade from an upstairs window.

The picture shows how the band looked to Don.
1.

How many band men are in a row? 7

In Ex. 2 to 10, say the multiplication facts for 7’s.

Count by 7’s to get answers you do not know.

2. One 7=7 5. Four 7’s =2? 8. Seven 7’s =H?

3. Two 7’s =/V 6. Five 7’s =35 9. Eight 7’s = 56

4. Three 7’s = 2/ 7. Six 7’s = HI 10. Nine 7’s = 63

That evening, Don showed his mother how the band

lined up. He made an X for each man, as in the box.

11. With a sheet of paper,

cover all but the two top rows

of X’s. Say the whole story in

M. and D. for 2, 7, and 14.

2X7=/^ 14 -i- 7 = 2

7x2 =/V 14 2 = 7

12. Move the paper so that

3 rows show. Say the whole story for 3, 7, and 21.

13. Leave 4 rows uncovered and say the whole story*

Do the same for 5 rows;for 6 rows.*

14. When 7 rows are uncovered, the whole story has

only 2 parts. WhyPfcTell the 2 parts.*

15. With 8 rows uncovered, say the whole story.*

16. Uncover all 9 rows. Say the whole story.*

183

Teaching Page 184

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To find M. facts for 7’s

and for 7 in verbally described problem situations

;

Cb) to organize multiplication tables for 7’s and

for 7.

Pre-book Lesson. Use a classroom situation

about which an incorrect statement has been made,

such as, “We have 9 boxes, each with 7 favors, to

send to the Red Cross. Altogether we have 56 fa-

vors.” Show the favors, or objects representing

them, and ask the class how to verify the statement.

Lead all pupils to see that the items may be

counted by ones or by sevens or that 9 sevens may
be added abstractly.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-8: Written work. Slower learners may
need to visualize the problem settings. Help them

draw pictures or use objects to do this. For ex-

ample, “Ann” might dramatize Ex. 2 by placing

five pennies on a table for herself, and five for each

of the other 6 girls ; these could then be counted by

fives and the correct product, 35^, thus obtained.

Bottom of page: Written work. Books must be

closed because the completed tables are given on

page 185. Help all pupils to see what is required

by doing the first two facts for 7’s and for 7. If

they form the habit of thinking through each set of

facts in a logical manner then they will have less

difficulty in locating the harder facts for practice.

X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X X x X X X x
X X X X X X XXXX x X x X

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 183-

12. 3X 7= 21

7X 3 = 21

13.

4 X 7 = 28

7 X 4 = 28

5X 7= 35

7X 5= 35

6 X 7 = 42

7 X 6 = 42

3 rows

21-=- 3 = 7

21- 7= 3

4 rows

28 - 4 = 7

28 - 7 = 4

5 rows

35- 5 = 7

35 —-7=5
6 rows

42 - 6 = 7

42 - 7 = 6

14. When 7 rows are uncovered, each column

and row has 7 X ’s, so the fact is a double and has

but two parts to its whole story.

7X7 = 49 ; 49 - 7 = 7

8 rows

15. 8 X 7 = 56 56 - 8 = 7

7X 8 = 56 56 - 7 = 8

9 rows

16. 9 X 7 = 63 63 - 9 = 7

7 X 9 = 63 63 - 7 = 9
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Checking Products

Finding M. facts for 7’s and for 7 [W]

Some products in Ex. 1 to 8 are wrong. On your

paper, check each product and write the correct answer.

1. Seven campers can sleep in a tent. Six tents of this

kind can take care of 42 campers.

Is 42 the correct product?Jlf you do not know, count

by 7’s or add 7’s. Six 7’s = 72

2. Ann bought 5$ candy bars for herself and for six

other girls. She paid 40$. 7X5$-35$

3. Joan’s mother said that a month would have to be

56 days long if it lasted 8 weeks. Hy&t, 8X7=56>

4. Sue thinks that 7 weeks is equal to 50 days. 7/7=77

5. Helen says that if she saves 6$ a week for 7 weeks

she can buy a 50$ Savings Stamp. 7/6 ^=7/^

6. The stairs in the office had 7 steps. Peggy climbed

them 5 times. She climbed 36" steps. 7X5=35

7. Ann paid 63<£ for 9 post cards selling for 7$ each.v

8. To get 7 pieces of string, each 4 inches long, Sue

cut them from one string 27" inches long. 7/ -7 =2<P

The Multiplication Tables for 7's and for 7
Making M. tables [W]

Close your book and make tables of M.

:

for 7 like those you made foT^Fand mr

You will find that the last three facts in each table are

the only ones you have not had in other M. tables. Find

products for these by adding or counting 7’s or 8’s or 9’s.

—184

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Let slower learners find the correct products

for the following examples by making dot pictures.87697774
X7X9X7X7X5X6X8X7
48 54 42 60 30 42 56 32

At the conclusion of this work, the examples

should be rewritten correctly and regrouped into

multiplication table form. Omitted facts will have

to be written into the table to complete it.

2. More capable children may devise four or five

problems like Ex. 1 to 8, in which correct and in-

correct products are supplied. These may be read

to the class, and dealt with as in the pupil’s book.

Practice on Products
M. Fads [W]

On folded paper write just the products for rows 1 to 8.

If you have to look at the tables for a product, circle that

product on your paper.

a b C d e

1. 9 x 5 45" 4x7 21 6x8W 9x2// 4 X 627

2. 6 X 772 3 X 9 21 9 X 7 £3 8 X 432 7 X 8 5<o

3. 8x5W 7 X 32/ 6 x 5 30 3x82-7 6 X 957

4. 3x6 // 5 X 9 75 8x3 27 7x2/7 5 X 7 35

5. 9 X 657 7 X 777 5 X 6 30 9 X 43(d 7X42/
6. 8 X 7 -56 3 X 72/ 4 X 93(c 7 X 6 -72 8x2/4

7. 6 X 3// 8 X 67/ 2x7/7 5x420 6 X 427

8. 7 X 5 55 9 X 327 4 X 832 7 X 9 <23 5 X 875

Make study cards for facts you find hard.

Multiplication Facts for 7’s

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

xl X2 X3 X4 X5 x6 X7 X8 X9
7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63

Multiplication Facts for 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

X7 X7 X7 X7 X7 X7 X7 X7 X7
7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63

© Extra Practice. Work Set 41.

—185

Teaching Page 185

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To obtain written prac-

tice on the M. facts for 7’s and for 7 when mixed

with other M. facts; {b) to see and study the cor-

rectly assembled tables of facts for 7’s and for 7.

Background. Note that the examples in rows

1 to 8 are intended to give your pupils a chance to

identify hard facts for further study. If they do

not view the assignment in this light, the principal

purpose of the activity will be lost.

Although pupils have already assembled the

multiplication tables shown at the bottom of the

page, their presence in the book allows all pupils

to see them correctly constructed, to have them for

:ts for 7’s and
,

on page 155.A
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ready reference, and to use them to discover, with

the teacher’s help, certain relationships that exist

in them.

Book Lesson

Rows 1-8: Written work.

Bottom of page: Multiplication tables.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . All pupils.

a. They should make durable study cards for

hard facts. These may be used for individual or

paired study. Each child should copy hard facts

in his arithmetic notebook.

b. Spend some time on an oral lesson on the

multiplication tables at the bottom of the page.

Elicit observations from the class concerning the

new facts, the one fact that appears in both tables,

the meaning of the facts with 7 “at the top” (1 group

of 7, 2 groups of 7 each, 3 groups of 7 each . . .)

and so on.

2. Slower learners who have several hard facts to

study should review pages 183 and 184 in the pu-

pil’s book. More concrete work may also be called

for, but this should proceed toward the abstract

rather rapidly.

3. Extra Practice Set 41 should be assigned as

needed.

Set 41. M. facts for 7’s and 7abcde fghi
1. 772971757
X4 X 7 X 7 X 7 X 3 X 7 X 6 X 7 X 8

28 49 14 63 21 7 42 35 56

2. 737647877
X2X7 X5 X 7 X 7 X 9 X 7 X 1 X 0

14 21 35 42 28 63 56 7 0

Teaching Page 186

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To take Test Your-

self 12; (b) to obtain practice in using the facts

for 7’s and for 7 in multiplication examples in-

volving carrying.

Background. Neither the test nor the prac-

tice for carrying in multiplication are new forms of

Test Yourself 12
[W]

On folded paper write the products.

a b c d e f g h i

1. 2 5 3 9 7 4 5 3 5

X9 X7 X8 X5 X6 X4 X6 X7 X8
/<P 3S 24 45 41 /6 30 2/

f2. 8 6 3 6 9 8 7 8

X4 X5 X9 X6 X7 X5 X4 X6 X9
32 30 27 3<c 65 ¥0

¥
4? 45

3. 4 9 7 4 5 6 7 8

X7 X3 X5 X8 x5 X9 X4 X8 X2
2? 27 35 32 25 54 20 +6 /6

4. 4 7 6 2 6 6 9 8 6

X6 X9 X4 X_7 X8 X3 X4 x3 X7
24 6+ 24 /4 v/ /<? 30 24 41

Written Practice in Multiplication
Carrying inM.

Write answers on folded paper.abed
1. 6 x 5+ 3 33 4x7+3 j/ 7x6+6 ifg 6 x 8 + 452

2. 7x9+ 467 5x6+ 4 5^ 4 x 8 + 35+ 7 x 2 + 5 /^

3. 3 x 8 + 226 8 X 4 + 5+7 9 X 7 + 7 j0 9 X 3 + 6 53

4. 9 X 5 + 7+2 6 X 9 + 557 8 x 3 + 630 7 X 5 + 3j^

5. 7x7+ 55+ 7x8+5^/ 9x6+6^ 9x4+6 y 2

6 . 4x9+ 3.3? 9x2+ 62+ 5x7+ 4 8x7+6^
Copy and multiply.

7. 7 X 45 3/5
-

6 X 78 8 x 67+.% 5 X 97y*+

8. 7 X 3792,6+? 4 X 576 2,304 9 X 764^+ 76 3 X 247 7y/

186

study to your pupils. The test allows both teacher

and pupil an opportunity to evaluate learning and

offers, therefore, a basis for planning future les-

sons. The M. practice, designed to increase abil-

ity in multiplying 2-, 3-, and 4-place numbers, is

especially beneficial, both to those children who
have difficulty in remembering how to multiply

and to those who have difficulty in combining two

arithmetic processes in one example.

Book Lesson

Rows 1-4 (top): Written work. Test Yourself 12.

Rows 1-8 (bottom): Written work. These

exercises may be done twice, once by columns and

once by rows. Omit row 8 for slower learners.
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Differentiations and Extensions

1. All pupils should correct errors made in Test

Yourself 12. Wrong responses may be checked

against the hard facts written in the arithmetic

notebook during the previous lesson to see what

progress has been made.

2. More capable children may help correct papers

as well as help slower learners locate errors in the

written work at the bottom of the page.

Teaching Page 187

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To write measurement

division or fractional-part division questions for

given number situations
;

(b) to write the division

example for each problem in two ways
; (c) to find

answers (quotients) for the problems.

Background. Ex. 1 yields a fractional-part

division problem (how many are in y of 21 ?).

Other fractional-part division problems result

from Ex. 2, 3, 6 , 7, 9, 10, and 11. Fractional-part

division examples can take any of the forms:

21 -f- 7, 7)21, or 7 of 21. Measurement division

problems may be written in the first two of these

forms. The third form is: 7’s in 21.

After the problems have been formed and the

division examples written, correct quotients are

to be found. To do this, most pupils will probably

have to use pictures, related M. facts, or repeated

subtraction. The pictures for Ex. 1 and 2 are

shown below.OOOOOOO
• OO OO OO OO OO 00 OO

Making Division Problems
When divisor or quotient is 7 [W]

Write questions to make division problems.

1. 21 large snowballs for 7 snow people.

2. 42 plums shared equally by 7 children.

3. 7 candy bars of the same kind cost 49<t.

4. 63 hard candies in bags, 9 pieces to a bag.

5. 35 shoe boxes, 5 boxes on each table,

6. 56 men in a band, marching in rows of 8 .

7. 28 flags in the parade in equal groups of 7. if

8 . 28 canaries, 4 canaries in each cage.if

9. 42 bulbs, £ of them planted to a pot.'fr

10. 35 onions in 7 equal bunches.

11. 63 bars of soap, 7 of them in each package.
1^

For each problem write in two different ways the

example and its quotient. Find quotients you do not

know by using multiplication facts or by subtracting.

3

For Ex. 1, you can write “21 7 = 3 and 7)21 ”——-187

OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO

OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO OOO

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 187.

1. How many large snowballs were there for

each snow figure? (3)

2. How many plums did each child receive? (6)

3. How much did each candy bar cost? (7$j

4. How many bags of hard candy were there? (7)

5. How many tables had shoe boxes on them? (7)

6 . How many men were in a row? (7)

7. How many flags were there in each group

in the parade? (4)

8 . How many cages were there? (7)

9. How many bulbs were in a pot? (7)

10. How many onions were in a bunch? (5)

11. How many bars of soap were in each

package? (9)
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Pre-book Lesson

1. Use Ex. 1 and the picture in the pupil’s book

as the basis for an introductory oral lesson. Ask

children to find a number problem in the picture.

Elicit the problem question in somewhat the same

form as given in the answer for Ex. 1

.

2. Lead pupils to see that Ex. 1 is a fractional-

part division problem and that Ex. 4 is a measure-

ment division problem. This can be more vividly

demonstrated by solving the two problems with

representative objects, such as buttons.

3. Be sure to stress the importance of proper

labels. The concrete solving of the problems tends

to emphasize the fact that the answer in Ex. 1

means 3 large snowballs, while in Ex. 4 it means

7 bags of candy.

Book Lesson. Written work. Check the written

work. Be on the alert to note instances where the

form j of 21 is incorrectly used for measurement

division and the form 7’s in 21 is incorrectly used

for fractional-part division. In the case of mis-

takes, make sure that pupils understand the nature

of each error made.

Check also the written work in which quotients

are found. Do this orally, an example or problem

at a time, to detect difficulty and to correct mistakes.

Differentiations and Extensions. All children

may enjoy making up examples similar to those on

page 187. Let the more capable learners help slower

learners cite incorrect facts.

Using Related Facts

Measurement D. [O)

1. To find how many groups of 7 in 42, Ralph wrote

“42 - 7 = 8.” To test his quotient, he thought, “How
many 7’s make 42?” He wrote, “6x7= 42.”

Using 6 X 7 = 42, Ralph found that 42 - 7 = 6

For each of Ex. 2 to 10, tell a related multiplication

fact to use in testing the quotient. When a quotient is

wrong, give the correct division fact.

2. 35 5 = 67
7 X5=35

5. 49 - 7 =
7 X7 = 9<f

67 8. 35 - 7 = 5
5X7=35

3. 63 4- 7 = 77
9 X 7 =6,3

6. 42-5- 6 =
1X6 =92

7 9. 56 - 8 = $7
7X8 =56

4. 56 -s- 7 = 8
9X7=56

7. 63-9 =
7X9 = 63

7 10. 42 - 7 = &
6X 7 = 4*2

Fractional-part D. fW]

11. To divide 56 into 8 equal groups, Joe wrote “g of

56 = 7.” He knew that the answer for g of 56 is the size

of each of the equal groups, so he used a M. fact in

testing his answer. He thought,
“8 times what equals 56?”

and wrote “8x7= 56.”

Using 8 x 7 = 56, Joe found that & of 56 = 7

For each of Ex. 12 to 20, tell a related multiplication

fact to use in testing the answer. When an answer is

wrong, give the correct fraction fact.

12. g of 42 = j6 7 15. i of 63 = 7
6X7=91 <7X1 = 63

18. 4 Of 42 =&
6X7 = 92

13. 4 of 49 = 07 16. | of 56 = 8
1X1 = 9<7 8X1=56

14. 4 of 56 = 7 17. i of 35 = ^7

8X1=56, 7X5=35

19. 4 of 63 = 9
7X7 = 6,3

20. 4 of 35 =#
5X7=35

O Extra Practice. Work Set 39.

188

Teaching Page 188

Pupil’s Objective: To check quotients for the

D. facts with quotients and divisors of 7 both

in measurement division and in fractional-part

division.

Pre-book Lesson. To be sure that children

understand the instructions for the written work,

do orally two or three examples for the bottom half

of the page.

New Word: related

Book Lesson. Ex. 1-10: Oral work. Ex. 11-20:

Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners may make dot patterns. For

Ex. 2 and Ex. 17 the patterns would be:

Ex. 2. 35 -T- 5 = ?

(XXXXX) (XXXXX) (xxxxx) ( xxxxx)

(xxxxx) (xxxxx) (xxxxx)

7 groups of X’s

Ex. 17. i of 35=?, or 35- 5= ?

(xxxxxxx) ( xxxxxxx) (xxxxxxx)

(xxxxxxx) ( xxxxxxx)

7 X’s in each group
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2. Extra Practice Set 39 may be used for those

who need further aid. Examples written in the

bracket form, 7)7, should be considered as either

measurement division examples or fractional-part

division examples. All others should be recogniz-

able as fractional-part division examples.

Set 39. D. facts with quotient and divisor 7

a b c d e f

1 7 4 2 3 7

1. 7)7 iof 14 7)28 Y Of 14 Y°f21 9)63

7 7 7 7 7 7

2. 7)49 i of 21 m iof 28 i of 42 4)28

7 5 7 8 6 9

3. 5)35 ^of 35 8)56 Y of 56 7)42 7)63

Teaching Page 189

Pupil’s Objectives: (a )
To organize the di-

vision tables for facts involving 7; (b) to obtain

practice on these facts.

Background. Remember that the oral practice

in rows 3-10 is to help the child identify for him-

self the facts that are hard for him so that they

can be more thoroughly learned.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Have all pupils suggest, one by one, as

many D. facts with divisor or quotient 7 as can be

remembered. Write these on the board as given

and then ask the class to help organize them into

more convenient table form.

2. Request pupils to turn to page 128 to re-

fresh their memories as to how the tables there

were formed. Be sure all children know how to

set up their papers in order to produce correct,

legible tables that may be filed in the arithmetic

notebooks.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1 and 2: Written work.

Rows 3-10: Oral work. If any child is in

doubt about a fact, it should be written on paper

for future reference and brought to the teacher’s

attention.

Making New Division Tables
Divisor or quotient 7 [W]

1. Use the left side of each box to help you make

tables of D. facts like those you made on page, 128.v

D. Facts

Divisor 7
Fraction Facts

D. Facts

Quotient 7
Fraction Facts

7+ 7 = 1 7 of 7=1 7=1=7
14 -v- 7 = 2 4 of 14 = 2 14 = 2 = 7 4 of 14 = 7

and so on to and so on to and so on to and so on to

49 = 7 = 7 4 of 49 = 7 49 = 7 = 7 4 of 49 = 7

56 -t- 7 = 5* 4 of 56 = X 56 = 8 = 7 4 of 56 = 7

63 = 7 = 9 4 of 63 = 9 63 = 9 = 7 4 of 63 = 7

2. As you did on page 129, make tables of fraction

facts to go with the D. facts. The right side of the boxes

shows how to start with 4 of 7 = 1 and 4 of 14 = 7.

[O]

Say the quotients by rows and then by columns.

a h c d e

3. 24 = 64 18= 36 35 = 15 45 = 95 49 = 77

4. 35 = 57 54= 9 lo 36= 49 14 = 12 24 = U
5. 21 = 13 32= m 63= 97 20 = 45 56 = It

6. 40 = 83 14 = 27 48= 86 28 = 14 30 = 65

7. 56 = 87 32 = 4£ 27= 93 21 = 37 36 = 99

8. 15 = 35 48= 6g 63= 79 42 = 67 18 = 63

9. 36 = 6 (o 20= 54 28= 47 30 = 5 lo 40 = 59

10. 15 = 53 42= Ho 24= 83 45 = 59 54 = 69

Make study cards for facts you find hard.

189

Differentiations and Extensions

1. All pupils should make study cards for facts

found to be hard. These may be used for study

by pairs or individually. These same hard facts

should be noted in the arithmetic notebooks. Peri-

odically, at the instigation of the teacher, each

child should go over his own arithmetic notebook,

noting facts about which he is still in doubt.

2. A variety of games may be used as an aid in

learning the D. facts more completely (see Manual,

pages 341-345).

3. More capable children may add to the grow-

ing stock of charts for the arithmetic corner by

constructing the division tables for D. facts with

divisors and quotients of 7.
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Teaching Pages 190 and 191

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To see and study the

tables of D. facts with divisors and quotients of

7 ; (b) to find and learn the corresponding uneven

D. facts; (c) to obtain practice in using these D.

facts in division computation; (d) to formulate

problems around incomplete relationships in a

connected story.

Pre-book Lesson (pages 190 and 191, top)

1. Use some of Ex. 3-10 on page 189 for a

quick oral review of the D. facts introduced in

this chapter. With books closed, help the class

to give as many of these facts as possible so they

may be organized into tables on the board. With

the completed tables for reference, have pupils

respond to questions such as:

a. How many new facts are there?

b. What are the new facts?

c. What does the 7 mean in the first row of facts?

d. What do the quotient figures in the same row
mean?

e. In what ways can we read these examples?

/. How much larger is each dividend than the divi-

dend just before it? Why?

2. Following a teaching pattern similar to that

used on page 164 (Manual, page 194) for intro-

ducing the uneven D. facts with quotients and

divisors of 6, develop and construct on the board

a table similar to the one below. Point out that

only the last three columns in the table are new.

Do not lose sight of the fact that other columns

probably need reteaching to form a continuum.

If need arises, do not hesitate to resort to X’s.

Dividing by 7

7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63

8 15 22 29 36 43 50 57 64

9 16 23 30 37 44 51 58 65

10 17 24 31 38 45 52 59 66

11 18 25 32 39 46 53 60 67

12 19 26 33 40 47 54 61 68

13 20 27 34 41 48 55 62 69

3.

Show how the table above is used by solving

a problem like, “How many weeks are there in 58

days?” Write 7)58 on the board and lead pupils

Division Facts, Divisor 7123456789
7)7 7)14 7)2! 7)28 7)35 7^42 7)49 7)56 7)63

Division Facts, Quotient 7777777777
1)7 2)14 3)2! 4)28 $)35 6)42 7)49 8)56 9)63

Do you know all the facts in the tables above? How
can you tell which facts have not been in division tables

you have had? For practice, use rows 3 to 10, page 189.

Uneven Division

Using table numbers when divisor or quotient is 7 [O]

1. Give the table numbers from the tables above.v
7; /H; it: l?\ 3S; HI ; H9; so, ; 0,3

2. What are the three new table numbers you have

just learned? H9;so>; 0,3

3. Dividing by 7. What table number do you use for

dividing 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48?^ for dividing 57, 58, 59,

60, 61, 62?56

4. In dividing by 7, what table number do you use for

53 ?w 67 ?^j 60 ?5£ 5 1 ?H9 65} 0,3 54?H9 59 }50,

For dividing by 8 and 9, you now know the table

numbers whose quotient is 7.

5. Dividing by 8. The table number for dividing 57,

58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63 is

6. Dividing by 9. The table number for dividing 64,

65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71 is

190——
to see that 56 is the table number to be used.

Since 56 -f- 7 = 8, write “8” in the quotient and

show the complete algorism with the remainder, 2,

so that the method of operation and the check for

uneven division will be brought to mind.

Book Lesson (pages 190 and 191, top)

Top of page 190: Division tables.

Ex. 1-6: Oral work. See if more capable

children can do this part of the lesson with written

responses.

Rows 7-13

:

Written work. Limit the amount

of this work for slower learners.

(Continued on page 221 , second column)
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Write quotients with their remainders on your paper,

b

7. 9)67
¥,rs

8)77
„ Z*3
9)66

r,ft3

6)51 7)60 m”
8.

%fW
7)67 4136 5)39

7,/w

7)53

(t,RX

9)56 8136

9.

%,/tx

6)50
'Ll ft

x

7)58
3,ftS

8)29
7, ft?

8)63 2)17 m
10.

&,/f2

7)44 9)38
9, ft/

7)64

2,Rl

4534
S,f?3

8)43

~R,/tl

11.

7
r
jfV

8)60 6l5f" ,iC
S,/?3

7)38^

7,ftf

7)50

12. 31282 6)4^ fjm 21195 4)3l6
_-Z,^
$67

13.
13, ft2

7)513 4)272

is. /r/

3)250
. ¥5,05
8)365

lifts

8)573 7)59

Making Valentines

Making problems [W]

First read this story all the way through. Then write
,

6 problems, using numbers in the story.

f/JThis year we made our own valentines.

From one large sheet of red paper we cut

14 hearts. We used 8 sheets of paper.
(2JWe cut out 112 arrows, 8 from each

sheet of gold paper.^

(41We bought 9 dozen envelopes at I5<t a

dozen.

W.) Things for the valentines and envelopes

cost $3.15. Stamps cost $2.94 more.^
(3.)We made 104 valentines, 60 of them one

day and the rest the next day.'fc

(OThe children took home 96 of the 104

valentines and the teacher kept the rest.^T

191

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 191

1. How many valentines did we make? (112)

2. How many sheets of gold paper did we use?

(14)

3. What was the cost of the envelopes? ($1.35)

4. How much did it cost to make the valentines

and buy the stamps? ($6.09)

5. How many valentines did we make the next

day? (44)

6. How many valentines did the teacher keep?

(8)

Differentiations and Extensions (pages 190

and 191, top)

1. Give all pupils further oral practice and en-

courage quick responses. Use uneven division

examples like the following:

7)52, 8)60, 6)44, 7)57, 9)66, 7)66, 5)38.

2. After the written work has been completed,

corrected, and rechecked, have slower learners report

facts that cause trouble and find ways to help them
master these facts—by using objects, by subtract-

ing numbers, or by using other M. or D. facts.

3. More capable children should construct for

the arithmetic corner the uneven division table

for dividing by 7.

New Word: page 191, envelopes

Book Lesson (page 191, bottom). Written

work.

Differentiations and Extensions (page 191,

bottom)

1. Help slower learners visualize each number
situation in the story by using objects or X pic-

tures. For the first paragraph, make 14 X’s on

each of 8 sheets of paper. See if these children

can be made to see that the unasked question is,

“How many X’s (valentines) are there altogether?”

Emphasize the fact that equal groups of 14 are

being combined into one large group, which is a

multiplication situation, but which, too, can be

solved more laboriously by counting or by addi-

tion. Continue in the same way for the other

paragraphs.

2. Ask more capable children to try to make up

a story containing number problems similar to the

ones in their book. These may be illustrated, read

to the class, discussed, and solved.

NOTES
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Finding Dividends
Multiplying to find n [O]

1. Joe put 5 white mice in each of 3 cages. How many

mice was he dividing among the cages?

We can write the example with n, “n -s- 5 = 3.”

You know the divisor, 5, and the quotient, 3. You

are to find the dividend, n. You have done examples

like this in checking division.

2. Study box A. Then

finish this: The product

of the quotient and the

^x^quals the dividend.
A

8X(c=48
3. Explain box B.^

4. Box C. The divisor

is .//., and the quotient

is -/&. The dividend, n,

is Tell why.

5. Box D. How do

n -s- 5 = 3, so n = 15,

because 3x5= 15.

6 =8, so n = 48.

4= 16; 4x 16= -64

so n = 6V

- 6 = 13,

you find the value of n? yAre you finding the dividend?^

To find the dividend of a division example,

multiply the quotient and the divisor.

[W]

Find dividends as you did on page 192.

6 .

a

n-r 4 = 49/?0

b

6 = 013/2

c

n = 3 = 9602/
7. n-J- 3 = 78234- nv 7= \2iq4 n -s- 9 = 3524/£

8 . n + 2 = 01/34 n -s- 9 = 16/4+ n -f- 7 = 614^/<

9. n -5- 6 = 855/0 n^4 = 87/48 n -f- 2 = 5894/7,

10 . n -5- 9 = 46 4/1/ n-i- 8 = 52 i/tt n = 5 = 6743,3;

11 . n+5 = 89 L/45 n = 3 = 41/23 n -f- 8 = 216/, 72

12 . n -*• 7 = 35 2VS n -
5- 4 = 29 //6 nv 6 = 7904,74

13. n -i- 8 = 63£04 n -f- 2 = 87/74 n + 7 = 2651,85.

So You Won't Forget!

Write your estimated answer for

1. 63 - 49./0 3. 18+71.# 5.

[W]

84 minus 21.1,0

2 . 32 + 58.^ 4. 80 - 28.50 6 . 29 plus 59+0

Write an example in which

7. 37 is the multiplicand and 6 is the multiplier.^31=111

8 . 4 is the divisor and 247 is the dividend. 241*4=(d/,R3

Write these numbers as dates:

9. Sixteen two

10 . Twelve twenty //20

Find the value of n.

13. n + 14 = 87 73

1 1 . Seventeen sixty-nine ///,</

12. Fourteen thirty-seven/VJ

14. nx5 = 625^
/\

'

oLo-C&gL)

Which fraction tells what part of the

circle is
—

>
'

15. blue
?-f- 16. dotted?^- 17. yellow?y

(Ma,)

192

Teaching Pages 192 and 193

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn how to find

missing dividends, designated by n, in division

examples; (b) to review previously taught ideas

and skills.

Background. Pupils have had many lessons of

the kind given at the bottom of page 193. The
idea is that both teacher and pupil may evaluate

some of the Grade 4 learnings without the anxiety

of a test being imposed upon the class. Pupils

should seek out with care areas of difficulty and,

with the teacher as counselor, make plans to abolish,

the hard spots.

193

Pre-book Lesson (pages 192 and 193, top)

1. Read the problem about Joe and his white

mice (or substitute a classroom derived problem),

and ask for ways to write the corresponding

example. Record the suggestions on the board.

If the answer 15 is obtained by multiplication,

accept it and suggest that since the process in-

volved dividing the mice among the cages, the

complete fact could be written as “15 -4- 5 = 3.”

With this written on the board, use a small piece

of oak tag with n printed on one side to cover the

15. Such a procedure should help the children

realize that n may be used to stand for the missing

number.
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2. Present another problem such as “Joe

divided a bag of small bread squares so that each

of the 3 cages had 9 pieces. How many bread

squares did he divide among the cages?” Suggest

that a beginning be made with n to stand for all of

the bread squares and see whether from this hint

the children can develop the example form,

n t- 9 = 3. Once the example has been shown,

discuss it and proceed through the lesson.

Book Lesson (pages 192 and 193, top)

Ex. 1-5: Oral work.

Rows 6-13: Written work. The number of

exercises may be limited for slower learners.

Book Lesson (page 193, bottom). Written

j

work.

6 from 8 is 2, and I write “2.”

3 from 3 is 0, so I don’t write anything.

Ruth said that she had an easier and quicker way and

didn’t think so many words. She said,

Look at 38 - 36, think “2” at once, and write it.

1. Why is Ruth’s way easier i*Explain it.*

Differentiations andExtensions. Slower learners

may work with objects or patterns. For example,

arrange 35 buttons in 7 rows of 5 buttons each.

Cover the entire pattern with a piece of oak tag

and say, “There are a certain number of buttons

hidden under the oak tag. They are divided into

groups of 5 buttons each so that there are 7 groups

altogether. What detective can tell me how many

i

buttons are hidden?” Place on the board the writ-

ten example in the form “w -f- 5 = 7,” and as the

[dividend is given or discovered by lifting the oak

tag, write on the board the complete fact in the

form “35 5 = 7.” Children may take turns

arranging such “secret” examples for one another.

2. What would Don think in his next subtraction,

28- 24?* What would Ruth think?*

3. In Mary’s example below, tell how to subtract using

Don’s way, then Ruth’s way. Which is easier

Explain both ways in Ex. 4 to 9.

5&g3
5/282

^32
30.

In many division examples you have subtraction like

Mary’s. Why should you subtract the new way?v
Jti jtUc&ei cumO-mAuM'.

4. 18 5. 29 6. 58

-16 -24 -56
2 S 2

7. 63 8. 37 9. 46

-63 -35 -42
0 2 4

194

Teaching Pages 194 and 195

Pupil’s Objectives: (a ) To learn how to sub-

tract directly in examples like 18—16 and 58—50;

(b) to take Test Yourself 13.

Background (pages 194 and 195, top). Here

is a good instance of the fact that learning in

arithmetic is “progressive,” that is to say, in

dealing with the same number situation progres-

sively more and more mature and economical pro-

cedures are adopted. At this point, it is time for

pupils to take a step forward in subtracting in

examples where the ten’s digits in both addends

are in the same decade making the remainder con-

tain ones only. These examples are of a kind fre-

quently found in division examples.

Book Lesson (pages 194 and 195, top). Oral

work. Show how Ex. 9 might occur by writing

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 194

1. Ruth’s way is easier because there are fewer

words to think. Ruth sees right away that 38—36
is the same as 8 — 6, which is a fact she can think

quickly.

2. For 28 — 24, Don would think “4 from 8 is

4, 2 from 2 is 0.” Ruth would think, “4.”
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[O]

Think and say the subtraction the new short way.

a b c

10. 18 49 38

-15 -45 -35
3 V- 3

11. 49 37 25

-49 -32 -24
0 5 /

12. 34 59 16

-30 -54 -12
¥ S 4

13. 36 49 67

-36 -48 -63
o / y-

Test Yourself 13
[W]

Write quotients with their remainders on folded paper,

a b c d e f g

195

the division example below on the board and

showing the division work to the point where

such subtraction is needed.

6

7)462

42

4
*

Book Lesson (page 195, bottom). Written

work. Test Yourself 13.

Differentiations and Extensions

More capable children.

a. Use row 10 to see if the “quick way” of sub-

tracting has been developed independently. If it

has, allow these children to do rows 11-13 as

written work without any of the preparatory work
on page 194.

b. See if these children can use examples from

rows 10-13 to make up division examples similar

to the one given in the previous column.

c. Let some children attempt to subtract in ex-

amples in which the ten’s digits differ by but one

decade and the one’s column requires borrowing.

Work of this kind is not too unlike the book lesson,

for, after the borrowing, the ten’s digits are alike.

Many children will have stumbled upon this fact

already, especially if much concrete work was done

during the development of the subtraction process.

Some representative examples follow:

a. 83 b. 26 c. 54 d. 30 e. 65

- 79 - 18 - 47 - 22 - 56

Teaching Pages 196 and 197

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn how to deal

with 0 as a middle figure in quotients; (b) to

practice finding the value of n in various kinds of

examples.

Background. It can be seen in box B in the

pupil’s book that the second division, 3 -f- 4,

cannot be performed. The work your pupils did

on page 169, in obtaining 0 as the quotient with a

remainder of some kind, has already prepared for

this contingency. The only difference here is that

the remainder (3 in box B) will remain in place

and be thought of as 30 ones or 32 ones when the

one’s figure is brought down from the dividend and

combined with it. The last division may then be

accomplished.

Heretofore, examples with n have been pre-

sented pretty much in the form of isolated prac-

tice—all examples in a set being of the same

type. Here they are mixed as to type. Answers

are to be given orally, thus allowing the recogni-

tion of sources of confusion.

If n in examples of any particular process cause

difficulty, reteach according to the plans presented

for the following pages: addition and subtraction;

page 113; multiplication, pages 136 and 137:

division, pages 163, 192, and 193.

d e f S

57 68 58 24

-54 -63 -53 -20
3 3" 3 9

27 39 25 17

-21 -32 -21 -12
(o 7 3

59 18 29 33

-56 -18 -27 -30
3 ~~D 7 3

38 39 48 27

-32 -35 -45 -24
(o 3 3
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0 in the Middle of the Quotient
101

1. Pilot Anderson’s plane carried 832 passengers one

month. Of these, £ were women. How
many women passengers were there?

Study the work in boxes A to C.

Box A. Divide hundreds: 8 + 4 = 2.

After writing “2” in the quotient as

hundreds and multiplying and subtracting,

do you bring down 3 tens or 3 ones?JA^

Box B. Divide tens: For 3^4=0,
you write “0” as quotient figure in ten’s

place. Then what do you bring down?v
2 onzd

Box C. Divide the ones: 32 -5- 4 = ?

What do you write in one’s place in the

quotient? Is there any remainder?%r

2. A family of 5 each ordered the same

kind of lunch at the airport. The total cost

was $5.40. What was the cost of each

lunch? Explain how to finish the work in

box D.

196

[W]

Copy and work. Check all answers.

3 .

/0(d

4)424 11.

108

3)324 19.

$4.54
2)$9.08

4.

/01, If2

6)644 12.

IOS, If2

5)527 20.

$&.so
7)$45 50

5.

. 7.0,M
3)212 13.

HO
r
If

3

4)163 21.
*4.31

8)$ 34.48

6.
,

/06>,/?3

7)745 14.
2m,ifi

2)421 22. 3)$ 1938

7. 5)150 15.
'
101

7)763 23.
*1.72

9)$42A8

8.
'
!05. RH

8)844 16.
104,115

6)629 24.
. *7.50,R3

4)$ 30.03

9.
'
208 ff!

2)417 17.
.
JOl.ffl

7)715 25. 5)$35.45

10.
. .io,/f&

9)276 18.
'

101,116,

9)915 26. 6)$48.12

© Extra Practice. Work Set 40.

What Is n?
[O]

Find the value of n in each example below.

a b c

1 . 42 + n = 49 7 7 x n = 49 7 n ^ 4 = 936

2 . n-r 5 = 135 27 = n X 93 n = 28 -r- l¥

3. 45 = n X 95 n= 54- 6H? n+ 17 = 563?

4. 7- n= 0 7 7 X n = 637 35 - n = 15

5. 56 + 7 = n63 n + 36 = 426 n = 35 + 7^2

6 . 7x8= n 56 n X 6 = 48 ? 63 + n = 707

7. 28-r- n = 4 7 48 - n = 40 £ 49 -7- 7 = n 7

8 . 7 + n = 6356 21 = nx 37 n^5=8W
9. 56 - n = 49 7 7 + 35 = nH2 n = 8 x 756

10 . 48 -r n = 86 7 + n = 21/H 7 + 28 = n35

197

2

4)832

8

20

4)832

8_
3

208

4)832

8

32

32

$108
5)$5A0

5

HO

Pre-book Lesson (pages 196 and 197, top).

Contrive a problem such as, “Our school has 245

paint boxes to divide equally among the 7 classes.

: How many paint boxes will each class receive?”

See whether pupils, with books closed, can solve

this problem in a manner somewhat similar to

;
that used in the pupil’s book.

Book Lesson (pages 196 and 197, top)

Ex. 1-2: Oral work.

Ex. 3-26: Written work. If necessary, remind

5

children how to check division examples, both

when the work does and when it does not contain

|

money numbers.

Book Lesson (page 197, bottom). Oral work.

Caution all pupils to watch the process signs care-

fully and to work each example without regard to

those previous to it or following it.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Allow slower learners to work Ex. 3-10 at the

top of page 197 on the board. Watch closely to

see that the whole division process and the check

are understood.

2. More capable learners may be able to make

problems using some of Ex. 3-26. These may be

saved and used for an extra problem-solving lesson

in the future.
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3. Pupils who require further work with divi-

sion examples may do Extra Practice Set 40.

Set 40. Zero in ten’s place in the quotient

a b c d e f

106 108 307 207 106 304

1 . 67636 5)540 3)921 4)828 7)742 2)608

206 107 101 104 302 106

2. 3)6l8 8)856 9)909 4)4l6 3)906 5J530

Teaching Pages 198 and 199

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To develop reference

measures for “pound” and “ounce,” as well as

some understanding of “ton”
; (b) to learn the facts

in the table of weight; (c) to work examples with

these measures; (d) to obtain practice in division

and in checking division skills.

Background. Children need to have real mean-

ings for the more common units of weight. They
get them in the exercises on page 198 in the pupil’s

book by finding reference measures for “pound”

and “ounce,” and on page 199, for “ton.”

The reference-measure idea was introduced in

Grade 3 in connection with linear measurement,

and reviewed in Grade 4 on page 87. Although

perhaps used less frequently than the linear refer-

ence measures, weight references are just as im-

portant, for scales and other accurate weight meas-

uring devices are much less commonly found than

rulers, yardsticks, tape measures, etc. Weights of

various objects must, therefore, be judged accord-

ing to some individually established criteria.

Develop Ex. 5-9 and the underlying concepts

with care, for this is the basis for computational

work with measurement numbers—an often un-

necessarily difficult area for pupils. Much of this

difficulty stems from the fact that denominate

(measurement) numbers are not based on a deci-

mal or tens notational system. The proper attack,

then, is to make this fact quite clear, by showing,

for example, that it takes 16 ounces (not 10) to

make a pound. By using scales and other objects,

the 16 to 1 ratio can be demonstrated graphically,

significantly, and meaningfully.

How Heavy?
Ounce, pound, ton; reference measures [C

As you know, we usually weigh small things by th<

ounce and larger things by the pound. We weigh ver

heavy things by the ton. A ton is 2,000 pounds.

1. Which of the animals in the picture above do w<

weigh by the ounce ? v by the pound ?y by the ton? v
/rruruAC/ .p xl&yfia/n

2. Find a book which weighs about 1 pound. Thinl

of it as your pound measure.

You may need to estimate how many pounds som<

things weigh. Your pound measure will help you.

a. Butter is sold in pound packages. Name othe

things that are sold this way.

b. Name some things, like sugar, that are sold ii

5-pound or 10-pound packages or cans

c. How many pounds do you weigh/

3.

How heavy is an ounce? Well, an ounce weighs s<

little that it is not easy to estimate in ounces.

a. Find out how many sheets of paper of the same sizi

weigh an ounce. Think of this as your ounce measure

b. How many ounces does this book weigh 1

c. Weigh enough crayons to make 10 ounces.

198

Pre-book Lesson (pages 198 and 199, top)

Materials needed. Have on hand a pair of scales

and a number of things weighed in ounces (bundles

of pencils, boxes of erasers), and in pounds (over-

coats, rubber boots, large books).

1. Have children estimate the weights of ob-

jects and compare them with the reference meas-

ures (held perhaps in the other hand). Final veri-

fication should be provided by weighing the articles

on the scales. Most children enjoy this process of

“testing” the weights of familiar objects. Be sure

to allow them opportunity to suggest things the

weights of which they would like to consider.
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2,OOOfxtu/yMlb4.

How much is a ton?A If 30 children each weigh

almost 70 pounds, in all they weigh about a ton!

You should know this table of measure:

16 ounces (oz.) = 1 pound (lb.)' 1 lb. = 16 oz.

2,000 lb. = 1 ton (T.) 1 T. = 2,000 lb.

Changing to another unit of measure [WJ

On your paper, work Ex. 5 to 9.

5. How many ounces in

all does a 5-pound bag of

j

sugar weigh? Study box A.

6. Nine children weigh

685 pounds in all, or how many pounds less than a to

7. A box weighs 1 pound 2 ounces,

,

or J%- ounces.

8. How many 2-ounce candy bars

j

make a pound? Study box B.

B

16 oz. = 1 lb.

2’s in 16 = *

16 OZ. (ounces in 1 lb.)

X5
%0 02. (ounces in 5 lb.)

5 tons of coal are how many pounds of coal in al^?^^

Practice in Dividing and Checking
[W]

Copy and divide. Check all answers.

1.

2b0.lt/

2)521 6.

90.R3

6)483 11.

2. 71322 7.

79. R3

5)398 12.

3.

70, R!

3)211 8. 13.

4.

92.R4
6)556 9.

70.R3

4)283 14.

5.

(oO,l?S

9)545 10.
8o.m

3)242 15.

199

$4.H,R3

9>37.92
$S.0£

-

7)$35 35
$9.so,m

5)

$42.52
$4.01

6)

$24.12
$ 7. 04

4)$28.16

2.

Develop independently of the pupil’s book

the first two items in the first row of the tables of

j

weight (above the written work on page 199) by

letting children weigh many articles almost equal

to or slightly heavier than a pound. If possible,

[obtain items that weigh exactly 1, 2, or 4 ounces

and weigh enough to make a pound; then, by

[multiplication, let pupils discover how many

i
ounces equal one pound. They may also experi-

[ment to see how many ounces equal 2 pounds,

1-! pounds, etc. For the rest of the table, simply

|

say that the large numbers make it inconvenient

to think of many more than 2,000 pounds, so it

has been decided to let 2,000 pounds equal 1 ton.

New Words: page 198, ton

;

page 199, coal

Book Lesson (pages 198 and 199, top)

Materials needed. Scales that will weigh ounces

accurately for Ex. 3.

Ex. 1-4: Oral work. Be sure the abbreviations

oz., lb., and T. are recognized, understood, and

can be reproduced when required.

Ex. 5-9: Written work. Do these orally with

slower learners, but allow more capable children to

proceed alone to see what progress can be made
without help. Direct all pupils to make note of

and study the facts that had to be obtained by

looking at the table of weight equivalents.

Book Lesson (page 199, bottom). Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Prompt all pupils to become used to thinking

about the weights of things in school, at home, and

in the community. Encourage them to tell about

experiences involving weights and weighing and

ask them to bring to school whatever mention of

weight they may have noticed, such as bridge-load

limits in tons, packaged-goods weights in ounces,

or truck capacities in pounds. Many of these may
be illustrated or displayed.

2. Let more capable children try to discover the

origin of the pound and ounce units.

3. Invite an inspector of weights and measures

to the class to speak on his duties in preserving

honest weight.

4. Provide a wealth of activities similar to those

in the Pre-book Lesson, especially for slower

learners.

NOTES
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Do You Know?
[° ]

1. Decide on six children in your room who, you think,

weigh the same number of pounds. Who are they?

2. Mr. Black is driving his car 40 miles an hour. Will

the car go 6 times that fast?

3. Can £ of one thing be larger than £ of another

thing? Explain.^

4. Can you walk a mile in 7 minutes? f

5. Did you ever see a ball game at 2:30

6. 7 is one part of 10. What is the other part ?3

A.M.?

/nsrt

Right or Wrong? Why?
Be careful. What is wrong in Ex. 1 to 9?

1. Dividends are always smaller
;

than divisors.

2. The date, seventeen six, is written as 176.
xAd M/ixtt&ny /70&

3. In dividing 47 by 7, the table number is 49.

4. Mike says that his horse weighs at least 8 tons, if

5. Some addition examples have 5 or 6 products, v
jx/iffnct, AddcticTt/ JuMM/Aumd

6. Sam says that he can carry "2 stones which weigh

250 pounds each,

7. The whole story in multiplication and division

about 7, 7, and 49 has four parts.

7X7=7?; 79 + 7=7
8. To find £ of 42, you multiply 42 by

cti&uit' 7% 'Ay- 7

9. 1 lb. of sand weighs more than 1 lb. of feathers.*

-200

Teaching Page 200

Pupil’s Objective: To teach important arith-

metical ideas and skills.

Background. Notice that the number situa-

tions are given in such a way that pupils are re-

quired to bring real quantitative understanding

to bear upon problems that might exist in every-

day life.

Do not be satisfied that pupils respond to each

exercise correctly. Provide an enriched background

by expanding reasons given for answers and by dis-

cussing each situation to the limit desired by the

class. For example, in Ex. 4 establish the fact

that walking a mile in 7 minutes amounts to a

speed of little over mph (60 4- 7 = 8£). See

if children realize that the average adult can, with

a fast pace, walk about 4 miles an hour, and that

the average leisurely pace is about 2 or 3 miles an

hour. Bring out the fact that the world’s record

in a one-hour walking race is a little over 8|- mph.

Incite children with the spirit of experimentation.

If some children live about a mile from school,

let the walk home or to school be timed. Help

all pupils better to visualize a distance of one mile.

Employ the same tactics and spirit with the other

examples.

Book Lesson. Oral work. In the work at the

bottom of the page, emphasize the word “why.”

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 200-

(top)

2. No. 6 X 40 = 240 mph. Under ideal con-

ditions the average car could probably attain a

maximum speed around 100 mph. Speed on the

highways is regulated according to requirements

of safety. On some superhighways passenger cars

may travel up to 80 mph with safety. On a race-

way, gasoline-driven vehicles have produced in

excess of 390 mph.

3. | of 1 lb. = 2 oz., which is larger than \ oz.

Also, J of a pumpkin is larger than \ of an apple.

4. No. See Background section for teaching

this lesson.

(bottom)

4. 8 tons is 16,0001b. A heavy Belgian draft

horse might weigh as much as 2,300 lb. Draft

horses weigh from 1,5001b. to 2,2001b., while

saddle horses weigh about 900 lb. to 1,300 lb.

6 . 2 X 250 lb. = 500 lb. A man in excellent

condition might lift the equivalent of his own
weight to his shoulders. The average fourth-

grade child might lift one half to all of his own
weight.

9. “A pound’s a pound, the world ’round” is

sometimes used to emphasize the fact that the

weight of an object is not directly related to its size.
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Written Practice

Copy and work.

1. 401 2. 748 3. 690 4. $18.27

X3 -408 x7 + 47.69
4J0J JW *65.%

5. 500 6. 417 7. 463 8. $29.57

-476 X8 295 8.53
2*

420 + 52.15

9.

70.R3

4)283
SIM

,
no

10. 7)40r
7357

W 15

11. 4,507 12. 9,642 13. 88 14. $5.47

x2 -937 246 60.29
¥,OI¥ 8.705

3,508 8.34

15.

708

5)3^40
87/

16. 3)2373 + 289
~^tjt

+ 18.63
*81.13

Test Yourself 14
[W1

Copy and work. Check all answers.

1. 710 2. 369 3. 557 4. 314
-482
218

x5
/,8¥S

+ 7,394
7,85/

X7

5. 847 6. 624 7. 557 8. 325
-386 x9 360 199

5,6/6 903 4,677

9.

S6
8)448

65,8/

10. 3)196 + 718
2,538

+ 2,083
~7, 22¥

11. 1,123 12. 702 13. 8,438 14. 608
-856 X4 -2,786 X2
267 1,808 5,652 p7Z

15.
20, rz

8)162
86,*l

16. 4)386
¥07

17. 3)2)035
$!.¥/

18. 2)$5)82

201

Teaching Page 201

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To obtain written

practice in mixed computational skills
; (b) to take

Test Yourself 14 covering mixed practice involving

the four basic arithmetic processes.

Background. Use the written practice at the

top of the page to help diagnose difficulties encoun-

tered in mixed computational skills. Let all pupils

analyze and correct errors before taking Test

Yourself 14. If necessary, reteach areas shown to

be weak throughout the whole class. This prepara-

tion will give confidence to pupils who have an in-

ordinate fear of tests based on a feeling that they

are inadequately prepared.

Book Lesson. Ex. 1-16 (top): Written work;

Ex. 1-18 (bottom): Written work. Test Your-

self 14.

Differentiations and Extensions. Have all pu-

pils enter corrected examples from the test in their

notebooks. Provide individualized practice as

needed.

Teaching Pages 202 and 203

(.Please turn the pagefor reproduced pages 202 and

203 from the pupil's book.)

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn the im-

portance of understanding problems as wholes

before attempting to solve them; (b) to obtain

practice in selecting the correct process in prob-

lems; (c) to demonstrate understanding of the

meaning of processes by solving problems.

Background. The next seven pages (202-208)

comprise a unit of several lessons, all devoted to a

study of problem-solving.

Because your pupils have developed insight into

arithmetical processes and concepts, they need no

special pattern for problem-solving, no series of

“steps” to be taken one after another, no “cues”

(which can as often indicate an incorrect process as

a correct one), no model to follow. They can attack

real or contrived problem situations directly and

intelligently. This unit of study will help maintain

and further such abilities.

Your pupils have had experience with lessons

similar to the one on page 203 except that here

numbers are omitted in order to avoid distraction

from concern about computation, and to show that,

after all, process meanings are general and not tied

up with numbers. Accept no answer, be it correct

or incorrect, without insisting upon a reason for

the choice.

Pre-book Lesson

1. See if children can tell, without reference to

their books, that addition or multiplication is used

when groups are put together, and subtraction or

division when groups are separated. Have them

turn to page 103 so these generalizations may be

seen and studied in more complete form.
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Joan Coes Shopping
Understanding the problem [O]

To solve any problem, you

must understand it.

Read, but do not solve,

problems 1 to 7, below. Tell

what each of these problems

is about and what you must

find . ( Jee. 7Tfgnutl /douqjl 23/.)

1.

Mother bought 3 pairs

of socks for Joan at 350 a

pair. How much did the socks

cost? 'k ($/. os)

2. Joan spent $0.25 for candy and $1.79 for her

father’s present. She spent _?_ for these things. k&2M)

3. Joan saw a basket for $1.19. She bought it for her

mother and then had 420 left. How much did Joan have

before buying the basket? k(*Ul)

4. Joan bought each of her 4 sisters a 150 present.

How much did Joan have to pay for the four presents

5. Mother also spent 150 for thread, 250 for buttons,

50 for needles, and 950 for cloth, or how much in all }k($/.W)

6. Mother said that she would buy Joan a record

for $1.80 if Joan would save g of the money. How much
money would Joan have to save for the record? k iW.GO)

7. On the way home, Joan’s mother counted her

money. She had a quarter, a dime, a nickel, and 5

pennies. How much money was this > It($0.45)

- — —202

2. Use a problem something like, “I have 12

erasers. I want to wrap them in bundles of 3. How
many pieces of wrapping paper will I need?”

Show the erasers and have them divided into 4

equal groups. Establish the fact that the process

used was division. Then hold up a box of erasers

so that pupils cannot tell how many there are.

Say, “I want to wrap these erasers in bundles.

Who can tell me how I can tell how many pieces

of wrapping paper I will need?” Elicit the answer,

“By dividing the erasers into equal groups.”

Bring out the point that when numbers are not

given in a problem situation, the method of solving

still can be stated.

New Words: page 202, record, socks

Which Process Should You Use?
Selecting the process in problems without numbers [O]

To solve problems, you must decide when to add,

subtract, multiply, or divide . Look again at page 103.

Tell what to do to solve problems 1 to 7, below.

1. If you know how many candles go in a holder and

how many candles you have in all, how can you tell how

many holders you can fill? k

2. If you know how many candles you had and how

many are left, how can you tell how many you used?^

3. If you know the cost of a pencil and plan to buy

several, how can you tell the total cost?^

4. If you know how many books are in the closet and

on the shelf and on the table, how can you tell how many

books there are in all? k

5. If you know how many foreign stamps a boy has

and he says he will keep a certain number and give you

the rest, how can you tell how many he will give you?^

6. If you know the cost of a Savings Stamp, how can

you tell how many you can buy with your money?^

7. If your mother knows how many eggs she has and

how many eggs it takes to make a cake, how can she tell

how many cakes she can make? k
Solving problems [W]

To solve problems, you must understand the meaning

of the problem and know which process to use .

Solve problems 1 to 7 on page 202. Write your work

On paper. 202 fertramAtveddl)

203—-——
Book Lesson (page 202). Oral work. Read

problem 1, and have someone tell in his own words

what the problem is about and what is to be found

in that problem. Or, dramatize the problem

situation by appointing one girl to be “mother”

and another to be the clerk. Have them then

engage in dialogue appropriate to the problem,

ending with “mother” acting out the purchase

and payment. Then relate the performance to

the need for multiplying to solve the problem.

New Word: page 203, process

Book Lesson (page 203)

Ex. 1-7: Oral work.

(
1Continued near the bottom of the next column)
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rAnswers Not on Reproduced Page 202

What the problem is about What must be found

1 . Mother buying socks The total cost of

3 pairs

2. Joan buying candy and

a present

The total cost for

both

3. Joan buying a basket How much money
Joan had first

4. Joan buying presents The total cost for

4 presents

5. Mother buying sewing

supplies

The total cost for

all items

6. Joan saving part of the

cost of a record

How much Joan

would have to save

7. Mother counting her

change

The total amount

of change

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 203—

1. Divide the number of candles in all by the

number of candles in a holder.

2. Subtract the number of candles left from the

number had at first.

3. Multiply the cost of one pencil by the num-

ber to be purchased.

4. Add the number of books in all three places.

5. Subtract the number of stamps he will keep

from the total number in the collection.

6. Divide the amount of money to be spent on

Savings Stamps by the cost of one stamp.

7. Divide the number of eggs in all by the

number for one cake.

Reading to Understand
Data missing [O]

To solve problems, you must

find all the numbers you need .

Read each problem and tell

if anything is missing. Tell a

number you could use.

1. Mike kept pitching the ball to Tom. Then Tom
had his turn of pitching to Mike. How many more times

did Tom pitch than Mike

2. Mike made 12 wild pitches. Tom made 6 more

than Mike. How many wild pitches did Tom make?//*

3. Tom has saved 38tf. Has he enough to ouy the new

baseball he wants ? $/.2s

4. In one game, Tom’s team made 8 more nms than

Jack’s team. How many runs did Tom’s team make?v
Su-faofAsteam,

5. Jack’s team made 12 errors in the game. Tom's

team made only i as many errors. How many errors did

Tom’s team make?J

6. Tom’s team made 3 times as many hits as Jack’s

team. How many hits was that

aa//
7. During the game, Tom sr team used 5 more players

than Jack’s team used. How many players did Tom’s

team 'nuwtfyfa of steams, A<ac£/

204-

Teaching Page 204

Pupil’s Objective: To learn that another reason

for reading problems all the way through is that

some information may be missing.

Bottom ofpage: Written work. Before this work

is attempted, have children tell what process is to

be used for solving each of problems 1-7 on page

202 .

Differentiations and Extensions. More ca-

pable children may enjoy supplying hypothetical

numbers in order to make possible the solving of

problems 1-7 on page 203 in the pupil’s book.

Background. Only Ex. 2 and 5 can be solved.

All the others lack certain items of information.

It has already been made clear that problems must

be read carefully if the method of solving is to be

discovered. Now pupils should become aware of

the idea that all problems may not contain the in-

formation necessary for solving.

Many of the problems that confront adults and

pupils in everyday experience lack important data.
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Often the missing facts must first be identified

before they can be ferreted out and supplied.

This whole process is sometimes referred to as re-

search. Your pupils are, then, receiving excellent

training for the kind of work they will probably

meet as adults.

Pre-book Lesson. Write on the board some of

the problems from page 202 in the pupil’s book.

While pupils watch, erase important numbers from

each so as to render them unsolvable. For example,

erasing the “4” and the “four” in Ex. 4 makes it

become, “Joan bought each of her sisters a 15^

present. How much did Joan have to pay for the

presents?” Ask why the problem in its new form

cannot be solved. Elicit the response that certain

necessary numbers are missing. Establish the

recognition of such problems as the goal for the

day’s lesson. See if you can convey the importance

of the lesson by a discussion of the engineer’s task

in locating such problems and then supplying the

information required for a correct and useful solu-

tion of the derived problems.

New Word: errors

Book Lesson. Oral work. Be sure pupils sug-

gest numbers which will make plausible problems.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. More capable children may wish to try to

supply a number that could be used in each prob-

lem where data are missing, proceeding then to

solve the problems as written work.

2. Slower learners may tell what numbers could

be taken from Ex. 2 and 5 so that they, too, would

be unsolvable.

Making Your Own Problems
Making definite type of question [W]

Make the kind of problem the letter tells you to .

1. One third of the 414 workers in a factory work from

4:00 a.m. to 12 m. JD.

2. About s of the 414 workers drive automobiles to

work. D.

3. Mr. Snow works 176 hours in 4 weeks. D. it

4. On Mr. Snow’s job, the pay is $1.65 an hour for an

8-hour day. M.

5. Mr. Allen works part of each week. In 3 weeks he

earned $29.70, $36.50, and $26.95. A.

6. Out of his weekly pay of $65.00, Mr. Daniels sets

aside $4.50 for Savings Bonds. S. it

7. Each week, food costs the Daniels family about 3

times as much as the $13.50 a week it used to cost. M.
8. Once the factory had to let go from their work 168

of its 414 workers. S.it

9. Of the 168 men who lost their jobs, 78 found new
jobs at once. S.^

205

3.

Lead all pupils to realize that the numbers in

problems may be changed to make new problems.

Let them try to make up new problems in this way.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 205-

1. How many workers are on the 4:00 to 12 M.
shift? (138)

2. How many workers drive automobiles? (207)

3. Mr. Snow works how many hours a week? (44)

4. What is Mr. Snow’s pay per day? ($13.20)

5. How much did he earn in 3 weeks? ($93.15)

6 . After the cost of the Savings Bonds is taken

out, how much does Mr. Daniels have left? ($60.50)

7. How much does the Daniels family pay each

week for food? (about $40.50)

8. How many workers continued working? (246)

9. How many men did not find new jobs? (90)
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Teaching Pages 205 and 206

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To write questions for

problem-solving situations labeled as to the process

used in solving; (b) to see demonstrated the use-

lessness of “cue” words in solving problems.

Background. When required to compose

specified types of problems from given number

situations, children are forced to think carefully

about process meanings and about the information

that is given in the situation. The work in the

pupil’s book, page 205, will help you discover

which pupils are proficient in problem-solving,

and which need further help.

Pupils who rely on “cue” words to help them

solve problems are in serious difficulty. Perhaps

after the work on page 206, they will be convinced

that they must develop a new approach to problem-

solving based on the meaning of the underlying

processes.

New Word: factory

Book Lesson (page 205). Written work. Do
one or two problems orally so that slower learners

will understand the nature ofthe task. More capable

children may be asked to attempt to solve the prob-

lems they form, but the outcome of the lesson

—

making problems from number situations—should

be emphasized.

Book Lesson (page 206). Oral work. Write

Ex. 1-4 on the board and without further discus-

sion have pupils solve them as a written lesson.

Determine from the results which pupils seem to

Don't Let Words Trick You!
Cue words [O]

Instead of studying the meaning of the problem to find

out if he is to add or subtract or to multiply or divide,

Bill just looks for special words
. Quite often by studying

only these words Bill makes mistakes in the problems .

In Ex. 1 to 4, tell what Bill should have thought in

order to choose the right process.

Bill divided for Ex. 1 because he saw “each.” He
should have found the product of six 2’s. Explain.

1. Each of 6 boys has 2 baseballs. How many base-

balls have they altogether? (72J

Bill added in Ex. 2 because he saw “in all.” What
would you do?^

2. In all, there are 32 children in our room. Sixteen

are boys. How many are girls ?/£

The word “less” in Ex. 3 made Bill subtract. Why
is this not a subtraction problem?

3. I have 15tf. That is 9<t less than George has. How
much has George? I4l

The word “total” in Ex. 4 told Bill to add. What
process would you use?^

4. My book has a total of 150 pages. I have read 85

pages. How many pages have I yet to read?£f

206

rely on cue words, and then by means of the oral

work, try to convince them that their approach to

problem-solving is inadequate.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 206-

1. If Bill had seen that 6 equal groups of 2 base-

balls had to be combined, he would have recognized

the correct process as multiplication.

2. Bill should have remembered that when a

large group is separated into smaller unequal

groups, subtraction is to be used.

3. If Bill had let n be the amount George had.

he would have seen that n— 9<( = 15^; then he

would have realized that he should add, 15^+9 ji =

24fi, to discover n, or the amount of money George

had.

4.

Bill should remember that subtraction is

used when separating a large group into smaller

groups.
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Finding What Is Wrong
Delecting errors in problem-solving [O]

Problems 1 to 4 were not solved correctly. The work

is shown beside each problem. Can you explain why the

mistakes were made ?

1. The boys’ basketball team made a

total of 211 points. The girls’ team made

185 points. How many fewer points did

the girls make? (26>)

2. Mr. Fox spends $5.28 for his bus

tickets each week going to and from work.

He rides on the bus 6 days. How much

does Mr. Fox spend for tickets each day?v
fwm

3. After spending $2.89 of her $7.28,

how much did Mrs. Frank have left ?i((H39)

111

ns
396

* 7. 2 %

-2.3 5

4. There are 126 cards for a game and

3 children playing. If each child has the

same number of cards, how many will each

one have?^2

—207

Teaching Page 207

Pupil’s Objective: To realize the importance

of working problems with accuracy and under-

standing.

Background. Generally children are en-

couraged by the fact that others can also make
errors. It is easier, too, for them to diagnose mis-

takes other than their own. In so doing, practice

will be obtained in analyzing sources of errors and,

at the same time, some of the possible problem-

solving difficulties will become apparent.

Pre-book Lesson. One approach to the lesson

is to have all pupils solve the four problems at the

top of the page without reference to the errors

shown in the illustrative examples. A comparison

may then be made between the pupils’ work and

that in the pupil’s book. This is only suggested

in the case that your pupils are relatively proficient

and will not make many errors themselves.

Book Lesson. Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions. Have all

pupils use the skills learned on this page to detect

errors made in previous problem-solving lessons.

Teaching Page 208

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To see the importance

of being proficient in computational skills in order

to solve problems correctly; (b) to see summarized

the essential problem-solving abilities.

Background. Pupils have had many experiences

in diagnosing their own computational mistakes.

This lesson provides them an opportunity to locate

errors in work not their own—an important but

often overlooked arithmetical ability.

Generally, computational work with figures is a

practical tool in everyday life only when some sort

of problem situation is being solved. Stress the

idea that the correct approach to solving a problem

can be taken and failure still ensue owing to inabil-

ity to work processes correctly.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 207-

1. Subtraction should be used in place of

addition.

2. Division should be used in place of multi-

plication.

3. It was forgotten that a ten and a hundred

were borrowed.

4. Both partial divisions and both multiplications

are incorrect.
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Do You Work Accurately?
Errors due to computation [W]

To solve problems, you must work accurately .

Mistakes have been made in some of these examples.

Copy the wrong examples and work them correctly.

1. 2. 3. 4.m
~360

$1.02
X7

500
-86

-ts,64q

6,146
*1.56

434
4H4

’ uz
6

- m 7
- $$.09

n 620, es

M
3'L--

JiL.

30
7143??

G fi to
“fllo

/,ooe

54
JfL

Your work on pages 202

Problem-solving; essential abilities [O]

to 208 has been to help you

with problem-solving.

To be able to solve problems, you must

a. understand what the problem is about and what you

are asked to find.

b. study the problem carefully to see whether groups

are to be put together or taken apart.

If groups are to be put together you must decide

whether to add or multiply. If groups are to be taken

apart, you must decide whether to subtract or divide.

c. be able to find all the numbers you need to use.

d. work accurately.

—-208—-— —
The essential abilities at the bottom of the page

in the pupil’s book represent a resume of the pre-

ceding lessons. Notice that no mention of “cues”

or other trick problem-solving techniques is made.

To solve problems, one must understand.

Pre-book Lesson. Encourage children to see

the importance of accurate work in arithmetic by

prompting them to discuss the many ways number

work touches their life. Ask them to think, too,

about how accurate computational work is vital in

their parents’ vocations. Some may think of the

necessity of making correct change, figuring the

maximum load of a bridge, making out income-tax

returns, payrolls, etc.

New Word: accurately

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-8: Written work. Be sure all pupils un-

derstand the assignment. Suggest that the best

way to discover errors is to re-do each example

and then compare the work with that in the pupil’s

book for differences.

Bottom of page: Oral work. Essential problem-

solving abilities. Your pupils have already re-

viewed, studied, and practiced these abilities.

Turn with them to the various pages so they will

be reminded of the abilities as they are discussed.

For ability a, turn in the pupil’s book to page 202;

for b, turn to pages 203, 206; for c, page 204;

and for d, pages 207 and 208 (top).

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Do three or four of Ex. 1-8 as an oral lesson

with slower learners. Limit the assignment if neces-

sary.

2. More capable children.

a. They may write a short composition on the

importance of accurate computational work.

b. Some may wish to dramatize a situation con-

cerning, for example, a child who cannot do accu-

rate arithmetic work and, therefore, finds himself in

various kinds of trouble.

c. Others may interview adults as to their feel-

ings about the importance of doing figure work

correctly.

3. Have made for the arithmetic corner a large

chart of the essential problem-solving abilities listed

at the bottom of the pupil’s book page. Each child

should also make for his arithmetic notebook a

chart similar to the one made for the addition in-

ventory test but involving the essential problem-

solving abilities. All pupils should use the chart

in analyzing problems done incorrectly on previous

pages.

NOTES
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To Keep in Practice

to]

1. Divide by 3 the numbers in column a in the box.*

2. Divide b and c by 5.^

3. Divide c and d by 7.^

Estimate answers for these:

4. 51+3770 7. 19 + 4160

5. 98 - 49-00 8. 78 - 2160

6. 82 - 58 20 9. 62+18*0

a b c d

21 13 33 54

23 29 40 45

10 25 49 58

27 20 46 42

18 12 _27 _51
7? 79 205 25Z

10 .

11 .

12 .

13.

Tell the value of n in rows 10 to 15.

a b

n h- 7 = 9 63

n -f- 8 = 45

56 = n x 7/

56 - n = 48f

14. n = 42 h- 6 7

15. n-s- 8 = 570

n = 60 - 852

n + 8 = 48VO

8 x n = 32 V

n + 7 = 6356

10 = n+ 6 +

35 - n = 0-35

n-r 7 = IV?

6 X 7 = n V2

54 - n = 486

35 - 7 = n2(f

36 = n x 66

n X 9 = 546

m
16 to 19. Copy and add the numbers in each column

in the box above. Check your sums. ( oSotaa.)

20 to 25. Subtract 859 from each number below.

2,900 3,798 4,987 3,611 2,194 4,223
1,04/ 2,939 V,/2? 2, 151 /,335 3,3(>V

26 to 31. Subtract 2,067 from each number above.
933 /,73/ 2,920 /,59V /27 2,/56>

32 to 37. Divide each number above by 7. Check.
V/V,RZ 5V1,R9- 1/2, R3 5/5, Rt, 3/3,R3 (>03,Rl

38 to 43. Multiply each number below by 9. Check.

4074663 165 4VfS 121 (>,507 3103,330 6545,m 7126,W
-209

Teaching Page 209

Pupil’s Objective: To obtain practice, oral and

written, in various computational skills.

Background. A study of the pupil’s book will

reveal that a wealth of computational practice is

provided in this lesson. Decide prior to the lesson

whether or not all examples are to be used.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-15: Oral work. Do part of Ex. 1 so all

pupils will realize how the examples are formed.

Ex. 16-43: Written work. Help pupils see how
the exercises are to be set up and numbered by

having each example copied and numbered before

work proceeds. Walk about the room to see that

there is no misunderstanding of directions.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. It may be well to have more capable children

do a selected sample of the oral work as written

work while slower learners work orally with the

teacher.

2. Have all pupils write difficult examples in

their arithmetic notebooks so that these may be

studied and practiced at a later date.

Teaching Pages 210 and 211

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To reteach the terms

“subtrahend” and “minuend”; (b) to learn how to

find missing minuends, designated by «, in com-

plex subtraction examples
; (c) to get written prac-

tice in finding missing numbers designated by n

in examples mixed as to operation.

Background. On completion of this lesson,

your pupils will know how to find n in any process,

no matter what missing figure it designates.

Notice how, in Ex. 7 on page 210, finding the

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 209

1. Dividing column a by 3 2. Dividing columns b and c by 5 3. Dividing columns c and d by 7

a b c c d

7 2, R3 6, R3 4, R5 7, R5

7, R2 5, R4 8 5, R5 6, R3

3, R1 5 9, R4 7 8, R2
9 4 9, R1 6, R4 6

6 2, R2 7, R2 5, R2 7, R4
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Finding Minuends

Adding lo find n [O]

1. An addend is a number to be«f^^

2. A multiplicand is a number to be /^^^'
3. A dividend is a number to be

A
456 minuend

-279 subtrahend

177 remainder, or

difference

4. In A,

It is the number to be

279 is the

5.

In box A, the name for

456 is^f^
A

6

.

Do you see most of the word “minus” in the

word “minuend”? “Minus” means “less,” so 456 is the

number to be made

7.

You check subtraction by adding theT_. and the
/UidduiJl%n5' . ,

S>rwn*<*VlyC/s /\
_A_. If then sum equals the the answer is correct.

8 . For dinner we ate 18 of the

rolls Mother made. Twelve rolls

were left. How many rolls did

Mother make? n - 18 = 12.

Study the work in box B. Tell

why you can add to find n.
Awiuxvrisd&t, +sdiAJfoaA&nsd' =/>^u/nue^d/

9. After selling 348 sheep, a

farmer had 587 left. How many did

he have at first? n - 348 = 587.

Tell why the work in box C gives the answer. ‘yousaMO

a//rmSuwru£/.

If you know both the remainder (or the

difference) and the subtrahend, you can find

the minuend by adding.

B
n 12

-18 + 18

12 30

C
n 587

-348 + 348

587 935

[WJ

Find the value of n. Write your work on paper.

10 . n - 26 = 19 /OS 17. n - 257 = 476 733

11 . n - 47 = 89 /J6 18. n - 484 = 419703

12 . n — 63 = 122 /iS 19. n - 371 = 2406//

13. n - 86 = 37/25 20 . n - 757 = 508/265

14. n - 52 = 101/53 21 . n - 973 = 5691,541

15. n - 468 = 337£05 22 . n - 1,048 = 775/223

16. n - 513 = 288*?/ 23. n - 4,282 = 3,649 7?3/

Finding II in A., S., Mv and D.
[W]

Find the value of n in each example. Be careful! Use

the correct process each time.

1 . n 4 = 27S///2 11 . 6 times n = 2,442707

2 . n = 507 - 264 2¥3 12 . n - 790 = 948 /73/

3. n - 449 = 692 7/7/ 13. n = 7 times 309 2,/63

4. n = 8 X 217/736 14. 4 x n = 3,156 7/7

5. 217 = 7 X n J/ 15. n plus 392 = 758366

6 . 856 = n + 379 ¥11 16. n 8 = 560 7, ¥£0

7. n -r- 8 = 463 3,10¥ 17. n minus 3,184 = 2,5685,732

8 . n - 437 = 352 /£Cj 18. n = 3 X 675 2,025

9. 206 = nv5 /t 030 19. 1,218 -h 2 = n 60?

10 . 748 - n = 4003W 20 . n - 609 = 5,8856

210 211

missing minuend is shown by a relationship your

pupils already know, the subtraction check. The
work is shown first, in box B, in the more natural

vertical algorism form and then as part of a prob-

lem situation in the horizontal form in Ex. 8 and

9. After this development, all pupils should be

able to discover themselves the generalization

given in the pupil’s book.

Pre-book Lesson (pages 210 and 211, top).

Write on the board an addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division example and as an

oral lesson have pupils tell the name for each part.

If pupils have not heretofore placed examples

such as these in their arithmetic notebooks, have

them do so now.

Book Lesson (pages 210 and 211, top)

Ex. 1-9: Oral work. For Ex. 4 and 5, be sure

all pupils realize that answers are to be obtained by

reference to box A.

Ex. 10-23: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions (pages 210

and 211, top)

1. Have a chart constructed for the arithmetic

corner containing the vocabulary discussed in the

Pre-book Lesson.

2. If slower learners have difficulty with Ex. 10-

23, use simple S. fact examples with n, similar to

those suggested in rows a and b in the first column

on the next page.
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Can You Solve Problems?
Problem Test 5

Write your work for problems 1 to 7. Work carefully.

1. In the year 1950, the town of Ashby had 5,280

people. About & of those people had radios in their

homes. How many of the people of Ashby had radios ?v
oUootm

2. In the year 1940 Ashby had 4,975 people. How

many more people did Ashby have in 1950 than in 1940?

Use a number from Ex. 1 JOS'

3. The count of people in 1950 showed that there were

267 families of 4 people each. How many people in all

were in families of this size? /,06g

4. One third of these 267 families own their homes.

How many of these families own their homes ?<P?

5. Mr. Fox, who lives in Ashby, owns three farms of

160 acres, 85 acres, and 228 acres. How many acres does

Mr. Fox own in all? 4<-13

6 . On each of his 3 farms Mr. Fox plants 38 acres in

oats. How many acres of oats does he plant in all? //¥

7. Tom’s father owns two stores in Ashby. One store

is rented for $67.50 a month and the other, for $82.50.

How much more rent does Tom’s father get each month

from the second store than from the first? t/5.00

-212

Do You Make Mistakes?
Diagnostic Test 5

Copy and work rows 1 to 6 .

Study
Pages

Practice

Sets

1 .

a b c
7,M 7,/r^ 1,RS

7)50 8)60 9^68
190

2. *of63? i of 56 7 £ of 427 189, 190 39

3.

4.

Check your work for these:

a b
60,n <60,w

51302 6)364
/07 $¥.OV

4)428 7)$28.56

170,

196

37, 38,

40,41

5.

6 .

Find n in rows 5 and 6 .

,,,
n -f- 6 = 47 2^ nn- 8 = 74A

ns
n - 68 = 43"/ n - 92 = 83A

192, 210

Written Practice

M. and D.

1 to 6 . Multiply each number below by 7. Check.

406 2,m 732-V^ 980W 518^6 249^ 870<tf*

7 to 12. Multiply each number above by 6 . Check.
I,¥36 ¥,3<f2 S,m 3,/Of S,2Z0

13 to 18. Divide each number below by 8 . Check.

40550,rs 18$ 23,/?/ 371 ¥6, *3 2,036^^5,130^^ 4,828^

19 to 24. Divide^each nurnb^above b^9. Cheeky ^

-213

a. nnnnnnn n n

- 9 — 3 — 7 — 5 — 4 — 1 —

6

— 2 —

8

7 12 2 7 6 17 5 11 6

b. n— 3=6 n— 9=3
w—5=12 n- 7= 2

Book Lesson (page 211, bottom). Written

work. Caution children to observe signs carefully.

Differentiations and Extensions (page 211,

bottom). Examine papers for signs of confusion

and reteach areas producing difficulties. A quick

oral review of the work in finding n in all processes

may help all pupils to organize the material. Use

simple examples similar to those given below and

follow the same organization so that n designating

the missing answer comes first for each process.

Addition

4 -f 2 = n

2+n= 8

n-\- 3 = 9

Multiplication

4 X 7 = n

9 X n = 45

n X 8 = 24

Subtraction

10 — 6 — n

17— n= 8

n + 7 = 6

Division

9X7 = n

64 - n = 8

»-s- 7 = 5
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Do You Understand?
Test of Information and Meaning 5

On your paper, write answers for Ex. 1 to 17.

Write an example in which

1. 347 is subtrahend.^
JucAcii, (,23 -34-1 = 27(°

2. 298 is dividend, v

3. 146 is multiplicands
Judicu, 2X/VC = 272-

4. 59 is an addend. v

s3iocA'<ia, 59 -h /O = 67

Write ounces or pounds or tons for Ex. 5 to 8.

5. Our pet crow weighs 12

6. Our truck, when it is full, carries 3 _ of wheat.

7. The store sells potatoes in bags that hold 10

8. Father’s hat weighs 5

Write “Yes” or “No” to answer Ex. 9 to 17.

9.

Does “altogether” always mean “to add”?

10. To find £ of 45, can you write “9')45” ? ^
11. In subtraction should the sum of the minuend

and the remainder equal the subtrahend? 9ler

12. Are there 42 inches in a yard?

13. 8x9 = 72, so are there nine 8’s in 72?

14. Is 56 the table number to use in 7)64 ?

15. Does 1 ton equal 2,000 ounces?

16. My telephone number is 7-008. Do you read

this number, “Seven, eight”? %r-

17. If you have eaten & of a cake, was the cake large

enough for 7 other pieces of the same size?

Written Practice
A., S., M., and D.

Copy the examples. Find and check all answers.

1. 465 x 2 930 11. 510 -s- 6 25

2. 322 + 4 20,n 12. 3 x $5.19 #-557

3. 518 - 486 31 13. $47.31 - $29.28 MM3

4. 413-=. 7 59 14. 63 + 75 + 60 + 97 295

5. 5,069 + 3,478 2,S97 15. $18.14+ 2 *9.07

6. 926 + 3 3df,s% 16. 438 + 708 + 569 1,715

7. 8 X 473 4W 17. 4 X $9.07 *3iM

8. 701 - 260 99! 18. 924 - 796 722

9. 376 + 8,952 9,322 19. 485 X 13.39S

10. 709 x 6 9,259 20. $48.40 + 8 96.05

How Well Can You Figure?

Computation Test 5

Copy and work. Be sure to check each answer.

1. 2 x 863 1,726 8. $27.66 + 6M.U

2. 800 - 714 26 9. 4 X 2,123 2,992

3. 645 + 201232 10. $52.24 - $41.78*%«

4. 540 x 4 2,f60 11. 3 X %0Mn0,S2

5. 511 + 7 73 12. 4 X $5.01*20.22

6. 466 - 119227 13. 457 + 1,068 + 5,983 7,302

7. 560 + 9 62, R2 14. $47.04 + 5*9.90,

M

214 215

Teaching Pages 212, 213, 214, and 215

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To take the four

regular end-of-chapter tests; (b) to get written

practice in mixed computation.

New Words: page 212, acres, rented

Book Lesson. Assign the tests as usual using

the written work at the bottom of page 213 and

at the top of page 215 for a break in the testing

program. An alternate computation test which

may be used to replace the one on page 2 1 5 will be

found on page 329 of the Manual.

Differentiations and Extensions. Use the

table in the next column as an aid in entering scores

for the computation and problem-solving test on

the test record cards. Either of these tests may be

used as practice, or for locating areas that need re-

teaching prior to the giving of the other test for

the record of the chapter results.

TABLE OF PER CENTS FOR CHAPTER 5 SCORES

Score

Per Cents for

Problem

Test

Score

Per Cents for

Computation

Test

Score

Per Cents for

Computation

Test

1 14 1 7 8 57

2 29 2 14 9 64

3 43 3 21 10 71

4 57 4 29 11 79

5 71 5 36 12 86

6 86 6 43 13 93

7 100 7 50 14 100
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Detroit Public Schools

By dividing pieces of paper into equal parts,

children easily discover what fractions are equal

to a whole.



Teaching Chapter 6 of Grade 4

Introduction

I. Learning Outcomes in Chapter 6

Knowledge of the D. Facts with Quotients and
Divisors of 8, as Well as the Related Frac-

tion Facts and Uneven D. Facts

1. Knowledge of the M. facts for 8’s and for 8

2. Knowledge of the D. facts with quotients

and divisors of 8, as well as the related fraction

facts and uneven D. facts

3. Ability to use fractions equal to a whole or

to several wholes

4. Ability to divide 4-place numbers (4-place

quotients)

5. Ability to estimate products

6. Ability to deal with 0’s side by side in the

quotient

7. Ability to change measures to larger or

smaller units

8. Ability to solve problems

9. Understanding of various specific concepts,

generalizations, relationships, and skills

10.

Desirable emotionalized responses (atti-

tudes, appreciations, values)

II. The Nature of the Major Outcomes

Little needs be said about most of the major

outcomes for Chapter 6. To a large extent the

kinds of knowledge and skills taught resemble

those in the program for earlier chapters.

Knowledge of the M. Facts for 8’s and for 8

Only the three D. facts listed below are new.

64 ^8=8 72 -=- 8 = 9 72 - 9 = 8

They are found first in whole stories along with

their corresponding M. facts (page 219) and then

separated for study on pages 225-227. The test

on the facts comes on page 229.

There are three new fraction facts to go with the

D. facts listed above. For uneven division, only

two new table numbers have to be learned, namely,

64 and 72.

Ability to Use Fractions Equal to a Whole or

to Several Wholes

The meaning of unit fractions and other

proper fractions is taught on page 231 to restore

the vocabulary needed for the next step in the

fraction program. This step, not a difficult one,

is to learn that a whole may be represented by

fractions written with the same figure as numera-

tor and denominator (pages 232-233).

Thus, l = f, or f, or f ; and, conversely,

| = 1, | = 1, y = 1, and so on. In a similar way,

2 = f, or or J; and f = 2, ^ = 2, and so on.

Liberal use is made of pictures to make the new

fraction work sensible.

Only the three new M. facts given below have

to be learned.

8X8 = 64 8X9 = 72 9X8 = 72

The other M. facts for 8’s and for 8 have been

presented in previous chapters. The new M. and

D. facts involving 8, as well as previously learned

facts with 8, are first studied in their whole stories

{page 219). Then the M. facts alone are made the

objects of study in pages 220-222 by having pupils

find the products in problems, organize tables,

and analyze tables for new relationships. They

then take a test to reveal what has been learned

{page 224).

Ability to Divide 4-place Numbers

Typical examples requiring the new skill are

given below.

4,000

2j8y000

2,310, R3

4)9^243

1,012

6)6,072

1,204, R3

8)9,635

With the computation extended to include only

one more division, and so one more figure in the

quotient (for thousands), there is little new to be

learned here {pages 234-235). Here again we have

an illustration of how the earlier learning of a
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fundamental idea, “you divide tens (and so on)

like ones,” enables pupils quickly to learn topics

involving an extension of the idea.

Ability to Estimate Products

Your pupils learned in Chapter 3 to estimate

sums of, and differences between, two 2-place

numbers. The procedure taught was to round the

two numbers to the nearest tens, and then to add

(or subtract) the tens. Much the same procedure

is used (page 237) with regard to the multiplicand

in estimating products, as can be seen below.

6 X 39 = ?

39 is almost 4 tens

6X4 tens = 24 tens, or 240

The product is nearly 240

question, if followed through, really contains the

explanation for the “bigger answer,” but children

do not always “follow through.” After the tables

of liquid measure are introduced on page 240,

two generalizations covering the changing of units

are developed on page 241 and are used then on

pages 242 and 243.

Care must be exercised, however, to see that

the generalizations are understood and do not be-

come mere statements to be memorized.

Ability to Solve Problems

Pages 220, 222, 223, 226, 228, 229, and 230,

which constitute one phase of the problem-solving

program for this chapter, will be discussed in the

teaching section that follows.

As usual, pupils must be cautioned that esti-

mated products are not exact and that for exact

products it is necessary to multiply the numbers

as given.

Ability to Deal with 0’s Side by Side in the

Quotient

Your pupils know how to deal with final 0’s

in the quotient and with a single 0 in the middle

of the quotient. Now that they work examples

with 4-figure quotients, they are likely to have

0’s side by side in the quotient, as in the examples

below. The development in the pupil’s book

(pages 238-239
) will serve to teach the new skill

effectively.

1,008, R3 1,600, R4

7)7,059 6)9,604

Ability to Change Measures to Larger or

Smaller Units

For some reason the ideas here do not make

sense to many children
—“Why should the answer

be bigger if you change from bushels to pecks?

Bushels are much larger, aren’t they?” The second

Understanding of Various Specific Concepts,

Generalizations, Relationships, and Skills

1.

Concepts and essential technical terms and

symbols:

@ (used in selling)

bushel

degree (°)

dry measure

liquid measure
peck

pint (pt.)

quart (qt.)

sales slip

temperature

thermometer

2. Important relationships and generalizations.

The generalizations appearing in Chapter 6 will

be found on the following pages in the pupil’s

book (and corresponding reproduced pages in the

Manual): pages 234, 241.

3. Skills other than those listed:

a. Ability to use the thermometer based on an

understanding of temperature measurement

b. Ability to use dry and liquid measures, in-

cluding knowledge of tables

Desirable Emotionalized Responses (Atti-

tudes, Appreciations, Values)

Remember that without this outcome there is

little point to the others.
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Teaching Pages 216, 217, and 218

Pupil’s Objectives: To learn (a) about the

measurement of temperatures; (b) the terms

temperature, thermometer, degree and the symbol 0

for degree.

Pre-book Lesson

1.

Lead into a discussion of the weather by

asking questions such as: “How cold (or warm) is

it? How do you know? Can you read a ther-

mometer?”

At this point be sure to have an outside ther-

mometer available where the children may see it.

Discuss the reading of it and compare it with an

inside thermometer. When the temperature is

read, be sure the word degree is used.

2. See if pupils can tell what unit is used to

measure temperature. Be sure they realize the

symbol for degree or degrees is a small circle as

seen in the last paragraph on page 217.

3. Have pupils check newspaper, radio, and TV
weather reports to find the current temperatures

in various cities throughout the country.

What Is the Temperature?
[O]

Fred lives where the winters are cold and the summers

are warm or hot.

1. In what month might Fred have been playing with

his sled as in the picture?vWhy

2. How cold do you think it was that day when Fred

looked at the thermometer?

3. Can you tell just how cold it was by looking at the

thermometer near Fred on his sled?

Look at the number at the top of the red line running

up the middle of the thermometer. The number near

the top of the red line tells us something about the

temperature. What does it tell? 2?°

4. In what month might Fred have been swimming

as in the other picture ?vWhy do you think so

5. How hot do you think it was when Fred went

swimming? vWhy do you think so 92 °-

92
°

6. Can you tell by the thermometer just how hot it

was ? vHow can you tell ? Aeadmf

^ oJl/JuesA&dsMrU/.

We use a cup to measure milk, a yardstick or a ruler to

measure rope, and a thermometer to measure temperature.

The unit of measure for temperature is called a degree.

We may say that the temperature is 65 degrees. We
write 65 degrees as 65°. The little raised circle after the

number means “degrees.”

216 217
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Measuring with the Thermometer
Freezing and boiling points [O]

Look at your school thermometer. What color

is the line up the middle of the thermometer?

This line is made by liquid. When it is warm,

the liquid goes up in the tube. When it is cold,

the liquid goes down.

1. Hold your fingers around the bulb at the bottom of

the tube. What happens ?v Can you explain whyP^fcyCw

2. When the temperature is as low as 32°, water will

start to freeze. What do we mean by “temperatures above

freezing”? What does “below freezing” mean

3. Water begins to boil when its temperature is at

212°. We sometimes call 212° “the boiling point of

water.” Will water boil at 99° ? %r

4.

When it is very cold, the liquid goes as low as

zero degrees (0°), or even lower. What do we mean by

“5 degrees below zero”? “10 degrees above zero”?

5. When the temperature is 15 degrees above zero,

will water freeze? vWhy? oMmilcvrv

6. Could the temperature be 60° at noon one day and

25° by ten o’clock that night? |fed

7.

Where you live, about how high does the

temperature get on the hottest day in summer? About

how low does it get on the coldest night in winter?

8.

Draw a large thermometer on the blackboard. Point

to the places where the liquid would stop if the temperature

were 40°; 88°; 0°; 112°; 2° below zero; 98°; 8° below zero.
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4. List reports as they are brought in and have

the class decide whether it is warm or cold in each

place for which a report is given. If someone re-

members the temperatures on the coldest day of

the season and the temperature on the warmest

day of the summer, a guide for decisions will be

available. Through discussion decide what tem-

peratures indicate a very hot and very cold day

for the community.

5. Construct a thermometer which may be used

for demonstration purposes (see Manual, page 336).

Have the pupils count to find the value of each of

the marks between the figures. Have your pupils

show on this thermometer the temperatures of the

various cities listed in the reports given earlier.

New Words: page 216, thermometer’, page 217,

temperature, degree ; page 2 1 8, liquid, freeze

Book Lessons. Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. All pupils may participate for several months
in the keeping of a weather chart which will show
weather conditions and temperature.

2. More capable children may be asked to try to

find out how a thermometer works. This may be

made a part of the science program.

3. Slower learners may check the inside and out-

side temperatures hourly and write these tempera-

tures on the board.

4. Maps of the areas studied in social studies

may be filled in to show temperatures at various

months of the year. These figures are obtainable

in geographies, travel magazines, and almanacs.

Teaching Page 219

Pupil’s Objective: To learn through whole

stories the M. facts for 8’s and 8 and the D. facts

with divisors and quotients of 8.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Use some problem directly related to your

class or school, such as: “If each table in the lunch

room will seat 8 pupils comfortably, how many
pupils can be seated at 6 tables?” Choose several

pupils to go to the blackboard to show ways the

answer can be found (i.e., a diagram of 6 tables

with 8 marks at each; addition, 8 written 6 times;

multiplication, 6 X 8 = 48).

2. Have the M. fact 6 X 8 = 48 that resulted

from the problem in 1 above written on the board

to start the new multiplication table for 8’s.

Change the problem so that it reads, “If 7 lunch

tables are used, how many more pupils can be

seated?” and use this as a basis for discovering the

fact 7 X 8 = 56. Continue in the same way with

8 X 8 = 64 and 9 X 8 = 72.

3. Let pupils use the completed multiplication

table to help them answer questions such as:

a. Which number remains the same?

b. How much is the multiplicand increased each

time?
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More Multiplication and Division Facts

1. Write the multiplication

fact for Ex. a. ?X6>=98

2. Under this M. fact write

the other M. fact to go with it.v

3. Under the M. facts write

two D. facts that go with them.v
98=8=6; 98+6 =8

4. Now write two M. facts

and two D. facts for column b.v
2X7-S6; 7X8=£6;56 =8=7; £(>± 7=8

5. Write the whole story in

M. and D. for column c.v
8X7= 72.; 9X8 = 72; 72=8=9; 72=9=8

6. Write the M. fact for colunu^d. vHas it another M.

fact ?vWrite the one division fact to go with column d.v
no- (>9+8=8

7. Copy rows a to i. Fill in the missing parts to make

whole stories in multiplication and division.

Whole stories involving 8 [W]

a b c d

6 7 9 8

6 7 9 8

6 7 9 8

6 7 9 8

6 7 9 8

6 7 9 8

6 7 9 8

_6 7 9 8

48 56 72 64

a. 8 X 1 = 8 1X8 = 8 00+00 00+00

b. 8x 2= 16 2 x 8 = 16 oi + to II 00 /& + 8 = 2

c. 8 X 3 = 24 3 X8_
;f 29 24- 3 = 8 29=$ =3

d. i 32 4x 8 = 32 32- 4 = 8 37±$_=9

e. 8X 5= 40 SX8 = 90 § 40- 8 = 5

f. ? X 98 6x 8 = 48 4*.00 + Ov 00 98+_$ = C

g. 8 x 7 = 56 7 X_8 = 5G 56- 7= 8 5G±$ = 1

h. * X_8_=69 00ll00+3
i. n 9x 8 = 72 id {•i* 11 os 72- 8=9

Which six facts have you not had in other tables ?v
an

219

6. Give several problems such as the following,

and have pupils indicate which of the new D. facts

would be used to answer each.

Peter had 48 lollipops which he wanted to divide

evenly among his 8 friends. How many would each

boy receive?

Mary had 72 inches of ribbon to use on 9 doll’s

dresses she was making. How many inches could she

use on each dress if she divides it evenly?

Book Lesson. Written work. Check orally to

give added oral repetition and to review relation-

ships.

NOTES

c. As the multiplier is increased by 1, what happens
to the product? (increases by 8)

4. Let pupils formulate the table with 8 as the

multiplicand by using the reverse for the facts

already studied ; then ask:

a. In the first table which number remains the same?
b. What happens to the multiplier?

c. As the multiplicand is increased by one, what
happens to the product?

5. Select pupils to go to the board and write the

table with 8 as quotient. The facts given below

should be checked by multiplication.

8 8 8 8

6)48 7)56 8)64 9)72
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1. In the playroom there were 8 children in each of

the 5 rows of seats. How many were there for the party ? v
SX8=W

2. Before the party, 9 boys each carried 8 books to the

library. How many books in all was that? qx%=72

3. A pint of ice cream cost 8 nickels, or _?_ cents. v
2xs=w

4. A quart of ice cream serves 6 children. How many

children would 8 quarts serve? pX6>-4-2

5. There are 8 paper ice-cream spoons in a package.

In 7 packages, how many spoons were there? jx2=5G

6. Each cake is cut into 8 pieces. How many pieces

in all will 6 cakes make?
>̂x2= 1/-f

7. Pencils for a game were put up 8 in a package. How
many pencils were there in 8 packages? $x!?=C>4

8. For a game, Miss King made bundles of 7 tickets

each. How many tickets were in 8 bundles? jx2=£C>
Making tables of M. facts for 8's and for 8

Make tables of multiplication facts for 8’s and for 8

like those you made for 6’s and for 6 on page 155
trrv 222X^-£Ae'f4tf>&^0v&/.)
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Teaching Page 220

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To find the M. facts

for 8’s and for 8 in problems ; (
b) to organize these

facts into table form.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Remind your pupils to visualize each situa-

tion as an aid in deciding which fact should be used.

2. Work orally one or two problems such as the

following:

a. There are four teams of 8 boys each entered in a

relay race. How many children are entered?

b. There are 3 feet in a yard. How many feet of

ribbon are in 8 yards?

Book Lesson. Written work.

1. Follow the written lesson with an oral one

in which pupils explain their choice of facts to

solve these problems.

2. Have the tables written on the board for more
careful analysis.

Differentiations and Extensions. More capa-

ble children may make up problems for various

M. facts from the tables for 8’s and for 8.

Teaching Page 221

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To obtain practice in

saying products for new and old M. facts; (6) to

learn a game to be used in practicing M. facts.

New Word: center

Book Lesson

Rows 1-10: Oral work. These may be used in

a number relay game or as simple oral exercises by

individuals or by groups. Select the way or ways

which seem most useful for your pupils to obtain

practice in noting errors.

Bottom of page: Written work. Remember that

practice of the kind provided here must follow,

not precede, complete understanding of the facts

involved.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Rows 1-10 may be assigned for written self-

evaluation. Pupils should make study cards for

the facts that caused difficulty.

2. Slower learners may prove by addition one of

the rows at the top of the page in the pupil’s book.

3. Extra practice is provided for those who need

it in Extra Practice Set 42.

Set 42. M. facts for 8’s and for 8abcde f gh i

1. 981868857
X 8 X 8 X 8 X 4 X 8 X9 X2 X8 X8
72 64 8 32 48 72 16 40 56

2. 838284888
XI X 8 X 7 X 8 X 3 X 8 X5 X6 XO

8 24 56 16 24 32 40 48 0
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Practice on the Multiplication Facts for 8's and for 8

Finding correct products [O]

Some of these products are wrong. Say the products

by rows. If the product given is wrong, give it correctly.

a b c d

1. 6 x 8 = 48 9x8 = ?3# 2x8= 16 3 X 8 = 24

2. 7 X 8 = 56 5x8 = 4^0 00 X Ulk§ 9x8 = 83#

3. 8 x 4 = 32 4x8 = 24# 8x1 = 8x9=53#
4. 8x2= 8x8 = 56^ 9x8 = 06# 8x6 =

5. 3x8 = *6^ 8 x 9 = 72 8 x 7 = 56 8x4 =

6. 5 x 8 = 40 7x8 = 4f# 8 x 3 = 24 7x8 = 4$#

7. 2x8=1^ 8 x 6 = 48 6x8 =5^ 8x2= 16

8. 8x7 = 4&& 8 x 5 = 40 8x4 = 44# 6x8 = 3&W

9. 8x3 = 2^ 00X 8x9 = 7(5# 8 x 7 =

10. 8x6 = 4^ 9 X 8 = 72 4 x 8 = 32 8 X 8 = 64

© Extra Practice. Work Set 42.

Multiplication

2-

To Keep in Practice

Copy this multiplication circle and

write any number from 2 to 8 where

you see ? in the circle. /

Outside your circle beside each

number, write the product of that

number multiplied by the one you

put in the center.

Then do the same thing, using other numbers in the

center.

Multiplication Facts for 8’s

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

Xl X2 X3 X4 X5 x6 x7 x8 X9
8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72

Multiplication Facts for 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

X8 x8 X8 X8 X8 X8 X8 x8 x8
8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72

Make study cards for facts that are hard for you.

Turn back to page 221. Cover the products of the

examples and practice saying the facts.

Reading Problems Carefully

Extra numbers in problems [O]

1. The Ball family spent all day Saturday at the Fair.

For the picnic lunch, Mrs. Ball bought 1 quart of berries

for 52i and 2 dozen cookies at 38$ a dozen. How much

did the cookies cost? 7&1

To solve Ex. 1, must you use all four numbers, 1, 52<£,

2, and 38^ ?v Explain, v Do not solve the problem.

In many problems, like Ex. 1, there are numbers that

you do not use in solving the problem.

Read Ex. 2 to 6 but do not solve them. Instead, tell

which numbers to use and what to do with them .

2. Tickets to enter the Fair Grounds cost 50<£ each.

Mr. Ball gave the ticket man a $5 bill. How much did

all the tickets cost for the 4 members of the Ball family?^
¥X50<=&.00

221 222

Teaching Pages 222 and 223

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To see the multipli-

cation tables for 8’s and for 8 and to study the rela-

tionships revealed therein; (b) to read a problem

and select and use the facts needed for a correct

solution, disregarding any unnecessary facts and

numbers.

Background. This lesson in problem-solving

continues the systematic analysis of problem-

solving abilities started in Chapter 5. It also has

the diagnostic function of revealing which children,

if any, have the habit of using unnecessary numbers.

At this time it is well to point up and eliminate

this difficulty since extra numbers so often occur

in real-life problems.

Pre-book Lesson. Have pupils put the M. facts

for 8’s and for 8 on the board in table form. Any
new unknown facts may be found by addition.

The new facts (8X8, 8X9, 9X8) should be

circled as facts to be learned. Ask the kind of

questions used in similar lessons to bring out the

relationships shown in the table.

Book Lesson (page 222, top). Table of M.
facts for 8’s and 8.

New Word: page 223, bracelet

Book Lesson (pages 222, bottom, and 223)

Ex. 1-6: Oral work. Your pupils should read

and discuss these problems, telling which numbers
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3. Mr. Ball bought $1.75 cowboy hats and $1.50 gloves

for both Jack and Sally. How much did Mr. Ball have to

pay for the 2 hats?2m 75=^.^ '

4. All 4 members of the Ball family had a ride on the

merry-go-round. Each ticket cost 28tf. Mr. Ball paid for

the tickets with $1.25. How much did the 4 tickets cost-V

5. Sally saw a watch she liked for $1.50, a doll for

$2.75, and a bracelet for $1.25. She had $3 to spend, so

she bought only the watch and the bracelet. How much
did Sally spend ?£/5<9 1 ?/. 2S=$2.75

6. Jack wanted to spend some of his $3.50 doing things.

He rode a pony for 25<t and went into the Side Show for

40<t. He rode on the Whip for 35<£ and on an airplane

for $2 .00 . How much did Jack spend in all?v ^
2Si +W* 135*ff>2.00*$3.0O [w]

Now go back and solve each problem. ^

223

to use and what to do with them. Have them also

tell why some of the numbers in the problems are

not used in the solution of the problem.

Bottom of page: Written work. Wait about a

week before assigning these problems to be solved.

In this time most of your pupils will have forgotten

the details of the oral lesson and will find it neces-

sary to think through the problems again.

Differentiations and Extensions. To complete

mastery of the M. facts for 8’s and 8, slower learners

may need opportunity to play some of the number

games mentioned in the Manual, pages 341-345.

Teaching Page 224

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To take Test Yourself

15; (b) to obtain practice in using the new M.
facts for 8’s and for 8 in written exercises.

Book Lesson

Rows 1-4 (top): Written work. Test Yourself

15. By this time the Test Yourself exercises should

have become a challenge which the pupils are

anxious to meet. Pupils may use these rows to

discover which facts have been mastered and which

ones need further study.

Rows 1-9 (bottom): Written work. Use these

as quick drill in preparation for speed in mul-

tiplication examples.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . More capable pupils may make up multiplica-

tion examples which use the exercises in rows 1 to

7 at the bottom of the page.

2. Slower learners may play Guess Again, using

Test Yourself 13. (See Manual, page 168 for

general directions but change to a multiplication

situation.)

3. Be sure to provide practice to fulfill the defi-

ciencies shown by Test Yourself 15.

Teaching Page 225

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To obtain practice on

new and familiar D. facts; (b) to organize into

table form the D. facts with divisors and quotients

of 8 and the related fraction facts.

Background. By now, most of your pupils

will have developed successful ways to learn new
facts as they are introduced. Only three new D.

facts and three new fraction facts to accompany

them are presented here. Very likely more capable

children have already discovered these new facts

and are thoroughly familiar with them. If such

is the case, do not force these children to complete

a lesson that will be lacking in interest to them.

Instead, provide alternate activities of an enriching

nature. Such activities have been suggested for

previous lessons of this kind, and many more ideas

will come to mind as you leaf through the section
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Test Yourself 15

Write the products on folded paper.abode f ghi
1. 8 9 4 7 8 5 6 1 3

X5 X6 x8 x7 X6 x9 X8 X9 X8
40 34 32 49 42 45 ~W TT

2. 4 7 4 6 4 8 5 6 4

X9 X5 X6 X9 X7 X3 x7 x5 X5
36 33 24 54 28 24 35 30 20

3. 8 9 6 9 8 5 1 9 5

x9 X5 X7 X8 X7 X8 X6 xl X6
72 43 42 72 36 40 42 63 ~30

4. 8 7 9 8 3 7 3 9 1

;

x4 X X 4^ x8 X9 x4 X6 X3 X8
32 2/ 36 64 27 22 /8 27 56

1

Practice for Carrying
[W]

Write the answers on folded paper.

a b c d

1. 8x6+ 563 4x8+ 335 o\ X 00 + § 8x9+771

2. 5x9+%;8 X 8+670 9X1+V0 6x9+W
3. 7x8+ 56/ 3x9+229 1 X 6 + 5V7 1x8+460

4. 6x7+4% +
i>

X00$+00X 8 X 5 + 6/6

5. 8 x 9 + 6/g 7x9+ (>69 X 00 + toKj S'v 5x9 +348

6. 9x4+6^; 8x6 + 65^ 9x6+6^ 9x8 + T9

7. 5 X 8 + 3/J 9x5 + 757 8x8 + 5k 1

? 2x8 + 1/7

Write the work for the examples in rows 8 and 9.

8. 8 X 212/6 6 X 85570 9 X 686/2 3 X 84252

9. 4 x S5fym 5 X 38^ 7 x 278;m 8 X 685^/0

8 as Divisor or Quotient
[W]

Copy rows 1 to 6 and write all the quotients you can.

If you need to, use M. facts or subtract.

1.

8

7)56

9

4)36

7

6)42

5
7735 iof 32?

2. 6154

3
8^24

9

3)27

6

8)48

S
6)30 £of 162

3.
2-

9)72
7

4)28
Q

9

2718 9^63

7

3)21
5

8)40

b of 45^

4. 7^49 3)45

(0

4)24 7728 £ of 357

5.

4
9)36

7

8)56

(

9)54 87^
6

6736 iof 64?

6. f/k
9

1)63 m 8)72 7742 b of 48?

Making tables

7. As you did on page 189, use the left side of each

box to help you write tables of division facts
,

D. Facts

Divisor 8
Fraction Facts

8-8=1 5 of 8=1
16 - 8 = 2 i of 16 = 2

and so on to and so on to

64 - 8 = % i of 64 = <?

12 - 8 = ? i of 72 = 9

D. Facts

Quotient 8 Fraction Facts

8-1=8
16 - 2 = 8 i of 16 = 8

and so on to and so on to

64 — 8 = £ b of 64 = »

72 - 9 = 8 b of 72 = ?

8. Now, as on page 189, use the right side of each

box to help you write tables of fraction facts.

9. In your tables, circle the facts which were not in

tables you have had.

© Extra Practice. Work Set 43.

224

on Instructional Aids at the back of the Manual

(pages 335-349).

Book Lesson

Rows 1-6: Written work.

Ex. 7-9: Tables of D. facts. The making of

tables should, by this time, offer no difficulty.

Once the tables have been made individually, they

should be checked for accuracy and then written

on the board and studied for new relationships.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Slower learners who need additional drill and

experiences with some of the review facts should

use some of the number games suggested on pages

341-345 of this Manual.

225

2. More capable children may use the D. facts at

the top of the page and race against time to see if

they can improve their speed in responding.

3. As needed, assign Extra Practice Set 43. Do
not overlook the fact that some of the D. facts in-

volving 8 have already been learned and occur in

other previously assigned Extra Practice sets.

Set 43. D. facts with divisor or quotient 8.

a b c d e f

8 9 8

|of 8 1 5)40 i of 56 7 8)72 i of 24 8 8)64

6 8 5

i of 72 8 loo
hfrcio i of 64 8 6)48 i of 40 8 8)40
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Ves or No? Why?
D. problems [O]

1.

If you eat & of the 48 apples in a box, will you eat

7 of the apples }%r,To^¥g=t>

2. If & of the 48 apples are

bad, are there 9 bad, apples ?v
Tier, i $*¥8 = 8

3. If your father sleeps ^

of the 24 hours in a day, does

he sleep 8 hours ^achxdaj?y^

4. If 5 boys in your room share 40 bird pictures

equally, should each boy have 9 pictures? 90 ¥5=8

5. If you put 8 plums in each pile, will you be able

to make 8 piles from 56 plums? %>', 5C + f =7

6. Can your father buy a 6$ stamp^wi|h £ of ^0<£?v

7. If you need pieces of cloth 8 inches long for a

kite tail, could you get 5 of them from a piece of cloth

32 inches long? TUr, 32+8 =

8. If 48 dishes are in piles of 8, will there be 6 piles ?v
ffcj,

9. Is a mouse as tall as i of 32 inches? %v, T?ofi3z
"=?"

10. Can a mouse be as long as \ of 56 inches? v
%r, -5C,

"=8

11. If you write 64 spelling words in columns of 8

words each, will you have 8 columns? yu, cv +8=8

12. If you read 8 pages a day, can you finish a book of

72 pages in 8 days? %r, 72+% = 9

13. If a lollipop costs 5$, can you buy 8 for 32$} v
%r,32*+S? = (O'RZ

14. If 72 pencils are divided equally among 8 rows of

children, will there be 9 pencils for each row? v

yu,72+Z = 9

— 226

Teaching Page 226

Pupil’s Objective: To use the D. facts with

divisors and quotients of 8 to solve problems.

Book Lesson. Oral work. Have the first prob-

lem read and the question answered with “Yes” or

“No.” Regardless of the answer, ask, “Why?”
and have the pupil justify his answer. Then have

the solution written in example form on the board.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Slower learners may each be assigned one prob-

lem to illustrate.

2. More capable pupils may work in two groups,

one group listing situations involving fractional-

Division Facts, Divisor 8123456789
8)8 8)16 8)24 8)32 8)40 8)48 8)56 8)64 8)72

Division Facts, Quotient 8888888888
1)8 2)16 3)24 4)32 3)40 6)48 7)56 8)64 9)72

This table is easy because most facts were in your

earlier tables. Make study cards as you need to.

Uneven Division

Table numbers for dividing by 8 and by 9 [O]

1. Say the table numbers from the tables above/
8; /&; 2V; 32 ;

VO; ¥8; sX; Zv ; 72

2. Tell the table numbers you know for dividing bv 9/
?;/8;27; 36; V5p5vX(,3;72

3. Dividing by 8. Give the table number for dividing

65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71;Jffor dividing 73, 74, 75, 76,

77, 78, 19.72

4. Dividing by 9. Give the table number for dividing

73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80 .
72

To Keep in Practice
A., S., M., D. [W]

Copy and work. Check all answers.

a b c
*0.97

1. 8 x $7.05*^.W 3)$2.91 $60.17 - $49 .28#**#

2. 4>3.76 7 x $9.0 59 + 65 + 78 + 30222

*0.87
3. 6)$5.22 2 x $8.09^./<? 286 - 279 7

227

part division problems; the other group listing

situations involving measurement division. When
each group has completed its list, have them pre-

sented and explained to the class.

Teaching Page 227

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To see and study the

table of D. facts with divisors and quotients of 8;

(b) to learn the table numbers for the uneven D.

facts with divisor or quotient of 8; (c) to obtain

written practice in mixed computation.

Book Lesson

Top of page: Division tables. Provide ample

opportunity for your pupils to study the review
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12. Make out a sales slip to yourself. Use four things

on the camp’s sales slip. Change sales slips with someone

and find the cost of the things bought.

Using multiplication

Answer questions 1 to 9 by studying the sales slip.

175 TAFT AVE. NORTH DALE. ILLINOIS

Werner: _

'/Strand'

L Whobfit®&*
2. Where is the camp?A

yVc&t aruC C<r.

3. Who sold the things ?A
2575 Sift Ch*,.,

4. Where is the store ?/s

5. Find and say the telephone

number of the store, ty&rv 7-46,00

6. How^uch steak did the

camp buy What was the cost

for a pound? (“@ 96tf” means

“at 96<t a pound”)
ytd.30*

7. Did the 5 pounds of onions cost more than 25tf^

8. Would 75<£ pay for the 8 grapefruit ? |fe*, 8X9 1 = 72 *

9. How much a dozen were the eggs ?A
7
*the oranges

[W]

10. Copy the sales slip. Find the cost of each thing

and write it in the column at the right of the list.

11. Find the total which had to be paid,$/5.8l

4 7.(,8

/•7V

p
Hi/iMtl/JhssatX & /f * 0.54-

0.72

owjfjfrrM* & ^ 0.30

XnVi’Asrst-rr&j'/’sV ® /?* 1.04
7.08

/s77^ @3^^ 2.71r w 4/5.82

13. Make out a sales slip using your street and house

number. Make believe that you bought these things from

a store in your town:

3 yd. ribbon @ 5 yd. of cloth @ 68<^
J-w

2 boxes of pins @ 25<f0-50 2 doz. buttons @ 39<f°-

14. Find the cost of each thing and the total in Ex. 13J5-,b

Test Yourself 16
[W]

Write quotients on folded paper. Watch for remainders.

*V
c
8kv ^8,8/

C
9

f
2

%
8,ri

1 . 8)40
(2,84

<554 6)49

\
5,83

4)33
' (o,R3

W}
2. 6)40

1^81

8)56J 2M
73« 4)37

[
(>,82

7^«
3. 9)64

_JUw% 9)74
7.83

3)29
'

9,m
8)50
' 4,82

4. 5)44
L.m

6)45
(*,84

9)38
j S.83

7)52
' 4,8!

5. 9)56
8.84

7)59

[
3.83 fl m7.83

8)33
' 7,82

6. 9)76 8)27 5)45 8)73 7)42 9)66 8)58

228 229

facts as well as the three new ones (8)64, 8)72, 9)12).

This may be done in any of the ways which proved

successful in learning previous tables.

Ex. 1-4: Oral work. After a lapse of a day or

two these examples may be used as a written lesson.

Rows 1-3: Written work. Provide for correc-

tion of errors by individuals.

Pre-book Lesson. Have pupils collect and

bring to class any sales slips that they are able to

obtain from home. Study these carefully in order

that you will know just what information is con-

tained on them. Have the slips distributed so

that, if possible, each child will have one. Let

various children tell what they can about the sales

slips. Save the sales slips for use in another lesson.

Teaching Pages 228 and 229

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To use multiplication in

problems about sales slips; (6) to make typical

computations involving sales slips; (c) to take Test

Yourself 16.

New Word: page 228, steak

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-9: Oral work. In Ex. 5, call attention

to the use of the name of the exchange as a necessary

part of the telephone number.
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Ex. 10-14: Written work. To achieve uni-

formity and to save time, it may be advisable for

the teacher to begin a sales slip on the board using

pupil suggestions, at the same time giving explicit

directions for arranging and placing these items

on the pupils’ papers. You need go no further

at the board than listing the first item purchased.

Rows 1-6: Written work. Test Yourself 16.

Use this as a challenge for the pupil to discover

how much he knows and what he needs to know

more thoroughly.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. After finishing Ex. 11, have an oral lesson in

which all pupils go back to the original sales slips

brought from home to see how many more facts

they can find on the sales slips.

2. Provide for further practice with number

games and flash cards for those who had difficulty

with Test Yourself 16. In order to determine more

specifically the kinds of difficulties encountered

by pupils, you may want to interview each child

on an individual basis. Have him explain his

thought procedure for each of the examples he

missed. If this is not feasible, you may be able to

discover sources of error through a careful analysis

of each child’s paper.

Teaching Page 230

Pupil’s Objective: To make up problems from

a life-like number situation.

New Words: quilt
,
pattern

Book Lesson. Written work. This is similar in

purpose to the lesson on page 151. Use your pupils’

successes and failures on that page to guide you as

to the type of help needed.

story:

Jean’s club is making a quilt for the fair. Jean’s mother

is helping.

fajThe pattern for the quilt calls for a total of 744 squares

of cloth. Each of the 6 girls in the club will bring her

share of the squares. *
f^They already have finished 365 of the squares. One
of the girls says that she has enough cloth left to make 95

more squares. *
(c.)They have finished putting squares together to make

4 rows for the quilt. They used 24 squares in each row.*

(a^jA large piece of the quilt will take 8 pink, 10 gray,

12 checked, and 16 striped squares* Four small pieces

will each take 27 squares.*

(^jjean’s mother estimates that in all it will take about

80 hours of work to make the quilt. She told the girls

that they have finished about £ of the work.*

230

Differentiations and Extensions

1. The problems evolved from this lesson may
be used as an oral board lesson, especially for

slower learners.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 230-

a. What will each girl’s share of squares be if

they all bring the same number? (124)

b. When the 95 squares are completed, how
many squares will there be altogether? (460)

c. How many squares in all are there in the

4 rows? (96)

d. How many squares are needed to make one

large pattern? (46)

e. 4 small patterns will make _?_ squares. (108)

f. About how many more hours will the girls

need to work in order to finish the quilt? or, about

how many hours have the girls worked? (40)
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2. More capable children may list the arithmetical

problems which arise during a typical school day

in the classroom. Many children are unaware of

the many uses of arithmetic in daily life. Have

these situations brought to the attention of your

slower learners as real motivation for arithmetic.

Teaching Page 231

Pupil’s Objective: To reteach the meaning

[
of proper fractions as they are applied to single

I objects, together with essential technical terms.

Background. Each term, idea, and relation-

ship on this page has been previously taught. The

purpose of this lesson is to teach and extend these

meanings as a preparation for the new fraction

work introduced on pages 232 and 233.

Pre-book Lesson

1 . Begin your lesson by bringing to mind some

recent occurrence in which fractions were involved.

;

As you discuss the problem, have the answers in

fraction form written on the board. Say for

example, “Yesterday when we were planning the

space for our bulletin board in order that five

people might each put up a display, we divided it

into _?_ (5) equal parts. Each part was _?_ (^) of

the whole bulletin board. Two parts, _?_ (f),

; of the board had pictures and drawings about

science; one part, or _?_ (^), had science stories;

the part remaining, _?_ (f), had interesting news

items. How much of the board is about science?

(§).” Write these fractions on the board as you

talk about them.

2. Show several pieces of paper of different

colors and sizes, but all rectangles. Ask, “If each

of these pieces of paper were to be divided into

four equal parts, what would each part be called?

(5) Would the fourths from different sized rec-

tangles be the same size? Why or why not? (Let

pupils actually cut different sized pieces of paper

into fourths to verify their responses.) Which is

larger, J of the smallest piece, or ^ of the largest

piece? What is the 4 in this fraction called? What
does the denominator always show? What is the

other number in the fraction called? What does

Remembering about Fractions

Parts of a whole; relative sizes offractions [O]

1. When 8 boys shared a watermelon equally, it had to

be divided into A. pieces. Each piece made of the

whole watermelon.

2.

JT^e of the boys did not eat their pieces. So 3

of the :A _ of the watermelon were left.

3. The fraction f tells how much of the watermelon

was gone. In this fraction, the 8 is called the ___, and
'nMsnWuctcrl/

the 5 is called the _A_.

4. Name one of the equal parts in the

fraction f.* What does the 5 tell

^5. In flag A, the red stripes make up

A. of the flag. of the flag is white.

6. In flag the red bars make up _i_

of the flag. of the flag is white.

7. In flag C, the red part is one of 3

parts but not £ of the flag. Why?^e^w^>

8. One half of flag D and one half of

flag E are red. Why is there more red in

flag E than in flag D

9. When you are hungry, why will £ of

a big cake fill you up more than £ of a

cooky?? opOsM^caJee/yOt Ito^cucodhf.

231

it show? Give me f of one of the rectangles.

If you had all the pieces from one rectangle, you

would have 1 whole, or _?_ fourths.”

New Word: watermelon

Book Lesson. Oral work. Be sure that your

pupils understand these fractional relationships

and meanings before proceeding to the next page.

Take advantage of the fact that children usually

enjoy activities involving work with fractions.

Have them draw and color diagrams similar to

A to E in the pupil’s book, about which they may
ask questions like those in Ex. 5 to 8 .
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Equal Wholes and Fractions

j n Fractions that equal 1 whole [W]

(]T\ The apple in the picture is divided into

VJL# V l J) two equal parts, or halves. This shows that

a. 1 apple = 2 halves, or §.

b. one whole thing = f.

c. 1 = f.

1. Write about the cake in three ways, as

gx in a, b, and c above. /ca& =

2. Do the same for the pie. - b/ujUtu, ot

tm&M/Adbj&vrufr' = T/ / = S"

.

3. Do the same for the circl^, =5-0™,
at> ^ = 51 / — 3°

4. Draw a large rectangle: I I . Divide

it into thirds. Then write three things about

it, as in a, b, and c above. = 3xA^dc,

cyl/ J- ; <m& si*/ stAvny. — 3 l /= 3

Copy Ex. 5 to 8. If you need help in finding answers,

draw circles and divide them. Draw carefully!

1 =

Copy Ex. 9 to 15 and fill in what is missing.

9.

A whole thing has S. fifths. 1 = /

10. A whole thing has JO. tenths. 1 =

11. A whole thing has _ 6_ sixths. 1 = |

12. A whole thing has .9- ninths. 1 = |

13. A whole thing has .3- sevenths. 1 = ^

14. A whole thing has eighths. 1 = 1

15. A whole thing has -U- fourths. 1 = %

232-

Fractions that equal 2 or more wholes [W]

Each orange in the picture

has been divided into fourths.

This shows that

a. 1 orange = f.

b. 2 oranges = f.

c. 2=1
16. Write about the 3 cookies in

three ways as in a, b, and c abovey
!ccofou = \; 3 caofkiui =y / 3 = t

17. Do the same for the 4 cakes,

/caJu/ = T ;
- x; ? =y ?

18. Do this for the 3 rectangles.v

19. Draw two lines and divide •

each line into fourths. Then write

about the lines in three ways as in

a, b, and c above. /J^ =

20. Draw three squares and divide each one into

eighths. Write about the squares as in a, b, and c above.v
? , iV 2V

= j", 3AyaaAM = g ; 3 = g

Draw and divide pies if you need help in Ex. 21 to 24.

21.

4=| 22. 5 = '$ 23. 24. 3 = f

Practice in Multiplication and Division

m
1 to 6 . Multiply each number below by 8 .

4073,256 6905,520 947 ;75 76 3793,031 584^672 3522//

7 to 12. Multiply each number above by 7. Check.

2,m ??30 6,62? 2,653 7,0?? 2,76?

13 to 18. Divide each number below by 8 .

748 580 74^ 4245j 136// 3,625353,

n

5,610^

-233-

Teaching Pages 232 and 233

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn the meaning

of fractions equivalent in value to a whole or two

or more wholes; (b) to obtain written practice in

multiplication and division.

Book Lesson (pages 232 and 233, top). Written

work. If your class has shown in the preceding

lesson that it understands fractions, assign the

written work and follow it by oral discussion. In

discussing the apple and the orange and their

division into fractional parts at the top of these

pages, it helps to use the written words, “fourths”

and “halves,” as well as the numerical symbols,

to fix the term as the name of a definite part of the

whole. Thus the board work would read something

like this:

1 orange = 4 fourths, or |
2 oranges = 8 fourths, or f
j — *

Book Lesson (page 233, bottom). Written

work. Provide for the opportunity to practice

multiplication and division tables if need is shown

in these examples.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners.

a. If pupils need more group work with frac-

tions before proceeding to the individual written
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work, use the shapes cut for previous fraction

lessons. Allow pupils to handle these objects,

breaking them into fractional parts to discover the

number of thirds, fourths, etc., in a whole. With

duplicates, cut figures and let pupils discover how

many fourths, halves, etc., are in 2, 3, and 4 wholes.

b. Let children draw many geometric shapes on

their papers or on the board. Have them divide

these shapes into various fractional parts to find

out how many thirds, sixths, eighths, etc., are con-

tained in the whole.

2. More capable children may list their use of

fractions in one day or week. To make your

children aware of the value and use of arithmetic

in everyday life is to help make arithmetic more

significant for them.

Teaching Pages 234 and 235

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn how to divide

4-place numbers when 4-place quotients result;

(b) to experience finding missing numbers in

simple examples in addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, and division.

Background. Up to this point quotients have

been held to three places although 4-place numbers

have been divided. In other words, as in example

a below, thousands, as such, have not been divided,

a. 7)2,948 b. 4)9,207

the figures for thousands being combined with

those for hundreds to make the first partial divi-

dends. In this lesson, thousand’s figures are dealt

with directly, as in example b. To make the skill

intelligible, a new generalization is developed.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Try to draw upon some real experience to

show the need of dividing thousands as such. Use
real or contrived problems similar to the following:

a. How much oil is left when the 4,000 gallon school

oil tank registers \ full?

b. 6 fathers agreed to share equally in buying base-

ball equipment. If the total cost were $78.84, how
much should each pay?

Four-Figure Quotients
D. of 4-place numbers [O]

1. How many gallons of water does this

tank hold when it is £ full?

i of 8,000 = ? 8,000 = 8 thousands

8 thousands -h 4 = 2 thousands

The tank holds 2,000 gallons of water

when it is i full.

Explain the quotients in Ex. 2 to 5.

x/irtUAawcia -5- Z - t- 7 =/MvouA&nd/

3,000 A 2,000 1,000 A 4,000

2. 2)6,000 3. 3)6,00(V 4. 7)7,000 5. 2)8,000v
(eytJi<ruAa^dd 3 = l photAiilructA 8/sh-cruAcvridA

-r 2

=

VjjuruA&rxto

You divide thousands as you divide ones.

6. Study the work in box A.

Divide the thousands: (9-^-4).

Think.
,

“2.” Write “2” in the

thousand’s place in the quotient.

Multiply; subtract; and then bring

down the 2 hundreds.

Divide the hundreds: (12 -5- 4).

Think, “3.” Write “3” in the

hundred’s place in the quotient.

Multiply; subtract; and then bring

down the 4 tens.

Divide the tens. Tell how to divide the tens.

3+4-=0,K3

Divide the ones. Why is 0 the quotient figure^ What

is the remainder ?j

234

2. See if pupils can be led to state in their own
words the generalization in the middle of page 234.

Then, using the examples that result from the

problems under 1 in this section, develop the ideas

given for boxes A and B in Ex. 6 and 7.

Book Lesson (pages 234 and 235, top).

Ex. 1-7: Oral work. Rows 8-12: Written work.

Book Lesson (page 235, bottom). Oral work.

More capable children may do these examples in

small groups led by pupil leaders.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Use a fractional-part division problem like

Ex. a in the Pre-book Lesson and have pupils

demonstrate the solution with a pocket chart or
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Written Practice

7. The coat in the window sells at

i less than the usual price of $48.20.

How much is taken off the usual price?

Tell how to finish the work in box B.

Copy, divide, and check.

8 .

9.

10 .

11 .

12 .

v
2,706

2)

5)412

' 4 io2. ru.

9)9576
\

?/7,m
6)4)904
- ££7

3)

4/785

v 4 tn,R3

4)

7)491

„
%39i,Jr/

2)2)797

_ /.940.R3

5)

9)703
. 937
4)3)748
_Xm,R3
1)8056

/ 09(d.R3

6)

6)579

*/0,32,RS

8)$82.61
*2t. UO.R2

3)$85.82

v *¥SJQ,I?/

2)

$91.81
$19.47

3)

$58.41
$ 2.07.22

8)$64.58

4)$4 8.2 0

d
7.0/8. 23

95)165
LUM23,RS
7)9)966

$8.07.23

6)$48.45

© Extra Practice. Work Set 44.

What Is the Value of II ?

Finding n in A., S, M, D. [Ol

a bed
1. 72=nx8 9 56= n + 49 7 48= 8x n4 64- 8=

2. 72- n= 64? 5x n= 40 f 9x n= 54£ 6x n= 54?

3. 56 -r n = 7 £ n + 8 = 10 2 n-i- 8 = 9 72 36 -r n = 97

4. 60- n= 56y 63 -mi= 7 9 nx 5 = 45? n + 7 = 655/

Copy and work.

a b c d
97 20,n

1. 4)368 2x489^ 3)242 $8.87 -$8.06^/
M7.7& 186,

2. 6 x $7.96a 542 x 8^%^0 6,900 - 5,891^7
710.ru $97.79

3. 307 x 377/ 3)%6 7 x$13.97a 4,358+2,907^
$L07,RS *31A£ $ /0.84.2s

4. 9)$54.68 5 x $7.49a 6)$65.09 $5.75 -$0.88^
2J,R7 $36>.SO.R/ 705.27

5. 7)569 2)$73.01 9)952 $17.13- $7.74^

So You Won't Forget!

Completing A., S, M, and D. examples [W]

Here is a harder kind of practice.

Copy and work Ex. 1 to 10. You have to find the

figures that are missing in each example.

In Ex. 1, the missing figure is 3. Why? 2+5=73

, 298 2. 8,8 5 / 3. 78, R3 00

+ 545 -5,94 5 9)70T 8)6“T2

84 3 2, 70 6 63 64

7, /6 5 6. 36 7
75 “32

- 4 2 9 *

867
+ 77 S
842

72
3

32

1,5*2 8. 5, 27 2 9. 2 36 10. 8 3 <2

-32 y + /, 8 *4 x7 X6
/, 25 8 7, 1 56 7,65 2 % ?80

[O]

Turn to the bottom of page 224 and say the answers

235 236

similar device. The pupil is able to see immediately

that ^ of 4 thousands is 2 thousands. Ex. b will

give pupils practice in working with money num-
bers.

2. Assign Extra Practice Set 44 as needed.

Set 44. 4-place quotients and dividends

1,124 2,241 1,080

1. a. 5)5,620 b. 4)8,964 c. 8)8,640

1,273, R6 2,585, R1
d. 7)8)917 e. 3)7)756

4,979, R1 1,612 1,312

2. a. 2)9)959 b. 6)9)672 c. 7)9,184

1,391, R3 1,646, R1

d. 6)8)349 e. 5)8,231

Teaching Page 236

7

Pupil’s Objective: To obtain written and oral

practice in mixed computational skills.

Book Lesson

Rows 1-5

:

Written work. Limit the assign-

ment for slower learners if it seems advisable for

them to do a smaller amount accurately rather than

meet failure or discouragement with too many
examples.

Ex. 1-10: Written work. Work several

examples together at the board so that pupils will

understand how to proceed in solving them. If
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slower learners find these too difficult, continue

with an oral lesson for three or four more examples

and then provide help for the deficiencies un-

covered in the written work at the top of the page.

If you think it will help initiate your pupils, refer

to Ex. 1 to 10 as “Number puzzles” which the

pupils are to solve by filling in the missing numbers

where question marks appear.

E

Bottom of page: Oral work. Practice in adding

,

a number to a product. This work appears on

I page 224 in the pupil’s book, and in the Manual,

with answers, on page 249.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . More capable children who enjoyed the num-

ber puzzles at the bottom of the page may make

I

up similar examples for each other.

2. Allow slower learners to solve simple number

puzzles, with 2- or 3-place numbers, made up by

I
you or some of the more capable children.

Teaching Page 237

Pupil’s Objective: To learn how to estimate

I

products in examples like 4 X 39 and 9 X 57.

Pre-book Lesson. From their daily lives,

present to your class challenging problems similar

ji
to the following, in which an estimated answer

I would suffice.

j

a. If each of the 67 fourth-graders brings 5 hard-

boiled eggs for the Easter egg-rolling contest, about

how many eggs would there be?

b. If prizes for the contest cost 29 { each, about how
! much will 9 prizes cost?

c. There are about 32 children in each class in our

school. There are 7 classrooms, or about how many
children in all in the school?

d. Each newsboy in our town delivers about 90
newspapers. There are 8 boys with paper routes.

About how many papers do they deliver in all?

Book Lesson

j!

Ex. 1-2: Oral work.

Rows 3-10: Written work. It might be wise

j

to do Ex. 3 orally before assigning rows 3-10 as a

I written lesson. Follow the written lesson by an

I

oral lesson in which pupils explain how they

j

arrived at their choices.

Estimating Products

1. Each of 6 boxes holds 48 apples. About how many

apples would you get if you bought the 6 boxes?

You can estimate the product when you want to know

about how many.

48 is almost 5 tens. 6x5 tens = 30 tens, or 300. You

would get about 300 apples.

2. Will $1.50 pay for three 39tf books?

Estimate: 39 is almost 4 tens. 3x4 tens are 12 tens,

or 120 (here, 120<£, or $1.20). Since $1.50 is more than

$1.20, there is more than enough for the books.

[W]

Copy Ex. 3a. Use estimating to decide whether 260 or

the product of 5 X 47 is larger. Circle the one you estimate

to be larger. Do the same thing for the other examples.

a b c

3. (260> or 5 x4W 233 or(3xp2^ 605 orflTxT^U

4. 283 or(7~x4^22 (39^ or 6 X 5130&@ or 5 X 83KBT

5. 301 or(4x~7 or 8 x 2822^® or 9 x 1W
6. ® or 6 x m/¥ 420 ov(Jx6^3¥ 509 oi(jxgfco?

7. 150 or(4x3^ 600 or(8 X 8fast 322 or(8x4ft?#

8. or 8 x 7%32® or 7 x 66¥c,2 160 or(fx2$207

9. ®> or 5 x Smo 605 or(9 >T§)6/2 (IB) or 4 X 73292

10 . 500 or(9 X 5)f/3 720 or(8x~9^7^(® or 6x82¥92

To see if what you circled is really larger, find the

product for each multiplication example.

— -237

NOTES
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Teaching Pages 238 and 239

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn how to work

division examples with 0’s side by side in the

quotient; (b) to obtain written practice in mixed

computational skills.

Background. To overcome the common error

of omitting zeros in the quotient, several lessons

have been taught previously with zero as a quotient

figure. The problem of two zeros occurring side

by side in the quotient is dealt with in this lesson.

Pre-book Lesson. Place the following examples

with incorrect solutions on the board one at a time:

1,1 R2 1,60 R5 1,04 R6

7)7,009 6)9,605 8)8,038

Have your children look at a specified example

to see if it is correct. Let individuals give reasons

why they think it is correct or incorrect. Have

them develop with you the proper procedure for

solving the problem. Bring out, if possible, the

use of zero as a place-holder and thus its im-

portance. Do each of these examples in the same

way with pupil help and explanation.

Book Lesson (pages 238 and 239, top). Ex. 1:

Oral work. Ex. 2-10: Written work.

Book Lesson (page 239, bottom). Written

work. Discover types of errors committed and

reasons for them ; then reteach accordingly.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Pupils may use symbols to solve simple ex-

amples like 4,001 -f- 2. They will find this much
like the work in dividing even thousands on page

234, except there will be a remainder.

2. Reteach in whatever weak areas you find

before assigning Extra Practice Set 45. If you

0's Side by Side in the Quotient
4-place dividend [O]

1. In a large toy factory, toy fire engines are packed

8 to a box. How many boxes of this size will be used to

pack 8,016 fire engines?

Study the division in the box.

Divide the thousands: (8 4- 8). Think,

“1”. Write “1” in thousand’s place in

the quotient. Multiply; subtract; and

bring down the 0 hundreds.

Divide the hundreds: (0 4- 8). Can

you divide 0 hundreds? Then write “0”

in hundred’s place in the quotient and

bring down the 1 ten.

Divide the tens: (1 4- 8). What quotient figure do you

think?? Then write “0” in ten’s place in the quotient

and bring down the 6 ones.

Divide the ones: You now have 16 ones to divide.

Tell how to finish the dividing.

238

want to assign more practice involving side-by-

side zeros in the quotient, use the following ex-

amples:

7,702 -r- 7 8,024 -f- 4 9,019 -v- 3

4,038 -r- 4 8,076 -f- 8 6,304 4- 9

7,032 -f- 7 8,403 -r 4 5,535 -f- 5

Set 45. Zeros side by side in the quotient

800, R6

1. 7)5,606

700, R4

2. 5)3,504

b

3,005

3)9,015

1,018, R3

9)9,165

2,009, R1

2K0T9

2,008

4)8,032

d

1,005, R6

7)7,041

1,007, R4

6)^046

e

200, R1

5)1,001

1,009, R1

7)7,064

Thousands Hundreds

ill

1, ;0 0 :

2

8)8^0 1
;
6

8 1

0 TI6"
| JJ_6
!
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[W]

Copy Ex. 2 to 5 and finish the division.

4,007 500,/% 1,005 2,300,«
2. 2)pl4 3. 7X506 4. 5)5^025 5. 4X203

Copy and divide. Be careful! Watch the quotient 0’s!

1001
b

„
goo?,?/

.
2*00? % 10,115

e
9o&.n

6. 3)9,021 2X017 3lM24 7X025 6X438
„
/.400 RS 2II,ri 803.R3 too. /ft

.
9.010

7. 6X405 8lM95 5)4jl8 3X401 2)8,040

2.00f,m 9QQ,n 3.001
„

/
r
ooi „ 60Q.R3

8. 4X033 3X702 2^014 9X063 4X403
OQdRi .

9oo,n
„ 4 /oo.ns

.
4 001

9. $)W7 5)7,048 4)3,602 7X705 8X056
/,/oo.ri 700 R3 100 RU /

r
LOO, RU- 4 (etio.Ri

10. 5)5,502 4)2,803 7)4,904 6X604 5X003

O Extra Practice. Work Set 45.

To Keep in Practice

Copy and work. Check all answers.

[W]

a b c d e

1. $3.68 $2.07 $81.45 $7.65 345

-3.25 x4 -78.39 x5 650
$0.43 $8.28 $ 3.06 S38.25 897
^$2.02 „$/.?/ -U6J23.M $/2.2 !,fn

. nc-n
2. 3^$6j06 5)$9^05 6)$24.58 8)$97.75 +953

3. 348 7,110 $9.06 $5.90 58

+ 576 -789 X3 X7 79
924 6,32/ $27J

8

. /,Q?0,R3

$41.30

, 8Q5,R3
403

4. 3,869

-497
3,372

$8.17

X6
$49.02

4X363 7)5,638 467

+ 38
/, 0¥5

Practice in Multiplication and Division

[W]

Copy, and multiply or divide. Check all answers.

a b c d

1. 5 X 109545 804 X 15,628 2 X 390 7?0
. 75, R

2

8)602

2.

4. IPO R!

2X401
„ 21 .37 2 R7

6)582 3)968 873 X 43jm
lOO RR . 63, *6

8 x 1,006 8,048 9X3
.124, xa

3. 4)3,603 6)1,953

4. 6 X 160 960
200, R/ /01.R2

3)601 4)410
„ 700,,W
3)3,504

Liquid Measures and Dry Measures
[O]

When we measure by gallons or pints or quarts or

pecks or bushels, we are using liquid or dry measures.

1. Which things below do you think we measure in

units of liquid measure? in units of dry measure?

watery, vinegar^, oats milk Mg,. berries cUy.

apples (Af lemonade Mg,. peas oUy- beans Mg. oil

wheat diy peanuts dig, gasoline^., paint Mg. pears dug

Table of Liquid Measures

2 measuring cups (c.) = 1 pint (pt.)

2 pt. = 1 quart (qt.)

4 qt. = 1 gallon (gal.)

Table of Dry Measures

2 pints (pt.) = 1 quart (qt.)

8 qt. = 1 peck (pk.)

4 pk. — 1 bushel (bu.)

239 240

' Teaching Pages 240, 241, 242, and 243

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To obtain further prac-

tice in multiplication and division computation;

(b) to review or learn the use of liquid and dry

measures and the units used for each.

Teacher’s Preparation. Plan to make tables of

liquid and dry measures similar to those on page

240 in the pupil’s book. Tell your pupils to bring

in whatever containers they can obtain or borrow

to use in an experiment. The results usually will

be sufficient to enable the class to make both

tables. However, you should have your own col-

lection too. Have some material available for dry

measuring—sand, dried beans, or peas.

Pre-book Lesson

1. In a discussion of the use of each container,

lead to a grouping and listing of various materials

as either dry or liquid. Then divide the containers

into two groups, one for liquid measures and the

other for dry measures.

2. You are now ready to formulate the tables

with your pupils. Begin, perhaps, with liquid

measures. Start with a pint or half-pint measure.

Using water, discover how many of these full

measures it will take to fill the next largest measure.

Indicate this on the board in table form. Use the

chart on page 240 as a guide.

3. Do the same type of experiment to build the

table of dry measures.



eHEK**
. iUlCE^

Readiness for changing units [O]

2. Things like apples, potatoes, onions, peas, and

pears are sold sometimes by the pound and sometimes

by dry measure. Why do we say “dry” ^ /mtat -

uxA&dsaAts d/M-

3. On page 240, tell which units in the table of dry

measures are not used in the table of liquid measures ?v

4. Pints and quarts are a little larger in dry measure

than in liquid. Can you think why

5. If you move tomatoes from small baskets into larger

ones, are more or fewer baskets usee

Liquid Measures
Changing to another unit of measure [W]
1.

If you pour 1 quart

of fruit juice into measuring

cups, how many cups of juice

will you get?

1 quart = Ji. cups

Find how many cups of liquid there are in

2. 1 pint of water 2 4. 1 gallon of vinegar /£

3. £ pint of milk / 5. h gallon of lemonade.

Copy and finish Ex. 6 to 10. Then solve problem 11.

6. 6 gallons = 23L quarts 8. 8 quarts = .2. gallons

7. 13 quarts = 26>- pints 9. 18 pints = -3- quarts

10. 5 pints = -2. quarts and .J. pint

11. Jack bought a pint of paint at 45<£ to paint his

doghouse. He had to buy another pint for a second

coat. He could have bought a quart for 85<t. Would

that have been cheaper^How much cheaper? 5*

6. If you change milk from large bottles to smaller

ones, would you need more or fewer bottles

When you change from larger to smaller

containers, you need more containers.

When you change from smaller to larger

containers, you need fewer containers.

Copy and write 4‘fewer” or “more” for Ex. 12 and 13.

12. To change liquids from gallon containers to quart

containers, you will need^a^ containers.

13. To change liquids from quart containers to gallon

containers, you will need/a^ containers.

241 242

4. Bring out in the experiment and discussion

the principle that when we change from larger to

smaller containers, we need more containers ; like-

wise, as we change from smaller to larger con-

tainers, fewer are needed.

5. Use the following problems as a basis for

further discussion:

a. Would you prefer 1 quart of ice cream to 1 pint?

b. Would 2 gallons of cider be sufficient for twenty

people to have a glass each?

c. How many cups of milk are in your pint vacuum
bottle?

d. How many quart bottles will a full gallon can of

milk fill?

e. How many cups of lemonade are contained in a

gallon jug?

/. I need a vacuum bottle which will hold one

cup of liquid. What size do I want, 1 pint, § pint, or

1 quart?

g. If 1 quart of tomatoes will serve four people, how
many will 1 peck serve?

h. How many pecks are in 2 bushels of potatoes?

See if further problems of a similar nature may
be obtained from your cafeteria or from the children

themselves. Be sure, however, that pupils verify

all their answers. For example, in question b

above, have a child fill two gallon-jugs with water

and then attempt to fill twenty glasses from the

jugs. Similar experiments can be devised for each

of the other questions and for any others you may

use.
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Differentiations and Extensions

Write your work for Ex. 1 to 3.

1. Have slower learners cut from newspapers

references to units of liquid and dry measure.

These may be classified according to whether they

are liquid or dry measures and then mounted.

2. Use the mounted material from 1 above as a

basis for oral problems.

3. Watch for real problems which may arise

during the school day and have pupils use the

tables of measures in solving them.

NOTES

1. Each of Mr. Bell’s 8 horses eats 2 quarts of oats

a day. Altogether, how many quarts do they eat? 7̂

2.

Mrs. Bell gives her chickens 2 quarts of feed a

day. In a week, how many quarts does she give them?77

3.

In his barn Mr. Bell has two bins. There are

12 pecks of wheat in one bin and^£6 pecks in the other.

How many pecks are there in all?A How many bushels ?V

On your paper write the missing numbers.

4. 3 pecks = 23L quarts 6. 32 quarts = Ji. pecks

5. 5 bushels = 2Q_ pecks 7. 1 bushel = 32. quarts

Copy Ex. 8 and 9 and write “fewer” or “more.”

8. In changing apples from bushel to peck containers,

you will need^f^containers.

9. In changing oats from quart to peck containers

you will need^f^containers.

243

New Words: page 240, bushel, peck; page 241,

containers

Book Lesson (pages 240 and 241): Rows 1-4:

Written work. Ex. 1-6: Oral work.

New Word: page 242, cheaper

Book Lesson (page 242). Written work.

New Word: page 243, bins

Book Lesson (page 243). Written work. If

pupils do not give the proper responses for Ex. 8

and 9, reteach the work leading up to the general-

izations on page 241.
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Right or Wrong? Why?

Tell what is wrong in each of Ex. 1 to 5.

1. Our bottle holds 6i pecks of gaspfine.^™fs

2. § pound of sugar is equal to^goun(tj^su^aj^

3. One gallon of milk will give a cup of milk to each

of 24 children, /^X. * 9ft. = ?/>£. =/6 c,.

4. When the temperature is 90°, you need to wear

an overcoat. 90 2d

5. To put 8 bushels of corn in peck measures, you

will need just 2 peck measures. 9Jo,. -?X9f&,=32fk.

Tell the missing words in Ex. 6 to 9.

6. Numbers like f are called

7. A whole thing can be thought of as _A. sixths.

8. Water freezes at about 32°
.

9. § apples are equal to _2_ apples.

Written Practice
A., S., M., and D.

Copy, and work. Check all answers.

a be d
*0.90 *37.90 /30.f?(„

1. 3)$2.40 4x $7.85A 7)916 9,063- 8,827
*756 7,001. 1?£

2. 762 x 6 ‘f.sni X $ 1 .08a 919I0I4 57 + 68 + 99 + 72
*0.95 7,goo 799.ri

3. 8)$6.80 3 x 2,600^ 6)890 $8.00- $0.87 *7.43

*20.09 990
4. 485x 9^54)$80.36 ^)960 456+ 370+ 908 47-3?

* 93.20 9,G90 *7.90

5. 5x $8.64 A 8x 1,080,, $)$9.50 $26.63+ $9.56 «./?

244

Can You Solve Problems?
Problem Test 6

Write the work for Ex. 1 to 8.

1. Tom wanted a radio. Use

the picture to find how much

Tom would save by buying the

cheaper radio. *9. 75

2. To buy the cheaper radio,

Tom paid ^ of the $18.75 from

his savings. His father paid the

rest. What was Tom’s share }*6.25

3. Tom’s mother bought a table for the radio at $3.75.

Paint for it cost 98tf, and a brush cost 39<t. How much

did the finished table cost in all }*5./2

4. Tom gets one of his programs at 570 on the radio

dial. He gets another program at 960, or how many

points farther along on the dial? 390

5. Aunt Sue’s radio broke. A man worked 3 hours to

fix it. At $2.25 an hour, how much was the bill? *&35

6. After a new program, 4,208 letters were sent to a

radio station. Only i of the people who wrote, or

people, did not like the program.

7. A station has 288 short programs from Monday

through Saturday, the same number each day. On each

of the 6 days how many such programs are there?

8. Aunt Sue can get $12.75 for her old radio if she

buys a new one fisted at $38.00. To get the new one, how

much more would Aunt Sue have to pay? *25.25

245

Teaching Page 244

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To review important

ideas and skills; (b) to obtain written practice in

computation.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-9: Oral work. In addition to telling

what is wrong in each of these exercises, allow the

pupils to see and enjoy the humor of these errors.

Reteach any area which shows the need.

Rows 1-5: Written work. For slower learners,

limit the number of examples or divide the work

into two sections. Provide time for checking

errors and removing misconceptions of procedure.

Differentiations and Extensions. Some more

capable children may enjoy making humorous

drawings to show the errors in Ex. 1-5 at the top

of the page in the pupil’s book.

Teaching Pages 245, 246, and 247

Pupil’s Objective: To take the four regular

end-of-chapter tests.

New Words: page 245, program, dial

Book Lesson. Administer the tests as usual.

An alternate computation test will be found on

page 329 of the Manual.
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Do You Make Mistakes?
Diagnostic Test 6

Copy, and divide.

a b
7 t,R3

c Study
Pages

Practice

Sets

1.

2.

8)56 9)75
? Z,R3

6)48 8)67

iof 40^

| of 56 ^
219,225,

227
42, 43

3.

4.

/, J/-f. R!

7)

9^206
(.34,*/

8)

57)73

OrT

CN

S
incw

in

^

oo

234, 235 44

5.

6.

/,O09,ri

4)47)37
900,33

8)7^03

4S00JT¥

5)7^04
3.001

3)97>2l

238 45

Do You Understand?
Test of Information and Meaning 6

Write answers for Ex. 1 to 5 on your paper.

1. Estimate which number would be larger.

a. 640 or 7x82 ^0 b. 430 or 9x53 ?X53

2. Estimate the sum or the remainder.

a. 49 + 37 90 b. 83 - 58 20 c . 21 + 67 90 d. 79 - 37^

3. Write two different fractions that equal a whole, v
AouJudd; y ; -g

4. Write an example with 375 as the dividend. v

;
375 ~5- 15

5. Write the names of three things we measure with

units of dry measure. AwJvcui

;

246 —

—
Write “Yes” or “No” to answer Ex. 6 to 15.

6. Does ^ of a thing equal § of the same thing? 7U

7. To get § apples, would you cut apples into sixths?^

8. In the fraction f, is 5 the numerator?^
9. To put 2 bushels of com into peck containers,

would you need 8 peck containers ? fy*

10. Does water boil at 32°?

11. Does 1 bushel equal 32 quarts? y*>

12. Are estimated products just like real products? %v

13. Do 2 whole oranges make f oranges?

14. Is it 12 hours from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.? ^
15. Do 18 ounces of sugar weigh more than 1 pound?

ty*

How Well Can You Figure?

Computation Test 6

Copy, and work. You need not check your answers.

a b c d

1. $3.96 $8.00 $8.59 $5.37

X6 -2.82 X7 + 18.92
JJ3% TsTTF P60./3 *24.19

^
2. 7)4,206

300 FJ.

3)902
„
1,009*'

4X037 8)809^

3. $1.86 $ 2.68 $14.87 $65.21

X9 -0.95 X6 -8.19
* /. 13 pxi.n *57.02

4. 55 + 56 + 938 + 4,658$W7 6. 289 + 347 + 408 + 39^/i

5. 7,469 + 438 + 1,507?,M 7. 6 + 0 + 9 + 8 + 85/

247

Differentiations and Extensions. Use the fol-

lowing table for entering on the test record cards

the appropriate per cent scores.

TABLES OF PER CENTS FOR CHAPTER 6 SCORES

Score

Per Cents tor

Problem

Test

Score

Per Cents for

Computation

Test

Score

Per Cents for

Computation

Test

1 13 1 6 9 56

2 25 2 13 10 63

3 38 3 19 11 69

4 50 4 25 12 75

5 63 5 31 13 81

6 75 6 38 14 88

7 88 7 44 15 94

8 100 8 50 16 100
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Detroit Public Schools

There is no better way to learn equivalents in

the tables of measures than through experi-

mentation and use.



Teaching Chapter 7 of Grade 4

Introduction

I. Learning Outcomes in Chapter 7

1 . Knowledge of the M. facts for 9’s and for 9

and the D. facts with quotients and divisors of 9,

as well as the related fraction facts and uneven

D. facts

2. Ability to read and write 5- and 6-place num-
bers with understanding of place value and periods

3. Ability to estimate quotients

4. Ability to multiply by 2-place numbers

5. Ability to check products in multiplication

(2-place multipliers)

6. Ability to multiply money numbers

7. Ability to solve problems

8. Understanding of various specific concepts,

generalizations, and relationships.

9. Desirable emotionalized responses (attitudes,

appreciations, values)

II. The Nature of the Major Outcomes

Knowledge of the M. Facts for 9’s and for 9

and the D. Facts with Quotients and Di-

visors of 9, as Well as the Related Fraction

Facts and Uneven D. Facts

This outcome involves learning only two new
facts in multiplication and division, 9X 9= 81,

8
1 J§

9 = 9, and the related fraction fact, ^ of 81

= 9. Also it involves the learning of only one new
table number, 81, for uneven division. Neverthe-

less, five pages of the pupil’s book (pages 251-255

)

are devoted to the outcome, partly because the M.
and D. facts involving 9 are usually among the

hardest for children, and partly because the process

of finding and organizing the facts repeats, and

should enrich, important understandings.

Ability to Read and Write 5- and 6-place

Numbers

This outcome refers to the ability to read,

through use of previously learned place-value un-

derstandings, numbers like 56,089 and 309,624 and

to write in figures numbers like nine hundred fifty

thousand eight hundred twenty-four {page 259).

Moreover, a new idea—that of number “periods”

—is introduced {pages 260 and 261). Thus we
speak of the “one’s period” and the “thousand’s

period” (in Grade 5 your pupils will learn about

the “million’s period”). In the number 672,483,

483 make up the one’s period (there are 483 ones),

while 672 make up the thousand’s period (there

are 672 thousands). As numbers grow in length

into five, six, and more places, it is a matter of

great convenience to organize them in this way
into periods.

Ability to Estimate Quotients

In the example 7)485, one may think of 485 as

49 tens divided by 7, securing a quotient of 7

tens, or 70, which for many purposes is close

enough to the exact quotient. As you see, the

same basic procedure is used {page 262) in esti-

mating quotients as has been used in estimating

sums, remainders (or differences), and products,

namely, the rounding of numbers to the nearest

even tens.

Ability to Multiply by 2-place Numbers

This ability represents a marked forward step

with respect to computational skills. Up to now
your pupils have multiplied in examples only when
the multipliers have been 1 -place numbers. Now
they will learn to multiply in examples of the kinds

illustrated below.

3 b. 2 c. 42

10 X 40 X 20

30 80 840

d. 27 e. 87

X 36 X 65

162 435

810 5220

972 5,655

Learning is organized in easy stages, so as to develop

intelligent mastery, intelligent because at each stage

the procedures used are rationalized.

The first experience with 2-place multipliers is
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with type a examples, in which 10 is the multiplier

Cpage 264). Just as 6 X 8 and 8X6 have the same
product, so 10 X 3 and 3 X 10 have the same

product. It becomes clear, then, that we multiply

by 10 just as we multiply by 1, writing the number
multiplied (here 3) as the product with 0 after it

to make it mean tens.

Just about the same kind of thinking applies for

type b examples: 40 is thought of as 4 tens ; then

4 tens X 2 = 8 tens, or 80 {page 265).

Type c is not much different. We think of 20

as 2 tens, multiply 42 by 2 tens, and write the

product 84 tens as 840 {page 266).

Type d is the kind of example that commonly
causes trouble, for now there are two steps in mul-

tiplication, with partial products to be added. How-
ever, as developed in the pupil’s book {pages 267

and 268), the procedure in such examples is made
sensible. In the example 36 X 27, the multiplier

is thought of as 3 tens and 6 ones. Then the multi-

plication can be done in three steps, as illustrated

below.

27 27 162

X 6 X 3 (tens) + 810

162 81 (tens) or 810 972

The first step is an old friend of long standing.

The second step has been mastered in the preced-

ing pages. The third step, which is new in a way,

is practically self-evident: we must combine the

two products to get the answer for the example as

a whole. It remains then only to shorten the work

by writing the computation as a single example

instead of three, as illustrated for d above ; but the

transition is made easy by showing that the one

example actually does no more than telescope the

separate computations without actually sacrificing

their identity. That is to say, in the short form,

the three original examples can still be seen, but

in abbreviated form.

Note in connection with type d examples that

the term “partial product” is introduced and that

the 0 is retained in the second partial product (it

will eventually be dropped). The reasons for writ-

ing the 0 are two: as a place-holder, the 0 shows

the partial product to be so many tens (the multi-

plier is a tens number); and with the 0 in one’s

place the columns are kept straight for the addition

of the partial products.

Type e examples {page 269) differ from type d
only in that the products are 4-place numbers. The
procedure in multiplication remains the same.

Ability to Check Products in Multiplication

(2-place Multipliers)

So long as your pupils could multiply only by
digits, the check had to be to perform the multi-

plication a second time. Now that they can mul-
tiply by 2-place numbers, they can be taught the

check {page 269) which is, of course, to reverse

Check

52 37

X 37 X 52

364 74

1 560 1 850

1,924 1,924

the factors and multiply again, as in the example

above. The rationale of the check is already

familiar from experiences with pairs of M. facts:

7 X 6 = 42 and 6 X 7 = 42.

Ability to Multiply Money Numbers

The multiplication of money numbers {pages

270 and 271) illustrates the important idea that as

far as the problem situation is concerned, the

multiplicand is a concrete number. For this

reason the money number should be written as

the multiplicand. The multiplier then is an ab-

stract number which shows how many times that

amount of money is to be used in getting a total.

However, if we temporarily forget the social

situation and deal just with numbers, then an

example like a may be written as in b. We then

a. 18^ b. 25

25_ 18_

200

250

450 or $4.50

c. 3<t d. 24

X 24 _3

72 12<t or $0.72
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get our answer of 450 and interpret this as $4.50.

This procedure is particularly valuable for an exer-

cise like c, and when written in the form shown in

d, the product can be shown as 72^ or $0.72.

Ability to Solve Problems

Here, late in the book, we raise the question:

“Have you found a good way to solve problems?”

and we suggest a pattern in terms of “steps” {pages

256 and 257). But note: we advise children to

keep good patterns if they already have them. The
pattern described is only to be adopted if no better

way has been found.

Note, too, how on page 263 estimating products

and quotients is applied to the problem-solving

program and pupils are asked to see if their an-

swers are reasonable.

Understanding of Various Specific Concepts,

Generalizations, and Relationships

1 . Concepts and essential technical terms:

partial product ten thousands

period (in numbers) hundred thousands

2. Important relationships and generalizations.

The generalizations appearing in Chapter 7 will

be found on the following pages in the pupil’s

book (and on the corresponding reproduced pages

in this Manual): pages 266, 267.

Desirable Emotionalized Responses (Atti-

tudes, Appreciations, Values)

Reconsider the full meaning of this outcome, and

then make plans to give it its full share of attention.

Its importance must not be underestimated.
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248 249

Our School Library

Problem-solving: differentiating processes [W]

Write the numbers 1 to 6 on your paper. After each

number write “A.” or “S.” or “M.” or “D .” to show how

to work that problem. Do not solve.

1. Our school library has 247 travel books, 864 history

books, 36 picture books, 1,566 storybooks, and 759 books

of other kinds. In all, how many books are there }A.;3,V12

2. One sixth of the 864 history books are new. How
many history books are new? D.;/¥¥

3. Jean decided to read all 1,566 storybooks. If she

reads 6 books a week, how many weeks will it take? (Do

you think she will do it?) D.; i(,l- fkr

4. To have 3,000 storybooks in the library, instead of

the 1,566 we now have, how many books will be needed ?v
S.;/,¥34

5. We have earned $96.48 for new books. The girls

earned $57.94. How much did the boys earn? S.;f3f.5¥

6. If we spend $37.65 of the $96.48 for history books,

how much money will we have for other books? S.;*5?.£3

Now solve all six problems. Write your work.

Teaching Pages 248 and 249

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To gain experience in

deciding the process to use in problem-solving;

(6) to solve mixed problems.

Background. This lesson will act as a review

of previous work and as introduction to the prob-

lem-solving work on pages 250, 256, and 257.

Pre-book Lesson. Use the picture on page 248

to stimulate interest in the problem-solving lessson.

Let children suggest some of the number problems

that might confront a librarian.

New Word: page 249, history

Book Lesson. Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Take up the papers on which all pupils indi-

cate by letter, as the first stage in the lesson, the

operation to use in each problem. Study these pa-

pers while pupils, on other sheets of paper, return

to the problems to solve them. Discuss difficulties

of differentiating processes found on the first papers.

2. Use problems similar to those in the pupil’s

book (with smaller numbers) for slower learners

and have each dramatized or solved with objects.
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Teaching Page 250

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To experience identi-

fying the operation to be used in problems without

numbers
; (6) to gain practice in writing problems,

given situations and appropriate numbers.

Background. The basic idea behind this lesson

is similar to that for the lesson on page 203.

Without numbers to distract, your pupils can

concentrate upon the usefulness of the various

operations in dealing with described situations.

The written work at the bottom of the page ex-

tends the idea so that pupils will realize how such

situations may be transformed into solvable prob-

lems simply by supplying the numbers suggested as

being appropriate.

Teacher’s Preparation. Place a box with a

small quantity of pencils in it in a spot where it

will be visible to the whole class. Pupils should

not be able to see how many pencils are in the box.

Pre-book Lesson

What Process Should You Use?
Problems without numbers [OJ

Tell what to do to solve Ex. 1 to 5.

If you know how can you tell

1.

the number of dogs in the

Eskimo village and the number

of dogs needed to pull a sled.

the number of sleds

that all the dogs can

pull

2. the number of people who

live in the village and how many

of them are grown people,

3. the number of children and

the number that are girls.

low many children

vein the

how many boys there

are?JuJJ/i&tfth tuvmliA. of

4.

how many fish were caught

and how many men went fishing,

re number of fish 'in

each man’s share?^W^

1. Open the lesson with a classroom problem

such as “I know how many children should be in

the room and how many are not in the room,

right now. How can I tell how many would be in

the room if we were all present?” Elicit the

answer, “By adding the number not in the room
to the number that should be in the room.” Sub-

stitute actual numbers and have the problem

solved.

2. Go to the box of pencils and take out a hand-

ful in such a way that the class cannot tell the

exact number withdrawn. Ask what information

is missing for answering the question, “How many
pencils are now in the box?” When all pupils are

satisfied that it would be necessary to know the

number of pencils in the box originally and those

taken out, say, “If we did know those numbers,

how could we solve the problem?” Pupils should

see that a subtraction problem has evolved. Have

the class supply the correct numbers and then have

the problem solved.

3. Lead into the Book Lesson by suggesting that

a number problem exists in the picture at the top

of the page in the pupil’s book, but that the num-
bers of objects is not shown.

5.

how many canoes there are how many people all /nwn/-

and how many can ride in each, the canoes will hold?v
?KuMcp£u Mwoed

Write problems with numbers for Ex. 1 to 5 above.

Use the numbers given below.

I. 156 and 6 fa) 2. 140 and 96(w) 3. 44 and 18(jZ£)

4. 36 and 4 ((f)
5. 21 and 3 (£$)

250

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-5 (top): Oral work. After Ex. 1 has been

read and an operation suggested as suitable, re-

quire explanation and justification. Do the same

with Ex. 2 to 5.

Ex. 1-5 (bottom): Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Give slower learners many lessons of the

type suggested in the Pre-book Lesson. In this

way build the idea that problems may be stated

without numbers.

2. Examine the results of the written work for

evidences of lack of ability to state appropriate
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problem questions. Supply other suitable num-
bers for each problem and reteach this part of the

lesson orally; then have Ex. 1-5 at the bottom of

the page redone.

3. Let all pupils read to one another the prob-

lems formed in the written work. If members of

the class disagree with the statement of a problem,

reasons should be given. Underscore the idea that

the questions may be given in many forms.

4. Have more capable children solve the problems

constructed.

Teaching Page 251

Pupil’s Objective: To study the M. and D.

facts involving 9 in terms of related pairs and whole

stories.

Background. Since these M. and D. facts

include but one new relationship, 9X9 and

81 -7- 9 (or ^ of 81), this lesson is written, not oral,

and combines the M. and D. facts on one page.

Observe that pupils are to discover the new
facts by relying on facts already learned. Since

8X9=72, 9X9 must equal one more 9, or

72+9=81. The same thinking is applied to

learning the D. fact 72 -r- 9= 8. The fraction

facts are introduced in Ex. 5 as one of the other

ways of writing a division example.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Give a quick oral review to assure yourself

that pupils remember about “pairs” of facts and

“whole stories.” Review, also, the 3 ways of

8

writing D. facts, as 48 4- 6 = 8, 6)48, and
i of 48 = 8.

2. Let a pupil respond to “8X9= _?_” with

the product 72. Invite someone to show this on

the board as:

/////•//// /////•//// /////•//// /////•////

/////•//// /////•//// /////•//// /////•////

Lead pupils to see that they know the total and

that, therefore, to find 9 X 9, it is only necessary

to form one more row of 9 marks, obtaining the

total by adding 9 to 72.

More Facts in Multiplication and Division

Facts involving 9 [W]

1. Copy Ex. a to m from box A. Draw lines between

examples that make pairs, as Ex. a and j. Now copy

again Ex. a to m from box A and write the products.

A
Multiplication Facts

D
Division Facts

For 9’s For 9 Divisor 9 Quotient 9

3C a. 4X9, /g. 9X659
59 b. 6 X r\ h. 9X595

3 a. 27 4- 9 .g. 36 4- 4?

6 b.54 + ^y
h.63 4-79

6>3 c. 7X9 JA. 9X327 ¥ c. 36 4- #Y/i. 45 + 5?

71 d.8X9^/'j. 9X4% 7 d. 63 4+VCj. 72 4-89

77 e. 3 X ¥V\ k. 9 X 811 5 e. 45 + 9^yOk. 27 4- 3?

95 f. 5X9 1. 9X763 & f. 12 -=<3 '1. 54 4- 6?

m. 9 X 9P/ m. 81 + 9?

2. Now copy Ex. a to m from box B and show pairs.

Then copy Ex. a to m again giving the quotients.

3. The only new M. fact in box A is 9 X 9 = ?

You know 8 x 9 = 72 and 72 + 9 = 81, so 9x9 =<?/

4. The only new D. fact in box B is 81 -s- 9 = ?

You know that 72 + 9 = 8 and that 81 contains 1 more

9 than 72, so 81+9 = 9

5. For each example in box B, show two other ways

of writing the D. example and its quotient.^.

Write the whole story in M. and D. about
7X9=/°3; 9X 7=6,3; 6133 1=9; 9X6, =59; 39 59=6,; 59 56, =9;

6. 7, 9, and 63.63 39=7 6X9=59 8. 9, 6, and 54^

7. 8, 9, and 72/*?= 72; 9. 9, 9, and 81v
72 3 9=?; 72 39=9; 9X9=72 9/9=9/; 9/59 = 9

10. How many facts has the whole story for Ex. 9?2

251

Book Lesson. Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. All pupils.

a. Have them work together orally to try to

reorganize boxes A and B into the customary

table form (see tables on the following pages).

Proceed to Ex. 5 and have the facts written in the

form ^ of 81 = 9 organized into the customary

fraction D. facts.

b. They may also work in pairs asking one

another the M. and D. facts involving 9. Hard
facts should be written in the arithmetic notebook

and compared with study cards made previously.

Allow ample time for this type of review.
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c. To help children learn a way to check prod-

ucts for these facts, say, “Study your products for

box A. For a, the product is 36. The sum of the

3 and the 6 in 36 is 9. In each product, what is the

sum of the two figures? How will this help you

check products for the M. facts involving 9’s?”

2. More capable children should supply the

arithmetic corner with whatever tables of facts are

needed to complete the tables already constructed.

3. Slower learners should be prompted to sug-

gest some other ways of finding M. and D. products

and quotients. Some of the ways they know are

counting, adding or subtracting, using related

facts, and drawing dot pictures.

Teaching Page 252

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To study the relation-

ships in the multiplication tables for 9’s and for 9

;

(b) to obtain practice on the M. facts as such and in

carrying in multiplication examples that involve

these facts; (c) to use the M. facts for 9’s and for

9 in computation.

Background. The activities given in this lesson

are similar to those provided for the introduction

of earlier tables of facts.

The complete multiplication tables for 9’s and

for 9 are given so that they may be seen in the

correct, organized form and so relationships may
be studied. Some of the relationships are (a) the

products for the 9’s and 9 facts increase by 9;

(b) for the 9’s facts, the multiplier increases by 1

for each successive fact while the multiplicand is

always 9; (c) the reverse of (b) is true when the

multiplier is always 9.

Pre-book Lesson. Have all pupils study the

relationships that exist in the multiplication table.

The tables constructed as part of the previous

lesson may be used for this purpose; then the

tables in the pupil’s book should be pointed out.

Book Lesson. Rows 1-7: Oral work. Rows 8

and 9: Written work.

Multiplication Facts for 9’s

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

Xl X2 x3 X4 X5 x6 X7 X8 X9
9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81

Multiplication Facts for 9

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

X9 X9 X9 X9 X9 X9 x9 X9 X9
9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81

Using the Multiplication Facts

Which products in rows 1 to 3 are wrong?

a b c

[O]

d

1. 3x 9= 27 9x 9= 81 9x 4= 36 9x 5=^
2. 9x5= ,56^5 9x6= 225V 8x9 = 4072 6 X 9 = 54

3. 4x 9= 36 9x 7= 63 9x 8=^72 7x9 =^
Practice in M. with carrying

Say the answers for the examples in rows 4 to 7.

4. 8 x 9+ 5 77 9x9+ 6?7 9x6+ 16/

5. 6x8+5S3 6x9+ 45? IX 8+ 460

6. 9x7+ 87/ 7 X 7+653- 9x8+ 890

7. 3x 9+ 229 9x6 + 8^2 IX 6+ 5V7

Multiply. Check by multiplying again.

8 X 8+&
6 x 9+ 5S9

7 X 8+3*7

9x 5+6*7

[W]

8. 4x39 /SC, 9x 26 23V 5x95 415 9 x 37'333

9. 9 x 782 1,03# 9 X 924$3/6 6 X 695 9,no 9 X 469^22/

© Extra Practice. Work Set 46.

252

2. Partners should work together with study

cards to master all M. facts.

3. Extra Practice Set 46 may be used orally

or for further written practice.

Set 46. M. facts for 9's and 9

ab cd e f ghi
1. 994993612
XI X 7 X 9 X 9 X 5 X 9 X9 X9 X9

9 63 36 81 45 27 54 9 18

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Rows 1-3 may be used as written work for all

pupils if desired.

2. 998597999
X 6 X 0 X 9 X 9 X 2 X 9 X 3 X 4 X 8

54 0 72 45 18 63 27 36 72
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Teaching Page 253

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To study the relation-

ships in the tables of D. facts with quotients and

divisors of 9; (b

)

to write the fraction facts that

accompany the D. facts with quotients and divisors

of 9 ;
(c) to discover the one new table number, 8 1

;

(d) to obtain practice in multiplication and uneven

and even division containing the new facts, as well

as others.

Background. This lesson is little different

from others designed for developing new D. facts.

Since the page contains but three new items,

81-7-9=9, ^ of 81 = 9, and the table number 81,

be sure they are not overlooked. Concentrate on

providing pupils with experiences that will enrich

facts already known. As usual, make certain that

all pupils are awake to the relationships that exist

in the division tables at the top of the page.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1: Written work. Slower learners may need

help in writing out these tables of fraction facts.

Work with them orally, reminding them of other

such tables they have made. Have them demon-

strate with objects the meaning of the fact ^ of

81 = 9.

Ex. 2-5: Oral work.

Rows 1-3: Written work. Help all pupils set

up and number these exercises.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Rows 3-5 (middle of the page) may be used

for written self-evaluation. Observe to locate

pupils in need of help.

2. Assign Extra Practice Set 47 as needed. If

you wish, make up your own set of practice work

using all the D. facts involving 9 in scrambled order.

Set 47. D. facts with divisor or quotient 9abed e f

9 9 2

1.5)45 i of 27 3 9)8l i of 54 6 9)l8 i of 36 9

4 8 9

2.9)36 £ of 63 7 9)12 % of 54 9 7j63 | of 81 9

Division Facts, Divisor 9123456789
3)9 9)18 9)27 9)36 9)45 9)54 9)63 9)72 9)81

Division Facts, Quotient 9999999999
1)9 2)18 3)27 4)36 5)45 6)54 7)63 8)72 9)81

Using the Division Facts
Fraction facts [W]

1. Write out tables of fraction facts to go with the

division tables having divisor or quotient 9.

Uneven D. [O]

2. When dividing by 9 what table number do you use

for 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, and 89? ?/

Say the quotients with their remainders.

© Extra Practice. Work Set 47.

Written Practice
M. and D.

a b c d

1. Multiply by 9: $ 1.86 7^ 9.74 6.23 tsC.07\ ,995 %!5

2. Divide by 8: $5.68 mi 869 /or, trs $55.60 fc.?59,784 1,22

3. Divide by 9: 720 20 $34.12 73.79,*961 /06>,R7 903 700, tti
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—Answers Not on Reproduced Page 253

1. Fraction Facts

Divisor 9 Quotient 9

\ Of 9=1
iof 18 = 2 Jof 18= 9

\ of 27 = 3 ^ of 27 = 9

i of 36 = 4 i of 36 = 9

^ of 45 = 5 i of 45 = 9

\ of 54 = 6 i of 54 = 9

i of 63 = 7 i of 63 = 9

^ of 72 = 8 i of 72 = 9

\ of 81 = 9 |of 81 = 9
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Teaching Page 254

Pupil’s Objective: To use M. and D. facts in-

volving 9 in verbal problems.

Background. Learning the M. and D. facts

is important for computational work, but the more

important practical, or problem-solving, aspect

must not be forgotten. How well pupils under-

stand the facts and their use will be brought out

in Ex. 1-10.

To get an idea of the difference between com-

putational and problem-solving ability, look at

Ex. 8. The computed answer for 85 -F 9 is 9, R4,

but in everyday affairs, the answer is quite differ-

ent. 10 bags would be needed to contain the candy

according to the stipulated procedure. In many

ways, most of your pupils will have more call for

the kind of understanding brought out in this les-

son than that used in computation, although in

practice the two cannot be separated for they are

both necessary.

Notice that the first answer for Ex. 1 is “Yes”

(giving hay to 9 cows each evening is the same as

giving hay to 63 cows in one week); but the im-

portant question, as yet unanswered, is given in

the title for the page “How Would You Find

Out?” See that this question is answered for

Ex. 1 and for the other nine problems on the

page. It is not that correctness of answers is un-

important; it is, of course, but answers must be

completely evaluated and justified.

Pre-book Lesson. Use Ex. 1, and after it has

been established that the important response in-

volves justification of the answer, ask seven pupils

to stand and hold a piece of paper, each piece con-

taining 9 marks to represent cows. Establish the

fact that 63 cows are represented in all the pictures

together. Request one child after another to sit

down, and as each does, emphasize that 9 cows were

given hay each day by saying the days of the week

in order. Bring out the idea that successive sub-

traction has been demonstrated; and hence, since

63 cows were first displayed, and none at the end

of the demonstration, it has been proven that

giving hay to 63 cows in one week is the same as

giving hay to 9 cows a day. Relate the repeated

subtraction idea to the meaning of division and

How Would You Find Out?
Using M. and D. facts [O]

1. Tom’s father gives hay to 9 cows each evening.

Is that the same as giving hay to 63 cows in onewjekrf^

2. It takes him about 8 minutes to milk each of the 9

cows. Can he finish in 1 hour? 72/W^-.
/Ad/. = 6,0/mvrv-

3. Tom may keep i of the 45 quarts of berries he

picks. Should he keep 12 quarts ?'V, £<$45=9

4. I have 72<£ and tell you that you can have g or &

of it. Which would be more?? Why?|V 72
f

q ov 72* -r
5. Which is more, 7 stamps or £ of 54 stamps?'

6. Can you walk on | of a sidewalk 36 implies wide?'
J

tyio, -if of 3d = 9

7. Can 8 boys divide 72 marbles equally?^. 72 -g-9

8. You start putting 9 pieces ofcandy in each bag.

Will you need 10 bags for 85 pieces iy Why =

9. Which will make a longer jump rope, g of a rope

40 feet long or £ of a rope 54 feet long? ~_

g
t

10.

Tom weighs 72 pounds and Bob weighs £ more.

How many pounds heavier is Bob than Tom ?? rf 77 =?

254

show how division gives the easiest and quickest

solution to Ex. 1.

Book Lesson. Oral work. Pupils should demon-

strate to justify their answers when possible. For

Ex. 2, 9 groups of 8 X’s each could be put on the

board. If some are not yet sure of the product for

this fact, the X’s may be counted. The 72 X’s

stand for minutes and, of course, represent a longer

period of time than an hour.

Differentiations and Extensions. Let all pu-

pils discuss ways of proving some of the statements

made in Ex. 1-10. Allow, if needed, the use of

objects, pictures, and computations.
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Test Yourself 17

[W]

Write just the products on folded paper.

a b c d e f g h i

1. 4 6 7 4 8 4 9 7 8

X8 X9 x5 X9 x6 x5 x5 x8 X3
32 S¥ 35 3C, ¥9 20 ¥5 sc, 2¥

2. 9 4 6 8 4 5 4 5 8

X4 x3 X7 x8 x4 x9 X6 X7 X9
3C, /2 4*2 (e¥ /c, ¥5 2¥ 35 72

00 00 9 5 9 6 8 9 6 5

X7 X2 x6 X9 x3 X4 X7 X6 x8
SC, /f 30 97 // 32 C3 3C, ¥0

4. 7 3 7 3 9 7 2 6 4

x7 X9 X6 X8 X6 x4 X9 x5 xl
¥<? 27 ¥1 2¥ S3 2? 79 30 29

5. 6 6 7 8 7 9 3 5 9

X8 x4 x9 x5 x3 x8 x6 x4 X3
49 24 C.3 40 2/ 72 79 20 27

Test Yourself 18
[W]

Copy these examples. Find and check all answers.

1. $7.13 2. $80.00 3. $10.78
*Q.V

4. 4)$3.64

-6.78 -8.15 X9
$0.35

5. 129

$77.95

6. 921 7.

*97.02

. $ 5.6,7,

n

6)$34.04 8. $8.09

X8 -781 X5
7,032 7¥0 $¥0.¥5

9. 830 - 608 222 10. 5,875 + 2,605 + 973 %¥53

11. $2.30 5 fo.¥C, 12. 58 + 49 + 76 + 88 + 37 309

255

Teaching Page 255

Pupil’s Objectives: To take Test Yourself 17

and Test Yourself 18.

Book Lesson. Rows 1-5: Written work. Test

Yourself 17. Ex. 1-12: Written work. Test

Yourself 18.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Have all pupils mark and record hard M. facts.

These may be studied with partners or individually.

2. Have pupils attempt to diagnose and correct

errors in Test Yourself 18. More capable children

may help slower learners.

3.
If pupils are keeping a record of these tests,

have them enter scores on the individual test-record

cards.

Teaching Pages 256 and 257

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To see and use problem-

solving helps;
(
b) to solve problems containing

extra numbers.

Background. Notice that the helps for problem-

solving actually amount to a standard procedure

(see a-e below) that may be employed in attacking

all problems.

a. Rephrase the number story and the question.

(Ex. 1 and 2)

b. Find the numbers needed. (Ex. 3 and 4)

c. Choose a process. (Ex. 5 and 6)

d. Recognize and discard all extra numbers.

(Ex. 1-6)

e. Estimate to test reasonableness of the an-

swer. (Ex. 7 and 8)

Through many varied experiences, your children

have been, up to now, encouraged to find a good

way to solve problems. Although all pupils should

have the helps introduced to them, the pattern de-

scribed above should be adopted only if no better

attack has been found independently.

Pre-book Lesson

1 . Have a problem acted out in pantomime. Use

one such as, “Arnold had 8 marbles and Edward

had 19. During the game Arnold won 11. How
many marbles did Edward have after the game?”

Use the following sequence to introduce the five

problem helps:

a. Let the class tell the story and phrase possible

questions that could be asked about the dramatized

situation. Emphasize the many ways the same ba-

sic story and question might be phrased. Lead

children to see that it might help an individual to

restate each problem and question in his own
terms. Write this helper on the board.

b. Solve the problem, using marbles, much as

was done in the pantomime. See that children

realize the numbers that are needed to solve the

problem. Write the second helper on the board.
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[O]

One way to help yourself when you solve problems is

to tell the story in your own words and give the question

asked . Do this for problems 1 and 2.

1.

Mr. Fox started a meat market in 1899. He sold

2. Mr. White works in his market about 50 hours a

week. His helper works 8 hours a day, 5 days a week.

His helper works how many hours a weekP^^f27 -'

/mawu -AtruAd Xwt'/AeipM/M'rtA’? ¥Oj

Another help in solving problems is to find what

numbers you have to work with . Tell this for each of

problems 3 and 4.

3. Mr. White made $3,700 in one year and $4,850 in

another. How much more did he make in the second

year than he made in the first }*3,7ooa^*9,?50;$/,/50;&&r7vy
$2,000

4. Mr. White bought some chickens and paid $63.80

for them. He sold them all for $91.75. How much more

did he get for the chickens than he paid for them?/
$C,3.?0 ?/. 73; $2]. $302)0

— —256

About the most important thing to do when you are

going to solve a problem is to decide what process to use .

Think, “Do I want to put groups together or take them

apart?” Tell what to think for problems 5 and 6.

5. Mr. White paid $57.60 for 9 turkeys. He sold them

for $83.88. If he received the same price for each turkey,

how much was that ; $9.32 ; $9.00

6. At the market Mrs. Still bought 3 pounds of steak

at $0.89 a pound and 4 pounds of fish at 37<£ a pound.

How much did the steak cost her $2.&7;&£™.
)

Some of problems 1 to 6 contain extra numbers. For

each problem, tell the numbers you do not need to use

in finding the answer.-2 -,^ ’> 3., ; s., $S7.(,0;

[W]

After you have solved a problem another good helper

is to test your answer. To do this, estimate the answer

and decide if it is sensible . Compare your estimate and

the answer you found. For Ex. 7 and 8, solve each

problem. Then estimate to test your answer.

7. A 4-pound pot roast cost Mrs. Hill $3.56, a 5-pound

chicken cost her $2.10. What was the price of the roast

per pound 90 $

8. At his fruit counter Mr. White sold 175 crates of

berries one week and 218 crates the next week. Each crate

held 24 quarts. How many crates of berries did he sell

in the two weeks ">393; 9oo

Now solve problems 1 to 6. Is your answer sensible?

Test it by estimating. Then check your work.

257

c. If the question, “What process should be

; used?” does not arise out of step b, remind pupils

that the solving demands that decision. Point

out how Edward’s initial group of marbles was

separated, which meant that only subtraction could

be used. Write the third helper on the board.

d. Some children may have discovered already

the extra number (8) in the problem. If not, draw

attention to it and write the fourth helper.

e. Finally, let children suggest ways of checking

the answer. Lead them to see that estimating would

provide a quick, easy check.

2. Let pupils discuss the ways they solve prob-

lems in order to discover uses of poor methods.

New Words: page 257, crates, sensible

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-6: Oral work.

Ex. 7 and 8: Written work. After Ex. 8, pupils

are asked to solve Ex. 1-6 as written work.

Differentiations and Extensions. If after the

oral discussion pupils still have difficulty, seek to

discover sources of error in private conferences.
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To Keep in Practice
Finding n [O]

Tell the value of n in each example.

a b C

1. 3 x n = 27 ? n- 7 = 56 (°3 72 = n X 9 ?

2. 54 = n = 6 ? 63= nx 7? 54 = 63 - n 1

3. n X 8 = 64 ^ n+ 6 = 10 ? 54= nx 6 ?

4. 64 = 72 - n * 81= n =

9

9 42 = 7 x n ^

5. n+ 50= 56 L n+ 72 = 81? n = 42- 1 3S

6. 8 x n = 72 9 48= n = 8 4 9 X 7 = n *3

7. 56 = n = 7 2 a00 = 40^ 56 = n x 7 ?

8. n = 48 + 8 ^ n= 36 = 9 5 42+ n= 50 f

A S„ M„ and D. [W]

Copy, and work. Check all answers.

a b c d

9. 7)$68.65 8 X $8.09 72 $4.56 2,435

10. $59.76 $53.07
0.97 1,708

-13.56
$¥(,.20

+ 9.98
$63.05

+ 35.09
$50. (,2

+ 4,298

11. 7,000 8,161 53 42

-953 -2,857 75 125
C>,0¥7 5,305 68 90

f.06,5 5/6.K7
5912. 9X585 8^335 70

13. $3.95 $6.48
+ 89
355

+ 4,207
5,523

X8 x9
$3/. <20 $5V.3l

14.
„ m, if

3

497 X 95,573 4)2,007

H0.R3

7 X $13.07#/-?? 5)903

-258

Teaching Page 258

Pupil’s Objectives: To obtain practice in

(a) finding n in mixed examples
; (b) computational

skills in more complex examples.

Book Lesson. Rows 1-8: Oral work. Rows
9-14: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. As a review, have the first two rows done at

the board and discussed. Pupils who seem capable

of doing the written work may proceed.

2. In rows 9-14, request that all work be checked

and that errors be diagnosed in so far as possible.

Although it is usually a difficult task, let children

try to explain why they have difficulties. You will,

at least, discover what areas need reteaching.3.

Let more capable children attempt to write

problems using the examples in rows 9 and 10. A
problem using Ex. 9b might be “Alice’s father

bought her a new bicycle. He paid $8.09 each

month. How much did the bicycle cost if he fin-

ished paying for it in 8 months?”

Teaching Page 259

Pupil’s Objective: To acquire the skill of read-

ing 5- and 6-place numbers.

Background. Skill in reading 3- and 4-place

numbers has laid a foundation for this lesson in

which the terms “ten thousands” and “hundred

thousands” are learned.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Select some 5-place number from the daily

work, perhaps from the science book, or from a

news story. Write it on the board and have pupils

try to read it. If there is no success, suggest ways

of attacking the task.

a. If the number happens to be 63,542, cover

the 6 with a card. Pupils will see that they know

how to read 3,542; so point out that the 6 is the

troublesome figure.

b. Write the number with the first four places

labeled, as below. If pupils cannot guess what

A / **co

r A A r
6 3, 5 4 2

the fifth place should be labeled, tell them that it

is ten-thousand’s place (10,000’s).

c. Following the pattern given in Ex. 1 in the

pupil’s book, lead pupils to see that 6 ten thousands

can be thought of as 60 thousands. See if they can

read the number with this help.

2. Repeat the same teaching plan for a 6-place

number selected from classroom activities.

New Word: fifteen
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259

Reading Five-Place and Six-Place Numbers
[O]

Joe read the following in the morning paper: “Last

year 97,415 people went to the Henry County Fair. This

year the number should be over 125,000.”

1. The number 97,415 is a 5-place number. Why^
The 9 is in fifth place, which is ten-thousand’s place.

So 9 means 9 ten thousands or 90,000 (ninety thousand).

97,415 is read “ninety-seven thousand four hundred

fifteen.”

2. The number 125,000 is a 6-place

The 1 is in sixth, or hundred-thousand’s, place. So

the 1 means 1 hundred thousand, or 100,000.

125,000 is read “one hundred twenty-five thousand.”

>er. Why?,

306,083 is three hundred six thousand eighty-three.

70,915 is seventy thousand nine hundred fifteen.

Read these numbers:

3. 97,642 4. 560,204 5. 30,567 6. 807,294

each question and write “63 thousands” on the

board. With little help, these pupils should be

able to see how 63 thousands becomes “63,000,”

and how the rest of the number 63,542 is developed

and read. Repeat many such activities, both for

5-place and 6-place numbers.

2. Try to give some understanding of these

large numbers by reference to large groups of

things that can be understood by the children. A
few suggestions follow: (a) Obtain ten pieces of

acoustical board, each with 100 holes. Let chil-

dren discover that altogether there are 1,000

holes. See if they can visualize 100,000 by think-

ing of ten times as many holes. (b) Refer to some

distance known to all as about 10 miles and then

tell them it would be over 50,000 feet, (c) If long

trips have been taken, let children try to describe

how large a number of miles was traveled. Remind
them that it would be a trip around the world and

more to go 30,000 miles. (d) Show a dictionary of

about 1,000 thin pages and suggest that a pile over

8 feet high would be needed to contain 100,000

pages, (e) Estimate that counting at the rate of

two numbers a second (very fast, especially for

large numbers), it would take over 2\ hours to

count to 100,000.

3. If a chart showing the place values has been

made, let pupils expand it to include the two new
place values. A replica may be made for the indi-

vidual arithmetic notebooks.

4. Have all pupils search for large numbers in

use. These may be brought to school, read, and

mounted for display.

Book Lesson. Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . If slower learners have difficulty reading Ex. 3-

6, repeat the steps outlined in the Pre-book Lesson,

but elaborate with one more step. Start with the

ten-thousand’s place and establish the fact that the

6 can mean 60 thousands. Write, “60 thousands”

on the board. Show that the 3 in thousand’s place

indicates 3 more thousands. Write “3 thousands”

on the board. Ask, “How many are 60 cars and

3 cars? 60 children and 3 children? 60 thousands

and 3 thousands?” Obtain the correct response for
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Teaching Pages 260 and 261

Pupil’s Objectives: To learn {a) the meaning of

5- and 6-place numbers; (b) the use of the word

“periods” for marking off ones and thousands;

(c) the skill of writing 5- and 6-place numbers.

Background. When numbers get very large,

it is no longer convenient to refer to each specific

place value as is done to some degree with

smaller numbers, as in one hundred forry-five.

Therefore, large numbers are read, not written,

by grouping according to a system that has the

ratio of 1 to 1,000. All figures in the first three

places are grouped as if they were ones; the next

three places are grouped as if they were thousands,

etc. These groups of 3 figures are called “periods”

and are commonly shown by commas to further

facilitate reading large numbers. The chart at the

bottom of page 260 graphically depicts the way the

idea of periods is superimposed over the place-

value idea.

If pupils quickly recognize one’s, ten’s, and

hundred’s places and the various periods, they can

read any number rapidly. For purposes of illustra-

tion, consider the three-period number 32,462,537

even though so large a number is not yet to be dis-

cussed with your pupils. Knowledge of tens and

ones and the million’s period enables immediate

reading of “thirty-two million.” Likewise, knowl-

edge of hundreds, tens, and ones and the “thou-

sand’s period” permits quick reading of “four

hundred sixty-two thousand.” Finally, knowledge

of hundreds, tens, and ones only is required to

read “five hundred thirty-seven.”

Teacher’s Preparation. Write on the board the

number 73463 without the comma that comes

between the one’s period and the thousand’s

period (the 3 and the 4 in 73,463). Then cover it

with a map chart or in some other way. Do the

same for the number 43,217.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Obtain the attention of all pupils and then

expose for a brief time, the number without the

comma. Ask children to tell how many figures

they remember as being in the number. See if

More about Large Numbers
Reading by periods [O]

1. In the numbers in the box, a comma is between

the third place and the nthplace. What does it do ? y

2. For 5,697 we can think, “s. thousands, 697 ones.

3. For 35,257 we can think,

35 thousands, 257 onu.

4. For 835,092 we can think,

5. In the box, the 5, the 35, and the 835 tell how many

thousands. We say that they are in thousand’s period.

The 697, the 257, and the 92 tell how many ones. We
say that they are in <mju> period.

6. In the chart below, read the number for Ex. a. Tell

how many hundred thousands, then tell how many ten

thousands, and so on. Read the figures in each period.

7. Read Ex. b and tell how many are in each place.

8. Do the same for Ex. c; for Ex. d.

Period—

>

Thousand’s Period One’s Period

Place Value —

*

(Hundred
/thousand

(Ten

/thousand Thousand Hundred

Ten One

a. 834,695

b. 60,752

c. 5,689

d. 901,075

8 3 4 , 6 9 5

6 0 , 7 5 25,689
9 0 1 , 0 7 5

260

you can make some pupils doubtful. In the same

way, expose the number containing the comma.

Lead pupils to realize that the comma is an aid in

discovering the number of places in a number.

2. Have a child read one of the numbers cor-

rectly. Demonstrate how lengthy it would be to

read the number by referring to each place value.

43,217 would be read as, “4 ten-thousands, 3

thousands, 2 hundreds, 1 ten, 7 ones.” Explain

that it is much easier to think of everything before

the comma as thousands and everything after it

as ones.

New Words: page 260, period; page 261, eighteen,

thirteen

5,697

35,257

835,092
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Writing larger numbers [W]

Make a chart like the one on page 260. Then write in

your chart the numbers in Ex. 9 to 18 to show their

periods and the place values of their figures.
9. 19,426 10. 157,862 11. 7,248 12. 641,536

13. Eighteen thousand two hundred sixty-six.

14. Two hundred two thousand thirteen.

15. Six hundred ninety thousand two hundred five.

16. Ninety-one thousand eighteen.

17. Five thousand eight hundred forty-nine.

18. Four hundred thirteen thousand sixty-two.

19. Write in words the numbers in Ex. 9 to 12.

20. Write in figures the numbers for Ex. 13 to 18.v

21. Write a 6-place number with 6 in thousand’s

place, 9 in hundred-thousand’s place, and 0 in each of

the other places. ?ot,,ooo

22. Write a 5-place number in which 9 is in ten-

thousand’s place, 5 is in hundred’s place, and 7 is in each

of the other places. 797,577
, , ,,

23. In 572,436, the figure 5 is in _A _ place, 2 is in _A_

place, and 3 is in place. . / . , a

24. In 608,41^t£ejgur^6 is in -A- place, 4 is in _A.

place, and 0 is in _A _ place. , ,

25. In 79,542, the figure 7 is in _A _ place, 9 is in _A_

place, and the figures, 542, are iw^i period.

26.

On your paper write any number in which there

are three figures in thousand’s period

-261

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-8: Oral work.

Ex. 9-26: Written work. Children will need

help in making the chart required for Ex. 9-18.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Slower learners may have difficulty with

Ex. 13-18. For Ex. 13, ask them to locate the

breaking point between the periods by placing

a finger after the word “thousand.” Ask how many
thousands are before this point, and have “80,000”

written on the board. Continue in the same way
for the one’s period, and then repeat the procedure

for the rest of the examples.

2. More capable children may be able to write

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 261

Period
Thousand’s

Period
One’s Period

Place Value /Hundred (thousand

(Ten

(thousand

Thousand
Hundred

Ten One

9. 19,426

10. 157,862

11. 7,248

12. 641,536

13. 18,266

14. 202,013

15. 690,205

16. 91,018

17. 5,849

18. 413,062

1 9, 4 2 6

1 5 7, 8 6 2

7, 2 4 8

6 4 1, 5 3 6

1 8, 2 6 6

2 0 2, 0 1 3

6 9 0, 2 0 5

9 1, 0 1 8

5, 8 4 9

4 1 3, 0 6 2

19. 9. Nineteen thousand four hundred twenty-

six

10. One hundred fifty-seven thousand eight

hundred sixty-two

11. Seven thousand two hundred forty-eight

12. Six hundred forty-one thousand five hun-

dred thirty-six

large numbers as read by other pupils. This is

usually difficult, even for adults, but practice in

reading and writing large numbers, and listening

to them, is thus received.

3.

All pupils should receive practice in counting

by 10,000’s and 100,000’s. This may be done in

small groups with a pupil leader writing figures

on the board to correspond to those being given

orally. Practice in counting by 10,000’s and

100,000’s may also be organized on a class basis.

For example, one child may start by giving a 5-

or 6-place number (such as 235,000). The next

child should give the number that comes next

when counting by 100,000’s (335,000); and so on.

Of course the counting could also be done by

10,000’s (235,000; 245,000, etc.).
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Estimating Quotients
[O]

1. In the parade 6 children march side by side in each

row. About how many rows will 298 children make?

To find about how many rows there are, you can

estimate. You need not get the exact quotient.

298 = almost 30 tens. 30 tens -5- 6 = 5 tens, or 50.

The 298 children will make about 50 rows.

2. Will $2.03 buy as many as 48 pencils at 5<t each?

Think,
“203 (in place of $2.03) = about 20 tens and

20 tens -5-5=4 tens, or 40.”

$2.03 will pay for about 40 pencils at 5tf each.

3. Which is larger, 61 or the quotient of 352 -5- 7?

352 = about 35 tens. 35 tens -5-7=5 tens, or 50.

[W]

Copy Ex. 4a. Which is larger, 93 or the quotient of

363 -5-6? Draw a line under the one you estimate to be

larger. Do the same for the other examples.

a b c

4.

93^ or 363 -5- 6 60,#3 56 or 486 -5- 8 6>om68 or 241 -5- 4 60,ffi

Pre-book Lesson
1.

Give an oral review of rounding to tens by

using a number line and a few 2-place numbers.

Move on to the rounding of 3-place numbers to

tens by first re-establishing the idea that the 4

hundreds in 497 may be thought of as 40 tens. Let

pupils practice telling the various ways 492 may
be thought of, as shown below.

r
4 hundreds and 9 tens and 7 ones

or

< 49 tens and 7 ones

or

^497 ones

2.

Show a segment of a number line, as below,

and have children tell whether 497 is almost 49

tens, or almost 50 tens, and how they could tell

(by the one’s figure) without a number line. Do
this for several 3-place numbers.

5. 36 or 450-5- 9 SO 86 or 278 -5- 3 ?2,n59 or 230-5- 6%/n

6. 87 or 310 -5- 4 77,/n68 or 144-5- 2 72 48 or 300 -5- 9 33, /ts

7. 63^ or 399-5- 151 83 or 562 -5- 6 935726 or 217 1 3/

8. 72 or 483 4- 6 ^40 or 280-5- 9 3/, it/ 31 or 286-5- 7^
9. 83 or 760 -s- 8 95 21 or 311-5-7 44^54 or 203-5- 5 %«3

Now find exact quotients to see if your estimates are

good. Estimates, you know, usually are not exact.

262

Teaching Page 262

49 tens 50 tens

490 497 500

1

1 i i i i i i i i i L_

3.

Briefly reteach the idea that tens can be

divided like ones by using objects to solve a prob-

lem such as, “When our class of 40 children walks

to the library, we want to walk in 2 equal groups.

How many children will there be in each group?”

Show 40 as 4 ten-bundles of splints and let the I

class demonstrate how they may be separated into

2 groups of 2 ten-bundles each (20), just as 4 ones

would be separated into 2 groups of 2 ones each.

New Word: exact

Pupil’s Objective: To learn how to estimate

quotients.

Background. The principle behind estimating

quotients is the same as that behind all other

estimating done by your pupils so far, i.e., the

larger numbers, in this case 3-place dividends, are

rounded to nearest tens. Just as tens can be added,

subtracted, or multiplied like ones, so can they

be divided like ones. Since pupils have already

learned this latter generalization, and how to round

to tens, there will be nothing new in this lesson

except to bring these two concepts to bear on the

task of estimating quotients.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-3: Oral work. After an answer is given

to each problem on the basis of an estimate, have

each problem done in the regular way at the board

so children will see that estimates really will help

give answers to such problems. Emphasize the

idea, as in previous lessons, that many times ap-

proximate answers are as useful as exact answers.

Be sure slower learners see why the estimated

answer helps answer the problem question.

Rows 4-9: Written work. Do row 4 orally so

pupils will realize what is to be done. Slower

learners will need to have it made clear that in
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each exercise they are to find the quotient of the

division example and compare that with the other

number given to see which is larger. Walk around

the room during the written work to be sure

pupils estimate quotients rather than working them

out by the regular division process.

•

Differentiations and Extensions

1. All pupils.

a. Help these pupils see that estimates are

|

sometimes as satisfactory as exact answers by

! using classroom problems. For example, if 5

boards are needed to build a set of shelves, the

question may arise as to whether a 12-foot board

would yield that many 3-foot boards. 12' rounded

to tens is 10' and 10' -f- 5 = 2', which is smaller

than the required 3'. The exact answer for 12 -f- 5

|

does not matter in this situation.

|

b. Lead pupils to realize that in rows 4-9,

although the rounded tens may not divide evenly,

the first division in every case is all that is needed

: for telling whether the quotient or the given

|

number is larger.

2. More capable children may be able to see that

[
for rough estimates it is easier to round to the

I

' nearest table number. In Ex. 5b, 278 rounds to

28 tens, but to divide by 3, it is necessary to think

of the table number 27. 27 tens -=-3=9 tens or

90, which, it can be seen immediately, is larger

than 86.

Teaching Page 263

Pupil’s Objective: To form the habit of using

estimates to test answers for problems.

Background. The conclusion of the previous

lesson provided your pupils with the necessary

instruction for estimating answers for all four

basic processes. Immediately with this lesson the

estimating skills in multiplication and division are

put to use as an aid in solving problems.

Notice that the lesson is arranged so that pupils

first test the reasonableness of answers and then

solve the problems. If the solving were done first,

pupils would not be so aware of the usefulness of

estimating in testing for reasonable answers.

Is Your Answer Reasonable?
Estimating in M. and D. [O]

Is 345 a sensible product for 5 X 69? Yes, 69 is

almost 7 tens, and 5x7 tens = 35 tens, or 350.

Is 28 a sensible answer for 624 + 3? No, 624 has

about 60 tens. 60 tens -s- 3 = about 20 tens, or 200.

When you have solved a problem, it is a good idea to

see if your answer is reasonable (sensible) .

Read problems 1 to 6 and estimate to find which one

of the numbers given is the most reasonable answer.

1. A bushel of oats weighs 32 pounds. So how many

pounds will 9 bushels of oats weigh? 27 200 270

2. If 8 books make a load, how many trips will it take

to move 504 library books? 60 200 18 63

3. Each apple tree gives about 7 bushels. Then about

how many bushels should 78 trees give? 50 560 3,00034%

4. A box holds 6 toys. How many boxes will hold

3,720 toys? (3,720 is about 3,700.) 5,000 600 300620

Pre-book Lesson: Give an incorrect answer to a

contrived problem and see if the class can tell why

it is not reasonable. The problem might be, “Deb-

bie wanted to pass 36 notices to each of the 7 rooms

in her school so she counted out 212 notices to

distribute. Did Debbie take enough notices?”

Stress the idea that if Debbie had estimated the

product after multiplying she might have realized

that her answer was wrong.

New Word: reasonable

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-6: Oral work.

Bottom of the page: Written work. These exact

answers should be compared with the estimates

found orally.

5. At $1.07 each, how much will 7 flashlights cost?

($1.07 is a little more than $1.)

$49 $14 $7
$7.W

6. If a dress costs $2.98, how

much will 6 dresses like it cost?

$10 $18 $15

[W]

Now solve the problems for

exact answers.

263
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Multiplying by a Ten
1-place multiplicand. [O]

1. Jean’s mother made these mittens. How many in

all did she make? Count them by 2’s. Ten 2’s = 20

2. Count the stars by 10’s.

How many? 2tfTwo 10’s = 20

3. Now count the stars by columns. Ten 2’s = 10

4. Two 10’s - 20, so ten 2’s = 20 10 X 2 = 10

Say Ex. 5 and 6 with their answers.

5. Four 10’s = 40, so ten 4’s = ifo 10 X 4 = ifQ

6. Eight, 10’s = 80, so ten 8’s =20 10 x 8 = go

7. Jean’s grandmother put 3 bells on each of 10 hats she

made. How many bells did she use in all?

The box shows 3 ways to write the multiplication.

Think, “1 ten times 3 = 3 tens,

or 30.” Why does the 3 in the

product mean “3 tens”?j£^^
Jfryi6A>&lC£,

Say the products for tne examples in row 8. For

Ex. 8a say, “1 ten times 6=6 tens, or 60.”abcde fgh
8. 68235479
XlO XlO XlO X10 xJLO xlO XlO xio

6>0 20 20 30 SO ¥0 10 90
There is a quick way to write the product of 10 times

a number. Write the number and make it mean tens by

writing a 0 after it.——-— 264

Teaching Page 264

Pupil’s Objective: To learn how to multiply

1 -place numbers by 10.

product; (c) relate ten 2’s to two 10’s through use

of the same semi-concrete pictures and the now-
familiar pattern idea associated with pairs of M.
facts; (d) learn other products (Ex. 5 and 6) by

employing the related pairs idea; (e) see how the

multiplication example for 10X3=30 can be

written in various ways; (/) practice multiplying

by ten in the vertical form (row 8).

This learning sequence is clear and easy, for it

works slowly from the semi-concrete to the ab-

stract, and, moreover, is understandable because

it is built on carefully cultivated concepts.

Pre-book Lesson

1. While the pupil’s book must start with pic-

tured objects, you may begin with real objects.

Use a classroom problem like, “There are 10

piles of books, 4 books each, on the front table.

How many are there altogether?” With the class,

work through the problem orally, following the

learning sequence given above.

2. See if the rule in the last paragraph in the

pupil’s book about multiplying by ten can be given

by the pupils in their own words.

Book Lesson. Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . With slower learners use patterns of marks as

was done for developing the related M. facts.

2. Scramble the examples in row 8 and see if

more capable children can do them as written work.

NOTES

ten 3’s 30 3

XlO
10 X 3 - 30

30

Background. This lesson starts the series

leading to skill in multiplying by 2-place numbers.

Read' again the section (pages 265-266) relating

to multiplying by 2-place numbers, to orient this

particular lesson in the whole unit.

Study of the page in the pupil’s book will show
that the development leads pupils to: (a) use a

picture to verify that ten 2’s = 20 ; (b) count semi-

concrete pictures for reverification of the same
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Teaching Page 265

Pupil’s Objective: To learn how to multiply

a 1 -place number by any ten’s number (e.g.,

30 X 4, 60 X 3, etc.).

Background. Multiplying a 1 -place number

by more than 1 ten is just one step more difficult

. than multiplying a 1 -place number by 1 ten. The

;

lesson in the pupil’s book is very similar to the

one on page 264, except that the idea of switching

the multiplicand and multiplier (already intro-

duced as 2 X 10 for 10 X 2) is omitted, and there

is less need for verifying the product by counting

pictured objects or marks.

Pre-book Lesson. Reteach (with books closed)

by giving oral exercises like those in row 8 on page

|264. Slip in an example like “3 tens times 3” to

,
see if pupils can give the answer without help. If

not, help them to see that the same kind of think-

ing used for the earlier examples will lead them to

the answer for the new type.

Book Lesson. Ex. 1-9: Oral work. Rows 10

and 11: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions. Try to avoid

the necessity of using patterns of objects with

;

slower learners. Let them “talk through” many ex-

amples like those in row 10, so that they will soon

I automatically place the 0 in one’s place in the prod-

uct and prefix it with the proper M. fact.

Multiplying by More than I Ten
1-place multiplicand [O]

1. Sue folded her paper and cut out 30 pairs of paper

dolls. How many paper dolls in all did she cut out?

Thirty 2’s = 30 x 2, or times 2.

Since 3 tens x 2 = 6 tens, Sue cut out W- dolls.

You can write the multiplication for 30 X 2

as in the box. You read it, “3 tens times 2

equals 6 tens, or 60.” How do you know

that the 6 in the product means 6 tenslfe^^
foM>//»£cbCje;.

Say the answers for Ex. 2 to 9.

2. 4 tens x 2 = 2Q- so 40 x 2 =80 6. 20 x 2 =¥o

3. 2 tens x 3 = so 20 X 3 =<o0 7. 30 x 3 =90

4. 4 tens x 4 = L6D. so 40 x 4 =/60 8. 60 x 6 =360

5. 3 tens x 5 = 482. so 30 x 5 =/50 9. 50 x 4 =200

[W1

On your paper write products for rows 10 and 11. For

Ex. 10a think,
'“4 tens times 5 equals 20 tens, or 200.”

a b c d e f g h

10. 5 4 3 2 8 6 7 5

X40 X60 X70 X80 X70 X50 X90 X50
100 2¥0 HO /6>0 360 300 630 250

11. 3 8 7 5 4 2 6 9

x60 X80 X40 X70 X90 X50 X20 X90
~7W ~2W 350 360 /oo no 9/0

265

2

X30
60

NOTES
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Multiplying Larger Numbers by More than I Ten
2-place multiplicands [O]

1. In box A, you multiply by 2 ones, so the

answer means //£. ones.

2. In B, think,
“2 tens times 24 = 48 tens,

or f£<2” The zero in the product holds one’s

place and makes 48 mean “48^2^.”

Explain the work in these pairs of examples:

3.

32 32 * 4. 17 17 * 5. 23 23*

X3 x30 X2 x20 x4 x40
96 960 34 340 92 920

You multiply by tens just as you multiply

by ones. Write 0 in one’s place in the product

to show that the product means tens.

Explain how the products were found in Ex. 6 to 10.

Be sure to tell about writing “0” to hold one’s place in the

product. Then tell how we multiply by tens just as we

multiply by ones.

6. 13 7. 37 8. 96 9. 87 10. 75

X20 X30 X40 X50 X40
260 1,110 3,840 4,350 3,000

[W]

Copy these examples and find the products:

a b c d e f g

11. 24 32 43 22 42 23 40

X20 X30 x20 X40 X20 X30 X50
<7(>0 MO ?»o gw G90 2,000

12. 27 64 85 68 76 28 99

X40 X30 X20 X20 X30 X40 X30
/MO /,<720 1,700 /,3to0 2,2?0 /f/20 2,VO

—266

Teaching Page 266

Pupil’s Objective: To learn how to multiply

any 2-place number by any ten’s number (e.g.,

20 X 42, 50 X 15, etc.).

Background. Pupils now have all the skills

and understandings needed for examples of the

type shown in box B in the pupil’s book.

By now, pupils should not have to think of

switching the multiplier and multiplicand as was

necessary on page 264. Instead, they use a more

direct response in the form “2 tens times 24 =
48 tens.” The generalization in the pupil’s book

states this in another way—“you multiply by tens

just as you multiply by ones.” Pupils will dis-

cover the truth of this as they explain the pairs of

examples in Ex. 3-5.

The next step, Ex. 6-10, leads pupils toward

the more convenient way of thinking about compu-

tational multiplication. Rather than multiply by

2 tens (20) in Ex. 6, the pupil is led to place the

zero in the product to hold one’s place and then

multiply by 2, allowing the position of the figures

to take care of the fact that the 2 is really 2 tens.

The fact that this may be done is, of course, one

of the advantages of our notational system. More-

over, the procedure involved is the one that will be

used later on for more complex multiplication work.

Book Lesson. Ex. 1-10: Oral work. Rows 11

and 12: Written work.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 266

3. 3 X 32 should be multiplied in the usual way.

For 30 X 32, the 0 in 30 shows that the product

will be tens. Write “0” in the product to hold one’s

place and to show that 3 tens times 32 are 96 tens>

or 960.

4. 2X 17 is a regular multiplication example

with carrying. 20 X 1 7 should be multiplied simi-

larly, but a 0 should be placed in one’s place in the

product to show that the multiplier, 20, makes tens

necessary in the answer.

5. Similar to Ex. 4.

Teaching Pages 267 and 268

Pupil’s Objectives: (a)To learn how to multiply

any 2-place number by another 2-place number

when products are limited to three places, as in

34 X 21 = 714, or 48 X 19 = 912; (ib) to learn the

term “partial product.”

Pre-book Lesson. Do not attempt to show

objectively multiplication of the type shown on

these two pages. It is highly complicated and quite

likely to lead to errors. Instead, reteach the mul-

tiplication skills that will be needed in this lesson,

i.e., ability to break numbers into tens and ones;

skill in multiplying a 2-place number by a 1 -place
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Multiplying by Any 2-Place Number
2-place multiplicands [O]

1. Our hall has 34 rows of seats with 21 seats in each

ow. How many seats are there in all?

You are to find thirty-four 21’s, or 34 X 21.

It is easy to do the multiplication in steps.

34 = 3 tens and 4 ones. You can multiply first by the

rnes, then by the tens, and then add the products.

4x21= 84 (seats in 4 rows)

30 X 21 = 630 (seats in 30 rows)

714 (seats in 34 rows)

In the box is another way to write the steps. Explain

;teps 1 and 2. Tell how to finish step 3.

2. How many seats are there in a hall which has 24

ows with 32 seats in each row?

On the board, work steps 1, 2, and 3, as in the box.

When you find the answer for step 1^+opy it under

the example. Next, find and copy the answer for step 2.(M)

WTiat should you do for step 3 ? 62*^^-5-p/i*rd<soct6 (768).

When you multiply by a 2-place number,

first multiply by the ones, then by the tens,

and then add the two products.

—267—
i number ; skill in multiplying a 2-place number by

j

any tens number.

Book Lesson (page 267). Oral work. Give a

few extra experiences like those in Ex. 1 and the

box to make sure that the rationale is understood.

To illustrate: copy the example 23 X 36 on the

board and have the multiplier, 23, analyzed as

2 tens and 3 ones. Multiply 36 by 3, then by

1

'

2 (tens), and add the products (108 + 720), in the

form used in Ex. 1. Repeat as needed with

15 X 36, 43 X 18, etc., but use the form given

in the box. Lead eventually to the generalization

at the bottom of the page.

New Word: page 268, partial

Partial Products
M. of two 2-place numbers [O]

The work in the box shows us how to write the

multiplication of two 2-place numbers without making

three examples.

1. First multiply by the ones part of the

multiplier. Explain what is done to get 185.

185 is called the first partial

helper: Is the word “part” in “partial”?

2. To get the second partial product, 740,

multiply by the 2 tens. You are multiplying

by tens, so this partial product is J22. tens.

You can write 0 in one’s place to be sure that the

second partial product is written as tens. Then think,

“Two 7’s are 14.” Write 4 in ten’s place and carry 1.

Then think, “Two 3’s are 6, and 1 carried are 7.” Write

7 in hundred’s place.

3. Then add the two partial products, 185 and 740, to

get the product, 22£.

[W]

Copy each example and multiply as in the box.

a b C d e f g h

4. 56 21 74 21 15 14 16 24

X 17 X49 X 13 X 13 X42 X27 x55 X37
952 2,029 962 273 630 379 980 888

5. 14 46 27 33 49 28 19 86

X76 X24 X38 X37 X29 X 17 X48 X 19

2,069 2,209 2,026, 2,222 2,92

2

976 922 2,639

6. 49 42 17 15 58 29 37 28

X47 X28 x59 X67 X 16 X34 X26 X39
2,303 /,nb 2,003 2,005 929 996, 962 2,092

O Extra Practice. Work Set 48.

268

Book Lesson (page 268)

Ex. 1-3: Oral work. Be sure to help your pu-

pils see in the example in the box the presence of

the three separate examples which the procedures

taught on page 267 would have yielded, namely,

5 (ones) X 37 = 185; 2 (tens) X 37 = 740; and

185+ 740= 925. Solve by the “short way”

several of the examples below before assigning

the examples in rows 4-6 for written practice. Use
the board for the extra examples:

43 19 32 28 56 18

X 18 X 45 X 34 X 23 X 15 X 48

Rows 4-6: Written work.

3 7

X 2 5

1 8 5

7 4 0

9 2 5
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Differentiations and Extensions

1 . If slower learners fail to see why partial prod-

ucts may be added, take them to the auditorium,

or use X’s on the board to represent seats. If the

problem is to find the total number of seats in

12 rows of 14 each, point out, as in Ex. 1, on

page 267, how finding the number in 2 rows, and

then the number in 10 rows and adding these to-

gether to obtain the total for 12 rows is the same

as finding the number in 12 rows. At the same

time, compare the ease of this operation to finding

the total by counting each seat, or adding twelve

14’s.

2. More capable children may practice both mul-

tiplication and division by coding and decoding

messages. To send the word “CODE,” first write

out the alphabet and then, starting with A as 12,

number each letter consecutively, as shown.

alphabet. See below for the method used in de-

coding.

42 <h 78*j 454 48*

47168 4)312 4)T80 47192

16 28 16 16

8 32 20 32

8 32 20 32

r->14 r>26 r*15 ->16

3)42*- 3)784- 3)45 *J 3)48*-

3_

12

12

>-*14

C

6_
18

18

>26

O

3_
15

15

>15

D

3_

18

118

>16

E

3.

Slower learners may need to do Extra Practice

A B c D E F G H I

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

J K L M N O P Q R
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

S T u V W X Y Z

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

Select the numbers for each letter in the word

to be coded and multiply them by a common num-
ber, such as 12. The resultant products will be

the coded message. Look below to see the work

for the word “CODE.”

Set 48.

Set 48. 2-place multipliers and multiplicands

a b c d e f 8

. 24 25 23 16 21 26 17

X 13 X 15 X 25 X 18 X 14 X 19 X 18

312 375 575 288 294 494 306

. 26 27 28 22 24 17 18

X 25 23 X 16 X 25 X 12 X 17 X 18

650 621 448 550 288 289 324

Teaching Page 269

C O D E

14 26 15 16

X 12 X 12 X 12 X 12

28 52 30 32

140 260 150 160

168 312 180 192

Send the message as 168, 312, 180, 192.

To decode, each number in the message should

be divided by 12. Since your pupils cannot yet

divide by 2-place divisors, have each number di-

vided by 4, and then that quotient by 3. The final

quotients, of course, refer to letters in the numbered

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To obtain practice in

multiplication with products extended to four

places ; (b) to learn how to check such examples.

Background. The instruction your pupils have

had in telling the various ways that 4-place num-
bers may be thought of (i.e., 1,840 as 1 thousand

and 8 hundreds and 4 tens, or 18 hundreds and

4 tens, or 184 tens) will now bear fruit, for, as in

box A, the second partial product must be thought

of as tens. Of course, as skill progresses, pupils

will simply write “0” to hold the one’s place and

then multiply 8 X 3 = 24, write the “4” in ten’s

place, and proceed.
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Finding and Checking Larger Products

1. Study the work in the

boxes. In box A, what are the

partial products? 92; 2840

The second partial product

is a four-place number. Read

it as tens. /MX™*

2. Box B shows how to check the multiplication in

box A. How is the checking donePA’ Explain why the

work in box B is a check for the work in box A.

M. of two 2-place numbers [O]

A B Check

23 84

X84 X23
92 252

1 840 1 680

1,932 1,932

3. Explain the work in boxes

C and D.

4. Say the examples you

would use to check these:

a. 37 X 48 = 1,776 58X37

b. 79 x 53= 4,187-53X77

C D Check

56 87

X87 X56
392 522

4 480 4 350

4,872 4,872

[W]

Find these products as in boxes A and C. Check them

as in boxes B and D.

5. Multiply by 62

6. Multiply by 58

7. Multiply by 47

8. Multiply by 93

9. Multiply by 79

!l0. Multiply by 87

a b c d e

464*52 29 1,7/8 73 5,520 583,5% 965,152

27 /,SU 965,568382,20411 ?86 482,784

36 /,6/2 54 2,53815 3,52549 2,303X23,154

595,587363,358 82 7,67641 5,37/ 818,0//

655,735423,3/8 91 7,18/135,71,7 695,55/

89 7,753166,6/2 38 3,306,65 5,(,55 918,53/

© Extra Practice. Work Set 49.

269

Now that multiplication by 2-place numbers

has been learned, multiplication examples may be

checked by reversing the factors and multiplying as

shown in box B in the pupil’s book. From their

work with pairs of M. facts, pupils know why this

can be done.

Answer Not on Reproduced Page 269

2. To check the work in box A, interchange

factors, i.e., use 23 as the multiplier and 84 as

the multiplicand. This new example is a check

on the work in box A because regardless of which

number is used as the multiplier, the product will

be the same.

Pre-book Lesson. Review the meaning and use

of the expression “partial product,” and then

review the idea of pairs of related M. facts as a

means of demonstrating that reversing the factors

and multiplying is a good check for multiplication.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-4: Oral work.

Rows 5-10: Written work. Show how the

examples are to be formed and numbered. Limit

the assignment for slower learners.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Let slower learners work by threes at the

board, each solving one step of each example as

in the box on page 267 in the pupil’s book.

2. If needed, more examples are provided in

Extra Practice Set 49.

Set 49. 2-place multipliers and 4-place products

a b c d e f 8

1. 95 48 68 38 83 98 45

X 17 X 52 X 32 X 42 X 24 X 24 X 38

1,615 2,496 2,176 1,596 1,992 2,352 1,710

2. 42 47 48 45 49 38 72

X 39 X 47 X 36 X 45 X 28 X 92 X 65

1,638 2,209 1,728 2,025 1,372 3,496 4,680

NOTES
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Multiplying Money Numbers
[O]

1. The Scout leader bought 24 tickets for

the boys at $0.35 each. Find the cost.^^

Study the work in box A. How many

places do cents fill in the product? 2

2. At 23 <t each, 4 dozen of the Scout song

books cost how much? (4 dozen = 48)

In problems like Ex. 2, first make the

money number the multiplicand.

Think, “If 1 song book cost 23<£, then

48 song books cost forty-eight 23’s.”

It is better to write 23tf as $0.23, as in

box B. Explain the work in box B.

A
$0.35

X24
140

7 00

$8.40

B
$0.23

x48
1 84

9 20

$11.04

m
Copy and work the examples in rows 3 to 7.

3. Multiply by 34

4. Multiply by 78

5. Multiply by 29

6. Multiply by 56

a b

$0.75 $25.50 $0.64

$0.23 $IW $0.65

$0.67 $19.4-3 $0.90

$0.46 $25.1(o $0.95

c

m. % $0.25 tt.50

$50.70 $0.50 $39.00

$2(2.10 $0.75 $21-15

$53.20 $0.74 WIM

7. Multiply by 98 $0.31 $30.32 $0.68 $UM $0.29 $7SM

270

Teaching Page 270

Pupil’s Objective: To learn how to multiply a

2-place number times money numbers written

with dollar signs.

Background. Since the multiplier must always

be an abstract number, be sure that no money
numbers are used as multipliers. This point is

made in the discussion of Ex. 2 in the pupil’s book,

though not in these terms. Then, in checking,

have pupils just repeat the multiplication; or, if

they prefer reversing the factors, be sure that they

write both factors in the check as abstract numbers

and then rewrite the product as a money number
as in box B on page 27 1 in the pupil’s book.

Pre-book Lesson. Introduce the work with a

classroom problem similar to Ex. 1 in the pupil’s

book. If more capable children realize immediately

how the work is to be done, let them proceed with

the written work.

Book Lesson. Ex. 1 and 2: Oral work. Rows
3-7: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions. Have all

pupils cut and mount grocery-store advertisements

from newspapers. By finding the cost of buying

many items of the same kind, realistic practice will

be received in multiplying money numbers.

Teaching Page 271

Pupil’s Objective: To learn what to do when
small money numbers are to be multiplied by

larger numbers, (e.g., 218 X 3^)

Background. Since it is much easier to multiply

by a 1 -place number than a 2-place number, when
writing the algorism for computational work,

factors should be transposed to make this possible.

In the finding of related M. facts and in the check

work on page 269, your pupils have become

familiar with the concept of reversing factors. The
only new idea that is introduced when the 1 -place

number is a small money number is that the

sign must be eliminated in order to keep the multi-

plier an abstract number as it should be. Of
course, when the product is obtained, it should be

rewritten as a money number, either by reintro-

ducing the sign, or, as in the work on page 271,

by showing two places for cents with a cent point

and prefixing a dollar sign.

Pre-book Lesson. Children often have occasion

to multiply small money numbers. Select a typical

problem from their experiences and let the class

attempt to solve it. If it is worked with the 2-place

number as multiplier, lead to the procedure sug-

gested for this lesson and compare the two methods

to bring out the advantages of the latter.
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Multiplying Small Money Numbers

Find the cost of the things in Ex. 1 to 20.

For Ex. 1 you first think, “The stamps

pst forty-two 3’s, or 42 X 3 (box A),

ut in multiplying, the factors can be

hanged about. (See box B.)

Multiplying as in box B is easier because

le multiplier has fewer figures. Write your

j

nswer as a money number.

1 . 42 stamps at 3$ 26 6. 394 grapefruit at 8$$3/52

2. 215 chicks at 4$$8.60 7. 96 doll hats at 1$$6.72

3. 518 tops at 5$$25.90 8. 478 oranges at 6$$28.6?

4. 187 roses at 9. 306 pencils at 3$$?. 78

5. 312 apples at 6<t$/&72 10. 115 candy bars at 6$$650

11. At 39<£ each, 57 books will cost $2Z2d

12. At 25t each, 36 pencil boxes will cost $iQQ.

13. At each, 120 toy camels will cost %LL2Q.

14. At $0.99 each, 45 pens will cost $W55.

15. At 68tf each, 75 books will cost %5WD.

16. At 2i each, 80 fishhooks will cost $15Q.

17. At $0.75 an hour, 48 hours of work cost %3LQQ

18. At $0.50 each, 65 tickets will cost $3250.

19. At 6<t each, 250 tablets will cost $/sm

20. At 8<£ each, 175 streetcar rides will cost $/4M

I 271

Book Lesson. Written work. For slower learners

I

do the preliminary work and perhaps Ex. 1 and

2 orally.

Differentiations and Extensions. A simple

I

problem, such as “What is the cost of twelve 3^

stamps?” may be solved for the slower learners by

using pennies. Place 3 pennies on 12 slips of

paper (representing stamps) as shown below. Be
; sure pupils realize that this setup represents

twelve 3’s, and point out how the same product is

obtained by thinking of 3 rows of 12 pennies each.

o H o M H o H HO o o o o o o o o o o o
o o 1 1 o o

jgj o mm o o
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Which problems can be solved? Which cannot be

solved ? Explain.

1. It took 7 large buses of the same size to take all

the children in our school to the picnic. How many

children went to the picnic?
2. Seventeen of the boys in the school could not go.

How many boys went to the picnic?
3. One fifth of the children at the picnic were from

our grade. How many children was thatP^T

4. Four teams of 15 children each took part in a contest.

How many children were in the contest?
5. 32 children danced a square dance. If it took 8

children for each square, how many squares were there?
6. In all, 48 of the sandwiches were left. How many

sandwiches did we eat?*

Practice in M. of 2-place numbers [W]

Turn to page 195. Copy the examples in rows 10 to 13.

Multiply this time. Check your work.^
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Teaching Page 272

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To obtain experience

in detecting problems that can be solved and prob-

lems that cannot be solved from the data given;

Cb) to obtain practice in written computation in

multiplication.

Background. One of the essential problem-

solving abilities studied earlier was ability to get

the sense of problems as wholes before under-

taking solutions. Your pupils will enjoy the way
their wits are challenged as work with this ability

is continued in this lesson.

Pre-book Lesson. Begin with a problem such

as “We need 32 pieces of arithmetic paper. Clare

is passing the paper. How many pieces does she

need?” Pupils will immediately request informa-

tion as to the number of pieces of paper with which

Clare started. Point out that some problems lack

sufficient data to be solved. Supply the necessary

information and have the problem solved. Pro-

ceed with other such problems if you think it

necessary.

New Word: contest

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-6: Oral work.

Bottom of page (rows 10-13 on page 195):

Written work. Be sure pupils practice the new

multiplication check of reversing the factors and

multiplying.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 272-

1. Cannot be solved because the number of

children in each bus is not given.

2. Cannot be solved because the total number of

boys in the school is not given.

3. Cannot be solved because the number of

children at the picnic is not given.

4. Can be solved by multiplication. 4 X 1 5 = 60

5. Can be solved by division. 32 -v- 8 = 4

6. Cannot be solved because the number of

sandwiches at first is not given.

(Bottom) Written multiplication practice. Pupils

are to turn to page 195 in the pupil’s book, copy

rows 10 to 13, and multiply. The answers for this

work are given below.

a b c

10. 270 2,205 1,330

11. 2,401 1,184 600

12. 1,020 3,186 192

13. 1,296 2,352 4,221

d e f g

3,078 4,284 3,074 480

567 1,248 525 204

3,304 324 783 990

1,216 1,365 2,160 648
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Differentiations and Extensions

1. See if all pupils can help make problems out

of those which lack data. For example, if it is as-

sumed that each bus in Ex. 1 contained 45 pupils,

this example and Ex. 3 can be solved. The re-

constructed problems may then be solved.

2. Have more capable children help slower learners

find their errors in the multiplication practice.

Teaching Page 273

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To review various im-

portant ideas and skills;
(
b) to obtain practice in

estimating answers in addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, and division.

Book Lesson. Ex. 1-9: Oral work. Rows 1-6:

Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Be sure all pupils give explanations for their

“yes” or “no” answers, or for their choice of the

best estimate.

2. If slower learners seem to have difficulty

with the oral practice at the bottom of the page, it

may mean that they need more help in rounding

numbers to the nearest ten. Use a number line

and reteach if necessary.

3. More capable children should do the work for

rows 1-6 to see what the exact answers are.

So You Won't Forget!
[O]

Answer with “Yes” or “No.”

1. Where you live, are there nights in summer when

the temperature is 15°?%r

2. Is 80 a good estimate for 32 + 22?%-

3. Must every six-place number have a figure in

hundred-thousand’s place

(2)
f

(3)

4. Is £ of 12a more than £ of 9 ?A%r

5. Is 500 more than 62 X 71%), (7XC,2-^3d-)

6. Does every whole thing have 8 eighths?^

7. Is 75 less than 815 - 9

?

(3/5 3 f= fo, /?s)

8. Does “thousand’s place” mean the same as

“thousand’s period”?%r

9. Is 164,932 the smallest number you can write with

the figures in that number? %r,(/23,46?^j)

Oral Practice
Estimating in A.,S., M., D.

Tell which answer you think is the best estimate.

1 .

a

48 + 152= 60(200)150

b

122 + 51= (170) 30 290

2. 327-8= (40) 70 220 7x49= 160 80(350)

3. 188-31= 90 220(160) 8x72= (560)320 80

4. 620- 9= 90 (70)340 491-6= 500 (80)310

5. 98+49= 50 (B0) HO 152-79= 230 20 (70)

6. 500-7= (70) 30 90 242 + 47= 400 180(290)

273
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Do You Make Mistakes?
Diagnostic Test 7

Copy, and work.

1 .

a b c

J20 If500 3, 76

20 X 36A 60 X 25a 80 X 47A

Study
Pages

Practice

Sets

7

264-266

2.
m 52

23 x 36a 41 x 24A 16 x 33A 267-268 48

3.

Check your work for these:
3,332 2,850 8,05

49 x 68a 75 X 38a 83 x 97A
/

269 46, 49

4.
$0.78 $0.57 $0.09

X 39 X 67 X 45
$30. ¥2 $38.29 $¥.05

270, 271

Test Yourself 19

Write the quotients on folded paper.

[W1

a b C d e f g

1 .
$30^ $36 4)28 $63

S

6)48 8)32 4536

2. 9^54 7)42 3)45 $18 5l40 9)sf 8)72

3. 7)35" 9)72 3)42 $56 8)48 6)54 to
o°l

4. f)63
5

8)40 f)Z7 $45 6)36 4)32 7)49

5. 8l64 3)21 4)24 $56 $35 3)24 9)18
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Can You Solve Problems?
Problem Test 7

Write your work for Ex. 1 to 8. Work carefully.

1. Fourteen boys each passed out 75 handbills about

the school swimming contest at the beach. In all, how
many handbills did the boys pass out } 2,050

2. The ticket sale brought in $99.50. Last year the

sale amounted to $98.25, or how much less? $2.25

3. One relay race was between two swimming teams.

Each of the 6 boys in a relay team swam 45 feet. How
many feet in all did each team swim?27<?

4. Ribbon badges for the winners cost 9<t each. How
much did 21 badges cost? $2.29

5.

In all, 216 bottles of pop were sold. That was 9

boxes. Each box held how many bottles? 2-7

6. Forty-eight of those 216

bottles were orange pop. The
other -?. bottles were different.v

/a
7. One group of girls sold

popcorn and took in $9.60. One
third of this was profit. How
much profit did the class make?v

$3.20

8. 3 girls sold 59 bags, 68

bags, and 65 bags of popcorn.

How many bags was that in all?\/m
Are your answers sensible?

Did you check your work?

275

Teaching Pages 274, 275, 276, and 277

Pupil’s Objectives: To take (a) Test Yourself

19 and 20; (b) the four end-of-chapter tests.

New Words: page 275, profit, relay

Book Lesson. Assign these tests according to

the pattern you have established for previous

chapters. As usual an alternate computation test is

given on page 329 of the Manual.

Differentiations and Extensions. Use the

table in the next column as an aid in recording

test scores.

TABLE OF PER CENTS FOR CHAPTER 7 SCORES

Score

Per Cents for

Problem

Test

Score

Per Cents for

Computation

Test

Score

Per Cents for

Computation

Test

1 13 1 6 9 56

2 25 2 13 10 63

3 38 3 19 11 69

4 50 4 25 12 75

5 63 5 31 13 81

6 75 6 38 14 88

7 88 7 44 15 94

8 100 8 50 16 100
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Test Yourself 20
[W]

Copy and work.

a b c

1. 6,363 + 790<? 47 x 462,/62 $75.16 - $24.89*52.27

2. 82 X $0.57^.7^4,018 - 22,009 577 + 2,684 + 5,0909,30/

3. 59 X 31/, f29 6 x $6.07*36.92 $5.76 - $5.07*0.69

4. 5,428 + -8iTfrf 9,362 - 875^792 x $0.43*??.^

5. $46.17 -5- TKfyH3% X 65 2,2/0 79 + 52 + 89 + 84J09

6 . 78 x 494<772 62 X $0.09*i:5"/ 6,000 - 3,2172, 793

Do You Understand?
Test of Information and Meaning 7

1. Write the largest six-place number you can with 8

in ten-thousand’s place. <?j>% 999

2. Write the smallest five-place number you can with

;

9 in ten’s place and 8 in thousand’s place./^ 9fo

3.

Make a drawing to show that f squares are the same

as 2 whole squares.

4. Make a drawing to show that 5 of a thing may be

smaller than £ of something else.

5. Write “60,000.” Then write the next six numbers

you must say or think in counting by 10,000’s. 70, OOO;
90,000; 90, OOO ; /OO, OOO; 770, OOO; /20, OOO

6 . Write an example with a two-place multiplier and

a two-place multiplicand. ad : 20x72

7. Write in figures: six hundred three thousand seven

hundred two. 6,03,702

Write the missing words or numbers on your paper.

8 . The doughnuts below are divided into*4/^

9. What fraction shows that^all 3

doughnuts were cut into thirds?^

10. The fraction for Ex. 9 is equal

to a whole number. Write the whole

number/?

11. In finding the product for 78 X 9<t, the number

to use as the multiplier is

12. To multiply a number by 10, you need only to

write the number with Q_ _ after it.

13.

In the example, 23 X 47, multiply 47 first by

and then b-f**™
1-. What are these products called?/

How Well Can You Figure?

Computation Test 7

Copy, and write your work.

a b c d
7.053. Iff $9.09 *7.20.33 7,030 RI

9)9,478 5)$40.45 4l$4® 3)3,242

$0.48 $5.82 1,076 $0.19

X27 X9 X8 X37
£7T77£- *OT3T 9,009 *7.03
$47.39 $72.80 4,171 $53.16

-36.70 -69.37 - 1,869 -49.46
*70.69 *3.93 2,302 *3. 70

4,532 2,452 385 624

648 3,075 492 813

+3,079 + 1,986 + 763 + 7,725
9,209 1,0/3 7,690 9,76,1
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Concrete materials help children learn that the

more pieces there are in a whole, the smaller is

each piece.



Teaching Chapter 8 of Grade 4

Introduction

I. Learning Outcomes in Chapter 8

1 . Ability to find and use averages

2. Ability to shorten partial products in multi-

plication by omitting unnecessary 0’s

3. Ability to compare sizes with fractions

4. Understanding and use of a few equivalent

fractions

5. Ability to reduce fractions

6. Understanding of basic ideas regarding add-

ing and subtracting fractions

7. Ability to make change for $1.00, $2.00,

and $5.00

8. Ability to solve problems, including two-

step problems

9. Understanding of various specific concepts,

generalizations, relationships, and skills

10.

Desirable emotionalized responses (attitudes,

appreciations, values)

II. The Nature of the Major Outcomes

Ability to Find and Use Averages

The meaning of the term “average” is not an

easy one for children to acquire. Indeed, its mean-

ing is not easy to put in a simple statement ; words

get in our way. Technically, an average is the

number all numbers in a group would be if they

were of the same size (as they usually are not).

Thus, the average of 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 is 12;

all five numbers would be 12 if they were of the

same size. Because of the language difficulties in-

volved, we do not give a precise definition for

“average” in the pupil’s book, but this does not

mean that we can do nothing at all to make the

term sensible. We do so on pages 279-281.

Finding the average of a given group of num-
bers is the first instance of a two-step problem:

we get the sum of the groups, and then divide the

total by the number of groups. This serves as a

useful introduction to other kinds of two-step

problems.

We also find averages when we are given both

the total and the number of items (e.g., 5 boys

together weigh 490 lb.). This kind of average prob-

lem, not a two-step problem obviously, is taught

on page 279.

Sometimes we do not find, an average, but are

given an average to use in some relationship (e.g.,

5 boys average 98 lb.; what is their total weight?).

This kind of problem appears on pages 282 and

283.

Ability to Shorten Partial Products in Mul-
tiplication by Omitting Unnecessary 0’s

This outcome involves learning to drop or dis-

card unneeded 0’s in partial products, as illustrated

in the pair of examples below. Care is taken on

26 26

X 33 X 33

78 78

780 78

858 858

pages 288 and 289 to show that nothing is really

lost in the shortened work, for generalizations are

developed to bring the procedure in line with

what is known about place value.

Ability to Compare Sizes with Fractions

One string may be half as long as another;

Jack’s fishpole may be three fourths as long as

Mike’s; Ann’s hair ribbon may be five sixths as

long as Julia’s. These statements illustrate the use

of fractions to compare objects as to relative size.

This is a new application of fractions, and it intro-

duces difficulty because two objects instead of one

are involved. The difficulty is resolved only when
the objects are compared by using fractions having

the same size, halves or fifths or what not. In the

lessons on this use of fractions {pages 292-295),

all activities are based upon given pairs of pictured

objects or diagrams divided so that the fractional

parts are the same, or upon similar representations

made by the children themselves—all activities,

that is, except a few in which readily understood

relationships among measuring units are employed,

such as quarts and gallons, inches and feet, and

the like.
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Understanding and Use of a Few Equivalent

Fractions

By means of charts the children learn (page 296

)

that f, and f are all equal in value (when, of

course, they refer to the same whole), that f = f,

and | = §, under the same conditions. They are

not expected to memorize these equivalents.

Ability to Reduce Fractions

No high degree of abstract skill is developed in

this lesson (pages 297 and 298), such as might be

used by an older child to reduce the fraction to

|, by dividing numerator and denominator by 7.

Rather, the purpose is to acquaint children with

the notion of reduction, with the value of having

fractions in lowest terms, and with a way to trans-

form fractions to lower and lowest terms by using

charts. In a sense, then, this lesson on reduction

is but an extension of the one covering equivalent

fractions.

Understanding of Basic Ideas Regarding

Adding and Subtracting Fractions

Your pupils will learn (pages 300 and 301) to

work fraction examples of the types show in the

illustrations below:

3 eighths + (or “and,” or “plus”) 2 eighths = 5

eighths

5 fifths — (or “less,” or “minus”) 2 fifths =

3 fifths

Only like-fractions are used, and these are spelled

out as words rather than represented by symbols.

Seen this way, adding eighths is little different

from adding groups of cows, as 3 cows and 2 cows

are 5 cows, and subtracting fifths is little different

from subtracting oranges, as 5 oranges less 2 or-

anges is 3 oranges. The work is, of course, ab-

stract, but much less troublesome than if fraction

symbols were used.

Ability to Make Change for $1.00, $2.00, and

$5.00

No comment needs to be made concerning this

outcome {page 307). Its importance is self-evident,

and no special techniques are required to develop

the skills involved.

Ability to Solve Problems, Including Two-
step Problems

In this chapter your pupils encounter problems

in which fractions and measurement units occur

{pages 302, 305, and 306), but the point of major

advance in the program is the introduction of

two-step problems. Comment on the lessons on

two-step problems {pages 284-286 and 299) is

reserved for the discussion of the appropriate

pages in the teaching section which follows.

Problems where averages occur are met on pages

280-282 and practice and other problem helps

occur on pages 291 and 308.

Understanding of Various Specific Concepts,

Generalizations, Relationships, and Skills

1 . Concepts and essential technical terms:

average lower (lowest) terms

like-fractions reduce (with fractions)

two-step problems

2. Important relationships and generalizations.

The generalizations appearing in Chapter 8 will be

found on the following pages in the pupil’s book

(and on corresponding reproduced pages in the

Manual): pages 279, 282, 285, 289, 297, 301.

Desirable Emotionalized Responses (Atti-

tudes, Appreciations, Values)

In this chapter you will have your last opportu-

nity this year to make sure your pupils have a

healthy, objective viewpoint about arithmetic. Make

the most of it.
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What Does Average Mean?
[O]

1. Joe is playing with 4 puppies, St^with 5, and Bob

with only 3. Who has the most puppies the fewest?#^

2. Tell what to do so that each of the children will

have the same number of puppies, or

By dividing the puppies into equal groups, you find

the average of 4, 5, and 3 puppies.

3. How many puppies are there in all?/2

4. When there are 12 in all, another way to find how

many in each of 3 equal parts is to find g of 12. 12-^3=^

In Ex. 3 and 4, to find the average

What did you do first with 4, 5, and 3

Then what did you do /i, Jf3,

5. Suppose the three children had 4, 6, and 5 puppies

each. How would you find the average number then ?v
L'2cCd <et

(/s)

To find the average of several groups, you

divide the total by the number of groups. This

shows how many in each equal part of the total.

6. The 9 boys on Sam’s ball team weigh a total of 810

pounds. How would you find the average weight?

That is, if each boy weighed the same, how would you

find out how much this weight would be?f/o ±9=90

7. Jean’s mother bought her 3 dresses and paid $13.95

for them. How would you find the average price?

That is, if each dress cost the same amount, how would

you find out how much this price would be }$/3.9S±3=*9.C>5

X

Teaching Pages 278, 279, 280, and 281

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn the meaning

of “average”;
(
[b) to learn how to find the average

of several given numbers
;

(c) to obtain practice in

computation in multiplication and division.

Background. Use of statistical methods is ex-

panding at an increasing rate. The reason is simply

that it is easier to communicate the complexities of

modern life in quantitative terms than in descrip-

tive explanation. Each new generation must be-

279

come progressively more adept at reading, inter-

preting, and understanding statistical information

in order to make a successful and intelligent

adjustment to life situations. One of the statistical

terms your pupils will need to understand is “av-

erage.” This concept provides a way of using just

one number to give an idea of the size of several

numbers.

Pre-book Lesson (pages 278 and 279)

Materials Needed: Forty-five cubical blocks, or

seven strips of oak tag, marked off in inch squares,
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to represent the lengths of the seven fish in the

problem below.

1. Find out how much your pupils already know
about averages. They may be familiar with the

term in such expressions as “my average in spell-

ing” or “my average on the three tests,” or “my
weight is average for my age.” Moreover, if one of

your pupils can tell how he found the average

he mentions, let him demonstrate at the board.

In any case, bring out the usefulness of averages:

they provide a convenient and easy way of think-

ing of a group of numbers.

2. Find a suitable method for introducing this

problem: “Paul and Glenn went fishing. Glenn

caught 3 fish that measured 10", 6", and 5". Paul

caught 4 fish that measured 8", 7", 5", and 4".

Glenn thought that the average length of his fish

was greater than the average length of Paul’s fish.

Paul disagreed. Who was right?”

3. Let one block stand for one inch of fish.

Pile 10 blocks to represent the 10" fish; 6 blocks

for the 6" fish, etc. Scaled strips of oak tag may
also be used. Tell the children that when Glenn

spoke of “average length” he meant the length of

his fish if they had all been the same size. Using

the piled blocks, or the oak-tag strips, ask children

to suggest ways to make all Glenn’s fish the same

size. Repeat the procedure for Paul’s fish. When
the piles representing Glenn’s fish have been made

equal and Paul’s “fish” have also been made equal,

the pupils will be able to discover that each of

Glenn’s fish, on the average, was 7" long, and

each of Paul’s, on the average, was 6".

4. Now lay end to end all the blocks, or strips

of oak tag, representing Glenn’s fish. Lead pupils

to see that another way to find the average length

of Glenn’s fish would be to separate the total

length of the 3 fish into 3 equal lengths by frac-

tional-part division. Establish from the blocks or

strips that the total length is 21" and then write

the division work on the board as

7"

J of 21"= 3l|".

Do the same for Paul’s fish, but be sure all pupils

realize that since Paul caught 4 fish, the total length

of his fish must be divided into 4 equal groups.

New Words: page 279, average, weight

Book Lesson (pages 278 and 279). Oral work.

As pupils discuss the picture on page 278, have

them tell the number of puppies with which each

child is playing.

For Ex. 6 and 7, have pupils tell only how to

find the average; then assign the actual computa-

tion as written work.

New Word: page 280, piano

Pre-book Lesson (pages 280 and 281). Repeat

the activities suggested in the Pre-book Lesson

above, but see if pupils can themselves identify

the two steps involved in finding an average. They
should be able to see that combining the blocks

or strips demonstrates addition to find the total

(Step 1), while separating the total into equal

groups demonstrates division to find the size of

one of the equal groups (Step 2).

Book Lesson (pages 280 and 281). Ex. 1-3:

Oral work. Ex. 4-10: Written work. Rows 1-6:

Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Have slower learners find averages using

blocks as suggested in the Pre-book Lesson. Prob-

lem situations are not always necessary; just let

groups of blocks represent numbers such as the

following: (a), 4, 6, 5; (b) 3, 9; (c) 2, 5, 7, 3, 8;

id) 1, 4, 9, 2.

2. Look for classroom uses of average that may
be presented as problems to more capable children.

3. Have pupils write as many sentences as

possible using the word “average.”

4. Request a few pupils to search through

various books looking for uses of average. Have

these discussed and explained by the class.

NOTES
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Finding total first [O]

1. In 5 tries, Sam jumped 12 feet, 14 feet, 12 feet,

13 feet, and 14 feet. What was his average jump?

You find the average in this kind of problem by using

the two steps shown:

Step 2:

13

Then find ^ 5)65

of the total. 5

15

15

The average is 13 feet. Did Sam jump 13 feet each

time+lf not, what does “average” mean ?^

Step 1:

12

First find the 14

total of the 5 12

numbers. 13

+ 14

65

Explain how to find the average in Ex. 2 and 3. Tell

what you do in Step 1 and in Step 2.

2. Mary played the piano for 35 minutes one day,

55 minutes the next day, and 45 minutes the next. On
the average, how long did she play the piano each day-V

3. The three Smith boys are 55 inches, 58 inches, and

61 inches tall. What is the average?^
(

)

[W]

For Ex. 4 to 10, write your work and mark both Step 1

and Step 2, as in the box for Ex. 1.

4. My marks in spelling for 6 months were 83, 80, 85,

79, 83, and 82. Find my average mark for that time. £2

5. In 5 days Joan’s father drove 369 miles, 288 miles,

346 miles, 410 miles, and 297 miles. What was the

average number of miles Joan’s father drove each day l3¥2

6. Shoes for the 3 children in the Whalen family cost

$5.65, $6.50, and $7.95. What was the average cost tH.70

7. On 4 days last week, Mike picked 35 quarts, 37

quarts, 46 quarts, and 42 quarts of berries. On the

average, how many quarts of berries did he pick a daytyo

8. In the last 5 years, Mr. Olds has used 13 tons, 14

tons, 10 tons, 13 tons, and 15 tons of coal. How many

tons of coal has he used a year on the average?/?

Find the average of

9.

47, 66, 59, 73, 60^/ 10. 609, 876, 98, 249, 583^

Written Practice

1. Multiply by 49:

2. Multiply by 68:

3. Multiply by 73:

4. Divide by 7:

5. Divide by 9:

6. Divide by 8:

Practice in M* and D. [W]

$0.86m./v

$OA5?30-&0

$0.92^7./^

876/25,/f/

A\7¥6>,/?3

$8.27U03,R3

b

%QA5m.os

$0.76£S7 &g

$0,652+7+5

$150$/O7,/?/

8,046iW
$1.44$o.fS

$0.39$/vi

$0.83tarn

88

4,03837(,,K

2M2ut
$8.60w.07,m

280 281-

— Answers Not on Reproduced Page 280—

—

1. “Average” in this problem means that if all

of Sam’s jumps had been the same distance, each
would have been 13 feet.

2. 3.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 1 Step 2

Find the 35 Divide the 45 Find the 55 Divide the 58
total of 55 total (135) 3)135 total of 58 total (174) 37174
the 3 + 45 by 3 (the 12 the 3 +61 by 3 (the 15
times Mary 135 number of 15 heights 174 number of 24
played times Mary 15 boys) 24

played)
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When You Know the Average
Finding the total [O]

1.

Picture A shows what Jane saved each week. Count

1st 2nd 3rd 4th

week week week week

A© ® ® ©
® @ ®

to find how much it was in all.

Picture B shows that, on

the average, Jane saved 50tf a

week. Explain how coins in

picture A were moved to make

picture B.

Instead of counting, you

can multiply to find the total

amount saved. 4 x JQ? =$2.00

[W]

Write the work for these:

2.

A farmer sold 3 pigs

averaging 325 pounds. What

was their total weight? 975

3. Jane types an average of 26 words a minute. How
many words can she type in 9 minutes? 13V

4. My average mark on 7 tests is 89. What number

did I divide by 7 to find the average? 0,23

5. For 6 weeks, Mrs. Fisk’s weekly food bill averaged

$ 18.75. How much did she spend for food in the 6 weeks ?v
%//2.50

6. On the average our car goes 16 miles on a gallon of

gasoline. How far should it go on 35 gallons } 56,0

When you know the average of several

groups, you can find the total by multiplying

the average by the number of groups.

•282

Teaching Page 282

Pupil’s Objective: To learn how to use

averages in finding the totals from which they have

been derived.

Background. The concept of average is useful

not only for describing several groups, but also for

estimating the size of the groups combined. For

example, one could estimate the average number

of miles walked in one day and multiply this by

the number of days in a week to estimate the num-
ber of miles walked in a week. Of course, if the

exact average and the number of groups involved

is given, an exact total for the combined groups

may be determined by multiplication. By solving

problems of this kind, pupils will obtain a better

idea of the meaning, as well as usefulness, of the

concept average.

Pre-book Lesson

1 . Introduce the page by suggesting some class-

room problem such as, “Our average arithmetic

lesson lasts about 45 minutes. How many minutes

do you suppose we devote each 5-day week to

arithmetic?”

This type of problem should cause no difficulty

since, but for the term “average,” nothing is new.

It is a regular multiplication problem. However,

to further demonstrate the meaning of average,

show on the board, as below, how the problem

could be represented.

Average Number of Minutes

Spent Each Day on Arithmetic

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

45 45 45 45 45

Lead pupils to see that since the combining of

equal groups is involved, multiplication is the

process to use in solving.

2. Solve two or three more similar problems in

the same way and see if pupils can state in their

own words the generalization given at the bottom

of the page in the pupil’s book.

New Word: types

Book Lesson

Ex. 1: Oral work. Be sure children see how
much quicker it is to find Jane’s total savings by

multiplication than by counting.

Ex. 2-6: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. With slower learners, go through Ex. 2-6

orally, showing on the board how the method of

representation given in the Pre-book Lesson could

be applied. Have the written work done inde-

pendently.

2. To illustrate the usefulness of averages as

presented in this lesson, suggest that all pupils

attempt to find totals by first estimating averages.
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Below are suggestions for problems from the

child’s experience.

a. Find the total enrollment for the school when the

number of classes and the average size of each is known.

b. Find the weight of all the children in the class

when the size of the class and the average weight of

each child is known.

If pupils seem interested in the data from these

problems, have it recorded on a chart and dis-

played.

3. More capable children may now be able to

! suggest a check for the problems done on pages

280 and 281 in the pupil’s book, i.e., multiply the

average by the number of groups to see if this

product is equal to the sum of the groups.

Teaching Page 283
i

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To obtain practice in

solving three kinds of examples with averages;

(b) to try to discriminate between sensible and

j

senseless quantitative statements.

Background. The written work at the top of the

page will reveal understanding as much as ability

to compute, for pupils must realize the interrela-

tionships that exist between the factors when given

in the three different ways illustrated in the chart

below.

Type

Size

of groups

(6, 7, 8)

Number

of groups

(3)

Average

(7)

Total

(21)

a 6, 7,8 (3) (21 -hidden)

b 3 21

c 3 1

Pre-book Lesson. See if pupils can give, and

explain, the computation for the three types of

average problems. Show each one with groups of

blocks and point out that types b and c are related

to one another in the same way that M. and D.

facts are related.

{Continued on page 302)

Working with Averages
[W]

On your paper, write the missing numbers.

1. Nine numbers average 78. Their total is 102..

2. Six numbers average 347. Their total is^fZ.

3. Four numbers total 196. The average is 03..

4. Five numbers total 2,055. The average is OU..

5. The average of 48, 79, 60, 87, 51 is _4f_.

6. The average of 47, 892, 457, and 628 is -iOA.

7. The average of 5 numbers is 37. Their total is /<££.

8 The total of 7 numbers is 4,214. The average is &>Ql.

What Is Wrong?

Which exercises are sensible ? Which are not ? Why?

1. A new bicycle tire should last 2,000 miles. Jack

should get 4,000 miles from his 2 new tires.
2. Ed said that more than | of the people in his town

own their own airplanes.

3. Ruth said that dividing 12 cookies into 4 equal

shares is the same as finding 4 of 12 cookies
/2^3,+of/2=3

4. Joe says that one should always multiply in problems

that contain the word “each.”

5. Sam had 2 books, Tom had 4, and Jack had 6. Their

average number of books then was 12.^

6. In 3 X 1,865 the number 1,865 is the product.^

283— —

-

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 283

1. Not sensible because both tires travel the

same distance.

2. Not sensible. J is almost f, or all the people.

4. Not sensible for Joe would multiply instead

of add in this problem: “Each boy started the game

with 15 marbles. Terry won 17. How many
marbles did Terry have after the game?”

5. Not sensible because the average cannot be

larger than the numbers from which it is derived.

6. Not sensible because the product is always

larger than any of the factors except when mul-

tiplying by 1.
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Book Lesson

Ex. 1-8 (top): Written work. Before the work

is started, be sure pupils can discriminate between

the wording in Ex. 1 and 3.

Ex. 1-6 (bottom): Oral work. The response to

the question “Why?” is important, but be sure

the class enjoys this work.

Differentiations and Extensions. If slower

learners have difficulty with the work at the top

of the page, segregate the exercises into homo-

geneous groups and solve one of each type before

independent work begins. The chart below shows

how the exercises may be grouped.

Type a Type b Type c

Ex. 5, 6 Ex. 3, 4, 8 Ex. 1, 2, 7

Teaching Pages 284 and 285

Pupil’s Objective: To gain an understanding

of the nature of two-step problems, each with its

“hidden question.”

Background. Pupils have already studied and

solved two-step problems. Now the idea will be

extended to cover problems where there is no key

word such as “average” to warn that there may be

two steps in the solution. Awareness of possible

hidden questions is necessary for such problems.

New Words: page 284, hidden ; page 285, bat

Book Lesson. Oral work. Work through

Ex. 5 and 6 on page 285. Write the two-step

problem on the board as it is suggested by the

pupils. Go on in the same way for the three re-

maining pairs of problems, Ex. 7 and 8, 9 and 10,

and 11 and 12. There will then be four two-step

problems on the board to study in the light of the

generalization at the bottom of the page.

Pupils should tell the hidden question in each

of the four problems made by combining the pairs

of problems. Slower learners could then try to tell

how to solve the problems while the more capable

children do the computational work at the board.

Two-step Problems

Problems other than finding average [OJ

On pages 280 and 281, to find the average you had to

add and then divide. Now you will learn how to solve

other kinds of problems having two or more steps .

1. Joe milked 3 cows. They gave 8 quarts, 7 quarts,

and 9 quarts of milk. What was the total? 2¥-

2. How many gallons of milk did the 3 cows give?

(Use the answer for Ex. 1
.)

t>

Ex. 1 and 2 were given as two problems. Here is a

way the two problems might be written as one problem:

Joe milked 3 cows. They gave 8 quarts, 7 quarts, and

9 quarts of milk. How many gallons did they give?
Jry. OTtnforwng. <3t/. /and/l

This is a two-step problem. How was it made

?

ADo
you solve it as you solve Ex. 1 and 2 separately?

What hidden question in this two-step problem must

you answer before you can answer the given question? v
WtWTsrrieurbU- jcuutd tjUd/XAl; courtf&trtZ

3. Jane paid 5 <t for a pencil and 12<£ for a tablet. How
much did these two things cost her? /7*

4. What was Jane’s change from 25tf? (Use Ex. 3.)

Ex. 3 and 4 put together make this problem:

Jane paid 5<£ for a pencil and 12tf for a tablet. What

was her change from 25tf ?

Jfe) Jlu coozlCriong. fy.3and¥

Is this a two-step problem? AHow was it made? ^Can

you solve it as you solve Ex. 3 and 4 separately?

What hidden question is in the two-step problem?
ctM^Ae/ coai/oaetMt/?

284-

Differentiations and Extensions. If pupils

need further work with two-step problems, use the

two pairs of problems below.

a. John bought 10 packages of hamburger rolls for

a cookout. If there were 6 rolls in each package, how
many rolls did he buy?

b. How many rolls each would there be if 20 chil-

dren were to be at the cookout?

c. Winnie was a baby sitter for 2 hours Friday,

4 hours Saturday, and 1 hour Sunday. For how many
hours in all was she a baby sitter?

d. How much did Winnie make if she was paid 35
j
i

an hour for baby sitting?
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NOTES
Make a two-step problem

for each pair of problems below.

Each time tell what the hidden

question is and then tell how to

solve the new problem.-^

5. Molly painted 2 dozen

place cards. How many cards

in all did she paint

6 . Molly got lOtf for each

place card. How much money

did she get for all the place

cards she made }($2.po)

7. Bill, Sam, and Mike went fishing. Bill and Sam
each caught 5 fish. How many did they catch together ?/<

8 . If the 3 boys caught 17 fish in all, how many fish

did Mike catch 7,/

9. Two boards are 8 feet and 7 feet long. If they are

put end to end, what will the total length be?(/s'J

10. How many yards long will the two boards be?/
{S/yAj

11. Tom has a quarter and a dime. How much has he?35^

12. Tom needs 55 <t to buy a bat. How much more
money must he get to be able to buy the bat >20 *

Every two-step problem contains a hidden

question. To find the answer to the problem
question, first you answer the hidden question.

285

-Answers Not on Reproduced Page 285

5 and 6. Molly painted 2 dozen place cards.

She got 10^ for each card. How mhch did she

get for all the place cards she made? Hidden

question: How many place cards in all did she

make? 2 X 12 = 24; 24 X $0.10 = $2.40

7 and 8. Bill, Sam, and Mike caught 17 fish in

all on their fishing trip. Bill and Sam each caught

5 fish. How many fish did Mike catch? Hidden

question: How many fish did Bill and Sam catch

together? 2 X 5 = 10; 17 - 10 = 7

9 and 10. Two boards are 8 feet and 7 feet

long. If they are put end to end, what will the

total length in yards be? Hidden question: What
will the total length in feet be? 8 + 7 = 15 (feet)

;

15 -r- 3 = 5 (yards).

11 and 12. Tom has a quarter and a dime.

How much more money does he need to buy a

55j£ bat? Hidden question: How much money
does Tom have now? 25^ + 10^ = 35^; 55^ —
35 — 20^.
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Finding the Hidden Question
2-step problems [O]

To solve a 2-step problem you must find the hidden

question. Tell the hidden questions in Ex. 1 to 10.

1. If you buy 3 loaves of bread at \6<t a loaf and a

pound of cheese at 65<£, how much will your bill be }*/./3

2. Sam picked 45 quarts of cherries. His mother

canned 36 quarts, and Sam sold the rest for 28t a quart.

How much money did Sam take in ?* 2.S2

3. Jim pasted £ of his 96 stamps in rows of 8. With

these stamps, how many rows did he make?<£

4. Mother bought a 5-pound piece of meat at 78 <t a

pound. How much was her change from $5.00? f/JO

5. Mrs. Lee bought a pattern and 4 yards of cloth at

69<£ a yard. Her bill was $3.01. How much did the

pattern cost? $0.25

6. Mary wants to buy two books for $1.25 and $1.65.

She has only $2.38, so how much more does she need? £7.52

7. At a sale, flags once costing $5.95 sell now at $4.65.

If the school buys 4 flags, how much will they save? $s.20

8. At 60tf a peck, 6 bushels of potatoes cost M42

9. Four watermelons weighed 35 pounds, 51 pounds, /
48 pounds, and 42 pounds. Find the average weight, yif if"

10

.

For opening day, a store owner bought 25 dozen \
red roses, 23 dozen yellow roses, and 15 dozen white

roses. To how many people could he give a rose? 756

Now go back and solve problems 1 to 10.

286 -

Teaching Page 286

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To obtain practice in

finding hidden questions; (b) to solve two-step

problems.

Pre-book Lesson. Use representative objects

and have children dramatize the first one or two

problems. Each time as the dramatization of the

problem reveals the need, help pupils identify the

hidden question.

New Word: loaves

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 286

1. What will be the total cost of the 3 loaves of

bread? 3X 16^ = 48^; $0.48+ $0.65= $1.13.

2. How many quarts of berries did Sam sell?

45 - 36 = 9 (quarts); 9 X $0.28 = $2.52.

3. How many stamps did Jim paste in rows of 8?

i of 96 = 96 -r- 2= 48; 48 4- 8 = 6

4. What was the total cost of the piece of meat?

5 X $0.78= $3.90; $5.00- $3.90= $1.10

5. What was the total cost of the 4 yards of

cloth? 4 X $0.69 = $2.76; $3.01 - $2.76 = $0.25

6. How much will the 2 books cost together?

$1.25+ $1.65 = $2.90; $2.90- $2.38 = $0.52

7. How much money is saved by buying a flag

on sale? $5.95- $4.65= $1.30; 4X $1.30= $5.20

8. How many pecks are in 6 bushels? 6 X 4 = 24;

24 X $0.60= $14.40

9. What was the total weight of the 4 water-

melons together? 35+51 + 48+ 42 = 176

(pounds); 176 -j- 4 = 44 (pounds)

10. How many dozen roses did the store owner

buy? 25 + 23 + 15 = 63 (dozen); 12 X 63 = 756

Book Lesson. Ex. 1-10: Oral work. Bottom

of page: Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Limit the number of problems for slower

learners and help them break the problems down

into the two separate parts as shown for the previous

lesson. Suggest that pupils approach these prob-

lems in the same way they approached earlier

lessons which taught the skill of finding missing

data. They should see that the numbers in each

problem will somehow provide the missing informa-

tion.

2. Urge all pupils to show clearly in their written

work both computational steps. This is a good

time to emphasize and show the advantages of tidy

work habits.

3. More capable children may be able to rewrite

three or four of the problems to show the two

separate parts of each.
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Oral Practice

i

Estimate these answers. In Ex. la.
,
think of 21 as

20 (2 tens). In Ex. 2a, think of 138 as 140 (14 tens).

a b c d

1. 8 X 21 !L0 39 X 6 2<70 239 4 8 30 39 + 41m
2. 138 -s- 120 58 + 28 90 8 X 51 WO 304 h- 650

3. 72 - 49 20 69 - 51 20 62 x 6 360 78 X 8 6¥0

4. 32 + 41 70 358 -T- 9 <70 81 - 39W 453 -s-950

5. 4 x 82 320 271 + 3 90 638 4• 8 20 6 X 69 ¥20

Tell the value of n in each of these examples:

a b c

6 . n 4- 9 = 9 2! 42 -4 n = 6 7 49 = n times 7 7

7. n - 9 = 63 72 28 = n X: 7 L7 n - £» = 72 n
8. n 4- 8 = 156 7 = 63 -f- n 9 40 minus n = 8 32

9. 72 -* n = 8 9 38 = n - 7¥S n = 48 plus 6 5<2

10. 8 X n = 56 7 n -f- 6 = 8 W 6’s in 54 = n 9

11. 6 = 48 4- n <P n - 6 = 30 3(0 64 = n times 8 8

Written Practice

Copy and work the examples in rows 1 to 5.

a b C

1 . 29 X 782,262 1,848 4- 4 ¥62 $4.59 4- 3$/.£3

2 . 162 8 20, /fi 35 X 29 /,o/S 4,168 - 2,9081,260

3. 687 -5- 6 //¥, R3 $3.06 x 9$27.s¥ $15.97 + $60.75*76.72

4. 3,016 4- 5 603,m 69 X $0.89*6/. 4V 1,301 - 922 379

5. 1,820 -5- 6 303,32 57 x $0.86m.02 $45.72 - $44.91$0.2/

Shorter Partial Products
[O]

Our postman walks 13 miles a day.

In 24 days, how far does he walk?

Boxes A and B. In both examples,

the second partial product is 26 tens.

How is the way it is written in box B
different from the way in box A?

A B

ll
13 13

x2 4 X24
52 52

260 26

312 312

C 38 D 38

X24 X24
152 152

760 76

912 912

E 35 F 35

X48 X48
280 280

1 400 140

1,680 1,680

1. In box B, how do we know

that the 6 means “6 tens”? 73<r&B>;

/no'/zM/rurtv anedp&uiz/

2. Why is 6 in the same column

as the multiplier figure 2?

Boxes C and D. Which is the

shorter way to write the work? D

3. Why is the 2 of 152 under

the one’s figure of the multiplier?
y-onedXft =32 onto, <rt/3Jtov) a*uu_2 <rm2

4. In box D, the right-hand

figure of 76, the second partial

product, is under 2, the ten’s

figure of the multiplier. Explain.

£otA/ t&e/ T-arzjCtAb 6,

5. Does the partial product, 76,

mean “76 ones” or “76 tens”? v
76fond

6. Explain about the work in

boxes E and F. (ad^Ccu^D)

287- •288 -

Teaching Page 287

Pupil’s Objectives: To obtain practice in

(a

)

estimating answers for all four basic arithmetic

operations
; (b) finding n designating missing

numbers in all types of examples; (c) written

computation in addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tion, and division.

Book Lesson. Rows 1-11 (top): Oral work.

Rows 1-5 (bottom): Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions. More capable

children should find the exact answers for rows 1-5

at the top of the page in the pupil’s book.

Teaching Pages 288 and 289

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn to shorten

partial products by omitting 0’s that are not

needed
; (6) to gain experience in simple computa-

tional skills (addition, subtraction, and multipli-

cation) by doing mentally what heretofore has

been done with paper and pencil.

Background. As an aid in understanding and

writing partial products, pupils have written zeros

in one’s place in the second partial product. By
now, multiplication by 2-place numbers should be

so well developed that the 0’s, having served their

purpose, may be dropped.
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[W]

Copy, and multiply. Write the second partial products

the short way. Check by doing each example again.abed
7. 69 X 26ijqif 45 x 4&/J00 25 x 24 c,oo 37 X 2385/

8. 38 X 112,926, 35 X 19,2,730 18 X 62 38 x 69^22

9. 19 x 94it ygc, 26 x 88 2,m 74 x 569,/¥¥ 29 x 962,789

10. 46 x 46 2,//6 92 x 83^^ 86 x 499,2/9 .56 x 663^90

11. 47 x 62 ij/ij. 65 x 91^305 93 x 86 i 993 81 x 2l2,/P7

The right-hand figure ofeach partial product

goes in the same column as the figure you
multiply by.

When multiplying by the ten’s figure, put

the right-hand figure of that partial product

in ten’s place.

No Paper! No Pencil!

Try to say the answers by working
.4., S., to

“in your head.

r. [O]

a b c d e f g h
1. 50 15 36 52 68 40 37 14

-45 X3 +45 -45 -62 X4 + 34 X2
s 'V5 2/ 7 6 /60 7/ 2?

2. 61 28 53 14 41 15 80 45

-56 + 24 -49 x4 -36 x5 -72 -36
s 52 ¥ 5(c jf 75 P 9

3. 34 53 18 76 30 89 17 37

+25 -48 X3 -64 + 59 -81 X2 + 15

59 5 59 /2 99 P 39 ^2

289

Since the learning step is small, the development

in the pupil’s book may be followed rather closely.

Pre-book Lesson (pages 288 and 289, top).

Direct pupils to study the written work for Ex. la,

2b, 4b, and 5b at the bottom of page 287 to dis-

cover what the four examples have in common.
Point out the “0” in one’s place in the ten’s partial

product. Discuss its purpose and the result of

omitting it. See if children can state the ideas

given in the generalization at the middle of page

289 as a result of the discussion.

Book Lesson (pages 288 and 289, top)

Ex. 1-6: Oral work.

Rows 7-11: Written work. To focus attention

on the omitted 0’s, these exercises should be

checked by doing each example twice.

Book Lesson (page 289, bottom). Oral work.

Present Ex. la and say, “Who can tell me the

answer? Remember: No paper! No pencil!”

Then, “How did you get it?” Work across the

page by rows. Do not expect every pupil to be

able to give every answer, at least for the first

contact with the examples, but see if the discussion

of methods used by those who are successful can

be used to help others who are less successful.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . This lesson may also be taught by having all

pupils do rows 7 and 8 at the top of page 289 with

the end 0’s in the second partial product retained.

These may then be struck out and the result an-

alyzed with emphasis placed on the meaning of the

partial product without the 0. Those who can

proceed independently should do so.

2. To give pupils a feeling for the progress made
in the fourth grade, have them turn to some of the

easier work in chapters 1 and 2 to see if they can

do mentally the work there.

Teaching Page 290

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To take Test Yourself

21 ;
(b) to try to differentiate between sensible and

impossible quantitative statements.

Book Lesson.

Rows 1-4: Test Yourself 21. All pupils should

correct any errors they may have made in doing

this test. Ask them then to report quietly to a

neighbor the reasons for the original errors. If you

wish, you may have the slower learners report to

you the causes they find. You will probably find

that some of the latter pupils will need help in

discovering all the sources of errors, but this will

be an indication of areas that need reteaching.

Ex. 1-6: Oral work. Remember that in work

of this kind a “yes” or “no” answer is of little

value unless it is accompanied by an answer to the

question “Why or why not?” Try to give pupils

a feeling for the importance of understanding in

arithmetic.
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Test Yourself 21
[W]

Copy and work these examples:

a b c d
1. 908 $71.46 1,865 $0.83

X7 -29.39 x3 X26
^35Z *42.07 S,59S $2/58

2. $0.97 7,113 8)5,003 7,25,83 5)9,203 v

X58 -2,698 /, 8*0, 83

-s*SG.2G 4,4/S

3. 9)7,277808,8s 3)815 2H,R2
--$Q. 96,/?/pi 2)$97.58

4. 16 922 248 59

8 973 87 70

50 55 67 387

+ 89 + 300 + 709 + 962
763 2,250 /,/// 7,478

Right or Wrong? Why?
[O]

Are these exercises sensible ? Why or why not?

1. Tom found that the average weight of the children

in his fourth-grade class was 196 pounds,

2. Mike said that he could ride his bicycle half as

fast as his father’s new automobile can go.^

3. Joe said that a pint of paint on the floor is more
than a pint of paint in a can.

4. 8 peck bags will hold 2 bushels of potatoes.^

5. Ruth will spend the 31 days of August visiting her

grandmother on the farm.^
6. Jack thought that 7 x 89 = about 350.^

Can You Solve These Problems?
Problems with missing data [O]

Which problems can you not solve because some

number is missing? For each of these, teU a good

number to use .

1. Tony delivers papers to some store customers and

to 160 house customers. He usually sells 15 extra papers

each day. How many papers does he usually sell a day?

2. In a week, how many papers in all does Tony deliver

to the homes and stores ? T/l/iA/wy,

;

3. It takes Tony 15 minutes longer to deliver all his

papers on Sunday than on other days. How long does

it take on Sunday?

4. The Sunday paper usually has 3 times as many

sheets as the paper each weekday. How many sheets does

the paper have each weekday ?7//^^

:

5. One day, 4 of Tony’s friends delivered the 160

papers to the house customers. Each friend delivered the

same number. How many papers did each deliver?^

6. Tony earns about $1.05 a day for delivering papers.

In a 7-day week about how much does he tain}aUui?7.35

7. If Tony saves $5.00 a week for 3 weeks, can he

buy the baseball suit he wants } 7/1733^:

8. If Tony gets 35 new magazine customers, how

many magazine customers will he have in

-ad/nmcr.

9. Five of Tony’s evening customers stopped having

the paper delivered. Then how many evening customers

did Tony have? 9/luiA^:

290 291

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 290

1. 196 pounds is too heavy for a normal fourth-

grade child.

2. A new automobile could probably go about

80 mph. Mike could not go as fast as \ of 80, or

40 mph, on his bicycle.

3. A pint of paint should be the same quantity

whether in a can or on the floor.

4. Sensible. 1 bu. = 4 pk., 2 bu. = 8 pk.

5. Sensible. August has 31 days.

6. 89 is about 9 tens ; 7 X 9 tens = 63 tens,

or 630.

Teaching Page 291

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To gain experience in

detecting missing data in problems; (b) to try to

supply data that would make such problems

solvable.

Background. Your pupils are already used to

the idea that problems may not have all the infor-

mation that is necessary for solving. Pupils are

here asked both to detect the missing data and

supply the lack.

Pre-book Lesson. Write one or two of the

problems on the board, and with no introduction.
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ask pupils to solve them. See if the children can

themselves discover that something is wrong.

Urge them to tell why the problems cannot be

solved and what information could be inserted to

facilitate the solving.

New Words: customers, magazine

Book Lesson. Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Help slower learners represent each problem

situation by letting them dramatize it, or by

showing how each could be discussed and illus-

trated. For Ex. 1, establish the question as how
many papers Tony sells in a day. By questions,

lead pupils to fill in a chart like the one below.

Papers Papers Other All

sold to sold to papers papers

house stores sold sold in a

customers day

160 15

Use the chart to convince pupils that the prob-

lem involves combining unequal groups and that

the number of papers sold to stores is not known.

2. More capable children should solve the prob-

lems as rewritten.

3. Some pupils may want to write a story about

themselves containing unsolved problems. These

should be read to the class to see if the unsolvable

problems can be spotted.

Teaching Pages 292 and 293

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn how to use

fractions to compare sizes; (b) to obtain practice

in addition, multiplication, and division skills.

Background. A large part of the rest of this

chapter will be allocated to development of ability

to work with fractions.

Comparing sizes with a fraction is dependent

upon some common unit for the objects being

compared. In the cases given here, the size of the

unit is always the same for both the larger and the

Comparing Sizes with a Fraction

Objects or groups [O]

You have used fractions to name one or more equal

parts of a whole or of a group. You can also use fractions

to compare the sizes of things or groups of things.

1. We say that Jack’s crayon is £ as

long as his pencil. Why can we say

2. We can say that Mary’s stick of

candy is § as long as Sue’s. How does

the picture show this?

Tell the missing fractions in Ex. 3 to 13.

3. Joan’s cooky is .J. as large as Bill’s cooky.

4. Bouquet B is as large as bouquet A.

5. Ladder D is as high as ladder C.

6. Tom’s steps are as high as John’s steps.

7. Ann’s glass is as tall as Ruth’s.

John’s Tom’s Ruth’s Ann’s

292

smaller object. If the units were not apparent,

as if, in Ex. 8, line a was broken into spaces un-

equal to the spaces for line b, your pupils could

make no exact comparison.

Notice that visualization is made possible by an

illustration for every comparison in Ex. 1-9. If

these are thoroughly understood, there should be

little difficulty with the transition to units of

measure in Ex. 10-13.

Pre-book Lesson

Materials Needed: Enough 12" strips of red

paper and white paper so that each pupil will have

six of each color.

(Continued on page 309, second column)
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8. Line a is as long as line b.

a. i—i—i—
i c. I—l—i

—

1

b. + i h

—

t d. t i i i it

9. Line c is as long as line d.

10. A gallon = quarts. So 1 quart is as much
as a gallon, and 3 quarts are _ Jl of a gallon.

11. A foot = -/2- inches. So 1 inch is -ii as long as

a foot, and 9 inches are of a foot.

12. A bushel = pecks. So 1 peck is as much
as a bushel, and 2 pecks are of a bushel.

13. A peck = quarts. So 1 quart is -J. as much
as a peck, and 3 quarts are _yi of a peck.

To Keep in Practice

1. Copy columns a, b, and

c, putting 879 where you see

dots. Add each column, if

2. Add in Ex. a, b, and

c, using 8,907 for the dot^

a

Practice in A.,

h
M., D. [W]

c

2,376 5,999

527

640 4,048 3,746

898 768 9,052

3 to 5. Divide by 9 each number in column a. Check, if

6 to 8. Divide by 6 each number in column b. Check, if

9 to 11. Divide by 8 each number in column c. Check, if

12 to 17. Multiply each number below by 74. Check, if

48 30 29 71 58 96

18 to 23. Multiply each number above by 50. Check.^

293

Not on Reproduced Page 293-

b c

8,071 19,676

16,099 27,704

Answers

a

1. 2,944

2. 10,972

3. 58, R 5

6 . 396

9. 749, R 7

12. 3,552

15. 5,254

18. 2,400

21. 3,550

4. 71, R 1

7. 674, R 4

10. 468, R 2

13. 2,220

16. 4,292

19. 1,500

22. 2,900

5. 99, R 7

8. 128

11. 1,131, R 4

14. 2,146

17. 7,104

20. 1,450

23. 4,800

1 . Ask pupils to mark the strips of colored paper

with 1-inch spaces. Request next that the red

pieces be cut one by one, so that they are equal to

h> is I? f> Ij t °f the white strips. If desired, these

pieces may be mounted in pairs, labeled, and placed

in the arithmetic notebooks. They will then be

available for ready reference.

2. Show a gallon jug and use four quart bottles

to fill it. Establish the fact that two quarts are \
of a gallon and one quart is ^ of a gallon.

3. Each child should use objects (such as,

buttons, bottle caps, discs, pegs, or the like) from

his own arithmetic box to show how groups of like-

things may be compared. Ask that 4 objects be

laid out on the desk and a group beside it one half

as large, three fourths as large, etc.

4. Let the children think of 8 objects as the 8

quarts that make a peck. Ask what part of a peck

1 quart would be; 3 quarts, 5 quarts, etc. Do the

same for other units of measure.

New Word: page 292, bouquet

Book Lesson (pages 292 and 293, top). Oral

work.

Book Lesson (page 293, bottom). Written

work. Help all pupils write all examples before the

computation is attempted. There is a good deal of

computation here so you may want to limit the

assignment for slower learners.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Work as in the Pre-book Lesson with slower

learners. Use easy fractions and emphasize manip-

ulatory activities such as cutting pieces and com-

paring, drawing lines of specified length, moving

objects into place to make groups, marking off

number lines on the board, and the like.

2. More capable children.

a. Have them find ways to compare heights

and lengths of objects about the room. The heights

or lengths must all be less than a foot. Pictures

may be cut from magazines and compared by

measuring. These may be mounted with a legend

and displayed.

b. Give pupils opportunity to estimate the frac-

tional part that one object is of another and then

justify their estimates by measuring.
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c. Have an illustrated table of measures con-

structed using the form shown below.

Teaching Page 294

Pupil’s Objective: To gain experience in

making comparisons using fractions.

Practice in Comparing Sizes

On paper write the fractions missing in Ex. 1 to 11.

If you need to, make drawings . This drawing is for Ex. 1

.

1. Tom made a pile of 7 dimes.

Sam madeji pile of 4 dimes. Sam’s

pile was _T_ as high as Tom’s.

2. One table is 5 ^feet long. Another is 3 feet long.

The second table is .J. as long as the first.

3^ My table has 3 legs. Yours has 5 legs. My table

has as many legs as yours.

4. Nan’s roses grew S^feet high. Ruth’s grew 8 feet

high. Nan’s roses grew -F. as high as Ruth’s.

5. Joe’s tablet is 5 inches long. Jack’s is 9 inches

long. Joe’s tablet is .f. as long as Jack’s.

6. Joe’s storybook 4 sheets of paper. Ed’s took 5.

Joe’s story took as many sheets of paper as Ed’s.

7. Ann walks 9 blocks to school. May walks 7 blocks.

May walks _ 11 as many blocks as

Use your ruler for Ex. 8 to 11.

8. Draw a line 8 inches long, and another 3 inches

long. The second line is _Jr_ as long as the first.

9. Draw tw^ lines, 7 inches and 5 inches long. The

shorter line is . J_ as long as the longer line.

10. 5 inches is A. of 8 inches.

11. 4 inches is .1. of 9 inches.

Ann.

Background. The major difference between

the new work and that on the two preceding pages

is that pictures are not supplied with each com-

parison situation. As suggested in the directions

to pupils, pictures should be drawn when neces-

sary, for continued emphasis of the idea that the

units must be the same size when comparing ob-

jects is thus maintained.

Pre-book Lesson

1. Use blocks to represent the dimes in Ex. 1

(or a problem like it) and show by moving the piles

together how Sam’s pile is just equal to 4 of the

7 blocks in Tom’s pile, or, therefore, is just “four

sevenths” of Tom’s pile. Solve a problem like

Ex. 2 in much the same way, but use two number

lines to make the comparison.

2. Be sure all pupils see how a picture could be

drawn to represent Ex. 1 . Stress the idea that the

294

pictured units must be of equal size for both ob-

jects. As preparation for Ex. 8, draw an eight-inch

line on the board, and a three-inch line below it.

Mark the lines in inches to bring out the fact that

the units of comparison are the same size and that

Ex. 8 differs very little from Ex. 1

.

Book Lesson. Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Walk about the room to discover which

children are having trouble. Gather the slower

learners into a group and do the problems as a

group. Have each child draw a picture of each

problem after suitable discussion.
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2. More capable children.

a. Have a display made for the arithmetic

corner. Various items should be gathered and

paired. Labels telling the fractional size the smaller

item is of the larger item should be attached to each

pair.

b. Have a few children give a report concerning

their feeling as to the importance of fractions and

fractional comparisons. It may take the form of an

enumeration of the many uses of fractions, or it

may be a short story depicting the difficulties that

would be encountered were there no fractions.

Teaching Page 295

Pupil’s Objective: To continue learning to

compare with fractions.

Background. The whole lesson is oral, largely

because the exercises are a bit more abstract than

in the two preceding pages.

Note how carefully the point is made in each

comparison or series of comparisons that fractions

can be compared only when they are parts of the

same whole and when they are parts of like-wholes.

The reason for this care is that children tend to

draw the false inference that (regardless of the size

of the whole quantity) the larger the denominator

figure, the smaller the part; or, to put it another

way, the incorrect inference that the smaller the

denominator figure, the larger the part.

Pre-book Lesson

Materials Needed: 4 strips of 15" X 1" paper

for each child in the class. 4 strips of 30" X 2"

paper for the teacher.

1. Exercises such as 9 and 10 in the pupil’s book

are an invaluable aid in locating those pupils who
do not think of fractions in the correct sense. As

a kind of preliminary diagnostic questioning, you

might ask pupils to write the answers for these

two exercises. According to the results of this

questioning you can then provide activities in hand-

ling actual fractional parts like those given in the

rest of this Pre-book Lesson.

2. Have pupils mark their strips into fractional

parts to match lines a — d in the pupil’s book.

Helping You Compare Fractions

[O]

Lines a to d are the same length but, in marking them

off, a different number of equal parts was used for each.

1.

For line a, the fraction a , ,

naming one of the equal parts b. 1 1 1

is The denominator of c - 1 1 J <

the fraction is A.. 1 1 1 1 1

2.

Give the fraction naming one of the equal parts of

lines by cy and d.v Tell the denominator of each fraction.v

if >
~2l’ >

For Ex. 3 to 8, use lines a to d. Each time tell whether

the first fraction is larger or smaller than the second one.

3. & is _A . than £ 5. &is -A _ than i 7. £is _A _ than &
j'rrvcMi'i/ jmal&u

4. \ is _A_ than £ 6 . £ is _A _ than ^ 8 . i is _A _ than £

^^Jj^The larger the number of equal parts in a line, the

-A _ is the size of one of the equal parts.

10. The larger the denominator of a fraction, the _A _

is the size of one of the equal parts.

11. Which part of the same cake is smallest?

a * b b Vtr ,0 b. b b b ? c. b b i 7

12. Say these parts of the same garden in order of

their size, from smallest to largest.

a. b b b b. b 7? c. bb b k
v

t’T
13. Does a large denominator always mean that one of

the equal parts is small ?^ Why may & of a pumpkin be

larger than 5 of a lemon?

295

Strip a should have three 5" spaces, strip b may
be divided by folding twice and marking in pencil

over the folds, strip c should have five 3" spaces,

strip d may be divided by marking as for strip a,

folding on the lines and then folding this once more.

The three new folds should be marked over in

pencil. The teacher’s larger strip should also be

marked.

3. Pupils should study and compare these strips

to:

a. Discover that all strips are the same size.

b. Notice that each separate strip is divided into

equally-sized spaces.

c. Name the fraction which tells the size of one

equal part on each strip.
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Have the appropriate fraction written in each

space as shown in the diagram.

1

1 1 1

1 1
3 3

1 1 1 1

4 4 4 4

1 1 1 1 1

5 5 5 5 5

1 1 1 1 1 1

6 6 6 6 6 6

4. Let pupils tell all the things they can discover

about the strips and the fractions. Help them to

see such things as:

a. The smaller the number of pieces the larger

is each piece.

b. The larger the number of pieces the smaller

is each piece.

c. The largest denominator names the smallest

piece.

d. is larger than any of the other pieces.

e. ^ is smaller than any of the other pieces.

/. 5 is larger than 3-.

g. The order of size from smallest piece to

largest piece is J, J, §.

5. The teacher should use the class demonstra-

tion strips in comparison with a pupil-made set

to emphasize the point that the relationships dis-

covered do not always hold unless equal wholes are

being considered.

Book Lesson. Oral work. Make good use of

the text illustration in the pupil’s book. For

Ex. 3-8, have the pupils locate and point to the

lines referred to before trying to respond.

Fractions Which Mean the Same Amount
Halves, fourths, eighths; halves, thirds, sixths [O]

1. In chart A, bars a, b, c and d are the same size.

Bar a stands for 1 whole thing.

Bar b is divided into halves.

How are bars c and d divided ?y
C9̂

ou/l/Ad ; d/t ziglufu.

2. Use chart A to help you

answer these questions:

1 _ 2- 2 _ /
5 - 5 4-51 =

3. In chart B, bars e, f, g,

and h are the same size. Tell

how the bars are divided .

4

4. Use chart B to help you

answer these questions:

1 ^ 1 _ -3 4 _ 21=5 2 - £ 3-5
[W]

Copy and finish Ex. 5 to 12.

Use chart A for the answers.

5. 1=| h

1=1

10 . 11. f = 12 .

Copy and finish Ex. 13 to 16. Use chart B to find the

answers.

13. 1 = 14. § = 15. i = 16. f =

Use both charts for Ex. 17 to 20. Write the larger

fraction in each pair.

17. iorii- 18. 5 or 19. J or 20. I or '%

296 -

their notebook and divide them so as to show the

unit fractions from \ to jq.

3. More capable children should make a large

class fraction chart, similar to the individual chart

made for 2 under this heading.

Differentiations and Extensions Teaching Page 296

1 . If slower learners have difficulty, use the frac-

tional strips prepared for the Pre-book Lesson in

conjunction with the book lesson. Other strips

may be made and cut for use with Ex. 12 so that

the arranging of the appropriate strips in order of

size, smallest to largest, may substitute for the oral

response.

2. All pupils may draw lines of equal length in

Pupil’s Objective: To learn that fractions with

different denominators and numerators may be

equal in size or value (equivalent fractions).

Background. This lesson is designed to stimu-

late pupils who have not yet noticed equivalents,

to discover them themselves. No computational

work of any kind is required or desirable.
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Pre-book Lesson. Use the sets offractional parts

constructed for the lesson on page 295 and try to

lead pupils to recognize fractional equivalents. It

may be necessary to point out to slower learners

that there is no such label as “f” in Chart A. Re-

teach the idea that the numerator shows the number

of equal size pieces; so § would be two \ pieces.

Book Lesson

Ex. 1-4: Oral work. Before a response is at-

tempted for Ex. 2, have all pupils point to the bars

that aid in finding each equivalent.

Ex. 5-20

:

Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . For Ex. 5-20, slower learners may need to use

fractional parts cut from wholes of equal size.

Comparison may then be on a direct and manipu-

lating basis.

2. Let more capable children experiment with

fraction strips to find fractions that are the same

size as Without reference to the pupil’s book,

these children should also be able to find all the

possible equivalent fractions shown in the set of

fractional strips. Strips for fifths and tenths may

be used if desired.

Teaching Page 297

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn what is meant

by fractions in “lower (or lowest) terms”; (b) to

learn how to reduce fractions by using diagrams

for the purpose.

Background. No abstract computational skills

for reducing fractions are taught on this page.

Instead, your pupils reduce fractions by referring

to charts as long as this is necessary, even in the

case of the written work (Ex. 6-20). By so doing,

they learn to recognize the lowest terms for fractions

with denominators through 8.

For the first time, pupils will meet the words

“terms,” “lower terms,” “lowest terms,” and

“reduced” in their mathematical sense. “Re-

duced” will be familiar as a word meaning “to be

smaller than before.” It is important that this

Reducing Fractions to Lower Terms
[O]

1. lack and Tom both made

model airplanes. Jack said that

his was § yard long. Tom said

that his was f yard long. Were

both planes the same length?^

Both § yard and % yard were

correct, but Jack’s way, § yard,

is better. We like to use the

fraction meaning fewer equal

parts. Does % or § have fewer equal parts? T

2. For #, the 4 and 6 are called terms. What are the
larveL3

terms for §?a When § is changed to the equal fraction, f,.

we say that we reduce f to lower terms. Explain.2<z»^

3. Reduced to lower terms, f = § and | = 5 .

4. Can either f or f be reduced? Study Chart A.

If a fraction cannot be reduced, we say that

it is in lowest terms.

5.

Is the fraction f in lowest terms Study Chart B.

[W]

Copy the fractions now in lowest terms. (xAotiey

6 . Hi) 9. ® 12
. @ 15. (J 18. |(4)

7. ® 10. |(4) 13. © 16. © 19. ®
8. id) 11. (i) 14- (§ 17- 4(i) 20. (§

Now copy all the fractions, and reduce those not now

in lowest terms. (jtAoxWsiw

297

meaning be applied to the terms of a reduced frac-

tion and not to its size. If concrete materials are

used there will be no doubt about the fact that f
and | are exactly the same size, even though the

terms of § are smaller than those for f . Since in

this case there is no difference in the meaning of

the two fractions, the point may be made that it

is easier to show f in “lowest terms” (with smallest

possible numerator and denominator). Note, too,

the distinction between “lower terms,” as f = f

,

and, “lowesr terms,” as | =

New Words: reducing, terms

Book Lesson. Ex. 1-5: Oral work. Ex. 6-20:

Written work.
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Differentiations and Extensions Practice on Fractions

1. Since no computational procedure is given

for reducing fractions, slower learners will need to

continue comparing concrete fractional parts to

find equivalents. These should be listed in the

arithmetic notebooks as discovered.

2. More capable children should cut fractional

pieces from equal lengths or equal circles of colored

paper. These may be pinned to insulation board

or the bulletin board to show in concrete form

fractions in lower and lowest terms. These should

be labeled as shown below.

4
8 4

| reduced to

lower terms
f reduced to

lowest terms

3.

Let pupils take turns using a flannel board

(see Manual, page 338) to show various fractional

comparisons.

Teaching Page 298

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To write answers in a

variety of exercises using fractions; (b) to gain

experience in computational skills involving whole

numbers.

Book Lesson. Ex. 1-20: Written work. Rows
1-6

:

Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . Slower learners may need to use objects as an

aid in doing some of the work with fractions. For

Ex. 5-8 at the top of the page, they may show
cut-out fractional pieces arranged in order of size

from smallest to largest. For Ex. 9-20, fraction

charts like those on page 296 in the pupil’s book

may be used.

2. More capable children.

a. These pupils may try to discover the origins

of the word “fraction.”

[W]

Write the fractions you would sa^ii^ counting

1. by fifths from £ to f (£, f,Aand so on).
3_

2. by fourths from i to f (i, f,*and so on).

3. by sixths from & to f. {’i » f’f'f

4. by eighths from § to f’f’j’f’f’f

The fractions below mean parts of the same circle.

Write the fractions in each set from smallest to largest.

5. 7. 5) 7j 5 V

7’J’J
b b iy

'

Z’J’T ?’V’3
Copy the fractions already in lowest terms, (x'AoM'umM.

)

9. (D 10. D 11. | 12. 0 13. § 14. 0
Change these fractions to their lowest terms:

15. 16. H 17. t| 18. Si 19. si 20. S

Written Practice
A., S., M., D.

Copy, and work. Check all your answers.

a b c

1. 148 + 273 +2/ 17 X $0.39 $U3 $43.25 4- 6 $1.70,ns

2. 26 X $0.89 n3.lt/Vl2ffl -s- 8 *&?/jrf89 from 5,170W
3. 9 X $3.78 m.oi $29.56 4- 3 nts#3,000 - 2,964 3(

4. 6,187 4- 9 74 x $0.89 17.92 4- 5 $3.5g,ni

5. 86 x $0.74 *314*482 + 7 437 + 578 + 6,875 7p

6. 8,496 + 46 ^2 59 X $0.87 ^/.338,212 minus 809 1^3

298 - — —
b. Other pupils may search through papers and

magazines looking for good illustrations of uses of

fractions. These may be circled in red, mounted

and displayed on the arithmetic bulletin board.

Teaching Page 299

Pupil’s Objective: To solve a mixed set of

one- and two-step problems.

Background. For the first time pupils will en-

counter a set of problems some of which have

hidden questions and some of which do not. This

lesson thus provides a good opportunity for ap-

praising how much facility and ability each pupil
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Testing Time in Sue's Class
1- and 2-step problems (W]

Write your work for Ex. 1 to 7. Be careful! Sometimes

a problem has two steps.

1. Last week Sue’s class had 2 tests each day for 4

days. How many tests in all did Sue’s class have that

week?<P

g. In 5 of his tests, Joe had marks of 78, 73, 86, 82,

and 91. What was his average on the tests^
3. Mike’s average number of mistakes on the 5 tests

was 3. What was the total number of his mistakes on

the tests

4. The spelling test was 50 words long. Tom missed

1

11 words. How many words did he spell correctly? -3

7

5.

Seven boys missed a total of 175 spelling words. On
the average, each of these boys missed how many words

6.

In the arithmetic test, the average mark of the boys

|

was 82. That of the girls was 79. How many points

higher was the boys’ arithmetic average than the girls’ ?-3

7.

The class used all but 175 sheets of paper in a

package of 500 sheets. How many sheets did they use

on the average for each of the 5 tests

Adding and Subtracting Like-Fractions
Meaning [O]

1. Jean used £ yard of cloth for a doll’s dress and § yard

for another dress. In all, how much cloth did she use?

1 third+ 2 thirds = 3. _ thirds.

In both of these fractions, the

size of one of the equal parts is

the same, so £ and § are like-

fractions. We can add them,

f yard = J~ . whole yard.

2. Jean used | yard of ribbon

for a belt and \ yard for a hair

ribbon for her doll. How much

ribbon did Jean use?/^<£

Can we add these fractions

3 fourths+ 1 fourth = £L - fourths.

| yard = J-- whole yard.

3. May had | of a glass of milk

(picture A). After drinking some, she

had i of a glass left (picture B). How
much milk did she drink?

3 fourths - 1 fourth = J-~ fourths.

Reduce your answer to lowest terms,f

Why could you subtracth Are these like-fractions

4. Mary’s mother put \ of a cake on the table. After

dinner, § was left. How much of the cake was eaten if

On the board, draw a square with | shaded to show

the part of the cake Mother put on the table. Cover §.

7 eighths - 3 eighths = JL- eighths. Reduce your

answer to lowest termsJ

299 300

has developed with two-step problems. Ex. 2 and

7 are two-step problems.

New Word: arithmetic

Book Lesson. Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1 . In an oral discussion, have all pupils tell the

hidden question in Ex. 2 and 7.

2. Have pupils explain and defend their pro-

cedures in solving the problems. Urge them to

show how objects or pictures could be used as aids.

Teaching Pages 300 and 301

Pupil’s Objective: To learn how to add and

subtract like-fractions.

Background. The goal of this lesson is the

realization of the truth of the generalization at the

bottom of page 301 in the pupil’s book.

Just as 1 ten and 2 tens can be added like ones,

so can 1 third and 2 thirds be added like ones. Of
course, in the first case, the place value notational

system takes care of supplying the label “tens,”

but fractions are not written in decimal notation so

some other way must be employed to tell the value,
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Tell what belongs in place of each question mark. The

fractions in each example are parts of a candy bar.

5. 1 fifth + 1 fifth = A. fifths.

6. 2 fourths + 1 fourth = A. fourths.

7. 3 sixths + 2 sixths =

8. 4 eighths - 3 eighths =

9. 5 fourths - 2 fourths = _l_ fourths.

10. 4 fifths - 2 fifths = -A fifths.

11. 6 eighths - 1 eighth =

12. 7 ninths - 5 ninths =

13. 3 fourths minus 2 fourths =

14. 5 eighths plus 2 eighths =

15. 1 third from 2 thirds =

16. 2 fifths + 1 fifth + 1 fifth = A. fifths.

17. 5 sixths minus 4 sixths = Im&A'.

18. 2 sixths and 3 sixths =

19. 2 fourths minus 1 fourth = /yWa£.

20. 5 fifths - 2 fifths =

21. 1 fourth + 1 fourth + 2 fourths = ¥^cuAtJu).

22. 5 eighths minus 3 eighths =

23. 3 fifths plus 1 fifth =

24. 7 eighths minus 2 eighths

You can add and subtract like-fractions.
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or size, of the groups being considered. With

fractions the denominator, as its name implies,

“names” the size of the pieces, while the numerator

“numerates,” or tells the number of pieces of that

size. In adding and subtracting fractions, if the

pieces are all of the same value or size, which is to

say that the denominators are the same, then the

number of pieces (the numerator) may be added

and subtracted like ones.

Note that the whole lesson is oral. At this time

there is no reason for your pupils to be able to add

and subtract fractions in written form. The mean-

ing of these processes is the objective, and this is

best demonstrated through the use of the oral form,

“1 third and 2 thirds are 3 thirds.”

Pre-book Lesson

1. Suggest a problem such as, “In making a cut-

paper mural, Julie cut a piece of paper so that she

had 2 fourths of it and Christopher had 1 fourth

of it. How much of the piece of paper did Julie

and Christopher have together?” Dramatize the

problem and, as was done for regular addition,

emphasize the meaning of addition as combining

like-objects. Establish the fact that the pieces are

all alike because they are the same size, 5 . Show
Julie’s paper with the 2 fourths separated by a

pencil or crayon line.

2. Solve one or two more such problems and

then let pupils work with fractional strips from

their individual number boxes in combining and

separating (adding and subtracting) like-fractions.

Book Lesson. Oral work. For Ex. 1 and 2,

have pupils draw pictures on the board to represent

the fractions combined. A yardstick may be used

and actual measurements employed in the drawing.

In Ex. 3, by bracketing the proper part of glass A,

let all pupils demonstrate that they can identify the

part of the milk “gone.”

Differentiations and Extensions

1. For Ex. 5-24, have slower learners work at

their desks with fractional strips, selecting the

fractional pieces called for and showing how they

are to be combined or separated.

2. After the oral lesson, more capable children

may be asked to do Ex. 5-24 as written work. See

if they can write each in the form \ \ = § ; or,

NOTES
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Problems with Fractions
A.andS. [O]

Remember: In the A. and S. problems with whole

numbers, you must be sure that the numbers stand for

like-things, as sugar or yards. In A. and S. problems

with fractions, you must also be sure that the numbers

are like-fractions .

Tell why you can add or subtract in Ex. 1 to 6. Say

the example and its answer in lowest terms.

1. In making a cake, Mary

used i cup of white sugar and

f cup of brown sugar. How
many cups of sugar was that in

all? 1 fourth + 3 fourths =if,ov

Did you reduce your answer?

2. In one cake, Mary used

| cup of dates and in another

& cup. That made how many

cups of dates in all? J

3. Sam had § yard of paper. He used | yard to make

a kite. Then how many yards of paper did he have left?y

4. Jack lives | mile from the school, and Bill lives

I

f mile from^the school. Which boy lives farther from

the school \ /How much farther?/

5.

Laura’s lunch box weighed f pound when full and

f pound empty. How much heavier was it when full?/

6.

A fudge cake takes f cup of sugar. A white cake

I

takes f cup. How much less sugar does the white cake

take than the fudge cake?i

302

Teaching Page 302

Pupil’s Objective: To solve verbal problems

-involving addition and subtraction of like-fractions.

Background. This lesson should serve to con-

vince pupils that the skills they learned on the two

preceding pages will help them solve problems con-

taining fractions.

As before, the lesson is oral, for pupils are not

i expected to know the written computational form

for adding and subtracting fractions. One small

learning step is taken, however, toward obtaining

that ability—the fractions as they appear in the

problems are in the form, rather than “1

eighth.”

Pre-book Lesson. Remind pupils that they

have already solved fraction problems on page 300.

Let them look back to see how easy those problems

were.

New Word: fudge

Book Lesson. Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions. Be alert to

problem situations involving fractions that arise

in the room. Recreate them when possible and

always draw them to the attention of the class.

Also, use fractions whenever possible. When
sending for mural paper, ask for f of a yard of

paper, instead of 2 feet of paper. When books are

piled in 4 equal piles, ask that J of them, not one

pile, be passed out. Search for similar uses of

fractions and then try to extend them to include

simple addition and subtraction problems.

NOTES
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Test Yourself 22
[W]

Copy and work.

a b c d e

1. 608 $0.84 $87.83 $0.97 88

-578 X56 -79.93 x65 X32
30 *47. 04 S 7.40 *t>3.05 1,8/6

2.
. $2.9/
2)$5.82

^ 330,52
4)1,322

„ 308,53
7)2,159

57, R3

3)263
873

3)2^37

3.
^ TO,/?7

3)562
. T/,R8
9)647

„ 153,59-

6)1,522
473 5,825

692 308

4. $9.01 $0.51 317 850 683

-3.78 X79 -90 +379 + 9,987
*5.73 *40.7

?

717 1,394 /6,803

5. 1,713 $0.67 $0.63 98 5,000

-908 X98 X57 X87 -2,806
805 *65.66 *35.9/ 9,526 l,/94

or Wrong? Why?
[O]

Which sentences are sensible ? Which are not? Why?

1. Ann says that § is a bigger fraction than f because

f has a larger denominator.

2. If May’s stick of candy is § as long as Jim’s, then

Jim’s stick is longer than May’s.

3. Bob says that § of a pie is smaller than % of the pie

because eighths are smaller than fourths.

4. Joan calls f and f like-fractions because they have

the same figure in the numerators.

5. Tom says that the fraction £ is in its lowest terms

because it cannot be reduced.

303

Teaching Page 303

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To take Test Yourself

22; (
b) to widen the experience in discriminating

between sensible and senseless quantitative state-

ments.

Book Lesson. Rows 1-5: Written work. Test

Yourself 22. Ex. 1-5: Oral work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Children should defend their responses to

the statements at the bottom of the page. Allow

a wide variation of expression as long as the core

of the idea is present. See if all children can show
their reasons with drawings or objects.

2. Test Yourself 22 represents one of the last

opportunities pupils will have to test themselves

before the end-of-chapter tests and the completion

of the Grade 4 arithmetic program. Help pupils

diagnose the sources of errors which still persist

in their computational work; then suggest, or let

them suggest, a program which might overcome

their difficulties.

Teaching Page 304

Pupil’s Objective: To engage in whole-num-

ber oral and written practice of various kinds.

Book Lesson

Rows 1-10 (top): Oral work. Rows 1-5 are given

as an oral lesson so pupils will estimate rather

than find exact answers. If needed, develop a

response pattern such as, for Ex. la, “49 is almost

5 tens; 31 is almost 3 tens, 5 tens and 3 tens are

8 tens, or 80.”

Slower learners may find it difficult to do some

of rows 6-10 “in their heads.” Let these pupils do

scratch work on a piece of paper, but encourage

them to try to do every problem mentally if

possible.

Rows 1-7 (bottom): Written work. Limit the

length of the assignment for slower learners.

Answers Not on Reproduced Page 303-

1. Not sensible. The larger the denominator,

the smaller the size of the piece. Therefore, f is

smaller than f.

2. Sensible. § is less than a whole so Jim’s stick

is longer than May’s.

3. Not sensible, f = 1, | = 1. They are the

same size.

4. Not sensible. Like-fractions have the same

figure in the denominator.

5. Sensible.
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Oral Practice

For rows 1 to 5 give estimated answers.

a b c d

1 . 49+ 31ft? 7 X 38m 78- 4930 556 -f- 870

2. 61-22 70 179 -i- 6 30 22 + 3050 8x51 W0
3. 6 x 69 4120 51 + 28 go 39- 22 20 269 + 930

4. 500 + 1 70 81 - 49 30 71 X 9 i,30 39 + 26 70

5. 41x8 320 398 -5- 5 20 325 - 8w 6 X 58 300

Tell the value of n.

a b c

6. 45 = 8 + n 57 9 = n + 8 72 42 = n times Iq

7. n -r 6 = 8 ^ n-r 7=» 7 ¥9 8 plus n = 56#p
11

8. 8 X n = 12 7 n + 9 = 6357 n x 4 = 36 <7

9. 56 ^ 7 = n <? nv6 = 4 27 64 = nx8f
10 . 81 h- 9 = n ? 72 n =- 8 9 48 ^ n = 6y

Written Practice

Copy and work.

a b c

1. 46 x $0.29 1,817 $9.06 - $4.96w,o

2. 204-5-5 93x 38 3
,
53V $45.73 + $9.89^^

3. 64 x $O.85**40217 + 1 3/ $11.71 - $10.69##

4. 39 X 69 2,07/ 3,938 - Am,/n 8,423 - 5,381 3>0¥Z

5. 5,655 ^ 8 m,Ri 837 X 5 i+jts 365 + 975 + 1,583

6 . 6,015 -5- 6 J,002,ff3 28 x $0.97^27./^ $39.22 - $9.65^2.57

7. 584 X 8 7,072 5,047 9s&o,iti 7 X $9.60^ 7.20

304

Teaching Pages 305 and 306

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To learn to- work with

units of measure as they appear in problems ac-

companied by a picture and a diagram; (b) to

obtain practice in dividing whole numbers and in

checking work in division.

Background. Pupils have learned how to use

diagrams and pictures in solving problems; how
to solve two-step problems, and how to work with

units of measure. These skills and understandings

are brought together and used in this lesson in

combined form for the first time.

Working with Measures
Using pictures in problem-solving [W]

Write your work for Ex. 1 to 8 . Use the pictures to

get the numbers you need. (6
" means “6 inches” and

3' means “3 feet.”)

1. How many inches long is the rug shown below, not

counting the fringe at the ends }sv

2. Why is 3' 6" the same distance as 3i feet?
2 ft. — 0x/n/.

3. How many inches are there in the length of the rug

between the 6-inch gray pieces at the ends? 72
"

4. How many inches long is the whole rug, counting

both the fringe and the gray pieces? s'0

"

5. Is the total length of the rug more than or less than

4 feetT^How many inches more or less? /#
"

6 . How many inches long is the window box below? 5?"

7. Is a 4-foot board too short to make one of the long

sides of the window box?^Tlow many inches too short 1 /q"

8 . Could you cut both ends of the box from a 3-foot

board? helper: Change 3 feet to inches,

— 305—

New Words: page 305, rug, fringe

Book Lesson (page 305). Written work. Most

children have probably been making and using

their own diagrams as an aid in problem-solving.

Slower learners, however, may need to tell orally

how the diagram can be used as an aid in solving

each problem.

New Word: page 306, lake

Book Lesson (page 306)

Ex. 1-6 (top): Written work.

Ex. 1-15 (bottom): Written work. Check to see

if pupils are copying the examples correctly.
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Working with Pictures

Problem-solving [W]

Write your work for Ex. 1 to 6. Use the picture to

get the numbers you need .

1. How far must Dick walk

to reach Jim’s house if he goes

by way of Paul’s house? 3/mL.

2. How far must Jim go to

reach Dick’s house if he goes

by way of the lake? 5/rrU>.

3. How much farther is it

for Dick to go to the lake by

Paul’s and Jim’s houses than

from his own house? helper: This is a two-step problem.
3. /mi*.

4. If Dick walks to Paul’s, then to Jim’s, then to the

lake, and then home, how far will he walk? 8/>ruy-

5. How much farther is it from the lake to Dick’s

house than to Jim’s house? //rru/.

6. If Jim goes to Dick’s house by way of Paul’s and

then back home the same way, how far must he walk?

Practice in Division

[W]

1 to 5. Divide each number below by 7. Check.

916 /30,/fc, 463 a,/?/ 607 8C,rs 6,491 927, ri 5,912 W,m

6 to 10. Divide each number above by 8. Check.

75,R7 <?//,R3 739

11 to 15. Divide each number below by 9. Check.

164 /8,n 522 58 153/7 49

1

59, rs 5,521 C,/3,m

306

Differentiations and Extensions

1. To correct Ex. 1-5 at the top of page 305,

draw on the board, using exact measurements, the

picture of the rug as it is in the pupil’s book. Let

all pupils join in suggesting ways to check each

answer by measuring with a foot rule, yardstick, or

tape measure.

2. Discuss Ex. 1, and Ex. 3-8 on page 305 to

see if pupils can identify, after the written work,

the hidden questions. Do the same for Ex. 2 and

6 at the top of page 306. If you prefer, this oral

work may precede the written lesson.

3. Have a collection of diagrams and simple pat-

terns showing measurements brought to school and

displayed.

4. More capable children may enjoy drawing

pictures and labeling measurements for book

shelves, door frames, etc.

5. Let all pupils try to make rough sketches

similar to the one on the top of page 306. The
distances between home, school, and a friend’s

house would be an excellent subject.

Teaching Page 307

Pupil’s Objective: To learn how to make change

for $1.00, $2.00, and $5.00 bills.

Background. The skill of making change is

simple, once demonstrated, and pupils generally

enjoy learning and practicing it. The principle in-

volved is based on the idea that correct change can

be found by starting with the cost of the item and

counting by ones (pennies) to the nearest tens

number, or to the nearest number ending in 5 ; by

tens (dimes) and fives (nickels), if necessary, to the

nearest quarter of a dollar (250, 500, or 75^) or

whole dollar; by twenty-fives (quarters) or fifty

(half dollar) to the next 100 (dollars); then by dol-

lars to the amount of money given for the purchase.

Pre-book Lesson. Ask pupils if they have ever

had to buy things at the store and in the process

received change. See if the method used by the

storekeeper for counting out the change can be

explained. If not, demonstrate it using a classroom

buying problem, or one from the personal ex-

periences of one of the members of the class.

Next, have several pupils go to the board and work

the computation using subtraction to prove the

answer. Help the children see the ease of the new

method.

New Word: groceries

Book Lesson. Oral work. Make sure pupils

realize that the change-counting procedure should

be done mentally for Ex. 2-4.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. If possible, set up a store in the classroom

and have pupils pretend to buy goods using play
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Making Change for Large Bills

[O]
1.

Mrs. Speed’s groceries cost 78*. As the clerk gave

her change from $ 1, he counted this way:

“78*, 79*, 80*, 90*, 1 dollar.”

Sometimes, of course, we pay for groceries with $2 and

$5 bills. Then we count the change up to an even dollar

and use dollar bills for the rest of the change.

For Ex. 2 to 4, count out the change given to see if it

is correct.

2. Cost of fruit, $0.57. Paid $2.00. Change, 3 cents,

1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 quarter, 1 dollar bill.

3. Cost of book, $1.98. Paid $5.00. Change, 2 cents,

2 dollar bills.

Grocery-Store Problems

2-step problems [W)

Write your work for Ex. 1 to

7. Look for hidden questions in

these two-step problems.

1.

One day Mr. Rich took in

$95.86. The goods he sold cost

him $67.58. Other costs for the

day came to $ 13.75. How much
did he have left over }$/4.53

2. Mr. Rich took in $4.25 for berries and then sold 18

more boxes of the berries at 48* a box. In all, how much
did he take va?$/2.M

3. He bought 24 cans of peas for $3.65. Selling at 18*

a can, how much more than the cost would he make ?#267

4. Mr. Rich put on sale 15 boxes of canned salmon,

36 cans to the box. After the sale, he had 18 cans left.

How many cans of salmon did he sell?S22

4.

Cost of paint, $3.03. Paid $5.00. Change, 2 cents,

2 dimes, 1 quarter, 1 half dollar, 1 dollar bill.

For Ex. 5 to 12, count out the change to be given.

Cost Paid Cost Paid

5. $0.69 $2.00 /t,5*,25* $/($/.3i) 9. $1.37 $2.00 v
3* /OfSO* (6,3*)

6. $1.82 $2.00 3 *s*/o*(/g*) 10. $4.16 ' $5.00 v

5*5*25*, 50* (g¥*)

7. $0.34 $ 1 .00 /* 5*/of50 *(U*A1. $0.59 $2.00 v

/f ,0*5*,2S* $100(m/)
8. $3.07 $5.00 jf/ofsf25?5of$lo\2 . $0.f7 $0.50 v*

($/. 93) 3* 5* 25* (50*)

5. In two weeks one of Mr. Rich’s customers bought

groceries amounting to $25.96 and $31.08. She paid

$50.00 on her bill. How much must she still pay

6. In one order, another customer bought fruit and

vegetables amounting to $4.23, canned goods amounting

to $3.89, and other groceries amounting to $1.57. How
much change did this customer get from a $10 bill? 3/t

7. Still another customer’s grocery bills for four

months amounted to $18.57, $20.09, $23.56, and $19.38.

What was this customer’s average monthly bill }$20.M

307 308-

money. The storekeeper must count the change

aloud. If the pupil purchasing items notices a

mistake, he should become storekeeper. If not,

some other member of the class who notices the

mistake may become storekeeper. Practice in

adding and multiplying to find the cost of several

items may also be obtained in this way.

2. Have pupils draw pictures of recently pur-

chased items. Underneath each picture they should

tell how the change should have been counted out

from the amount paid.

3. Let more capable children work with partners.

One partner may give a price and the amount

paid, while the other tells how to count the change.

Teaching Page 308

Pupil’s Objective: To solve two-step problems.

Pre-book Lesson. To give a feeling for simple

business procedures, let all pupils play store, but

extend the activity to include purchasing by the

storekeeper of items he is to sell. For example, the

storekeeper may buy 6 candy bars for 20^ and

sell all of them at 5^ a bar. The question may be,

“How much more money than the cost of the

candy did the storekeeper receive?” To solve the

problem have the wholesale and retail purchases

dramatized. In this way children develop a feeling

for the problems of the storekeeper.
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Do You Understand?
Test of Information and Meaning 8

Use fractions from box A for Ex. 1 to 4.

1. Copy a fraction whose equal

parts have the size £. s

2. Copy two equal fractions.y
ft ~ CLsnds jL

3. Copy four fractions that are in their lowest Jierps^y

4. Copy two pairs of like-fracjions.y

J'J ’ J’T

A
i i i j

iff?

For Ex. 5 to 7, write the fractions in each set in the

order of their size, from smallest to largest.
r0 >j’i

5. h & F’T’J 6. i, i, i s’v’l 7- i?

8. Write the fraction which names one

of the equal parts of the divided pie. c

9. Write the fractions you would say in

counting by fifths from § to f

.

For Ex. 10 to 14, write just “Yes” or “No” as answers.

10. Can you add like-fractions ? A

11. In Ex. B, is there a 0 in

one’s place in the product?

12. In C, can you leave out 0

in the second partial product?

13. Do find-the-average problems sometimes have

two steps? y&
14. Does the numerator of a fraction tell the size of

one of its equal parts? %r

B C
48 48

X30 X35
1,440 240

1440

1,680

Do You Make Mistakes?
Diagnostic Test 8

1. Find the average of

a. 16, 20, 15-/7 b. 85, 124, 55, 487f

Study
Pages

Practice

Sets

279-281 8

2.

Multiply. Write the second

partial products the short way.

a. 37 X 54/^777 b. 28 x 63v
/. 76'

288-289 48, 49

3.
a. 2 eighths + 3 eighths

b. 4 sixths + 1 sixth

300-301

4.
a. 3 fourths - 2 fourths =/^W^
b. 5 eighths - 2 eighths =3&^AtL

300-301

5.
Write answers in lowest terms.

a. ii b. %-if c. tsi a.

296-297

6.
1 foot =12 inches, so

5 inches are 22 - of 1 foot.

292-293

Written Practice

S'., M., and D.

1 to 6. Multiply each number below by 9. Check.

7506,750 9617,677 4837,577 50l¥,S6>3 8297,U! 645SjtOS

7 to 12. Divide each number below by 8. Check.

7287/ 25631 550to;« 5,603700,r3 3,383722,/?/ 4,51856^

13 to 18. Subtract 918 from each number below.

6,7285//? 5,25675# 3,5502,652 6,503f\5S5 3,3832,765 5,418750?

309 310

New Word: salmon

Book Lesson. Written work.

Differentiations and Extensions

1. Do the lesson orally with slower learners

asking that they first find hidden questions for each

of the problems.

2. Let more capable children interview local

storekeepers to discover the wholesale cost of

popular items. This information may be used for

solving real problems. Be sure to obtain co-

operation from storekeepers before sending pupils

out to interview.

Teaching Pages 309, 310, 311, and 312

Pupil’s Objectives: (a) To obtain practice in

computation; (b) to take Test Yourself 23; (c) to

take the four regular end-of-chapter tests.

Book Lesson. Assign the chapter tests as

usual. If you wish, you may use the computation

test in the pupil’s book for practice since there is

an alternate computation test on page 329 of this

Manual.

Differentiations and Extensions. Use the

table on the next page as an aid in entering test

scores on the test-record cards.
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Test Yourself 23
[W]

Copy and work. Do not check your answers.

a b c

1. | of 452&q/w 39 x 27 /,053 $53.72 minus $46.65 £707

2. 8 X $0.64 $sj2 9,395 5/,#77 $29.35 3 H72,/r/

3. 879 x 2/
t
75# £ of $72.64 $7.0# 879 from 3,087 1,208

4. 4,205 -5- 6 7^93 X 89/,377 $34.93 -s- 5 $L72,R3

5. 72x 82 5,707 9,027 9 /,003 $80.73 - $68.76M 97

6. 934 -s- 4 89 X 28 2,^72 $40.21 - $8.47 43/. 77

7. 42 + 67 + 70 + 58 + 89a& 8. 207 + 408 + 7,199 7,2/7

9. 337 + 57 + 508 + 69 77/ 10. 334 + 438 + 7,216 1,722

How Well Can You Figure?

Computation Test 8

Copy and work. Check all answers.

a b C d

1. 321 924 537 24

-283 X7 49 540

38 6,74,8 608 898

2. 8,183 86 + 1,297 +68
-8,079 X63 2,77/ /,530

/07 5
,7/2

3. £ of 5,059 873,

m

£ of 189 2/

4. 15 27 $70.60 $0.83

X49 X81 -28.07 X25
73s 2,/27 $ 72.53 420.75

5. 37l2f'
P/

5')4^if £ of 7,36?^ £
377

of 1,047A

311

Can You Solve Problems?
Problem Test 8

Write your work for Ex. 1 to 7. Work carefully.

1. Joe earned $0.85 a day for 6 days helping plant the

family garden. How much more did he need to buy a

baseball suit for $7.50? P2.70

2. Joe’s father sent him to the store to buy some rope

for $1.75 and a new shovel for $2.65. How much change

did he get from a $ 10 bill? £5. 60

3. Joe and his father planted a pound of peas that cost

95tf, and 3 dozen tomato plants that cost 45tf a dozen.

How much did these things cost in all? 4 2.30

4. They planted three 25-foot rows of bush beans and

a 40-foot row of pole beans. How many more feet of

bush beans did they plant than pole beans ?35

5. They put 12 watermelon seeds in each of 8 hills.

If all the seeds come up, they will pull up £ of the plants.

How many plants will they pull up? +/

6. They put an average of 8 squash seeds in each of 6

hills. That was a total of Ji# seeds.

\ 7. Joe’s mother planted a 30-foot row of foxgloves,

p a 25-foot row of tulips, and set out a 35-foot row of

| yellow roses. How long was the average row of flowers ?30

312

TABLE OF PER CENTS FOR CHAPTER 8 SCORES

Score

Per Cents for

Problem

Test

Score

Per Cents for

Computation

Test

Score

Per Cents for

Computation

Test

1 14 1 6 10 56

2 29 2 11 11 61

3 43 3 17 12 67

4 57 4 22 13 72

5 71 5 28 14 78

6 86 6 33 15 83

7 100 7 39 16 89

8 44 17 94

9 50 18 100

Term Test

An optional term testfor the second half of Grade 4

is provided on Manual pages 332-334. It is similar

to the test offered for the first half of Grade 4, and

like it, consists of three parts to test separately learn-

ing outcomes of different kinds: information and

meanings taught during the second half of the year,

as well as problem-solving ability and computational

skills. The tests should probably be mimeographed so

that each child may have his own set of questions.

As they are set up, the three parts of this term test

are intended to be given at three sittings.
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/
The 81 Addition Facts The 81 Subtraction Facts

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

+1 + 2 +3 +4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

+ 1 +2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

+ 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

+ 1 +2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

+ 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

+ 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 -6 -6 -6 -6 -6 -6 -6 -6 -6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

+ 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 -7 -7 -7 -7 -7 -7 -7 -7 -7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

+ 1 +2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

+ 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 -9 -9 -9 -9 -9 -9 -9 -9 -9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

~Q1Q Qizi-

Pages 313, 314, 315, and 316

These pages in the pupil's hook are reference pages

containing the A ., S., M., and D. facts.

Using Tables of Facts

In the introduction to this Manual is a passage

(page 12) concerning the teaching of simple num-
ber facts. If you reread this section, you will real-

ize that the real heart of a program for teaching

number facts lies in that portion of the program

devoted to helping pupils understand what the

number facts are, what they mean, how they can

be used, and the best way to learn them. Once

this has been accomplished, the tables can be in-

troduced as a further aid in discovering new rela-

tionships and as a way to obtain practice that will

help sharpen every pupil’s knowledge of the num-

ber facts.

The A. and S. Facts

Somewhere in the program for reteaching the

A. and S. facts you will want pupils to arrange,

see, and use them in table form. That is why the

tables on pages 313 and 314 are provided. When
this point has been reached, various activities uti-

lizing the tables can be devised. Some have been

suggested in Chapter 1 in the pupil’s book, and

others occur in the Manual in conjunction with the

appropriate teaching lessons. More than likely,

you yourself will think of many others. For ex-
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The 81 Multiplication Facts

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

xl Xl Xl Xl Xl Xl Xl Xl Xl
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

x2 X2 x2 X2 x2 X2 X2 X2 X2
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

X3 X3 X3 X3 X3 X3 X3 X3 X3
3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

X4 x4 x4 X4 X4 X4 X4 X4 X4
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

X5 x5 X5 X5 x5 X5 X5 X5 X5
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

x6 X6 x6 X6 X6 X6 X6 x6 X6
6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

X7 X7 X7 x7 X7 X7 X7 x7 X7
7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

x8 X8 X8 X8 X8 X8 X8 X8 X8
8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

X9 X9 X9 X9 X9 X9 X9 X9 X9
9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81

315

ample, you might want to ask questions about the

S. facts, such as:

a. In which row do all the facts have 1 as a subtra-

hend? 2 as a subtrahend? In which column do all

the facts have 1 as a subtrahend? etc.

b. By how much do the remainders for the facts in

each row increase? in each column?

Similar questions could be asked for the table

of A. facts, or pupils could use a mimeographed

table and attempt to:

a. Circle the doubles.

b. Draw a line connecting all the facts with a sum
of 10, of 13, of 18, etc.?

c. Draw a dotted line to separate all the facts with

sums greater than 10.

You will surely think of other activities for both

tables of facts.

The 81 Division Facts

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

or 02 03 04 05 06 •07 08 09

! 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2)2 214 2)6 2)8 2)l0 2)12 2)14 2)16 2)l8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3)3 316 3)9 3)12 3)15 3)l8 3)21 3)24 3)27

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4)4 4)8 4)l2 4)16 4)20 4)24 4)28 4)32 4)36

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

$)Io 5)15 5)20 5)25 5)30 3)35 5)40 3)45

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6)6 <)l2 6)18 6)24 6)30 6)36 6)42 6)48 6)54

j 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

?)7 7)l4 7)21 7)28 7)35 7)42 7)49 7)56 7)63

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

8)8 8)l6 8)24 8)32 8)40 8)48 8)56 8)64 8)72

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9)9 9)l8 9)27 9)36 9)45 9)54

316—
9)63 9)72 9)81

The M. and D. Facts

In addition to the many suggestions throughout

the pupil’s book and Manual for using tables in

teaching or reteaching M. and D. facts, many others

will occur as you study the tables for possibilities.

For example, if pupils are working with a table of

D. facts, they might be asked to

a. Tell by how much the quotients increase in each

row; in each column.

b. Draw a line through the column and the row in

which all dividends end in 5.

c. Match each row with a column to show pairs of

D. facts.

You will find you can devise many other activ-

ities for pointing up the relationships in both

tables.
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It is easy to show the meaning of numbers and

to develop understandings when a good supply

of arithmetic materials is available.

Detroit Public Schools

Em
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Alternate Chapter Computation Tests

On the next two pages are eight alternate computation tests, one for each

chapter. Each contains the same number of items as its corresponding com-

putation test in the pupil’s book and may be considered roughly equivalent

to it. This makes it possible for you to substitute the appropriate alternate

test for any of those which may have been used for other purposes, such

as pre-test practice. Of course, you may also reverse this procedure, in

which case you would use the alternate test as pre-test practice, saving the

one in the pupil’s book for final testing.

If you decide to use an alternate test for final testing of a particular chap-

ter, you may either write it on the board or mimeograph it. As with the

regular tests, pupils should copy the examples and then do the work.

Since each alternate test has the same number of items as the computa-

tion test for which it may be substituted, the table given at the end of the

appropriate chapter in the Manual may be used for deriving per cent scores

for individual record cards.
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Alternate Computation Test, Chapter 1

1. 800
- 463

337

2. 979
- 504

475

3. 292

+ 456

748

4. $7.00
- 4.95

$2.05

5. $5.90

- 0.87

$5.03

6. 515
- 487

28

7. 627

+ 289

916

8. 895
- 376

519

9. $3.20

+ 5.78

$8.98

10. $7.21

- 3.98

$3.23

11. 6 + 5 + 9 + 7 + 8 35

12. 5 + 8 + 6 + 9 + 9 37

13. 52 + 38 + 26 + 37 153

14. 571 + 268 + 28 867

15. 4 + 749 + 67 820

16. 85 + 69 + 35 + 57 246

Alternate Computation Test, Chapter 2

1. $8.63

- 5.59

$3.04

97

2. 2)194

0

3. 134

X 5

670

$0.41

4. 6)$2.46

$0.14

5. 7)$0.98 6. $7.68

+ 0.67

$8.35

7. $1.03

X 7

$7.21

8. $8.32

- 6.85

$1.47

82, R3

9. 43

X 9

387

10. $5.00

- 3.32

$1.68

11. $1.04

X 8

$8.32

12. 4)331

134, R5 42, R2 $0.62 $0.43

13. 7)943 14. 9)380 15. 6)$3.72 16. 5)$2.15

17. 310 + 376 + 139 825

18. 135 + 237 + 489 861

19.96 + 118 + 787 1001

20. 21 + 37 + 43 + 56 157

Alternate Computation Test, Chapter 3

231, R2 $0.98 98, R2
1. 4)926 2. 3)$2.94 3. 5)492

$0.54, R3
4. 7) $3.81 5. $6.19 6. 976

X 5 X3
$30.95 2,928

7. $13.56 8. $6.44 9. 254
- 7.89 + 35.56 X 6

$5.67 $42.00 1,524

10. 1,790 11. 7,281 12. $5.03

+ 4,444 - 6,687 X 8

6,234 594 $40.24

274 53, R1 496, R1
13. 3)822 14. 6)3l9 15. 2)993

43, R2

16. 8)346

17. Two dollars and eighty cents 4- 9. $0.31, R1
18. 58^ + 62p + 780 + 830 2810 or $2.81

19. 9 X one dollar and twenty-five cents. $11.25

Alternate Computation Test, Chapter 4

1. $90.10 2. $9.05 3. $8.31 4. $6.79

- 62.96 X 3 - 3.46 X 6

$27.14 $27.15 $4.85 $40.74

5. $73.66 6. 1,681 7. $3.54 8. 5,050
- 8.57 X 5 4.81 77

$65.09 8,405 5.63 978

+ 6.21 + 3,064

$20.19 9,169

$0.79, R5 945, R1

9. 6)$4.79 10. 4)3)781

11. $9.78 12. 265 13. 246 14. $5.08

X 2 X 7 X 9 X 6

$19.56 1,855 2,214 $30.48

526 $0.63, R2

15. 9)4)734 16. 6)$3.80

314, R4 $7.58, R2

17. 6)1,888 18. 3)$22.76
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Alternate Computation Test, Chapter 5

1. 509 X 4 2,036

2. $5.90 4- 6 $0.98, R2
3. 264 X 8 2,112

4. 2,191 4- 8 273, R7
5. $84.21 - $3.53 $80.68

6. 7 X $4.79 $33.53

7. $33.95 4- 7 $4.85

8. 9 X $5.37 $48.33

9. $24.66 4- 9 $2.74

10. 900 - 571 329

11. 177 X 8 1,416

12. 442 + 2,690 + 4,899 8,031

13. 1,340 4- 7 191, R3
14. $9.67 - $7.89 $1.78

Alternate Computation Test, Chapter 6

a b c d

1. 9,282 497 $20.79 $9.67

- 3,973 X 8 + 78.87 X 4

5,309 3,976 $99.66 $38.68

201, R1 1002, R3 107, R3 900,

2. 8)1,609 4^ou 77752 3)2,702

3. $70.10 $3.79 $53.54 508
- 26.34 X 5 - 2.79 X 9

$43.76 $18.95 $50.75 4,572

4. 857 + 79 + 954 + 6,465 8,355

5. 779 + 2,523 + 5,878 9,180

6. 6 + 8 + 39 + 68 121

7. 519 + 868 + 23 + 696 2,106

Alternate Computation Test, Chapter 7

a b c d

$6.30, R2 1,208,R5 324 $6.04

3)$ 18.92 7)8,461 9)2,916 8)$48.32

79 $5.89 $0.98 1,076

X 46 X 8 X 75 X 9

3,634 $47.12 $73.50 9,684

9,621 $74.49 $90.00 $84.68
- 2,342 - 5.61 - 85.47 - 51.87

7,279 $68.88 $4.53 $32.81

746 3,913 468 756

513 628 3,542 4,320

+ 189 4- 4,475 + 4,097 + 3,679

1,448 9,016 8,107 8,755

Alternate Computation Test, Chapter 8

a b c d

1. $2.08 $0.97 94 890

X 9 X 48 2,197 540

$18.72 $46.56 806 76

+ 735 + 39

3,832 1,545

2. 76 5,413 650, R2 75

X 35 - 4,186 6)3,902 9)675
2,660 1,227

3. i of 248 31 i of 4,205 600, R5

4. $81.76 $0.59 87 852
- 40.96 X 87 X 36 - 387

$40.80 $51.33 3,132 465

2,008, R1 748

5. 2)4,017 8)5^84

6. i of 8,462 1,410, R2 i of 1,803 450, R3
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Term Tests

These term tests consist of three parts, each part designed to test learning

outcomes of a different kind. Part I evaluates understanding of important

terms, concepts, and relationships; Part II, problem-solving ability, and

Part III, computational skill. As they are set up, the three parts are in-

tended to be given at three sittings, but the tests can be shortened, particu-

larly Parts I and II, and given at two sittings instead. In any case, the test

should probably be mimeographed, so that each child may have his own
set of questions.

In giving directions, stress the importance of accuracy, and allow enough

time for all but the slowest 15 to 20 per cent to finish. If you wish measures

of rate of work, you can easily procure them by entering the time taken for

each part of the test on each pupil’s papers as he hands them to you. Or,

you may be satisfied merely to know the rank of each child in rate of work.

If so, you need only write consecutive numbers on the answer or work sheets

to record the order in which they are returned to you.

Note: If your class is not up to standard in reading ability, do not hesitate to

read the items in Parts I and II to the children, pausing after each item to allow

time for work. Be careful that by inflection or stressing words here and there you
do not give your pupils clues to correct answers (Part I) or correct procedure

(Part II).

Term Test for the First Half of Grade 4

(Chapters 1-4 in the pupil's book)

Part I

Draw a circle around Y for “yes” or N for “no”
to show your answers, as has been done for you in the

sample.

Sample. Is 957 less than 759? Y (n)

1. 207 + 463 = 670. Then does 670 - 463
= 207? (Y) N

2. Can there be as few as three Mondays in a

month? Y (N)

3. To get | of an apple, should you divide

the apple into fourths? Y (N)

4. To find the total of several equal numbers,

can you either add or multiply? (y) N
5. Do people have breakfast at 7.00 p.m.? Y (N)

6. In all, are there 50 hundreds in the number
5,008? (Y) N

7. Do you divide to find the difference be-

tween numbers? Y (N)

8. Is 5 one of the equal parts of f? Y (N)

9. Can 5 of one orange be larger than \ of

another orange? (Y) N
10. To find n in 32 -J- 8 = n, do you multiply? Y (N)

11. Is a leap year longer than a regular year? (Y) N
12. Is 40 the table number for 45 -r- 6? Y (g)

13. Is a dividend usually larger than the

quotient?

14. To find j of 28 must you divide?

15. Is 48 a factor in the example 6X8 = 48?

16. Do you ever carry hundreds in multi-

plying?

17. Does a train that arrives at 9:30 a.m. come
in the evening?

18. Is 0 ever a quotient figure?

19. Do you divide to find how many are in

each equal part or share of a number?
20. Is 18 in. more than one foot?

Write the example you would use to

21. Find n in the example 103 = n + 89.

103
- 89

14

22. Estimate the sum of 48 and 41. 50 + 40 = 90
23. Estimate the difference between 68 and 39.

70 - 40 = 30
24. Find n in 25 = n X 5. 25 -v- 5 = 5

25. Write the example in which 4 and 18 are factors.

4 X 18 = 72
26. Copy from box A (on page 331) the example that

does not mean the same as ^ of 12. 3’s in 12

27. Write the table numbers for dividing by 4.

4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36

(Y) N
® N
Y ®
® N

$>®
® N
(Y) N
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Part II
28.

Copy from box B the example that does not mean
the same as. How many 5’s are in 10? | of 10

A B
3)12 j of 10

12 4- 3 5)10

3’s in 12 10 4- 529.

From the examples in box C copy a number that is

a. a subtrahend. 46 e. a dividend. 19

b. a multiplier. 5 f. a multiplicand. 36

c. a sum. 42 g. an addend 17, 25

d. a minuend. 51 h. a divisor. 3

i. a division remainder. R1

C 6 , R 1

36 3JI9 25 51
-*1 18 + 17 - 46

1 42 5

30. 7 X 9 = 63. Write the other facts in the whole

story. 9X7 = 63 63 4- 7 = 9 63 4-9 = 7

31. Use the figures 3, 5, 7, 8 and write

a. The largest number you can. 8,753

b. The smallest number you can. 3,578

32. Write these fractions:

a. The numerator is 5, the denominator is 8. |

b. The denominator is 5, the numerator is 4. |

c. A pie has been cut into 6 equal pieces and 3 of

the pieces have been eaten, f

33. Write the Roman numbers for

a. 16 b. 29 c. 42 XVI XXIX XLII

34. Write an example in which you must
a. Carry both tens and hundreds. such as 652

X 7

b. Have a division remainder. such as 8^75

c. Have a 3-place product. such as 259

X 3

d. Borrow a hundred only. such as 4,835

1,471

35. Write these dates, abbreviating the names of the

months:

a. February 16, eighteen two. Feb. 16, 1802

b. July 20, seventeen sixty-four. July 20, 1764

c. December 25, nineteen twelve. Dec. 25, 1912

Write your work for the following twelve problems.

1. At a sale the price of a boy’s watch was reduced

from $10.00 to $8.89. How much could Tom
save by buying one of these watches at the sale?

$10.00

-8.89

$ 1.11

2. At the same sale a girl’s watch selling for $9.60

was reduced one fourth. How much cheaper

was the sale price?

$2.40

4)$9.60

3. In 6 weeks Louise saved $8.40 to buy a watch. If

she saved the same amount each week, how
much was that a week?

$1.40

6)$8.40

4. Mr. Joy bought a $3.98 watch for each of his 3

children. How much did he have to pay?

$3.98

X 3

$1194

5. One kind of watch was reduced $0.79 in price. If

there were 5 such watches, what was the amount
of the reduction for all of them?

$0.79

X 5

$3.95

6. Joe liked two watches selling for $6.89 and $7.48.

What was the difference in their prices?

$7.48
- 6.89

$0.59

7. Watches were packed 24 to a box. On a counter

there was a pile of 6 of these boxes. How many
watches were there?

24

X 6

144

8. A large sheet of paper was enough to wrap the

boxes for 4 watches. To wrap 60 watch boxes,

how many sheets of paper were needed?

15

4^60
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Term Test for the Second Half of Grade 4
9.
A clerk sold four watches in a half hour. Their

prices were $2.69, $2.78, $1.88, and $2.98.

How much was he paid for these watches?

$2.69

2.78

1.88

+ 2.98

$10.33

10. If the clerk was paid $1.15 an hour, how much did

he earn in an 8-hour day?

$1.15

X 8

$9.20

11. How much would Martha pay in all for a watch
costing $5.35 and one costing $8.99?

$5.35

+ 8.99

$14.34

12. How much more a week would a clerk making
$64.00 earn than one making $60.80?

$64.00
- 60.80

$3.20

Part III

Check all answers.

1. 8 X $4.56 $36.48

2. $69.40 -- $53.84 $15.56

3. 667 + 8
:
,806 9,473

4. 789 X 5 3,945

5. 5,600 - 1,709 3,891

6. $6.93 6 $1.15, R3
7. 6 X $7.59 $45.54

8. 2,342 + 4,758 7,100

9. $53.07 -r 8 $6.63, R3
10. 1,790 ^ 4 447, R2

11. $34.78 -- $5.69 $29.09

12. 6 X $9.08 $54.48

13. 9 X 426 3,834

14. 3,147 - 2,879 268

15. 972 h- 5 194, R2
16. 329 + 169 + 87 + 3,492

17. 2,387 + 1,664 + 3,986 8,

18. 467 X 6 2,802

19. 56 + 55 + 43 +*72 + 88

20. 2,098 -r 9 233, R1

(Chapters 5-8 in the pupil's hook)

Part I

Draw a circle around Y for “yes” or N for
“no” to

show your answers, as has been done for you in the

sample.

Sample. Is 957 less than 579? Y
1. Does the word “less” in a problem always

mean to subtract? Y ®
2. Does the temperature ever get lower than

®0° anywhere? N
3. Do you multiply and divide thousands like

ones? ® N
4. Does XLIX mean 49? © N
5. Can you subtract like-fractions? © N
6. Should we measure peanuts with liquid

quart measures? Y (N)

7. In 606,060 is there a 6 in ten-thousand’s

place? Y (N)

8. Is the fraction f in its lowest terms? Y (N)

9. When you multiply by a 2-place multi-

plier, are there two partial products? (Y) N
10. Do we measure large amounts of water by

the peck? Y (n)
11. Can you use fractions to compare the size

of things? ® N
12. Is 5 the average of 3, 7, and 5? ® N
13. Do you multiply by. tens as you multiply

by ones? ® N
14. Are f and f like-fractions? Y (N)

15. Is 650 the product of 10 X 65? ® N
16. If you multiply by 1, is the product 1? Y (N)

17. If 13 X 14 = 182, must 182 13 = 14? ® N
18. Does the temperature ever reach 110° in

winter? Y (N)

19. Do § of an orange and f of the same
orange make the whole orange? ® N

20. Will a large can of milk fill more pint

bottles than quart bottles? ® N

In Ex. 21 to 28, write the missing word, more or less.

21. Eighteen ounces are more than a pound.

22. \ of a cake is more than a whole cake.

23. To change wheat from bushel Jo peck containers,

you will need more containers.

24. 3 gal. is more than 10 qt.

25. I of a pear is less than ^ of the same pear.

26. 628 is less than 8 X 89.

27. To change oil from gallon to quart containers, you

will need more containers than the number you

started with.

28. 56 is less than 815 -f- 9.
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In Ex. 29 to 40, write the missing words or numbers.

29. A whole candy bar is the same as 3 thirds of the bar.

30. To find the average of several groups, you divide

their total by the number of groups.

31. In 406,379, the 406 is in thousand’s period.

32. In estimating the quotient for 448 4- 9, you think

of 448 as 450 -

33. f apples is the same as 3 apples.

34. Line b isj[ as long as line a.

48. Without using pencil and paper to find the correct

answer, copy the number from box C below that

is nearest the answer for

a. 73 + 41 HO b. 83 - 63 20 c. 246 -48 30

d. 9 X 29 270

C
20 270 110 30 90

60 200 5 330

a . <ii 1 1 1

b. l 1 1 i

35. Line c is_I as long as fine b.

36. A ton is equal to 2,000 pounds.

37. 6 ninths — 4 ninths = 2 ninths.

38. To find n in the example n 4- 5 = 674, you

multiply 674 by 5.

39. Two cakes equal 8 fourths of the cakes.

40. In the example 25 X 36, the factors are 25 and 36.

41. Write this example in three other ways: 9)63.

I of 63, 63 4- 9, 9’s in 63

42. Write the example to use in checking this work:

23 X 46 = 1,058. 46 X 23

43. Write this number: 8 is in thousand’s place, 6

in ten’s place, 5 in hundred-thousand’s place,

3 in one’s place, 0 in ten-thousand’s place, 7 in

hundred’s place. 508,763

44. Write in words the answer for Ex. 43.

five hundred eight thousand seven hundred
sixty-three

45. Write this number: 0 in ten-thousand’s place, 4 in

hundred’s place, 0 in thousand’s place, 9 in ten’s

place, and 1 in one’s place. 491

46. In box A below which number is

a. The multiplicand? 89

b. The second partial product? 356

47. In box B below which number is

a. The dividend? 757

b. The remainder? 1

c. The divisor? 9

A B
89 84, R1

X 47 9)757
623 72

356 37

4,183 36

1

49. Study the fractions in box D. Then copy

a. a fraction that means more than 1. ~
4

b. a fraction with a numerator of 6. |
c. three fractions that are in their lowest terms.

13 5
2» 5> 6

d. a fraction with a denominator of 6. 5

e. two fractions that are equal to each other.
| = |

Part II

Write the missing numbers for these twelve prob-

lems:

1. A cake recipe calls for | cup of brown sugar and

f cups of white sugar, or 1_ cup in all. (Give

your answer in lowest terms.)

2. One school library has 27,212 books. Another has

13,483 books. The first library has 13,729 more
books.

3. In four weeks last month Mr. Lewis drove 868 mi.,

1,052 mi., 927 mi., and 761 mi., or an average of

902 mi. a week.

4. A fur dealer sold a neck fur for $98.00. If his profit

was 5 the selling price, he made $24.50 .

5. The 6 watermelons in a wheelbarrow weighed a

total of 72 lb. The watermelons averaged 12 lb.

in weight.

6. Sixty grapefruit at $1.15 a dozen will cost $5.75 .

7. A toy manufacturer packs 9 sailboats in a box.

For 4,149 sailboats he needs 461 boxes.

8. If the average weight of 8 boys is 87 lb., their total

weight is 696 lb.

9. A crowd at a school baseball game numbered
2,337. If one third of the crowd were women,
779 women came to the game.

10.

At 22
<t
a quart, 6 gal. of milk will cost $5.28 .
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11. The average number of words per page in Josie’s

book is 325. A chapter of 26 full pages will have

about 8,450 words.

12. Three hours and 10 min. are equal to a total of

190 min.

Part III

Check all your answers.

1. 70 X $0.89 $62.30

2. | of 4,009 501, R1

3. $80.00 - $4.93 $75.07

4. 39 X 58 2,262

5. 5,167 -r- 9 574, R1

6. 605 X 7 4,235

7. $9.58 + $35.47 $45.05

8. | of 3,562 890, R2
9. 56 + 97 + 38 + 80 271

10. 43 X $0.76 $32.68

11. 5,671 - 4,965 706

12. 6 X $4.72 $28.32

13. 568 + 27 + 4,880 + 9 5,484

14. 6,356 -r- 7 908

15. 28 X $0.73 $20.44

16. i of $5.89 $0.65, R4
17. $15.86 - $9.37 $6.49

18. $18.05 3 $6.01, R2
19. 28 X 35 980

20. | of 3,105 621
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Instructional Aids

Easily Produced Teaching Aids

Modern teaching techniques call for many learning aids. Invaluable are

devices which clarify meanings and at the same time permit pupil participa-

tion and discovery. Games, too, if properly used, can offer real assistance

by providing excellent motivation and practice.

This section comes in three parts and is designed to help the teacher by

(a) describing how certain devices may be simply and inexpensively con-

structed; (b) giving the basic ideas and procedures for several games that

may be used for practice after meanings have been firmly established; (c) sug-

gesting equipment that may be useful in teaching and enriching arithmetic.

On the pages which follow you will find many suggestions intended to

help you develop and use such learning aids. While you will very likely

find these pages full of useful ideas, remember that the learning aids that

arise in the every-day experiences of your pupils are just as useful and

should not be overlooked.

Devices

Throughout the Manual mention has been

made of devices which may be employed to bring

out or clarify meanings. While for the most part

these aids may be purchased from commercial

sources, almost all of them may be constructed

from common and inexpensive materials. You will

find below brief instructions for making and using

several of the most helpful devices. Consider these

as suggestions only, for you may find better meth-

ods for constructing them, and you will certainly

think of other good ways to employ each device

since only one or two of the many possible uses

are given.

Abacus. On page 49 in The Teaching of Arith-

metic (see reference on page 350 of the Manual)

Spitzer gives directions for constructing a simple

abacus. His plans call for bending a 36-inch length

of wire, such as a coat hanger, into the shape and

size shown in the diagram at the top of the next

column. Beads (see page 348 of the Manual for a

possible supply source) should be strung on the

wire during the bending process. A half inch of

wire must be left at each end in order to secure the

frame. Since this abacus is simple to make, you
might want to consider making several of them.

The diagrams below and on the next page, with

the accompanying explanations, describe the pro-

cedures used on the abacus for adding 35+16 and

also for subtracting 36—9. These specific illustra-

tions should help you in adding and subtracting on

the abacus with other types of examples.

a. Addition: 35

+ 16

Step 1. To show the 35 to be

added, count and bring down 5

beads on the one’s rod and 3 beads

on the ten’s rod.
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Step 2. Start to bring down
6 more beads (for the 6 ones in

16), counting “1-2-3-4-5” (there

is no bead for counting “6”). Re-

member the 1 bead not counted. Ill

Step 3. Move 10 ones down.

Move 1 bead up on ten’s rod to

stand for the 10 ones moved down.

Step 3. Move the 10 ones up

to the top. Move 1 bead down on

ten’s rod to stand for the 10 ones

moved up.

Step 4. Continue to count

ones, moving beads up, “-7-8-

9.”

Step 4. Now bring down on

one’s rod the 1 bead remembered

from Step 2.

Step 5. Move one more ten

down for the 1 ten in 16.

Answer: 35 + 16= 5 tens and 1 one, or 51.

b. Subtraction: 36

- 9

Step 1 . To show the minuend,

36, count and bring down 3 beads

on the ten’s rod and 6 beads on

the one’s rod.

Step 2. To subtract, move

beads up counting “1-2-3-4-5-6.”

Since there are not 9 beads in

one’s column, you will need more

ones.

Answer: 36 — 9 = 2 tens and 7 ones, or 27.

Adjustable Thermometer. Use a 36" X 8" piece

of oak tag or plywood. About 4" from each end,

at points A and B in the diagram below, cut slits

2" long. Obtain a red piece and a white piece of
2" ribbon, each \ inch longer than the distance

between the slits. Sew them end to end. Insert

one end of the ribbon through one slit and the

other end through the other slit. Sew the free ends

to form a continuous strip of ribbon. As shown.

A (slit)

White ribbon

Red ribbon

Paint (red)

B (slit)
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mark a Fahrenheit scale between the slits. Paint

a red “bulb” around the lower slit so that the whole

device will resemble a thermometer. Print the

word “thermometer” at the top.

The red ribbon represents the liquid in a ther-

mometer. Simply by pulling it up or down it can

be made to mark any degree of temperature shown

on the scale. A pupil may be made responsible

for discovering the outside temperature each morn-

ing and showing it on the adjustable thermometei

for all the class to see. Of course, it may also be

used for other activities involving the reading of a

thermometer.

Balance. Obtain a board about 36" long and

6" wide. As shown in the picture below, balance

the board on a triangular block of wood. For ease

of manipulation, a groove may be made across the

width of the board at the point where it rests upon

the block. Pie tins nailed to the ends of the board

may be used to hold objects being compared. A
pointer attached to the edge of the board will help

show perfect balance.

The balance may be used for simple weighing

problems to show how the unknown weight of one

object is compared with the known weight of an-

other object. For example, a box of raisins may
be placed on one end of the balance and various

combinations of known weights placed on the other

end until balance is achieved.

As explained on Manual page 338, the balance

may also be used with Calculating Blocks to show

the meaning of equality and for demonstrating

simple A.,.S., and M. facts.

Bead Board. Use §" stock that is 2" wide.

From it cut 2 pieces 12" in length and 2 pieces

10|" in length. From discarded coat hangers, cut

10 straight pieces of wire 11" in length. One
hundred half-inch beads will also be required (see

Manual, page 348, for a possible supply source).

Draw a center line on the face of each 12" piece

of wood. One and one-half inches in from the end

drill a hole deep, using a drill slightly larger

than the diameter of the wire. From that point on,

drill 9 similar holes at 1" intervals.

Assemble the frame as shown in the diagram.

String the beads ten to a wire and insert each wire

by placing one end in the bottom hole and bending

it enough to insert the other end at the top.

Since the Bead Board has ten groups of 10 beads

each, it can be thought of as representing the num-
bers from 1 to 100. It can, therefore, be used for

a variety of activities. Serial counting; ordinal

counting ; addition, subtraction, multiplication and

division of 1- and 2-place numbers; column addi-

tion; adding by endings; and many other pro-

cedures may be demonstrated with the board. It

can also be used as an abacus. The schematic

drawing below shows how the Bead Board may be

used to help pupils discover that 7 X 3 = 21.

Nd 0000000
oe* ooooooom ooooooo

0000000m ooooooo
M» 000000Cm ooooooo

0000000000
0000000000
0000000000

Bead Line. This is a simple device consisting

of 100 or more beads (see Manual, page 348, for a

supply source) strung together on wire or cord and

stretched between two points in the classroom.

The Bead Line is, in effect, a number line.

Simple addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and division meanings and examples may be
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demonstrated. For 43 -f- 8, draw 43 beads over to

the left side of the wire. Then show how 5 groups

of 8 beads each could be moved one at a time back

to the right side of the wire. The 3 remaining

beads would make the quotient 5, R3.

For fraction work, § of a group of 15 can be

demonstrated by finding ^ of 15 beads; then the

number in 2 of these groups of five.

In general, whenever a number line can be used,

the Bead Line also can be used, as easily and

effectively but at a more concrete level.

Calculating Blocks. Obtain a piece of wood
1 inch square and about 6 feet long. Measuring

in from one end, cut a piece at the 1-inch line and

mark it with a “1.” Make the next piece 2 inches

long and mark it “2.” Continue in the same way,

making each piece 1 inch longer than the previous

piece, and numbering consecutively to 10. (It is a

good idea to make several blocks for each of the

numbers 1 to 10, if possible.)

These blocks may be used to show the simple

A., S., and M. facts. For example, three 2-blocks

laid end to end will equal in length a 6-block

(3X2=6). When used with a balance, equality

may be demonstrated by counterbalancing a 7- and

a 3-block, for example, with a 10-block, or a 9- and

a 5-block with a 10- and a 4-block.

Calculating Blocks are similar to Number Strips

(described on page 339) except that the latter are

made from cardboard instead of wood.

Domino Cards. Fifty-five cards are needed to

make the combinations up to 9 + 9. The teacher’s

set may be made from 3" by 5" cards by punching

holes to form the various patterns. Backing each

card with colored paper makes for easier reading.

1" by If" cards for pupils may be cut from oak

tag and the patterns penciled in. The A. and S.

facts that go with each pattern should be placed on

the reverse side of the appropriate card. For the

domino card shown below, write these four facts:

4+ 8= 12; 8+4= 12; 12 - 8 = 4; 12-4=8.

o o

o o

o o o

o o

o o o

Domino cards help children realize that addition

is really a combining of smaller groups. More-

over, their use encourages children to see numbers

by patterns. An addition fact and its pattern

are shown in A, below. If the card is turned

upside-down, as in B, it is quite evident that the

total group (and hence the sum for the fact) does

not change.

A. B.

4

+ 7

11

Flannel Board. Sew 2 rectangular pieces of

flannel on three sides and turn inside out. Slide

in a rectangular piece of cardboard slightly smaller

in size and close the open end of the flannel pocket

with snap fasteners.

Glue small pieces of flannel or sandpaper to cut-

outs of various sizes and shapes so they will adhere

to the flannel board.

A support for the board may be made by cutting

from large, heavy cardboard a piece similar to the

one shown below. Cut out the blackened area and

fold on the middle line.

o o

o o

o o
o o o
o o

Pictured and representative objects may be ma-

nipulated on the flannel board to show the meaning

of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and divi-

sion.

Fractional Parts. Cut circular discs from heavy

cardboard and separate them into the various com-

mon fractional parts. Make the discs as large as

pie tins, which may be used for containers.
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Circular and rectangular fractional pieces may

also be cut from colored paper and pinned to a

piece of insulation board or to a bulletin board

near the arithmetic corner to make a fraction com-

parison chart showing equivalents.

Number Strips. Cut several strips of oak tag to

represent each of the numbers from 1 to 10. Let

a 1" square stand for 1, a 1" by 2" rectangle stand

for 2, and so on, up to a 1" by 10" strip for 10.

Obtain 10 boxes (such as cigar or cheese boxes),

label each with a number, and use them to store

the strips.

The illustration below shows how the strips

may be used with a number line to show the fact

9+8=17. If a 6-strip is added to this, the result

is column addition in which the last addition re-

j

quires bridging into the twenty decade.11 11
1 1 1

1
1

1 1 1

1

1

|

II 1

1

|

1 II
1

|

1 1 1
1

|

1 1 1

1

j

1 1 17

0 |
20 30 S

n-Stand. This device is really no more than a

display stand constructed by cutting a groove in a

piece of wood. It derives its name from the fact

that it is most useful for helping children realize

that n can stand for a missing number in such com-

binations as 32+ n = 51, n -f- 18 = 4, and 12 — n

= 5. For this teaching, small cards are needed.

They should be marked with numbers and process

signs, with n printed on one card. For 32 + n = 51 ,

the correct example, 32+ 19= 51, would be set

up and then, as shown above, the n card inserted

in front of the 19 to indicate how n can be made to

represent the missing number. Then other

examples containing n would be set up and chil-

dren asked to explain how to work them.

The stand may be used to display pictures of

representative objects and for a wide variety of

teaching situations where, for better class partici-

pation, material should be shown in an upright

position.

Peg Board. Use acoustical board and cut it in

such a way that there will be 10 columns of 10 holes

each. For a more durable board, use a piece of

Masonite Peg Board and mount it on a piece of

wood for a base.

For pegs, use matchsticks or purchase ready-

made pegs from commercial sources.

The Peg Board is based on the same principle

(10 groups of 10) as the Bead Board, described on

page 337 in the Manual, and hence may be used for

similar purposes.

Pocket Chart, a. Standard Pocket Chart. Use

a piece of oilcloth 8" by 18". Folding the long

way, turn up a 2|" flap and secure it in place by

sewing those places indicated by the dotted lines

in the plan below. Stapling along the upper edge,

attach the oilcloth to a 5|" by 18" piece of wood.

Label each pocket with its name.

If you wish a more durable pocket chart, design

one to be made of plywood. Pocket charts are also

used in the reading program, and you may find that

these may be adapted for the arithmetic program.

Whatever the case, be sure the pockets are large

enough to accommodate bundle-numbers.

Make from oak tag about five hundred 5" X 1"

strips. Leave 20 or 30 loose and use elastics to

bundle the others in groups of ten. If desired, in-

expensive colored splints may be purchased in-

stead (see Manual, page 348, for a possible supply

source).

Staples,

2
V
t

2
Hundreds 1 Tens

i

!

Ones

!

i

V
„ |(

|
/ Q J
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The schematic drawing below shows the three

steps to be taken in working the example 43 — 7 = ?

The middle step represents the borrowing of a ten

and the cancel marks in the last step represent the

subtracting of the 7 ones.

Tens Ones

UH III

43 = 3 tens and

13 ones

Tens Ones

/////'MHtt

b. Multiplication Pocket Chart. Starting at the

bottom, paste or staple 6 business-sized envelopes

to a piece of 14" by 18" oak tag (or plywood). La-

bel as shown in the diagram below, where 3 X 34

is demonstrated. Use the cards or splints men-
tioned for the Standard Pocket Chart on page 339.

Multiplication with bundle-numbers can be

shown with a Standard Pocket Chart, but the

equality of the groups to be combined and the

relationship of multiplication to addition are more

easily seen when banks of pockets are used.

Tens Ones

HP /WI'HIII'III

Reckoner, a. Cardboard-Strip Reckoner. Cut
1" by 4" cardboard strips and punch a hole about

from the end of each. Use a roundhead fastener

to hold the strips together. The number of cards

used depends upon the sums or minuends being

studied. The picture below shows the S. fact

14-8=6.

b. Bead Reckoner. String 20 beads on coat-

hanger wire, bend into a circle and join as shown

below.

A. B.

22 -

C. D

Pictures A and B show the Bead Reckoner being

used to demonstrate 7—3 = 4. In A, 7 beads

(the minuend) are separated from the rest of the

beads. In B, 3 beads are separated from the 7 to

show quite clearly the remainder, 4.
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Picture C shows how three groups of 4 beads

each might be set up to demonstrate 3X4 = 12.

Picture D shows how the product 12 might be bro-

ken into the more conventional and convenient

group of 10 beads and 2 beads.

Sectioned Rules, a. One-Foot Sectioned Rule.

Cut a discarded ruler at the 1-, 3-, 4-, and 6-inch

points and mount on flexible tape. This may be

used to show §, and | of a foot and to give an

idea of the size of an inch relative to a foot.

b. One-Yard Sectioned Rule. Cut a yardstick

at the 1- and 2-foot points and use small hinges to

rejoin the pieces. This may be used to show \ and

^ of a yard, and to relate the size of a foot to

a yard as 3 ft. = 1 yd.

Twenty Stick. Glue 20 empty thread spools

along a narrow piece of wood. Lollipop sticks, with

appropriate pictures fastened to each, if desired,

may be inserted in the spool holes to show A. and

S. facts. Cardboard strips may be used to mark off

the facts. The diagram below shows how the fact

8 + 5 = 13 would be demonstrated using strips of

oak tag for separators. The first seperator could

then be removed and used to show 13 as a ten

and 3 ones.

Games

It is important that the use of games be thought-

fully considered. Almost without exception the

following games provide practice only. It is im-

mediately apparent, then, that if games are used

too soon, before meanings have been well es-

tablished, no more good will result than from the

discredited practice of assigning continued and re-

lentless drill on abstract facts. If adequate mean-

ings have been established, and you wish to vary

the practice, games can be invigorating. Even

then, excessive or unwise use may move the point

of emphasis away from arithmetic and center it on

competition or some other undesired and perhaps

even harmful goal.

The basic rules of play for several games that

may be adapted to arithmetic are given below. The
alert teacher will discover liberties which may be

taken with the rules and in constructing the neces-

sary equipment so that greater variety and use than

is indicated may be obtained.

Old Hat. a. Uses: The basic requirement for

this game is that cards held in the hand be matched

to make books of 2. Therefore, practice may be

obtained on any material that can be placed on

separate cards and then matched. For example,

fractions could be written on one set of cards to be

matched with pictures of parts of objects or groups

on another set. Some other possibilities include

the matching of: (a) Arabic numbers with Roman
numerals; (b) numbers with (j) -pictures; (c) ex-

amples with estimated answers
;

(d) problems with

the labels for the answers; (e) addition, subtrac-

tion, multiplication, or division combinations with

their answers
; (/) pairs of facts

; (g) addition facts

with dot patterns; (h) simple measurement exam-

ples with labeled answers.

b. To play: Withdraw one card, leaving a card

that cannot be matched, and deal all cards. Pupils

should match cards to make books of 2 cards

each. These may be placed face down on the table.

Players then take turns drawing cards from one

another in the hopes of completing books which

can be discarded. The child who holds the odd

card at the end of the game is the “Old Hat.”

Single Search, a. Uses: The basic require-

ment for “Single Search” is that cards be matched

to make books of 2.

The most important difference between this

game and “Old Hat,” above, is that the player

must request (instead of draw) from an opposing

player the card he needs to make a book. He must,

therefore, know what the matching card would be

and he must also be able to call for it by name. A
few matchings that may be considered are: {a) pairs

of facts; (b) abstract numbers (such as 127) and

their language forms (one hundred twenty-seven)

;

(c) abstract numbers (such as 32) and their equiva-

lents in tens and ones (3 tens and 2 ones)
;

(d) two

forms for A., S., M., and D. facts (such as “5 X 4”

and “five 4’s”).
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b. To play: Shuffle and deal about six cards to

each pupil. Place the remaining cards face down
in the center of the table. Pupils should make books

of the paired facts held and then take turns asking

one another for the cards needed to match the un-

paired facts held in the hand. The person ques-

tioned must give up the card if he holds it, or if

not, direct the other to “search” in the pile for it.

The player completing the most books is the winner.

Double Draw. a. Uses: The main difference

between this game and “Single Search,” above,

is that books of 4 are made instead of books of 2.

The difference makes the use of this game limited

almost entirely to practice in recognizing and call-

ing for the related A. and S. facts and the related

M. and D. facts.

b. Preparation: Make a deck of cards by writing

related facts one to a card. If related A. and S.

facts are used, the deck would be started in the

manner indicated below.

examples, estimated answers, and exact answers;

(c) abstract numbers, (J -numbers, and numbers in

words; (d) 2 forms of addition, subtraction, mul-

tiplication or division combinations, and answers

(such as 81 -h 9; 9)8l; 9); (e) fractions in figures,

fractions in language form, and pictures of frac-

tions (such as J; one fourth; CE3); (/) A., S.,

M., or D. facts, their reverses, and dot patterns:

b. Preparation: If the matchings in (a) above

are used, make the deck of cards so that combina-

tions and their reverses are on separate orange

cards, and the answers are on blue cards.

c. To play: Shuffle and deal all the blue cards;

then all the orange cards. At the signal “over or-

ange,” each pupil must pass one orange card to

the player on his right. Two orange cards (a com-
bination and its reversal) and the correct blue an-

swer card make a book for which one point is re-

ceived. Play is continued in this manner until a

player goes out, for which an additional point is

received.

4 + 7 = 11 5 + 7 = 12 6 + 7 = 13

<! + tfs. II 1^ 7 + 5 = 12 7 + 6 = 13

11 - 7 = 4 12 - 7 = 5 13 -7 = 6

11 - 4 = 7 12 - 5 = 7 13 - 6 = 7

c. To play: Follow the general directions for

“Single Search” above. Shuffling and dealing is

the same. The difference lies in the fact that re-

lated facts are asked for and each book must con-

tain 4 cards. Also, when the requested card is not

obtained, the pupil must draw twice. The player

who first runs out of cards is the winner.

Over Orange, a. Uses: For this game, cards

in the hand are matched to make books of 3. There-

fore, practice may be obtained for any information

that can be placed on 3 separate cards and then

matched. Consider matchings such as: (a) com-

binations, their reverses, and answers; (b) simple

Clover, a. Uses: The basic requirement for

this game is that cards be played by following suit.

This means that practice can be obtained for any

information that belongs distinctively to one set of

facts. For example, all higher-decade addition ex-

amples that have 7 and 5 in one’s place (such as

27+5; 57+5; 37 + 5) belong to the 7 + 5 fam-

ily. Sets of cards containing examples that belong

to this family may, therefore, be made and used in

this game. Other sets of information that may be

used for practice include: (a) subtraction family

examples
; (b) addition, subtraction, multiplication,

or division combinations or facts (such as 4 -h 4;

8-^-4; 12-^4, and so on); (c) numbers having

3 in ten’s place (431, 30, 6531, 38, etc.), 0 in one’s

place (290, 40, 0, 680, etc.), or some such cri-

terion or combinations of criteria; (d) measure-

ment numbers that belong to one system (such as

13 oz.; 2T.; 1671b.; 55 T.); (e) problems that

involve the same basic process; (/) pictured or

written fractions that have the same name (J; one

fourth

;

i j lipa
etc.)

; (g) examples that have carrying in ten’s place

or one’s place, or borrowing in ten’s place, etc.
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b. Preparation: (This illustration is for division

facts with suits determined by size of quotients.)

Obtain 42 cards about 2" X 3". Write the D.

facts with quotients 4 on 9 of the cards, as shown

below. The other cards might contain combina-

4 -5- 1 8-7-2 12 -h 3 16-5-4 20-7-5

24 -f- 6 28 -r- 7
•

/ ..

32-5-8 36-5-9 ^§3

tions with quotients 5, quotients 6, and quotients 7.

Facts from other tables could be used, of course.

On remaining cards draw “lucky clovers” similar to

that shown in the illustration.

c. To play: Deal 4 cards to each of 2 to 6 play-

ers. Place the remaining cards face down in a pile.

A player starts by giving the answer to a card

(such as 12 3) which he places face up on the

table. If the answer is correct, the card may be

left on the table. The next player must show a

card of the same family (such as 32 -h 8). If he

cannot, he may play a “clover” card and change

the suit by showing another of his cards. Failing

both alternatives, he must draw from the center

pile of cards. The first person to dispose of all

cards is the winner.

Zooks, a. Uses: In “Zooks” the attempt is to

match 2 cards according to some predetermined

criterion. For example, it may be decided that

pairs of facts should be matched. The cards would

then contain facts and their reverses. Practice may
therefore be obtained for any information that can

be written on separate cards and matched accord-

ing to a prescribed criterion. Consider the possi-

bilities for variation given above under “Old Hat,”

and “Single Search.”

b. Preparation: (This illustration is for addition

facts giving a sum of 10.) Cut 36 cards about
2" X 3" and use them to make 4 sets of cards con-

taining one each of the numbers 1 through 9.

c. To play: Deal all cards face down to 2, 3, or

4 pupils. Players should take turns showing one

card at a time. When the sum of any 2 exposed

cards is 10, the first pupil to call “Zooks” may col-

lect all exposed cards. The player with the most

cards wins.

Fetch-a-Fish. a. Uses: As cards are drawn,

the directions written on them must be followed,

or the requested information given. Therefore,

if directions for simple arithmetic activities or re-

quests for information can be written on cards,

pupils will be able to receive practice in those ac-

tivities, or in giving such information. For

example, cards may contain directions such as,

“Show the dot pattern for 7 + 2,” or “Tell the 3

facts that go with 9 + 8 = 17.”

Items such as the following might also be writ-

ten on the cards: {a) 5X9 = ?; (b) 60 — 20 = ?;

(c) In our numbers VII = ?; (d) 1 lb. = ? oz.;

(
e) 470 = ? tens.

b. Preparation: Cut cards in the shape of fish

and write number combinations, or the like, on

each, as shown below. After placing a paper clip

on each card put all of them in a bowl or box.

Provide a rod to which has been attached a length

of string and a small magnet.

c. To play: Pupils should use the rod to “fetch-

a-fish” from the bowl. The fish may be counted

as caught only when the correct answer is given for

the question written on it. The player who catches

the most fish is the winner. The game may be

played by partners or teams.

Yay. a. Uses: Although this game may be

adapted to other kinds of practice, it is probably

most useful for reviewing the M. and D. facts.

b. Preparation: Line 6" X 5" cards into 30

squares. For the M. facts, the top row should con-

tain numbers designating the multiplication tables

with multipliers of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Write answers

for each table in the appropriate columns. The
center square should be marked “Free” (see the

illustration at the top of the first column on the

next page). No two cards should be alike. Write

one complete set of M. facts on small cards.

Counters or squares of paper may be used for

markers.
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2 3 4 5 6

8 27 16 25 54

6 12 32 15 18

10 21 Free 45 42

4 15 12 30 24

14 6 24 10 48

c. To play: A leader should draw one of the

small cards and read the multiplication combina-

tion. If a player has the correct answer he should

cover it with a marker. The first player to cover

5 squares horizontally, vertically, or diagonally,

calls “Yay.” He is the winner if, on calling back

the numbers, it is found that his play was faultless.

A recorder may keep track of the numbers called

by putting markers on a sheet prepared like this.

2 2 4 6 8

3 3 6 9 12 • • •

Mads. a. Uses: The playing board for this

game contains questions which must be answered

by the pupil. Variation may therefore be obtained

by changing the playing board. For example, the

board shown below might have combinations for

a single process rather than mixed combinations

for the 4 processes. The squares might also ask

children to: (a) read abstract numbers ; (b) tell the

abstract number equivalents for 0 -numbers;

(c) give the correct fraction for pictures of parts

of objects or groups; (d) give estimated answers

for examples.

b. Preparation: Use 9" X 12" construction pa-

per and mark off 20 rectangles (or more if you de-

sire) as shown in the diagram below. Reserve a few

rectangles in which directions may be written and

write multiplication, addition, division, and sub-

traction (MADS) combinations in the others.

Make a spinner with numbers from 1 to 4. As a

substitute, use small cards numbered 1 through 4.

Obtain counters, or have pupils make them from

oak tag, to be used as markers.

c. To play: Pupils should take turns spinning,

or drawing cards, to discover the number of spaces

to advance. If the correct answer is not given for

a fact, the pupil may receive help. In this case his

button stays in the square just as though he had

answered correctly, but when his turn comes to

advance again, he may not, until he can give the

correct answer for the square missed previously.

When progress stops in a square where directions

are given, these should be observed. The first

player to advance his marker to “Numberland” is

the winner.

Bean Bags. a. Uses: Pupils obtain a score by

throwing bean bags through holes in a target.

These holes may be labeled with small numbers,

large numbers, (j) -numbers, tens, or the like, so

that in adding (or subtracting as explained in c,

next page) variation in practice will be obtained.

7 Forgot something.

Start. 6+ 7= ? 11-5 = ? Go back to start. 56 4-8 = ?
r

Red light. Downhill. Short cut.

Lose 1 turn. 3 + 8 = ? 6+7=? Go forward 1. Go to 8 X 6 = ?,

s
Numberland

No gas.
V 1

1

1

9 4- 3 = ? Go back 3. 24 4- 3 = ? j
%

9 X 3 = ?

5

<
Superhighway.

Uphill. Go back 1. 3- 8 = ? 8X6 = ?
*

1 extra turn. 9 + 8 = ?
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b. Preparation: Make cloth bags 4" X 4" and

partially fill each with rice or dried beans. Cut an

18" X 22" piece of J" plywood, mark it off and

cut holes in it as shown in the illustration. The
holes may be cut by repeated drilling around each

inscribed circle. A substitute target may be made
by using chalk to mark the floor into squares which

may then be labeled with numbers, or an area on

the playground may be marked in similar fashion.

c. To play: Have children toss the bean bags

at the supported target. For practice in column

addition, the scores for 3 successive throws should

be added. Subtraction may be practiced by assign-

ing 19 points to each pupil at the start of the game.

When a score is made, it should be subtracted from

19. On the next attempt, the score should be sub-

tracted from the previous remainder. Lowest score

wins. A scorekeeper should write remainders on

the board for each child as they are called out by

the successive players.

Ring Toss. a. Uses: The basic idea for this

game, and hence the use of it, is the same as “Bean

Bags,” above.

b. Preparation: As shown in the illustration,

nail 3 or 4 eight-inch sticks to the side of a wooden
box, and paint numbers under each. Make rings

6 inches in diameter by bending coat hangers or

lacing stout rope end to end.

c. To play: Children should attempt to ring

the protruding sticks in order to obtain the score

painted beneath each. The variations in scoring

and the method of keeping the score described for

Bean Bags in the previous column may also be

used for Ring Toss.

Equipment

Number Box. Candy or cigar boxes are ideal

for storing items used for individual or independent

study. A typical box might contain ten sticks

(dowels, used matches, etc.), ten milk-bottle caps,

ten cardboard strips, domino cards, and fractional

strips. A simple Reckoner made of ten buttons

strung on a string may also be included. As the

various facts are learned, study cards may be

added. These may be kept in two envelopes

marked I know these, and I will study these.

Quantity Objects. Frequently large numbers

of objects are needed for teacher demonstration or

pupil experimentation. The following list suggests

some easily obtained items that may be useful for

such activities:

acorn cups

beads

blocks

buttons

cardboard strips

clothes pins

coins

discs

dowels

lima beans

marbles

milk-bottle caps

nails

paper clips

pencils

soda-bottle caps

splints

spools

tongue depressors

toothpicks

used matches

wooden beads
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Measures. Listed below are a few of the many

items that are useful in enriching or making more

meaningful the study of measures.

a. Capacity. Dry measure containers: quart; peck;

bushel. Liquid measure containers: cup; half pint;

pint; quart; gallon. Comparing capacity: beans,

sand, or rice

b. Length. Foot rule and yardstick (see Manual,

page 341, for Sectioned Rules); tape measure; cyclom-

eter; pedometer

c. Weight. Ounce, pound, quarter-pound, and half-

pound weights; lever and spring balances (up to 25

pounds); postal scales

d. Temperature. Thermometer; demonstration

Adjustable Thermometer (see Manual, page 336, for

construction plans)

e. Time. Calendar; clock (real or cardboard, but

with movable hands) ; stopwatch; timer; hourglass;

sundial

Commercial Teaching Aids

Many excellent teaching materials are produced for sale. Some of these

are given below, classified according to the nature of the item. Since prices

are subject to some variation, none are given. This should be no deterrent,

however, for most companies will be happy to provide such information,

along With descriptive literature concerning their products.

It is sometimes assumed that a large supply of teaching materials is neces-

sary for superior teaching, but the reverse of this condition often seems

more likely. Select your arithmetic teaching equipment with care and in

the light of the whole program. Consider some of the already-mentioned

class-made substitutes that might be more useful and instructive. Beyond

cost, appraise carefully the durability, ease of handling, storage problems,

and teaching efficiency offered by each item. Remember that the simplicity

of an inexpensive item may enhance its effectiveness while the wide appli-

cability and extreme durability of some of the costlier materials may just

as well make investment in them attractive and worthwhile.

By all means consider the value to you and your class derived from the

purchase and use of commercial aids, but be sure to retain and develop that

talent so vital to the teacher, the talent for getting the most out of the im-

mediate environment as it stands.

Films . These carefully selected 16 mm motion

picture listings are given in alphabetical order by

title. The main source of each film is given im-

mediately following each title. Requests for

further information from these producers or dis-

tributors will usually bring excellent advertising

literature describing the nature and extent of each

firm’s film offerings including its plans for future

film production.

About Money. Children’s Productions, Box 1313, Palo

Alto, California.

Addition Is Easy. Coronet Films, 65 E. South Water

Street, Chicago 1.

Miscellaneous. Since numbers can be associ-

ated with almost any activity or object, the follow-

ing list must be considered merely suggestive of

the many aids that are helpful in the classroom.

any of the items mentioned under the devices

section on the preceding pages

catalogues (seed, department store, etc.)

colored paper

egg boxes

empty grocery store boxes and cans

graph paper

notebooks or scrapbooks

oak tag or heavy cardboard

old magazines and newspapers

paper plates

pie tins

ribbon and string for fractions

speedometer
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Alarm Clocks The. Official Films Inc., Grand and

Linden Avenues, Ridgefield, New Jersey.

Arithmetic for Beginners. Bailey Films Inc., 6509

DeLongpre Avenue, Hollywood 28.

Borrowing in Subtraction. Teaching Film Custodians

Inc., 25 W. 43rd Street, New York 18.

Division Is Easy. Coronet Films, 65 E. South Water
Street, Chicago 1.

Helping Children Discover Arithmetic. Wayne Univer-

sity, Audio-Visual Materials Bureau, 5272 2nd
Boulevard, Detroit 1.

Let's Count. Coronet Films, 65 E. South Water Street,

Chicago 1.

Meaning of Long Division. Encyclopaedia Britannica

Films Inc., 1150 Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette,

Illinois.

Meaning of Plus and Minus. Encyclopaedia Britannica

Films Inc., 1150 Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette,

j

Illinois.

Multiplication Is Easy. Coronet Films, 65 E. South

Water Street, Chicago 1.

Number System, The. Encyclopaedia Britannica Films

Inc., 1150 Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois.

Parts of Nine. Young America Films Inc., 18 E. 41st

Street, New York 17.

Parts of Things. Young America Films Inc., 18 E. 41st

Street, New York 17.

Subtraction Is Easy. Coronet Films, 65 E. South Water
Street, Chicago 1.

Teen Numbers. Young America Films Inc., 18 E. 41st

Street, New York 17.

Time. Modern Talking Picture Service Inc., 45 Rocke-
feller Plaza, New York 20.

We Discover Fractions. Coronet Films, 65 E. South

Water Street, Chicago 1.

What Are Fractions? Instructional Films Inc., 1150

Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois.

What Is Four? Young America Films Inc., 18 E. 41st

Street, New York 17.

What Time Is It? Coronet Films, 65 E. South Water
Street, Chicago 1.

'

Filmstrips . To permit direct communication

for further and more complete information, the

name and address of the filmstrip producer or dis-

tributor is given after each of the following titles.

Adventures with Numbers. Popular Science Pub-
lishing Company, Audio-Visual Division, 353

Fourth Avenue, New York 10. These three titles

from a series of six: Making Change ; Two Figure

Divisors; Zero in Multiplication.

Basic Numbers Speed-o-Strip Series. Society for

Visual Education Inc., 1345 W. Diversey Parkway,
Chicago 14. From a set of 23, the 21 titles listed at

the top of the next column.

Number Recognition—Digits: (1) One and Two
Digits; (2) Three and Four Digits; (3) Three to

Five Digits; (4) Four to Six Digits; (5) Five and
Six Digits.

Addition Combinations: (10) Fifteen Easiest Com-
binations; (11) Thirty Easy Combinations;

(12) Nineteen Zero Combinations; (13) Thirty-

six More Combinations.

Subtraction Combinations: (14) Fifteen Easiest

Combinations; (15) Thirty Easy Combinations;

(16) Nineteen Zero Combinations; (17) Thirty-six

More Combinations.

Multiplication Combinations: (18) Group 1;

(19) Group 2; (20) Group 3; (21) Group 4.

Division Combinations: (22) Group 1

;

(23) Group 2;

(24) Group 3; (25) Group 4.

Bridging the Decades. Eyegate House Inc., 330 W.
42nd Street, New York 18. A series of nine titles:

Review ; Work and Play with Number 1

1

; Work
and Play with Numbers 12 and 1 3 ; Work and Play

with Numbers 14 and 15; Work and Play with

Numbers 1 6 and 1 7 ; Work and Play with Number 1 9

;

Work and Play with Number 20; Work and Play

with Problems; Work and Play with More Problems.

Fractions. Curriculum Films Inc., 10 E. 40th Street,

New York 16. These five titles from a series of nine:

Adding Fractions ; Fractions of a Group ; How Large

Is a Fraction? What Is a Fraction? Writing Frac-

tions.

Fraction Series. Society for Visual Education Inc.,

1345 W. Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14. These two
titles from a series of eight: Meaning of Fractions;

Changing the Terms of Fractions.

History of Measures. Young America Films Inc.,

18 E. 41st Street, New York 17. These three titles

from a series of six: History of Our Calendar;

History of Our Number System; History of Telling

Time.

How to Tell Time. Popular Science Publishing Com-
pany, Audio-Visual Division, 353 Fourth Avenue,

New York 10. A set of two titles: Part I—Hour and

Half Hour; Part II—The Minutes.

Introduction to Fractions. The Jam Handy Or-

ganization, 2821 E. Grand Boulevard, Detroit 11.

A series of five titles: Fractional Parts of a Whole,

ij ii Fractional Parts of Groups, £, \; Frac-

tional Parts of a Whole and Groups, § ; Non-
Unit Fractions of a Whole and Groups ; Comparing

Fractions.

Primary Arithmetic Series. Popular Science Pub-
fishing Company, Audio-Visual Division, 353

Fourth Avenue, New York 10. A series of six titles:

Compound Subtraction; Number Family in Addition;

The Threes; Twos in Division; What Numbers

Mean ; Zero a Place Holder.

Using Numbers. Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc.,

1150 Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois. A series
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of sixteen titles: Counting to 5; Counting to 10;

Counting from 10 to 15; Counting from 15 to 20;
Counting from 20 to 40; Counting from 40 to 100;
Counting by 10’s to 30; Counting by 10’s to 50;

Counting by 10’s to 80; Counting by 10’s to 100;

Reading Numbers to 10; Reading Numbers to 50;

Reading Numbers to 100; Writing Numbers to 10;

Writing Numbers to 100; Working with Numbers
to 100.

Work and Play with Numbers. Eyegate House Inc.,

330 W. 42nd Street, New York 18. A series of eight

titles: Arithmetical Concepts; We Learn with Num-
bers—Part I; We Learn with Numbers—Part II;

Time and Money; Addition and Subtraction Con-
cepts; Work and Play with Numbers 5 and 6; Work
and Play with Numbers 7 and 8; Work and Play with

Numbers 9 and 1 0.

Charts and Flash Cards

Bulletin Board Charts on Arithmetic. F. A. Owen
Publishing Company, Dansville, New York. These
fourteen charts from a set of twenty-one: Measures

I; Measures II; A Time Chart; Linear Measure;

Roman Numerals; Change for a Dollar; Kinds of

Subtraction; Tenperature; Weight; Liquid and
Dry Measure; Measure by Counting; Fraction

Chart; More Fractions; A Long Division Chart.

Domino Cards. J. L, Hammett Company, Kendall

Square, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Thirty-four

small domino patterns to be cut from one card.

Group Recognition Cards. Ginn and Company (Num-
ber Flash Cards), 72 Fifth Avenue, New York 11;

Ideal School Supply, 8316 Bickhoff Avenue, Chi-

cago ; Kenworthy Education Service, Buffalo 3, New
York; Scott, Foresman and Company, 433 East

Erie Street, Chicago; Steck Company, Austin 61,

Texas. Semi-concrete pictures of number groups.

History of the Standard Units of Measurement. H. G.

Ayre, Western State Teacher’s College, Macomb,
Illinois. Set of six 8" by 10" pictures.

Ideal Perception Cards. Ideal School Supply, 8316

Bickhoff Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Thirty-four

large domino flash cards with the abstract fact on the

reverse of each.

Working with Numbers Teaching Aids. The Steck Com-
pany, Austin 61, Texas. Includes almost 20 sets

of flash cards for addition, subtraction, multipli-

cation, division, fractions, and counting; 100 and
200 chart; and several manuals for teacher use.

Devices

Abacounter. The Abacounter Educational Company,
50 Broad Street, New York 4. An arithmetic teach-

ing and training aid built on the idea of an abacus.

Arithmetic Readiness Kit. Noble & Noble Publishers

Inc., 67 Irving Place, New York 3. Ten wooden

blocks, stringing lace, number cards, and toy money
representing coins and bills.

Beads. J. L. Hammett Company, Kendall Square,
Cambridge, Massachusetts. In half inch and inch
diameters for making abacus, bead boards, or the like.

Educational Toy Money. J. L. Hammett Company,
Kendall Square, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Simu-
lated coin and paper money representing about SI 00.

Hundred Chart. J. L. Hammett Company, Kendall
Square, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Chart with
numbers to 100 in sequence and arranged in ten

rows of ten columns each. For use in developing
understanding of 2-place numbers.

Ideal Colored Sticks. Ideal School Supply Company,
8316 Bickhoff Avenue, Chicago 20. For grouping
on ten and to show the addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, and division facts and processes. These
splints may also be used with a pocket chart.

Large Peg Board Outfit. J. L. Hammett Company,
Kendall Square, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Magic Teacher Puzzle-Plans, The. Follett Publishing

Company, 1257 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago 5;

or 381 Fourth Avenue, New York 6. Five sets of

puzzles for addition, subtraction, number concepts,

and number recognition.

Math-O-Blocks. D. T. Davis Company, 178 Walnut
Street, Lexington, Kentucky. Twenty-three
wooden number blocks. The size of each block

represents a number, so facts may be shown by
combinations of blocks.

Number as the Child Sees It. Grossnickle, Metzner,
Wade materials, John C. Winston Company, Phila-

delphia. Some concrete and some semi-concrete

materials (and manual) for use in discovering simple

addition and subtraction facts ; counting discs, fact

finder, modernized abacus, fractional parts, cohere-

o-graph (flannel board), fraction chart, hundred
board, place-value pockets, and the like.

Number Kit. Houghton Mifflin Company, 2 Park

Street, Boston 7. Materials for use with the Cath-

erine Stern approach to arithmetic.

One Hundred Chart; Two Hundred Chart. Steck

Company, Austin 61, Texas. Ten strips with ten

red dots on each; one square with one hundred
red dots; wall chart.

Playskool Counting House. Playskool Manufacturing

Company, Chicago. A balance and weights to be

used in discovering or proving addition and sub-

traction facts.

Teach-a-Number Kit. Teach-a-Number Company,
725 Polydras Street, New Orleans. Ten wooden
number blocks. The size of each block represents a

number, so facts may be shown by combinations of

blocks.

Ten-Ten Counting Frame. Milton Bradley Company,
Springfield, Massachusetts. Board with ten wires,

each with ten beads for counting.
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Games

Addi-Fax ; Multi-Fax. The Plaway Games, 18 Divi-

sion Street, Sidney, New York. Addition and mul-

tiplication number cards for rummy-like game.

Addit. Maxim Games Company, New York. Addition

cards and discs.

Aritho. Psychological Services, 4502 Stanford Street,

Chevy Chase, Maryland. Beano-like game for all

four processes.

Arith-O-Cards. Arith-O-Card Company, 157 South

Mentor Avenue, Pasadena 5, California. Addition

and multiplication cards for rummy-like game.

Attaboy’s Number Puzzle Games. The Attaboy Com-
pany, Witchita Falls, Texas. Addition, subtraction,

multiplication, division.

Bobby Duck. The Plaway Games, 18 Division Street,

Sidney, New York. A balance with weighted blocks

representing numbers.

Chutes and Ladders. Milton Bradley Company, Spring-

field, Massachusetts. Counting and addition game
played with dice.

Fiddlestix. Plaza Manufacturing Company, New York.

Addition and multiplication.

4-5-6 Pick Up Sticks. O. Schoenhut Inc., Philadelphia.

Addition and multiplication.

Fracti-Fax. The Plaway Games, 18 Division Street,

Sidney, New York. Set I contains forty-five cards

with fractions printed on each.

Go-to-the-Head-of-the-Class Game. Milton Bradley

Company, Springfield, Massachusetts.

Hit. The Plaway Games, 18 Division Street, Sidney,

New York. Beano-like game.

Hoop-O-Loop Hunting Game. Wolverine Supply Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Like ringtoss.

Imout. Imout Company, Box 146, Station A, St. Pe-

tersburg, Florida. Two beano-like games for

fractions and/or multiplication and division.

Jack andJill Target Game. Candaco Ellis, Merchandise
Mart, Chicago. Simple addition.

Let’s Go Shopping. Samuel Gabriel Sons and Com-
pany, New York. Buying and selling with metal

coins. Addition and subtraction.

Multiplication Tables, Arithmetic Game. Miss I. D.
Fogelson, 5520 South Shore Drive, Chicago 37.

For encouraging pupils to learn their multiplication

tables. Individual use.

Numberland Special. Ideal School Supply Company,
8316 Bickhoff Avenue, Chicago 20. Drill for addi-

tion and subtraction facts.

Old Woman in the Shoe. Ideal School Supply Com-
pany, 8316 Bickhoff Avenue, Chicago 20. Drill for

addition facts.

Parking Lot Game. Ideal School Supply Company,
8316 Bickhoff Avenue, Chicago 20. Drill for mul-
tiplication facts.

Pirate and Traveler. Milton Bradley Company, Spring-

field, Massachusetts. Parcheesi-like game for count-

ing and addition.

Pla-Pak. The Plaway Games, 18 Division Street,

Sidney, New York. Box of colored wooden objects,

with directions for activities to teach counting, ad-

dition, multiplication, and division.

Round-Up Game. Ideal School Supply Company,
8316 Bickhoff Avenue, Chicago 20. Drill for divi-

sion facts.

Say-it Games. Garrard Press, 119 West Park Avenue,
Champaign, Illinois. Addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, and division practice.

Spinno. The John C. Winston Company, Philadelphia.

Circular cards fit under a spinner to make drill game
for all facts.

Tallit. Maxim Games Company, New York. Multi-

plication cards, and disks.

Wham. The Plaway Games, 18 Division Street, Sid-

ney, New York. Target game.
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Experiences. Prentice-Hall Inc., New York, 1952.

Morton, Robert L. Teaching Arithmetic in the Ele-

mentary School, Vol. I. Silver Burdett Company,
New York, 1937.

Morton, Robert L., Chairman of the preparing com-
mittee. Arithmetic in General Education, The Six-

teenth Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers

of Mathematics, Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University, New York, 1941.

Report by the Committee on Flexibility. Developing

Meaningful Practices in Arithmetic. Central New
York School Study Council, 201 Slocum Hall,

Syracuse, New York, 1951.

Rosenquist, Lucy Lynde. Young Children Learn to

Use Arithmetic. Ginn and Company, Boston, 1949.

Spencer, Peter Lincoln, and Margaret Brydegaard.
Building Mathematical Concepts in the Elementary

School. Henry Holt and Co., New York, 1952.

Spitzer, Herbert F. The Teaching of Arithmetic.

Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1954.

Stern, Catherine. Children Discover Arithmetic.

Harper & Bros., New York, 1949.

Stokes, C. Newton. Teaching the Meanings of Arith-

metic. Appleton-Century-Crofts Inc., New York,

1951.

Wheat, Harry. The Teaching of Arithmetic. Row,
Peterson Company, Evanston, Illinois, 1951.

(Caution is advised in ordering items listed

in the next two sections since prices and
availability cannot be guaranteed.)

Reference Materials

Amazing Story of Measurement, The. The Lufkin Rule

Company, Saginaw, Michigan. The story of meas-

urement in comic book form. Free

Day of Two Noons. Association of American Railroads,

Transportation Building, Washington 6, D.C. The
story of the adoption of standard time. Free

Fascinating Figure Puzzles. Burroughs Adding Ma-
chine Company, 6071 Second Boulevard, Detroit

32, Michigan. A collection of puzzles and trick

problems. Free
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From Og to Googol. Marchant Calculating Machine

Co., Oakland 8, California. Brief history of num-
bers. Good supplementary reading. Free

How Long Is a Rod. Ford Motor Company, Dearborn,

Michigan. Describes the origin of our standards of

length. Excellent enrichment material. Free

Just for Fun. Z. L. Loflin and Ida Mae Heard, South-

western University, Lafayette, Louisiana. Jokes

for arithmetic teachers and pupils.

Know Your Money. United States Secret Service,

Treasury Department, Washington, D.C. Shows
how to tell counterfeit money. Free

Lessons in Arithmetic through School Savings. Edu-
cation Section, U.S. Savings Bonds Division,

Treasury Department, Washington 25, D.C. Em-
phasizes student participation in the training and

practice of thrift and planned spending. Free

Measuring Instruments. Bruce Publishing Company,
424 North Milwaukee Street, Milwaukee 1, Wis-
consin. Illustrates and explains the use of many
measuring devices used in industry today.

Numbers and Numerals. Bureau of Publications, Teach-
ers College, Columbia University, New York. An
interesting story of the history of numbers. $0.35

Number Stories of Long Ago. David Eugene Smith.

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1201

Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. $0.75

Railroad Arithmetic, Book I. Baltimore and Ohio Rail-

road, Room 2021, Baltimore and Ohio Building,

Baltimore 1, Maryland. An excellent source of rail-

road problems involving arithmetic. Free

Time Telling. Educational Service Department, Hamil-
ton Watch Company, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Watchmaking and the importance and measurement
of time. Teacher’s guide, with chart. Free

Your Money. The Federal Reserve Bank, Minneapolis,

Minnesota. Pictures on money and banking in the

United States. Free

Source Guides to Teaching Materials

“Aids to Teaching,” Mathematics Teacher. National

Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1201 Six-

teenth Street, N.W., Washington 6, D.C. Regular

feature in the Mathematics Teacher. Lists, describes,

and appraises the latest materials, devices, games,

films, and filmstrips for use in studying mathematics.

“Audio-Visual Supplement,” The Instructor, January,

1953. Department AV, Dansville, New York.

Covers all phases of audio-visual activity, giving

uses, sources of films, and so on. $0.05

Blue Book of 18 mm. Films. Department of Audio
Visual Instruction, The Educational Screen, 64 E.

Lake Street, Chicago. Official and annual Journal

of National Education Association. Describes more
than 7,000 films.

Classroom Aids. E. C. Dent, U.S. Office of Education,

Washington, D.C. Good references on pictures,

maps, charts, and the like.

Descriptive and Evaluative Bibliography of Mathematics

Films, A. Henry W. Syer, Boston University

School of Education, Boston. Mimeographed. $0.75

Directory of 16 mm. Educational Motion Pictures on

Mathematics. Coronet Films, Coronet Building,

Chicago 1. Free

Discussion Aids. National Association of Manufac-
turers, Special Services Department, 14 West 49th

Street, New York 20. A catalog of pamphlets, book-

lets, posters, and films on money, taxes, profits,

careers, research in science, and so on. Free

Educational Film Guide. H. W. Wilson Company, 950
University Avenue, New York 52. An annual an-

notated compilation of all kinds of 16 mm. motion
pictures by title, subject, and classification. In-

cludes films other than for arithmetic.

Educators Guide to Free Films. Educators Progress

Service, Randolph, Wisconsin. An annually pub-
lished annotated guide to free films. Gives listings

by areas, title, and subject and indicates sources and
availability.

Elementary Teachers Guide to Free Curriculum Materials.

Educators Progress Service, Randolph, Wisconsin.

Annually published list of free materials covering all

areas and all types of materials except films and
filmstrips.

Filmstrip Guide. H. W. Wilson Company, 950 Uni-
versity Avenue, New York 52. The 1950 bound
issue and the 1952 Annual Cumulation jointly pro-

vide an inclusive alphabetized and classified list of

over 4,000 filmstrips.

“Mathematical Plays and Programs,” The Mathematics

Teacher, November, 1951, pp. 526-528. National

Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1201 Sixteenth

Street, N.W., Washington 6, D.C. References for

Mathematics Teachers. About 50 to 60 plays and
programs. Most have appeared in the Mathematics

Teacher.

Mathematical Teaching Aids. Chicago Schools Journal,

Jan., Feb. Supplement, 1950. Chicago Teachers

College, 6800 Stewart Avenue, Chicago 21. Free

and inexpensive materials of all kinds for all grades.

Mathematical Visual and Teaching Aids. Teaching Aids

Service, New Jersey State Teachers College, Upper
Montclair, New Jersey. Bibliography of sources of

maps, devices, exhibits, films, slides, and filmstrips,

games, pictures, publications, and recordings. $0.75

“Projection Materials,” The Fiftieth Yearbook, Part II,

pp. 177-185, The National Society for the Study
of Education. University of Chicago Press, Chicago,

1951.

Society for Visual Education, Inc. 1345 West Diversey

Parkway, Chicago 14. Upon request, this organi-

zation furnishes free pamphlets describing the use

of all types of visual aids. Free
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Tables of Measures

Counting Things

12 things = 1 dozen (doz.)

Measures of Length

12 inches (in.) = 1 foot (ft.)

3 feet (ft.) = 1 yard (yd.)

36 in. = 1 yd.

5,280 ft. = 1 mile (mi.)

Measures of Weight

16 ounces (oz.) = 1 pound (lb.)

2,000 pounds = 1 ton (T.)

Liquid Measures

2 cups (c.) = 1 pint (pt.)

2 pints = 1 quart (qt.)

4 quarts = 1 gallon (gal.)

Dry Measures

2 pints (pt.) = 1 quart (qt.)

8 quarts = 1 peck (pk.)

4 pecks = 1 bushel (bu.)

Time

60 seconds (sec.) = 1 minute (min.)

60 minutes = 1 hour (hr.)

24 hours = 1 day (da.)

7 days = 1 week (wk.)

12 months = 1 year (yr.)

365 days = 1 year

366 days = 1 leap year

Controlled Vocabulary List

The following list contains, by pages, 125 new words used in the Grade 4

pupil’s book, exclusive of proper names and abbreviations. These are in

addition to 1,698 words assumed as known to pupils entering the fourth grade.

Some pages in the pupil’s book contain no new words. No page contains more

than two new words, and each new word is used at least twice on the page.

1 ago 95 cafeteria 130 laid

pebbles served 131 badges

3 chart 98 camera foreign

whether films 136 factors

15 prove 103 hike 138 grown
18 shelves scout 140 unit

22 collecting 104 estimating 141 shaded

24 tennis 106 true 143 denominator

43 value 107 length numerator

45 hangars 108 comma 153 peaches

47 yourself thousands 154 ornaments

49 noon 109 automobile strung

56 target license 167 gain

63 gumdrops 112 addend health

64 oats 116 minuend 169 toss

65 twice subtrahend 172 linear

66 sweeping 117 witches width

67 masks 121 whips 178 cabin

71 grade 122 lake meals

members 124 multiplicand 188 related

74 divisor 128 dividend 191 envelopes

79 sentences usually 198 ton

199 coal 241 containers 284 hidden

202 record 242 cheaper 285 bat

socks 243 bins 286 loaves

203 process 245 dial 291 customers

204 errors program magazine

205 factory 249 history 292 bouquet

208 accurately 257 crates 297 reducing

212 acres sensible terms

rented 259 fifteen 299 arithmetic

216 thermometer 260 period 302 fudge

217 degree 261 eighteen 305 fringe

temperature thirteen rug

218 freeze 262 exact 306 lake

liquid 263 reasonable 307 groceries

221 center 268 partial 308 salmon
223 bracelet 272 contest

228 steak 275 profit

230 pattern relay

quilt 279 average

231 watermelon weight

240 bushel 280 piano

peck 282 types
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INDEX
Addend, 148-150

Addition

addends in: 1-place,
32-33, 34-35, 42-43, 47-48 ; 2-place,

42-43, 44-45, 47-48, 140-143; 3-place, 42-43, 44-45,

46, 68-69, 140-143; 4-place, 148-150

bridging in, 40-41

carrying in, 44-45, 46, 47-48, 148-150

without carrying, 42-43

checking, 42-43

column, 42-43, 47-48

differentiated from: multiplication, 86; subtraction,

130-131

by endings (families), 40-41, 42-43

estimating sums in, 140-143, 144

facts: helpers for, 38-40; table of, 324-325; whole stories,

54-57

families in, 40-41, 42-43

of fractions, 315-316

generalizations about, 34-36, 44-45, 148-150

inventory of skills in, 36-38

likeness in, 35-36

meaning in, 34-35

of money numbers, 68-69, 148-150

order of addends in, 47-48

practice and problems, see under P
reading and writing, 34-35

related to: multiplication, 84-85, 182-184, 284-287;

multiplication and division, 244-246; subtraction,

148-150, 236-238

remedial help in, 36-51

review of, 29-51

sum, 35-36, 148-150

tests in, see Tests

vocabulary in, 34-36, 38-39, 148-150, 352
whole stories, 54-57

Answers not on reproduced pages, but on Manual pages, 5

Arithmetic

bulletin board, 48

corner, 38

notebook, 38

Average, 297-299, 300-302

Borrowing in subtraction, 62-66, 67-68, 150-151, 152-153
Bundle numbers, as helpers, 30-32, 33-34

Calendar, 79-81, 161

Carrying:

in addition, 44-45, 46, 47-48, 148-150

in multiplication, 97-99, 100, 204-205
practice in, 160-161, 187-188, 204-205, 216-217, 248-

249, 271

Cent(s), 68-69, 288-289

See also Coins and Money numbers
Change, making, 320-321

Chart
comparison of measurement and fractional-part division,

112

distinction of three basic processes. A., S., M., 103
fraction, 312-313

major topics in grades 3 and 4, 8-9

number, 30-32, 69-71, 278-279, 312-313

place value, 32
pocket, 44-45, 62-63

process generalizations, 139-140

self-evaluation: addition , 36; multiplication, 87
Checking answers, see Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication,

and Division

Circle(s) divided to show fractions, 82-83, 172-174, 222-223,
254-255

Clock(s), 79-81

Coins, 61, 320-321
Comparisons, see Fractions

Curriculum chart, major topics in Grades 3 and 4, 8-9

Dates, 145-146

Denominator, 174
Devices

commercial, 348
instructions for making, 335-341

Diagrams
as helpers, 44-45, 52-53, 61, 62-63, 82-83, 84-85, 90-92,

105-106, 108-111, 112-116, 118-120, 127-128, 146-

148, 154-155, 156-157, 172-174, 182-184, 188-189,

195-196, 213-214, 253, 254-255, 278-279, 282,

300-301, 308-313, 315-316, 319-321

reading measures from, 319-320
Dividend, 162-164

Division

chart, comparison of measurement and fractional-part

division, 112

checking, 124-129

diagrams as helpers in, 105-106, 112-114, 188-189,

213-214
differentiated from: addition, subtraction, multiplication,

102-103, 268-270; multiplication, 273

dividend in, 162-164

divisor in, 105-106, 162-164

estimating quotients in, 274-275, 280-281, 291, 305,

318-319

even, 122-123, 124-127

facts, see Division facts

fractional-part, 112-116, 164-165, 190-191, 219, 248-249,

272
generalizations about, 105-106, 108-110, 112-116, 122-

123, 124-125, 127-128, 162-164, 222-223, 255-256

helpers in, 114-117

inventory of skills in, 114-116

of money numbers, 127-129

meanings, 105-106, 112-114, 117-120

measurement, 105-106, 114-116, 218-219

practice and problems in, see under P
quotient in, 105-106, 162-164

reading and writing, 105-106, 112-114, 122-123, 132-135,

217-218

related to: multiplication, 124-125, 154-157, 169-170,

182-184, 213-214, 218-219, 222-223, 244-245, 270-

271; subtraction, 105-106, 108-110, 118-120, 154-156,

182-184, 188-189; subtraction, multiplication, 154-155

remainder in, 118-121, 127-129, 166-167, 200-201,

206-207

remedial work in, 116-132

short form for (omitting zeros), 128-129
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Division (Cont.)

subtraction in, 223-224

table numbers as help in, 118-121, 168-169, 194-195,

220-221, 250-251, 272

types of, 105-106, 112-116, 164-165

uneven: 1-place quotient, 118-120, 168-169, 194-195, 199,

220-221, 250-251, 272; 2-place quotient, 122-123,

124-125, 127-129, 169-170, 200-201; 3-place quotient,

128-129, 206-207, 224-227; 4-place quotient, 255-256

vocabulary in, 105-106, 162-164

whole stories, 114-116, 156-157, 182-184, 213-214,

244-245, 270-271
_

zero(s) in: multiplications, 127-128; quotients, 199,

200-201, 224-226, 258-259

Division facts

involving 4, 106-110

involving 5, 154-155, 162-166

involving 6, 188-193, 194-195

involving 7, 217-221

involving 8, 244-245, 248-249, 250-251

involving 9, 270-271, 272

helpers for, 114-117

pairs of, 108-110

related to fraction facts, 164-165, 191-192, 217-219,

248-249, 272

related to multiplication facts, 114-116, 154-155, 156-157,

182-184, 188-189, 190-192, 213-214, 218-219, 244-

245, 248-249, 270-271

table of all, 325

whole stories, 114-116, 156-157, 182-184, 213-214,

244-245, 270-271

Divisor, 105-106, 162-164

Double(s) facts in: addition, subtraction, 54-57

Drawing(s), as helpers, 61, 66-67, 112-114, 154-155,

156-157, 254-255, 310-311

Equipment, 345-346

Errors, finding

in computation, 64-65, 100, 185-186, 188-189, 234-235,

246-247, 320-321

in problem situations, 98-99, 162, 198, 214—215, 228,

250, 262, 274-275, 301-302, 306-307, 318

Estimating

answers: in addition, subtraction

,

140-144, 274-275, 291,

305, 318-319; in division, 165-166, 274-275, 280-281,

291,305,318-319; in multiplication, 165-166, 195-196,

222-223, 257, 274-275, 281, 291, 305, 318-319

measures, 121-122, 226-227

Factor(s), 101, 169-170, 288-289

Facts

teaching of, 12-13

See also subject entries

Figures (digits), 30-33

Fraction(s)

addition of like-, 315-316, 317

comparisons by, 308-311

defined, 82-83

denomination in, 174

diagrams showing, 82-83, 110-111, 172-174, 222-223,

253, 254-255, 308-313, 315-316

equivalent, 312-313

facts, 164-165, 191-192, 219, 248-249, 272

game, 83

generalizations about, 82-83, 173-174, 313-314, 315-316
of a group, 110-111

like-, defined, 315-316
meanings, 82-83, 172-174, 315-316
numerator in, 174

of one whole or more, 82-83, 172-173, 254-255
reading and writing, 82-83, 172-173, 308-310
reducing to lower terms, 313-314, 315-316
related to division, 112-116, 117-120, 164-165, 190-192,

217-218, 219, 248-249, 250, 272, 273, 297-299
reteaching, 82-83, 167-168, 253
sizes of, relative, 82-83, 253, 311-312
subtraction of like-, 315-316, 317
terms of, 172-174

vocabulary, 82-83, 174, 315-316

Games
commercial, 349
instructions for playing, 341-345

Generalizations

teaching of, 12

See also subject entries

Group (s)

equal, in division, 105-106, 110-111, 112-116, 117-118

generalizations about, 34-36

numbers as names for, 29-30

parts of, named by fractions, 110-111

Help(ers)

in computation: addition, 36-38, 39-40, 42-43; division,

114-117; multiplication, 84-85, 86-87, 88-89; subtrac-

tion, 53, 54-57, 62-66

diagrams, 44-45, 52-53, 61, 62-63, 84-85, 90-91, 91-92,

105-106, 108-110, 114-116, 118-120, 127-128, 146-

148, 154-155, 156-157, 172-174, 182-184, 188-189,

195-196, 213-214, 253, 254-255, 278-279, 282,

300-301, 308-313, 315-316, 319-321

in problem-solving, 50, 66-67, 86, 114-116, 117-118,

130-131, 139-140, 144, 157-158, 165-166, 175, 184-

185, 196, 229-235, 247-248, 268-270, 274-275, 281,

290-291, 297-299, 302-303, 307-308, 319-321

whole stories (number facts), 54-57, 114-116, 156-157,

213-214

Individualized instruction

provisions for, 5, 21

See each teaching lesson in the Manual under Differentia-

tions and Extensions

Inventory of skills in

addition, 36-38

division, 114-116

measures, 51, 121-122

multiplication, 86-87

subtraction, 53

Line(s)

comparing lengths of, 254-255, 308-311

number, 51, 254-255

Meaning
concept of arithmetic basic to this series, 6-7, 11-12

relationships, 12

“strands of,” 13-14

See also subject entries
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Measure(s), Measurement
changing unit of, >1, 121-122, 202-203, 226-227,

259-261, 319-320

choosing the most appropriate unit of, 121-122, 226-227,

259-261

comparing, by fractions, 308-311

dry, 259-262, 317, 352

estimating, 121-122, 226-227

generalizations about, 259-261

inventory of skills in, 51, 121-122

linear (length), 121-122, 202-203, 310-311, 317, 319-320,

352
liquid, 259-261, 262, 352

reading, from diagrams, 319-320

reference: for length, 121-122, 202; for weight

,

226-227

tables of, 79-81, 161, 202-203, 226-227, 259-261, 352

of temperature, 243-244, 262, 291

of time, 79-81, 161, 228, 352

of weight, 226-227, 228, 262, 317, 352

Minuend, defined, 236-238

Money numbers
adding, 46-47, 68-69, 148-150

average of, 297-299, 300-301

cent point in, 68-69, 127-128

dividing, 127-129

making change, 320-321

multiplying, 92-93, 94-95, 97-98, 100, 288-289

in sales slip, 251-252

subtracting, 52-53, 61, 68-69, 150-151

writing, 46-47, 68-69, 127-128, 288-289

See also Practice

Multiplicand, defined, 159-160

Multiplication

carrying in, 97-100, 204-205

checking, 94-95, 100, 286-287

differentiated from: addition, 86; division, 130-131

estimating products in, 165-166, 195-196, 222-223,

257, 274-275, 281, 291, 305, 318-219

factors: 1-place X 1-place, see Multiplication facts;

1

-

place X 2-place, 92-93, 97-98, 100; 1-place X 3-place,

94-95, 97-98, 100; 1-place X 4-place, 204-205;

2-

place X 2-place, 284-288, 305-306; interchanging

,

101, 286-287, 288-289; related to product

,

169-170
facts, see Multiplication facts

generalizations about, 84-85, 86, 91-93, 94-95, 97-98,

100, 101, 159-160, 162-164, 169-170, 204-205, 284-

286, 305-306

helpers for, 84-85, 86-87, 88-89, 284-286

inventory of skills in, 86-87

meanings, 84-85, 282-286

of money numbers, 92-93, 94-95, 97-98, 100, 288-289
multiplicand in, 159-160

multiplier in, 159-160

order of factors in, 101

practice and problems in, see under P
product in, 88-89, 284-286, 305-306
reading and writing, 84-85, 282-286
related to: addition, 84r-85, 284-286; division, 124-125,

156-157, 169-170, 182-184, 213-214, 218-219, 222-
223, 244-245, 270-271

remedial work in, 88-89, 101

vocabulary in, 159-160, 169-170, 284-286
writing and reading, 84-85, 282-286

zero(s) in, 88-89, 282, 283, 284, 305-306

Multiplication facts

for 4’s and 4, 90-92

for 5’s and 5, 154, 156-158, 159-160

for 6’s and 6, 182-184, 185-188

for 7’s and 7, 213-216

for 8’s and 8, 244-248

for 9’s and 9, 270-271
generalization about, 91-92
pairs of, 91-92, 244-245, 270-271

f

related to division facts, 114-116,- '154-155, 156-157,

182-184, 188-189, 190-192, 213-214, 218-219, 244-
245, 248-249, 270-271

remedial work in, 88-89
table of all, 325

whole stories, 114-116, 156-157, 182-184, 213-214,
244-245, 270-271

Multiplier, defined, 159-160

n (number missing), finding, in

addition, 148-150, 236-238, 255-256
division, 193-194, 222-223, 224-226, 236-238, 255-256
multiplication, 169-170, 236-238, 255-256
subtraction, 148-150, 236-238, 255-256

Number(s)
bundle: for 10, 30-32; for 100, 33-34; for 1,000,

146-148

chart, 30-32, 69-71, 278-279, 312-313

faqt, defined, 38-39, see also Addition facts. Subtraction

facts. Multiplication facts, and Division facts

generalizations about, 30-33, 34-36, 297-299
history of, 29-32, 69-71

like-, defined, 35-36

fine, 51, 254-255

meanings, 29-34, 69-71, 82-83, 146-148, 172-174
money, see Money numbers
as names for groups, 29-30, 34r-36

place value in, 30-32, 69-71, 145-148, 276-279
reading and writing, 29-32, 68-69, 145-148, 276-279
Roman, 69-71

sizes of, compared by estimate, 257
table, 118-121, 168-169, 194-195, 220-221, 250-251, 272
writing and reading, 29-32, 68-69, 145-148, 276-279

Numerator, 174

Oral practice and problems
provisions for, in Manual, 19

See also Practice and Problems
Order

of addends, 47-48

of factors, 101

Outcomes
chart for Grade 4, 8-9

summarized by chapter:

Chapter 1, 24r-25

Chapter 2, 75

Chapter 3, 137

Chapter 4, 179

Chapter 5, 211

Chapter 6, 241

Chapter 7, 265
Chapter 8, 295

Partial product, 284-286, 305-306

Place value, 30-32, 69-71, 145-148, 276-279
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Pocket chart, 44-45

Practice (Italics indicate some or all oral)

addition, 34-35, 39-41, 42-43, 44-45, 47-48, 49, MO-
143, 148-150

addition and division, multiplication, 308-310

addition and subtraction 54-57, 86-87, 145-146, 148-

151, 236-238, 315-316

addition, subtraction, multiplication, 104-105, 204-205,
305-306

addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, 132-135,

143-144, 158-159, 165-166, 171, 175-176, 196-197,

198, 200-201, 208-209, 222-223, 224-226, 229,

234-235, 236-239, 250-251, 255-257

,

258-259, 262,

274, 276, 291, 305, 314, 318-319, 322-323

division, 1 05-1 1 0, 116-117, 118-121, 122-123, 124

-

130, 131-135, 162, 164-167, 168-170,171, 188-189,

190-195, 200-201, 202-203, 206-207, 217-219,

220-221, 224-226, 248-249, 250-251 , 255-256,
258-259, 272, 280-281, 319-320

division, multiplication, 114-116, 156-157, 175-176,

182-184, 208-209, 213-214, 222-223, 226-227,

238-239, 244-245, 254-255, 259-261, 270-271, 272,

297-299

extra

use of, 20-22

with answers:

SETS PAGE SETS PAGE

1 43 28 128

2 45 29 159

3 43 30 167

4 45 31 130

5 43 32 170

6 45 33 128

7 46 34 187

8 48 35 191

9, 10, 11 59 36 195

12 63 37, 38 201

13 65 39 219

14 66 40 226

15 68 41 216

16 150 42 246

17 151 43 249

18 93 44 256

19, 20 95 45 258

21, 22, 23 101 46 271

24 110 47 272

25, 26 127 48 286

27 125 49 287

fractions, 82-83, 172-174, 312-314
multiplication, 84-85, 86, 88-89, 90-93, 94-95, 97-99,

100, 101 ,
157-159, 160-161, 185-188, 204-205,

215-216, 246-249, 257, 271, 282, 283, 284-287,

288-289, 290-291, 305-306

number meanings, 30-34,
69-71 , 145-148, 276-277,

278-279
subtraction, 54-57, 58-59, 62--63, 64-66, 67-69,

143-144, 150-151, 152-153, 223-224
Problems involving (Italics indicate some or all oral)

addition, 35-36, 40-41, 46-47, 49, 50, 140-143
addition, division, 297-299
addition, multiplication, 86, 251-252
addition, multiplication, division, 304

addition, subtraction, 66-67, 139-140, 144, 153, 315-317

addition, subtraction, multiplication, 102-104, 319-320
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, 130-131

171, 175, 181-182, 192-193, 196, 200-201, 220-221
229-234, 247-248, 252-253, 268-270, 290-291,

297-299, 300-303, 304, 307-308, 314-315, 321-322
division, 105-108, 110-111, 112-116, 117-118

188-189
, 190-191, 250

division, multiplication, 1 62-165, 182-184, 273, 274-275
fractions, 253, 308-312, 315-316, 317
measures, 51, 121-122, 196-197, 198, 226-227, 243-244,

259-261, 262, 310-311
multiplication, 84-85, 96-99, 154-155, 157-158,

184-185, 214-215, 246, 257, 302-303
number meanings, 29-32, 33-34

,

71-73, 130-131,

167-168, 208-209, 228, 238-239, 292-293, 322-323
subtraction, 52-53, 60, 61, 68-69, 320-321
time, 79-81

Problem-solving

abilities essential, 234-235, 274-275
accuracy, 234-235

averages, finding, 297-299, 300-302
choosing the process, 66-67, 130-131, 229-232, 269-270,

274-275

completing problems, 50, 60, 102-103, 139-140

cue words, 232-233

data, extra, 247-248, 274-275
data, missing, 231-232, 269-270, 290-291, 307-308
detecting absurdities, 98-99, 162, 198, 214-215, 228,

233, 262, 301-302, 306-307, 318
development of ability in, 14-15

differentiating processes: addition or multiplication, 86;
addition or subtraction, 66-67, 153, 317, 319-320;

addition, subtraction, or multiplication, 103-104, 319-

320; addition, subtraction, multiplication or division,

130-131, 171, 175, 196, 229-231, 268-270, 274-275,

321-322; multiplication or division, 273, 281

estimating (testing) the answer, 144, 165-166, 257,

274-275, 280-281

explaining use of process, 46-47, 61, 317
hidden question, 297-299, 302-304, 314-315, 321-322

labeling the answer, 117-118

making problems, 50, 60, 102-103, 139-140, 181-182,

192-193, 196-197, 217-218, 220-221, 232-233, 252-

253, 269-270

meaning of process used, 34-35, 52-53, 84-85, 105-106,

112-114, 114-116, 117-118; reading for, 114-116,

117-118, 229-231, 232-233, 247-248, 281

numbers needed, 231-232, 269-270
numbers omitted, 229-231, 269-270

reading carefully, 229-231, 232-233, 234, 247-248,

290-291

re-telling the story, 117-118, 274-275

two-step problems, 297-304, 314-315, 321-322

using pictures, 61, 117-118, 234, 250, 251-252, 262-263,

297-299, 300-301, 310-311, 315-316, 317, 319-321

using single process, 96-97, 114-116, 157-158, 184-185,

214-215, 246, 251-252, 288-289

Product, 88-89

Quotient, defined, 105-106, 162-164

Readiness, see “meaning’' under subject entries

Rectangle(s) divided to show fractions, 82-83, 173-174,

195-196, 253, 254-255, 312-313



Relationships, see process entries

Remainder
in division, 118-121, 127-129, 166-167, 200-201,

206-207

in subtraction, 143-144, 152-153

Roman numbers, 69-71

Sales slip, 251-252

Study cards, how to make, 39-40

Subtraction

borrowing in: 62-66, 67-68, 150-153; without borrow-

ing, 58-59

checking, 53, 58-59, 62-63

differentiated from addition, 130-131

estimating remainder in, 143-144

facts: reviewed, 54-57 ; table of, 324—325

families, 57-58

generalizations about, 52-53, 54-57, 62-63, 64-66,

236-238

help in, 52-59, 62-66, 67-68

inventory of skills in, 53

meanings in, 52-53

minuend in, 152-153, 236-238

of money numbers, 52-53, 61, 68-69, 150-151

pocket chart for, 62-63

practice and problems, see under P
reading and writing, 52-53

related to: addition, 148-150, 236-238; division, 105-106,

108-110, 118-120, 154-155, 182-184, 188-189, 223-

224, 248-249

remainder in, 143-144, 152-153

remedial work in, 53, 62-63

short methods for, 62-63, 223-224

subtrahend, 152-153

vocabulary in, 52-53, 152-153, 236-238

whole stories, 54-57

Subtrahend, defined, 152-153, 236-238

Sum, 35-36, 148-150

Table numbers, in division, 118-121, 168-169, 194-195,

220-221, 250-251, 272
Tables of

dry measures, 259-261, 352
length (linear measures), 202-203, 352
liquid measures, 259-261, 352

measures, miscellaneous, 352
number facts, 324-325

time, 79-81, 161, 352
weight, 226-227, 352

'ables, making, of

facts (whole-number), 157-158, 162-165, 185-186, 191-

192, 214-215, 219, 246, 248-249, 270-271

facts (fraction), 164-165, 191-192, 219, 248-249, 272
Roman numbers, 69-71

table numbers, 118-121, 167-168, 194-195, 220-221,

250-251, 272
erms of a fraction, 313-314

est record card, 73

ests, per cent tables by chapter:

Chapter 1, 73

Chapter 2, 135

Chapter 3, 177

Chapter 4, 209

Chapter 5, 239

Chapter 6, 263
Chapter 7, 292
Chapter 8, 323

Tests, classified by subject matter:

addition, 36-39, 42-43, 44-45, 46, 47-48, 49, 51

addition, subtraction, 71-73, 153

addition, subtraction, multiplication, 104-105

addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, 132-135,

176-177, 186-187, 208-209, 239, 262, 274, 292-293,

318, 322-323

division, 114-117, 125-128, 129-130, 131-135, 202-203,
223-224, 251-252, 262-263

division, multiplication, 132-135, 176-177, 238-239
meanings, 71-73, 132-135, 176-177, 208-209, 238-239,

262-263, 292-293

multiplication, 86-87, 88-89, 94-95, 97-98, 101, 103-104,

160-161, 188-189, 216-217, 248-249, 274, 292-293
problem-solving, 71-73, 132-135, 176-177, 208-209,

238-239, 262-263, 292-293, 322-323
after reteaching, 38-39, 42-43, 44-45, 46, 47-48, 51, 54,

58-59, 62-63, 64-66, 67-68, 88-89, 94-95, 97-98, 101,

103-104, 116-117, 125-127, 129-130, 131-132
subtraction, 54, 58-59, 62-63, 64-66, 67-68

subtraction, multiplication, division, 238-239, 322-323
Tests, classified by titles:

Addition, 38-39, 42-43, 44-45, 46, 47-48, 51

Computation, 71-73, 132-135, 176-177, 208-209, 238-

239, 262-263, 292-293, 322-323

Diagnostic, 71-73, 132-135, 176-177, 208-209, 238-239,

262-263, 292-293, 322-323

Division, 116-117, 125-127, 129-130, 131-132

Information and meaning, 71-73, 132-135, 176-177,

208-209, 238-239, 262-263, 292-293, 322-323
Inventory, 36-38, 51, 53, 86-87, 114-116, 121-122

Multiplication, 88-89, 94-95, 97-98, 101, 103-104

Problem, 71-73, 132-135, 176-177, 208-209, 238-239,

262-263, 292-293, 322-323

Self (Test Yourself), 71-73, 104-105, 153, 160-161,

168-169, 176-177, 186-187, 188-189, 200-201, 202-

203, 216-217, 223-224, 229, 248-249, 251-252, 274,

292-293, 306-307, 318, 322-323

Subtraction, 54, 58-59, 62-63, 64-66, 67-68

Thermometer, reading, 243-244

Time, measuring, 79-81, 161

table of, 79-81, 352

Topics, major, grades 3 and 4, 7-10

Unit(s) of measure, 202-203, 226-227, 243-244, 259-261

Visual aids, 346-348

Vocabulary
controlled, list, 352
use in Manual, 18, 30

Weight, 51, 226-227, 352
Whole stories

in addition and subtraction, 54-57

in multiplication and division, 114-116, 156-157, 182-184,

213-214, 244-245, 270-271

Zero(s)

in division, 128-129, 199-201, 224-226, 258-259
generalization about, 32-33, 200-201

in multiplication, 88-89, 282, 284, 305-306

in subtraction, 67-68
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